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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an appeal brought pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”).  The 

appellant, Burswood Resort (Management) Limited, ACN 009 396 945 (hereinafter called “Burswood”) brings this appeal 
against the decision of the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, given on 10 March 2004 in applications 
No 1299 of 2002 and No 1094 of 2003, and against the following parts of the said decision, namely (see page 4 of the appeal 
book (hereinafter referred to as “AB”)):- 
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“1. that the Respondent be paid by way of reasonable notice the amount of $29,166.60 less tax, being the 
equivalent of 6 months’ remuneration less one month’s notice already paid; and 

 2. that the Respondent be paid by way of compensation for unfair dismissal the amount of $6,815.48 less tax, 
being the equivalent of 4 weeks’ remuneration, which the Commissioner found to be the Respondent’s loss 
occasioned by the Appellant’s failure to comply with Part 5 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 
1993.” 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
2 The grounds of appeal are as follows (see pages 6-8 (AB)):- 

“Reasonable Notice 
1. In finding the Respondent was entitled to 6 months’ notice (Reasons for Decision, paragraphs 68 to 70) the 

Commissioner failed to give sufficient or any weight to relevant factors being: 
a. the practice in the workplace - which was that senior executives received three months’ notice and 

all other salaried employees, including managers such as the Respondent, received one months’ 
notice; 

b. the period which the parties themselves considered reasonable which was one month; and 
c. the extended period of notice commencing 14 March 2002 (when the Respondent was first informed 

that his employment would be terminated) which the Appellant effectively gave to the Respondent 
before finally terminating his employment on 14 June 2002 with effect from 21 June 2002. 

2. The Commissioner erred in determining the amount due to the Respondent (Reasons, paragraph 70) by 
failing to account for monies received from other employment during the notice period determined by the 
Commissioner - being income earned by the Respondent as a taxi driver in the period 21 November to 13 
December 2002. 

3. In the alternative to Ground 2, the Commissioner acted contrary to the requirements of s.26(1)(a) of the Act 
when, in proceedings on 9 March 2004, she refused the Appellant leave to reopen on the question of the 
deductions to be made from the monies awarded to the Respondent. 

Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 
4. a. The Commissioner erred in law in holding (Reasons, paragraph 89) that the matters in Part 5 of the 

Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993, particularly the discussions required by s.41, 
should have been complied with prior to the Respondent being given final notice of termination, 
when the statute contains no such requirement. 

b. As a consequence, the Commissioner erred in determining that the Respondent had suffered a loss 
of 4 weeks employment preceding the giving of notice — being the period which the Commissioner 
estimated it would have taken the Respondent to comply with the matters in Part 5 of the Minimum 
Conditions of Employment Act 1993. 

5. Further and in the alternative to Ground 4, the Commissioner erred in holding (Reasons, paragraph 77): 
a. that the Appellant did not make a decision to terminate the Respondent and did not advise the 

Respondent that he was to be terminated until mid-June 2002; and 
b. that the various discussions between the Appellant and Respondent which occurred between 22 

March and 14 June 2002 were not discussions, alternatively not adequate discussions, capable of 
satisfying the requirements of s.41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 and in 
holding that further discussions were required. 

Particulars 
(i) As to 5(a), the Respondent was informed on 14 March 2002, in a staff meeting and by email, that 

Burswood Catering and Entertainment Pty Ltd (“BC&E”) would take over the Appellant’s food, 
beverage and entertainment functions and that, as a result, all of the Appellant’s catering and 
entertainment staff, including managers, would have their employment terminated and would be 
offered employment by BC&E. 

(ii) As to 5(b), the discussions occurred: 
• on 22 March 2002 - when the Appellant’s General Manager Entertainment and Events, 

Darryl Cullen and Human Resources Adviser, Selenya Lee met with the Respondent and 
offered him alternative employment in the position of Operations Manager with BC&E; 

• around the period 27 March to 6 April 2002 - when the Respondent and Cullen exchanged 
emails and engaged in “ongoing discussions” regarding the proposed restructure and 
measures to assist the Respondent to fulfil the position of Operations Manager, which 
measures included the provision of administrative and technical support; 

• on 19 April 2002 — when Cullen and Lee met with the Respondent and gave him a letter 
confirming the offer of employment in the position of Operations Manager with BC&E; 

• on 22 April 2002 — when the Respondent met with the Appellant’s Manager Employee and 
Workplace Relations, Kathleen Drimatis and raised concerns regarding the offer of 
alternative employment; 

• on 26 April 2002 — when Drimatis and BC&E’s Executive General Manager Catering and 
Entertainment, Phillip Thow and Administration Manager, Brian McLatchie met with the 
Respondent and engaged in a lengthy discussion of the issues including the problems which 
the Respondent perceived with the alternative employment which had been offered and the 
Respondent’s proposal that he manage the Appellant’s Theatre and Dome; 

• on 7 June 2002 — when Cullen and Lee met with the Respondent to query his reasons for 
not accepting the alternative employment offered; 

• on 11 June 2003 — when Drimatis held a telephone discussion with the Respondent 
regarding her reappraisal of the salary attached to the position of Operations Manager and 
the Respondent’s unwillingness to accept that position; and 
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• on 13 June 2003 — when the Respondent met with Cullen and Lee and discussed the 
Respondent’s unwillingness to accept the alternative employment offered and the 
Respondent’s further proposal that he return to the position of Theatre Manager. 

Relief sought 
The Appellant seeks an order varying the decision appealed from in such manner as the Full Bench considers 
appropriate including an order requiring the Respondent to repay any amounts by which his award is reduced.” 

BACKGROUND 
3 The above-named respondent, Terry Patrick Cranswick (hereinafter called “Mr Cranswick”) was the applicant in proceedings 

at first instance.  He brought an application pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act wherein he alleged that he was unfairly 
dismissed from his employment as Burswood’s theatre manager on 21 June 2002. 

4 He requested that this application be joined to application No 1094 of 2003 which was lodged by Mr Cranswick pursuant to 
s29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act claiming that he was owed a benefit under his contract of employment with Burswood.  The two 
applications were heard together by consent. 

5 Burswood denied that Mr Cranswick was unfairly dismissed or the he was due any benefits under his contract of employment. 
6 He was employed by Burswood and other associated companies as a theatre manager from 21 December 1985 until he was 

dismissed due to his position being made redundant on 21 June 2002.  At the time of termination, he was paid an annual salary 
of $68,050.00.  In addition to his base salary and superannuation entitlements he was provided with free parking and dry 
cleaning and meals were provided by Burswood when he was on duty. 

7 It was not in dispute that on 1 February 2002 Burswood’s employees were informed of forthcoming organisational changes in 
the food, beverage and entertainment areas of the Burswood business. 

8 In March 2002, Burswood informed its employees at a meeting that a new entity, Burswood Catering and Entertainment Pty 
Ltd (hereinafter called “BC and E”), was to be established to service Burswood’s operations requirements in relation to food, 
beverage and entertainment as and from 22 April 2002.  BC and E was also to undertake contract work with outside entities.  A 
series of meetings about this restructure and its impact on employees was held with employees on or about 14 March 2002.  
There was an issue whether discussions and meetings between Mr Cranswick’s representatives and his employer complied 
with s41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (hereinafter called “the MCE Act”). 

9 A Commission in Court Session of this Commission found that BC and E was established to employ the employees of 
Burswood on “inferior conditions”. 

10 As a result of the restructure, Mr Cranswick was offered the new position of operations manager with BC and E. 
11 On 22 April 2002, 700 employees joined BC and E after retrenchment by Burswood. 
12 There were discussions between Mr Cranswick and employees of Burswood about the proposed terms and conditions of 

employment on a number of occasions. 
13 On 19 April 2002, he was offered new terms and conditions of employment in relation to the new position of operations 

manager which he was being offered (see exhibit A10).  He rejected the offer as unreasonable, and the finding that he was not 
wrong or unreasonable in doing so was not challenged on this appeal. 

14 On 14 June 2002, Burswood wrote to Mr Cranswick advising him that his existing theatre manager position was redundant as 
and from 21 June 2002, and, as he had declined the offer of suitable alternative employment as operations manager of BC and 
E, he was informed that his employment with Burswood would cease as at 21 June 2002.  He was paid three weeks’ pay in lieu 
of notice and worked for one week. 

15 Whilst he was employed by Burswood his contract of employment was governed by the terms and conditions of the Burswood 
International Resort Casino’s Employee Handbook and an offer of employment signed by him on 31 March 1986. 

FINDINGS AT FIRST INSTANCE 
16 The Commissioner at first instance, having heard the evidence, accepted the evidence of all of the witnesses.  She made the 

following findings:- 
(a) That there was no express notice period in his contract of employment and therefore when Mr Cranswick was dismissed 

his notice period was determined by Burswood with no discussion with him. 
(b) Burswood led evidence that the custom and practice for its senior employees was that one month’s notice is to be given 

or received on termination or resignation.  The Commissioner found that even though that might be the custom and 
practice for managers employed by Burswood, what constitutes reasonable notice will depend on each individual’s 
circumstances. 

(c) The Commissioner then assessed what reasonable notice was and found that a reasonable period of notice constituted 
six months’ notice less the one month’s notice already paid to Mr Cranswick. 

(d) The Commissioner found that the dismissal was unfair because Burswood wrongly decided that the operations manager 
position constituted suitable alternative employment and he was deprived of the ability to negotiate a suitable 
redundancy package, which constituted a substantial unfairness. 

(e) The Commissioner found that he was injured and that he should be awarded $1000.00 as a compensation for injury. 
(f) The Commissioner decided that Mr Cranswick had discharged the onus on him to seek out alternative employment, that 

there was a failure to comply with Part 5 of the MCE Act, and he was deprived of the opportunity to discuss alternatives 
to termination, to negotiate a redundancy package, and to avail himself of the opportunity to explore re-training and 
financial assistance. 

(g) She found that he should be compensated for the loss of superannuation payments and the additional benefits normally 
due to him under his contract of employment with Burswood. 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
17 The decision and that part of it appealed against was a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 

161 CLR 513 (see also Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194). 
18 Some grounds, as is often the case, raise individual questions of fact and/or law within the decision which the Commission had 

to reach and did reach, and was a discretionary decision as defined. 
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19 It follows also that, since the decision appealed against is a discretionary decision, then the appellant cannot succeed unless it 
establishes that the exercise of the discretion miscarried in accordance with the well known principles in House v The King 
[1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73 WAIG 220 (IAC) and a plethora of Full Bench 
decisions in this Commission). 

20 In particular, there is no warrant in the Full Bench to interfere with the exercise of the discretion at first instance, and, in 
particular, to substitute its own decision, unless it is established that the exercise of the discretion miscarried at first instance. 

21 Insofar as the grounds complain about a failure to give proper weight to relevant factors, the Full Bench must be mindful of the 
dictum of Stephen J in Gronow v Gronow (1979-1980) 29 ALR 129 (HC) at page 133:- 

“The constant emphasis of the cases is that before reversal an appellate court must be well satisfied that the primary 
judge was plainly wrong, his decision being no proper exercise of his judicial discretion.  While authority teaches 
that error in the proper weight to be given to particular matters may justify a reversal on appeal, it is also well 
established that it is never enough that an appellate court, left to itself, would have arrived at a different conclusion.  
Where no error of law or mistake of fact is present, to arrive at a different conclusion which does not of itself justify 
reversal can be due to little else but a difference of view as to weight:  it follows that disagreement only on matters 
of weight by no means necessarily justifies a reversal of the trial judge.  Because of this and because the assessment 
of weight is particularly liable to be affected by seeing and hearing the parties, which only the trial judge can do, an 
appellate court should be slow to overturn a primary judge’s discretionary decision on grounds which only involve 
conflicting assessments of matters of weight”. 

Ground 1 – Reasonable Notice 
22 The Commissioner implied into the contract of employment of Mr Cranswick and Burswood reasonable notice of six months’ 

termination of the contract in the absence of an express term providing for the giving of notice of termination and the period of 
such notice. 

23 There was evidence that the practice in the workplace, which was also referred to as a custom in the submissions for 
Burswood, was that three months’ notice was given to senior executives, and all other salaried employees, including managers, 
received one month’s notice. 

24 The complaint in this ground of appeal was threefold.  First, that practice to which I have referred was submitted to be a factor, 
which, had it been considered, or properly considered, would lead the Commissioner to imply a lesser term of notice than six 
months in the contract of employment.  The second point was that the period which the parties considered reasonable was a 
period of one month and that that should have bound the Commission.  Again, so the submission went, had it been taken into 
account, the period of six months would have been reduced to one month.   Third, it was submitted that the extended period of 
notice commencing on 14 March 2002, when Mr Cranswick was first informed that his employment was to be terminated, 
constituted a period of extended notice before his period of final notice, coming on 14 June 2002, with effect from 21 June 
2002. 

25 It is necessary to briefly mention the law relating to the implication of a term of notice in a contract of employment.  This point 
has been covered in quite a number of decision of Full Benches of this Commission, the leading case being Tarozzi v WA 
Italian Club (Inc) (1991) 71 WAIG 2499 (FB) (see also, for example, Epath Pty Ltd v Adriansz (2003) 83 WAIG 454 (FB), 
too). 

26 Where no length of notice is specified in a contract it may be implied.  It must not be inconsistent with the expressed terms of 
the contract (see Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd [1995] 185 CLR 410 at 449-450). 

27 The better view is that it is implied as a matter of law not of fact, and that the assessment of how much reasonable notice is is 
dependent on the facts (see Rankin v Marine Power International Pty Ltd [2001] VSC 150 (21 May 2001) at paragraph 206, 
and see Macken, O’Grady, Sappideen and Warburton, “The Law of Employment”, 5th Edition 169 n12) (see per contra Jager v 
Australian National Hotels Pty Ltd (1998) 7 Tasmanian Reports 437). 

28 A specific length of notice ascertained by reference to custom or trade practice may be found to exist.  The implication of a 
term of notice, of course, is to be differentiated from implying a term in the contract itself because a custom or practice exists, 
which was not the case for Burswood on this appeal. 

29 There will be a number of facts and factors that can be considered in order to determine what is reasonable notice.  Tarozzi v 
WA Italian Club (Inc) (FB) (op cit) sets out a number of them, but does not contain an exhaustive list, nor do I think that there 
is any exhaustive list. 

30 What is reasonable notice depends on all of the circumstances.  The assessment of what is reasonable notice must be 
determined in the light of all the circumstances applying as at the date when the notice is given, not at the date of the 
commencement of the contract (see Quinn v Jack Chia (Australia) Ltd [1992] 1 VR 567 at 580 per Ashley, and see, too, Epath 
Pty Ltd v Adriansz (FB) (op cit)). 

31 I deal with the question of custom and/or practice.  If there is one in this case, it is clearly a matter of fact to be considered in 
determining what notice is reasonable.   

32 For Mr Cranswick, it was submitted that there was no custom or practice pertaining to the period of notice to be given because 
all that occurred was the employer unilaterally ordained that there would be three or six months’ notice, depending on whether 
a person was a salaried employee or a senior executive. 

33 As Mr Schapper submitted, too, and correctly, a custom or practice cannot necessarily be found because people reach express 
agreements containing a provision for a particular term of notice.  As I understand the submission, it is not that there is an 
implied term in the contract based on custom or usage, but that such a fact is to be taken into account in determining what 
notice is reasonable. 

34 We were taken to Fisher v Dick & Co [1938] 4 All ER 467 at 469-470, a judgment of a single judge of the Kings Bench 
Division.  As was observed by Branson J in that case, in order to prove a custom, one has to establish a set of terms which is 
notorious, which is reasonable and which is certain, so that parties contracting reference to it may know exactly what the terms 
of the contract which are imported by custom will be.  There was no evidence of any of these requirements in this matter.  The 
case is authority for the proposition that notice must be reasonable and that three months’ notice on strong evidence would be 
reasonable notice to have given in that case because of the notice being given to other employees.  It was sought to be referred 
to in this case where Burswood is the only employer and participant in the casino industry in this State, by virtue of its 
exclusive casino licence.  There was no evidence that there was such a custom or practice as the giving of one month’s notice 
by way of termination in the correct sense of the words “custom and practice”.  There was no evidence of any custom or 
practice to that effect in that such a custom and practice was so notorious, reasonable and certain that parties contracting, 
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namely BC and E, knew exactly what the terms of the contract providing for termination imported by custom and practice 
would be.  It should be made clear that it is, in any event, doubtful that any such custom and practice could have existed in 
relation to BC and E, which had not existed. 

35 In other words, whilst it is not essential that a custom be universally accepted, it must be so well known and acquiesced in that 
persons making a contract in that situation reasonably can be presumed to have imported it into the contract (see Byrne v 
Australian Airlines Ltd (op cit) at page 440 per McHugh and Gummow JJ). 

36 The question is always whether the general notoriety of the custom makes it reasonable to assume that the parties contracted 
with reference to the custom so that it therefore is reasonable to import such a term into the contract (see Byrne v Australian 
Airlines Ltd (op cit)). 

37 In this case, there was not sufficient evidence of notoriety, and there was not, if there were, sufficient evidence of certainty; 
and, even if there were, the custom said to exist was not reasonable since the period of one month’s notice was entirely 
unreasonable for a manager.  One month’s notice could not be implied in the contract of employment for those reasons as a 
custom and practice. 

38 Mr Blackburn also referred the Full Bench to Edward Keller (Australia) Pty Ltd v Hennelly (1990) 35 IR 464 (NSWCA).  
Their Honours found in that case, that, in the course of discussions about a tentative draft agreement for employment, they did 
so in terms of either one month’s or three months’ notice being the requirement.  Thus, Meagher JA said at page 467, Mahoney 
and Priestley JJA agreeing:- 

“In my view, the Court should not impose on the parties a requirement in excess of what either of them considered 
reasonable when they turned their minds to that topic.” 

Ground 1(a) 
39 I turn first to ground 1(a).  It is quite clear that there was no practice in the workplace which was so reasonable, so notorious 

and so accepted that the parties might accept one month’s notice to be considered as a fact in determining what is reasonable 
notice on the authorities.  In particular, one month’s notice is simply not reasonable for a manager any more than three months 
is for an executive.  Further, such an approach might be accounted unsafe in an industry which is carried on in this State by 
only one employer.  Further, a custom does not become notorious or reasonable because it is unilaterally imposed, particularly 
in an industry where there is only one employer.  It must be accepted by its notoriety and its reasonableness as impliable into 
the contract.  In any event, even if that were wrong, which it is not, the custom might be accounted as a somewhat weak factor 
in this case in the face of the strength of the other factors. 

40 That ground fails. 
Ground 1(b) 
41 In my opinion, what the parties might be said to have accepted as reasonable cannot be inserted as a term of the contract or as a 

term of the contract if the parties reached no agreement, and it was not an express term of the contract.  The Commission, on 
the authorities, is required, as a matter of law, to imply a term in the contract of employment in this situation, not to add what 
the parties considered reasonable but did not add to or express in the contract itself.  Otherwise, the Commission is not 
objectively implying a term of reasonable notice at all in the contract, but adding as a term said to have been agreed, or almost 
agreed, which was not agreed, or allowing an opinion not a term of the contract to become an overweening circumstance. 

42 If Edward Keller (Australia) Pty Ltd v Hennelly (NSWCA) (op cit) is authority for the proposition that that is what has to 
occur, then, with respect, I would decline to apply it since it would be, in my opinion, mistaken.  The case should not apply, in 
my opinion, with respect, in this Commission, because one cannot say that a term should be implied because the parties might 
have agreed it or might have approved of it when such an approach is akin to saying that such a term is therefore an express 
term ((ie) the period of notice to be given).  Further, the task of the Commission is, where no term is expressed in the contract 
of employment, to apply a term of reasonable notice because such a task is undertaken in relation to contracts of employment, 
because of the nature of the contract of employment where no term of notice is expressed.  Whether the parties might or one 
might approve of a term is evidence neither of custom or practice nor a relevant fact which leads to a finding of what a 
reasonable term of notice is. 

43 That ground fails. 
Ground 1(c) 
44 This ground contains the assertion that there was a period of notice given commencing on 14 March 2002, when Mr Cranswick 

was first informed that his employment would be terminated.  This, it was said, was the notice which was given to 
Mr Cranswick before “finally terminating his employment” on 14 June 2002 with effect on 21 June 2002. 

45 That notice, which was given to about 700 employees, including Mr Cranswick, was expressed to take effect as at 22 April 
2002.  However, Mr Cranswick, after 22 April 2002, remained in negotiation with BC and E about an offer of employment 
from that company, and the notice did not take effect for him. 

46 The notice then expired, or at least was implicitly extended to an indefinite date, which means that, in fact, the notice lapsed.  
Therefore, as Burswood acknowledges by its own letter in its terms and in the sending of it, a new notice was required.  In fact, 
a new notice was given.  What was reasonable is to be determined as at the time of giving notice (see Quinn v Jack Chia 
(Australia) Ltd (op cit), and also Epath Pty Ltd v Adriansz (FB) (op cit)).  In my opinion, having regard to his age, managerial 
status, 17 years service and the fact that he was confronted afresh by termination after negotiations, without warning, there 
were sufficient facts to warrant a finding that a reasonable period of notice was six months.  For those reasons, none of those 
grounds is made out. 

Ground 2 
47 By this ground it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in determining the amount due to Mr Cranswick for compensation 

(see paragraphs 77 and 89 of the reasons for decision at first instance), by failing to take into account monies earned from and 
received by Mr Cranswick as a taxi driver during the notice period, 21 November 2002 to 13 December 2002.  That should 
have been taken into account because he was required to mitigate his loss.  He did mitigate his loss.  It is a figure which should 
have been deducted.  That ground is made out (see Growers Market Butchers v Backman 79 WAIG 1313 (FB)). 

Ground 3 
48 This ground is expressed as an alternative to ground 2.  Since ground 2 is made out, it is not necessary to make any finding on 

this ground, and I do not do so. 
Ground 4 
49 By this ground it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in law in holding (see paragraphs 77 and 89 of the reasons for decision 

at first instance) that the requirements in Part 5 of the MCE Act should have been complied with prior to Mr Cranswick being 
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given final notice of termination when the statute contains no such requirement.  Thus, it is further alleged that the 
Commissioner erred in determining that Mr Cranswick had suffered a loss of four weeks’ employment preceding the giving of 
the notice, being the period which the Commissioner estimated it would have taken Burswood to comply with the matters 
referred to in Part 5 of the MCE Act. 

50 The point in this ground of appeal is that, even if the Commissioner was correct in so finding (see paragraphs 77 and 89 of the 
reasons for decision at first instance), there were no adequate discussions for the purposes of s41 of the MCE Act.  There was, 
it was submitted, no loss suffered thereby.  As I have said, the Commissioner found that Mr Cranswick was dismissed “due to 
a genuine redundancy situation”, but that Burswood, having breached Part 5 of the MCE Act, then, for that reason and other 
reasons, harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed him.  There was a complaint that the finding of four weeks’ loss of 
employment preceding the giving of notice constituted a loss and this was submitted to be an error also.  The findings which 
the Commissioner made are expressed in paragraphs 77 and 89 of the reasons for decision at first instance. 

51 The Commissioner found that because the requirements of s41 and s43 of the MCE Act were not met or able to be met, then 
Mr Cranswick was treated unfairly because he was deprived of the opportunity to discuss alternatives to termination, to 
negotiate a redundancy package, to avail himself of the opportunity to explore retraining, and to seek financial assistance. 

52 In addition, he was deprived of the ability to avail himself of his statutory right under s43 of the MCE Act to paid leave of 
absence for eight hours for the purpose of conducting interviews for new employment. 

53 I would also add that there were other contributing factors to the finding of unfairness which the Commissioner made.  These 
were a lack of adequate notice of termination and an unlawful payment of wages in lieu of notice (see Sanders v Snell (1998) 
157 ALR 491 (HC), and see paragraphs 77, 78 and 79 of the reasons for decision at first instance). 

54 What occurred, as a matter of fact, of course, was that, like all of the other 700 or so employees, Mr Cranswick was given 
notice that he would be retrenched, his position having become redundant on 22 April 2002.  In fact, it did not become 
redundant to that date and he was not to be retrenched until that date.  He continued in his employment.  That was because he 
was engaged in negotiations to obtain a position with BC and E, which negotiations later failed.  There is some overlapping in 
this matter between the submissions made in support of ground 5.  It is the fact that no discussions about the effect of his 
dismissal occurred before his dismissal on 14 June 2002 to take effect from 21 June 2002.  In saying that, I do not refer to the 
discussions which took place up until mid April 2002 or so relating to the possibility of employment by BC and E.  There was, 
as submitted, no evidence that even if further consultations or discussions had occurred, Mr Cranswick’s employment would 
not have been terminated on 14 June 2002 with effect from 21 June 2002.  However, no decision was made, nor is there any 
evidence of such a decision being made until shortly before he was in fact dismissed.  In any event, that submission is not to 
the point.  There was evidence that since BC and E had taken over Burswood’s entertainment functions, there was no 
employment for Mr Cranswick with Burswood at the time.  Again, that is not to the point. 

55 It was submitted that there was no evidence to suggest that Burwood could have continued to employ Mr Cranswick in the 
position, or, if such a position did exist, that he would have accepted it.  I observed that there was (unlike Hooker v The 
Owners of Strata Plan 5679 Kashmir 83 WAIG 3948 (FB)) no evidence that there was no position available.  Again, that is not 
to the point.  Mr Cranswick himself, in any event, could not give evidence that he would accept such a position if none was 
available or, if one was available, was not offered and he did not know of it.  It was also submitted that there was no evidence 
to suggest that if further discussions had occurred that Burswood would have agreed to negotiate a redundancy package or an 
offer of other financial assistance.  Indeed, it was submitted that, on the evidence and submissions, he had no intention of 
negotiating a redundancy package with Burswood because he had been offered alternative employment.  Again, that was not to 
the point.  It was also submitted that there was no evidence to suggest that there was “an extensive range of options, possible 
retraining and resources that the applicant could have canvassed and accessed”, to which the Commissioner referred.  Again, 
that was not the point.  It was also submitted that Mr Cranswick was “deprived of the ability” to avail himself of the statutory 
right under s43 of the MCE Act to eight hours paid leave of absence for the purposes of job interviews, was not a valid 
submission because he was more than compensated for that by the payment of three weeks’ pay in lieu of notice. 

56 The Commissioner, without evidence, it was submitted, made a finding that the loss was a period of four weeks’ employment 
without any supporting evidence.   

57 There was also an attack on the finding that the period of four weeks should have been available to Mr Cranswick prior to 
being given notice.  This finding, it was submitted, was erroneous because there was nothing in s41 of the MCE Act to preclude 
an employer who has decided to terminate an employee, from giving notice at the same time as it informs the employee of the 
decision or even after the notice period. 

58 The following cases were cited.  Caffery v Chubb Security Australia Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 1381 (FB) at paragraphs 43, 51 
and 61, and Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893 (IAC) at paragraph 90 per Heenan J (Parker J 
agreeing). 

59 The Full Bench was not taken to Roxstead Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Roxon Enterprises v Oliver (2004) 84 WAIG 1064 at 1067 
(FB) per Sharkey P (at paragraphs 52-57). 

60 This matter is quite simple.  There was an earlier notice of dismissal given on 22 March 2002 to Mr Cranswick, amongst 
others, to take effect on 22 April 2002.  That notice put into effect, or purported to put into effect, or give notice of a 
retrenchment, because their positions were made redundant by the fact that Burswood was ceasing to carry on business in the 
entertainment portion of the Burswood Group’s operations. 

61 In Mr Cranswick’s case, the notice was not carried into effect.  In his case, too, there were discussions directed to the 
amelioration of his situation which, sofar as the evidence revealed, was limited to his taking the same job on lesser conditions 
with BC and E.  His rejection of the offer was held to be reasonable, and that finding of the Commissioner is not appealed 
against.  Once he had rejected the offer, of course, he was back in the position where he was left in the somewhat unstable 
situation with the prospect of no employment.  In the meantime, of course, the notice of termination given on 22 April 2002 
had lapsed or expired and had certainly not been extended.  That had occurred without his contract being terminated. 

62 Mr Schapper submitted that the discussion required by the MCE Act had not occurred since the discussion which did occur was 
limited to one matter, namely whether the alternative employment with an alternative employer could be arranged, and that this 
did not exhaust the requirements under s41 of the MCE Act for discussion. 

63 I am satisfied and would find as follows.  The notice given in March 2002 had expired without terminating Mr Cranswick’s 
contract, and in order to terminate the contract new notice had to be given in accordance with either an express or an implied 
term.  What occurred was that there was no express term and notice, but that new and express notice of termination was given.  
That there was a need to give fresh notice was recognised by the actual giving of fresh and express notice of a different 
duration from that which had been given previously, and given about three months after the first notice was given to take 
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effect, almost two months after the first notice expired.  Thus, this was an express decision to retrench Mr Cranswick because 
his job became redundant.  That notice advised expressly of a new effective date for the dismissal to occur and gave 
Mr Cranswick express notice for a different period.  It is to be noted that the reference to making a person redundant is wrong.  
A person’s job is made redundant and that employee is then dismissed by retrenchment. 

64 The s41 obligations must be carried out by the employer as soon as practicable after the decision has been made “to make a 
person redundant”.  It was not contended that in March 2002 this was done otherwise.  However, those matters, or all of them, 
which Burswood was required to raise, had not been raised, or there is no evidence that they had been raised prior to the 
dismissal of Mr Cranswick in June 2002.  The clear obligation of the employer is to raise the matters for discussion prescribed 
by s41(2) of the MCE Act and to ensure that the relevant points are, in fact, covered (see Garbett v Midland Brick Company 
Pty Ltd (IAC) (op cit)). 

65 The relevant points include clearly such matters as alternative employment, the period of notice, assistance with preparing a 
curriculum vitae, professional advice about obtaining other employment, counselling and assistance to come to terms with 
retrenchment and new employment and time to attend interviews.  (The list is not exhaustive). 

66 Further, the employer’s duty is to ensure that the discussion as prescribed takes place so that the employee will be able to draw 
to the employer’s attention any considerations that may have been overlooked such as adverse effects upon the employee or 
measures that might be taken to avoid or minimise the effect of the retrenchment. 

67 It was clearly open to find that this was not done either before or after the dismissals.  Further, it is, in my opinion, 
disingenuous to suggest that it is fair to comply with the statutory requirement of s41 of the MCE Act at or after a dismissal.  It 
is difficult to see how there could be compliance with s41 by holding the required discussion at or after the dismissal, because 
such a discussion is not then held as soon as practicable after the decision if it is delayed until the dismissal is implemented.  
Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (IAC) (op cit) is not authority otherwise, and Roxstead Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Roxon 
Enterprises v Oliver (FB) (op cit), which is authority to that effect, was not cited to us.  In this case, there was no compliance, 
and the Commissioner was correct to find that there was no compliance with s41. 

68 Next, and alternatively, it was, in my opinion, arguable that s41 applied and required to be complied with afresh, because, in 
giving new and individual notice to Mr Cranswick in deciding to do so on such short notice, the employer made a decision to 
take action which was likely to have a significant effect on him within the meaning of s40(2)(b)(iii) and s41(2)(b) of the MCE 
Act, and that, therefore, the employee was required to comply from the beginning with s41 as soon as practicable after the 
decision was made.  That was not done.  However, that point was not argued before the Full Bench and I do not decide it now.  
The Commissioner found correctly, of course, that the dismissal was unfair. 

69 There was clearly a lost opportunity to take steps to ameliorate Mr Cranswick’s position on dismissal by the breach of s41.  
However, that is not enough. 

70 Within the dictum of Heenan J in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (IAC) (op cit) at paragraph 101, page 906, there 
was no evidence or no sufficient evidence which might lead to a finding that the failure to comply with the s41 MCE Act 
implied term in the contract resulted in an identifiable loss of the kind there described or to justify a finding that the likely 
effects of the redundancy might have been avoided or minimised by the requisite discussion had it occurred.  As a result, no 
loss could be established within the principles in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (IAC) (op cit).  The Commissioner 
erred and that ground is made out. 

Ground 5 
71 I now turn to ground 5.  That ground is pleaded further and in the alternative to ground 4. 
72 By ground 5(a) it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in finding that Burswood did not make a decision to terminate 

Mr Cranswick and did not advise Mr Cranswick that he was to be terminated until the written notice of termination of 14 June 
2002.  For the reasons which I have already expressed, that ground is not made out. 

73 By ground 5(b) it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in finding that the various discussions which were held between 
22 March 2002 and 14 June 2002 were not discussions, or adequate discussions, for the purposes of satisfying the requirements 
of s41.  It is not necessary to add anything further to what I have said. 

74 For those reasons, ground 5 is not made out. 
Superannuation 
75 It was submitted on behalf of Mr Cranswick by Mr Schapper that the Commissioner at first instance erred in failing to find an 

amount of loss equal to superannuation contributions and to add a sum in respect of that loss to the amount of the order for 
compensation.  However, there is no cross-appeal.  Except as provided by the Act, no award, order, declaration or finding or 
proceeding of the President, the Full Bench or the Commission shall be liable to be challenged, appealed against, reviewed, 
quashed or called into question by any court, the Full Bench being for the purposes of this appeal, a court, on any grounds (see 
s34(4) of the Act). 

76 The only means provided in the Act for the appeal, review, challenge or quashing of a decision of the Commission constituted 
by a single Commissioner is to the Full Bench pursuant to s49 of the Act.  Otherwise, the Full Bench is prohibited by s34(4) 
from exercising any jurisdiction as was described in the sub-section.  To ask the Full Bench to vary the order of the 
Commissioner at first instance without an appeal by Mr Cranswick against the decision being instituted is to ask the 
Commission to vary the decision when there is no jurisdiction to do so.  There is no jurisdiction or power to do so and I would 
not do so. 

FINALLY 
77 I would uphold the appeal insofar as grounds 2 and 4(b) are concerned and vary the decision at first instance by reducing the 

amount awarded by the decision of the Commissioner, by deducting the amount of the earnings of Mr Cranswick as a taxi 
driver from 21 November 2002 to 13 December 2002, namely, $1,661.61 (see Growers Market Butchers v Backman (op cit)).  
Thus, too, the figure of $29,166.60 in Order 4 of the decision of 10 March 2004 should be replaced by the figure of 
$27,504.99.  Because ground 4(b) is upheld, order 2 in the order at first instance should be deleted also by way of variation of 
the decision.  I would otherwise dismiss the appeal. 

SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
78 I have read the reasons for decision of His Honour the President.  I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add. 
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COMMISSIONER S J KENNER:  
79 The grounds of appeal and the background to this matter have been set out in the draft reasons of the President which I have 

had a benefit of reading.  I therefore need not repeat those matters on this occasion. 
80 The appellant challenges the decision of the learned Commissioner at first instance on essentially two bases.  The first is that 

the Commission at first instance erred in determining that the respondent was entitled to an implied term of reasonable notice 
of six months in all of the circumstances.  It was contended that in the case of the respondent's employment, there existed a 
“custom and practice” whereby persons in the respondent's position, should receive one month’s notice.  Furthermore, the 
appellant submitted that given that all employees of the appellant were notified on or about 14 March 2002 that their 
employment would be “transferred” to another entity, then this constituted in effect, an extended period of notice, which 
should have been taken into account in determining what was reasonable in all of the circumstances.  Finally, there was a 
submission that the learned Commissioner erred in failing to set off income earned by the respondent in alternative 
employment, after his employment came to an end. 

81 The second limb of the appeal, concerns the application of s 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the 
MCE Act”) and whether the requirements of that section were met in all the circumstances of the case at first instance. 

Reasonable Notice Issue 
82 It was common ground at first instance that the respondent's contract of employment with the appellant was silent in relation to 

notice of termination of employment.  Having made that finding, the learned Commissioner then applied the principles set out 
in the decision of the Full Bench of the Commission in Tarozzi v WA Italian Club (1991) 71 WAIG 2499.  In applying those 
principles the Commission at first instance concluded that given the factors relevant to the respondent, six months’ notice 
would be a reasonable period to be implied.  

83 In the case where there is no term as to notice, a term of reasonable notice is to be implied as a matter of law, with the 
determination as to what is reasonable being based upon all of the circumstances of the case as a matter of fact.  The generally 
accepted purpose of notice of termination of employment, whether express or implied, is to provide sufficient time for the 
parties to the contract to make alternative arrangements: Fryar v System Services Pty Ltd (1996) 137 ALR 321.  In the case of 
an employee, that would be to seek other employment, and in the case of the employer, to arrange a replacement employee. 

84 In the present case, the uncontroverted evidence was that the respondent, along with all of the appellant’s employees, was 
notified initially on or about 14 March 2002 and confirmed on or about 22 March 2002, that he would no longer be employed 
by the appellant and that all employees would be offered employment with a new entity, Burswood Catering and Entertainment 
Pty Ltd (“BC and E”) effective from 22 April 2002.  It also seems reasonably clear from the uncontested evidence at first 
instance, that the respondent was aware from this time, that his position of theatre manager with the appellant was being made 
redundant.  It is trite to observe of course however, that a redundancy is not synonymous with termination of a contract of 
employment which in the circumstances of a redundancy is a retrenchment. 

85 It seems also reasonably clear from the evidence, that from about the time of these announcements as to changes to 
employment arrangements having been given, that up until 14 June 2002, when the respondent was, it seems, formally notified 
his employment would end on 21 June 2002, endeavours were being made for the respondent to accept an alternative position 
with BC and E as its operations manager. 

86 The learned Commissioner set out her conclusions in relation to reasonable notice at pars 67 to 69 of her reasons for decision.  
As to the submissions of the appellant in relation to the workplace practice of the appellant and what the parties themselves 
may have considered reasonable, I am in general agreement with the reasons of the President.  In particular, in relation to the 
submissions as to what the parties may have considered reasonable, reference was made by counsel to the decision of Edward 
Keller (Australia) Pty Ltd v Hennelly (1990) 35 IR 464.  In my opinion, the decision in Edward Keller is in any event 
distinguishable from the present circumstances.  In that case, it is apparent from the judgement of the court, in particular that of 
Meagher JA at 467, that the evidence before the trial judge at first instance in that matter, was to the effect that the parties had, 
during the currency of the employment relationship, from time to time, discussed the issue of notice of termination of 
employment, as to whether one or three months’ notice might be required.  There was no such evidence in this matter at first 
instance.  The appellant cannot in my view rely upon the respondent's evidence in cross examination in the proceedings, well 
after the termination of his employment, as to what he may have then considered the notice might have been, especially when 
in any event, the evidence was somewhat equivocal on this issue in particular at 52T, where the respondent referred to the need 
to “talk to HR and general managers and come to an agreement.” (about the period of notice).  There was no evidence at first 
instance that the appellant and the respondent actually turned their minds to this issue at all during the employment 
relationship, as was the case in Edward Keller. 

87 In determining the quantum of notice as an implied term, an assessment is to be made at the time the notice is given and not at 
the time of the formation of the contract of employment: Martin Baker Aircraft Co Ltd v Canadian Flight Equipment [1955] 2 
QB 556 at 581.  In the present circumstances, as I apprehended the appellant’s submissions, it was not contended that the 
announcements made to staff of the appellant on 14 March 2002 constituted notice of termination of employment.  Rather, it 
seems to have been accepted, that notice of termination of employment was formally communicated to the respondent on 14 
June 2002, when it became apparent that the respondent was not going to accept the alternative position of operations manager 
with BC and E.  In my opinion, it would be strongly arguable that the general announcements to staff of the restructuring and 
the offers of employment from BC and E, would not satisfy the requirement that notice of termination of employment, whether 
oral or written, must actually specify when the contract of employment is going to end or make it possible for it to be 
ascertained: The Burton Group Ltd v Smith [1977] IRLR 351 at 354. 

88 As has already been noted, as early as 14 March 2002, the respondent was made aware that his position as theatre manager 
with the appellant was to be made redundant and effective 22 April 2002, it was intended that all employees “transfer” to BC 
and E.  This was also set out in a general notice to staff in evidence as exhibit R6 at first instance.  This position was 
reaffirmed with the respondent at a meeting between himself and other representatives of the appellant on or about 22 March 
2002.  Given that it appears accepted that formal notice of termination of employment was not given by the appellant until 14 
June 2002, the question then is what were the relevant circumstances as applying to the respondent as at the time the notice 
was given?  

89 In my opinion, the learned Commissioner rightly took into account the considerations which she applied in coming to her 
conclusions as to what was reasonable notice in the circumstances, based on Tarozzi.  However, there was no apparent regard 
had by the learned Commissioner in her reasons, to the effect of the notification in March 2002 that the respondent was to be 
made redundant which notification, the respondent, on the uncontroverted evidence, saw as unequivocal and which he clearly 
understood, and the subsequent events.  The factors identified in Tarozzi, as the cases and the texts make clear, are not 
exhaustive.  What is reasonable in each case will depend entirely upon the circumstances in existence at the time the notice of 
termination of employment is given.   
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90 In this case, the notice of termination of employment given by the appellant on 14 June 2002 must be seen in my opinion, 
against all of the background that preceded it.  That is, it was clear on the evidence that at least from 14 March 2002, the 
respondent knew that his position with the appellant was going to come to an end and that there was a proposal for a new 
position with BC and E.  Whilst it was the case that the respondent remained in employment with the appellant, ostensibly 
undertaking the new position, whilst discussing its terms with the appellant, the evidence also disclosed that the respondent 
contemplated the alternative of a redundancy payment, in the event that he was not satisfied with the appellant's responses to 
his overtures.  That is, in my view, alternatives to accepting the new employment were plainly in the respondent's mind during 
the course of the months over which the discussions took place between the parties.  Given this, and given the purpose of 
notice of termination of employment, then it was in my view, a relevant consideration to take into account, in determining 
reasonable notice as a matter of fact, the period of time preceding the formal notice that was given, over which the redundancy 
of the respondent was announced and discussions took place as to alternatives. 

91 This was a relevant consideration that in my view with respect, the learned Commissioner should have had regard to in 
assessing what was reasonable notice in all the circumstances of this case, at the time the notice was actually given.  Whilst I 
accept that most of the attention of the parties was directed to attempting to retain the respondent in the new organisation, the 
fact remains that he was well aware that his employment with the appellant was going to come to an end if his discussions with 
the appellant were not successful.  Having regard to the events preceding 14 June 2002, taking into account the announcements 
and meetings in March 2002 with the respondent, I would reduce the period of reasonable notice from six months to four 
months in the circumstances.  I would therefore uphold ground one of the grounds of appeal to this extent. 

92 As to the terms of ground 2, that the learned Commissioner erred in failing to call to account monies earned by the respondent 
since his dismissal, I agree that this ground is made out.  

Minimum Conditions of Employment Obligations 

93 As to the obligations under s 41 of the MCE Act, the learned Commissioner concluded that this provision was not at any time 
complied with, and it was for this reason, that she considered that the respondent's dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair.  
There is no challenge by the appellant to this ultimate conclusion by the Commission at first instance.  What the appellant 
challenges, by appeal grounds 4 and 5, is the alleged failure by the learned Commissioner to have regard to the steps taken by 
the appellant in seeking to place the respondent in alternative employment with BC and E, and furthermore, her finding of loss 
equal to a period of four weeks, during which it was held by the Commission at first instance, that the appellant could have 
complied with its obligations under Part 5 of the MCE Act. 

94 In my opinion, on the evidence at first instance, the appellant did not satisfy the requirements of s 41 of the MCE Act.  The 
requirements of in particular s 41(2) are specific and oblige an employer to expressly discuss the issues set out in that 
subsection.  I am not persuaded that the appellant did so on this occasion.  Additionally, I also agree that the learned 
Commissioner was however, in error in finding as she did, that the terms of Part 5 of the MCE Act could have been complied 
with in a period of four weeks and this represented the respondent's loss.  There was no evidence upon which the requisite 
findings of fact could be made to establish loss of the kind required as dealt with in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd 
(2003) 83 WAIG 893 per Heenan J at 906.  In connection with this issue, whilst not directly arising on this appeal, I adhere to 
the views I expressed in Roxstead Holdings Pty Ltd trading as Roxon Enterprises v Oliver (2004) 84 WAIG 1064 at 1072, that 
absent other considerations going to the fairness of a dismissal, findings as to a breach of s 41 of the MCE Act, without further 
findings as to the consequences of such a breach, in terms of loss and/or injury, will not necessarily render a dismissal harsh, 
oppressive or unfair.  In this case however, there were other considerations taken into account by the Commission in 
concluding that the respondent’s dismissal was unfair. 

95 I agree therefore that ground 4(b) be upheld and that Order 2 should be varied by deleting the amount of $6,815.48 and 
substituting the amount of $1,000.00, being the sum for compensation for injury, as found by the learned Commissioner, and 
which has not been challenged on appeal. 

THE PRESIDENT: 

96 For those reasons, the appeal is upheld, and, insofar as grounds 2 and 4(b) are concerned, the decision at first instance varied.  
Otherwise, the appeal is dismissed. 

Order accordingly 
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Decision Appeal upheld and decision at first instance varied 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, and Mr D Jones, as agent 
Respondent Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 1st day of June 2004, and having heard Mr J B Blackburn (of 
Counsel), by leave, and Mr D Jones, as agent, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of 
the respondent, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on 13th day 
of September, 2004, and a speaking to the minutes having taken place by written submission and the parties having consented to 
variations in the minute and the Full Bench having agreed to vary the minute accordingly, it is this day, the 5th day of October 2004, 
ordered as follows:- 

(1) THAT appeal No FBA 16 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld. 
(2) THAT the orders made at first instance in application Nos 1229 of 2002 and 1094 of 2003 be and are hereby 

varied by varying Order 2 thereof as follows:- 
(a) By replacing in line 2 of Order 2 made at first instance, the figure “$6,815.48” with the figure 

“$1,000.00”. 
(b) By replacing in line 1 of Order 4 the figure “$29,166.60” with the figure “$27,504.99”. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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leave 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 These were two appeals heard together by consent.  Both appeals were brought against the decision of the Commission, 

constituted by a single Commissioner, in application No 226 of 2002 made on 5 December 2003.  The first appeal, FBA 48 of 
2003, was brought by Chevron Texaco Australia Pty Ltd (formerly Chevron Australia Pty Ltd) (hereinafter called “Chevron”).  
The second appeal, FBA 50 of 2003, was brought by Anthony Richard Ross (hereinafter called “Mr Ross”). 

2 The appeals are brought pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”), and 
they are brought against the decision of the Commissioner at first instance, constituted by an order. 

THE DECISION APPEALED AGAINST 
3 The decision appealed against was constituted by an order, which, formal parts omitted, reads as follows:- 

“(1) DECLARES that the applicant’s claims in the herein matter are industrial matters for the purposes of the 
Act. 

(2) DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment by 
the respondent as a contracts administrator on or about 17 January 2002. 

(3) DECLARES that reinstatement of the applicant is impracticable. 
(4) DECLARES that the applicant was denied a contractual benefit in the form of 12 months notice of 

termination of employment. 
(5) ORDERS that the respondent pay to the applicant compensation for loss in the sum of $225,908.28 and a 

contractual benefit of 12 months remuneration in lieu of notice in the sum of $154,614.00 less the amount of 
$171,408.50, being a total of $209.113.78 and further less any amount payable to the Commissioner of 
Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid.  

(6) ORDERS that the sum in par (5) of this order be paid by the respondent within 21 days of the date of this 
order.” 

APPEAL GROUNDS FBA 48 OF 2003 
4 The appellant in appeal No FBA 48 of 2003, Chevron, appeals against the decision on grounds to which I will refer hereinafter.  

The relief sought is as follows:- 
“The Appellant seeks an order from the Full Bench that the appeal be upheld and it vary the decision at first 
instance as the Full Bench considers appropriate to address the errors made.” 

APPEAL GROUNDS FBA 50 OF 2003 
5 The appellant in appeal No FBA 50 of 2003, Mr Ross, appeals against the decision on grounds to which I will refer hereinafter.  

The relief sought is as follows:- 
“The Appellant seeks an order varying the order [2003] WAIRC 10201 of Commissioner Kenner dated 
5 December 2003 by deleting existing orders (4) to (6) inclusive and substituting the following orders in their 
place: 
(4) DECLARES that the applicant was denied a contractual benefit in the form of 18 months notice of termination 
of employment under the Escravos Contract. 
(5) DECLARES that the applicant was denied a contractual benefit in the form of 12 months notice of termination 
of employment under the Perth Contract. 
(6) ORDERS that the Respondent pay to the Applicant: 
(a) compensation for loss of $298,192.38; 
(b) a contractual benefit of 18 months remuneration under the Escravos Contract in the sum of $894,577.14, 
less the amount paid for the Applicant’s service to the Respondent between 1 and 17 January 2002 of $5396.37 
and the amount of $154,614.00 paid under order (6)(c) below; 
(c) a contractual benefit of 12 months remuneration under the Perth Contract in the sum of $154,614.00, less 
the amount of $171,408.50; and 
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(d) costs and expenses of $35,153.73, 
being a total of $1,051,118.40, and further less any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to 
the Income Tax Assessment Act, 1936 (Cth) and actually paid. 
(7) ORDERS that the sum in paragraph (6) of this order be paid by the Respondent within 7 days of the date of 
this order.” 

APPLICATIONS TO EXTEND TIME 
6 There is also an application to extend time within which to file appeal No FBA 50 of 2003 and various complementary 

applications, which, in my opinion, I would grant given the merit of the appeal and the small amount of delay.  The appeal was 
filed on the first working day after the expiration of the 21 day period for the institution of an appeal prescribed by s49(3) of 
the Act. 

BACKGROUND 
7 The above-named respondent/appellant, Mr Ross, brought an application at first instance against his former employer, the 

above-named appellant/respondent, Chevron, claiming pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act that he was unfairly dismissed from 
his employment by Chevron, his employer, on or about 17 January 2002.  He therefore, too, claimed compensation for loss as a 
consequence of his unfair dismissal.  Further, Mr Ross sought orders in respect of a claim for contractual benefits allegedly 
denied to him in the sum of $943,982.84.  That claim was for remuneration said to be owing as the balance of an alleged fixed 
term contract of employment.  Alternatively, Mr Ross claimed 18 months remuneration in lieu of notice for a contract entered 
into by Mr Ross for services overseas in America, which contract was terminated by Chevron. 

8 The same claim for 18 months salary in lieu of notice was made arising from a second contract said to have been entered into 
between Mr Ross and Chevron on or about 1 January 2002. 

9 The quantum of compensation claimed for the alleged harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal was $97,112.35.  The claim was, of 
course, primarily governed by s23A and s29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Act, before its amendment by the Industrial Relations 
Reform Act 2002. 

10 The particulars of the claim are set out by the Commissioner at first instance at pages 139-141 of appeal book, volume 2 
(hereinafter referred to as “AB2”) (FBA 48 of 2003) at paragraph 5 of the reasons for decision of the Commissioner. 

11 Mr Ross is by training and profession an electrical engineer, but for the greater part of his professional career he has worked as 
a contracts administrator.  He commenced employment with Chevron’s predecessor, West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd 
(hereinafter called “WAPET”), in February 1993 on a contract basis engaged in contracts administration.  At the time, WAPET 
was the operator of a joint venture in the north-west of this State. 

12 In 1994, Mr Ross was offered and accepted by letter of 30 September 1994, a permanent staff position within WAPET’s legal 
department as co-ordinating contracts administrator (for the terms see pages 146-154 (AB2) and page 1049 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 
2003)). 

13 That, of course, was accepted by Mr Ross’ signature on 7 October 1994 (page 1053 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  As well as a 
number of conditions, significantly, there was a termination of contract clause which reads (see page 1050 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 
2003)):- 

“Employment may be terminated by either party via one month’s notice in writing, or at the Company’s discretion, 
by payment in lieu of notice for dismissal”. 

14 In December 1996, he was appointed by WAPET, his employer, to contracts consultant - level 9, to the Gorgon Project, a 
liquid gas project in the north-west of this State. 

15 As at 1 January 1999, by way of promotion, he was appointed to the position of contracts adviser for the Gorgon Project, 
having been previously promoted to the level of grade 10 adviser. 

16 He was offered an overseas assignment to assist Chevron Overseas Petroleum Inc in Venezuela in February 1998, but declined 
that assignment.  He had concerns with the tendering process for that project, and made those concerns known.  There was a 
communication at that time from Mr J Briggs, the then general manager of WAPET, to a Mr Jack Jones, dated 30 September 
1998, about Mr Ross’ involvement with the project.  Mr Jones was then Chevron’s personnel development committee (“PDC”) 
representative, nominated to deal with international personnel placements. 

17 It should be observed that WAPET, as was Chevron, was part of the Chevron Texaco group of companies.  These companies 
operate worldwide in the oil industry, but their headquarters are in the United States of America (hereinafter called “the 
USA”).  Both of them were engaged in the PDC process which was the process by which the Chevron group of companies 
arranged the movement of personnel into available positions worldwide.  At the material times, Ms Nicola Woods, who was a 
senior manager at the time of the hearing employed by Texaco Australia Pty Ltd, “on loan” from Texaco Ltd (UK), but then 
employed in California with Chevron Texaco Overseas Petroleum Inc, was involved in the process.  The process is outlined at 
pages 150-154 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003).  I should say that there was a formal and, it would seem, frequently used process of 
making employees of companies within the group available on overseas assignments to other companies within the group. 

18 At all material times, the Chevron group was engaged in a project called the Escravos Gas Plant Phase 3 project (“EGP3”), 
which was part of a larger project then being undertaken by Chevron Nigeria Ltd, a division of Chevrontexaco Overseas 
Petroleum (hereinafter called “COPI”).  The business manager of that project was Mr Donald Lee Bucklin who gave evidence 
at first instance. 

19 In late May 1999, one Harper, the business manager of the Gorgon Project, invited Mr Ross to apply for two positions.  One 
position was in the EGP3 project.  Mr Ross preferred the EGP3 project.  Mr Bucklin had worked on the Gorgon Project, knew 
Mr Ross’ ability, and was keen to have him engaged on the EGP3 project. 

20 In May 1999, Mr Bucklin prepared a fixed duration loan agreement document (an “FDLA”), in relation to Mr Ross’ 
appointment to the EGP3 project.  An FDLA is and was in this case the written instrument of overseas assignment. 

21 The documents used by the parties were plainly used commonly and as an integral part of the process of assignment of 
employees by and to companies within the Chevron group.  They were, for the most part, standard form documents. 

22 On 1 June 1999, Mr Ross accepted the overseas assignment in accordance with the FDLA presented to him.   
23 At the commencement of the FDLA offer there appears (page 1859 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)) the following:- 

“To Anthony R Ross . . .  
Contingent upon work/resident permit clearances (where required) and upon Company medical clearance, you are 
offered the following loan assignment.”  (my emphasis) 
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24 The first portion of the FDLA document reads as follows (see pages 156-157 (AB2) and page 1859 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)):- 
“… Anticipated Assignment Start Date     July 1, 1999 
and Length     4 years 
“…The attached details cover the compensation, relocation, and other policies and programs that currently apply to 
this position and location.  Though the Company expects that your loan assignment will continue as described, 
unforeseen circumstances or a change in business conditions or policies and programs may result in a modification 
of the assignment or its duration.  During this assignment, your career management will remain the responsibility of 
your Home Organization, detailed below.  At the end of this assignment, your Home Organization will be 
responsible for any subsequent assignment.  If you have any questions about your ICE/Expat status, please contact 
your Sponsor.”  (my emphasis) 

25 There was also an attached memorandum with the FDLA in relation to the FDLA, which, formal parts omitted, in the first 
paragraph, provided as follows:- 

“PERSONNEL - CONFIDENTIAL 
The following outlines the provisions which will cover your temporary foreign assignment as Contract 
Administrator – Escravos Gas Project Phase 3 with COPI/Nigeria/FE/Project Management, initially located in 
Houston, USA.  Your assignment will commence around 1 July 1999.  The duration of your assignment is expected 
to be approximately 4 years.”  (my emphasis) 

26 That memorandum was from Mr Mark William Charles Crook of WAPET, a human resource consultant, and was dated 2 June 
1999.  (Mr Crook gave evidence). 

27 It should be noted that the subject of the memorandum is described as “loan assignment USA 1999-2003” (see pages 1861-
1864 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

28 The memorandum from Mr Crook was signed as accepted on 3 June 1999 by Mr Ross (see page 1865 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 
2003)).  He accepted it as follows:- 

“I accept the terms and conditions of the above-mentioned Development Assignment as described in your 
memorandum dated 2 June 1999 which shall be read and applied in conjunction with Chevron’s on “Resident 
International Assignment” Policy dated 4/98.” 

29 Thus, at that time there was the acceptance of an assignment by Mr Ross. 
30 At the bottom of the FDLA there appeared the following notation “Special Instructions: Assignment will initiate in Houston, 

Texas for about 12 months, but may revert to another location.  The requirement of relocating is contingent on development 
and execution of the project execution plan.”  (my emphasis) 

31 It is quite clear that the FDLA and the memorandum contained the terms and conditions of Mr Ross’ assignment to the EGP3 
project. 

32 In the FDLA, WAPET, which was then Mr Ross’ employer, was described as the “home” organisation.  COPI was described 
as the “host” organisation.  Mr Ross was therefore loaned to COPI whilst remaining on the WAPET payroll for all purposes.  
Thus, at the end of the assignment, he was to return to the home organisation.  International assignments within the Chevron 
Texaco group are covered by policy documents relating to the terms of RIA and “Temporary International Assignments” 
(hereinafter called “TIA”) which appear in exhibits AR10 and 11 (see pages 502 and 522 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

33 The relevant international assignment policy was accepted as part of the FDLA by the parties.  It is noteworthy, too, that the 
offer itself is specifically accepted as an assignment.  

34 The memorandum also notes “all costs associated with this assignment are to be reimbursed to WAPET by COPI”.  It also 
prescribes what is called compensation consisting of:- 
(a) Base salary 
(b) Car allowance 
(c) Foreign service premium 
(d) Goods and service supplement  

35 The amount payable totals $14,028.75 per month, less hypothetical tax and housing allowance subtraction.  Foreign 
compensation is expressed to be $9,386.11. 

36 There were also payable a housing allowance but 6% of salary is deducted to take account of it. Also payable were a transfer 
allowance, medical coverage, a travel allowance to and from Houston for Mr Ross and his family at the beginning and the end 
of the assignment, superannuation, annual leave, long service leave accrued and a vacation allowance and car allowance (see 
pages 1562-1564 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

37 The hypothetical tax is explained.  His employer deducted tax at Australian rates and then paid his United States tax liability 
itself.  Therefore, his tax liability was the same as if he had remained in Australia.  The goods and services supplement is to 
compensate for the difference in costs of goods and services between the United States and Australia, as the memorandum 
explains.  Further, as the memorandum also advises (see paragraph 2(a), page 1862 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)), Chevron was to 
pay him a housing allowance monthly in US dollars to assist with his accommodation during the assignment.  However, it also 
advises that 6% of his salary will be deducted each month as a housing expense. 

38 Those are the amounts ((ie) hypothetical tax and housing expense) which were deducted from the total amount of his benefits 
of $14,028.75 approximately per month to make $9,386.11 per month. 

39 He was also eligible for a business class air travel fare to and from Houston at the beginning and the end of the assignment 
with his family and by way of vacation allowances a round trip full economy class air fare or equivalent for himself and his 
family on each anniversary of his assignment. 

40 All of these benefits were clearly only available or payable whilst Mr Ross was on assignment in Houston, and not, of course, 
whilst he was working in Australia, and there is nothing to indicate that they were. 

41 Mr Bucklin gave evidence of the nature of such assignments and of this assignment in his main witness statement (see 
paragraphs 34-38 of the reasons for decision at first instance, page 158 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  A TIA is expected to be of 
short duration (three to 12 months).  An RIA is expected to be of longer duration. 
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42 His application was supported by his employer’s assignment summary which gave the starting date of the assignment as 7 July 
1999 and left the end open.  Mr Ross applied also for a visa enabling him to enter the USA to work. 

43 Mr Ross and his family arrived to take up the assignment in Houston, Texas, in the USA, in July 1999.  He took up an assigned 
position as contracts administrator for the EGP3 contract.  Whilst he was in Texas, Mr Ross assisted in various projects as well 
as the EGP3 project. 

44 Shortly after he arrived in Houston, Mr Ross said that his assignment status was unilaterally changed from RIA to TIA which 
affected his allowances.  There was also some disagreement about his status and grade.  This disagreement was not resolved. 

45 Mr Bucklin said that it was his opinion that the questions about Mr Ross’ status and grade should be resolved as soon as 
possible.  After six months, Mr Bucklin reviewed Mr Ross’ performance. 

46 In early 2000, Mr Ross was engaged by a new employer, a new Australian employer, instead of WAPET.  That was the above-
named appellant/respondent, Chevron, which took over the oil and gas assets of joint venture partners previously operated in 
Western Australia by WAPET.  Both companies were part of the Chevron group. 

47 On 25 January 2000, Chevron wrote to Mr Ross advising of the continuation of his assignment and confirming his employment 
with Chevron.  That letter (see page 580 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) reads, formal parts omitted, as follows:- 

“Please find attached our Letter of Offer in respect of the continuation of your present assignment.  The letter is in 
similar terms to your original assignment letter except this letter is for the purposes of confirmation of your 
employment with Chevron Australia Pty Ltd (CAPL replacing WAPET as Operator effective 1 February, 2000). 
The letter confirms CAPL’s recognition of your entitlements to Annual Leave, Sick Leave and Long Service Leave 
accrued with WAPET and also to your associated service date. 
Your superannuation will continue under the same plan with the same level of contributions. 
We will continue to pay and administer you under CAPL’s employment in the same manner as we have done so with 
WAPET. 
Please sign the last page of this offer and return to Julie Rupe in Human Resources at your earliest convenience.  
Contact Simon Hogan or Mark Crook if you have any questions concerning this letter.” 

48 That letter expresses itself as being restricted to the continuation of Mr Ross’ present assignment in Houston, but it also 
purports to be an offer of employment with Chevron which it was not disputed happened, and was accepted. 

49 The change to be made was also confirmed in an undated letter to Mr Ross from WAPET. 
50 The letter from WAPET (see page 579A (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) reads as follows:- 

“West Australian Petroleum Pty Limited is advised that you have been offered and have accepted employment with 
Chevron Australia Pty Ltd (“CAPL”) to take effect from the date CAPL commenced operatorship of oil and gas 
assets in Western Australia on behalf of Joint Venture Partners. 
Accordingly, your employment with West Australian Petroleum Pty Limited (“WAPET”) ceased effective upon 
CAPL commencing the operatorship of those oil and gas assets which was the 1st day of February 2000. 
We understand that CAPL has undertaken to recognise your accrued entitlements to annual leave and long service 
leave and, therefore, these entitlements will not be paid out upon termination of your employment with WAPET but 
will instead be available to be taken as leave in your future employment with CAPL. 
Best wishes in your future career with CAPL and thank you for your contribution to WAPET.” 

51 Mr Simon William Hogan, formerly of WAPET, but on behalf of Chevron by whom he was then employed, forwarded to 
Mr Ross a memorandum dated 24 January 2000, with the letter of 25 January 2000 in relation to “LOAN ASSIGNMENT USA 
- 2003” confirming an offer to continue his assignment in Houston (see page 581 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Mr Hogan gave 
evidence.  He was human resources manager of Chevron in Perth at the material times (see page 4847 et seq (AB17) (FBA 48 
of 2003)). 

52 Chevron, by memorandum from Mr Hogan of 24 January 2000 (see page 581 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) confirmed the offer of 
employment and the continuation of the assignment in the following terms: 

“This memorandum serves as our offer of employment with Chevron Australia Pty Ltd (CAPL) on a temporary 
foreign assignment, in the position of Contracts Administrator – Escravos Gas Project Phase 3 with the 
COPI/Nigeria/FE/Project Management, initially located in Houston, USA.  Chevron Group 2 Your assignment has 
3.5 years remaining in duration.” 

53 The memorandum also confirmed foreign compensation of $10,369.37, a monthly hypothetical tax deduction and goods and 
service supplement, home maintenance allowance, as well as car allowance, base salary, housing allowance, furniture storage 
allowance, incidental relocation allowance, a home maintenance allowance, medical coverage, travel arrangements for the 
beginning and end of the assignment, superannuation benefits under the WAPET superannuation plan, a vacation allowance, 
interim accommodation before leaving for Australia. 

54 Significantly, the memorandum from Mr Hogan of 24 January 2000, advises (see page 583 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)):- 
“Further, your service with WAPET will be deemed to be service with the Company for the purposes of calculating 
your entitlements to notice, redundancy and parental leave.” 

55 Thus, there is a clear expression which deems service with WAPET and requires a clear and fresh expression of it, to be 
service with Chevron. 

56 Mr Ross, as I have said, accepted that offer on the terms set out in those documents, and signed the last page of the 
memorandum (see page 584 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  It is to be noted that the assignment to COPI was expressed to be for 
the remainder of 3.5 years in duration.  It was also a term of his contract of employment that he accept changes to his work 
location at the discretion of Chevron.  That is, of course, of some significance. 

57 In January 2001, Mr Ross who was then in Houston with his family, emailed to Ms Peta Sinclair, the registrar of St Mark’s 
School in Perth, about his daughters being educated there (see page 5509 (AB19) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  He noted in passing that 
he had been living in Houston for 18 months “as a consequence of accepting a secondment” from WAPET to one of the parent 
companies, namely Chevron Overseas Petroleum “COPI”.  He referred to this as a secondment at least twice more in this 
email.  Relevantly:- 

“My secondment was based on the premise that it was a temporary assignment (18 - 24 months) that that would fill 
the gap left by the Gorgon Development and upon my fulfilment of the assignment return to take up my previous 
position of contracts manager for West Australian Petroleum.” 
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58 He also wrote:- 
“Jacqui and I have been working on the mindset that we were coming home and have commenced our demobilising 
activities.  I have prepared management here that the assignment is coming to an end and that we were looking 
forward to returning to Perth.” 

59 He then discussed, in the letter, the fact that he had been requested to move to London, but said that he wished to return home 
but there was no position for him in Perth at the time.  He also wrote that he had accepted a position with Chevron on its 
takeover of WAPET “on the premise of existing conditions”. 

60 However, he was on assignment when his employment changed, and remained on assignment afterwards, however 
“assignment” might be characterised. 

61 In April 2001, Mr Ross’ residential status was changed again, and he reverted to RIA, as at 1 May 2001, having been on TIA 
(see page 5154 (AB18), page 581 (AB4) and page 1861 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  RIA conditions then applied for the rest of 
his assignment. 

62 From 1 May 2001, he ceased to be paid home maintenance allowance.  Hypothetical tax was still deducted.  However, a 
housing allowance was still paid with a 6% deduction (see pages 5151-5156 (AB18) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  The 6% deduction 
was to take account of the fact that a person would have incurred some expenses in running her/his property in her/his home 
country. 

63 There were also still provided fares home at the end of the assignment and the annual fare home on vacation for him and his 
family.  Most benefits therefore remained the same.  However, the memorandum of 20 April 2001, referred to hereunder, 
clearly prescribed, too, the benefits and entitlements which Mr Ross claimed in the Commission at first instance (see the RIA 
documents, too, at page 506 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) (see also the rationalisation of “tax equalisation” being directed to 
ensuring that the employee would not suffer a disadvantage by leaving home for a foreign country on assignment together with 
the same explanation for equalising housing living expenses) (see pages 512 and 514 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

64 All of this was confirmed in the memorandum from Mr Crook to Mr Ross dated 20 April 2001 in which Mr Crook also advised 
that the assignment has “2.25 years remaining in duration” (see page 5154 (AB18) et seq (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

65 Relevantly, also, the first paragraph of the memorandum under the heading “Loan Assignment USA – 2003” reads:- 
“Further to our memorandum of 24 January 2000, this memorandum serves as our confirmation of your transfer, 
and the associated conditions, from “temporary International assignment” (TIA) status to a “Regular International 
Assignment” (RIA) status effective from 1 May 2000, in the position of Contracts Administrator - Escravos Gas 
Project Phase 3 with the COPI/Nigeria/FE/Project Management, initially located in Houston, USA. Chevron Group 
23(2).  Your assignment has 2.25 years remaining in duration.” 

66 The memorandum also significantly concludes “We trust you will continue to have a rewarding assignment in terms of both 
work experience and new personal encounters”. 

67 Throughout that memorandum there is particular emphasis upon and expression of the word “assignment”. 
68 At all material times, Mr Ross and his family maintained their home and stored their possessions and effects in Perth. 
69 It was not at all in dispute, and, indeed, accepted that, at all material times, Mr Ross remained on the WAPET and then the 

Chevron payrolls and remained their employee during the whole of his assignment in Houston. 
70 As a result, Mr Ross entered into long term commitments, for the remaining duration of the assignment, by way of long term 

leases on accommodation and furniture purchases, etc. 
71 In the course of his time at Houston, and in the performance of his duties on the EGP3 project, Mr Ross encountered a number 

of cases of what he considered was inappropriate corporate governance conduct, and conduct which was contrary to Chevron’s 
corporate policy.  These incidents involved the potential misuse of power, he said. 

72 Further, there was alleged fraudulent misconduct by at least one employee and there were also alleged breaches of the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act (US), according to Mr Ross.  What he saw, he recorded in a document which he headed 
“OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES” (exhibit AR28).  (See page 609 (AB4) (FBA 43 of 2003)). 

73 Mr Ross raised these matters with Mr Bucklin and a Mr Gerald Pastor, another employee of COPI and Mr Bucklin’s immediate 
supervisor, but he did not receive “a positive response” from either of them, and, accordingly, informed the human resources 
representative in Houston, a Ms Smith, about them.  Mr Ross said that no one in senior management, at any time, directed him 
to discontinue his inquiries.  His evidence was that, from time to time, other employees of Chevron gave him information 
about inappropriate corporate practices, and, in particular, these included a Mr Edward Ciabattari, a technical assistant with 
COPI, who from time to time, gave Mr Ross CD-ROMs with information on them about such practices. 

STEPS Process 
74 Because Mr Ross was unable to resolve his salary, status and promotion disputes by other means, he was requested to proceed 

by way of an internal disputes or grievance resolution process called Steps to Employee Problem Solution, called “STEPS”.  
This was in August 2001. 

75 A COPI corporate human resources officer, Mr Wilcox, was appointed to facilitate this process. 
76 Mr Bucklin said that there were allegations of disruptive conduct by Mr Ross, but that he, Mr Bucklin, had no first hand 

knowledge of them. 
77 Mr Ross informed Mr Bucklin that he had in his possession “damaging information” which he intended to report to the chief 

executive officer of the Chevron group, a Mr O’Reilly, in the United States.  Mr Bucklin raised his concerns about this with 
other members of senior management.  In particular, he sent an email, DLB33, (see pages 4786 & 7 (AB17) (FBA 48 of 
2003)), on or about 6 November 2001, to Mr Wilcox, with a copy to Mr Crook in Perth, in relation to these matters.  
Mr Bucklin referred in the email to his understanding that Mr Ross could be returned to WAPET at any time and sought 
confirmation of this from WAPET’s human resources management.  In this email from Mr Bucklin there is the following 
reference to “align(ing) ourselves with WAPET on this issue before we agree to inform Tony (Mr Ross) on Monday 
12 November that we are releasing him from the project and back to WAPET’s control”.  This clearly constituted advice to 
both COPI management and to Chevron’s management in Western Australia that Mr Ross’ assignment overseas was to be 
terminated. 

78 In early November 2001, Mr Bucklin said, he had discussions with the senior management of the EGP3 project and they 
instructed him to inform Mr Ross that he would be released from the project at the end of December 2001. 
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79 On 6 November 2001, Mr Simon Hogan in Perth in this State forwarded an email to Mr Bucklin.  (See page 4786 (AB17)).  In 
this email he advised Mr Bucklin that Mr Ross should be treated like any other Chevron Australian employee on foreign 
assignment.  That meant that when there was no longer a position available on assignment other possibilities would be assessed 
both internationally and in Australia.  Mr Bucklin’s evidence was that there were no suitable positions available in Australia at 
the time, according to human resources employees in Perth.  They also informed Mr Bucklin, according to his evidence, that if 
there was no alternative employment available internationally, Mr Ross, on his return to Perth, would be entitled to a 
“redundancy package”. 

80 In an email to Mr Hogan in Western Australia, Mr Bucklin confirmed that the reason for Mr Ross’ release from the EGP3 
project, was not because he was redundant, but because of what Mr Bucklin described as “an escalation of irreconcilable 
issues, relationship problems and undesirable impacts within our organization”. 

81 Mr Bucklin expressed the opinion, too, that the decision not to promote Mr Ross had, to an extent, a debilitating effect on 
Mr Ross in the workplace.  Mr Bucklin was of opinion that it was necessary to remove Mr Ross from the project team to 
improve the work environment, and to provide some relief to team members, whom, it was alleged, felt threatened by 
Mr Ross’ presence. 

82 The second STEPS meeting in the STEPS 2 process took place on 13 November 2001.  At the beginning of the meeting, and 
without any warning, Mr Gerald Pastor, Mr Bucklin’s immediate supervisor, informed Mr Ross that he, Mr Pastor, had made a 
decision to return him to Australia.  Mr Ross’ evidence was that he had received no advance warning of this decision, either 
before the first STEPS meeting in October 2001 or at any time.  Mr Ross also gave evidence that no one had told him, either 
orally or in writing, that his performance or conduct was such that his continuation in the EGP3 project team would be under 
question.  He was, he said, shocked and dumbfounded by the “announcement”.  In addition, this process, the STEPS process, 
had been initiated by him on the advice of human resources, and it was only in its early stages.  Mr Ross informed those 
present that he was going to use the Chevron “hot line” and also intended to take legal action.  Mr Ross also advised those 
present that this was a four year assignment which could not be terminated.  Mr Ross also gave evidence that there were, at the 
time, other and alternative positions available to be filled by him, including a position in Western Australia. 

83 Mr Bucklin gave evidence that, by 15 November 2001, there were concerns about a further deterioration in Mr Ross’ conduct, 
including its potential impact on COPI’s Nigerian joint venture partners.  Indeed, it is fair to observe that the decision to return 
Mr Ross to Australia was made well before 13 November 2001 and perhaps in early November 2001, as the Commissioner at 
first instance found. 

84 After a discussion, senior management decided to direct Mr Ross to leave the project offices the next day, 16 November 2001.  
On the morning of Friday, 16 November 2001, at about 8.00am, with no advance warning to Mr Ross, Mr Bucklin, Mr Wilcox, 
and a Chevron Texaco security officer attended Mr Ross’ office at Enercon.  Mr Bucklin requested Mr Ross to leave the office 
immediately.  However, Mr Ross was permitted to return the following day, a Saturday, between 9.00am and 12.00 noon and 
pack and remove his belongings under Mr Bucklin’s supervision.  Mr Ross was also told to surrender all office equipment, 
including office keys, and to hand over access to his laptop computer.  He did this.  His computer password was to be changed 
that day at 9.00am, so that he could not access the computer network.  Before he was “evicted” from his office, he sent an 
email to Mr Hogan in Western Australia. 

85 From Mr Bucklin’s evidence, it appeared that, before 16 November 2001 and Mr Ross’s peremptory removal from the Enercon 
offices, senior management was also aware of Mr Ross’ concerns about corporate “governance” and behaviour, and also of his 
intention to take these matters to the chief executive officer of Chevron. 

86 Mr Bucklin forwarded to Mr Gerald Pastor, Mr Wilcox and others an email to forewarn them on 15 November 2001 at 
12.57am. 

87 There were other emails between Mr Hogan and Mr Ross that day in which Mr Ross was advised to arrange his return to 
Australia with guidance from local “HR in Houston” (see page 648 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

88 On the afternoon of 16 November 2001, Mr Ross explained his position on the “hot line” facility.  He explained his position 
and concerns both about his own treatment and his opinion of breaches of corporate government and capital stewardship 
principles.  He received a response.  However, he was unable to reply to that because his assignment was terminated before he 
could. 

89 Mr Ross sent emails to the chief executive of Chevron in the United States, Mr O’Reilly, on 16 and 26 November 2001.  
However, arrangements were made for his return to Australia and he and his family arrived back in Australia on 31 December 
2001.  The employee concerned with this was Ms Julie Rupe, a human resources assistant. 

90 A statement was issued to Mr Ross and called an “ETP Pre-Payment Statement - Employer” (see annexure AR66).  There was 
an issue about whether the document was dated 22 December 2002 or 22 December 2001.  The Commissioner at first instance 
held that the document was dated 22 December 2001.  Thus, as the Commissioner found, Mr Ross’ retrenchment was put in 
train, even before Mr Ross’ return to Australia. 

91 Shortly after his arrival in Western Australia, Mr Ross met Mr Crook in Chevron’s office in Perth to discuss his situation.  
What had occurred in Houston was there described to Mr Crook by Mr Ross.  They discussed various other employment 
opportunities in Australia.  There were various other discussions then by telephone between them about Mr Ross’ complaints 
about his treatment while on assignment in Houston. 

92 On 7 January 2002, Mr Ross was informed by letter, handed to him by Mr Crook, that his overseas assignment with COPI had 
ended on 31 December 2001, and that the terms of his foreign assignment ceased to apply as at that date.  The letter, too, 
purported to advise that as and from January 2002 Mr Ross was no longer entitled to the benefits and terms and conditions to 
which he was entitled in Houston, on assignment.  Thus, since he had returned, he was covered by domestic terms and 
conditions of employment, not terms and conditions pertaining to his assignment.  He was also advised in the same letter that, 
as at 1 January 2002, he was regarded as having returned to Chevron in Perth.  The letter is important, and was written by 
Chevron’s managing director, Ms Rhonda Zygocki.  That letter, formal parts omitted, reads as follows (see page 672 (AB4) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)):- 

“We confirm that your overseas assignment with Chevron to the U.S.A concluded 31 December 2001 and that the 
terms and conditions of your foreign assignment cease to apply as at that date. 
Effective 1 January 2002 you have returned to the Australasia Business Unit of ChevronTexaco based in Perth and 
to domestic terms and conditions of employment, namely your base rate of pay, car allowance and superannuation 
benefits continue to apply. 
Consideration of local and other overseas opportunities has been occurring with the support of PDC Representatives 
since the time you ceased work in the Houston office mid November 2001.  We will advise you of the outcome of 
those efforts as soon as possible and discuss them with you. 
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In the event that we are not able to identify a mutually acceptable opportunity it is likely that you would be 
redundant.  This will be confirmed to you at that time by separate letter.   
If you have any queries concerning any aspect of this letter please contact Human Resources Department. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this period of uncertainty.” 

93 On 7 January 2002, Mr Ross met Mr Crook to discuss job opportunities. 
94 There were communications between Ms Woods, a human resources officer in Houston, and Mr Hogan in Australia. 
95 Mr Jack Jones, who was Mr Ross’ PDC sponsor until Ms Nicola Elizabeth Woods took over from him on 23 November 2001, 

in the United States, in an email to Mr Bucklin and Mr Hogan, copied to Mr Crook, Mr Scott Rex Wilcox, then an employee 
relations counsellor employed by the Chevron Texaco Corporate group in Houston, and Mr  Pastor, said (See page 1828 
(AB9)(FBA 48 of 2003)):-   

“Let me be very clear on Tony.  I am not prepared to make any effort to find an international assignment for Tony.  
I was against him being offered the Houston job in the first place and the current outcome was, in my opinion, 
inevitable and predictable.  I fully support Simon’s recommendation that he returns to Australia and is severed.” 

96 Mr Ross had never met Mr Jones. 
97 On 15 November 2001, Mr Hogan sent a memorandum to Mr Gregory Geshel, a senior human resources person in Houston, in 

the following terms:-  (See page 1818 (AB9)). 
“G’day Greg.  Could you please provide your perspective on assigning responsibility for actions arising from the 
completion of assignment.  You need to be aware that Jack Jones has confirmed that other overseas opportunities 
are not available and we have no suitable positions within the ASBU.  As I see it the arrangements for his move are 
best managed by Houston per the attached. 
<< Message: RE: ROSS FAMILY DEMOB >> 
I initially anticipated that Tony would return to Australia and I would wind up responsible for communicating 
termination and severance benefits although our Legal Manager in Perth would rather also see ownership of this via 
his existing org. per attached. 
<< Message: FW: Tony Ross Status >> 
Appreciate your thoughts.  Regards Simon.” 

98 It is clear from that evidence and all of the evidence for Chevron that it had been decided as early as 15 November 2001, and 
probably well before Mr Ross returned to Australia, that Mr Ross would be terminated on the grounds of redundancy. 

99 By about 9 January 2002, Ms Woods had informed Mr Crook in Perth that there were no suitable alternative positions for 
Mr Ross internationally. 

100 The emails of 28 December 2001 and 9 January 2002, were all (annexure NEW4) evidence of that. 
101 Ms Woods, on a fair consideration of the evidence, seemed to have done little to find positions for Mr Ross.  There was, 

however, a position available in Australia at a reduced salary of $96,000 per annum, which Mr Ross could have performed, but 
he was never offered it. 

102 It is noteworthy that Chevron’s termination of employment policy requires management to offer suitable alternative positions, 
even if such positions involve a demotion (see annexure MC52).  (See page 5184 (AB18)(FBA 48 of 2003)).  That policy was 
not complied with.  Mr Crook had concluded that there were no available alternative contracts administration positions in 
Australia. 

103 On 17 January 2002, Mr Crook and Mr Ross met at Chevron’s offices in Perth.  Mr Crook told Mr Ross that there were no 
alternative positions available, and that he was to be made “redundant”.  He was handed a letter of 17 January 2002 confirming 
this, signed by Ms Zygocki.  According to the letter he was to be paid a redundancy package of 13 weeks base salary and four 
weeks base salary for each completed year of service and was so paid.  The total amount paid to Mr Ross was $109,756.59, 
being a redundancy payment equal to 44 weeks salary.  Mr Ross was also paid as part of that amount one month’s salary in lieu 
of notice.  Thus, the amount received or earned in mitigation was $171,408.50 which is to be deducted from the amount of 
proven loss of benefits.  He also earned $62,011.91 after dismissal.  In addition, accrued entitlements for annual leave loading 
and long service leave were paid.  He was also offered counselling and assistance to find other employment (see page 673 
(AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

104 He was dismissed and left Chevron’s employment. 
105 On 7 February 2002, Mr Ross’ application, at first instance, in this matter was filed in the Commission. 
106 In late June 2002, Mr Ross obtained 12 months employment with Anaconda Nickel. 
107 There are a number of other matters of fact which it is not necessary to canvass here, except to say that the Commissioner at 

first instance found that Mr Ross was a highly regarded senior contracts professional who did not misconduct himself in any 
way and whose eviction from COPI’s premises was humiliating and totally unwarranted. 

FINDINGS 
108 The Commissioner at first instance found:- 

(a) That Mr Ross was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed on 17 January 2002. 
(b) That Mr Ross was employed under a series of contracts with WAPET commencing from October 1994, until his 

appointment as contracts adviser to the Gorgon Project in January 1999. 
(c) That in June 1999 he accepted an offer from his then employer, WAPET, of an international overseas assignment to 

work on the EGP3 project in Houston, Texas, in the United States. 
(d) That the terms of that assignment were contained in the FDLA document and the accompanying memorandum referred 

to above in these reasons. 
(e) That Mr Ross’ entry into that arrangement was also subject to the policy document “On Resident International 

Assignment Policy”, dated April 1998. 
(f) That the overseas assignment was one by which Mr Ross remained employed by WAPET, at all times, and, indeed, at 

all material times, and, further that he remained the responsibility of WAPET, pursuant to the express terms of the 
FDLA. 
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(g) That the documents used were standard form documents. 
(h) That these are commonly used for the purposes of overseas assignments within the Chevron group. 
(i) That these forms of engagement were common and an integral part of the internal workings of the Chevron group of 

companies, which, of course, included Chevron. 
(j) That, at all times, Mr Ross remained on the WAPET payroll, and his “career management”, and all relevant 

administration, as made plain by the continuous flow of communications between WAPET in Perth and Mr Ross and 
other officers in Houston, at COPI, were managed and administered from Western Australia by WAPET. 

(k) That the arrangement was entered into in Western Australia, and the benefits and emoluments arising from the 
arrangement were paid pursuant to a contract entered into in Western Australia, administered and paid for by WAPET, 
and then by Chevron in this State. 

(l) That Mr Ross maintained his family residence in Perth, and received an allowance for that. 
(m) That the Ross family stored personal possessions and effects in this State against their return at the end of the 

assignment. 
(n) That the terms of the assignment included terms that they return on annual leave for which allowances were payable. 
(o) That Mr Ross’ overseas assignment was to COPI from WAPET, and then from Chevron, and involved an inextricable 

linkage between his employment by WAPET (and Chevron) and his assignment “on loan” to COPI in America. 
(p) That overseas assignments of this kind were and are an integral part of the business of the Chevron group of companies 

globally, including Chevron. 
(q) That, in accordance with the “standard” FDLA’s, the “home” organisation is maintained as the employer for payroll and 

benefit purposes, career management, discipline and termination of employment. 
(r) That, in July 1999, Mr Ross commenced his engagement with COPI as contracts administrator for the EGP3 project. 
(s) That shortly after his residential status was unilaterally changed by the employer from RIA to TIA. 
(t) That in January 2000 Mr Ross’ employment with WAPET was terminated and he was offered and accepted a contract of 

employment with Chevron as and from 1 February 2000. 
(u) That after 1 February 2000 he was therefore employed by Chevron. 
(v) That in 2000 he raised concerns about his salary and grade level, he being of the opinion that he was under classified. 
(w) That in May 2001 his residential status was changed from TIA to RIA. 
(x) That this was a significant change in terms of his benefits for housing and accommodation. 
(y) That on the strength of this change, he made long term arrangements arising from and anticipating serving the remainder 

of his assignment in Houston, namely 2.25 years. 
(z) That Mr Ross was denied promotion early in 2001.  (See 207 (AB) (paragraph 198)). 
(aa) That the STEPS process was initiated by Mr Ross on the recommendation of “his employer” (ie. COPI) in order to 

resolve his grievance about his lack of promotion. 
(bb) That the second phase of STEPS, which was arranged for 13 November 2001, turned out to be much more than a STEPS 

meeting. 
(cc) That, at that meeting on 13 November 2001, Mr Ross was informed, without any forewarning, that he was being 

removed from the EGP3 project, which surprised and upset him. 
(dd) That the decision to return him to Australia was made well before 13 November 2001, and, indeed, as early as or earlier 

than 5 November 2001. 
(ee) That he had no idea that this was to occur, or that such a decision was made. 
(ff) That he suffered a very large financial impact as a consequence of being repatriated back to Australia, and no longer 

being employed on the EGP3 project. 
(gg) Further, the Commissioner found that even before he left Houston, steps were put in train for his ultimate dismissal and 

the Commissioner referred to the email communications from Mr Hogan referred to above. 
(hh) That Mr Wilcox was also aware of the imminent removal of Mr Ross from the project, even though he was the 

facilitator of the STEPS process. 
(ii) That Mr Ross had to terminate a long term lease arrangement for residence. 
(jj) That as at 1 January 2002 he reverted to “domestic terms and conditions of employment”. 
(kk) That, and very significantly, Mr Ross was “made redundant on 17 January 2002, by the respondent”.  (I would add, with 

respect, that he was not made redundant, but was retrenched on that date, his job having been made redundant in some 
undetermined time beforehand). 

The Terms of the Contract of Employment - Findings 
109 The Commissioner at first instance found as follows in relation to these matters:- 

(a) That the terms of Mr Ross’ assignment overseas involved a variation by consent of his terms and conditions of 
employment with WAPET, as evidenced by the original letter of appointment of 30 September 1994. 

(b) That there was no evidence that the parties entered into a new contract of employment at the time of the signing of the 
FDLA. 

(c) That, further, the Commissioner held that there was not such a change in his duties and responsibilities as to constitute a 
variation of the existing contract, because he remained in a contracts administrator position at a similar or the same 
level, although he received an allowance for being overseas. 

(d) That the second paragraph of this letter contemplated that Mr Ross would, from time to time, accept changes in his 
position, responsibilities and the location of his work on assignment. 

(e) That that agreement also clearly prescribes that its terms would continue to apply unless it was expressly varied in 
writing. 
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(f) That the effect of this provision might well, given the nature of WAPET’s business and its relationship to Chevron and 
the use of overseas assignments, support the variation to encompass the terms of the overseas assignment initially 
entered into by Mr Ross. 

(g) That the terms of the overseas assignment were as follows:- 
(i) That the assignment was not for a fixed term of four years. 
(ii) That, properly construed, the FLDA provision was for an anticipated period of four years, but there is a general 

provision which provided that there could be a modification of the assignment or its duration. 
(iii) That Mr Crook’s memorandum of 2 June 1999 referred to the assignment as being approximately for four years. 
(iv) That the contractual arrangements entered into in June 1999 were on the terms of the original WAPET letter as 

varied by the overseas assignment terms. 
(v) That it could thus be interpreted as being an arrangement for a specific duration, but otherwise terminable on 

notice by either party in accordance with the other express terms of the contract (see BBC v Ioannou [1975] 
2 All ER 999). 

Novation 
110 The Commissioner at first instance held:- 

(a) That there was no novation of the WAPET contract with Mr Ross to Chevron, because there was no agreement between 
the three parties and no evidence of any intention to effect a novation.  In fact, all of the evidence was to the contrary. 

(b) That the offer of employment with Chevron is, he held, on “similar terms”. 
(c) That what happened was that there was a termination of one contract and the entry into a new contract by Mr Ross and 

Chevron.  He therefore commenced employment with Chevron as at 1 January 2000. 
(d) That that letter of 25 January 2000 contains an express provision in clause 7 that Mr Ross’ service with WAPET will be 

deemed to be served with Chevron for the purposes of calculating his entitlement to notice, redundancy and parental 
leave and that was significant. 

(e) That this provision was an express acknowledgment that all of his prior service with WAPET was deemed to be as an 
express term of his contract with Chevron, service with Chevron. 

(f) That the redundancy policy which applied was not a WAPET policy. 
(g) That clause 7(a) did not support a conclusion that there was, expressly or impliedly, an incorporation of the entire terms 

of the WAPET letter of appointment in the contract of employment with Chevron. 
(h) That, however, according to the principles relating to the implication of terms in a contract, it would be reasonable and 

give efficacy to the contract to imply terms that, on Mr Ross’ return to Australia, he would resume his Australian salary 
and conditions. 

(i) That there was no new contract of employment when Mr Ross re-entered Australia. 
(j) That Mr Ross’ contract of employment was not terminated when he was summarily ejected from the EGP3 project. 
(k) That that being so, the contract of employment remained on foot as at the time of his arrival from Australia. 
(l) That the contract of employment operated to incorporate Mr Ross’ salary, motor vehicle and superannuation benefits as 

a contracts administrator, as he would be entitled to working in Western Australia on his return. 
(m) That the letter of 7 January 2002 merely recorded this fact 

Notice of Termination of Employment 
111 The Commissioner at first instance, under this head, went on to find as follows:- 

(a) That the contract entered into in January 2000 between Mr Ross and Chevron was silent in relation to notice of 
termination of employment, and therefore reasonable notice of termination of employment was to be implied as a term 
of a contract. 

(b) That what is reasonable notice of termination of employment is a matter depending on the circumstances of both the 
employer and the employee. 

(c) That there should be taken into account a number of facts, including Mr Ross’ age, 43 years, his length of service with 
WAPET and Chevron, seven years, his professional standing, which was high, his relatively high grade of appointment 
and important position, and his reasonable and legitimate expectation of continuing on the EGP3 project.  As well, it 
should be taken into account that he took the assignment from a senior and apparently secure position relying on 
assurances from Mr Bucklin about the longevity of the project. 

(d) That therefore reasonable notice of 12 months should be implied. 
Was the Chevron Contract for a Fixed Term? 
112 The Commissioner at first instance found:- 

(a) That he did not accept that the overseas assignment altered the basis of Mr Ross’ contract of employment to a fixed term 
contract for 3.5 years or any other period. 

(b) That the offer of employment with Chevron was to continue the EGP3 assignment. 
(c) That the tenor of the letter of 25 January 2000 made it clear that it was the “continuation” and “remainder” of the 

assignment which was referred to. 
(d) That the acceptance by Mr Ross of employment was clearly in the context of the overseas assignment in accordance 

with FDLA which he had already entered into. 
(e) That the effect of the events of January 2000 ought to be characterised as Mr Ross being offered and accepting 

employment with Chevron for the remaining duration of the overseas assignment, in accordance with the terms of the 
FDLA, and the other express terms of the employment with Chevron as set out in the memorandum from Mr Crook. 

(f) That the anticipated remaining duration of Mr Ross’ overseas assignment, from that time, was for three and a half years, 
which contract of employment with Chevron was terminable by either party on the giving of reasonable notice. 

Compensation for Loss 
113 The Commissioner at first instance also found as follows under this head:- 
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(a) That in the case of redundancy, where an employer has made a substantial payment on termination of employment, that 
does not of itself eliminate any loss and/or injury that may be found and in respect of which an order of compensation 
may be made (see Gilmore v Cecil Brothers (1998) 78 WAIG 1099 (IAC) and see also Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corp 
Limited (2002) 82 WAIG 24 (FB)). 

(b) That, whilst there was no fixed term four year contract for the overseas assignment, but for Mr Ross’ summary removal 
from the EGP3 project, he would have had a legitimate and reasonable expectation of ongoing employment on that 
project for the foreseeable future. 

(c) That Mr Ross was also a highly regarded and commended contracts professional whose services were clearly in demand.   
(d) That Mr Ross would have had an expectation of ongoing employment for the foreseeable future and for at least six 

months. 
(e) That, accordingly, therefore, Mr Ross should be compensated fully for this loss. 
(f) That he did not accept the submissions that because Mr Ross was repatriated back to Australia his compensation, 

damages or entitlements should be so limited, because the effect of this submission was to ignore the fact that, but for 
Mr Ross’ summary and unfair removal from the EGP3 project, he would have continued to be employed on that project.  
Further, Mr Ross would have received all of the remuneration that he was entitled to, pursuant to the contract with 
Chevron whilst so employed. 

(g) That there was no other evidence of any unforseen circumstances such that Chevron could reasonably say that it would 
invoke that provision of the FDLA, at least in the foreseeable future, to modify such a conclusion. 

(h) That Mr Ross took steps to mitigate his loss but his loss was ongoing (he got temporary work in September 2002). 
(i) That since this was not a fixed term four year contract of employment Mr Ross was not entitled to contractual benefits 

constituted by an amount equal to the balance of such alleged four year fixed term contract. 
(j) That, however, there was an entitlement in Mr Ross to a contractual benefit in the form of an amount equal to the 

remuneration payable for a period of 12 months notice. 
(k) That in the end, the Commissioner, having considered written submissions in relation to the question of quantum, 

decided, inter alia, that in the absence of detailed argument he did not propose to consider the question of “grossing up” 
or discounting compensation orders for contingencies (see Sprigg v Paul’s Licensed Festival Supermarket (1999) 45 
AILR 4-014 and Southport Wines Pty Ltd v McDonald and Seymour (2002) 51 AILR 4-610). 

(l) That, therefore, monthly remuneration for the purposes of determining compensation was $37,651.38 made up as 
follows:- 

(a) Base Salary (156 hours/month   x   $63.0785)   = $9,840.25 
(b) Car Allowance = $1,666.66 
(c) Foreign Service Premium = $1,476.00 

(see these amounts itemised at pages 388-389 (AB3) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 
(m) That Mr Ross could have been expected to remain on the EGP3 project for at least 18 months and therefore suffered a 

loss of $225,908.28. 
(n) That an amount for reasonable notice would be equal to $154,614.00. 
(o) That the total sum to be deducted for earnings by way of mitigation was $62,011.91 and the already paid severance 

payment of $99,916.34 was also to be deducted along with one month’s salary in lieu of notice making ($9,480.25) a 
total of $171,408.50. 

(p) That the compensation to be awarded was therefore calculated as follows:- 
(i) Six months compensation for loss  $225,908.28 
(ii) Twelve months remuneration by way of 

reasonable notice   $154,614.00 
(iii) Subtotal  $380,522.28 
(iv) Less mitigation  $171,408.50 
(v) Total  $209,113.78 

(See paragraph 28, page 391 (AB3) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 
Costs and Expenses 
114 Mr Ross claimed costs and expenses as a result of his success in the matter.  The exercise of the Commissioner’s power to 

make an award for costs and expenses, including costs for the legal practitioner, is a discretionary power (see s26(1)(a) and 
s27(1)(c) of the Act). 

115 The Commissioner found that he was not persuaded that an order should be made (see Brailey t/a Mair and Co Maylands v 
Mendex and Co Pty Ltd (1992) 73 WAIG 26 (FB). 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
116 The elements of the decision appealed against were all discretionary matters and the decision appealed against was therefore a 

discretionary decision as that is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 and (see Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v 
AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194). 

117 That, of course, means that it is for the appellant to establish that the exercise of the discretion at first instance miscarried 
according to the well known principles laid down in House v The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v 
FMWU (1992) 73 WAIG 220 (IAC)). 

118 Unless that is established, there is no warrant in the Full Bench to interfere with the exercise with the discretion at first 
instance, and certainly no warrant to substitute the exercise of the Full Bench’s discretion for that of the Commission at first 
instance. 

119 This appeal did not in any way challenge the finding, at first instance, that Mr Ross had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly 
dismissed on or about 17 January 2002 (see appeal No FBA 48 of 2003). 
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Appeal No FBA 48 of 2003 
120 I now turn to the grounds of appeal in appeal No FBA 48 of 2003. 
121 Fundamentally, these grounds attack the Commissioner’s declaration that Mr Ross was denied a contractual benefit in the form 

of 12 months notice of termination of employment with a consequent order that Chevron pay the amount of 12 months 
remuneration in lieu of notice, in the sum of $154,614.00. 

122 The second part of the orders attacked is the order that Chevron pay to Mr Ross by way of compensation for loss in the sum of 
$225,908.28.  (Those amounts were totalled and reduced by an amount of $171,408.50 already paid). 

123 It is to be noted that s23A(1)(ba) of the Act grounded the order made and appealed against in grounds 1 and 2. 
124 S23A(1)(ba), as it then read, was as follows:- 

S23A(1) On a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal, the Commission may 
 . . . 

(ba) “Subject to subsections (1a) and (4), order the employer to pay compensation to the claimant for 
loss or injury caused by the dismissal.” 

125 The grounds are a little confusing because the word “loss” seems to be applied to the amount of contractual benefits claimed as 
well as the amount of loss alleged to have been caused by the unfair dismissal and for which compensation was claimed. 

126 It was contended that Mr Ross’ loss of “contractual benefits” ought to be and should have been calculated by reference to his 
Australian salary and other benefits rather than those which he received whilst on assignment in the United States before 
31 December 2001. 

127 It will be clear from these reasons that I do not see any error or misconception in grounds 1, 2, 3 or 4, despite Mr Lucev’s 
submission to the contrary. 

Ground 1 
128 By that ground it was alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred when he “calculated” Mr Ross’ loss for the purposes 

of s23A(1)(ba) of the Act by reference to his remuneration whilst on secondment to COPI in the USA when he should have 
“calculated” the loss caused by Mr Ross’ dismissal on the basis of Mr Ross’ remuneration in Australia.  The compensation was 
therefore limited to that loss, so the submission went.  What the Commissioner did, too, it was submitted, was to order the 
payment of contractual benefits to which Mr Ross was entitled and were denied to him, but the Commissioner found that the 
benefits denied were measured by the remuneration which he received whilst on assignment to COPI in Houston.  At the time 
of his assignment he was at first employed by WAPET, quite clearly.  At the time of his dismissal he was employed by 
Chevron. 

129 The Commissioner found that he was not satisfied that Mr Ross had a fixed term contract in the overseas assignment (referred 
to by Mr Ross’ counsel as the “Escravos contract”).  The Commissioner, on the findings of fact made, found that Mr Ross’ 
summary removal from the EGP3 project meant that he was deprived of a legitimate and reasonable expectation of ongoing 
employment on that project for the foreseeable future.  The Commissioner went on to find that the EGP3 project was given 
“project status” with the Nigerian government.  Mr Ross moved into the Enercon offices, and, for all intents and purposes, the 
project was secured and ongoing, and, indeed, it was still ongoing at the time of the proceedings at first instance.   

130 Accordingly, the Commissioner found that, but for his summary and arbitrary removal from the EGP3 project, Mr Ross would 
have had an expectation of ongoing employment on the project for the foreseeable future and for six months at least.  He 
therefore should have been compensated fully for this loss which was the loss of remuneration caused by his removal from the 
EGP3 project team. 

131 In so finding, the Commissioner rejected the submission that because Mr Ross was repatriated to Australia, his compensation 
damages or entitlements should be so limited.  The effect of this submission, the Commissioner held, was to ignore the fact 
that, but for his summary and unfair removal from the EGP3 project, he would have had an expectation of ongoing 
employment on the project for about 18 months and would have received all of the remuneration to which he was entitled 
pursuant to his contract of employment with Chevron while so engaged.  The Commissioner found that this loss was causally 
related to his dismissal on the ground of redundancy and that that redundancy was merely the consequence of Mr Ross’ 
removal from the EGP3 project.  It was a step in the chain of events, the cause of which was his harsh and unfair removal from 
the project.  This, he found, was a compensable loss for the purposes of the Commissioner’s unfair dismissal jurisdiction.  The 
Commissioner also correctly went on to observe that the question of compensation for loss and injury caused by an unfair 
dismissal is a separate and distinct matter from the termination of a contractual entitlement under s29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act. 

132 Where it is found that an employee is denied a contractual benefit by way of notice or otherwise, there is no warrant to reduce 
the amount ordered, on account of any order of compensation for unfairness made (see Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corp 
Limited (FB) op cit).   

133 However, he was therefore awarded compensation for loss up to the amount of the six months cap as well as an amount of 
contractual benefits for failure to give reasonable notice. 

134 Having held that Mr Ross was not engaged on a four year fixed term overseas assignment, Mr Ross’ claim for denied 
contractual benefits, being the balance of his alleged four year fixed term contract, failed, the Commissioner held. 

135 The Commissioner, however, upheld Mr Ross’ claim for reasonable notice of termination of his employment which was 
clearly a benefit under his contract of employment.  He determined the period of reasonable notice to be 12 months.  This 
amount had to be adjusted by reference to the severance payment received, in accordance with the dicta in Dellys v Elderslie 
Finance Corp Limited (2002) 82 WAIG 1193 (IAC).  There were no other contractual entitlements established to have been 
denied, so the Commissioner found.  Thus, he found that the quantum of the loss caused by the unfair dismissal was 
$94,451.68. 

136 Thus, the Commissioner found making the following calculation of “damages” for failure to give reasonable notice:- 
Quantum is calculated by reference to salary, motor vehicle and superannuation benefits (see para 25, page 390 (AB3) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)). 
Twelve months salary $118,083.00 
Motor vehicle   $  19,999.00 
Superannuation benefits 14% $  16,532.00 
Total   $154,614.00 
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137 (There was a claim for foreign allowance which was not denied.  That it was not challenged, however, could not, in the face of 
express objections for the claims for other allowances, the subject of Chevron’s appeal, be properly construed as any admission 
of liability in respect of those claims). 

138 In the end, the Commissioner ordered the payment of the sum of $209,113.78 by Chevron to Mr Ross, calculated as follows 
(see paragraph 28, page 391 (AB3)(FBA 48 of 2003)) :- 

“In conclusion, doing the best I can, the applicant is entitled to the following amounts by way of compensation for 
loss and reasonable notice: 
(a) six months compensation for loss: $225,908.20 
(b) 12 months remuneration by way of reasonable notice: $154,614.00 
(c) sub total: $380,522.28 
(d) less sums earned in mitigation and already paid $171,408.50 
(e) total: $208,113.78” 

139 There is no doubt that during his assignment Mr Ross was employed first by WAPET and then by Chevron.  (Ms Wood gave 
evidence that most overseas assignments are for about four years).  The Commissioner found that his assignment in the United 
States was terminated on 31 December 2001 and that from 1 January 2002 Mr Ross had resumed his Australian salary and 
benefits.  Mr Ross was then dismissed by Chevron on 17 January 2002. 

140 The submission for Chevron was that Mr Ross’ loss of contractual benefits should be calculated on the basis of his Australian 
salary and benefits and not the salary and benefits which he received whilst on assignment in the United States before 
31 December 2001. 

141 He was expressly informed by letter of 7 January 2002 that he would revert to his domestic remuneration as and from 
31 December 2001.  This was because his assignment in Texas had, as a matter of fact, already ended, and he was so advised. 

142 The remuneration of Mr Ross as an overseas assignee included a number of benefits which he would not have received if he 
had remained working in Australia.  It was at the heart of the submission for Chevron that the benefits were paid to Mr Ross to 
ensure that he did not suffer a loss of remuneration brought about by having to reside away from his home, in the USA.  This, 
it was submitted, was borne out by the Commissioner’s findings at paragraphs  277 and 281 of his reasons for decision.  (see 
pages 239-240 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  It was also borne out, so the submission went, by:- 
(a) The memorandum from Mr Crook, a Chevron employee, to Mr Ross which dealt with the loan assignment dated 2 June 

1999 and which was signed by Mr Ross on 3 June 1999 (see pages 1861-1865 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  (I have 
reproduced the material parts above). 

(b) The evidence of Mr Crook at paragraph 113 of his witness statement (see page 5001 (AB18) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  That 
paragraph reads as follows:- 

“Many of the items described in the Particulars are payable only when an employee is overseas at an assignment 
location.  Foreign Service Premium, Goods and Services (“GSS”), Home Maintenance, Housing Deduction, 
Hypothetical Tax, Housing Allowance,  Taxation Fees/Costs, Vacation Allowance, Vacation Paid Travel Time, 
Medical Coverage, Schooling Allowance, Spouse Allowance, Sick Leave Accrual, Lost Rental Opportunity and 
Field Allowance are not payable to employees in Australia.” 

(There was no evidence to the contrary and all the evidence was to that effect). 
(c) Chevron’s further memorandum dated 20 April 2001 (see page 991 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  This memorandum, in 

fact, identified Mr Ross’ benefits when his status changed from TIA to RIA (see pages 522-543 and 501-521 (AB4) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)).  They are policies pertaining to all international assignments. 

143 The benefits and/or remuneration, according to the memorandum of 2 June 1999, were only payable to Mr Ross whilst he was 
overseas on assignment and not payable after his return to Australia or in respect of his employment in Australia, so the 
submission went.  Further, it was submitted, despite the Commissioner’s finding to the contrary, the RIA policy documents 
never became part of his contract with Chevron (see page 506 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

144 It was also submitted that causation is only related to fairness and not to calculation of compensation in this matter. 
145 It was further submitted that the finding that there was a causal connection between the termination of Mr Ross’ assignment 

and the termination of his employment, was not relevant to the question whether the loss suffered by Mr Ross was caused by 
his dismissal, or, I would add, what the loss was established to be.  It was unequivocally submitted that the loss suffered by 
Mr Ross and which was caused by his dismissal on 17 January 2002, was the amount which he would have earned had he not 
been dismissed on that date.  That, of course, is clearly the case.  That amount, so the submission continued, was not the value 
of the overseas benefits, but rather his Australian salary and benefits, as the Commissioner found (see pages 277 and 281 
(AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003), and Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd (1997) 78 WAIG 299 at 303 (FB)). 

146 For Mr Ross it was submitted that there was no error in finding the loss or the amount of the loss.  It was, in particular, 
submitted that Mr Ross’ loss was his loss of remuneration under what he called the Escravos contract, because there was a 
continuous chain of events from November 2001 to January 2002 which ended on Mr Ross’ dismissal. 

147 However, so the submission went, that termination was planned and implemented whilst he was still in the United States (see 
paragraphs 141 and 219, 308-309, 332-337 of the reasons for decision at first instance (AB2) (FBA 43 of 2003)). 

148 But for the dismissal, so the submission went, too, Mr Ross would have continued on the Escravos contract, and the 
Commissioner therefore found correctly what the loss was and what its quantum was. 

149 It is quite clear on the facts, in my opinion, that the dismissal, which was the termination of the contract, was decided upon 
before Mr Ross left the United States, and, indeed, before Mr Ross’ assignment was terminated.  Thus, the dismissal, so the 
submission went, consisted of a number of steps beginning with the termination of his assignment, his eviction from his office 
and his families repatriation to Australia, and, in fact, stemming back to a decision in early November 2001 taken in concert by 
officers of Chevron and of COPI in the United States.  The final notification of termination of Mr Ross’ contract therefore 
occurred on 17 January 2002 as part of this chain.  The loss caused by the dismissal was therefore what he lost in remuneration 
on the day when his assignment ended and he was removed from COPI’s premises in Houston.   

150 However, I would say that there is another question which is left open by ground 1 and is properly considered under that 
ground but more so under ground 2. 
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151 Although some complex jurisprudence has sprung into being in recent years, the establishment of loss and the principles 
applying to compensation are well settled in this Commission (see, for example, Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd 
(FB) (op cit), Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 79 WAIG 8 (FB) and Tranchita v Wavemaster 
International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886 (FB)). 

152 It was not in dispute that at the time of his dismissal, and, indeed, after 31 December 2001, Mr Ross was entitled to a base 
salary and a car allowance.  It is also quite clear that, at all material times, even whilst in Houston “on assignment”, with COPI, 
Mr Ross was and remained an employee of WAPET and then of Chevron.  It is also clear and evidenced by the FDLA 
agreements that all of the allowances and benefits which he claimed under the FDLA’s were only paid pursuant to those 
agreements and because he was on assignment away from his employer in another land and away from his home.  That is the 
only reason why he was paid those allowances or benefits.  As soon as his assignment ended he was clearly not entitled to 
them.  Indeed, they were not part of his remuneration for his contract of service, but remuneration pursuant to his contract of 
service whilst he was on assignment and pertaining only to the assignment.  It is, of course, more likely that they were payable 
pursuant to a policy affecting international assignments throughout the Chevron Texaco group of companies.  There were 
special and particular documents which contained the agreement of the employer WAPET and then later the employer, 
Chevron, to the assignment.  The termination of the assignment was plainly a matter for COPI.  The assignment was not a 
contract with WAPET, Chevron or anyone else.  It was not separate and distinct from Mr Ross’ contract of employment.  It 
was part of his contract of employment with Chevron.  It was no more and no less than an overseas assignment, a loan of an 
employee during the course of his contract of employment, first with WAPET and then with Chevron. 

153 Next, if there was a loss of those benefits, it was not caused by his dismissal which occurred after the assignment ended, but by 
the termination of the assignment by COPI.  It was not established, therefore, that within the meaning of s23A(6) of the Act 
there was a loss caused to Mr Ross by the dismissal any greater than the loss of his salary and car allowance.  There was no 
evidence to establish that and no basis upon which it could be found that there was any loss greater than that.  The loss could 
therefore not be what he lost on the day when the assignment ended (see Austeck Pty Ltd v Atsalos (2003) 128 IR 141).  Put 
another way, it cannot be said that a loss, if it were a loss, caused by the unfair termination of his assignment or the termination 
of his assignment, was a loss caused by his unfair dismissal. 

154 Further, and in any event, although these amounts ((ie) the prescribed allowances) were indubitably part of his remuneration 
whilst he was on assignment, they were not part of his remuneration after the assignment ended, which it did at the very latest 
on 31 December 2001, but more likely on 13 or 16 November 2001, when he was ejected from the premises of COPI. 

155 His job as an employee of Chevron was purported to be made redundant and it was from that job that he was purportedly 
retrenched on 17 January 2002. 

156 The benefits pertaining to the assignment were varied from time to time by the excision, reduction or addition of particular 
benefits and were paid to ensure that Mr Ross was not financially prejudiced by his employer requiring him to work for 
another company in the group in a foreign land outside Australia and away from his home in Perth. 

157 The Commissioner’s reasons at paragraphs 277 and 281 (see pages 239 - 240 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)), correctly recognise 
this.  In addition, the crucial memorandum from Mr Crook of 2 June 1999, to which I have referred above, and which explains 
and evidences the assignment, makes this clear.  Acceptance of the assignment was signed on 3 June 1999 by acceptance of the 
actual terms and of the terms set out in Mr Crook’s memorandum of 2 June 1999 to Mr Ross, by Mr Ross. 

158 There was also Mr Crook’s evidence that many of the items of overseas benefits are payable only when an employee is on 
assignment (see paragraph 133 of his witness statement, page 5001 (AB18) (FBA 48 of 2003)). That evidence was not 
controverted.  Of course, the very fact that these payments ceased after Mr Ross’ overseas assignment ended, and it was not 
contended that they should have continued, quite correctly supports the view that they were not benefits derivable from 
Mr Ross’ contract of employment, nor part of his remuneration when he was not on overseas assignment.  Such a view is 
supported, too, by the Chevron memorandum of 20 April 2001 (see page 991 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)) which describes his 
benefits when his status changed from TIA to RIA (see pages 501-521 and 522-543 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

159 The very terms “Temporary International Assignment” (TIA) and “Resident International Assignment” (RIA) are clear 
signposts to the nature of the assignment, a temporary state of affairs terminable by the host company which required him to 
reside temporarily on assignment in a foreign land, whilst the employee, as he did in this case, remains indisputably an 
employee of Chevron whose offer of employment he accepted when it replaced he previous employer, WAPET. 

160 To that I would add, by drawing attention to the fact that the housing allowance was payable and expressed by Mr Crook in his 
memorandum of 2 June 1999 to be payable “to assist with accommodation during your assignment”  (see page 1862 (AB9) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)).  That is a clear expression that it had no other purpose and was not payable for any other reason.  In 
addition, it is quite clear that the RIA policy documents or the TIA policy documents were not and could not be part of 
Mr Ross’ contract with Chevron.  They did not bind Chevron, save and except that there was an assignment to another 
company (see page 506 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Insofar as the Commissioner at first instance found otherwise, he erred. 

161 The benefits relating to overseas assignment and in their express terms relating to overseas assignment, were allowances only.  
They were part of remuneration to be paid while Mr Ross was on assignment but they were allowances paid because the 
particular conditions of the assignment applied, that is, that he was required to live in another land and to incur expenses or 
suffer disadvantages which he would not have otherwise incurred.  Mr Ross did not himself assert, nor could it be properly 
asserted, that they were part of Mr Ross’ contract of employment with Chevron when the assignment ended. 

162 There was one other matter to which I will refer relating purely to the finding of loss and a compensation claim therefore and 
not at all relating to the claim for contractual benefits allegedly denied. 

163 First, there was no loss of benefits established as having been caused by the unfair dismissal of Mr Ross because the dismissal 
did not occur until 17 January 2002 when the payment of benefits pertaining to his overseas assignment had ceased without 
demur from him.  Secondly, they were not part of the remuneration lost by him and caused by his dismissal.  Whilst there were 
steps taken to plan for and organise Mr Ross’ dismissal before he was dismissed, these steps represented evidence of 
unfairness in the dismissal and could not constitute the termination of the contract of employment.  His dismissal was his 
retrenchment on 17 January 2002 because he remained an employee of Chevron and returned on that basis to Western 
Australia until then.  It was only what was caused by his dismissal, not the termination of his assignment, which could be 
claimed as a compensable loss.  The loss of the allowances, which is what these amounts were, were caused by the termination 
of his assignment, first.  They were just that; allowances payable and contingent only on his being on assignment in a foreign 
country and once that assignment ceased, the allowances were not payable. 

164 The termination of his assignment in Houston, in any event, was not a dismissal.  It was a termination of his assignment by the 
host company.  That is what occurred on 13 November 2001 or 16 November 2001, when he was told that he was going back 
to Australia.  Further, his assignment was terminated by an unceremonious eviction on 16 November 2001, if it had not been 
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terminated on 13 November 2001.  The termination of the assignment caused, therefore, no loss for the purposes of s23A and 
s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, because there was no dismissal by his employer and because the allowances were no loss because they 
depended upon his assignment.  The allowances ceased because he was no longer assigned and the conditions which entitled 
him to the allowances no longer existed.  The remuneration lost caused by his unfair dismissal, which was rightly conceded to 
include the loss of his superannuation, was what he was paid by his employer in Perth when not on assignment prior to and on 
17 January 2002. 

165 Accordingly, therefore, it was not established that these allowances were losses at all.  Thus, no compensation could be ordered 
when there were no losses established, save and except for the loss which was a loss of salary and car allowance and 
superannuation  caused by the dismissal itself.  Thus, what the claim is by way of contractual benefit denied or by way of loss 
caused by an unfair dismissal, Mr Ross’ remuneration as a basis for the calculation were limited to what his salary and car 
allowances and superannuation were as an employee of Chevron as at the time of his dismissal and/or after his assignment had 
been terminated on 13 or 16 November 2001.  The Commissioner erred in including such allowances in the loss and claim of 
compensation for loss and in the claim for contractual benefits, and in awarding accordingly. 

166 For all of those reasons, that ground is made out. 
Ground 2 
167 Ground 2 is an alternative to ground 1. 
168 By this ground, it is alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in calculating Mr Ross’ entitlement to compensation 

by including within that entitlement:- 
(a) A goods and services allowance 
(b) A home maintenance allowance 
(c) A vacation allowance 
(d) The cost of medical coverage 
(e) A housing allowance 
(f) A performance movement allowance 
(g) A provision for hypothetical tax. 

169 The ground 1 submission that at the date of his retrenchment on 17 January 2002, as alleged, Mr Ross was not receiving any of 
these benefits and accordingly did not suffer any actual loss of those benefits at that time, is clear.  It was also submitted that, 
in any event, Mr Ross was paid a sum of $109,756.59 by Chevron, over and above his leave entitlements by way of severance 
and notice payments.  The total amount received by Mr Ross was $178,146.15.  It was submitted that Mr Ross was not entitled 
to a number of these benefits.  That, it was submitted, was borne out by the benefits prescribed in the memorandum from 
Mr Crook to Mr Ross of 2 June 1999 and accepted by Mr Ross on 3 June 1999 (see pages 1861-1865 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 
2003)) and by the agreement with Mr Ross to transfer his status from TIA to RIA with effect from 1 May 2001 (see Chevron’s 
memorandum of 20 April 2001 (see page 991 (AB6 ) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

170 Because of that change in status, so the submission went, the question was what were the benefits and whether Mr Ross was 
denied them.  (It is quite clear, and it is open to find that, in accordance with the memorandum of  20 April 2001 from 
Mr Crook to Mr Ross, he was entitled to a base salary, car allowance, foreign service premium and goods and services 
allowance (see page 991 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003))).  From these sums, a housing deduction of 6% and hypothetical tax were 
deducted.   

171 In addition, so the submission went, a vacation allowance, a goods and services allowance, a housing allowance, the 
performance allowance and the medical coverage scheme were allowed or payable.  It was submitted that the housing 
allowance was a payment made by COPI whilst Mr Ross was on RIA in Houston, according to the RIA policy documents (see 
page 1861 (AB4) and paragraph 2(a), page 992 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  After 1 May 2001, Mr Ross was paid a housing 
allowance whilst on assignment in Houston which was paid with a deduction of 6% of his base salary from his housing 
contribution.  (This amount, in any event, was required to be deducted by the Commissioner from the claim).  Had he remained 
in Houston, it was submitted, the allowance together with the 6% reduction would have been paid.  It would not have been 
pocketed by Mr Ross, nor would it be payable on his return to Australia.  The vacation allowance was, it was submitted, 
available once a year to Mr Ross as a round trip economy fare from Houston to Perth to Houston for him and his family but 
only whilst on assignment.  It was submitted that no evidence of loss was led in relation to the item of a performance 
movement allowance.  As to the loss of medical coverage it was submitted, that such cover is applicable to international 
assignees only and he would have been covered under COPI’s medical scheme only if he had remained in Houston.  In any 
event, so the submission went, that medical benefit was not redeemable in money terms.  In any event, so the submission went 
further, no evidence was led of the loss suffered by him.  Further, it was submitted hypothetical tax should have been deducted 
rather than added to any entitlement which Mr Ross had (see paragraph 1(a), page 991 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

172 Thus, so the submission went, the Commissioner erred in awarding compensation when there was no evidence of actual loss 
suffered by Mr Ross.  It was submitted for Mr Ross that the calculation of loss should include the items referred to above.  
Further, it was submitted that this was a discretionary finding of fact in relation to which there was ample evidence. 

173 I would first observe, that, as was submitted for Chevron, there was no evidence to prove that Mr Ross suffered as a result of 
his dismissal the loss of those allowances (Ground 6 (i) – (vii)).  Mr Ross led none. 

174 The only evidence was that whilst on assignment he was to be paid these allowances subject to some being varied from time to 
time.  In the absence of evidence otherwise, that he was entitled to be paid them when he was not assigned, they did not and 
could not form part of his remuneration pursuant to his contract of employment when not on assignment.  There was no such 
evidence.  Indeed, the evidence was clear that these benefits did not apply when he was not on assignment and they were 
terminated without protest when he ceased his assignment.  The home maintenance allowance, in any event, was not payable 
once he went from TIA to RIA. 

175 The housing allowance ceased to apply in Houston when Mr Ross went from TIA to RIA.  Further, the vacation allowance was 
not applicable while he was in Australia since it applied to enable him to go on holiday from Houston with his family.  Again, 
the medical coverage was available only in Houston and not in Australia and there was no evidence of the quantum of its loss. 

176 In my opinion, since the assignment was terminable at any time and it did not constitute a dismissal by COPI when the 
assignment ended, those amounts which were allowances, were precisely that.  They were not amounts claimable, not because 
they were not remuneration but because they were not part of the loss caused by his dismissal.  I have already expressed in 
some detail the reasons for such a finding in relation to ground 1, and I adopt them, too, for the purposes of deciding this 
ground. 
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177 For those reasons, ground 2 is made out. 
Ground 3 
178 By this ground it was alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in including in the components of Mr Ross’ 

remuneration an amount of $4,095.00 per month for hypothetical tax, and, indeed, for failing to deduct amounts for 
hypothetical tax and “housing” deductions from Mr Ross who conceded in his heads of claim that they ought to be deducted.  
Chevron complained that this had occurred even though Mr Ross had conceded throughout the proceedings that it should have 
been deducted (see pages 20 and 53 & 83 (AB1), and paragraph 5, page 139 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

179 The Full Bench was also taken to the rationale for deduction of the hypothetical tax which, it was submitted, was for the 
purposes of tax equalisation so that Mr Ross was not obliged to pay any more tax in the USA than he would have paid in 
Australia.  Further, it was submitted that the 6% housing deduction, although it was not included as a component of Mr Ross’ 
monthly remuneration for the purposes of finding his loss, it was not deducted as the Commissioner was required to do and as 
was conceded at first instance (see paragraph 2(a), page 992 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Clearly, it was an expressed deduction 
and should have been made. 

180 For the respondent, Mr Ross, upon this appeal, the submission was, and it was the evidence, it was submitted, that the 
hypothetical tax was in fact claimed “as a positive” and that the housing allowance ought not be deducted twice (see (AB25) 
TFI 1-12a (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

181 It is clear that the hypothetical allowance existed to ensure that there would, by virtue of Mr Ross’ remuneration in the USA, 
be no reduction of his Australian salary because of his tax liability there.  In any event, and correctly, the hypothetical tax 
allowance and the housing allowance have been shown as deductions in the particulars of claim and there was no amendment 
sought to correct this (see pages 20 and 53 (AB1) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Items 6 and 7 in the Commissioners reasons for decision 
at page 739 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003) and paragraph 5 refer to this.  The Commissioner, it was submitted, erred in failing to 
deduct the housing allowance and the amount for hypothetical tax, and that, of course, was the case.  Accordingly, it was an 
error to include it as an item of loss.  In both cases the Commissioner erred in failing to deduct those amounts from the claim 
since, after 31 December 2001, Mr Ross was due and payable only superannuation contributions, car allowance and Australian 
salary. 

182 For those reasons, ground 3 is made out. 
Ground 4 
183 By this ground it was alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in his “calculation” of quantum of loss under 

s23A(1)(ba) of the Act on the basis that Mr Ross could reasonably have expected to remain on secondment in the United States 
for 18 months (see paragraph 23 of the reasons for decision, page 390 (AB3)(FBA 48 of 2003)), when his finding on this issue 
in his primary reasons for decision was that Mr Ross could have expected to remain on secondment in the USA for the 
foreseeable future and for at least six months. 

184 It was submitted that these two findings are contradictory, but nothing turns on the contradiction because of the need to cap 
Mr Ross’ compensation at six months.  In my opinion, in accordance with the Commissioner’s finding (see paragraph 309 of 
the reasons for decision, page 251 (AB2)(FBA 48 of 2003)) there is no contradiction at all.  A finding that he could have 
expected to remain on secondment for a least six months is not at all incompatible with a finding that that period, that is a 
period in excess of six months, could reasonably expected to have been 18 months.  Further, even if to so find were an error, 
which it was not, it has no effect on the amount of the final order and that ground is therefore not made out. 

185 For those reasons, ground 4 is not made out. 
Ground 5 
186 This ground alleges that the Commissioner erred in finding that Mr Ross’ contract was silent in relation to notice of 

termination of employment and the term thereof (see paragraph 282 of the reasons for decision, page 241 (AB2)(FBA 48 of 
2003)), and, accordingly, reasonable notice of termination was to be implied, when the Commissioner ought to have found that 
the express and agreed period of notice, as it was incorporated from the WAPET agreement, in the Chevron agreement was for 
a period of one month. 

187 It was submitted that the original offer of employment by WAPET provided for one month’s notice of termination by either 
party (see page 1049 (AB6) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

188 Chevron took over from WAPET in January 2000 and wrote to Mr Ross on 25 January 2000 (see page 580 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 
2003)), offering Mr Ross employment by Chevron.  That letter accompanied a memorandum dated 24 January 2000 which 
confirmed that his existing assignment in the United States remained on foot (see pages 581-584 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)), 
and that was carried through to and incorporated in the later contract of employment between Mr Ross and Chevron. 

189 For Chevron it was submitted that the Commissioner erred in failing to find that the terms of the WAPET contract whereby the 
parties agreed, inter alia, upon one month’s notice, were incorporated in the Chevron contract. 

190 That letter of 25 June 2000 consists of five paragraphs and contains no specific reference to notice of termination or the period 
of that notice.  There is a provision that Chevron will continue to pay and administer Mr Ross “in the same manner as we have 
done so with WAPET”.  There was evidence, and Mr Hogan was cross-examined on it, where he described that document as 
adopting the terms and conditions of Mr Ross’ contract with WAPET (see pages 849 and 853 (AB24) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  (I 
have referred to these documents above). 

191 The Commissioner at first instance clearly took the view that it was merely referring to the administration of Mr Ross’ 
assignment in the USA (see paragraphs 268-278 of the reasons for decision (AB2)(FBA 48 of 2003)).  He found “the reference 
above to “pay” and “administration”, taken in context, is to be read in relation to the payment and administration of the 
applicant by the respondent whilst on the overseas assignment” (see paragraph 276 of the reasons for decision, page 239, 
(AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)). However, it was submitted that that was already dealt with in the first paragraphs of the letter.  It 
was submitted that the remaining paragraphs were expressly directed to the continuity and continuation of the terms and 
conditions of the WAPET agreement under the Chevron banner.  It was submitted that there was nothing in the letter to 
support the view that the words “pay” and “administer” should be construed so narrowly as to relate only to the overseas 
assignment.  It was submitted that the terms of the fourth paragraph were very broad and were intended to make it clear that 
Mr Ross’ engagement by Chevron was on the same terms and conditions as existed under the WAPET contract.  This was 
further borne out, it was submitted, by the fact that Mr Ross had been engaged by WAPET since September 1994 and nothing 
had changed in his status or duties thereafter.  Thus, there was support for the conclusion that the letter offered employment to 
Mr Ross on the same terms and conditions as had been the basis of his employment with WAPET. 

192 For Mr Ross it was submitted that the Commissioner’s finding was manifestly correct because the contract is silent about 
notice and there was clearly no agreed period of one month’s notice. 
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193 This ground depends upon the fact that in Mr Ross’ contract with WAPET, which was evidenced in writing, there was express 
prescription of a period of notice of one month’s termination on either side.  When Mr Ross became the employee of Chevron, 
which is and was a related company of WAPET, he remained on assignment with COPI with his consent and with the consent 
of Chevron, another related company of both WAPET and Chevron.  Chevron’s submission was that the terms of Mr Ross’ 
contract of employment with WAPET were incorporated in the new contract of employment between Mr Ross and Chevron, 
and that therefore there was by that incorporation an express provision for one month’s notice of termination of the contract of 
employment by either side. 

194 For Mr Ross, it was submitted that there was no incorporation of any such terms, and that, in particular, there was no term 
prescribing the period of notice required to be given by either party in order to terminate the contract. 

195 It is quite clear, on a consideration of all of the relevant documents, that there was a variation of the agreement by the consent 
of Mr Ross and of the terms and conditions of the WAPET agreement by his signing the FDLA. 

196 There was no evidence that the parties entered into a new contract of employment at the time when Mr Ross signed the FDLA 
with COPI.  All of the documents and correspondence preserve his contract of employment and specifically recognises COPI 
as his host, not his employer. 

197 Further, it was open to find and correct to find that whilst the Chevron contract was on “similar terms”, it arose by Mr Ross’ 
expressly accepting an offer of a contract of employment made to him by Chevron.  Further, at or about the same time, his 
contract with WAPET was expressly terminated by consent so that he commenced his employment with Chevron on 
25 January 2000. 

198 The letter of 25 January 2000 lends a great deal of support to the submission that this was an entirely new contract, which it is 
clear is the case anyway in terms of the WAPET letter to Mr Ross and the terms of the FDLA agreement with COPI.  The 
letter of 25 January 2000 attaches to it, under cover of a memorandum, all of the terms and conditions relating to the 
continuation of the assignment, and, indeed, deals in paragraph one with his assignment in Houston.  The submission was that 
the correspondence and documents at page 581 (AB4) et seq (FBA 48 of 2003), from WAPET (undated) and from Chevron to 
Mr Ross on 25 January 2000, when he entered a new contract with Chevron, constituted a contract which did not incorporate 
the terms of the WAPET contract. 

199 The letter advises him that Chevron attaches “letter of offer in respect of the continuation of your present assignment”.  (My 
emphasis). 

200 The letter goes on to say that “the letter is in similar terms (see page 580 (AB) to your original assignment letter except this 
letter is for the purposes of confirmation of your employment with Chevron Australia Pty Ltd (CAPL replacing WAPET as 
operator effective 1 February 2000)”. 

201 The letter makes it clear, in its second paragraph, that the letter of offer confirms Mr Ross’ entitlements to annual leave, sick 
leave and long service leave accrued with WAPET and “your associated service to date”.  It is, of course, to be noted that if the 
assignment is a RIA or a TIA, that after completing their assignment the persons return to their own country or move onto 
another international assignment.  On a fair reading, therefore, of the whole of that letter which introduces the letter of offer 
which it explains, it first purports to continue the existing assignment which commenced in 1999 and secondly, confirms 
Mr Ross’ new contract of employment with Chevron.  The letter then goes on to explain in its fourth paragraph that Mr Ross 
will be administered and paid “under CAPL’s employment in the same manner as we have done so with WAPET” (my 
emphasis).  In other words, quite clearly, he would continue as an employee of Chevron, notwithstanding the assignment to 
Houston and COPI and there is no separate contract to the contract of employment.  He is also advised that his contract of 
employment will continue with superannuation at the same level of contributions.  However, no more is said.  There is no 
reference to terms and conditions otherwise.  The memorandum accompanying the letter advises afresh the terms of the 
assignment, notwithstanding that the assignment is a continuing assignment.  The memorandum of offer of assignment headed 
“Loan Assignment USA-2003” on a fair reading of the first paragraph and read with the letter, although it purports to offer 
employment on a temporary assignment, clearly is on a fair reading an offer of employment by Chevron and the approval of 
the continuation of assignment in Houston as part of that employment.  The memorandum is specifically headed “Loan 
Assignment” and the conditions are those specific to assignments and do not contain matters relating to the contract of 
employment proper, except those referred to in the letter forwarding the memorandum in relation to the assignment.  I have 
outlined those conditions above.  Indeed, (see page 584 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003), Mr Ross signed his acceptance “of the 
above-mentioned assignment”. 

202 There was no question that there was a contract of employment between Chevron and Mr Ross.  There is no doubt, however, as 
I will explain, that Mr Ross entered a contract of service in which the terms of the assignment were not a part save and except 
that they applied to that part of the contract which enabled him to be loaned on assignment to COPI for service for a period up 
to four years.  However, none of this constituted evidence of any incorporated terms.  Further, there was no evidence of any 
separate contract relating to his time in Houston.  Further, because of the precise termination of the assignment and not of the 
contract of service, there was no new contract of service entered into between Mr Ross and Chevron after 31 December 2001 
when the assignment ceased. 

203 The memorandum of 24 January 2000, attached to Mr Hogan’s letter of 25 January 2000, expressly provides that Mr Ross’ 
service with WAPET is deemed to be service with Chevron for the purposes of “calculating” his entitlements to notice, 
redundancy and parental leave.  This was an express term of his contract with Chevron confined to restricted subject matter, 
and did not purport to incorporate any other term or condition of his employment with WAPET.  Clause 7(a) simply did not 
support any finding that there was expressly or impliedly an incorporation of the entire terms of the WAPET letter of 
appointment in the contract of employment with Chevron.  The letter of 25 January 2000 expressly prescribes that 
superannuation will continue as it had under the WAPET contract of employment.  There is no such express reference to other 
terms such as notice of termination.   

204 It is fair to observe that it would not have been necessary to insert such a provision were his terms and conditions of 
employment with WAPET to have been incorporated in their entirety in the contract of employment with Chevron.  In addition 
to that, the redundancy policy which applied was not a WAPET policy, but a Chevron policy.   

205 I would emphasise this point.  That is, that it would have been entirely unnecessary to specify that benefits under the WAPET 
contract or any term thereof should be repeated in the Chevron/Ross contract if it were intended that all the WAPET terms 
were incorporated.  In other words, if they were wholly incorporated there would be no need to pick out particular terms in the 
letter of 25 January 2000 and say “These are the terms of the contract between Mr Ross and Chevron”, which is the effect of 
what was done.  There would be no need to do that if the one month period of notice in the WAPET contract applied.  
Additionally, of course, there is a specific indication that the WAPET notice period does not apply because of the use of the 
following words “Further, your service with WAPET will be deemed to be a service with the Company for the purposes of 
calculating your entitlements to notice . . .”. 
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206 In addition, I should refer to the fact that there was some reliance on Chevron’s written advice to Mr Ross that his assignment 
to Houston would be administered in the same way as the assignment that had been administered by WAPET.  Contrary to the 
submission otherwise there is nothing in those words or that letter which, on a fair reading, could be construed as incorporating 
all or any of the terms of the WAPET contract of employment in the Chevron contract of employment.  The word 
“administered” cannot be read any other way than that, namely that the assignment would be administered, as it was by 
WAPET.  It is not at all ambiguous.  It refers plainly and clearly to the fact that the administration would be conducted in the 
same way and cannot be extended on any fair reading to be read as an incorporation of the terms of the WAPET contract in the 
Chevron contract.  The words themselves, read in the context of the whole of the letter, go no further than stating the manner in 
which the assignment will be administered.  The words are plain and the Commissioner found correctly that the words related 
only to the assignment.  There is no reference to incorporation of terms of the employment expressly or otherwise, and no 
necessity for it.  In particular, there is no reference to any period of notice of termination which, six years after the WAPET 
contract was entered into, and in relation to a contract with a new employer, one would reasonably expect.  Further, there is no 
express incorporation of the terms of the contract with WAPET in the Chevron contract.   

207 In particular, the letter from Mr Hogan (Chevron) to Mr Ross of 25 January 2000, to which I have referred above, makes it 
clear, read as a whole, and with the enclosed memorandum, that the WAPET terms of employment as such are not 
incorporated because it expresses what WAPET terms will apply.  The letter also contains the significant words “This letter is 
similar in terms to your original assignment”.  Note that this does not say the same but “similar terms”. 

208 There is, for those reasons, too, no reason why it should be implied and certainly no reason why it should be implied on the 
tenuous basis that WAPET and Chevron Texaco are “related” companies. 

209 I refer also to the letter from Mr Ross to Ms Peta Sinclair (see page 5509 (AB19) (FBA 48 of 2003)), in which he refers to 
being employed in the USA “on the premise of existing conditions”.  It was submitted on his behalf, first that that evidence 
was inadmissible and second that this was a letter pleading for entry to school for his daughter by a father and written to the 
school.  In my opinion, the evidence, insofar as it was admissible, and I doubt that it is, was too general in its terms to 
constitute evidence of the existence of a separate employment contract incorporating the terms of the WAPET contract, and, in 
particular, one which would contain any express provision for notice of termination of the contract.  In addition, Mr Ross’ 
evidence that he understood the letter from Mr Hogan of 25 January 2000 to be an offer of employment, was not admissible.  It 
was submitted for Chevron that his letter to Ms Sinclair went to his bona fides and it may well have been admissible in relation 
to his credit, and I shall have something to say about that in another context later in these reasons. 

210 The fact of the matter, and a very cogent point, and I refer in that context to the phrase “pre-existing conditions”, is that it was 
necessary for Chevron, whether a related company or not to WAPET, to enter into a new contract with Mr Ross, and that is 
what it did, in terms which contained no express or implied incorporation of the terms of the WAPET/Ross contract or any 
clause providing for the giving of notice of termination of the contract.  Further, insofar as it was necessary or it is possible to 
find, there was no extrinsic evidence or evidence of performance insofar as either of those categories of evidence is admissible, 
to enable a correct finding that there was a separate contract or that such a term existed.   

211 The Commissioner was correct to find that no express term prescribing the period of notice to be given by either party for the 
termination of the contract of employment existed. 

212 Of course, Mr Ross’ contract continued with Chevron until he was dismissed by retrenchment on 17 January 2002.  That 
contract was not terminated when he was assigned to the EGP3 project.  There was certainly no new contract of employment 
when he re-entered Australia.  It was correctly held, as was acknowledged by Chevron itself in its letter to Mr Ross on 
7 January 2002, (see page 672 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)), that Mr Ross was entitled to return to work in Western Australia, and 
that his contract of employment with Chevron entitled him to salary, motor vehicle and superannuation benefits.  Further the 
payment of an amount purporting to be severance pay acknowledged the existence of the contract, as well as the actual 
dismissal itself. 

213 The Commissioner was correct, for those reasons, in finding and/or was otherwise entitled to find correctly:- 
(a) That the terms of clause 7(a) do not and did not sit easily with the submission for Chevron that there was an 

incorporation,  expressly or impliedly, of the entire terms of the WAPET contract being the entirety of the WAPET 
letter of appointment in 1999, in the new Chevron contract of employment.  (The logical extension of that argument is 
that if that were not so there was no need for any new contract at all). 

(b) That the express reference in clause 7(a) to using service with WAPET to calculate the term of notice of termination of 
the contract was an express reference to a future calculation of notice to be given for the termination of the Chevron 
contract, in which previous service would have been an ingredient. 

(c) That the reference to service for redundancy must also be read with the evidence of the existence of the Chevron policy 
relating to redundancy and its terms. 

(d) That it would be clearly unnecessary to refer to the continuation of the WAPET superannuation plan entitlements if 
there was a complete incorporation of the WAPET terms in the Chevron contract. 

(e) That, given the substantial rights conferred and obligations imposed by the WAPET letter of appointment in 1999, one 
would expect to see very clear words of incorporation if indeed those words were to be incorporated in the 
Chevron/Ross contract.  (I would add that there were no such words). 
(I would also say that the letter from Chevron to Mr Ross, of 25 January 2000 (see page 580 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) 
is an offer of a contract of employment and was accepted as such by its performance if not its express acceptance and 
the fact that the WAPET contract is not incorporated is clear from that letter.  (Further, the letter is identified itself as 
being in similar terms, not the same terms)). 

(f) That Chevron would expressly recognise previous service with WAPET is an express term and not a matter of 
implication.  (The words “service with WAPET will be deemed to be service with the Company ((ie) Chevron) for the 
purposes of calculating your entitlement to notice, redundancy and parental leave”.  (See also the recognition of other 
WAPET benefits in the letter of 25 January 2000). 
(i) That the reference to paying and administering whilst Mr Ross was on overseas assignment, was precisely that.  

He was to be paid and administered in his assignment in the same way as whilst he was assigned under his 
WAPET contract of employment, and that administration was to occur under his Chevron contract of 
employment. 

(ii) That that could not be construed to read “We will incorporate the terms of the WAPET contract of employment 
into the Chevron contract”. 
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(iii) That that is what would have been required if such was intended. 
(g) That no relevant document says anything about the incorporation of the terms. 
(h) That the WAPET letter in 2000, undated, (see page 579A (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)), makes it clear that his employment 

with WAPET has ceased and that he is now an employee of Chevron because it says “We understand that CAPL has 
undertaken to recognise your accrued entitlements to annual leave and long service leave and, therefore, those 
entitlements will not be paid out on the termination of your employment”.  That would not need to be said, of course, if 
there were to be an incorporation of terms. 

(i) That there was no express or implied incorporation of the whole of the terms of the WAPET contract of employment in 
the Ross/Chevron contract of employment. 

214 Indeed, there was no period of notice agreed at all and no evidence of it.  In my opinion, the Commissioner’s finding was 
correct and the amount of notice required to be implied, namely 12 months, was correct for the reasons which the 
Commissioner expressed, as I find hereunder. 

215 For those reasons, ground 5 is not made out. 
Ground 6 
216 I refer to my findings above that there was no incorporation of the terms of the WAPET contract in the Chevron contract of 

employment with Mr Ross because there is no contract but an assignment which, as I will observe hereinafter, was indefinite in 
its duration. 

217 By this ground, it is alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in failing to find that reasonable notice of termination 
of the contract of employment was one month.  This, it was submitted, was an error because the Commissioner failed to have 
regard to the previous dealings between Mr Ross and WAPET (see also Hawkins v Clayton [1988] 164 CLR 539 at 573; 
Australian National Hotels Pty Ltd v Jager [2000] TASSC 43 (delivered 11 May 2000)).  A term, it was submitted for 
Chevron, may be implied by a past course of conduct between the parties. 

218 That submission fails, so the submission for Mr Ross went, because the dealings between Mr Ross and WAPET were self-
evidently not previous dealings between the parties to the contract between Chevron and Mr Ross.  WAPET and Chevron were 
entirely different entities with Chevron being incorporated only on 8 February 1999, five years after the WAPET contract was 
entered into.  Therefore, those dealings cannot be used to imply a term between Mr Ross and a different party to a new contract 
of employment.  If they can, no authority was cited to support such a proposition.  In any event, authorities such as Hawkins v 
Clayton (op cit) can have no relevance to this case.  That is because such authorities deal with the basis of implying a term in a 
contract grounded in the imputed intention of the parties to the contract.  In this case, the implication of a term of reasonable 
notice which was required was necessary and was certainly not inconsistent with the express terms of the contract (see Byrne 
and Frew v Australian Airline Pty Ltd [1995] 185 CLR 410 at 449-450 per McHugh and Gummow JJ).  However, in my 
opinion, the view of Gillard J in Rankin v Marine Power International Pty Ltd (2001) 107 IR 117 at paragraph 206 and that of 
the learned authors Macken, O’Grady, Sappideen and Warburton “Law of Employment” 5th edition (at page 169) which has 
been expressed and adopted in this Commission, that an implied term of notice is an implication as a matter of law, and, in 
fact, should be borne in mind and applied.  That, with respect, is the better view than that expressed in Australian National 
Hotels Pty Ltd v Jager (op cit).  Accordingly, the previous dealings and evidence thereof are inadmissible.  Employment 
contracts are one of a class of contracts where terms are implied by law (see Concut Pty Ltd v Worrell (2000) 75 ALJR 312 at 
317). 

219 Reasonableness is determined at the time when the notice is given, not at the time when the contract is made (see Tarozzi v WA 
Italian Club (Inc) 71 WAIG 2499 at 2500 and the cases cited therein).  Therefore, I apply the principles laid down in Tarozzi v 
WA Italian Club (Inc) (op cit), which case does not contain any exhaustive list of facts which might be considered when the 
Commission is implying a term of reasonable notice. 

220 The second complaint was that the Commissioner took into account a factor that should not have been taken into account, 
namely an assurance given by Mr Bucklin to Mr Ross about the length of the assignment in Houston.  It was submitted that 
Mr Bucklin’s alleged assurances that the assignments would be for four years were given not at the time when the notice was 
given, but at the time when the contract was made.  Therefore, so the submission went, they should have been ignored in 
finding what was a reasonable term of notice to imply in the Chevron/Ross contract of employment.  The answer to that is, of 
course, that the assurance was not given at the time when the notice of termination was given and could not be a relevant factor 
in determining reasonable notice.  It was not indeed either a part of the written assignment documents, which did not refer to 
any definite term.  That such a term might be reasonably expected was borne out by numerous references in the documents to 
the anticipated term.  It might be held to give some indication of an assignment of about four years in all.  Further, there was 
no indication that Mr Ross’ contract of employment with Chevron was anything but long term.  However, even if those 
findings were wrong, which they were not, the Commissioner would not have erred in having regard to these facts and factors 
to which I refer hereinafter as justifying a correct finding in law that reasonable implied notice amounted to 12 calendar 
months.  These were:- 
(a) Mr Ross’ age – he was in his 40’s. 
(b) His length of service of seven years with WAPET and Chevron in the Chevron Texaco group.   
(c ) His income which was about US$450,000.00 per year. 
(d) His professional standing as a contracts administrator, which, on all of the evidence, was high. 
(e) The high grade of his position. 
(f) The reasonable expectation that his contract with Chevron was a long term one and certainly not likely to be terminable 

in the near future. 
(g) That his position was important because he was involved in the administration of substantial contracts. 
(h) That he was appointed from a high and secure senior position in Western Australia and there had been no indication 

that it would be terminated in the near future or that the assignment would end in the near future given the written 
estimates of its duration. 

(i) His service since 1988 with WAPET, which was taken into account for the purposes of superannuation, notice and long 
service leave, ought to have been taken into account, to some extent, as a factor in implying a reasonable term and was 
lengthy. 

221 All of those factors correctly lead to the conclusion that the Commissioner at first instance did not err and that the 12 month 
period which he implied was a reasonable period to imply for termination of Mr Ross’ contract of employment (see Tarozzi v 
WA Italian Club (Inc) (op cit)). 
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222 At paragraphs 282-284 of the reasons for decision at first instance (see page 241 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)), in my opinion, the 
matters to be taken into account have been properly considered and weighed.  The period fixed by the Commissioner was 
entirely correct, and that ground is not made out. 

Ground 7 
223 By this ground Chevron complains that the Commissioner at first instance erred because he allowed Mr Ross to adduce further 

evidence by affidavit after both parties closed their cases.  Further, the Commissioner did not invite or permit Chevron’s 
counsel to cross-examine Mr Ross on the contents of the affidavit or to lead evidence in rebuttal.  The affidavit was adduced in 
relation to the question of costs.  On a fair reading, no opportunity was denied and there was no record of any objection being 
taken to the affidavit being adduced.  It is the duty of a tribunal to provide a reasonable opportunity to be heard.  In this case, 
Chevron was represented by counsel and counsel could rightly have been expected to have taken objection without being 
invited to do so.  Counsel did not.  Indeed, cogently, there is no evidence that Chevron sought to be heard or to cross-examine, 
even though it might well have wanted to.  In any event, even if objections were made and overruled, it made no difference.  
The Commissioner reduced the amount awarded by reference to the actual sums set out in the affidavit.  Further, the evidence 
about costs and expenses did not and could not affect the Commissioner’s ultimate decision because no order for costs and 
expenses was made.  Thus, even if what the Commissioner did constituted a denial of procedural fairness, or was otherwise 
erroneous, there is nothing to establish that a different result would have been achieved had procedural fairness not been 
denied (see Stead v State Government Insurance Commission [1986] 161 CLR 141) or had the affidavit not been admitted.  
That ground fails for those reasons. 

Appeal No FBA 50 of 2003 
224 This also was an appeal against a discretionary decision as defined. 
Ground 1 and 2 
225 Grounds 1 and 2 are expressed in the alternative. 
226 By ground 1(a) it is alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in law in failing to find that the contract of 

employment entered into by Mr Ross and Chevron on or about 24 January 2000 (which Mr Ross called the “Escravos contract” 
as varied by the memorandum dated on or about 20 April 2001 “the Escravos variation”) was a contract for a fixed term 
expiring on or about 24 July 2003 and that Mr Ross was denied the benefit of remuneration under the Escravos contract for the 
period following termination of that contract on 31 December 2001 until the expiry of the fixed term.  The essence of the 
submission was that the Commissioner found correctly that Mr Ross was offered and accepted the “Escravos contract”. 

227 The submission then goes to the effect that the terms of that contract were set out in the memorandum dated 24 January 2000 
to Mr Ross from COPI and that its expressed duration was 3.5 years commencing 24 January 2000 (see page 580 (AB4) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)).  It was an integral part of that argument that it was not open to Chevron to “unilaterally change” the terms 
of the contract of employment.  This term it was submitted, was expressly prescribed as a fixed term of 3.5 years. The variation 
was submitted as and from 1 May 2001, transferring Mr Ross’ employment and conditions and expressly confirmed that the 
Escravos contract had 2.5 years remaining in duration (see pages 1630 and 1637-1641 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

228 It was submitted that the Escravos contract terminated on 31 December 2001.  It was also submitted that Mr Ross was required 
to cease all duties and refrain from exercising all duties under the Escravos contract thereby fundamentally altering his duties 
and responsibilities.  This fundamental change, so the submission went, was such as to constitute the formation of a new 
contract of employment (see Real Estate Institute of WA v FCU (1993) 51 IR 415 at 425 and Quinn v Jack Chia (Australia) Pty 
Ltd [1992] 1 VR 567 at 576-577).  This, it was submitted, was supported by a number facts:- 
(a) A recruiting campaign to replace Mr Ross had commenced before 13 November 2001, and his position was divided in 

two. 
(b) COPI confirmed his dismissal in writing (see page 672 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 
(c) After 31 December 2001 his remuneration was reduced by about two thirds.  This reduction was so great as to 

constitute a new contract of employment. 
(d) There was further evidence of his change of workplace. 
(e) Further, he had a reasonable and legitimate expectation of continuing on the Escravos project for 18 months. 

229 It was therefore submitted that the Commissioner erred in failing to find that the Escravos contract so called was a contract for 
a fixed term because of its express terms.  There were answering submissions which can be summarised as follows.  The 
Commissioner rejected the argument that when he went to the United States, Mr Ross entered into a separate fixed term 
contract of four years created on 24 January 2000.  It was submitted there was simply no contract documented or otherwise to 
support the proposition that a separate contract came into existence when Mr Ross was assigned to the United States.  The 
evidence, it was submitted, all pointed to the fact that in the course of its employment with WAPET, Mr Ross was sent to the 
United States on assignment and was still on assignment when Chevron became his employer.  This, it was submitted for 
Chevron, was acknowledged by Mr Ross when he referred to his secondment at a temporary assignment and his return after 
“my fulfilment of the assignment return to take up my previous position of contracts manager for West Australian Petroleum”.  
This was taken from his email to Ms Peta Sinclair at a Perth school where he was enquiring about his children’s ability to 
remain enrolled at the school. 

230 It was also submitted that the Commissioner correctly directed himself to a great deal of evidence to support the conclusion 
that no fixed term contract was contemplated by the parties.   

231 There are a number of allegations contained in ground 1 which it is necessary to consider.  As I have said, Mr Ross contends 
that the Commissioner erred in failing to find that a contract of employment came into existence on or about 24 January 2000 
when Mr Ross, and who remained an employee of WAPET until he became an employee of Chevron, went on assignment to 
COPI in the USA.  That is, the contention was that he entered into a separate contract when he went on assignment to the 
United States.  That assignment was alleged to be for a fixed term to expire on or about 24 July 2003.  The contract which was 
referred to by Mr Ross as the “Escravos contract” was said to have been varied also on or about 20 April 2001 and that was 
referred to by Mr Ross as the “Escravos variation”. 

232 Thus, it was submitted, Mr Ross had been denied the benefit of the remuneration due to him pursuant to that fixed term 
contract for the period from 31 December 2001 when he was dismissed until 24 July 2003 approximately, when the fixed term 
was agreed to expire.  It was submitted in support that there was a finding of the Commissioner that the “employment” was 
offered and accepted as “the Escravos contract” and therefore that the “contract” commenced on 1 January 2000. 

233 It is true, too, that the assignment was for an anticipated period of 3.5 years continuing from 24 January 2000 and it is true that 
on 20 April 2001 the assignment was expressed to have a further 2.25 years left to run.  (Chevron seems to have become his 
employer effective from 1 February 2000 (see the letter from Mr Hogan to Mr Ross at page 580 (AB4)(FBA 48 of 2003))). 
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234 It is true, too, that the assignment that was terminated as and from 31 December 2001, in formal terms.  However, the 
assignment was terminated once he was removed, in fact, from his office in Houston on 16 November 2001, he having been 
told of the termination of his assignment on 13 November 2001.  That termination did not end his employment with Chevron 
and could not.  As the Commissioner found, even if that was part of the commencement of the termination of his employment, 
it was not an act that could terminate his employment because it was not an act of his employer, Chevron.  There was nothing 
in ground 1 which suggests, as I have already said above, that the assignment was anything more than an assignment by 
Mr Ross’ two employers, in turn to a “related” foreign company.  The only variation to his contract of employment with 
WAPET and then his new contract of employment with Chevron which is relevant in that sense was that neither employer 
employed him to work on the Gorgon Gas Project or elsewhere in Western Australia.  They loaned him or assigned him whilst 
he remained as their employee for a period, and not necessarily a fixed period, to COPI for a particular project.  Mr Ross said 
in evidence that he entered a contract of service with COPI, but it is plain in its terms and in his acceptance of it as an 
assignment that he accepted the assignment as part of his contract of employment with Chevron. 

235 It was also wrong to allege, as it was alleged in ground 1, that the Escravos contract, so called, was confirmed as having been 
terminated by Chevron on 7 January 2002.  It was not.  A contract does not exist merely because the grounds assert that a 
contract existed or was terminated.  All that was terminated was an assignment in the terms to which I have referred above and 
there is no evidence, written or otherwise, which would lead to the conclusion that there was a separate contract, fixed or not.  I 
would also add that the assignment itself was not expressed to be for a fixed term.  There was reference to its likely duration in 
the documents used to support Mr Ross’ application for a visa to work in the United States and in other documents, for 
example, the FDLA (see page 3217 (AB12) (FBA 48 of 2003)) describes his assignment as “Anticipated assignment start date 
July 1, 1999 and length, 4 years”. 

236 The word “and” in that phrase was clearly conjunctive and is clearly conjunctive.  Both the commencement date and the length 
of the assignment were “anticipated”.  They were approximate and not fixed.  Further, Mr Crook’s memorandum of 2 June 
1999 (see page 1861 (AB9)) refers to the duration of the assignment as “expected to be approximately four years”.  Both 
phrases are inexact.  Next, the employee fact sheet does not even refer to a completion date for the assignment or any length of 
the assignment (see page 3260 (AB12) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  The assignment is not expressed to be for a fixed term.  In clear 
terms, too, and significantly, the original assignment document, the FDLA (see page 3217 (AB12) reserved the right in the host 
company and not WAPET or Chevron to terminate the assignment for virtually any reason at any time.  I have already referred 
to that above.  I would add that insofar as the particulars arose after the assignment concerned, they are inadmissible (see AMP 
Society v Chaplin and Another (1978) 18 ALR 385 at 392 and Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail Authority of NSW 
[1981-1982] 149 CLR 337). 

237 There was no fixed term assignment and certainly no fixed term contract and none contemplated by the parties.  There was 
only an assignment for an approximate period subject to termination at any time by the host employer, COPI. 

238 Indeed, as I have said, there was no documentary or other evidence referred to which could or did support any finding that 
there was a fixed term contract or any separate fixed term contract which came into existence when Mr Ross accepted his 
assignment for the United States.  Insofar as that evidence might be admissible as to credit, it is quite clear, as Mr Ross 
admitted to Ms Peta Sinclair in his letter to her, that he accepted a secondment or temporary assignment for 18 to 24 months, 
not four years, and that on fulfilment of his assignment he would return to his previous position of contracts manager for 
WAPET, and later, of course, to his new employer, Chevron (see page 5509 (AB18) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  The particulars 
asserted in ground 1(a) are, for those reasons, not evidence, insofar as they point to evidence of any new “separate contract 
between Mr Ross and WAPET or Chevron Texaco”. 

239 In my opinion, there was ample evidence on which to find that there was no fixed term contract as contemplated by the parties 
for other reasons.  First, the Commissioner referred to the terms of the FDLA (see page 3217 (AB12) (FBA 48 of 2003)) which 
described Mr Ross’ assignment as having an anticipated commencement date and length of four years.  The Commissioner 
interpreted “and” as conjunctive, which it was.  Thus, the term could be properly construed to read as providing an anticipated 
commencement date and a period of approximately four years on assignment.  In Mr Crook’s memorandum of 2 June 1999 
(see pages 1861-1865 (AB9) (FBA 48 of 2003)), which Mr Ross signed, there was clear reference to the duration of the 
assignment as expected to be approximately four years.  The employee fact sheet (see page 3260 (AB12) (FBA 48 of 2003)) 
disclosed a commencement date and no termination date.  Further, the particulars in the grounds of appeal are not unequivocal 
enough to constitute, by implication, a variation of the assignment.  Indeed, they are more consistent with a conclusion that 
there was not a fixed term assignment.  More cogently, however, there was nothing of substance in the particulars with ground 
1 to support any conclusion that there was a separate contract for four years. 

240 The fact of the matter is that there was a contract between Chevron and Mr Ross which was not terminated on 31 December 
2001 and which expressly authorised his assignment, for a period of time not fixed, to a related company in the United States.  
This was not even, on the evidence, a variation of his contract with Chevron.  There was no suggestion in the material that his 
contract of employment was with COPI.  In any event, there is an express term providing for transfer back to Perth on 
termination of the assignment, and an express term providing for termination of the assignment at any time by COPI.  It is 
noteworthy, too, that the termination of the assignment occurred with notice to his employer, Chevron.  The increased amount 
of his remuneration while overseas and which was paid by Chevron was due to allowances which existed to ensure that he did 
not suffer financial disadvantage whilst overseas.  Thus, they are not evidence of any change in his contract with Chevron or 
WAPET.  His own evidence was that he was to be returned to his position on completion of his assignment. 

241 Put shortly, and without derogating from the generality of what I have said above:- 
(a) Mr Ross entered with Chevron into a contract of employment on or about 25 January 2000, effective from 1 February 

2000. 
(b) As part of that contract, he agreed to be assigned for a term to work for COPI. 
(c) At the end of that term, which was not a definite term, and was uncontestedly terminable and terminated at any time by 

COPI, he was to and did return to his employer, Chevron, for another assignment or otherwise, and did so. 
(d) His assignment was terminated on 13 November 2000 by COPI and/or when he was removed from its premises on 

16 November 2001. 
(e) He had at no time any contract of employment with COPI. 
(f) His employment was not terminated by the letter to him of 7 January 2002.  That merely confirmed the termination of 

his assignment as at 31 December 2001 because COPI was not his employer.  Indeed, COPI did not purport to be his 
employer and did not dismiss him from any employment, but returned him to Australia, having terminated his 
assignment. 
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(g) Mr Ross was then dismissed by his employer on 17 January 2002 by the termination of his contract of employment 
with Chevron and after his assignment had ended. 

242 In the face of those findings, I make the following further observations.  The fact that a recruiting campaign to replace Mr Ross 
in Houston had commenced before 13 November 2001 means no more than that he was to be replaced as an assigned worker 
and that his assignment was to end, as it did.  The letter of 7 January 2002 from Ms Zygocki to Mr Ross (page 672 (AB4) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)) makes it quite clear that his assignment only had been terminated as at 31 December 2001 “and that the 
terms and conditions of your foreign assignment cease to apply as at that date”.  That is very plain. 

243 The letter also states just as plainly that Mr Ross had returned to employment with Chevron in Perth.  These words are, in fact, 
clear, plain and unambiguous and I quote them:- 

“Effective 1 January 2002 you have returned to the Australasia Business Unit of ChevronTexaco based in Perth and 
to domestic terms and conditions of employment, namely your base rate of pay, car allowance and superannuation 
benefits continue to apply.” 

244 That letter did not confirm his dismissal or purport to be in any way a letter of dismissal. 
245 It was also alleged that after 31 December 2001 his remuneration was so diminished as to constitute a new contract of 

employment along with a major change in his duties.  This, too, was because he was no longer on assignment, not because his 
essential contract with Chevron changed. 

246 Within the principles expressed in Quinn v Jack Chia (Australia) Pty Ltd (op cit) and Byrne v Twaddle (2003) 83 WAIG 5 
(FB) it was simply not the case that he was on a new contract of employment.  His contract was one of employment with 
Chevron and included a temporary assignment, on certain remuneration, to COPI.  When the assignment ended he was not to 
be remunerated on the basis of the FDLA which applied to his assignment.  He was to be remunerated as an employee of 
Chevron, not on assignment, within the terms of his contract of employment with Chevron which had never been interrupted or 
otherwise varied.  In any event, a great part of his remuneration was simply inapplicable because its components were special 
allowances to which he was entitled only when he was assigned outside his home country, as I have said above in some detail.  
That he might or might not have had a reasonable expectation of continuing in the Escravos assignment (it was not a contract) 
for 18 months was irrelevant because his assignment was terminated as COPI was able to do and that termination of 
assignment was not in the end disputed.  There was certainly no fixed term contract, as I have said, and no fixed term 
assignment. 

247 What Mr Ross understood the offer to be is not admissible evidence because he entered into an agreement which is to be 
construed in its terms by the Commission, unless extrinsic evidence was admissible. In this case, his evidence was neither 
relevant nor admissible.  

248 The Commissioner correctly construed the agreement on its face.  There is nothing in the subsequent conduct of the parties, 
even if admissible, which changes the true construction of the terms of the agreement between Chevron and Mr Ross.  Since 
the assignment was continuing, the terms of the original offer of assignment, which were not varied, were binding, the 
assignment being a continuing assignment. That having been accepted, his contract was terminable in the case of unforeseen 
circumstances, a change in business conditions or policies and programmes in terms of the assignment.  These, it was expressly 
said, might result in a modification of the assignment or its duration. 

249 The period of the assignment was therefore, from the beginning, one susceptible to change, depending on unforeseeable events 
which might occur in the future.  The assignment was hedged about with qualifications and conditions and was not a fixed 
term assignment.  It was certainly not a separate fixed term contract for the reasons which I have expressed. 

250 I also repeat the reasons which I expressed in relation to ground 5 of appeal No FBA 48 of 2003.  That ground, 1(a), is not 
made out. 

251 I now turn to ground 1(b).  By that ground it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in implying a term in the FDLA as to the 
anticipated duration of the contract of service.  In fact, I can find nothing in his findings to that effect.  He found that there was 
an assignment of Mr Ross to work overseas by an agreement between WAPET and COPI, then Chevron and COPI.  For the 
reasons which I have expressed above, that is all that existed.  For all of those reasons, none of that ground is made out. 

252 I now turn to ground 1(c).  By that ground the complaint is that the Commissioner erred in implying a term in the FDLA as to 
“anticipated duration” and into the so called Escravos contract, which had the effect of assigning terms of the WAPET contract 
to the Escravos contract contrary to the findings of the Commissioner that there was no assignment. 

253 In support of that ground, it was submitted that the Commissioner found no novation of the WAPET contract, which contract 
incorporated the FDLA.  Further, it was submitted that the Commissioner found, too, wrongly, that Mr Ross did not consent to 
the assignment of any terms of the WAPET contract, and that there was no such assignment. 

254 The Commissioner did so find.  However, that is not the point.  That submission is answered by the same answer which I have 
expressed above in relation to ground 1(b).  That ground is not made out for either of those reasons. 

Ground 2 
255 This is a ground expressed in the alternative to ground 1. 
256 By ground 2(a), Mr Ross contends that the Commissioner at first instance erred in law in failing to find that there was a 

contract made called the Escravos contract which was terminated by Chevron with effect from 31 December 2001.  The 
particulars alleged in ground 1(a) were repeated.  It follows, of course, that if that were the case, a new contract was entered 
into when Mr Ross returned to Perth namely, on 1 January 2002, the other contract, the “Escravos contract” so called, having 
been terminated as and from 31 December 2001.  That argument fails on the Commissioner’s finding, which I have found 
above was correct, that the assignment was not a separate contract and that the contract of employment therefore continued 
from the date it was entered into between Chevron and Mr Ross until his dismissal on 17 January 2002.  It is correct, as I have 
said, to have found, for the reasons which I have expressed above, that the assignment was not a separate contract and that no 
new contract was entered into at all after the assignment was terminated.  I have already referred to Mr Crook’s memorandum, 
accepted by Mr Ross, dated 2 June 1999 and Mr Ross’ own email to Ms Sinclair to which I have referred above (see page 1861 
(AB9) and also see page 5509 (AB19)).  

257 I apply what I said above in relation to ground 1(a).  There was no separate contract from the contract of employment which 
continued.  In particular, the terms of the correspondence between WAPET and Chevron on the one hand, respectively, and 
Mr Ross, do not constitute evidence of any separate contract.  In the case of WAPET, the correspondence confirms that 
Mr Ross would no longer be employed by it because the operation in Western Australia had been taken over by Chevron.  In 
the case of Chevron, on a fair reading of the correspondence, Mr Ross was offered employment with Chevron, which he 
accepted, and in which it was confirmed that his assignment with COPI would continue, notwithstanding the change in his 
employment.  The correspondence leads to no other conclusion, on a fair reading.  Ground 2(a) is therefore not made out. 
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258 I now turn to ground 2(b).  By that ground it is alleged that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to find that the Escravos 
contract was a separate contract of employment to the contract entered into by the appellant and the respondent with effect 
from 1 January 2002, (“the Perth Contract”); and that following the termination of the Escravos Contract the appellant 
commenced the Perth Contract, a new contract on 1 July 2002,; and that the terms of the Perth Contract were partly written (in 
a letter from Chevron to Mr Ross dated 7 January 2002, and partly oral). I have expressed my reasons in detail in relation to 
this matter in relation to ground 1. 

259 The correspondence is evidence only of a contract of employment between WAPET and Mr Ross then Chevron and Mr Ross 
and an assignment.  In any event, even if the Escravos assignment was a separate contract then it ended on 31 December 2001 
leaving the chevron Ross contract running. 

260 There was no separate contract.  The letter of 7 January 2002 confirms the end of his assignment overseas with COPI, and, in 
particular, advises him that he would no longer be able to receive allowances in relation to his assignment because he was no 
longer on overseas service.  It did not and does not purport to terminate any contract of employment, nor is a new one entered 
into and there is no evidence of that.  Ground 2(b) is not made out. 

261 I have already found that the term of notice to be given and which was implied was reasonable and given the reasons therefor.  
The cases cited, namely Ogilvy & Mather (New Zealand) Ltd v Turner [1994] 1 NZLR 641 and McKay v Abbey Vale Estate 
Pty Ltd [2003] WASC 2 (delivered 10 January 2003) and Rankin v Marine Power International Pty Ltd (2001) 106 IR 117 at 
136 are not sufficiently similar to assist in this case.  Mr Ross was on temporary assignment, and was not long employed by his 
employer.  Those reasons suffice to dispose of that ground. 

Ground 3 
262  This ground is an alternative ground to grounds 1 and 2.  It was submitted that the Commissioner at first instance erred in his 

construction of the provisions of the FDLA (see page 548 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)), in finding that the words “anticipated 
assignment start date” and “length” were to be interpreted conjunctively.  It was submitted that the word “and” was merely a 
joining word and did not compound the two parts, each of which could stand on its own.  On a fair reading, of course, they 
cannot.  If, as is concluded, “and” is a joining word then that is a concession that it serves as a conjunction, which it clearly 
does.  No extrinsic material is required to be considered to interpret the phrase, it being entirely unambiguous (see page 548 
(AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  It is also clear that since it was a continuing assignment as Chevron acknowledged in its letter of 
25 January 2000, then the right to terminate it applied (see page 548 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

263 In any event, none of the extrinsic evidence relied on by Mr Lucev in his address detracts from the fact that this was not a fixed 
term assignment, for the reasons expressed above, and was not a separate contract or a variation of the existing contract 
between Chevron and Mr Ross or between Mr Ross and WAPET.  (The Caracas agreement was entirely irrelevant because it 
related to a different project and was not established to have any similarity to the project in relation to which Mr Ross was 
assigned in Houston.  Again, also, it was somewhat inexact in its reference to the duration of the assignment).  (See page 483 
(AB4)(FBA 48 of 2003)). 

264 Further, it is quite clear that Mr Bucklin’s assignment was entirely irrelevant to any later agreement between Mr Ross and 
Chevron.  If that be wrong, then the reference to approximately four years in his agreement is similar in its lack of exactness to 
the use of the phrase “anticipated start date and length” in Mr Ross’ contract. It supports, therefore, the construction of the 
phrase by the Commissioner and my view expressed above.  Further, arrangements about administrator positions in the 
Nigerian SBU, cannot be at all relevant, nor were they established to be. 

265 As I have already said, the FDLA of 1 June 1999 specifically refers to “an anticipated starting date and length”, in clear and 
unambiguous terms.  The Crook-Ross memorandum of 2 June 1999 was specific and express in its reference to the “duration 
of your assignment is expected to be approximately four years”.  Any advice which differs during the period after 29 July 1999 
to Mr Ross was simply irrelevant. 

266 By ground 3(a) it alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in law in his construction of the “Escravos contract”, so 
called, incorporating the terms of the FDLA under the WAPET contract.  That error is alleged to have occurred because the 
Commissioner found that the phrase anticipated “assignment start date” and “and length” were to be interpreted conjunctively 
and not disjunctively.  Alternatively, it was alleged that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to find that the meaning of the 
phrase as read in context was ambiguous (see ground 3(b)).  As a consequence of that, in ground 3(c), so the allegation went, 
the Commissioner erred in law in failing to consider extraneous factors in order to assist in the interpretation of the phrases, so 
the submission went.  For Mr Ross it was submitted that the FDLA was ambiguous and that the Commissioner should have 
gone to the extrinsic evidence which indicated that Chevron distinguished between expected, approximate and actual duration.  
(We were referred to Short v Hercus (1993) 46 IR 128 at 134 per Burchett J).  In particular, in relation to this ground, the 
following extraneous factors were relied on. They included Mr Bucklin’s “COPI/Australian SBU/WAPET/FDLA” of 
1 August 1996, which was for a length of approximately four years.  It also included a number of references to the period of 
four years and the Nigerian Administrators and Caracas contracts to which I have referred above.  None of the particulars of 
this ground, insofar as those particulars refer to evidence of this assignment being a four year assignment, provide any 
evidence, or any reliable evidence for the reasons which I have expressed above, that there was any separate contract called the 
Escravos contract or anything else.  They are at best equivocal and at worst irrelevant.  Further, they provide no evidence of 
any fixed term contract or assignment.  In particular, and I repeat, the assignment was subject to termination by COPI at any 
time and that was expressly provided for.  Not only was it subject to termination, but its conditions were subject to alteration.  
For example, Mr Ross was changed by COPI from TIA to RIA on 1 May 2001, and the housing allowance was reinstated 
without reference to him.  That is what occurred.  Further, at no time did Mr Ross challenge the validity of the termination of 
the assignment by COPI even though he might well have challenged it for industrial unfairness, at least in the United States.  
However, he did not do so, or, if he did, there is no evidence to that effect. 

267 In my opinion, the FDLA (at page 581 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)) and the letter of Chevron of 25 January 2000 (see page 580 
(AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)), and even the reference to a figure of 3.5 years in the FDLA remaining for the duration of the 
assignment, is not at all evidence that the assignment was for a fixed term and not at all evidence that it was unable to be 
terminated earlier than that.  Clearly, too, whether an assignment is an RIA or a TIA, the latter of which is expressly said to be 
from three to 12 months, the employee returns to the home country or moves onto another international assignment (see 
pages 504-505 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Whilst, too, the FDLA offer when first made in 1999 was not part of the contract of 
employment as such, it constituted clear evidence of the temporary nature of the assignment and the imprecision of its 
expressed duration. 

268 Next, there are no ambiguities which require the surrounding circumstances to be examined or required them to be examined 
by the Commissioner.  There was nothing which could be interpreted, in the face of this evidence, for those reasons, as bearing 
out the assertions of error against the Commissioner.  Those grounds failed for those reasons. 
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Ground 4 
269 By this ground it is alleged the Commissioner at first instance failed to correctly exercise his contractual benefits jurisdiction 

by failing to consider Mr Ross’ entitlement to have certain elements of remuneration items “grossed up”. 
270 For Mr Ross, it was submitted that the benefits should be “grossed up” (see pages 279-281 (AB2) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 
271 For Chevron, the submissions on quantum indicated that it did not accept that the benefits should be “grossed up” (see 

page 359 (AB3) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 
272 The Commissioner declined to decide the point “in the absence of detailed argument”.  It was submitted that that was not the 

case, that there were detailed submissions in writing and that the matter should have been decided or that the Commissioner 
had a duty to seek further submissions. 

273 By “grossed up” I understand that what is meant is that the amount of the award should have been the gross amount of 
remuneration with no deduction for anticipated income tax liability. 

274 For Chevron, it was submitted that there was no “grossing up” sought in the particulars of claim and no evidence was led by 
Mr Ross to show the appropriate taxation payable by him.  Further, it was submitted that there was no evidence of these sorts 
of matters and no detailed argument and the Commissioner rightly rejected the claim for “grossing up” (see Sheldrick v W T 
Partnership (Aust) Pty Ltd (1998) 89 IR 206).  In particular, there was no evidence about which tax system, United States or 
Australian applied, or what tax rate would have to be paid, nor were there established to have been contractual benefits to 
which Mr Ross was entitled and which he was denied. 

275 In any event, and more conclusively, as I have found above, there was no valid claim established in relation to the amounts 
which Mr Ross seeks to have “grossed up”.  In other words, they did not constitute elements of loss properly established, nor 
were they established to constitute contractual benefits or a component of contractual benefits to which Mr Ross was entitled 
and which he was denied.  Accordingly, the argument in favour of “grossing up” entirely falls away, and that ground is not 
made out. 

Ground 5 
276 This is a claim that the Commissioner at first instance erred in not awarding costs and expenses to Mr Ross.  The Full Bench 

has made it clear that such costs are awarded only in extreme cases (see Brailey v Mendex and Co Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit)). 
277 The Commissioner’s reasons for dismissing the application for costs and expenses were that whilst the Commissioner made 

findings concerning the harsh treatment of Mr Ross, and found the issue of discovery was less than well handled by Chevron, 
he was not satisfied having regard to the “totality of the proceedings” that an order for costs was appropriate.  In particular, he 
found that there were no circumstances of the case which were such that the usual approach in this jurisdiction should be 
departed from.  Only a small amount of the costs and expenses which are referred to in Mr Ross’ affidavit are costs and 
expenses allowable under s27(1)(c) of the Act.  S27(1)(c) reads as follows:- 

Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Commission may, in relation to any matter before it -  
“Order any party to the matter to pay to any other party such costs and expenses including expenses of witnesses as 
are specified in the order, but so that no costs shall be allowed for the services of any legal practitioner, or agent.” 

278 The complaint pursuant to this ground was that Chevron acted in a manner found to be totally unwarranted in circumstances 
described reasonably as aggravating.  It was submitted that Chevron continually failed to provide discovery and so failed to the 
extent that the Commissioner was compelled on 12 February 2003 to issue an order in the nature of a springing order for 
discovery in respect of a large number of relevant documents.  This order the Commission issued.  The documents concerned 
related to questions of fraud and corporate “governance” and were ultimately produced only on the seventh or eighth day of the 
hearing.  Further, Mr Ross’ solicitors did not receive hard copies of the employee file of Mr Ross which was maintained 
electronically until late.  Thus, the full history of his removal from Houston was not discovered until the middle Sunday of a 
two week hearing. 

279 There were, it was submitted, requests for discovery on 7 June 2002 and 5 February 2003.  Chevron clearly failed to comply 
with undertakings to provide discovery before the hearing and to make inquiries of and produce documents from its associate 
foreign entities.  It was clear that those undertakings were not complied with.  The Commissioner made a number of comments 
about this behaviour (see transcript pages 488-490, 493, 502 and 504 (AB22) (FBA 48 of 2003)). 

280 There was clearly no compliance with orders made in May 2002 and 16 September 2002.  There was disputation about 
discovery over almost a whole year (see page 505-512 (AB4) (FBA 48 of 2003)).  Thus, this was a case involving extreme 
circumstances and warranting an order for costs against Chevron. 

281 There was another head of the claim for costs which related to the failure to call Mr Edward Ciabattari to whom I have referred 
above, and who was the central witness for Chevron in relation to allegations that Mr Ross had been guilty of misconduct.  
That misconduct was said to have occurred because he had taken certain CDs which contained information, these being the 
property of COPI, when he had not authority to do so.  Mr Ciabattari had to be ordered eventually to attend from the USA to 
give evidence.  Mr Ross’ evidence was that the CDs were properly given to him by Mr Ciabattari.  What is also very clear and 
significant is that seven or eight days into the hearing Mr Zilko SC was instructed to appear to apply for an adjournment of the 
proceedings in order for his client to provide proper discovery.  Counsel for Mr Ross, Mr Lucev, opposed the application. 

282 However, as a result of the application for an adjournment, and this is the significant point, all outstanding requests on behalf 
of Mr Ross for discovery, inspection and production of documents were withdrawn. 

283 As counsel for Mr Ross advised (see page 543 of the transcript at first instance (AB22) (FBA 48 of 2003)) “we are content to 
proceed on the basis of the discovery as it presently stands, and the documents which have been produced to us”. 

284 That was, of course, because Mr Ross wanted no further delay in the hearing.  However, what that meant was that documents 
previously sought and pursued were not longer sought.  There were, however, important items of discovery which were not 
discovered and a series of requests for discovery which had not been complied with.  There were debates during the course of 
the early part of the proceedings about discovery.  It was submitted that the Commissioner at first instance erred in the exercise 
of his discretion in not awarding costs when the extreme circumstances which justified a springing order were present. 

285 The submission for Chevron was that a discovery by a party does not include documents held by a party’s related company.  It 
was submitted that Chevron had the co-operation of the American entity, but also a great deal of lack of co-operation (for 
example, the conduct of Ms Woods was cited as an example of this). 

286 Chevron had been willing to pay the costs thrown away by the application for adjournment to which I have referred above, so 
the submission went, because they generally wished to put discovery on a proper footing.  There was a complete volte-face, it 
was submitted, in relation to documents on the part of Mr Ross when he withdrew his claim for further discovery, given that he 
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was claiming prejudice because of a failure to discover documents, even though 2000 pages of documents were, in fact, 
discovered.  It was also submitted that Mr Ross was not forthcoming about the CDs which were the crux of the allegations of 
misconduct against him, and which he said he had forgotten about.  He also forgot about approximately 100 pages printed off 
from them when it came to his instructions to his solicitors to give discovery.  It was admitted that whilst Chevron failed its 
discovery obligations, they were resolved in the course of the trial.  It was further submitted that this ground seeks costs as a 
way of penalising Chevron for discovery problems. 

287 In relation to the matter surrounding Mr Edward Ciabattari, who was an officer of COPI and whose evidence related to 
Mr Ross allegedly possessing and misusing confidential information, there were a number of submissions.  Mr Ross, of course, 
had said that the material had come to him lawfully through Mr Ciabattari.  Chevron flew Mr Ciabattari to Australia on 
18 February 2003, which is a somewhat expensive exercise, and he remained there until 21 February 2003 when it became 
apparent that he was not going to give evidence because the case was dragging out and other people were going to give 
evidence.  He then went back to the United States. 

288 On 6 March 2003, it was suggested that he be available for cross-examination by video link from Houston because of the cost 
of flying him to Perth to give evidence.  That was rejected.  In the end, a decision was made by Chevron not to call him and the 
Commissioner in his findings invoked the rule in Jones v Dunkel and Another [1958-1959] 101 CLR 298, and the 
Commissioner drew an adverse inference from the fact of his not being called. 

289 It was also submitted that the claim for costs contained entirely unrelated items such as the cost of incorporating a company 
call Ross Consultants Pty Ltd (and see Mr Ross’ affidavit of 29 August 2003, paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2) (page 287 (AB2) 
(FBA 48 of 2003)).  It was submitted that this had nothing to do with the proceedings, at it was clear that it did not.  Further, 
the amounts claimed in paragraphs 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 of the affidavit again have nothing to do with the matter before the 
Commission. 

290 Next, none of the costs claimed in paragraph 5 of the affidavit of costs were authorised to be paid pursuant to s26 and s27(1)(c) 
of the Act, being the fees of solicitors and possible counsel.  There is, as it was submitted, nothing established to connect the 
costs referred to in Mr Ross’ affidavit and claimed by Mr Ross to the matters of discovery or to Mr Ciabattari not giving 
evidence, or to establish that the costs orders sought were authorised by s27(1)(c). 

291 In the main, they are the fees of counsel which are simply not within the jurisdiction of the Commission to award.  The Full 
Bench will, in any event, not readily interfere with the exercise of the discretion of the Commissioner at first in matters of cost.  
In this case, there is nothing to establish a miscarriage of the exercise of discretion in that respect. 

292 Nothing was submitted or adduced to establish that the Commissioner’s discretion in refusing to award costs miscarried 
according to the principles laid down in House v The King (op cit).  There was a number of reasons why this was so. 

293 First, and most cogently, not one item of costs claimed was one which was authorised to be ordered to be paid by the 
Commissioner, as I have said above (see s27(1)(c) of the Act). 

294 That really puts an end to the application in respect of the documents and the matter of Mr Ciabattari. 
295 Further, the matter was resolved during the hearing as far as the documents were concerned by the abandonment of any further 

requests for discovery and the other requests which had been met. 
296 As to the question of Mr Ciabattari, I do not understand that, nor was it established what costs had been incurred as a result of 

his not attending, particularly when the giving of his evidence by video was proposed by Chevron.  In any event, his non-
attendance did not affect the result for Mr Ross. 

297 It has not been established that the exercise of the Commissioner’s discretion miscarried, as alleged. 
Ground 6 
298 By this ground it was alleged that the Commissioner at first instance should have found as a matter of law that Chevron was 

estopped from denying that the Escravos contract was for a fixed term.  The crux of the submission was that Mr Ross adopted 
an assumption, namely that the term of the contract was for a fixed period of about four years because of Chevron’s conduct 
which induced him to rely on that representation.  Objection was taken to this argument on the basis that this was not argued at 
first instance and that the appellant was bound by s49(4) read with a common law position which requires that the parties be 
bound by the case which was run at first instance (see Water Board v Moustakas [1988] 180 CLR 491, Doherty v Murphy 
[1996] 2 VR 553 at 555-556 and 563, University of Wollongong and Others v Metwally (No 2) [1985] 60 ALR 68 at 71 (HC) 
and O'Brien v Komesaroff [1982] 150 CLR 310 at 319).  That is true.  The case was not run on that basis at first instance, and 
that point fails on appeal for that reason.  Further, there is no evidence of any reliance on the existence of a four year term 
which induced Mr Ross to take up the assignment.  In any event, the representations on which it was submitted that he acted, 
all occurred after the date of the assignment which Mr Ross accepted on 1 June 1999, the assignment being a continuing 
assignment at the time when Chevron became Mr Ross’ employer.  Further, Mr Ross gave no evidence that he relied on a four 
year contract, and his email to Ms Peta Sinclair was not evidence to the contrary.  In fact, they occurred between 24 January 
2000 and October 2001.  That ground is not made out for those reasons. 

Ground 7 
299 By this ground there is mounted an application to lead fresh evidence in order to establish a claim for an education allowance. 

The question of adducing fresh evidence has been canvassed in depth in FCU v George Moss Limited 70 WAIG 3040 (FB) and 
in Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU 84 WAIG 694 (FB).  The evidence sought to be adduced is the affidavits of Mr and Mrs Ross. 

300 The evidence sought to be adduced is evidence in support of a claim for loss of schooling allowance.  It was submitted that the 
evidence was relevant, that Mr Ross was not previously in possession of the documents, that they were not discovered as they 
should have been, and that Mr Ross only had the documents by chance.  As a result, it was submitted, relying on the evidence 
of Mr and Mrs Ross, that the evidence therein should be admitted as new evidence.  On a fair reading, there is nothing in the 
evidence which could have made any difference to the Commissioner’s findings.  Further, there is no evidence that there was 
any lawful entitlement to the allowance by way of contractual benefit or any demonstrated loss.  The evidence is double 
hearsay as well.  In any event, there was no or no sufficient explanation why the evidence could not have been obtained by 
reasonable diligence before or at the hearing.  There was no application for production, inspection or discovery, and, 
alternatively, the documents could easily have been obtained, one would opine, by writing direct to the school, which was not 
done.  In any event, there is no entitlement to such an allowance which was part of an entitlement specifically related to 
Mr Ross’ overseas assignment.  For all of those reasons, that ground is not made out. 

FINDINGS AS TO QUANTUM 
301 I wish briefly to raise the question of the quantum of the orders made on this appeal at first instance, and the orders which the 

Full Bench should make in that respect following the findings which I have said above, should be made.  I would say first, that 
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discretion is established to have miscarried in those respects where I have so found above in these reasons.  As a result, relying 
on the findings which I have made, I would substitute the exercise of the discretion of the Full Bench for the discretion 
exercised at first instance only insofar as it has been established that there was a miscarriage of the exercise of the discretion at 
first instance.  I go back briefly to the findings which the Commissioner made.  However, before I do so it is necessary to look 
at the grounds of appeal to see what errors were alleged and what the Full Bench is therefore limited to correcting in relation to 
the quantum of entitlements and or/loss ordered to be paid. 

302 First, the Full Bench by its findings, is limited to correcting those matters contained in or emanating from grounds 1, 2 and 3 of 
the appeal FBA 48, the Chevron appeal.  Since, as is clear, FBA 50 of 2003 fails in its entirety, there is no requirement to 
consider the findings on appeal in relation to quantum in that matter.  First, the grounds of appeal FBA 48 of 2003 do not 
challenge the finding that an award for loss capped at six month’s salary and other allowances was made.  The grounds do not 
either challenge the amount determined to be payable in lieu of reasonable notice as a contractual benefit denied, and which is 
in part supported by my findings earlier in these reasons. 

303 The grounds upheld all relate to the Commission’s finding that loss should be calculated to include all of those allowances or 
other remuneration payable while Mr Ross was on assignment in Houston, Texas in the United States of America.  In my view, 
any loss was calculable as I have held, on the basis of his remuneration in Australia at the time of his dismissal in Australia and 
included only salary, car allowance and superannuation contribution, namely items (a), (b) and (g) appearing at pages 388-9 
(AB) of the supplementary reasons for decision. 

304 Thus, the quantum payable for loss is restricted to an amount calculated on those factors only.  All of the other items in 
paragraph 22 of the supplementary reasons were wrongly included for the reasons which I have already expressed (see 
pages 388-89 (AB)). 

305 The 12 months remuneration in lieu of notice was correctly calculated on those factors to total $154,614.00 (para 25, page 390 
(AB3)). 

306 Thus, the calculations which appear at pages 391-2 (AB3), para 28 of the supplementary reasons of decisions would now read:- 
“(a) Six months compensation for loss  $  77,307.00 
(b) An amount equal to 12 months remuneration  
 by way of reasonable notice $154,614.00 
(c) Sub total: $231,921.00 
(d) Less sums already paid $171,408.50 
(e) Total: $  60,512.50” 

307 The order at first instance, then, would be varied in paragraph 5 by substituting the sum of $77,307.00 for the sum of 
$225,908.28 in the second line of paragraph 5 of the order at first instance and the sum of $60,512.50 for the sum of 
$209,113.78 in the fourth line of paragraph 5 of the decision. 

308 The total which should then be ordered to be paid is $60,512.50.   
309 I wish to emphasise that the order for compensation for loss was not otherwise attacked in the grounds of appeal or otherwise 

in the Full Bench, or on any other basis requiring determination by the Full Bench. 
FINALLY 
310 For all of those reasons, it has not been established that the exercise of the discretion of the Commissioner at first instance 

miscarried as either appellant alleges according to the principles laid down in House v The King (op cit), save and except in 
relation to grounds 1, 2, and 3 of appeal No FBA 48 of 2003 (see House v The King (op cit)).  I would make orders accordingly 
to vary the order made and by substituting the amount of $60,512.50 for the total figure ordered to be paid to Mr Ross at first 
instance.  I would make all the necessary variations in the order to reflect that.  I would dismiss appeal FBA 50 of 2003. 

SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
311 I have read the reasons for decision of His Honour the President.  I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 
312 I have had the benefit of reading the Reasons for Decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree and have nothing to add. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
313 For those reasons the Full Bench upheld the appeal in FBA 48 of 2003 in respect of grounds 1, 2 and 3 only. The Full Bench 

dismissed the appeal in FBA 50 of 2003. 
Order accordingly 
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Decision Appeal upheld in part 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr M H Zilko (Senior Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr B D Luscombe (of Counsel), by 

leave 
Respondent Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr N Friedman (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 27th, 28th and 29th days of April 2004, and having heard 
Mr M H Zilko (Senior Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr B D Luscombe (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and 
Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr N Friedman (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the 
Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 26th day of August 2004 
wherein it was found that the appeal should be upheld in part, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s.35 of 
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day the 26th day of August 2004, ordered and declared as follows:- 

(1) THAT appeal No. FBA 48 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld in relation to grounds 1, 2 and 3 only. 
(2) THAT the decision of the Commission in application No. 226 of 2002 given on 5 December 2003 be and is 

hereby varied by deleting the figure “$225, 908.28” where it appears in the second line of paragraph 5 of the 
order and substituting therefor the figure “$ 77, 307.00” and by deleting the figure “$209, 113.78” where it 
appears in the 4th line of paragraph 5 of the order and substituting therefor the figure “$60, 512.50”.  

(3) THAT appeal No. FBA 48 of 2003 be and is hereby otherwise dismissed. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 
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Appellant Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr N Friedman (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr M H Zilko (Senior Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr B D Luscombe (of Counsel), by 

leave 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 27th, 28th and 29th days of April 2004, and having heard 
Mr A D Lucev (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr N Friedman (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and 
Mr M H Zilko (Senior Counsel), by leave, and with him Mr B D Luscombe (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and 
the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 26th day of August 2004 
wherein it was found that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the 26th day of August 2004, ordered that appeal No FBA 50 
of 2003 be and is hereby dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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contracts – Referral for hearing and determination – No agreement reached between parties – 
Lack of proper evidence – Application not heard and determined – Natural justice – Reasonable 
opportunity to be heard – Opportunity of successful outcome denied – Mandatory statutory 
requirement for reasons for decision to be given – Failure to give reasons – No sufficient reason 
for deciding not to refer the matter for hearing and determination – Decision of Arbitrator 
statutorily invalid and null and void – Exercise of discretion miscarried - Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 (as amended), s6(af), (b) and (c), s7, s26(1)(a) and (c), s27, s27(1), s27(1)(a), s32, s35, 
s44, s44(1), s44(9), s49, s49(2a) - Public Sector Management Act 1994, s64(1)(b).  

Decision Appeal upheld and the decision at first instance quashed. 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr M Amati 
Respondent Ms K Tyers 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an appeal brought pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”) by 

the above-named organisation of employees (hereinafter called “the CSA”).  The CSA is an “organisation” as defined in s7 of 
the Act, and is, in fact, an organisation of employees. 

2 The respondent is the Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Culture and the Arts, a department of Government of this 
State.  At all material times, he was the employer of a person who was, again, at all material times, a member of the CSA. 

3 The appeal is against the decision of the Commission, constituted by the Public Service Arbitrator (hereinafter called “the 
Arbitrator”) in matter No PSAC 33 of 2003 delivered on 23 April 2004. 

THE DECISION APPEALED AGAINST 
4 I now reproduce the decision appealed against in full (see pages 9 and 10 of the appeal book (hereinafter called “AB”)):- 

“WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 regarding the 
advanced incremental progression within Level 1 and the conversion from fixed-term contract to permanency of 
Ms Diane Booth; and 
WHEREAS in its Notice of Application filed on the 11th day of June 2003, the applicant sought the following 
relief: 
1. Immediate reassessment of Ms Booth’s Level One Increment status to take into account her 14 years’ 

employment service in similar work with a government agency, with the view to paying her as a Level 1 
Year 9 officer; 

2. Ms Booth to be back-paid for the period since her appointment date for salary lost because the respondent 
initially made an incorrect assessment of her experience and work history; 

3. Conversion of Ms Booth’s employment status to permanent, as per the Premier’s Circular No. 2002/17; and 
WHEREAS on the l9th day of September 2003, the 8th day of March 2004 and the 8th day of April 2004, the 
Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the 
parties; and 
WHEREAS no agreement could be reached between the parties as to the matters in dispute; and 
WHEREAS at the latter conference the applicant requested that the Arbitrator refer the matter for hearing and 
determination pursuant to Section 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act and the Arbitrator expressed some concerns 
as to whether it is appropriate to refer the matter for hearing and determination in the circumstances; and 
WHEREAS on the 8th day of April 2004, the Arbitrator wrote to the parties inviting written submissions as to 
whether it is in the public interest for the Arbitrator to exercise the discretion to refer the matter for hearing and 
determination given that: 
1. Since the filing of the application on 11 July 2003, Ms Booth had resigned from the position held with the 

respondent effective 1 November 2003, and was no longer an employee of the respondent; 
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2. The resignation was given and effected during the process of conciliation of the two issues raised within the 
application; 

3. No application has been made for or on behalf of Ms Booth seeking reinstatement; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator received written submissions from the parties and considered those submissions; 
NOW THEREFORE the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers in the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 
 THAT this matter not be referred for hearing and determination.” 

5 No reasons for decision separate from those contained in the recital to the order were, of course, given. 
6 The decision was perfected on 23 April 2004 by depositing it in the office of the Registrar. 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
7 The appeal is made on the following grounds:- 

“Ground 1 
The learned Arbitrator erred in law and/or miscarried her discretion in ordering that application PSAC 33 of 2003 
not be referred for hearing and determination: 
1(a) in the presence of a dispute about an industrial matter between an employee and their employer, as per s.7 of 

the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the “Act”); 
(b) theretofore determining the applicant’s rights pursuant to the Act without having received proper evidence 

and without the application having been heard and tried; 
(c) without citing any reasons, as per 44(9) of the Act; 
(d) by having regard to irrelevant considerations; 
(e) by unreasonably disregarding relevant considerations; 
(f) without reasons; theretofore denying the applicant natural justice and the right to be heard under the Act. 
Ground 2 
The Arbitrator erred in law and/or miscarried her discretion in ordering that application PSAC 33 of 2003 not be 
referred for hearing and determination, without providing any reasons for her decision. 
2(a)  In failing to provide relevant reasons for her order not to refer the application for hearing and determination, 
the Arbitrator failed to exercise her powers in a manner consistent with s.27(1)(a) of the Act. 
Ground 3 
The Arbitrator erred in law and/or miscarried her discretion in ordering that application PSAC 33 of 2003 not be 
referred for hearing and determination, without providing any reasons for her decision. 
3.(a)  In failing to provide relevant reasons for her order not to refer the application for hearing and determination, 
the Arbitrator exercised her jurisdictional discretion unreasonably and not in accordance with s.26(1)(a) & (c) of the 
Act. 
Ground 4 
The learned Arbitrator erred in fact and/or miscarried her discretion in ordering that application PSAC 33 of 2003 
not be referred for hearing and determination: 
4. (a) where submissions were made about there being a prima facie case that the employer had behaved 

unfairly and oppressively toward the applicant’s member in appointing her at the lowest increment 
of the Level 1 classification scale of the Public Service Award, 1992, after having worked for over 
17 years in similar positions for that public agency – i.e. as a casual employee for 14 years and as a 
fixed-term contract employee for more than 3 years; 

(b) by having regard to irrelevant considerations; 
(c) by unreasonably disregarding relevant considerations.” 

BACKGROUND 
8 The CSA, on behalf of a member, Ms Diane Booth, a public servant, made application to the Commission on 11 July 2003 (see 

page 6 (AB)) seeking a conference pursuant to s44 of the Act.  It was alleged that Ms Booth was appointed by the respondent 
as a records officer level 1 year 1 on 3 September 2001, having been previously employed at the Perth Theatre Trust for 
approximately 14  years.  It was alleged that that position involved duties as an administrative assistant, booking clerk and help 
desk officer which were directly related to her duties with the respondent. 

9 It was alleged that Ms Booth was recruited and selected to the position that was filled by open competition and was employed 
as a public service officer pursuant to s64(1)(b) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and that thereafter she was 
employed on rolling continuous fixed term contracts of employment without a break in service since 14 May 2001.  It was also 
alleged that Ms Booth has not been subject to poor performance assessments during the term of her employment.  What was 
alleged was that there was an incorrect assessment in relation to her incremental advance and the respondent further had 
refused to convert her fixed term contract to permanency, and that this had been the subject of an application to the 
Commission, but the application lapsed whilst Ms Booth attempted to negotiate an outcome. 

10 The matter became the subject of a number of conferences, one being held on 8 March 2004.  There was correspondence from 
the respondent to the Commission via Mr Eric Isailovic, director human resources, and Mr David Shallue, acting director of 
human resources, dated respectively 16 April 2004 and 3 February 2004. 

11 Mr Isailovic wrote to Ms Walkington, branch secretary of the CSA, on 26 September 2003. 
12 Ms Booth wrote on 12 January 2004 to Mr Shallue submitting her evidence of previous knowledge and experience gained in 

her prior service. 
13 Mr Shallue wrote to Ms Walkington, branch secretary of the CSA, on 3 February 2004. 
14 Mr Amati of the CSA faxed the associate to the Arbitrator on 8 February 2004. 
15 On 16 April 2004 Mr Isailovic wrote to the Arbitrator via her associate and asked that the matter not be referred for hearing 

and determination as it was not in the public interest to do so due to Ms Booth having taken employment elsewhere and there 
not being a remedy available.   
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16 There was no further conference and there was no hearing in the matter and an order was made by the Arbitrator in the terms 
which I have referred to above without any hearing taking place.  Further, it was noted that Ms Booth had resigned and was no 
longer an employee. 

17 The Arbitrator’s decision was therefore that the matter not be referred for hearing and determination. 
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 

18 The decision of the Arbitrator is a discretionary decision, as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 (and 
see Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194).  Thus, the appellant is bound to establish 
that the exercise of the discretion at first instance miscarried, applying the principles laid down in House v The King [1936] 
55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73WAIG 220 (IAC)). 

19 Some of the grounds are not directed to any miscarriage of the exercise of discretion, as will be apparent when I come to 
discuss them hereinafter. 

20 There is, naturally enough, because the matter, the subject of this appeal, arose from conferences conducted for the purposes of 
conciliation, no transcript of evidence.  It was not suggested either that any evidence was adduced before the Arbitrator in 
relation to the decision which she made and which is appealed against. 

21 There were other facts mentioned in the order, including the resignation of Ms Booth, and the fact that she had not asked for 
reinstatement.  However, what is clear is that a dispute remained thereafter and remains between the CSA and the respondent 
about Ms Booth’s situation.  The Arbitrator certainly noted that no agreement could be reached between the parties about the 
matters in dispute but also recited that, at the conference of 8 April 2004, the CSA requested that the Arbitrator refer the matter 
for hearing and determination pursuant to s44(9) of the Act, and the Arbitrator expressed some concerns about whether it was 
appropriate to refer the matter for hearing and determination in the circumstances.  I have already spoken about the letter which 
asked that this not be done written on behalf of the respondent. 

22 The matter was not listed for hearing at any time, but was determined without further hearing by the order which constitutes 
the decision appealed against. 

Ground 1 
23 The first complaint under ground 1 is that the Arbitrator, whilst there was a dispute afoot about an industrial matter between an 

employer and the employee, refused to carry out her duty and further determined the rights of the CSA pursuant to the Act 
without having received proper evidence and without the application having been heard and determined and without citing any 
of the reasons required to be given under s44(9) of the Act.  It is quite clear that the Arbitrator made a decision in the absence 
of any evidence, save and except what seemed to be bald submissions.  Patently, these issues were not able to be resolved 
without a hearing.  It is quite clear that it was entirely unsafe and erroneous to make findings, and, in particular, findings 
adverse to the CSA and its member without hearing evidence and/or submissions in full. 

24 In any event, there was a dispute which the Arbitrator acknowledged as not having been able to be settled and it was then 
required, if it were not settled, to be referred to arbitration.  Alternatively, there should have been an application entertained 
under s27 of the Act for it to be dismissed which would have required a proper hearing on the merits.  It is trite to observe that 
the Commission is required to afford those before it natural justice.  In this case, the affording of natural justice required the 
Arbitrator to give the parties a reasonable opportunity to be heard (see, for example, De Vos v Minit Australia Pty Ltd (2003) 
83 WAIG 219 at 223-224 per Sharkey P, Coleman CC and Wood C agreeing).  The Arbitrator did not afford a reasonable 
opportunity to be heard, and, indeed, afforded no opportunity to be heard to adduce evidence and/or make submissions before 
she made her decision not to refer the matter for hearing.  Persons should be given reasonable notice of the case which they 
have to meet so that they can prepare it.  No such notice was given (see CSA v Commissioner of Police (FBA 9 of 2004) 
(2004 WAIRC 12663) (unreported) delivered 1 September 2004, per Sharkey P, Beech SC and Kenner C).  There was no 
hearing, indeed, on the point notified to the parties or held. 

25 The Arbitrator, in a vacuum, issued an order which the parties accepted as bringing the matter effectively to an end.  In 
particular, the CSA was given no opportunity at all to put its case that the order which the Arbitrator made should not be made. 

26 Next, the CSA was denied the opportunity of a successful outcome (see Stead v SGIC [1986] 161 CLR 141).  A decision was 
made, too, which did not properly have regard to the interests of Ms Booth pursuant to s26(1)(c) of the Act as that provision 
requires.  However, that was not a ground of appeal and I do not make any finding on that point here. 

Ground 2 
27 S35 of the Act requires that as a mandatory statutory requirement reasons for decision be given by the Commission (see Ruane 

v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd (1991) 71 WAIG 913 (FB) and RRIA v AMWSU and Others (1989) 69 WAIG 990 
(IAC)). 

28 In this case, the Arbitrator did not comply with s35 because she failed to give reasons contrary to the principles which are 
explained in Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd  (FB) (op cit), and, indeed, it might be said, gave no reasons at all 
for deciding as she did (see, in particular, the second last paragraph in the decision (see page 10 (AB)). 

29 The Arbitrator therefore failed to comply with the Commission’s statutory duty to provide reasons and the decision made 
therefore lacked statutory authority because the Arbitrator erred in law.  Further, if that be wrong, then the reasons given at 
first instance give no real indication of the reasoning process of the Arbitrator.  In particular, if there was a preference for 
submissions, then no reason is given why one lot of submissions were preferred over the others.  In fact, there were not 
discernible, submissions as such (see Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit) at page 915). 

30 It is quite clear that, having regard to the principle in Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit), the 
Arbitrator gave no reasons or no sufficient reasons for deciding not to refer the matter for hearing and determination, and 
therefore did not comply with the statutory requirements of s35 of the Act.  Thus, according to Ruane v Woodside Offshore 
Petroleum Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit), the decision of the Arbitrator was statutorily invalid and null and void.  That ground is made 
out. 

Ground 3 
31 I repeat the same reasons as ground 2 in relation to ground 3. 
Ground 4 
32 By this ground, it is alleged that the Arbitrator erred in fact, and that the exercise of discretion miscarried in that she took no 

account of the fact that there was a prima facie case established by the CSA, and, further, that she had regard to irrelevant 
considerations and unreasonably disregarded relevant considerations.  However, the major relevant consideration which she 
ignored was that the parties had not reached agreement, and that there was a statutory duty under s44(9) of the Act to hear and 
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determine the matter.  It was not a matter for the consideration of matters of merit when no s27(1) application was made and 
when the matter was not being dealt with by way of arbitration.  What I say is amplified somewhat by these further following 
observations. 

33 There is also an important issue which it is necessary for me to comment on.  It appertains to s49(2a) questions and was raised 
to some extent for the advocates on this appeal and is of some importance.  It is important in part to the question of s49(2a) of 
the Act and the decision in this matter was a finding, as that is defined in s7 of the Act and therefore requires the Full Bench to 
form an opinion that the matter is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal should lie before any appeal can lie. 

34 This is a matter where an application was made to the Commission for a conference in relation to a dispute pursuant to s44(1) 
of the Act.  By that section, the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner or the Arbitrator, may summon a person to 
attend at a conference before the Commission.  Two conferences were held pursuant to s44 of the Act.  No agreement was 
reached between the parties in order to settle the question in dispute or disagreement as to what was before the Commission.  
The Arbitrator found and if that finding had not been challenged, that the parties were unable to reach agreement (see, 
generally, in relation to these matters the reasons for decision of the Full Bench in CSA v Commissioner of Police (unreported) 
(op cit) (see the observations of each member of the Full Bench)). 

35 By s44(9) of the Act, at the conclusion of the two conferences held in accordance with s44 of the Act, the question in dispute 
has not been settled by agreement between all of the parties and the Commission is empowered to do only one thing.  The 
Commission “may”, and the word “may” is enabling not discretionary (see Robertson v CSA (2003) 83 WAIG 3938 (IAC) per 
Heenan J at page 3945, Hasluck J agreeing; and see also Finance Facilities Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taxation 
[1971] 127 CLR 106 at 134-135 and Ward v Williams [1955] 92 CLR 496 at 505-507 per Dixon CJ, Webb, Fullagar, Kitto and 
Taylor JJ), hear and determine that question, dispute or disagreement and may make an order binding only the parties in 
relation to whom the matter has not been so settled.  Further, on the authority of R v Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and 
Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone Theatres (Aust) Ltd [1949] 78 CLR 389 at 398 per Latham CJ, Rich, McTiernan and Webb JJ, that 
is the case.  In that case, in particular, at page 398 Their Honours said:- 

“Section 25 gives jurisdiction to the Arbitration Court to make an order or award altering the basic wage or the 
principles upon which it is computed.  The word which is used in s. 25 is "may," but s. 38 provides that, in the 
absence of agreement, the court or conciliation commissioner shall determine a dispute.  Therefore, in so far as an 
alteration of the basic wage is involved in the determination of a dispute, it is expressly provided that the court shall 
exercise the jurisdiction which that section vests in it.  Apart, however, from this imperative requirement, what s. 25 
does is to create a jurisdiction in the court, and where such a jurisdiction is created for the public benefit or for the 
purpose of conferring rights or benefits upon persons the court upon an application properly made is under a duty to 
exercise its jurisdiction and is not at liberty to refuse to deal with the matter: R. v. The Tithe Commissioner for 
England and Wales (In the Matter of Great Hale Tithes) ((1849) 14 QB 459); Julius v. The Right Rev. The Lord 
Bishop of Oxford ((1880) 5 App Cas 214). Where a court or a public officer wrongly refuses jurisdiction the 
exercise of the jurisdiction can be commanded by a writ of mandamus.” 

36 The words used in the Commonwealth Act referred to in that case are very similar in their effect to the words in this statute.  
That is because the word “may” in the section is enabling and not purely discretionary, and, secondly, because there was no 
agreement in both cases.  Thus, there being no agreement, there was required to be a decision after a referral for arbitration, and 
arbitration by the Commission.  In the terms of the jurisdiction conferred on the Commission by s44(9) of the Act, there are 
conferred powers for the purpose of conferring rights and benefits on persons.  An application was properly made as it was in R 
v Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone Theatres (Aust) Ltd (op cit) and the Commission was 
required to deal with the matter by referring it if no agreement was reached for hearing and determination.  Thus, the Arbitrator 
in this case was required to refer the matter. 

37 Alternatively to the s44(9) power which I have discussed, s27(1) of the Act applies because it is not provided otherwise in s44.  
Therefore, the Arbitrator had power to deal with the matter by dismissal or otherwise under s27. 

38 There is no power contained in the Act to enable the Commission to decline to refer the matter for arbitration if no agreement is 
reached.  Indeed, if an agreement is reached, then, no doubt, an order is required embodying the terms of the agreement.  If no 
agreement is reached, there must be a referral for arbitration.  As an alternative to either order within and for the reasons 
prescribed in s27(1), an order might be made under that section by consent and/or after a hearing and determination.  There was 
a finding merely that there was a request for a referral of the matter for hearing and determination and opposition to that request 
(see page 10 (AB)), along with a finding that no agreement could be reached.  There was no hearing and determination under 
s27(1). 

39 There is a substantial argument that the Commission failed to discharge the duty imposed statutorily on it by s44(9) of the Act.  
Further, the conciliation conferences have not been completed or said to have been completed by agreement or failure to agree, 
and no order could be made until either conclusion to the conference was achieved and announced.  In my opinion, there was a 
strong argument to say that the order made was ultra vires the Arbitrator’s power pursuant to s44 of the Act. 

S49(2a) of the Act 
40 Both advocates submitted that the decision appealed against was not a “finding” within the definition of that word in s7 of the 

Act.  A “finding” is defined to mean “a decision, determination or ruling made in the course of proceedings that does not finally 
decide, determine or dispose of the matter to which the proceedings relate”. 

41 An appeal against a finding does not lie under s49 of the Act unless the Full Bench reaches an opinion that the matter of the 
appeal is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal should lie.  In this case, the order made could not and did not 
finally determine or dispose of the matter.  There remained a dispute about an industrial matter unresolved by agreement and 
unresolved by arbitration.  Further, the order itself was ultra vires.  What remained, whether it was ultra vires or not, was an 
uncompleted conciliation conference or a concluded conciliation conference where no agreement was reached and where the 
matter was then required to be started again.  There was an industrial matter not conciliated, or arbitrated to finality.  The order 
made, whether valid or not, did not purport to and could not and did not finally dispose of the matter or determine it.  The 
decision appealed against was therefore a “finding” as defined (see CSA v Commissioner of Police (unreported) (op cit)). 

42 I would, however, form the opinion that the matter of the appeal is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal 
should lie because the matter involved the Commission failing to act in accordance with a main reason for its existence, the 
settlement of industrial disputes by conciliation or the determination of them by arbitration (see s6(af), (b) and (c), s32 and s44 
of the Act). 

43 Thus, the matter of an unresolved dispute where the Arbitrator did not exercise the powers conferred on it and exercised a 
power which is not conferred on it, is a matter which is of such importance that, in my opinion, the appeal should lie, given the 
objects of the Act and the reason for existence of the Commission.  Thus, having formed the requisite opinion, I am of opinion 
that the appeal should lie and be upheld. 
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FINALLY 
44 For all of those reasons, I would uphold the appeal and quash the decision made at first instance, leaving the matter to be dealt 

with afresh by way of agreement in conference or referral for hearing and determination, or dismissal under s27 of the Act. 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
45 The effect of the order which was issued by the Arbitrator and the reasons why that order should be quashed have been 

expressed in CSA v Commissioner of Police (2004 WAIRC 12663, unreported, 1 September 2004) and as a consequence need 
not be repeated here.  

46 As in that case, the order issued by the Arbitrator did not, and could not finally dispose of the matter before her.  The order on 
its face, merely stated that the Arbitrator not refer the matter for hearing and determination.  It leaves the question of what, 
then, is the Arbitrator to do with the matters still in dispute between the parties?  The order therefore is a finding for the 
purposes of s.49(2a) of the Act.   

47 The issue then arises whether the matter is of such importance that, in the public interest an appeal should lie.  In reaching a 
conclusion as to that issue, I take into account that the Arbitrator had a dispute before her regarding an industrial matter. The 
level at which the union’s member, Ms Booth should have been paid is a matter specifically included in the range of industrial 
matters with which the Arbitrator has the jurisdiction to deal: s.80E.  The respondent submitted that at the time the order issued 
there was no jurisdiction for the Arbitrator to deal with the industrial matter because Ms Booth had resigned.  That is, the 
respondent’s position was that there needed to be an employer/employee relationship at the time the Arbitrator was considering 
whether or not to refer the matter for hearing and determination pursuant to s.44(9) and in the absence of such a relationship the 
Arbitrator did not have the jurisdiction to deal with the matter. 

48 With all due respect to the respondent, that submission is contrary to authority.  The point at which the jurisdiction of the 
Commission (in this case the Arbitrator) is to be determined is at the time when the application to the Commission is made 
(Kounis Metal Industries v. Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (1993) 73 WAIG 14 at 19).  
At the time the union made the application for the conference, Ms Booth was an employee of the respondent.  Therefore, at the 
point at which the application was made to the Commission the Arbitrator had the jurisdiction to deal with the matter.  That 
jurisdiction does not alter upon the subsequent resignation of the employee.  The remedies available to the Arbitrator to deal 
with the matter, and indeed the remedy sought by the union, may alter as a consequence of the resignation but the issue of the 
remedies which the Commission may order when it has jurisdiction is a quite different issue from whether the Commission has 
the jurisdiction to grant remedies.  Therefore, the Arbitrator had the jurisdiction to deal with the matter that had not been 
resolved at the point at which she decided not to refer the matter for hearing and determination. 

49 Therefore, the dispute before the Arbitrator remains unresolved.  One of the objects of the Act is to provide the means for 
settling industrial disputes not resolved by amicable agreement: s.6(c).  I consider it is sufficiently in the public interest for a 
circumstance whereby the Arbitrator decides not to refer a matter for hearing and determination, but does not otherwise 
endeavour to settle the industrial dispute before the Arbitrator, to be a matter of sufficient importance that in the public interest 
an appeal should lie.   

50 In relation to the substantive grounds of appeal, I find it sufficient to observe the following.  The union argued that the 
Arbitrator did not give reasons for the decision reached.  In dealing with that argument I observe that the order of the Arbitrator 
was preceded by recitals.  Recitals may form the reasons for decision.  However in this case the recitals set out the 
circumstances of the matter before the Arbitrator and recorded that the Arbitrator wrote to the parties inviting written 
submissions whether it was in the public interest for the Arbitrator to exercise the discretion to refer the matter for hearing and 
determination; the recitals record that written submissions were received and considered but they do not state what the result 
was of that consideration. 

51 The respondent argued that the reasons may be able to be inferred from the three circumstances set out in the recitals which 
caused the Arbitrator to write to the parties inviting those written submissions.  However, it is one thing to state reasons for 
decision.  It is another not to state reasons for decision thus requiring that they be inferred.  I therefore reach the conclusion that 
the Arbitrator did not give reasons for decision for the order that was reached.   

52 The respondent also submitted that the resignation of Ms Booth meant that the Arbitrator no longer was able to resolve the 
dispute between the parties because any decision of the Arbitrator would act into the future and yet Ms Booth was no longer an 
employee.  Whilst I appreciate the submission, it overlooks the power of the Arbitrator, on a proper case, to make an order 
which takes effect earlier than the date of the order itself.   

53 That is, if the Arbitrator was satisfied that Ms Booth should have been paid at Level 1, year 9 then by the powers in s.39 of the 
Act the Arbitrator would be able to make the order effecting that result retrospectively provided that it did not operate earlier 
than the date the application was made to the Commission.  Even though Ms Booth was not an employee at the date such an 
order would be made there was a relevant contract of employment existing at the time the retrospective order would take effect; 
Ms Booth would be entitled to be paid in accordance with the terms of her contract of employment in accordance with the order 
made applicable to the contract by its retrospective operation: Corlett Brothers Pty Ltd v. Transport Workers’ Union of 
Australia, Industrial Union of Workers (1975) 55 WAIG 644.  In the circumstances of this case, such an order could only take 
effect between 11 June 2003 (being the date the application was made) and 1 December 2003 (being the date of resignation).   

54 A final issue, although not argued strongly if at all in the appeal, is whether the order issued was valid given that it did not issue 
in the form of minutes contrary to s.35 of the Act.  In the circumstances of this matter that interesting issue will need to await 
another day. 

55 For these Reasons I agree with the order to issue. 
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON: 
56 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and have 

nothing to add. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
57 For those reasons, the appeal is upheld and the decision at first instance quashed. 

Order accordingly 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an appeal brought pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”) by the 

above-named organisation of employees (hereinafter called “the CSA”).  The appellant is an “organisation” as defined in s7 of 
the Act and is, in fact, an organisation of employees.  The respondent is the head of the WA Police Service and was, at all 
material times, the employer of Mr Colin Carlisle, the CSA member involved in these proceedings. 

2 The appeal is against a decision constituted by the declaration made by the Public Service Arbitrator (hereinafter called “the 
Arbitrator”) on 17 February 2004.   

THE DECISION APPEALED AGAINST 
3 I now reproduce the decision in full (see pages 6 and 7 of the appeal book (hereinafter called “AB”)):- 

“WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS the parties are in dispute as to the respondent’s treatment of Mr Cohn Carlisle and whether he should 
have been reclassified with the reclassification of the position of Supervisor, School Crossings Section from Level 3 
to Level 5; and 
WHEREAS on the 6th day of June 2003 and the 12th day of February 2004, the Public Service Arbitrator (“the 
Arbitrator”) convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; and 
WHEREAS at the latter conference the applicant requested that the Arbitrator refer the matter in dispute for hearing 
and determination and the respondent opposed such a referral; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator heard from the parties and, pursuant to Section 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
decided that it was not in the public interest to exercise the discretion to refer the matter for hearing and 
determination on the basis that: 
1. The applicant has failed to diligently pursue its application, the matter in dispute, which was also the subject of 

a previous application. The dispute first came before the Arbitrator in PSAC 30 of 2002 in which the file was 
closed because the applicant had failed to demonstrate that the matter had been pursued with appropriate 
diligence. In both PSAC 50 of 2002 and this matter, progress on the matter was almost exclusively at the 
initiative of the Arbitrator; 

2. The dispute was almost 2 years old before the applicant first referred the matter to the Commission; 
3. The respondent has met with Mr Carlisle on 2 occasions at which times Mr Carlisle had a full opportunity to 

raise his issues with the respondent. Further the respondent gave a detailed response in writing. The respondent 
has considered the merits of Mr Carlisle’s complaint and agreed to review the situation as if Mr Carlisle was the 
substantive position holder at the time the position was reclassified; 

4. The policy within the public sector and custom and practice view the reclassification of a position by more than 
one level as effectively the creation of a new position. This new position is then filled by promotion. This 
practice is adopted for the benefit of all public sector employees, and in the circumstances of this matter it 
would not be appropriate to depart from this custom for the benefit of one officer; and 

5. The difficulties associated with evidence and the availability of witnesses due to the passage of time; 
NOW THEREFORE the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers in the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby declares: 
THAT this matter not be referred for hearing and determination.” 

4 No reasons for decision separate from those contained in the recital to the declaration were of course, given. 
5 The decision was perfected on 17 February 2004 by depositing in it the office of the Registrar. 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
6 The appeal against the decision by the CSA is on the following grounds (see page 2 AB):- 

“The learned Public Service Arbitrator erred in law and in fact in her decision not to refer Application PSAC 24 of 
2003 for hearing and determination. In particular she erred in law in: 
1. (a) Exercising her discretion pursuant to Section 44(9), not to refer the matter for hearing and determination 

in the public interest in the absence of any evidence. 
(b) Exercising her discretion pursuant to Section 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 in the absence 

of any evidence. 
(c) Failing to give notice of intention not to refer the matter for hearing and determination in a Section 44 

compulsory conference called at the request of the applicant for the purposes of conciliation and 
scheduling. 

(d) Failing to give the applicant the opportunity to show cause why the matter should be referred for 
determination in the form of the calling of witnesses, evidence and submission in a hearing context. 

(e)  Denying the applicant natural justice by not permitting the matter to be referred for hearing and 
determination. 

The Public Service Arbitrator erred in fact in: 
2. (a) Finding that the applicant had failed to diligently pursue its application in the absence of evidence. 

(b) Finding on policy within the public sector and custom and practice on the reclassification of a position 
in the absence of any evidence. 

(c) Finding on difficulties associated with evidence  and availability of witnesses in the absence of 
 any evidence. 

Order sought: 
That the matter be remitted back to the Public Service Arbitrator for hearing and determination.” 

EXTENSION OF TIME WITHIN WHICH TO INSTITUTE APPEAL 
7 The notice of appeal was filed on 9 March 2004, the decision appealed against having been given and perfected on 17 February 

2003.  The order to allow an extension of time was made, the notice having been filed only one day out of time.  Further, there 
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was no objection to an order to extend the relevant time periods being made, the delay having been caused by a shortage of staff 
in the offices of the CSA. 

BACKGROUND 
8 The CSA, on behalf of a member, Mr Colin Carlisle, a public servant, made application to the Commission on 15 May 2003 for 

a s44 conference (see pages 3-5 (AB)) alleging that Mr Carlisle was a full-time permanent public service employee with a 
current classification of level 3.  The application further alleged that on 21 March 1996 the respondent placed him in the 
substantive position of level 3 supervisor, schools crossing section and that subsequently on 25 February 1997 Mr Carlisle 
sought to have this position reclassified at level 5. 

9 The employer refused the claim on 14 March 1997, the employer being the above-named respondent, Commissioner of Police. 
10 On 1 October 1999 or thereabouts, Mr Carlisle was temporarily placed by the employer in a different level 3 position within the 

agency.  Although the employer’s representative informed him that he would at a later date return to his substantive role, this 
was not permitted. 

11 In November 2000 or thereabouts, Mr Carlisle’s substantive position was renamed and reclassified at level 5 and subsequently 
occupied by another public servant.  He was confirmed in a different substantive level 3 position in November 2000.  However, 
his claim was that the full work value of his previous substantive duties was not recognised by the respondent between 1996 
and 1999 and that he was therefore denied access to “ongoing level 5 employee status”.  The grounds of the application were 
that, in his treatment of Mr Carlisle, his employer had acted harshly and unfairly. 

12 On 6 June 2003 and 12 February 2004, the Arbitrator convened conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties.  
At the latter conference, the CSA requested that the Arbitrator refer the matter for hearing and determination and such referral 
was opposed by the respondent Commissioner of Police. 

13 The Arbitrator, having heard from the parties, decided, pursuant to s44(9) of the Act, that it was not in the public interest to 
exercise the discretion to refer the matter for hearing and determination for the reasons set out in the declaration which I have 
reproduced above.  The Arbitrator’s decision was, therefore, that the matter not be referred for hearing and determination. 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
14 The decision of the Arbitrator is a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 (and 

see Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194).  Thus, the appellant is bound to establish that 
the exercise of the discretion at first instance miscarried, applying the principles laid down in House v The King 
[1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73 WAIG 220 (IAC)). 

15 Some of the grounds are not directed to any miscarriage of the exercise of discretion, as will be apparent when I come to 
discuss them hereinafter. 

16 There was, naturally enough, because the matter the subject of this appeal arose from conferences conducted for the purpose of 
conciliation, no transcript of evidence, nor was it suggested that any evidence was adduced before the Arbitrator in relation to 
the decision which she made and which is appealed against. 

17 One reason at first instance was that the CSA had failed to diligently pursue the application, the dispute being two years old.  
The matter had plainly taken some time but that was a matter which could not be relied on alone, and in absence of evidence 
and/or submissions, to justify the decision made at first instance and in particular a request for the matter to be listed for hearing 
and determination.  The order was not an order which should, on the substantial merits of the case before the Arbitrator, have 
been made. 

18 The other reasons were that the above-named respondent had met Mr Carlisle on two occasions, and that Mr Carlisle therefore 
had full opportunity to discuss the matters in dispute and had received a detailed response in writing.  However, what is clear is 
that a dispute remained thereafter and remains between the CSA and the Commissioner of Police about the purported 
reclassification of Mr Carlisle’s position and his purported removal from it. 

19 Issue is clearly taken to what is asserted by the Commissioner of Police in the letter of the CSA dated 8 January 2004 (see 
page 16 (AB)).  Issue is taken with a number of propositions or proposals advanced by the Commissioner of Police in his letter 
of 7 October 2003. 

20 The CSA notes that the meetings with the Commissioner of Police produced no resolution and sought that the matter be finally 
resolved by the matter being referred for hearing. 

21 There was a letter dated 20 January 2004 forwarded by the Arbitrator’s associate advising that a conference would be held on 
12 February 2004 at the Commission.  The letter also advises as follows:- 

“The purpose of the conference is to enable the parties to meet and discuss the issues involved with a view to 
resolving the matter by consent.  Should the matter not be settled in conference the parties will then discuss aspects 
of scheduling which would assist in an expeditious hearing of the matter.” 

22 The matter was not listed for hearing at any time, but was determined without further hearing by the declaration (see pages 6-7 
(AB)) which constitutes the decision appealed against. 

Grounds of Appeal 
23 I now turn to the grounds of appeal and the issues raised by them. 
24 First, there is a complaint that the Arbitrator exercised a discretion not to refer the matter under s44(9) of the Act in the absence 

of any evidence and erred thereby (see grounds 1(a) and (b)). 
25 It is quite clear that the Arbitrator made her decision in the absence of any evidence, save and except the conflicting evidence 

and arguments contained in the letters written by Mr Dasey and the Commissioner of Police.  Patently those issues were not 
able to be resolved without a hearing.  It is quite clear that, in those circumstances, it was entirely unsafe and erroneous to make 
findings, and, in particular, findings adverse to the CSA and its member without hearing evidence and/or submissions.  There 
was no or no sufficient basis or evidence on which to make the findings which the Arbitrator made, in those circumstances. 

26 Next, the Arbitrator constituting the Commission was required to afford the parties natural justice.  This Commission is 
required to afford those before it natural justice.  In this case, the affording of natural justice required the Arbitrator to give the 
parties a reasonable opportunity to be heard (see, for example, De Vos v Minit Australia Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 219 at 223-4 
(per Sharkey P, Coleman CC and Wood C agreeing).  The Arbitrator did not afford a reasonable opportunity to be heard, and, 
indeed, afforded no opportunity to be heard, to adduce evidence and/or to make submissions before she made her decision not 
to refer the matter for hearing.  There was no hearing, indeed, notified to the parties or held. 
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27 The Arbitrator, in a vacuum, issued a declaration which the parties accepted as bringing the matter effectively to an end. 
28 In particular, the CSA was given no opportunity at all to put its case that the declaration which the Arbitrator made should not 

be made.  Given that the conference of 12 February 2004 was held with the purpose of referring the matter for hearing if the 
matter were not settled (see page 9 (AB)), then the declaration was a reversal of that path without any notice and no hearing. 

29 Next, in particular, there is and was no indication that the Arbitrator raised matters of failure to diligently pursue its application 
with the CSA, or, indeed, the Commissioner of Police; nor did she raise the question of policy, custom and practice in relation 
to reclassification and whether such a policy and/or custom and practice existed with the parties; nor did she raise the question 
of difficulties with the evidence and the availability of witnesses with the parties.  That again is evidence of a failure to afford 
natural justice. 

30 The CSA was clearly denied an opportunity to be heard on the question of whether the matter in dispute should be referred for 
hearing and determination.  The CSA was denied the opportunity of the possibility of a successful outcome (see Stead v State 
Government Insurance Commission [1986] 161 CLR 141).  The CSA was denied natural justice (see grounds 1(c), (d) and (e)).  
A decision was made, too, which did not properly have regard to the interests of Mr Carlisle pursuant to s26(1)(c) of the Act, as 
that provision requires.  However, that was not a ground of appeal, and I do not make any finding on that point here. 

31 I now turn to ground 2.  The Arbitrator did not, and it was not contended that she did, have any basis in fact to find what the 
policy was within the public sector in relation to reclassifications and whether it constituted custom and practice; nor was there 
any or any sufficient evidence of difficulties associated with the availability of witnesses.  Further, there was no evidence that 
there was a failure in diligence on the part of the CSA in the matter or if it were, that it warranted the order which was made 
being made.  Even if there were, it was remedied by the letter of 8 January 2004, written by the CSA to the Arbitrator in which, 
inter alia, as well as purporting to refute what the Commissioner of Police had alleged in his correspondence, the CSA 
specifically requested a hearing and determination of the matter.  

32  The Arbitrator erred in fact in finding as she did. 
33 Ground 2 is also made out for those reasons. 
34 There is an important issue which it is necessary for me to comment on.  It cannot form part of the reasons for finding as I do in 

this matter, except in relation to s49(2a) questions.  It was raised to some extent with the advocates on this appeal and is of 
some importance.  It is important, in part, in relation to the question of s49(2a) of the Act, and I will refer to it in that context 
hereinafter. 

35 This is a matter where an application was made to the Commission for a conference relating to a dispute pursuant to s44(1) of 
the Act.  By that section, the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner or the Arbitrator, may summon a person to 
attend at a conference before the Commission.  Two conferences were held pursuant to s44.  No agreement was reached 
between the parties in order to settle the question in dispute or disagreement in relation to what was before the Commission. 

36 By s44(9) of the Act, where at the conclusion of a conference held in accordance with s44, as the two conferences were, the 
question in dispute has not been settled by agreement between all of the parties, then the Commission is empowered to do only 
one thing.  The Commission “may” and the word “may” is enabling not discretionary (see Robertson v CSA (2003) 83 WAIG 
3938 (IAC) per Heenan J at page 3945, Hasluck J agreeing, and see also Finance Facilities Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of 
Taxation [1971] 127 CLR 106 at 134-135 and Ward v Williams [1955] 92 CLR 496 at 505-507 per Dixon CJ, Webb, Fullagar, 
Kitto and Taylor JJ), hear and determine that question, dispute, or disagreement and may make an order binding only the parties 
in relation to whom the matter has not been so settled.  Further, on the authority of R v Commonwealth Court of Conciliation 
and Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone Theatres (Aust) Ltd [1949] 78 CLR 389 at 398 per Latham CJ, Rich, Dixon, McTiernan and 
Webb JJ, that is the case.  In that case, in particular at page 398, Their Honours said:- 

“Section 25 gives jurisdiction to the Arbitration Court to make an order or award altering the basic wage or the 
principles upon which it is computed.  The word which is used in s. 25 is "may," but s. 38 provides that, in the 
absence of agreement, the court or conciliation commissioner shall determine a dispute.  Therefore, in so far as an 
alteration of the basic wage is involved in the determination of a dispute, it is expressly provided that the court shall 
exercise the jurisdiction which that section vests in it.  Apart, however, from this imperative requirement, what s. 25 
does is to create a jurisdiction in the court, and where such a jurisdiction is created for the public benefit or for the 
purpose of conferring rights or benefits upon persons the court upon an application properly made is under a duty to 
exercise its jurisdiction and is not at liberty to refuse to deal with the matter: R. v. The Tithe Commissioner for 
England and Wales (In the Matter of Great Hale Tithes) ((1849) 14 QB 459); Julius v. The Right Rev. The Lord 
Bishop of Oxford ((1880) 5 App Cas 214). Where a court or a public officer wrongly refuses jurisdiction the 
exercise of the jurisdiction can be commanded by a writ of mandamus.” 

37 The words used in the Commonwealth Act referred to in that case are very similar in their effect to the words in this statute.  
That is because the word “may” in the section is enabling and not purely discretionary and secondly, because there was no 
agreement in both cases.  Thus, there being no agreement, there was required to be a decision by a court or an arbitration by the 
Commission.  In the terms of the jurisdiction conferred on the Commission by s49(9), there are conferred powers for the 
purpose of conferring rights and benefits on persons.  An application was properly made as it was in R v Commonwealth Court 
of Conciliation and Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone Theatres (Aust) Ltd (op cit) and the Commission was required to deal with the 
matter by referring it if no agreement was reached for hearing and determination.  Thus, the Arbitrator in this case was required 
to refer the matter. 

38 Alternatively to the s44(9) power which I have discussed, s27(1) of the Act applies because it is not provided otherwise in s44, 
and the Arbitrator had power to deal with the matter by dismissal or otherwise under s27.   

39 There is no power contained in the Act to decline to refer the matter for arbitration if no agreement is reached.  Indeed, if an 
agreement is reached, then, no doubt, an order is required embodying the terms of the agreement.  There was no such finding 
anyway, merely a finding that there was a request for a referral of the matter for hearing and determination and opposition to 
that request (see page 6 (AB)). 

40 There is a substantial argument that the Commission failed to discharge the duty imposed statutorily on it by s44(9) of the Act.  
Further, the conciliation conferences have not been completed or said to have been completed by agreement or failure to agree, 
and no order could be made until either conclusion to the conference was achieved and announced.  In my opinion, there was a 
strong argument to say that the order made was ultra vires the Arbitrator’s power pursuant to s44 of the Act. 

S49(2a) of the Act 
41 Both advocates submitted that the decision appealed against was not a “finding” within the definition of that word in s7 of the 

Act.  A “finding” is defined to mean “a decision, determination or ruling made in the course of proceedings that does not finally 
decide, determine or dispose of the matter to which the proceedings relate”. 
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42 An appeal against a finding does not lie under s49 of the Act unless the Full Bench reaches an opinion that the matter of the 
appeal is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal should lie.  In this case, the order made could not and did not 
finally determine or dispose of the matter.  There remained a dispute about an industrial matter unresolved by agreement and 
unresolved by arbitration.  Further, the order itself was ultra vires.  What remained, whether it was ultra vires or not, was an 
uncompleted conciliation conference or a concluded conciliation conference where no agreement was reached and where the 
matter was then required to be started again.  The order made, whether valid or not, did not purport to and did not finally 
dispose of the matter or determine it.  The decision appealed against was therefore a “finding” as defined. 

43 I would, however, form the opinion that in the public interest an appeal should lie because the matter involved the Commission 
failing to act in accordance with a main reason for its existence, the settlement of industrial disputes by conciliation or the 
determination by arbitration (see s6(af), (b) and (c), s32 and s44 of the Act). 

44 For all of those reasons, the matter of an unresolved dispute where the Arbitrator did not exercise the powers conferred on it 
and exercised a power which is not conferred on it, is a matter which is of such importance that, in my opinion, the appeal 
should lie, given the objects of the Act and the reason for existence of the Commission. 

FINALLY 
45 For all of those reasons, I agreed with my colleagues to uphold the appeal and quash the decision made at first instance as void 

for denial of natural justice, leaving the matter to be dealt with afresh by way of agreement in conference or referral for hearing 
and determination or dismissal. 

SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
46 I am able to briefly state my reasons for upholding the appeal and quashing the decision made at first instance. 
47 The order issued by the Commission at first instance was: “That this matter not be referred for hearing and determination”.  

Whether that order finally disposed of the matter before the Commission is to be assessed from the context in which the order 
issued.  The arbitrator had before her an application for a conference to be held pursuant to s.44 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1979.  The arbitrator convened a conference, or perhaps a number of conferences, pursuant to that application.   The arbitrator 
did not state that the conference had concluded; it is only at the conclusion of a conference that the Commission may hear and 
determine any question, dispute or disagreement in relation to an industrial matter that has not been settled by agreement 
between all the parties: s.44(9).   

48 If the conference had not concluded the arbitrator was still able to exercise the powers available under s.44(5a) and (6).  It may 
be that, in this particular case, the exercise of those powers may not have resulted in any agreement between the parties; they 
were nevertheless still available to the arbitrator.  The order of the Commission, on its face, merely stated that the arbitrator not 
refer the matter for hearing and determination.  It left open the question of what, then, was the arbitrator to do with the matters 
still in dispute between the parties?   

49 If the conference had concluded then, for the reasons given by His Honour, the arbitrator did not have a discretion not to then 
hear and determine any question, dispute or disagreement in relation to an industrial matter that had not been settled by 
agreement between all the parties.  If the arbitrator was of the view that it was not in the public interest to further enquire into 
and deal with the dispute, that was a conclusion which called for the exercise of powers pursuant to s.27(1), with due notice to 
the parties, and not the purported exercise of a power under s.44(9).  In this case, the arbitrator did not exercise the powers 
under s.27(1).   

50 Section 44(9) is an enabling section and, if I might observe, a most fundamental enabling section when a matter brought to the 
Commission pursuant to s.44 remains unresolved.  Absent the power at the conclusion of a conference to hear and determine 
any question, dispute or disagreement in relation to an industrial matter at that conference that had not been settled by 
agreement between all the parties, the conference merely comes to a stop with any such question, dispute or difficulty unable to 
be resolved by the Commission in those proceedings. 

51 Therefore, the order issued by the arbitrator did not finally dispose of the matter before the arbitrator; the order was a finding 
for the purposes of s.49(2a) of the Act.   

52 The issue then arises whether the matter is of such importance that, in the public interest an appeal should lie.  In reaching a 
conclusion as to that issue, I take into account that the arbitrator had a dispute before her regarding an industrial matter.  One of 
the objects of the Act is to provide the means for settling industrial disputes not resolved by amicable agreement: s.6(c).  I 
consider it is sufficiently in the public interest for a circumstance whereby the arbitrator decides not to refer a matter for hearing 
and determination, but does not otherwise endeavour to settle the industrial dispute before the arbitrator, to be a matter of 
sufficient importance that in the public interest an appeal should lie. 

COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: 
53 I have had the advantage of reading the reasons of the President in draft, and gratefully adopt the background and issues arising 

on this appeal from his reasons. 
54 The nub of the appeal is that the learned Arbitrator, in refusing to refer the subject matter of the dispute for Arbitration under s 

44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”), denied the appellant natural justice as it was not given a reasonable 
opportunity to put its case that the dispute should be so referred.  Furthermore, the appellant also submitted that there was no, 
alternatively insufficient, evidence before the learned Arbitrator, for her to reach some of the conclusions that she did as set out 
in her declaration.  This was particularly so as the appellant submitted, various factual matters were in dispute between the 
parties. 

Finding 
55 It was the contention of both the appellant and the respondent, that the determination of the learned Arbitrator at first instance, 

constituted a “decision” for the purposes s 49(2) of the Act. They submitted that the effect of the declaration issued was to 
effectively bring to an end the proceedings before the learned Arbitrator.  In my opinion, properly characterised, the 
determination at first instance is to be regarded as a “finding”, because it was a decision, determination or ruling made in the 
course of the conciliation proceedings that did not finally decide, determine or dispose of the matter to which the proceedings 
related: s 7(1) Act.  I have reached this conclusion for the following reasons. 
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56 The initiating preceding was application PSAC 24 of 2003 whereby the appellant sought a conference under s 44 of the Act, 
alleging that its member, Mr Carlisle, had been harshly and unfairly treated in relation to his level of classification.  The relief 
sought in the notice of application, was that Mr Carlisle be appropriately classified and receive his appropriate entitlements 
from the date set out in the application.   

57 It would appear that the matter came before the learned Arbitrator for an initial compulsory conference, following which the 
parties conferred amongst themselves, and exchanged correspondence concerning the merits of Mr Carlisle's claim.  It seems 
from the most recent letter from the appellant reporting back to the Arbitrator dated 8 January 2004, (at AB 16) that despite 
their endeavours, the parties had not been able to resolve the issue between themselves and in the appellant's view, the 
grievance pursued by Mr Carlisle, had not been addressed.  Accordingly, the appellant by the same letter, requested that the 
matter be re-listed and that the matter be referred for hearing and determination. 

58 By notice dated 20 January 2004, the parties were notified of the listing of a conference for 12 February 2004.  The notice was 
headed “Re: Conciliation and Scheduling Conference”.  The notice also indicated that the purpose of the conference was to 
enable the parties to meet and discuss the matter with a view to resolution by consent.  Furthermore, the notice referred to any 
scheduling that may be required, in order to expeditiously hear the matter, in the absence of the matter being settled in the 
conference.  As a result of the conference, the learned Arbitrator issued a declaration, to the effect “THAT this matter not be 
referred for hearing and determination.”  This was following a request by the appellant, that the matter be referred for hearing 
and determination.  Various bases are set out in the declaration, as to why the learned Arbitrator determined that the matter 
would not be so referred. 

59 Given the terms of the declaration, in my view, such a decision, determination or ruling, could not have had the effect of finally 
disposing of the matter between the parties.  This is because in my opinion, the application before the learned Arbitrator, 
although not referred for hearing and determination, had not been discontinued, withdrawn or dismissed so as to bring the 
matter to a final determination under the Act.  There was for example, no order made pursuant to s 27(1)(a) of the Act.  
Arguably, the substantive application remained before the learned Arbitrator, albeit that the parties had regarded the matter 
effectively as at an end.  What in effect occurred was that there remained an application for a compulsory conference before the 
Commission constituted as a Public Service Arbitrator, in relation to which a final determination had not been made under the 
Act. 

60 Given that the prevention and resolution of industrial disputes is the raison d'etre of the existence of the Commission, and the 
subject matter of the appeal raises the application of the Commission’s conciliation and arbitration functions in that regard, then 
in my view, the matter should be regarded as of such importance that, in the public interest, the appeal should lie under s 49(2a) 
of the Act. 

The Merits 
61 Both the appellant and the respondent submitted that the terms of s 44(9) of the Act confer a discretion as to whether the 

Commission or Arbitrator refer a matter for hearing and determination, in the event that the matter is not resolved by agreement 
between the parties.  Therefore, both the appellant and respondent submitted that the learned Arbitrator's decision to not refer 
the matter the subject of this appeal for hearing and determination was a discretionary decision attracting the usual principles 
concerning the exercise of a discretionary judgement: Norbis v Norbis (1986) 161 CLR 513; House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 
499.  It was submitted therefore, that it needed to be established by the appellant that there was a miscarriage of the exercise of 
the discretion in accordance with these settled principles. 

62 Whether or not the exercise of the power of referral under s 44(9) is discretionary or mandatory was not a matter argued as it 
was not a ground of appeal.   Therefore, I proceed for present purposes on the basis of the assumptions adopted by both the 
appellant and the respondent, without the necessity to decide this matter or make any further comment about it.  On this 
occasion I simply observe as to whether or not the word “may” in a statute really means “shall” is a matter at least in large part, 
dependent upon the subject matter of the legislation; the importance of the provision concerned and its relationship to the 
general purpose and object intended to be obtained by the legislation in question: Howard v Bodington (1877) 2 PD 203 at 211.   

63 As noted above, the central contention argued by the appellant, was that it had been denied natural justice in not being properly 
heard before the learned Arbitrator declined to refer the matter for arbitration.  Furthermore, there were submissions on the 
grounds of appeal, alleging that the learned Arbitrator proceeded to make findings of fact in the absence of evidence. 

64 In relation to the hearing issue, the Commission is bound by the principles of natural justice such that a person who may be 
adversely affected by a decision of the Commission, in proceedings before it, is to be afforded a sufficient opportunity to the 
heard: Hocks v Davies (1987) 67 WAIG 1527: Dianella v Federated Clerks Union of Australia, WA Branch (1989) 69 WA 
5303; Kioa v West (1989) 159 CLR 550 at 583.  It is also generally a requirement of procedural fairness, that persons liable to 
be directly affected by a proposed decision, be given adequate notice of what is proposed, in order that the person may 
effectively prepare their own case and answer the case they may have to meet: Ridge v Baldwin [1964] AC 40; Glynn v Keele 
University [1971] 1 WLR 487; Lau Liat Meng v Disciplinary Committee [1968] AC 391. 

65 In this case, it was common ground that at first instance the parties were given notice of a further conference and that 
programming directions may be made to hear the matter, in the event the matter was not resolved by conciliation.  There was no 
notice given by the learned Arbitrator to the parties, prior to the conference concerned, that there was to be any consideration of 
not referring the matter for hearing and determination and nor was there any opportunity, given that matter having obviously 
been raised at the conference, for the appellant to be fully heard and to adduce any evidence or further submissions, that it may 
have wished to in this regard.   

66 Allied to this issue, and dealt with in the grounds of appeal relating to findings made without evidence, it was clear that as there 
was no hearing, and no opportunity for the parties to put evidence before the learned Arbitrator, in circumstances where factual 
matters were controversial, then any findings made would be inherently unsafe.  All of this is not to say that, particularly in 
light of the nature of the Commission’s jurisdiction, these matters needed to be dealt with any great degree of formality or 
technicality.  What was required however, was for the appellant to be put on notice of the prospect of the matter being refused 
to be referred, and inviting the appellant to be heard as fully as it wished to be, including the adducing of any evidence that 
might be relevant, to this question. 

67 In my opinion, because the steps outlined above did not occur, then the appellant was not afforded procedural fairness and 
moreover, in the circumstances of the case, the appellant has been denied the possibly of obtaining a successful outcome in 
matter in issue between the parties: Stead v State Government Insurance Commission (1986) 161 CLR 141. 
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68 It was for all of these reasons that I concurred in the decision that the appeal be upheld and that the learned Arbitrator's 
declaration at first instance be quashed. 

THE PRESIDENT: 
69 For all of those reasons, the appeal was upheld and the decision made at first instance quashed. 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an appeal brought pursuant to s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”), by 

the above-named employer, Sealanes (1985) Pty Ltd (hereinafter called “Sealanes”).  The appeal is brought against the 
decision of the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, given on 26 February 2004 in application No 1228 of 
2003, and appears to be against the whole of the decision. 

2 The decision appealed against is constituted by an order made on 2 March 2004 whereby the Commissioner ordered:- 
“That an enterprise order in the form of the schedule attached is made binding to the parties hereto with effect from 
2 March 2004 until 1 March 2006.” 

3 The schedule embodies the terms of the application for an enterprise order made by the above-named respondent organisations 
of employees herein (hereinafter called “the above-named respondents”).  (Individually, if necessary, they will be referred to as 
“the SDA”, “the FPU” and “the TWU”). 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
4 It is against that decision that this appeal is made on the following grounds:- 

“Commissioner J L Harrison erred in fact and in law in issuing an enterprise order as a consequence of which it was 
not fair and reasonable in all the circumstances:- 
Particulars 
1. Erred in fact:- 

(a) By increasing the payment for ordinary hours of work by $100.00 per week with annual increments, 
failed to properly take into account the cost impact on the Appellant’s business in its competitive 
environment. 

(b) Did not use any proper method of evaluation to determine or justify increasing the payment for 
ordinary hours by $100.00 per week with annual increment. 

(c) Did not properly take into account that the Appellant was already paying its employees for ordinary 
hours of work, allowances and loading which took the rate of pay well above that prescribed in any 
award or agreement which applied to or was comparative with the employees of the Appellant. 

(d) Did not properly evaluate if at all the productivity trade offs or flexibilities which the Commission 
determined justified an increase for the payment for ordinary hours of $100.00 a week plus 
increments. 

(e) Used comparatives, awards and agreements to justify an increase in the payment for ordinary hours 
of work when that increase should only have been considered in terms of the Appellant’s capacity to 
pay, in relation to the business it carries on and the competition it faces in the market place. 

(f) Wrongly presumed that the increase in pay for ordinary hours of work only applied to 9% of the 
work force wherein fact it applies potentially to all future employees. 

(g) Ignored the fact that over 91% of the Appellant’s work force refused to support the Respondent’s 
application for an enterprise order in any terms. 

(h) Failed to consider the flow on effect of the order would have to the balance of the Appellant’s 
employees. 

(i) Did not take into account the effect the order would have on the Appellant’s capacity to compete 
effectively in the market place. 

(j) The increase in the payment for ordinary hours of work was not related to or justified by any 
movement in wages or other economic indicia which would normally apply to such an increase. 

(k) The increase in payment for ordinary hours of work had no factual justification, particularly when 
considered in relation to the Respondent’s evidence and that of Tim Dawson who confirmed that the 
Respondents had only sought $100.00 increase in payment for the ordinary hours of work in order to 
put pressure on the Appellant. 
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(1) There was no factual justification for an enterprise order which provided entitlement greater than the 
Appellant’s employees currently received. 

2. Erred in law:- 
(a) Provided no reasons for decision, which would allow a critical analysis of the enterprise order, 

particularly the increase in payment for ordinary hours of work. 
(b) Was contrary to the objects of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, particularly in Section 6(a) (f), (g), 

(b) and (c) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and Amendments. 
(c) By not taking into account that the employees of the Appellant were in so far as they were not 

covered by Australian Workplace Agreements were subject to prevailing industrial awards and 
agreements and were paid substantially in excess of the rates of pay prescribed therein. 

(d) That on a proper reading of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and Amendments it is prescribed that 
there can only be one applicant union, not three herein.  (Abandoned) 

(e) Did not recognize and enforce the principle of good faith bargaining in that the enterprise order 
reflected a negotiating strategy of the Respondents rather than their real position as to what the 
enterprise order should contain, as confirmed in the evidence of Tim Dawson. 

Order Sought 
The Appellant seeks an order that the decision of Commissioner J L Harrison is quashed.” 

5 (Note:  Ground 2(d) was abandoned). 
BACKGROUND 

6 The above-named respondents made an application filed on 11 August 2003 to the Commission for an enterprise order 
pursuant to s42I of the Act.  The application was made on the grounds that bargaining between the parties had ended as 
prescribed by s42H. 

7 At all material times, Sealanes, the respondent to the application at first instance, was engaged in the storing and distribution of 
articles, mainly foodstuffs.  Some were frozen and were required to be stored in cold storage.  Some were called dry goods and 
stored accordingly.  The goods therefore, when sold, were delivered by Sealanes employees to outlets such as restaurants, ships 
and other outlets.  Amongst others, Sealanes employed and employees storepersons, truck drivers, freezer employees and 
general hands.  

8 It is engaged in the business of warehousing and distribution. 
9 Before that there had been protracted negotiations between the parties in late 2002 until early 2003.  Prior to that, too, on 

6 June 2003, the above-named respondents had lodged and served a notice of initiation of bargaining for an industrial 
agreement on the above-named appellant, Sealanes, and on 21 July 2003 the above-named respondents lodged an application 
seeking a declaration pursuant to s42H that bargaining between the parties had ended. 

10 On Friday, 18 July 2003, Mr Brian Pozzi wrote to all employees saying the following (see page 339 of the appeal book 
(hereinafter referred to as “AB”)):- 

“ To all our employees 
As you know we have invited all our employees to sign an Australian Workplace Agreement, if they wish.  The 
benefits of this agreement are: 

 It is written in more simple terms than most awards making it easier to read and therefore avoiding any 
misunderstandings. 

 The agreement is made between you and the Company which makes it more personal and we want to 
retain the personal relationship with you. 

 It provides more flexibility to you and the Company and was written specifically for our needs. 
 It is more generous than the award, as the base rate of pay is $42.00 above the base rate of pay in the award.  

At no time will you be paid less under this agreement than you would have received if under the award. 
To date 80% of you have signed this agreement and a number of others have indicated they intend signing it. 
You may also be aware that the Transport Workers Union, the Shop, Distributive and Allied Association and the 
Food Preservers Union have also approached us, and have been having discussions with the Company about an 
agreement they wanted to introduce.  However after extensive discussions with them, and in view of the fact that 
the majority of our employees are on an Australian Workplace Agreement, we could not see any benefit to be 
gained for either you or the Company by entering such an agreement.  Therefore we advised them at a meeting on 
the 15th July that we would not be pursuing those negotiations any further. 
For those of you who have not signed our agreement, if you have any questions or concerns about it please don’t 
hesitate to speak to Lance Power.  Sealanes will not attempt to coerce or persuade you to sign it, and, if you do not 
wish to sign it we respect your decision.” 

11 On 5 August 2003, at a conference convened between the parties, the Commissioner at first instance came to the opinion that 
the above-named respondents had bargained in good faith, that bargaining between the parties had failed, and that there was no 
reasonable prospect of the negotiating parties reaching an agreement.  On this basis, the Commissioner issued a declaration on 
6 August 2003, pursuant to s42H(1) of the Act, that bargaining between the negotiating parties had ended. 

12 On 11 August 2003, the above-named respondents applied to the Commission for an enterprise order pursuant to s42I of the 
Act, against Sealanes.  Sealanes opposed the application. 

13 On 8 September 2003, the general secretary of the SDA, Mr Joseph Bullock, wrote to Sealanes’ chief executive officer, 
Mr Brian Pozzi, seeking agreement on an industrial agreement for those employees not covered by an Australian Workplace 
Agreement (hereinafter referred to as an “AWA”). 

14 An “Australian Workplace Agreement” or “AWA” means an Australian Workplace Agreement under Part VI of the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) (hereinafter called “the WR Act”). 

15 Such a written agreement may be made between an employer and an employee as defined (see s170F of the WR Act).  It may 
be negotiated individually or collectively and by a bargaining agent (see s170BE(1) and s170BK of the WR Act).  It is filed 
with the employment advocate.  Such an AWA operates to the exclusion of a state award (see s170BQ(4) of the WR Act) and 
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prevails over a state law to the extent of any inconsistency (see s170BR(1) of the WR Act), except for the matters prescribed in 
s170BR(1).  Those exceptions are, however, not applicable in this case.  However, the AWAs do not affect the enterprise order 
sought and made in this matter, nor do the terms of the enterprise order extend in any way to the employer and to the 
employees bound by the AWAs. 

16 An example of the EBA was tendered (see pages 340-351 (AB)) attached to the letter of Mr Bullock of 8 September 2003, 
expiring after three years.  Mr Pozzi’s letter to Mr Bullock of 12 September 2003 (see page 352 (AB)) is in the following 
terms:- 

“I refer to your letter dated 8 September, 03. 
As you are aware Sealanes has been negotiating with the TWU and SDA since late 2002.  When it was felt in July 
of this year that an agreement could not be reached, your organisation decided to take the matter to the Industrial 
Relations Commission.  We have been advised that a hearing date has been set for 3 October, 03 at which time all 
matters pertaining to this issue will be dealt with. 
I feel it is in the best interests of all parties to have all your concerns heard at that time.” 

17 This confirmed that negotiations were not acceptable to Sealanes. 
18 That application came on for hearing in the Commission.  It was heard on 27 October 2003, 28 November 2003 and 

9 December 2003. 
19 At first instance, counsel for Sealanes argued that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to deal with the application.  The 

Commissioner decided that there was jurisdiction in the Commission to hear and determined that application, and that finding 
is not appealed against. 

20 The bulk of Sealanes employees in the “non-salaried” workforce are and were employed under AWAs.  It was sought to 
include in the enterprise order clauses at variance with some clauses in the AWA.  There were however, three clauses only of 
this type.  The bulk of the agreement was in similar terms to that of the AWA, signed by 91% of wages employees.  The 
clauses which were at variance with the AWAs, or at least alleged to be so, were clauses prescribing wages, clauses varying 
hours of work, and a clause providing a more effective grievance procedure.  In the end, the only real opposition at first 
instance was to the wages clause which is increased upon the AWA rate of $100.00 per week. 

21 The above-named respondents claimed at first instance that there should be an increase of $100.00 per week in the base rate 
wages payable from $550.00 to $650.00.  This was a $100.00 increase on what was being paid pursuant to the AWA, it was 
alleged, but it is not possible to tell from the AWA produced what wage is being paid because that is included in a letter of 
employment which was not produced (see pages 382-390 (AB)).  It was also asserted that a substantially higher rate of pay was 
being paid to employees of competitors of Sealanes. 

22 Further, in the agreement which was the subject of the application for the enterprise order there was, compared to the AWA, a 
term providing for 9½ hours to be worked per day six days per week, instead of 12 hours per day seven days per week as was 
included in the AWAs. 

23 There was also a claim for a greater rate of pay for overtime from 1½ to 2 hours, and for a more effective grievance procedure. 
24 The above-named respondents, at material times, had members employed by Sealanes, and three awards of this Commission 

apply and applied to Sealanes’ operations and its employees.  These awards are:- 
(a) Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 No R32 of 1976 (“the SWS Award”). 
(b) Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award No A20 of 1990 (“the FIA Award”). 
(c) Transport Workers (General) Award No 10 of 1961 (“the TWG Award”). 

25 There was a comparison at first instance in documents of the entitlements under various awards and agreements (see 
page 339A (AB) and page 582 (AB)).  (See the Comparison Document, AWA and Shop and Warehouse Award (pages 520-
521 (AB)) and the Comparison of Truck Driver Rate Transport Workers General Award and Sealanes AWA (see page 523 
(AB)) see also the comparison of Extra Costs for proposed EBA (see pages 555-8 (AB)) and comparison document AWA and 
Union EBAs (see pages 582-4 (AB)). 

26 There were, at material times, approximately 213 employees employed by Sealanes at its establishment at 178 Marine Terrace, 
South Fremantle, employed in a number of classifications of employees affected by the application, and covered by the awards, 
and these being warehouse personnel, food processing employees, transport employees, and a small number of shop assistants.  
Thirteen employees (9% of the non-salaried workforce) are and were covered by the terms and conditions of the three awards 
detailed above and the rest of them, 146, are and were covered by federally registered AWAs (see exhibit R2).  (These were 
executed by the employees and Sealanes and continued to be executed up until about 6 June 2003.  However, the AWAs took 
effect from 15 March 2003).   

27 There was evidence given by a number of employees, Mr John Foley, a storeperson, who had not signed an AWA since he 
preferred to be covered by a collective agreement, Mr Giuseppe Piccinnini, another storeperson, Mr John Buktenica, a freezer 
hand storeperson, Mr Farbrizo Di Carlo, another storeperson, Mr David Anderson, a truck driver, Mr Antonio Fedele, who had 
been employed as a handyperson until he was made redundant on 1 August 2003, Mr Constantine Asvesti, a truck driver, and 
Mr Timothy Dawson, a TWU organiser.  The only witness called for Sealanes was Mr Lance Alexander Power, the Human 
Resources and Quality Assurance Manager (see page 30 (AB)). 

28 The employees all gave evidence that Sealanes had attempted to have them sign AWAs, which they refused to do. 
29 Mr Dawson, amongst other things, referred to similar businesses such as Foodlink and Rand Transport Pty Ltd (hereinafter 

called “Rand”), as well as P & O and Clelands who he said were competitors of Sealanes. 
30 Mr Dawson said in evidence, too, that Sealanes had delayed the negotiating process with the unions in order to allow Sealanes 

the opportunity to pressure employees to sign AWAs.  He agreed that some TWU members had signed Sealanes’ AWA. 
31 Mr Martin Pritchard, secretary of the National Union of Workers, West Australian Branch and the assistant secretary of the 

SDA gave evidence.  He is also an employee of the FPU.  He gave evidence of enterprise bargaining negotiations with 
Sealanes in 2003. 

32 Mr Lance Power gave evidence that Sealanes buys and sells products from suppliers, approximately a third of which are 
frozen.  Sealanes receives and unloads goods which are then stored.  Items are then picked and packed and drivers deliver the 
goods to retailers and to ships on the docks.  Sealanes also operates a small retail outlet.  Sealanes operates throughout Western 
Australia, using agents in other countries, and is also engaged in joint ventures with suppliers elsewhere in Australia.  Sealanes 
were promoting AWAs among their employees and wanted AWAs to be the only industrial instrument in its workplace. 
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33 There were also financial documents admitted, on behalf of Sealanes, said to demonstrate that the profit being made was 
unsatisfactory (see the financial statements at page 20 (AB) and those tendered and sealed in an envelope, in particular). 

34 Much of Sealanes’ case at first instance was that under the AWA it was paying a base rate above any award, and it was paying 
more than what was being paid than the alleged competitors of Sealanes, give or take a dollar or two. 

35 It was Sealanes’ case, too, that some of the companies alleged to be competitors such as Foodlink, Rand, P & O and others, 
were multinational companies with vast resources, huge turnovers and worldwide connections and distribution networks 
compared to Sealanes. 

36 It was a part of its case that Sealanes was a small family company with an annual turnover of about $80 million, but it had a 
profit of less than 1% of the amount of turnover in the previous year, namely 0.57%.  Indeed, the return for the company, 
Mr Power said, was miniscule.  It was experiencing extreme commercial difficulties in a market where it was confronted with 
the rising dollar, poor exporting records and competitors in a shrinking market.  However, Mr Power did not say that it was 
“down and out”.  The above-named respondents’ case was that there was nothing in the financial records which indicated any 
long term problems for the company and that further, a very limited amount of information was provided. 

THE EVIDENCE 
37 There was evidence from a number of employees of Sealanes who sought through their organisations an enterprise order to 

cover the terms of their employment.  Mr John Francis Foley, a storeman who used a forklift, a manual pallet jack and a high 
lift stacker in his work, was offered an AWA which he did not sign.  He said that he was pressured to sign it, but he did not 
because he thought that obtaining a collective agreement, was a much better system than that offered under the AWA.  
Mr Foley said that he was approached a number of times to sign the AWA and was also told on a number of occasions that 
“the union is no good for you”.  He said that he was told this by management, including Mr Power, and approached about 
signing the AWA a number of times (see pages 99-102 (AB)). 

38 Mr Foley said also that he believed that the only way in which he could see his fellow employees going forward was if there 
was a union presence in the workplace.  He said that the union had been coming to the workplace only since the state 
workplace agreements had been abolished because, whilst the state workplace agreements were in place, people felt 
intimidated.  As a result, he signed a state workplace agreement.  He said that he joined the union in 2002, but did not say 
which one.  He said that he was elected by the people in the union to speak for them.  He told fellow employees only that he 
was not signing an AWA.  He did not attempt to persuade them not to, he said. 

39 Mr Giuseppe Piccininni, a storeman employed by Sealanes working night shift, gave evidence.  He said that he wanted to 
come on to day shift, but was told by his superiors that there was a job available on day shift, and one of the conditions of 
getting it was that he sign an AWA.  However, he said he wished “the union” to bargain collectively for an agreement.  He said 
that he thought that he stood a better chance that way.  He said that he was being paid more than the state award, in fact 
$550.00 per week. 

40 Mr John Anthony Buktenica gave evidence that he was employed by Sealanes as a freezer hand/storeman operating pallet 
jacks.  He said that he signed a workplace agreement which contained terms which he described as arising from a settlement 
out of court (see page 116 (AB) et seq).  It is clear that he was referring to state workplace agreements in this context.  These, 
of course, have now been abolished by the Labour Relations Reform Act 2002 (WA). 

41 Mr Buktenica said that he did not sign the AWA because the warehouse manager told him that it was not worth the paper on 
which it was written.  He also said that an AWA meant that “… they can kick you from pillar to post”.  He said that he wished 
the union to collectively bargain for him because he had trust in the union.  He said that he wanted to be placed on night shift. 

42 Mr Farbrizo Pasquale Di Carlo, a storeman employed by Sealanes on night shift, gave evidence that he used a high lift stacker.  
He was offered an AWA which he did not sign.  He was asked to sign it three times.  His employer would not agree to his 
request for a change in his spread of hours so he thought that his only chance was to have an enterprise bargaining agreement 
(hereinafter called an “EBA”), he said.  He said also that he wanted his union to collectively bargain for him and thought that 
he would get a fairer go if this happened. 

43 Mr Di Carlo said that he believed that he had no other means of improving his work conditions.  He also said that on the AWA 
he would be getting more than he is currently getting.  He said that a man on an AWA gets time and a half whilst he gets a 
20% loading.  He said that the pay was very similar, but he was concerned about the hours. 

44 Mr David Charles Anderson, a truck driver with Sealanes, gave evidence that he was being paid under the previous workplace 
agreement conditions (see page 27 (AB)), the state workplace agreement.  He said that he wanted a collective agreement to 
preserve the conditions at work.  He said that it was a gradual erosion of conditions.  He mentioned the shifts which they have 
been asked to go on as an example, saying that his wage would fall from $42,000.00 to $30,000.00 per annum.  He said that he 
had been asked once to sign an AWA, but he had not signed it because he wished his union to bargain for him.  He said that 
they had more bargaining power, and employees do not always get a fair deal at Sealanes.  He said that he works a five day 
shift.  He said that in relation to his conditions, he wanted to continue as he always had.  He also said that a four day week 
which had been instituted in some areas by Sealanes would cost him up to 25% of his wage. 

45 Mr Antonio Fedele, unemployed as at 27 October 2003, was formerly employed by Sealanes as a handyman for a period of 
52 months.  He is not a member of or eligible to be a member of the respondent.  He gave evidence that he was asked to sign 
an AWA and did not do so.  He was told by Mr Victor Paino, who was described as an owner of the business, and by Mr Alia 
Raffaele, a warehouse manager, that if he did not sign “They’ll redundance you”.  On 1 August 2003, he was, in fact, 
retrenched for redundancy.  This was about eight or nine weeks after he did not sign an AWA.  He said that he did not sign the 
AWA because it was no good for him.  He said that he was not under an award mentioned in the application, but under the 
Metal Trades Award.  His union, the AMWPKIEU told him that he received eight weeks redundancy pay. 

46 Mr Constantine Asvesti, a truck driver employed by Sealanes, gave evidence (see page 143 of the transcript at first instance).  
His evidence was that he had been offered an AWA by Sealanes, that he had not signed one, that he did not wish to sign one, 
and, further, that he wanted the union to collectively bargain for him.  He said that his supervisor approached him three times 
to sign the AWA.  He is a member of the TWU.  He said that he did not like the wording in the AWA agreement.  The union is 
in a stronger position to bargain for members, he said.  He said that he was there because he wanted the money.  He said that 
he believed that he should get double overtime on Sundays. 

47 There was evidence from Mr Timothy John Dawson, an organiser with the TWU, who said that he had reasonable knowledge 
of the operation of various businesses which he visited, including Sealanes and competitors of Sealanes.  He said that he visits 
Foodlink, Rand, P & O and Clelands worksites. 

48 He also said that the negotiations which he had with Sealanes went on for a little over a year commencing in 
October/November 2002.  He attempted, he said, to negotiate an EBA, but Sealanes were in the process of offering a number 
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of their employees AWAs.  Sealanes was adamant, he said, that it wanted an AWA in place.  He carried out a written survey of 
members of the TWU employed by Sealanes.  One hundred percent said that they would like a certified agreement.  He said 
that he believed that AWAs take away the ability in a union to negotiate in good faith and truly represent employees in the 
workplace.  He also said that the AWA was deficient in relation to when people should be paid overtime and in relation to a 
reasonable amount of hours such as 9.6 hours a day, Monday to Friday, which is what was in the enterprise order.  He said that 
Sealanes’ business was a type of cross stocking in that they have produce items which they sell to shops and customers cheaper 
than anyone else can.  They also supply the ships and the navy, he said.  They deliver a number of food products to one person.  
They are both warehouse and distribution centre.  They have a small retail shop.  They also are engaged, he said, in transport 
using their own drivers to deliver the goods. 

49 He said that he was familiar with the business of Foodlink, a business run by FAL, and which he said was run in a similar way 
to the business of Sealanes.  He said that Foodlink has a warehouse, a distribution and supply business, and their own vehicles 
and employees to do deliveries.  He said that delivery to ships is no different to delivery elsewhere.  Foodlink have a small 
retail shop like Sealanes. 

50 He also said that Rand do warehouse distributions and transport and are similar to Sealanes, except that they do not have a 
retail shop.  He said that they deliver to the same shops and docks and businesses as Sealanes throughout Western Australia. 

51 Clelands, he said, do similar work too, with a distribution centre warehouse and the provision of transport. 
52 All of these employers have cool rooms and freezers.  Some, like P & O, which is similar in its operations, have extensive 

freezer sections.  He said that Sealanes are respondents to the TWG Award, as are the others ((ie) Sealanes, Foodlink, Clelands 
and P & O), because they employ truck drivers.  He looked at comparisons of amounts paid by Rand, P & O and Multi Group 
Distribution Services Pty Ltd (hereinafter called “Multi Group”) in industrial agreements.  He said that drivers at Foodlink are 
paid $570.00 per week or $15.00 per hour.  (A comparison of truck driver rates, exhibit A9, truck driver base rate grade 3, and 
three certified agreements registered in the federal Commission, exhibit A10, were tendered). 

53 Those agreements are between Rand National Transport, P & O Ports Ltd and Multi Group and the relevant unions.  
Mr Dawson’s evidence was too, that Multi Group Distribution does deliveries like Sealanes, Foodlink and the others.  He said 
in cross-examination that at no time did he stand in front of the employees and say that he would get them $100.00 per week 
(see page 173 (AB)). 

54 He admitted that the survey which he issued to members to be filled in did state that wages at P & O, Rand and Clelands are 
about $650.00 for a 38 hour week.  In the survey the employees said that that is the wage which they would like.  His desire, he 
said, was to improve the terms and conditions of the members; and if they could negotiate $650.00 for the members they would 
do that.  He said that the members had not voted on $650.00 as what they wanted to claim in October or November 2002. 

55 A majority of the businesses to which he referred, he said, paid less than that.  He did not raise the figure of $650.00 in 
discussions with Ms Christine Vosnaco of Sealanes in October/November 2002.  He did meet her several times.  He said that 
the unions went into good faith bargaining with the company and all that it did was to drag out the discussions so as to get 
people to sign AWAs.  (That was not denied in evidence, by Mr Power or by anyone else). 

56 He said the TWU was always willing to accept EBA rates with increases in line with TWU EBAs.  He said that they did seek 
$650.00 in October/November 2002.  There were, however, increases in the EBAs between October/November 2002 to July 
2003.  Those agreements would have risen 4% or 5% during the period, that is by about $40.00 to $50.00 per week, not 
$100.00 (see page 178 (AB)).  He said that the TWU had claimed $100.00 increase from Sealanes because it believed that they 
needed to come to the table and bargain in good faith.  He agreed that the claim for $100.00 as an industry standard was made 
even though the industry standard is really $40.00 or $50.00. 

57 Eight survey forms were filled out by members, but 100% supported the enterprise order claim ((ie) 12 members).  They 
sought “a collective agreement”.  Some members have signed AWAs, he admitted.  He said that if the employees work under 
the AWA they can work an average of 38 hours per week, Monday to Saturday, over a 28 day period and they get a 20% 
loading if they work between certain times on certain days, but they are not paid time and a half or double time as they would 
under the award.  Further, he said that even though they are not required to work more than 12 hours in one day they get a 30% 
loading for night shift under the award, not 20%.  He denied that the hours of work clause in the AWA was a responsible 
clause.  At an extreme, under the AWA, he said, one could work 12 hour shifts, Monday to Saturday, in one week, that is 
72 hours, but perhaps even 84 hours as the Commissioner pointed out (see page 187 (AB)).  It is quite clear that the provision 
for 12 hour shifts, six days a week, was unacceptable to the unions, although the evidence was from Mr Power that employees 
were not worked more than 38 hours per week. 

58 Sealanes had recently required the ordinary hours to be worked over four not five days a week, he said.  That also was admitted 
by Mr Power. 

59 Mr Martin Brian Pritchard, the secretary of the National Union of Workers, West Australian Branch (a federal branch), and the 
assistant secretary of the SDA, and also an employee of the FPU, gave evidence.  Half way through the negotiations between 
Sealanes and the above-named respondents, he said that he was told that an AWA was the only basis on which Sealanes 
wanted to employ its employees.  (Again this was not denied).  The above-named respondents made it clear that they wanted a 
collective agreement.  He caused a survey of SDA and FPU members to be made.  He received the surveys back in the office.  
His evidence was that it was not possible to bargain in good faith for AWAs because employees do not have the strength of 
character to be able to negotiate on their own behalf in all cases.  He also said that he believed that collective agreements 
provide that security and direction that many employees wish. 

60 A dispute had arisen at one time about freezer allowances because persons under the AWA were paid $38.00 per week as 
freezer allowances, whilst persons not on the AWA received about $24.00 per week.  Mr Pritchard said that he had asked the 
company to pay all employees $38.00 per week for freezer allowances, a request which was rejected (see the letter of 
13 October 2003 to Mr Brian Pozzi, chief executive officer of Sealanes, from Mr Joe Bullock, general secretary of the SDA, at 
page 545 (AB)). 

61 Mr Pritchard said in effect that the grievance procedure in the AWA was defective, because the matter had to be referred to an 
agreed mediator.  Thus, if the parties could not agree on the mediator, the process could be frustrated because the company, for 
example, failed to agree a mediator.  That is why in the EO the respondent sought a more effective grievance procedure clause 
which was included.  (That evidence was not denied).  No serious exception was taken with that view.   

62 His evidence, too, was that it was important for an industrial agreement to apply on site because, through collective bargaining, 
organisation on site was better done (see objects s6(ad) of the Act). 

63 He expressed the opinion that AWAs do not lend themselves to collective bargaining, and therefore frustrate the organisation 
of a site.   
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64 In the bargaining before the AWAs were signed there were, he said, 70 employees who had shown a desire to join the union 
and collectively bargain.  Because of the AWAs, he said, the organisation fell apart and there is one member left.  He opined 
that Sealanes have done nothing to promote collective bargaining over individual agreements, but done everything to frustrate 
it (see s6(ad) of the Act). 

65 He opined further that the enterprise order was fair and reasonable.  He also said that the AWAs provide for much more 
flexibility than an employer would ever use with lower wages.  He also said that the AWAs do not “fulfil all its legal 
requirements”, but did not explain that comment.  He expressed the opinion that the enterprise order was one which furthered 
the object of the Act, to enable employers and employees to reach agreements appropriate to the needs of the enterprise within 
the industry and the employees in those enterprises.  The agreement, he said, was based in part on experiences with 
competitors of Sealanes.  He said that he was fully aware of the operations of Sealanes and of the duties of the employees of 
Sealanes.  He said that some matters had been raised with Sealanes concerning compliance with awards on site.  Mr Pritchard 
also said that the unions do not want to make the company unprofitable and had built in flexibility in the enterprise order 
sought so that people could work 57 hours per week without a penalty being payable by the employer.  He said also that the 
rostering provisions provide Sealanes with the flexibility required. 

66 Mr Pozzi told Mr Pritchard once when he said to him “There’s a lot of flexibility here” that “We don’t need it now but we may 
do in the future”. 

67 There is no restriction in the AWA on split shifts and these are opposed because of the physical impact.  The enterprise order 
provides 57 hours a week at a single time, nine and a half hours a day at single time, and a six day working week at single 
time.  Therefore $650.00 per week meets a “no disadvantage test”.  It is a fair rate for the flexibilities which the company 
would utilise.  However, he agreed that a lower rate, such as $588.00 per week with more strict conditions was not beyond the 
pale (see page 201 (AB)).  He also said that if employees were to work a “fairly unfriendly roster” ((eg) work split shifts 
Saturdays and Sundays), then a higher rate should prevail. 

68 Mr Pritchard went on to say that they have negotiated rates in the higher $600’s elsewhere for the sort of unfriendly rosters that 
may be required by the company.  Thus, he opined that the rate of $650.00 per week in the draft enterprise order was a fair rate 
given the flexibility in the agreement, and that it is cheaper than what their counterparts in the industry pay.  He said that from 
visiting sites, talking to management and members, and knowing the work done he was familiar with the operation of 
Foodlink, Rand, P & O and Clelands.  All of these companies, he said, are distribution centres and warehouses for food to be 
delivered to places like hostels, hospitals, old age homes and ships, in particular, food services what Rand, Foodlink and 
Sealanes are in.  They are all slightly different, but Rand are very close, very very similar.  What people do as the core 
business, he said, is to receive stock, put stock away, pick orders, put them on trucks, and deliver them.  Both FAL and 
Sealanes have cool room facilities, dry good facilities and freezer facilities.  He said that the SWS Award applies to retailing, 
warehousing and distribution, and has retail assistant and stores people as their main classifications. 

69 The awards for which he is responsible at Sealanes are maintained, he said.  He believed that about 28 members of the unions 
work at Sealanes.  He said that he would certainly strive for industrial harmony between the employees, the employer and the 
union.  He went on to add that there were two competing industrial instruments already in the work site, the award and the 
AWAs.  He did not admit that it would be better not to have competing industrial instruments.  He also said that he did not 
believe that the company would allow disharmony to occur between those on AWAs and those the subject of the enterprise 
order.  Mr Pritchard said that he did not believe that an agreement which gives $100.00 per week or more to 17 employees 
when the other 90% are on less, is going to create industrial disharmony because it is not in the union’s, the company’s or the 
employees’ best interest.  He therefore said that he believes that they will work it through.  He said that if the Commission 
makes the enterprise order, then it should apply to everyone. 

70 Mr Pritchard had a number of criticisms of the AWA.  One of the major ones was of the hours clause because there was no 
resolution available, he said, if the company forced them to work hours in an unfair way.  He said that an employer who 
worked unsociable hours should have to pay a premium or a shift payment.  He also said that there had probably not been any 
increase in the base rate of pay between November 2002 and June 2003.  He said that most enterprise agreements provided for 
an increase of 4% to 5% per annum. 

71 P & O and Rand’s rates, he said, would be closer to $700.00 per week.  Under the award for a storeman, grade 2, the rate 
would be $550.00 a week about, he said.  He said that a 4% increase would amount to about $20.00 odd per week.  He did not 
agree that the unions were claiming $100.00 because they had upped the ante to what was not reasonable (see page 223 (AB)).  
He said clearly in cross-examination that he believed $650.00 per week was at the lighter end of what was being paid in that 
end of the food services industry within which Sealanes fits. 

72 Before making the claim, Mr Pritchard said he looked at the agreements which they had with Sealanes and with competitors, 
namely Foodlink, Clelands and P & O. 

73 The only witness called on behalf of Sealanes was the Sealanes’ Human Resources and Quality Assurance Manager, 
Mr Power.  He had occupied that position as at 28 November 2003 for eight months approximately.  He agreed that, over the 
preceding 11 months, his company had been actively involved in promoting AWAs, and as at that date, 150 had signed them, 
being 90% of the workforce.  (A copy of AWAs put to employees since March 2003 and recently amended was tendered).  He 
said that over the 12 months, beginning approximately in October/November 2002, Sealanes had been actively promoting 
AWAs within its workforce. 

74 He said that until the above-named respondents initiated a formal bargaining process in June 2003 there had been no claim by 
respondent organisations for increased wages over and above what the AWA rate of pay was, apart from an increased rate for 
freezer allowance and the TWU requesting additional monies for undertaking additional duties. 

75 He had prepared a document which contained the rates of pay paid to the various callings in Sealanes at Fremantle comparing 
them with the award and the draft enterprise order.   

76 He confirmed that his company buys and sells goods from suppliers and some are frozen goods and need to be maintained in 
freezers, cold rooms and chillers.  Some of the goods, he said, about two-thirds, are dry goods.  Sealanes distribute their own 
goods, not others.  About one-third are frozen.  Sealanes wholesale the goods to restaurants, the casino, to ships and other 
buyers, and formerly to the United States Navy.  Most generally, food is supplied.  The business operates only in Western 
Australia.  The workforce receives goods, unloads trucks, stores products, and works day and night, with a night shift, six days 
a week.  The goods are picked and packed and drivers deliver them to retailers and ships at the docks.  The Sealanes retail shop 
operates seven days a week.   

77 They employ storemen, grade 2, who operate forklifts and truck drivers who deliver goods and shop assistants who sell.  They 
have fish filleters and freezer hands and dry store people (see page 243 (AB)).   
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78 He produced exhibit R3, a comparison of payments under the award.   
79 He said that in the event that the increase sought by the EO remained in place, there are 31 drivers who would be paid, 

$915,000.00 odd under the award presently without overtime; they would be paid $1.156 million if the enterprise order was 
made, namely an extra $177,000.00.  He said that seven night store staff receiving $204,000.00 under the award, it would be 
$220,000.00 under the AWA, and $261,000.00 under the enterprise order.  Seven people in the freezer night shift would be 
paid $212,000.00 under the award, $233,000.00 under the AWA, and an extra $40,000.00 under the enterprise order.  Thirteen 
people in the day store freezer would be paid $394,000.00 under the award, $433,000.00 under the AWA, and an extra 
$74,000.00 under the proposed enterprise order.  Nineteen people in the day store would receive $553,000.00 under the award, 
$599,000.00 under the AWA, and an extra $109,000.00 under the enterprise order.  Twenty one retail people would cost 
another $120,000.00 from what is paid under the AWA.  Five fish processing people would cost an extra $28,680.00, and 28 
clerical employees would cost $816,000.00 under the award, $883,000.00 under the AWA and an extra $160,000.00 under the 
proposed enterprise order.  Further, he said there is additional workers’ compensation premium, payroll tax and overtime, the 
latter costing an extra $114,000.00 (see page 243 (AB)).   
(Paragraphs 80-91 inclusive contain evidence in camera which is not referred to herein). 

80  
81  
82  
83  
84  
85  
86  
87  
88  
89  
90  
91  
92 Mr Power agreed in cross-examination that the problem was that the people who worked under the AWA could be asked to 

work up to 84 hours a week in ordinary time, but he said that they are simply not asked to and do not do so.  They work 
38 hours a week on average.  Mr Power said that they would not work anyone over 38 hours per week.  He described that part 
of the draft enterprise order which suggested 57 hours, Monday to Friday, 9.5 hours a day, could be worked, and the following 
week that one could work two days a week as pie in the sky.  He said it was not workable.  He admitted that there was no legal 
obligation to “flow on” any part of an enterprise order to any employer not covered by it.  He admitted that the Cleland Cold 
Store certified agreement and the Rand National Transport agreement are read in conjunction with the TWU, and all of the 
agreements are read in conjunction with the base awards. 

93 He explained that out of 213 employees 137 were on wages and 76 on salaries.  He sought to draw distinctions between Rand, 
P & O, Clelands and Foodlink and said that most of the Sealanes’ storemen are pickers and pickers do not operate forklifts 
unlike at Rand.  He said that Rand’s business does not compare with Sealanes at all because they store goods for other parties, 
whereas Sealanes buys from suppliers and therefore has to find a market for the goods.  Clelands which has been sold to a 
multinational company also stored frozen goods for third parties.  Foodlink is directly competed with by Sealanes, he said.  
However, he said that Foodlink “is a multinational company … a giant compared to us”.  He denied that extra money was 
being offered to induce employees to sign the AWAs.  He did not agree that Rand got the United States Navy contract. 

94 He agreed that in the Rand Enterprise Agreement a storeman grade 2 at Rand is paid $651.43 per week, that is a storeperson 
grade 2 who has a forklift ticket. 

COMPARISONS 
95 I wish to refer to various comparisons of rates and hours and amounts payable.  A comparison of Sealanes’ rates with other 

employers in the industry as at 23 October 2003 appears in exhibit A7 (pages 339A and 340A (AB)).   
96 That shows that a storeperson operator grade 1 at Clelands Cold Stores Pty Ltd received a base pay of $600.80 per week, 

together with bonus and service pay and a cold store allowance of $25.08 a week.  To these are added where appropriate all 
allowances, and the total is $674.42 per week.  This EBA is pursuant to the SWS Award. 

97 Next, storepersons grade 2 who are employed by P & O Cold Logistics Ltd are paid $752.95 per week with base pay of 
$712.05 per week. 

98 The Rand National Transport Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2002 for storepersons prescribes $651.43 per week base pay, 
plus $30.00 a week cold allowance, equalling $713.43, plus bonus $32.00. 

99 Foodlink pays storepersons grade 3 $693.58 per week in total, and $651.40 base pay. 
100 The average of the four is $708.60 per week against Sealanes $588.00 (my emphasis). 
101 The Clelands Cold Stores (Aust) Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement 2002 (see page 391 (AB) et seq) was registered in this 

Commission on 24 October 2002, about a year before the enterprise order.  It prescribed in clause 28 the sum of $600.80 for 
storeperson operator grade 1, increased by about $40.00 per week on 1 July 2003 and about the same on 1 December 2003.  
There are also service payments of $5.00 per week after six months service, $10.00 per week after 12 months, and $15.00 per 
week after 18 months.  Clause 28. – Wages (see pages 409-410 (AB)) applies. 

102 There is a certified agreement between the SDA and P & O Cold Logistics Ltd (see exhibit A7, pages 422 (AB) et seq) 
certified on 8 November 2001 in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission, which provides a base rate for storeperson 
grade 1 after 1 October 2003 of $680.78 per week and storeperson grade 2 of $712.05 per week after the same date (see 
clause 27. – Wages, page 439 (AB)). 

103 The Rand National Transport Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2002 registered in this Commission on 12 December 2002, 
nearly a year before the enterprise order was made (see pages 451 (AB) et seq) prescribes in clause 7. – Wages (see page 453 
(AB)) that as from 1 August 2003 the wage for full-time employees will be $651.43 per week on a base wage of $580.55 per 
week. The Rand National Transport Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2002 (the Private Transport Industry) was registered on 
20 January 2003 in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (see page 524 (AB)). 
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104 A comparison document (exhibit A8, pages 520-522 (AB)) compares the SWS Award per week with the AWA rate per week 
and calculates it at $550.00, which is Mr Power’s figure, with the addition of $38.00 freezer allowance per week, making 
$588.00 per week in total, and noting that the enterprise order provides a discount of $24.11 a week to the SWA award. 

105 The SWS Award per week prescribes with $24.32 cold storage allowance and tea break and meal allowance, $587.05 per week.  
There is a costing of the two hours per day free overtime over a six day week at $87.06 per week.  Thus, $87.06 plus award 
rate, including cold storage allowance, together with meal breaks, makes a total of $674.11 per week.  Thus, so the calculation 
goes, the proposed enterprise order provides a discount of $24.11 to the SWS Award (see pages 520-521 (AB)). 

106 At page 523 (AB) there is a comparison of truck drivers’ rates between what is paid under the TWG Award and what is paid at 
Sealanes under the AWA.  The base rate grade 3 under the TWG Award (see page 523 (AB)) is $505.20 per week.  Sealanes’ 
employees work a 38 hour week over four days per week for an AWA payment of $550.00 per week.  The comparative award 
rate at 7.5 hours per day together with meal money makes a total of $585.80 according to that comparison. 

107 The Rand National Transport Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2002, certified in the federal Commission (see page 524 (AB)) 
on 20 January 2003, provides an increase based on a 38 hour week, Monday to Friday, up to 31 August 2003 of $14.74 per 
week for a grade 3, and a further $15.33 per week for a grade 3 up to 31 August 2004 (see page 526 (AB)). 

108 The comparison document (see pages 580 (AB) et seq) tendered by Sealanes shows (see page 582 (AB)) that a storeperson 
level 2 under the AWA receives an AWA rate of $550.00 per week, plus freezer allowance of $38.00, Saturday work loading 
of 50% per week, and a forklift allowance, which brings a total of $659.00 per week.  The comparison shows that the SWS 
Award per week prescribes an award rate of $551.40 per week, with $25.10 freezer allowance, making the amount payable 
$576.50, which means, if that is right, that the AWA rate per week exceeds the award by $82.50 per week. 

109 Next, the comparison refers to the price of two hours free overtime per day, Monday to Saturday, being $14.51 multiplied by 
six for six days a week work Monday to Saturday.  The maximum savings is two hours per day for four days not six days, so 
Sealanes asserts.  Thus, so the comparison provided by Sealanes said, if the employee works extra days that is overtime. 

110 A comparison went on to compare the pay of various classifications under the AWA with the pay of the same classifications 
by other employers.  For example, a storeperson grade 1/forklift operator earns $679.44 per week at Clelands, and under the 
AWA he earns $682.74 per week. 

111 A food preparation operator grade 3A is paid $527.49 at D’Orsogna Ltd and $604.00 per week under the AWA by Sealanes 
although that is an Australian Meat Industry Union Award and is of little assistance in this matter. 

112 A grade 3 driver working a 38 hour week employed by Rand receives $582.54 per week, whilst under the AWA he receives 
$586.18 per week. 

113 The union EBA average is recorded at $597.26 per week against a Sealanes average of $629.82 (my emphasis). 
114 I should add that, at first instance, it was conceded that the base rate in the AWA is $1.00 less than the amount paid to a 

storeperson driving a forklift under the SWA award.  The amount in the AWA is $550.00 and the award rate is $551.00.   
115 However, the rate of $42.00 which the AWA base rate was said to exceed the award by was said only to apply to a handful of 

people processing food and not to the bulk of employees at Sealanes who are warehouse personnel and transport workers. 
116 The Sealanes Flexibility Comparison Document (see page 39 (AB)) shows that the enterprise order offers more flexibility and 

a number of cost savings compared to the award.  For example, overtime is not to be paid until an average 38 hour week is 
worked over a 28 days period and ordinary hours can be worked over six days per week as distinct from five days per week for 
the three awards. 

117 The night shift loading is 20% compared to 25 and 30% in the awards, and the rosters can be altered on one week’s notice as 
distinct from one month’s notice in the SWS Award.  Starting time is 6.00am as distinct from 6.30am which gives another half 
hour of ordinary time.  Rostered days off exist not by entitlement but by agreement.  I have already referred to the maximum 
ordinary hours per day of 9.5 in the enterprise as against 7.6 in the awards. 

118 I have also referred to the flexibility afforded by the incorporation of employer accepted AWA clauses in the enterprise order. 
FINDINGS AT FIRST INSTANCE 

119 This is a summary of the findings made by the Commissioner at first instance relevant to this appeal. 
120 The Commissioner at first instance accepted the evidence of each witness. 
121 The Commissioner considered what “fair and reasonable” meant, having regard to the Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary, 

8th Edition. 
122 The Commissioner found that it was “fair and reasonable” that an enterprise order should issue in this instance.  She found that 

even though 91% of Sealanes’ workforce have signed individual AWAs she formed the opinion on the evidence given by the 
six employees and the two union officials in these proceedings about feedback from its membership that it is highly probable 
that all employees who had not as yet signed an AWA wished to be covered by a collective agreement and to be represented by 
their relevant union. 

123 She also found that these employees and the other employees who had refused to sign an individual AWA should have their 
terms and conditions of employment governed by a collective agreement.  By that, she meant an enterprise order.   

124 In making that decision, she took account of the following:- 
(a) The objects contained in s6(ab), (ad), (ae), (af) and (ca) of the Act. 
(b) That employees who have chosen not to be covered by an individual AWA should not be disadvantaged or deprived of 

the right to the terms and conditions of employment of a collective agreement when terms and conditions of 
employment above the award safety nets have not come about through other mechanisms. 

(c) She had regard to s26(1)(a) and (d)(iii) of the Act. 
(d) Since only 13 employees are to be covered by the proposed enterprise order the financial impost on Sealanes was 

therefore minimal. 
(e) There was no evidence to support Sealanes’ claim that disputation would occur if pay rates within its workforce varied if 

it did not “flow on” the increase to AWA employees. 
(f) (i) That Sealanes currently pays different rates of pay to employees undertaking the same work by the payment of 

a higher freezer allowance to AWA employees compared to non AWA employees. 
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(ii) This wage disparity has not caused any disputation. 
(g) Sealanes’ employees currently work under differing industrial instruments and no evidence was given by Sealanes that 

this was causing any difficulties. 
(h) That it was appropriate to issue an enterprise order containing all of the clauses sought by the above-named respondents, 

except clause 11 – Leave.  That in doing so she took account of the fact that the enterprise order sought by the above-
named respondents should include many of the clauses contained in the AWA so as to enable consistency and take into 
account the interests of Sealanes in relation to efficiency and productivity of the workplace. 

(i) That clauses 1, 3, 4, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 proposed by the above-named respondents were similar in meaning to the 
same clauses in the AWA and other clauses proposed by the above-named respondents (except clause 5 – Hours of 
Work, clause 9 – Wages, and clause 18 – Problem Solving Procedures). 

(j) That including clauses 5, 9 and 18 of the proposed enterprise order, the Commissioner took into account the current 
award provisions relevant to these clauses and that some terms of the Sealanes AWAs provided less than the safety nets 
provided in the relevant awards and also that those terms should be rejected. 

(k) That clause 11 relating to leave provisions should be included in the enterprise order (with some minor amendments) 
since this provision was a more comprehensive provision than the leave provision in the AWAs. 

(l) That the proposed clauses 5 and 9 should be included, providing as they do for increased wages in return for flexible 
working arrangements, which flexibilities provided significant economic advantages in return for the wage increase (see 
the attached comparison schedule). 

(m) That the dispute resolution clause shall be should be included because it provides a fairer mechanism than the AWA 
clause. 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS  
125 The decision appealed against is a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 (see 

also Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194).  Thus, it is for the appellant to establish that 
the exercise of the discretion of the Commissioner at first instance miscarried according to the principles laid down in House v 
The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73 WAIG 220 (IAC)).  If the appellant does not 
do so, then there is no warrant in the Full Bench to interfere with the exercise of the discretion at first instance, and there is 
particularly no warrant in the Full Bench to substitute the exercise of its discretion for that of the Commission at first instance.  
The nature of s42I applications was considered and the principles applying to them were laid down by a unanimous Full Bench 
in Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU (2004) 84 WAIG 694 (FB). 

126 This application under s42I of the Act was one made after the Commission had declared under s42H that bargaining had ended 
between negotiating parties.  In fact, it might be more accurate to say that Sealanes was given a notice under s42(1) and did not 
respond to the notice within the prescribed period or responded with a refusal to bargain.  In a letter of 12 September 2003, 
written on behalf of Sealanes, there was a clear refusal to bargain.  However, that does not matter. 

127 No negotiations ever occurred between the parties in relation to this matter after the requisite notice was given and the 
application filed, and, in fact, Sealanes advised the above-named respondents that the matter was to be left to arbitration.  
Sealanes made it clear to the unions, at all material times, that it required its employees to be subject to AWAs.  Sealanes, it is 
clear had no interest in bargaining with the respondent employee organisations and refused to do so. 

128 Back as far as March 2003, whilst the negotiations between the respondent organisations and Sealanes were occurring, 
Sealanes commenced to sign up 180 of its workers to AWAs under the WR Act.  Thirteen employees, most of whom were 
and/or are storepersons subject to the SWS Award, were not content with signing AWAs for reasons which they expressed in 
evidence, and, notwithstanding evidence of some pressure on them by their employer, refused to sign them. 

129 Whilst at first Mr Momber seemed to suggest that the enterprise order and its terms would flow on pursuant to s42J of the Act 
to all employees, including those under AWAs, that, of course, cannot occur in the face of an AWA.  In the end, he correctly 
so conceded. 

130 The percentage of employees of Sealanes presently covered by the enterprise order consists of 9% only. 
131 The Commissioner was required by s42I(1)(c) in relation to the s42I application, subsection (2)(a)(ii), to, act in the following 

manner (see the prescription for how the Commission is to act set down in Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU (FB) (op cit)). 
132 The Commission is required by the provisions to do the following:- 

(a) Consider whether it should make an order providing for any matter that might otherwise be provided for in an industrial 
agreement to which the negotiating parties refer to in paragraph (a). 

(b) Consider whether to make an order, that is an enterprise order, providing for any matter that might otherwise be 
provided for in an industrial agreement to which the initiating party and the person to whom the notice was given under 
s42(1), namely Sealanes in this case, were parties. 

(c) The Commission is empowered to do so irrespective of the provisions of any award, order or industrial agreement 
already in force. 

(d) The Commission is further required to make an order that is fair and reasonable in all the circumstances.  (It follows (see 
Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU (FB) (op cit)), that if it is not fair and reasonable to make an order then the Commission 
does not make one).  Further, it is a requirement that the Commission make an order which contains terms which are fair 
and reasonable in all of the circumstances.  

133 There is no doubt that the Commissioner had jurisdiction to make the orders which were made and that was not a matter raised 
upon appeal, nor can it be reasonably seen how it could have been. 

134 There are signposts to be followed by the Commission under s6 of the Act, the objects section, some of which were referred to 
by the Commissioner and which are required to be referred to by the Commissioner.  These are as follows:- 

“The principal objects of this Act are —  
(a) to promote goodwill in industry and in enterprises within industry; 
(ab) to promote the principles of freedom of association and the right to organise; 
(ad) to promote collective bargaining and to establish the primacy of collective agreements over individual 

agreements; 
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(ae) to ensure all agreements registered under this Act provide for fair terms and conditions of employment; 
(af) to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of an industry and 

enterprises within it, balanced with fairness to the employees in the industry and enterprises; 
(ag) to encourage employers, employees and organisations to reach agreements appropriate to the needs of 

enterprises within industry and the employees in those enterprises; 
(ca) to provide a system of fair wages and conditions of employment;” 

135 There are other statutory requirements about how the Commission was to act in the matter and they are as follows:- 
(a) Pursuant to s26(1)(a) of the Act the Commission shall act according to equity, good conscience and the substantial 

merits of the case without regard to technicalities or legal forms. 
(b) Pursuant to s26(1)(c) the Commission shall have regard for the interests of the persons immediately concerned whether 

directly affected or not, and, where appropriate, for the interests of the community as a whole. 
(c) Pursuant to s26(1)(d) the Commission shall take into consideration to the extent that it is relevant, particularly in this 

case (iii), the capacity of employers as a whole or of an individual employer to pay wages, salaries, allowances or other 
remuneration and to bear the cost of improved or additional conditions of employment. 

(d) Pursuant to s26(1)(d)(v) the Commission shall take into consideration any changes in productivity that have occurred or 
are likely to occur. 

(e) Pursuant to s26(1)(d)(vi) the Commission shall take into consideration the need to facilitate the efficient organisation 
and performance of work according to the needs of an industry and enterprises within it, balanced with fairness to the 
employees in the industry and enterprises. 

(f) Pursuant to s26(1)(d)(vii) the Commission shall take into consideration the need to encourage employers, employees 
and organisations to reach agreements appropriate to the needs of enterprises and the employees in those enterprises. 

136 There are a number of matters of fact and factors which it is necessary to consider:- 
(a) That there are only 13 employees who seek to be regulated by the enterprise order. 
(b) That there was no evidence to the contrary and it is quite clear that competitors of Sealanes engaged in the same 

industry, and paid more generally than Sealanes to employees in the classifications concerned in this application. 
(c) That these included Clelands, P&O, Rand and Foodlink. 
(d) That increases to the wages of employees of competitors and of employers in the same industry in EBAs and other 

industrial instruments predated the increase contained in the enterprise order by a period of up to a year.  As did the 
increase of over award payments in the AWA made available to award employees. 

(e) That the EBAs tendered, and to which I have referred above, Foodlink, Clelands and Rand, are all agreements to which 
the unions or their federal related or counterpart unions were parties, at the material times, and contains, to a substantial 
extent, the classifications common to Sealanes such as transport employees, freezer and warehouse personnel, all of 
whom do similar things. 

(f) That the other agreements mentioned by Mr Momber have unions, other than these unions as parties and refer to some 
employees who do not carry on similar occupations to those employed by Sealanes and its competitors. 

(g) That Mr Power admitted that Foodlink was in the same industry. 
(h) (i)  That even though a figure of $40.00-$50.00 increase as being acceptable was mentioned by Mr Dawson, there 

was no evidence that it was done authoritatively and on behalf of the respondents.  Further, that was a matter to 
be considered in bargaining if Sealanes was interested.  Sealanes did not want to bargain.  Sealanes wanted to 
have its employees parties to AWAs.  There was of course, no bargaining process.  That amount therefore, even 
if it were authoritatively mentioned by Mr Dawson, which it was not, is therefore of no relevance or weight. 

(ii) That Mr Pritchard gave evidence that he agreed with what was claimed, and there was no wish on the part of 
Sealanes to negotiate with the unions, who were entitled then to have their claim heard and determined on the 
merits.  That is what Sealanes said should occur and it did.  This bears out what I have just said. 

(iii) That, therefore, what one union offers as a figure to be discussed is, in the face of the evidence from both sides 
as to the merits of this matter, irrelevant. 

(iv) That the question of what offers might have been made in accordance with the AWA in the course of 
negotiations was thoroughly irrelevant.  The fact of the matter is that Sealanes did not engage in any 
negotiations at all and opposed the application without making any counter proposal.  The question therefore is 
whether the exercise of the discretion of the Commissioner at first instance miscarried in awarding $100.00 per 
week by way of wage. 

(i) That the members, in any event, required a substantial increase and made that known to their representatives.  (There is 
no evidence that the members disagreed with the figure claimed). 

(j) That all of the employees seeking the enterprise order are engaged in storage, warehousing, food distribution, transport, 
supply and freezer processing. 

(k) That all are covered by the scope clause of the award and there are EBAs registered in this Commission in relation to 
the TWG Award and the SWS Award. 

(l) That all of the employers subject to the award and subject to the EBAs, and Sealanes, were clearly, from Mr Dawson’s 
evidence and Mr Power’s evidence, engaged in the same industry.  The evidence differentiated them in degree only. 

(m) Foodlink was admitted to be a competitor whilst the others, such as P&O, Rands and Clelands were not admitted to be.  
Even if what is said is that they are not comparable for the purposes of competition, they are comparable as belonging 
to the same industry as Sealanes and the enterprises therein. 

(n) That, as a matter of fact, the amount sought by these employees of $650.00 per week is less than the $708.00 per week 
paid by some competitors to employees in the same classifications and more than the $550.00 per week paid pursuant to 
the AWAs to the 180 fellow employees. 

(o) That, as a matter of fact, notwithstanding the assertions of Mr Power who gave evidence on behalf of Sealanes, there 
was no direct evidence from employees or any direct evidence that there would be industrial disputation or such unrest 
as to compel Sealanes to pay an amount equal to that awarded to employees under the enterprise order to the 180 other 
employees. 
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(p) That as a matter of fact the amount payable to 13 employees only is a small amount and could not foreseeably have any 
effect on the financial situation of the company.  It was not said in evidence that by itself it would. 

(q) That whilst in a narrow and competitive market Sealanes was not “on the bones of its backside” and was not likely to 
suffer serious financial difficulty in the short term and certainly could afford to pay the amount of the increase sought to 
the 13 employees. 

(r) That the AWA provided that an employee could be required to work 80 hours a week or at least 72 hours on seven days 
of the week which, whether such provision was invoked or not, is, by itself, a thoroughly unfair and unreasonable clause 
and it was open to so find, particularly in comparison with the hours clause in the enterprise order.  

(s) That because of the maximum of 9.5 hours which was capable of being worked a day under the enterprise order, instead 
of 7.6 hours per day under the award, there were 21 hours extra ordinary time which could be worked Monday to 
Friday.  Further, on a Saturday, as much as 9.5 hours of ordinary time could be worked without attracting loadings or 
overtime payments.   

(t) That this could save monies on what was required to be paid out under the award in a sum of as much as $123.00 or as 
little as $23.00.  This is what would occur if an employer chose to work the employees Monday to Friday. 

(u) That there is a 5% discount on shift loadings amounting to $25.00 to $28.00, depending on the classification. 
(v) That the enterprise order provides a 20% night shift loading, but it applies only to hours actually worked. 
(w) That, therefore, the reduction of hours in the enterprise order which still provide 19 hours at low rates, that is without 

overtime, per week at the instance of the employer in the draft enterprise order is, on all of the evidence, fair to 
employees and the employer. 

(x) That the day now begins under the enterprise order at 6.00am, not 6.30am, and ends at 6.00pm.  Thus, there is a half 
hour extra worked from start with no overtime.  This saves, too, the 50% Saturday loading, giving a saving of 
approximately $20.00 per week. 

(y) That, further, rosters can now be fixed by agreement and do not require the giving of one month’s notice. 
(z) That the calculations made on the award of the flexibility available and the figures involved and adopted by the 

Commissioner indicate that $100.00 per week is a fair and reasonable amount.  The flexibility offered is borne out by 
the large number of AWA conditions adopted as terms of the enterprise order and significantly not opposed by 
Sealanes. 

(aa) That there was no opposition to the improved grievance procedure clause. 
(bb) That it is quite clear on the evidence that Sealanes wished all employees, and, indeed, pressured some persons to enter 

the AWAs at the same time as the unions were attempting to negotiate a collective bargain with it. 
(cc) That there is no evidence that the amount sought to be paid for wages by this application is unfair or unreasonable or 

oppressive or unable to be paid. 
(dd) That employees who signed AWAs will be less well off is not at all relevant, having regard to the fact that they elected 

to enter into those agreements, and employees who wish their unions to bargain for them under the Act have every right 
to do so.  Indeed, the Act encourages and facilitates such an event occurring. 

(ee) That the order was not convincingly contested except for the increase in wages sought.  The change in hours sought was 
not convincingly contested and the new grievance clause was not.  Further the productivity and efficiency of the 
enterprise was to be maintained by a fair wage for all award employees and by simultaneously maintaining clauses 
acceptable to the employee since they were in the AWAs in the interests of productivity and workplace efficiency. 

137 It was open to find and the Commissioner was correct to find therefore:- 
(a) That there was flexibility which would afford substantial cost benefits to Sealanes. 
(b) That the amount of the wage sought was quite fair. 
(c) That all of the amendments were fair and reasonable. 
(d) That the enterprise order itself was fair and reasonable and it was not contended otherwise, except in relation to the two 

clauses which I have mentioned. 
(e) That there was no obligation to allow the AWAs to operate as an estoppel. 
(f) That the amount sought to be awarded was no so large or unfair that it should not be awarded. 
(g) That it will in any event end at about the same time as the AWAs end. 
(h) That there was no or no persuasive evidence that there would be disputation or any requirement of an increase in the 

wage of AWA employees; nor was it said that such an increase would occur, nor was it was said when it would be.  
Mr Power was somewhat circumspect in these matters. 

(i) That, having regard to all of the objects of the Act and s26(1)(a) and the interests of all of the parties, it was open to 
make the order which was made for the reasons which the Commissioner expressed. 

138 The Commissioner then incorporated a number of clauses and bargaining order generally in the terms sought. 
139 The decision appealed against is a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis (op cit) (see also Coal and 

Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others (op cit)). 
140 Therefore, it is incumbent upon the appellant to establish that the order made at first instance was in error because it was made 

by an error in the exercise of the discretion at first instance and that must be established pursuant to the principles laid down in 
House v The King (op cit) (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (IAC) (op cit) and a large number of cases in this 
Commission).  Unless that is established by the appellant, then there is no warrant in the Full Bench to interfere with the 
decision of the Commissioner at first instance, and certainly no warrant in the Full Bench to substitute the exercise of its 
discretion for that of the Commissioner at first instance. 

Ground 1(a) 
141 In ground 1 there were a number of allegations of errors of fact. 
142 By this ground, it was alleged that the Commissioner at first instance erred in fact by increasing the payment for ordinary hours 

of work by $100.00 per week with annual increments whilst failing to properly take into account the cost impact on Sealanes’ 
business in its competitive environment.  There was evidence of a competitive environment and evidence that Sealanes was not 
down and out but was taking steps to turn things around.  There was no evidence of a continuing serious loss being 
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experienced or likely to be experienced by Sealanes.  There was some evidence that there would be a loss if the enterprise 
order was made, but it was not at all conclusive that a loss might be suffered if all of the wages employees were to be paid an 
extra $100.00 per week on their base rate wage, costing another $743,000.00.  However, the fact of the matter is that this 
increase was not being sought for 146 employees on AWAs, but for 13 employees and their total amount of increase per 
annum would therefore be $67,600.00.  That would be required to be paid under the enterprise order.  There is no evidence at 
all that such a small amount would cause loss or long term loss to Sealanes.  Thus, having regard to s26(1)(d)(iii), as she did, 
and as she was required to do, the Commissioner was correct in finding that such an increase relating to only 13 employees, the 
Commissioner so found.  She was correct.  Under s26(1)(d)(iii), the Commissioner was required to consider, inter alia, the 
capacity of an employer to pay wages, salaries, allowances or other remuneration, and the Commissioner clearly did so.  It was 
also impliedly part of this ground and expressly part of ground 1(b). 

143 It was properly conceded by Mr Power in evidence and eventually by Mr Momber (of Counsel) for Sealanes that there was no 
flow-on of the benefits conferred by an enterprise order made on this application to employees who were parties to AWAs ((ie) 
146 employees) required by law or any written law. 

144 The terms of the WR Act, s170VQ and s170VR to which I have referred above, make that entirely clear.  There is in the face of 
that Commonwealth legislation no provision of the Act which can require a flow-on to AWA employees of an enterprise order.  
The crux of the argument that Sealanes did not have the capacity to pay was that the employer would voluntarily have to offer 
the increase of $100.00 per week to the other employees on AWAs, otherwise there would be industrial disharmony because 
some employees, that is 13, would have much higher wages than the majority.  This was a situation, according to Mr Power, 
which Sealanes would not and could not tolerate.  Mr Power said in evidence that the company could not afford to pay that 
extra $100.00 per week, and would have to find a away around the order or it would have to appeal against it.  However, there 
was no or no sufficient evidence of that.  In any event, the employees and the employer elected to enter into AWAs at or about 
the same time as some negotiations took place between the respondents and Sealanes.  Thus, the employees and Sealanes 
elected to take that path and the fact that they did should not constitute a bar to this claim. 

145 There was, of course, evidence that a $12.90 per week greater freezer allowance was paid to AWA employees than to award 
employees.  This was $38.00 compared to $25.10.  Whilst that was queried by the unions, it did not lead to industrial harmony 
when Sealanes refused to apply it to award employees.  However, it is fair to say that it is not an amount readily comparable to 
$100.00 a week difference. 

146 The Commissioner at first instance found that there was no evidence that disputation would occur if the rates within the 
workforce varied.  I note that no employee was called to give evidence otherwise, and no union witness said that that would 
occur.  Mr Power’s evidence was that he had predicted that unrest would occur.  Indeed, the uncontradicted evidence of 
Mr Pritchard, in particular, was that it was not in the interests of employees, unions and the employer if that were to occur and 
that they would work through it.  It would, however, be disingenuous to infer that such a difference might not cause discontent 
which is different from disputation.  However, when that might occur, whether it is required to be resolved, or what might 
resolve it is not definite on a consideration of his evidence.  In any event, it is to be noted that Sealanes and those employees 
who signed AWAs did so at a time when the unions were attempting to bargain collectively, and the employer has had the 
benefit for some months of rates of pay lower than are claimed in this application.  The AWA, too, is due to expire after the 
enterprise order.  Further, there are already two industrial instruments operating in the workplace, in any event, namely the 
award and the AWAs.  In addition, all of the increases granted under the EBAs of comparative or competitive employers 
predate by up to a year these increases. 

147 In addition, the employer well knew or ought to have known that award employees are entitled through their organisations to 
collectively bargain for an enterprise agreement.  That right is specifically and expressly conferred by the Act, whether they 
were being paid the same rate as those on AWAs or not. 

148 In addition, the enterprise order includes many of the clauses currently contained in the AWA which are included to enable 
consistency and maintain efficiency and productivity within the workplace, as the Commissioner found, and it was not 
contended otherwise.  What is, of course, a primary consideration is that the Act directs as an object and provides a mechanism 
for collective bargaining supported in the end by the Commission’s power to make enterprise orders.  Thus, as the 
Commissioner correctly found, employees have chosen not to be covered by an industrial AWA and should not be 
disadvantaged in the terms and conditions which they seek if they wish to adhere to an award and to seek an enterprise order 
arising out of failed negotiations for an EBA based on the award (see s26(1)(c), s6(ab), s6(ae), s6(af), s6(ag), and s6(ca) of the 
Act).  In any event, there were other relevant factors which she took into account and was entitled to take into account.  
Cogently, however, the Commissioner was entitled to make the order which she made having regard to the facts and factors 
which I have listed above in paragraphs 135 and 136 hereof, as well as well as having regard to s6 of the Act and s26(1)(a) and 
s26(1)(c), on the basis that to do so was fair and reasonable and justified by the equity, good conscience and substantial merits 
of the case.  The Commissioner at first instance did not err in finding as she did on this point. 

Ground 1(b) 
149 The duty of the Commissioner was to consider what was fair and reasonable in all of the circumstances and whether it was fair 

and reasonable to make an order in the terms sought.  It is to be noted that the phrase “fairness and reasonableness” is to be 
judged in all of the circumstances of the case (see Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU (FB) (op cit) at page 701 per Sharkey P, 
Coleman CC and Beech SC).  The Commissioner took that correct approach. 

150 By ground 1(b) it is alleged that the Commissioner at first instance did not use any proper method of evaluation to determine or 
justify increasing the payment for ordinary hours by $100.00 per week with annual increment.  The reason it was said which 
the Commissioner gave was that she did not wish to undermine the award safety net, including the AWA hours of work, wage 
clauses, and dispute resolution clause in the enterprise order.  Further, she expressed herself satisfied that flexibilities would be 
delivered to Sealanes by the enterprise order justifying the receipt of increased wages.  Of course, the reference to such a 
“safety net” was obviously not expressed as a compulsory requirement but as a factor which the Commissioner was taking into 
account. 

151 The schedule containing a comparison of flexibilities offered under the proposed enterprise order, being a schedule to the 
reasons for decision of the Commissioner, sets out a comparison, which was not disputed, of what was offered under the 
enterprise order, the SWS Award, the TWG Award, and the FIA Award (see page 39 (AB)).  There is a listing there of 
comparative benefits which the enterprise order offers compared to the awards.  These reveal that under clause 5 of the 
enterprise order, compared to the awards, an average 38 hours per week over 28 days will be worked before overtime is to be 
paid.  That is more than 38 hours can be worked in some weeks before overtime is paid.  This compares with the SWS Award 
which requires overtime to be paid after 76 hours worked in a two week cycle.  Thus, it limits ordinary hours to 38 hours per 
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week.  The TWG Award, whilst providing a maximum 38 hours per week to be worked, requires overtime to be paid after 
working eight hours in any one day, unlike the enterprise order.  The FIA Award requires that all additional hours over 
38 hours per week are to be paid at overtime rates. 

152 Clause 5 of the enterprise order is palpably more flexible than the equivalent provisions of the awards or the AWA.  The 
proposed enterprise order also provides for ordinary hours to be worked over six days a week, that is without overtime, unlike 
the three awards which provide for ordinary hours to be worked over five days per week. 

153 The night shift loading provided for by the enterprise order is 20%, whilst the SWS Award provides 25%, the TWG Award 
provides 30%, and the FIA Award provides 25%.  Again an advantage is provided by the enterprise order. 

154 Next, the enterprise order is also advantageous in providing a 50% loading for Saturday work compared to double time after 
12.00 noon on Saturdays in the SWS and TWG Awards.  (The FIA Award is silent). 

155 Next the enterprise order provides that rosters can be altered by employers on one week’s notice, which is different from the 
SWS Award which requires that rosters be posted one month in advance.  (The other two awards are silent). 

156 Ordinary hours start under the enterprise order at 6.00am, half an hour earlier than under the SWS Award.  (The other two 
awards are silent). 

157 There are rostered days off to be taken by agreement under the enterprise order, and by entitlement under the three awards. 
158 Under the enterprise order there are 9.5 hours to be worked per day as a maximum of ordinary hours, which is more than that 

permissible under the SWS Award which prescribes a maximum of 7.6 hours per day.  (The other two awards are silent). 
159 It was open to find, and the Commissioner was correct to find, that a great deal of flexibility compared to the awards under 

which the 13 employees worked, was afforded by the terms of the enterprise order.  The material concerned comes from 
documents, industrial instruments, evidence and submissions.  In addition, a freezer allowance for storemen is higher under the 
AWA than that paid to award employees in the amount of $12.90 per week.  Presumably that does not apply to truck drivers or 
others who do not work in the freezing areas, and therefore it could not readily be taken into account to justify the $100.00 per 
week rise. 

160 However, there was clear evidence that some other employees, who were described as competitors in the classifications 
involved in this matter, were paid $660.00 per week and nearer the $700.00 per week mark by competitors who were named, 
including Rand.  This claim is less than that.  However, the evidence of Mr Power was that the award employees were paid, as 
were the AWA employees, $550.00 per week.  In the case of the award employees, it was not disputed that this was $42.00 
over the base rates in the awards presumably for all the classifications in the awards employed at Sealanes.  Mr Pope submitted 
that the average in the industry was $708.00 per week.  The average, according to Mr Momber, was $597.26 per week, and 
Sealanes AWA amount was $629.82 per week. 

161 What this application seeks is $100.00 higher than what is in the AWA. 
162 The Commissioner does not attempt to quantify the flexibility gains which were undoubtedly offered and available from the 

unions.  However, in my opinion, it is difficult to do so in precise terms.  It was conceded that it was difficult, if not 
impossible, to determine what the flexibilities were in monetary amounts, having regard to the fact that there were varied hours 
rosters which were an obstacle to a finding of the amount involved.  (As to lack of precision not necessarily being an obstacle 
to a finding, on the balance of probabilities, see Steele v Clarke and Nicholls (2003) 83 WAIG 2813 (FB)).  That employees on 
the same classifications are paid $100.00 extra in similar enterprises or an enterprise without any evidence of the same 
flexibility features being offered is sufficient justification, and, in my opinion, alone could have supported the finding made by 
the Commissioner.  These do not even take into account the extra flexibility afforded by the inclusion of a number of AWA 
clauses without objection in the enterprise order. 

163 I repeat my observations about these matters in relation to ground 1(a) hereof.  The order was justified by the flexibility 
contained in the AWA clauses incorporated in the enterprise order and by the extra flexibility afforded by the terms of the 
enterprise order to itself to which I have referred above.  Further, it was justified by the difference between the freezer 
allowances payable under the AWA and under the award, the comparability of remuneration in other enterprises in the industry 
and the several months to a year saved for the employer by the delay in the order being made, as well as the other factors to 
which I have referred above.  During the years delay I should add, of course, the wages in the Sealanes enterprise were pegged 
to the AWA, actually from March 2003 to February 2004, constituting a substantial saving. 

164 At page 520 (AB) there is a demonstration of the costs saved by flexibility.  There was also evidence from Mr Pritchard, and 
reflected in the averaging document tendered, that the amount paid was less than the average rates and conditions of employees 
working for Sealanes’ competitors, including Foodlink, P & O and Clelands, the SWS Award applying to each of these 
operations.  Further, there are other benefits by way of flexibility included in the award, the most significant being the offering 
of the option of working employees their ordinary hours six days per week instead of five days per week. 

165 In addition, there is the substantial uncontroverted evidence of Mr Pritchard and Mr Dawson of the amount of $650.00 to 
$700.00 odd being paid to employees in similar classifications by competitors. 

166 That ground, for those reasons, is not made out. 
Ground 1(c) 
167 I refer to ground 1(c).  By that ground it is alleged that the decision was not fair and reasonable in the circumstances because 

Sealanes was already paying its employees for ordinary hours of work, allowances and loading which took the rate of pay well 
above that prescribed in any award or agreement which applied to or was comparative with the employees of Sealanes.  This 
applied to the classifications affected by the enterprise order, namely storepersons, truck drivers and food processing 
employees.  The rate for a storeperson operator grade 2 is $551.40, which is $1.40 above the award rate.  Further, overtime 
under the award is paid at double time or time and a half and the start time is 6.30am instead of 6.00am, both features being 
different to what occurs under the enterprise order.  In addition, the AWA provides for 72 to 84 hours per week, which is, were 
it applied, literally an unconscionable number of hours.  It should be added, however, that that which is not included in the 
award cannot be enforced under the award and is not constituted as part of the award. 

168 One other consideration, which was not argued in this matter, but which I would think was relevant, was that the award as an 
industrial instrument should be properly brought up to date.  To do so requires the addition of $42.00, even if it is the $42.00 
being already paid to put them on an equal basis with AWA employees.  Primarily, of course, the comparison to be made is 
with what the award offers.  In my opinion, the extra amount of $42.00 paid above the award, which was paid for lesser 
flexibility, and, on the evidence, was not a sufficient premium for the flexibility offered on the evidence of Mr Dawson.  It was 
certainly not sufficient to nullify the increase sought or to reduce it.  That flexibility did not take the pay rate well above that 
prescribed in an award or agreement which applied to or was comparative with the employees of Sealanes.  However, it was 
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justified in finding that it warranted it, along with the other factors to which I have referred, including the freezer rate of $13.00 
per week.  I refer also to the justification of the fairness and reasonableness of the order and its terms as I refer to it too, in 
relation to grounds 1(a) and (b).  Thus, the terms were fair and reasonable. 

Ground 1(d) 
169 By this ground it is alleged that the Commissioner did not properly evaluate, if at all, the productivity of trade offs or 

flexibilities which the Commissioner determined justified an increase for the payment for ordinary hours of $100.00 a week 
plus increments.  I have already said that the Commissioner evaluated the productivity trade-offs insofar as she was able to do 
so, also producing a schedule of comparison of findings, that there was sufficient evidence to justify the $100.00 per week plus 
increments.  I have explained why.  In addition, there are, because of the translation of so many AWA provisions to the 
enterprise order, more flexibility and trade-offs than in the comparison sheet.  In any event, as I have explained flexibility and 
trade-offs were not the only fact or factor which could justify the making of the order.  There were many.  The question was 
whether it was fair and reasonable to make the order, not merely whether there was sufficient trade-offs.  The order, in its 
terms of course, was not confined to an increase in wages and an offer of more flexible hours.  There was of course no 
contention that the AWA terms incorporated in the enterprise order did not afford increased flexibility.  There was some attack 
on the hours but it was not asserted that it was not fair and reasonable to order them merely that they did not justify the 
ordering of an increased wage.  On a fair reading, the orders sought were better than those contained in the award and fairer 
than those in the AWAs.  They did certainly justify to some extent the increased wages.  There is no merit in that ground. 

Ground 1(e) 
170 By that ground it is alleged that the Commissioner used comparatives, awards and agreements to justify an increase in the 

payment for ordinary hours of work when that increase should only have been considered in terms of Sealanes’ capacity to pay 
in relation to the business it carries on and the competition it faces in the market place. 

171 The capacity to pay is one of the factors which the Commissioner is bound to consider in this case in the capacity of its 
competition, for the reasons which I have expressed above (see s26(1)(d)(iii) of the Act).  It may be a determining factor, as 
any factor may be, but, in this case, it is not. 

172 The Commissioner did use comparative awards and agreements to justify an increase in wages and was entitled to use them. 
173 In my opinion, the Commissioner was entitled to have regard to what was paid to employees of the same and similar 

classifications employed in Foodlink, which was admitted by Mr Power to be a competitor of Sealanes, and to compare awards 
and agreements and reach a conclusion about the application by comparing it with other persons who might be established to 
have been competitors or who were engaged in the same industry as well.  Rand, Clelands, P & O and Foodlink were, on the 
evidence, in the same industry.  More relevantly and importantly, they were subject to the awards and parties to EBAs 
registered in this Commission. 

174 The enterprise order is confined to 13 employees. 
175 I also observe that it was accepted that a number of other employers described as competitors are subject by common rule to 

the same award. 
176 Therefore, what they pay to their employees in the same or similar classifications is relevant.  Some attempt was made to 

distinguish employers said to be competitors, on the basis that they were multi-national companies or companies which were 
members of multi-national groups, or subsidiary companies in them.   

177 Other attempts were made to distinguish competitor employers and in the same industry on the basis that they did not sell or 
buy goods but stored them for other people and distributed them for others. 

178 No distinction was attempted on the basis that the drivers and storemen and freezer workers and other employees did 
substantially the same work in all of the relevant enterprises although, in one premises forklifts were used more than in 
Sealanes premises.  However, substantially, the classifications in each were the same.  In this case, the enterprises involved 
relevantly the similar organisations engaged in the collection by truck, the storage, the picking and loading of goods and the 
distribution of goods by truck afterwards, either by sale or by delivery to or for their owner.  Thus, agreements and the 
conditions under them entered into by the persons under the same award who are competitors of Sealanes and who carry on 
similar or comparable enterprises, are entirely relevant and should have led to the conclusion that the AWAs produced a base 
wage at the lower end of what was paid for warehouse and distribution employees subject to other industrial instruments to 
which I have referred above. 

179 One of the strongest points of comparison was the industrial agreements made between the unions, Sealanes, Rands, P & O 
and Clelands, particularly the EBAs registered in this Commission. The strongest point of comparison is agreements to be 
registered in this jurisdiction for award employees and what is paid under them, as well as what is actually paid otherwise by 
employers subject to the award and/or engaged in the industry.  That is because what is achieved by collective bargaining or 
paid in this and other jurisdictions as a base rate is comparable to what was ordered here where the enterprise order is made 
when collective bargaining fails. 

180 The AWA is not necessarily a valid reference point because it is in fact a contract negotiated between employer and employee, 
whether through a bargaining agent or not.  Thus, it is reached by an entirely different process.  It is not the result of collective 
bargaining or arbitration and is in fact achieved by different dynamics.  It is certainly not judged before it is registered 
according to the process of arbitration which itself takes place pursuant to the objects and other provisions of the Act including 
but not confined to s26(1)(a).  I would therefore add that the AWA should not be regarded as a strong point of comparison.  
Whilst relevant, it is far from determinative in the face of all of the other factors.  Even if it is of course, it is apparent that it 
affords, as far as the wages are concerned, a wage at the lighter end of the comparative scale of wages paid by employers in the 
industry. 

181 The capacity of Sealanes to pay which was said to relate to the amount of competition which it faces, was considered at first 
instance and I have expressed my opinions of that factor above. 

Ground 1(f) 
182 By that ground it is alleged that the Commissioner wrongly presumed that the increase in pay for ordinary hours of work only 

applied to 9% of the workforce.  There is nothing concrete in the evidence to suggest that the AWA will be replaced in the 
future.  Further, the enterprise order cannot affect its operation.  I have already observed that there is no basis for such a 
submission in law and I have also explained the significance of the existence of AWAs as a fact.  That ground is not made out. 
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Ground 1(g) 
183 By that ground it is alleged that over 91% of Sealanes’ workforce refused to support the above-named respondents’ application 

for an enterprise order under any terms.  Whilst the Commissioner did not consider that fact, there is some inaccuracy about 
the allegation.  What happened is that 91% of people accepted the AWAs when, on the uncontroverted evidence, some 
employees were pressured or importuned to sign and that this was done before the terms of the EBA were known and whilst 
Sealanes was refusing to enter or delayed entry into a bargaining process with the unions.  There are two systems available in 
this State.  One is that under the federal legislation which includes industrial terms and conditions being agreed by individuals 
under AWAs amongst others.  The other, which 13 employees in this matter availed themselves of, was to use the state 
legislation to attempt to arrive at an agreement by collective bargainings through their unions.  It is entirely irrelevant that 91% 
opted to enter into a different industrial agreement with their employer.  They were entitled to do that just as those who sought 
a collective bargain were entitled to do that also.  If such bargaining does not bear fruit an organisation representing employees 
can seek an enterprise order which is what occurred.  That ground is not made out. 

Ground 1(h) 
184 By ground 1(h) it is alleged that the Commissioner failed to consider the flow on effect which the order would have on the rest 

of Sealanes’ employees.  In fact, the Commissioner did.  The only effect which it was submitted was likely was that there 
might be discontent amongst employees who did not receive the benefit of the order and who were tied to the terms of the 
AWA.  There are already two different industrial instruments in the workplace and two different rates of pay prescribed by 
industrial instruments, and they have not caused real disputation yet.  The Commissioner considered that along with s26(1)(a) 
and (d)(iii) of the Act, and I have too above.  The Commissioner considered the impost of the enterprise order to be minimal, 
affecting, as it does, only 13 employees, and that is correct.  It is unnecessary to consider that further.  It can have no effect on 
the decision at first instance.  That ground is not made out. 

Ground 1(i) 
185 By this ground it is alleged that the Commissioner did not take into account the effect which the order would have on Sealanes’ 

capacity to compete effectively in the marketplace.  Again, as I have said above, she did consider that factor, as I have too 
above, and I repeat what I said there.  That ground is not made out. 

Ground 1(j) 
186 By that ground it is alleged that the increase in payment for ordinary hours was not related to or justified by any movement in 

wages or other economic indicia which would normally apply to such an increase.  I would observe that it is an allegation, at 
least partly, in error.  I say that because indicia included movements in industrial instruments and the rates paid by the 
employer to AWA employees and also to award employees, as well as a sum apportionable to the flexibilities and comparable 
to that paid by some competitors.  In any event, there were a number of other factors as well which I have already observed 
which justified the decision.  There is no error, as there alleged, established.  That ground is not made out. 

Ground 1(k) 
187 By that ground it is alleged that the increase in payment for ordinary hours had no factual justification, particularly when 

considered in relation to the evidence for the above-named respondents, in particular that of Mr Dawson who confirmed that 
$100.00 per week was only claimed for ordinary hours of work to put pressure on Sealanes.  Mr Pritchard did not agree with 
that in any event.  However, the increase sought was not admitted by the employee in any way, and if, having regard to all of 
the factors, the sum of $100.00 increase on the award rates was adjudged fair and reasonable by the Commissioner and she was 
correct in reaching such a conclusion, then there can be no complaint.  Sealanes did not want coverage of its employees by 
anything but AWAs.  No offer was made, any increase was opposed, and no bargaining occurred, so that the matter had to be 
arbitrated.  What Mr Dawson said was uncertain and what his opinion was was not relevant to the ultimate order in these 
proceedings and the duty of the Commissioner to apply s26(1)(a) and s42I(3) and the other provisions of the Act as well to 
consider the evidence and make findings.  There was more than sufficient factual justification for the order, for the reasons 
which I have expressed above.  No error was therefore established on that ground.  That ground fails. 

Ground 1(l) 
188 By ground 1(l) it was alleged there was no factual justification for an enterprise order which provided entitlement greater than 

Sealanes’ employees currently receive.  There was factual justification for the reasons which I have expressed above.  That 
ground fails. 

Ground 2 
189 I now turn to ground 2 reiterating that ground 2(d) was abandoned. 
Ground 2(a) 
190 By that ground it was alleged that the Commissioner erred in law because she provided no reasons for decision which would 

allow the critical analysis of the enterprise order.  The Commissioner is required, pursuant to s35 of the Act, as a statutory duty 
to provide sufficiently detailed reasons to enable the parties to understand her reasoning.  In accordance with s35 and the 
principles laid down in Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd (1991) 71 WAIG 913 (FB), it is clear that the 
Commissioner complied with her statutory duty to give reasons.  She considered the evidence in some detail.  She made 
findings about what “fair and reasonable” meant (see paragraphs 61-63).  She gave detailed reasons why it was fair and 
reasonable to make the decision (see paragraphs 61-68).  She gave reasons why the terms of the enterprise order should be 
included.  One reason was, of course, that many of the terms were not opposed since they were similar to or identical to the 
terms of the AWA.  In any event, it will be apparent that there is a compliance with the statute from my summary of the 
reasons given earlier in these reasons.  Thus, on the authority of Ruane v Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit), 
there were sufficient reasons provided by the Commissioner to comply with the Commissioner’s statutory duty and that ground 
fails. 

Ground 2(b) 
191 By this ground it was alleged that Commissioner erred in law in deciding as she did, and that, in particular, as I understand it, 

the decision was in conflict with the signposts erected by s6(a), (c), (f), (g) and (h) of the Act.  It was submitted that the 
decision was one which would not promote good will in the industry and in this enterprise within the industry.  In my opinion, 
whilst there might be discontent because the award employees have gained an increase which the AWA employees have not, 
that should not, in the circumstances of this case, be permitted to be an obstacle to an order which the Commission is entitled 
to make which is fair and reasonable and which is not opposed, except in relation to two or three clauses and only one of those 
with any vigour.  There was also some discontent because pressure was brought to bear at least on some employees to sign 
AWAs, but that has not led to industrial disputation.  Mr Piccinnini, Mr Buktenica, Mr Fedele, although not a member of the 
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unions concerned in this matter, and Mr Avesti gave evidence to this effect.  Further, for a whole lot of reasons, the making of 
the order fulfils the objects of the Act.  In particular, given that this order was made as part the expressed object of the Act to 
promote the principles of freedom of association of the right to organise, it certainly achieved that object (see s6(ab) of the 
Act).  That is because it enabled employees, through their registered organisation, to bargain in relation to their terms and 
conditions of employment.  Further, the order is made pursuant to the legislative scheme existing and identified by to s6(ac) 
whereby the Act promotes collective bargaining and establishes the primacy of collective agreements over individual 
agreements.  That is clearly the case.  The order is sought in order to impose the terms of a collective agreement sought by 
collective bargaining, which bargaining process was opposed by Sealanes.  Whilst collective bargaining agreements cannot 
have a legislative primacy over federal AWAs, they are required to have philosophical primacy over individual agreements and 
the terms of the AWAs cannot be used to impede or reduce the effect of collective bargaining or enterprise orders (see s6(ad)). 

192 I would add that the fact that there are only 13 employees does not, according to those objects and under s26(1)(a) and (c) of 
the Act, create an obstacle to the enterprise order being made, nor should an order therefore be made in the same terms as the 
91% who signed the AWAs.  As was correctly conceded, the AWA is not varied or affected by the enterprise order; nor would 
I add is an AWAs terms the terms which should necessarily be determined as fair and reasonable for the purposes of s42I. 

193 Next, the Commission (see s6(ae)), and by the requirement of s26(1)(a) of the Act, is required to ensure that all agreements 
registered under the Act provide for fair terms and conditions of employment.  That translates itself in s42I of the Act into a 
requirement that an order be made only if it is fair and reasonable to do so and if by implication the terms thereof are fair and 
reasonable.  For the reasons which I have already expressed, the order was fair and reasonable.  Further, in a case where 
AWAs had been promoted and it would seem expedited as an industrial instrument in the Sealanes workplace, the enterprise 
order by its flexibility accompanied by some increased benefits for employees manifested (see s6(af)), and complied with a 
consideration of all of the interests of the employer and employees (see s26(1)(c)). 

194 The enterprise order’s adoption of a multiplicity of terms from the AWA, thus offering flexibility for the justified increase in 
wages, recognised the need to balance efficiency and performance with fairness to employees in the industry and enterprise 
(see s6(af)).  

195 Further and clearly, by the incorporation of many of the already preferred terms of the AWA in the order, the above-named 
respondents recognised the interests of the employer and its needs in the enterprise (see s6(ag)).  That the above-named 
respondents sought to deal with this matter by collective bargaining and an enterprise order without industrial disputation was 
evidence of an attempt to maintain good will in the enterprise.  Further, the order made was clearly directed in its balance of 
increased wages and flexibility and the adoption of so many AWA terms to providing a fair system of wages and employment.  
No error is demonstrated by that ground.  The ground is not made out. 

Ground 2(c) 
196 By that ground it is alleged that the employees of Sealanes were, insofar as they were not covered by AWAs, subject to 

prevailing industrial awards and agreements and were paid substantially in excess of the rates of pay prescribed therein.  I have 
already referred to the reasons which it was open to find and I repeat those reasons.  There is no merit in the ground.  It is not 
made out. 

Ground 2(e) 
197 By that ground it was alleged that the Commissioner did not enforce the principle of good faith bargaining in that the 

enterprise order reflected a negotiating strategy of the above-named respondents rather than their real position.  It is to be noted 
that Mr Pritchard did not confirm that this was a strategy at all.  In my opinion, given that the order represented a proper 
discharge by the Commission of its statutory duty.  There was no failure to exercise the discretion at first instance correctly to 
hear and determine the application, because, to paraphrase, Sealanes did not wish to and did not enter into enterprise 
bargaining with the above-named respondents.  Thus, it cannot be said that the principle of good faith bargaining fell by the 
wayside.  This is particularly so because the application had to be made because no bargaining was entered into in accordance 
with the notice given.  This was because the employer had refused to engage in bargaining.  That ground was not made out for 
those reasons. 

Conclusion 
198 I wish to conclude as follows. 
199 The enterprise order as registered contained a majority of clauses which were not opposed.  Indeed, it was a large number of 

clauses.  Only three clauses were opposed at first instance.  The wages clause was strongly opposed.  The hours of work clause 
was not strongly opposed.  The hours of work clause was partly opposed but it offered more to the employer than the award 
clauses.  The grievance procedure clause was not really opposed.  It was obviously a more effective clause than that in the 
AWA and should have been included, and it was not argued otherwise. 

200 The majority of clauses was similar to those in the AWA and were therefore not opposed.  The AWAs have a three year term.  
The enterprise order has a two year term.  There is a benefit in having an enterprise order which defines the term of 
employment of all of the relevant work classifications, storepersons, storeperson operators, food processing employees and 
truck drivers.  No party at first instance sought to have these employees, some from different unions, separately dealt with. 

201 Sealanes, the employer, refused to negotiate with the above-named respondents when it could have done so, so that the matter 
had to be arbitrated. 

202 The hours clause offers flexibility with a new start time, six days work spread over a week, and is not as oppressive in its terms 
as that hours clause in the AWA.  It is not certain how much in monetary terms that flexibility offers, but it is at least $20.00 
per week and maybe $123.00 per week.  It is to be recalled that $42.00 per week is already paid over the award rate, to some 
employees at least, so that $42.00 of the $100.00 increase in some cases is already met and budget for.  It is reasonable that the 
rest should be included in that increase. 

203 Further, a comparison of relevant agreements and the award shows that the AWA creates a ceiling much less than that paid 
under relevant agreements or awards and does so for three years, and that competitors and persons under the relevant awards in 
this industry are paid, for the most part, and on average, a great deal more than that which is claimed here. 

204 Further, up to 19 hours flexibility in 28 days is afforded by the enterprise order, more than is afforded under the award.  Thus, 
a base rate general increase of $650.00 is entirely made out as justified, the provision of a whole lot of new provisions 
including provisions for flexibility generally not opposed in the amendments and already existing as efficiency measures in the 
AWA.  More particularly that is only one of a number of factors which rendered the enterprise order, in all of the 
circumstances and in its terms fair and reasonable. 

205 The increase, in any event, is actually available to only 13 employees, which would be nothing but a very small increase in the 
wages bill and would not affect competitiveness at all. 
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206 As I have expressed it above, the making of the order was in its making and in its terms fair and reasonable.  In addition, the 
order in its terms was made in accordance with equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case and having 
regard to the interests of the parties concerned and the employees.  It was certainly not established to have been made by the 
miscarriage of the exercise of the Commission’s discretion.  In particular was the exercise of the discretion sound because a 
number of relevant factors justified it and because the order made in its terms was fair and reasonable.  Thus, to briefly 
summarise without detracting from the generality of the reasons I have expressed above, the following justified the making of 
the order:- 
(a) The order was one which clearly promoted the principles of freedom of association and the right to be organised under 

the Act of the members of organisations.  This included the right to have their organisations bargain for them and then 
when it was necessary, to make an application pursuant to s42I. 

(b) The order certainly promotes collective bargaining and whilst it does not seek to establish the primacy of collective 
agreements over individual agreements as it is entitled to do, it asserts the right of employees to seek collective 
agreements or in the absence of the employees’ agreement to the same or the failure of a party to bargain, enterprise 
orders. 

(c) Next, the agreement on balance and in the context of conditions in the enterprise (see the AWA) in the industry subject 
to the award and other enterprises in the industry, it seeks to ensure fair terms and conditions of employment.   The 
order is directed to achieving that. 

(d) The order also is directed through the incorporation of so many terms from the AWA in the enterprise order and the 
incorporation of what were termed “flexibilities”, a somewhat vague word, to facilitate the efficient organisation and 
performance of work according to the needs of the industry and the particular enterprise of Sealanes.  The agreement, in 
attempting to balance productivity and efficiency, is directed to fairness to the employees together with an increase of 
wages for only 13 employees, which is within industry standards and fixed later than most such increases in the 
industry. 

(e) The enterprise order which is a substitute for an agreement which could not be reached also is directed furthering the 
object of encouraging an agreement appropriate to the needs of the Sealanes and enterprise as an enterprise within the 
industry and also the employees within the enterprise who have sought to collectively bargain. 

(f) The order is certainly for the reasons advanced by the Commissioner and those referred to by me above directed to 
promoting to achieving fair wages and conditions of employment having regard to industry standards as they appear in 
awards and federal and state industrial instruments.  (Those agreements referred to on behalf of Sealanes are not clearly 
material). 

(g) Since only 13 employees are affected by the order and the amount of the increase in wages is therefore small, there is 
no likelihood of any adverse effect on the competitiveness or profitability whilst Sealanes will benefit from the 
flexibilities available. 

(h) That the increase brings the relevant employees generally speaking into line with other employees in the industry, 
including those of competitors, some of whom have been paid somewhat more for some time, in at least the majority of 
classifications effected correctly by this order. 

(i) That there is no evidence that the making of the order will cause industrial disputation.  In fact the evidence was to the 
contrary. 

(j) That the majority of the increases of wages in the industry predate the order by up to 12 months.  Sealanes has had the 
benefit of that delay and a saving in costs as a result. 

(k) That there is no evidence that the AWA employees will be paid the same amount or when they will be paid it, and there 
is certainly no legal requirement that they be paid it presently. 

(l) That in any event, the signing of the AWAs which is a separate matter embarked on by Sealanes and some employees, 
should not be and is not a bar to the invocation of rights by other employees under the Act. 

(m) That there was no opposition to the great majority of the clauses, many of them being AWA clauses, being included in 
the order. 

(n) That the figure of $100.00 increase in wages was justified or was not established to have been unfair or unreasonable 
because:- 
(i) The figure was a justified increase against the somewhat low figures in the relevant award which are the actual 

major benchmark for a measure of what is fair and reasonable, not the AWAs. 
(ii) The figure was generally in line with that paid pursuant to industrial instruments by other employers in the 

industry and/or subject to the awards and/or who were competitors of Sealanes.  Indeed at least in one employer 
pays weekly and has paid for sometime an amount in the order of $700.00 per week to employees in similar 
classifications. 

(iii) That it was impossible to be mathematically precise about the value of the flexibilities offered, particularly 
because there were some offered in the AWA terms incorporated in the order and it was not denied that this was 
so.  However, if one gave some consideration to the freezer allowance paid to award employees, which was 
$13.00 less than that paid to AWA employees, to the loss of wages because negotiations were fruitless over 
about 10 months, (although the order was not and should not be made retroactive) and amounts paid elsewhere 
for wages in industrial instruments, then an amount of $100.00 is entirely justifiable.  

(iv) In any event, there is no or no sufficient evidence that such a figure was assessed in error. 
(v) I should also add that all of the employees concerned are employed in what all of the relevant employers are 

engaged in and all in similar or the same classifications in storage, warehousing, freezer processing, food 
distribution, transport and other kindred classifications. 

(o) There was no dispute abut the inclusion of the vast majority of the clauses in the enterprise order.  They were accepted. 
FINALLY 

207 The objects of the Act referred to above have been furthered, for the reasons which I have expressed.  S26(1)(a) and (c) of the 
Act support such a finding, for all of those reasons.  For all of those reasons, too, even if the Commissioner had erred in any 
respect as alleged, I would make those findings and find as she did.  It has not been established, in any event, that, according to 
the principles laid down in House v The King (op cit), the discretion of the Commissioner at first instance miscarried.  I would 
therefore, for those reasons, dismiss the appeal. 
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SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
208 I have the advantage of reading in draft form the Reasons for Decision of His Honour the President and Wood C.  The facts of 

the matter and the grounds of appeal have been set out in His Honour’s Reasons and I do not need therefore to repeat them 
here. 

209 It is necessary for the appellant to establish an error by the Commission at first instance in order for the Full Bench to uphold 
or otherwise vary the order which issued.  The principles enunciated in House v. The King (1936) 55 C.L.R. 499 at 504 have 
been held to be those to be applied.  Those principles are:  

"It is not enough that the judges composing the appellate court consider that, if they had been in the position of the 
primary judge, they would have taken a different course. It must appear that some error has been made in exercising 
the discretion. If the judge acts upon a wrong principle, if he allows extraneous or irrelevant matters to guide or 
affect him, if he mistakes the facts, if he does not take into account some material consideration, then his 
determination should be reviewed and the appellate court may exercise its own discretion in substitution for his if it 
has the materials for doing so. It may not appear how the primary judge has reached the result embodied in his 
order, but, if upon the facts it is unreasonable or plainly unjust, the appellate court may infer that in some way there 
has been a failure properly to exercise the discretion which the law reposes in the court of first instance. In such a 
case, although the nature of the error may not be discoverable, the exercise of the discretion is reviewed on the 
ground that a substantial wrong has in fact occurred." 

210 If the appellant is not able to demonstrate an error in accordance with these principles then the appeal will not be successful 
even if I, hearing the matter at first instance, might not have awarded the same wage as awarded by the Commission at first 
instance.   

211 The difficulty facing the appellant is illustrated in the first ground of appeal: That the Commissioner: 
“erred in fact: 
(a) By increasing the payment for ordinary hours of work by $100.00 per week with annual increments, failed 

to properly take into account the cost impact on the Appellant’s business in its competitive environment.” 
212 The ground does not allege that the Commissioner failed to take into account the cost impact on the appellant’s business in its 

competitive environment; it alleges the Commissioner failed to properly take into account the cost impact on the appellant’s 
business in its competitive environment.  The appellant has a far more difficult task in attempting to persuade an appeal bench 
that an appealable error lies in the Commission not giving sufficient weight to that issue than if the issue was not taken into 
account at all.   

213 The difference in the wage rate payable to the employees pursuant to the order and the wage paid under the AWA is a matter 
which was very much in issue before the Commission at first instance.  The enterprise order applies only to the 11 employees 
who have refused to sign the AWA offered to them.  The appellant stated that it will be obliged to pay the wage rate under the 
enterprise order to all its employees thus incurring the significant costs referred to by Mr Power.  The Commission at first 
instance considered the issues in relation to that at paragraph [70] of the Reasons for Decision.  The Commission at first 
instance did not fail to take into consideration the existence of the disparity between the remuneration paid to employees who 
elected to sign the offered AWA and those who declined to do so and who would thus be directly affected by the enterprise 
order to issue.  Therefore, no error for that reason can be established. 

214 As the Commission correctly observed, whether the appellant considers that the wage rate in the order is to be applied to whole 
workforce is a matter for the appellant.  The appellant, as is its legal right, chose to offer AWAs to its wages workforce.  
AWAs are part of a separate and distinct system of industrial regulation which may provide for conditions of employment, 
including remuneration, which are different, even significantly different, from those which may be otherwise applicable under 
an award.  AWAs may result in differences, even significant differences, between the employment conditions of employees 
performing the same or similar tasks in the one workplace.   As the Commission at first instance correctly observed, a 
remuneration disparity was created between the award employees and the AWA employees by the appellant itself when it 
introduced AWAs, although the size of the disparity arising from the enterprise order is far greater.   

215 The task of the Commission at first instance was to decide the claim for an enterprise order for 11 employees on the evidence 
before it: 
(a) according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case; 
(b) taking into consideration the capacity of the appellant to pay the wage determined by the Commission’s order and any 

changes in productivity that have occurred or are likely to occur as a result of the order; and 
(c) facilitating the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of the appellant balanced with 

fairness to the employees of the appellant who are to be covered by the order. 
216 The fact that 90% of the employees of the appellant have signed AWAs and the uniform rate of their wage was a relevant 

factor to be considered; however it was only one factor.  The AWA rate cannot be determinative of the Commission’s decision 
because the wage offered by an employer in an AWA, and accepted by individual employees, will not necessarily be the same 
as a rate objectively determined by the Commission according to all of the evidence before it.  There may well be examples 
where the AWA rate can be objectively seen as a fair valuation of the work being performed such that the AWA rate is an 
appropriate benchmark; it will depend upon a consideration of the individual circumstances of each case.  In this case, the 
evidence before the Commission permitted a conclusion that the AWA rate was not an appropriate benchmark.   

217 At the heart of the appeal is the decision of the Commission at first instance to include in the enterprise order the claim for a 
wage rate $100 per week higher than presently paid to the employees to whom the order will practically apply.  The order will 
oblige the appellant to pay a $100 per week increase to those employees.   

218 The Reasons for Decision of the Commission do not set out in detail the reasons for including this significantly increased wage 
rate and this formed part of the appellant’s arguments on appeal.  The incorporation of flexibilities into the order having regard 
for the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of the appellant and the valuation of those 
flexibilities having regard for fairness to the employees of the appellant who are to be covered by the order was a matter of 
considerable evidence before the Commission at first instance.  At paragraph [71] of the Reasons the Commission concluded:  

“In concluding that the enterprise order should include the applicants’ proposed Clause 9 – Wages and Clause 5 – 
Hours of Work which provides that employees will be in receipt of increased wages in return for flexible working 
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arrangements I take into account the specific flexibilities delivered to the respondent which provide significant 
economic advantages to the respondent in return for this wage increase (see attached comparison schedule)." 

219 Mr Momber submitted: 
“… you cannot demonstrate, on any evidence from the company, or on any evidence from the respondents, that 
there is productivity flexibility likely to cause gains for the appellant which would warrant a reward to the 
appellants - - to the respondent's members, or those who can be members, $100 per week.”  (transcript p. 11) 

220 This submission is, in my view made out.  The respondents noted that there was some discussion in the Commission as to what 
was the true value of the flexibilities but without actually having a roster for an individual employee, and knowing what their 
classification is, and what allowances are paid for a particular week of employment, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
determine a costing for them (transcript p 40). 

221 I have given consideration to the respondents’ submissions about the flexibility document.  One of the significant flexibilities 
is that the enterprise order is stated to permit the respondent to average the hours at 38 per week and allow ordinary hours in 
any one week to be worked up to 57 hours per week.  That, it was submitted, “provides the employer, if he needs that 
flexibility, with 19 ordinary hours of work per week for each employee for which he doesn't have to pay overtime.” (transcript 
p. 40-41).  The respondents acknowledged that the valuation of this flexibility “… is a matter of how the employer uses the 
particular clauses”. 

222 This raises the question of what value can be given to this flexibility if the respondent does not take advantage of it at all?  If 
the ordinary hours worked by the employees subject to the enterprise order do not change at all for the duration of the order 
then the value to be given to the flexibility to change ordinary hours will be far less than if the flexibility is fully utilised.  
There would not be any changes in productivity that have occurred or are likely to occur as a result of the order.   

223 As Wood C has noted in his reasons, there is evidence before the Commission at first instance that the flexibilities in the AWA 
(which in large part are included in the enterprise order) have not been fully utilised notwithstanding the potential to fully 
utilise them.  

224 Much will therefore depend upon the extent to which the significant flexibilities included in the enterprise order are to be used 
by the appellant.  If the flexibilities are not to be fully utilised, or even not utilised at all, it significantly affects the conclusion 
of the Commission that there are significant economic advantages to the respondent in return for the $100 per week wage 
increase.  This will also affect the issue of whether as required by s.42I(1)(d) of the Act the enterprise order is fair and 
reasonable in all of the circumstances.  This is a material consideration and is one which the Commission at first instance failed 
to take into account.  At least, the Reasons for Decision do not reveal that this consideration was taken into account. 

225 That is not say that evidence might not be brought which would allow a valuation of the significant flexibilities within the 
enterprise order which might permit the conclusion that the order including the $100 per week increase results in a order that is 
fair and reasonable in all of the circumstances.  I consider the appeal is made out in relation to this issue only and I would 
suspend the operation of the decision and remit the case to the Commission for further hearing and determination.  I would 
otherwise dismiss the appeal for the reasons given by His Honour. 

COMMISSIONER S WOOD: 
226 I have had the benefit of reading in draft form the Reasons for Decision of his Honour the President.  The background and 

considerations are well covered and do not need to be repeated.  The real issue of contention between the parties at first 
instance, and again on appeal, is the claim, and then the award, of a $100 pay increase from $550 to $650 for those employees 
who choose to be covered by the enterprise agreement.   I focus in my reasons on this point and whether the Commissioner 
could not properly have awarded that amount.  The appellant bears the onus of establishing an error by the Commission to 
enable the Full Bench to interfere with that decision. The decision is a discretionary decision and hence it matters not what I 
may have awarded. 

227 I should say that I am not in disagreement with the Hon. President in his reasons, except that I respectfully consider the 
Commissioner has erred in her consideration of the evidence of Mr Power as to the flexibilities or productivity increases 
available to the respondent.  This point relates to ground 1(d) of the appeal.  In simple terms if the respondent were to avail 
itself of the range of flexibilities possible within the enterprise order as they relate to hours and overtime then I would conclude 
as the Hon. President has done and find no error.  It is however Mr Power’s evidence on behalf of the respondent that this is 
not the case and is in fact “pie in the sky” (AB289). 

228 Mr Power was cross-examined at some length about the flexibilities available in the AWA in relation to hours and overtime 
(see AB 288 to 291).  He unwaveringly said that Sealanes employees work “38 hours Monday to Friday at ordinary times.  
Anything else is overtime.” (AB 290).  This evidence was accepted by the Commissioner at paragraph 57 of her reasons.  At 
paragraph 43 of her reasons the Commissioner covers Mr Power’s evidence and says, “He stated that the respondent’s current 
practice was not to have employees working more than 38 ordinary hours per week.  He conceded however that employees 
could be expected to work more than 38 ordinary hours per week under the terms of the AWA”.  This is the case; the point I 
would make though is that his evidence is simply that the company does not do this either for AWA employees or otherwise.  
They simply do not use the full extent of the hours and overtime flexibilities available in the AWA.  This matter was not 
factored into the consideration of the rate of pay that would apply in the enterprise order.  The employer on this basis would be 
paying an extra $100 a week per employee for flexibilities that it regards as unwanted or impracticable. 

229 The Commission is bound to have regard to “the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of an 
industry and enterprises within it, balanced with fairness to the employees in the industry and enterprises”, section 6(af) of the 
Act.  I respectfully consider that the Commissioner has erred in not having regard to this aspect of the evidence for the 
company.  I would therefore uphold the appeal and remit the matter to the Commissioner for further consideration of the 
matters raised in these reasons. 

THE PRESIDENT: 
230 For all of those reasons, the appeal is upheld in part, the order suspended, the matter remitted to the Commissioner at first 

instance and the appeal otherwise dismissed. 
Order accordingly 
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Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 31st day of May 2004, and having heard Mr P Momber (of 
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr T Pope, as agent, and Mr M Pritchard, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, 
and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 13th day of September 
2004, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this 
day, the 16th day of September 2004 ordered as follows:- 

(1) THAT appeal No FBA 13 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld in part. 
(2) THAT the operation of the order made on the 26th day of February 2004 in application No 1228 of 2003 and 

perfected on the 2nd day of March 2004, is hereby suspended and remitted to the Commissioner at first 
instance, to hear and determine in accordance with the reasons for decision herein and according to law. 

(3) THAT appeal No FBA 13 of 2004 be and is hereby otherwise dismissed. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an appeal against the decision of the Commission, constituted by a single Commissioner, given on 9 March 2004 in 

application No 510 of 2003.  The appeal is by the above-named appellant, Katherine Stobie (hereinafter called “Ms Stobie”).  
The decision appealed against is constituted by an order that an application by Ms Stobie be dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
2 That decision is now appealed against on the following grounds (see pages 2-4 of the appeal book (hereinafter called “AB”)):- 

“1. The Commissioner erred in finding that the appellant did not continue to be an employee after 27 September 
2002 until 25 March 2003 and that accordingly the Appellant’s application under subsection 29(1)(b)(i) of 
the Act was not within time. 

2.  The Commissioner erred in failing to make a finding that pursuant to the provisions of section 78 of the 
Public Sector Management Act 1994, the Appellant’s application under subsection 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act was 
within time.  

Alternatively, on the basis that the relevant date of termination was 27 September 2002: 
3. The Act prescribes the test for the exercise of discretion to accept a referral under section 29(3) to be that “it 

would be unfair not to do so”. The Commissioner misapplied the test for accepting a referral under section 
29(3) by requiring that her discretion should not be exercised unless “there is good reason to do so”. 

4. The Act prescribes the test for the exercise of discretion to accept a referral under section 29(3) to be that “it 
would be unfair not to do so”. The Commissioner erred in failing to exercise her discretion to accept the 
referral out of time because she did not believe there were “special circumstances” warranting acceptance of 
the application out of time. 

5. The correct approach to a consideration of the merit of the substantive application is to determine whether the 
substantive application is not without merit, with the merit of the substantive application being one of a 
number of factors to be considered in determining whether it would be “unfair” not to accept the referral out 
of time. The Commissioner misapplied the relevant test as to the merit of the substantive application by 
making a final determination of the merit of the substantive application, and relying upon this determination 
to dismiss the application. 

6. The Commissioner erred in finding that the substantive application has “little or no merit” by failing to 
consider and/or take into account and/or give appropriate weight to evidence of the Appellant and 
documentary evidence of the merit of the application, which included: 
- the Appellants successful history of relief teaching between 1997 and 2001; 
-  the investigation into the events at Narrogin High School, the findings of that investigation, and the terms 

of the subsequent agreement arising from that in December 2001; 
- the breach of the terms of the December 2001 agreement by the Respondent and the effect of this on the 

Appellant; 
- the inadequacies of the performance appraisal process; 
- the Appellant’s response to concerns regarding her performance; 
- the failure of the Department to comply with its statutory obligations and policies in investigating 

substandard performance; 
- the recommendations of the investigation report of Keith Dodd dated 18 February 2003. 

7. The Commissioner erred in basing her findings as to the merit of the substantive application on documents 
tendered in the proceeding in preference to, and despite, the direct evidence of the Appellant. 

Public Interest 
8. The matter is of such importance that in the public interest, an appeal should lie to the Full Bench. 
9. It is in the public interest that the Full Bench establishes principles for determining applications of this kind, 

and it is in the public interest that these principles be consistently and correctly applied. 
10. If the Commissioner’s decision is wrong, substantial injustice would be done to the Applicant. 
11. It is in the public interest that confidence be maintained in the operation of the unfair dismissal procedure 

under the Industrial Relations Act 1979. 
Decision sought 
12. Sufficient doubt is raised to warrant the substitution of an order that the application proceed.” 

APPLICATION TO ADDUCE FRESH EVIDENCE 
3 Ms Stobie, upon appeal, applied to adduce fresh evidence.  It was constituted by a letter from the Office of the Information 

Commissioner to the Honourable L M Ravlich MLC, Member for East Metropolitan Region, Cannington WA 6107 and is 
dated 6 August 2001, together with some enclosures. 

4 It is difficult to see how such a document could have any relevance to the matter.  Inter alia, it contains this observation:- 
“I am satisfied that the agency (namely the Education Department of Western Australia) has taken all reasonable 
steps to find the documents, but the documents either do not exist or cannot be found.  In the circumstances I do not 
require the agency to conduct further searches for those documents.  In respect of this complaint it is my preliminary 
view that the decision of the agency to refuse access to documents under s26 of the FOI Act appears to be justified.” 
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5 The Information Commissioner had been dealing with a complaint about missing files, made about the Education Department 
and wrote to the Honourable L M Ravlich MLC on 6 August 2001.  This appears to have nothing at all to do with this matter, 
as it involves Ms Stobie.  In any event, one would have thought that it would have been able to be produced at the hearing 
before the Commissioner if it were at all relevant.  Further, I can see nothing in the letter which might at all be credible 
evidence which would have led to a change of the result at first instance.  Thus, according to the principles laid down in 
Hanssen Pty Ltd v CFMEU (2004) 84 WAIG 694 (FB) and the authorities referred to therein, not one ingredient of that case 
was established and the Full Bench accordingly dismissed the application to adduce the letter as fresh evidence. 

BACKGROUND 
6 There was an application by Ms Stobie filed on 22 April 2003, in the Commission, alleging that she was unfairly dismissed by 

Mr Paul Albert, the Director General of the Department of Education and Training, Government of Western Australia 
(hereinafter called “the respondent”), on 25 March 2003, and Ms Stobie before her dismissal was employed in the department 
as a teacher.  The application was made under s29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter 
called “the Act”), by virtue of the provisions of s78(2) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (hereinafter called “the PSM 
Act”).  At the time of the hearing at first instance, she was casually employed as a multicultural bilingual worker at the Ethnic 
Child Care Resource Unit. 

7 The respondent raised two preliminary issues at the hearing.  The first was that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to 
deal with the matter because Ms Stobie was employed pursuant to a series of fixed term contracts which came to an end due to 
the effluxion of time on 27 September 2002, and that there was no dismissal.  In the alternative, the respondent maintained that 
if Ms Stobie was not employed pursuant to a fixed term contract which came to an end on 27 September 2002, then, since she 
was dismissed on 27 September 2002, this application which was lodged on 22 April 2003, and was lodged more than 28 days 
after the date on which Ms Stobie ceased employment with the respondent. 

8 It was argued that the Commissioner at first instance should not exercise its discretion to extend time within which to file this 
application.  Ms Stobie’s argument was that she was not dismissed until 25 March 2003, since it was not until on or about this 
date that she received a letter from the respondent dated 18 March 2003 informing her that Ms Stobie was no longer employed 
by the respondent.  Further, it was submitted that even if the Commissioner found that she was employed pursuant to a series 
of fixed term contracts, the final contract came to an end at the initiative of the employer, and thus the contract did not come to 
an end by the mere effluxion of time.  Alternatively, it was submitted on her behalf that if the Commissioner found she was 
terminated on 27 September 2002, then the Commissioner should exercise its discretion to extend time pursuant to s29(3) of 
the Act. 

9 Ms Stobie came to Australia in 1995.  She has a degree in both the French and English languages and literature, which 
qualifications were obtained in Russia.  Before coming to Australia she taught English and French in Russia for a period of two 
years. 

10 The respondent approved her to work in the department on 3 September 1996, her qualifications having been approved in the 
areas of French and English and literature on 17 December 1995. 

11 In 1999 she undertook relief work in a number of the respondent’s schools. 
12 On 31 January 2000 she commenced a two year fixed term appointment at Narrogin Senior High School as a relief teacher.  

On or about 8 April 2000 she resigned from this position. 
13 She was also employed on fixed term contracts from 31 January 2002 to 19 April 2002 at Como Secondary College, from 

6 May 2002 to 5 July 2002 at Ballajura Community College, from 6 July 2002 to 23 August 2002 at Ballajura Community 
College, and from 24 August 2002 to 27 September 2002 at Ballajura Community College.  These were not continuous fixed 
term contracts. 

14 She gave evidence of having difficulties with stress at Narrogin High School and resigned from there on or about 8 April 2000.  
She said that she suffered from a sleep disorder at Narrogin because she felt that her integrity was always being questioned by 
the principal. 

15 There was an investigation by officers of the department of her experience at Narrogin Senior High School, but she was 
offered another opportunity to demonstrate her ability to meet her employer’s requirements working as a “languages other than 
English” teacher in 2002. 

16 From April 2000 to December 2001 she was undergoing counselling.  In June 2001, she resumed work with the department, 
doing relief teaching. 

17 On 14 December 2001 by letter of that date she was offered an opportunity to undertake a performance appraisal at another 
school.  Mr John Ryan, the acting director, people and organisational development, advised Ms Stobie that while a consultant 
had found that it would be difficult to substantiate allegations of bias in the performance process which he said was conducted 
at Narrogin Senior High School, the consultant recommended that Ms Stobie should be given an opportunity to undertake a 
performance appraisal at another school (see pages 134-135 (AB)).  He made a number of proposals in the letter which are as 
follows.  He informed Ms Stobie of a number of “strategies” implemented or to be implemented in relation to overseas trained 
teachers, and invited her to telephone Ms Geraldine Farr, manager of staffing in the Education Department, to discuss her 
placement for term one of 2002.  However, he made a number of proposals which were referred to in evidence by both sides as 
an agreement, and read as follows:- 

“Accordingly, I propose that: 
• during term 1 of 2002, you accept a full-time appointment to a senior high school in a metropolitan 

district in the LOTE (French) learning area.  You will not be allocated a formal timetable, instead you will 
have the opportunity to work-shadow a teacher, who will act as a mentor. 

• in March 2002, you enrol in the Overseas Teachers Orientation course.  The course operates over ten 
Saturdays and includes a one or two-week practicum component.  I would anticipate you being able to 
undertake the practicum component at the school where you are appointed for term 1. 

• during term 2 of 2002, you accept a full-time appointment to another senior high school in a metropolitan 
district in the LOTE (French) learning area.  You will be expected to teach a normal teaching load in this 
second school and undergo a performance appraisal process. 

• subject to a satisfactory performance appraisal, you will be considered for appointment to a fixed-term 
teaching position for second semester 2002.” 

18 Ms Stobie gave evidence that she accepted that offer which she acknowledged contained an offer of the terms of her future 
employment (see page 36(AB)). 
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19 She was appointed to Como Secondary College on a supernumerary basis in February 2002 for term one of 2002 for the 
purpose of another performance appraisal.  She was not during that time expected to undertake any teaching duties and she 
“shadowed” other teachers. 

20 In term two of 2002, Ms Stobie commenced teaching French to year 7 and year 9 students at Ballajura Community College.  
She underwent a performance appraisal conducted by Ms Maria Catalano, a teacher, and also by Mr Graeme Repper, the acting 
deputy principal.  These performance appraisals, Ms Stobie complained, were handwritten appraisals not done on the proper 
proforma, and, further, there were no copies of them made available to her, she said. 

21 On 29 June 2002 she successfully completed the orientation program for overseas trained teachers in Western Australian 
schools conducted by Murdoch University, called “an OCT course”.  The course had started late on 6 April 2002, which was 
not her fault, it being supposed to start in early March 2002.  She knew that, at the completion of the course, she was to be 
appraised.  Teachers attended her classrooms to assess her performance.  She said that her planning and programming were 
considered but she did not deal with this in the orientation course. 

22 From June 2002, the second term, the relieving principal of Ballajura Community College, Mr Milton Butcher, had doubts 
about Ms Stobie’s performance and this led to a formal review of the performance between 29 July 2002 and 29 August 2002.  
Mr Butcher, by letter dated 2 September 2002 (see page 161 (AB)) notified Ms Stobie that he had monitored her performance 
over the period Monday, 29 July 2002 to Thursday, 29 August 2002 and that he did not believe that she had demonstrated 
sufficient improvement to warrant a further period of monitoring.  He gave particulars to her of unsatisfactory performance in 
the areas of planning and preparation, teaching skills and classroom management.  He invited her response in writing by 
10 September 2002.  She responded to the criticism by letter of 11 September 2002 (see pages 162-165 (AB)).  She refuted the 
allegations of poor performance. 

23 By letter dated 24 September 2002 (see page 166 (AB)), Mr Butcher advised Ms Stobie that he proposed to recommend to the 
Director General of Education that her performance be investigated in accordance with s79(5) of the PSM Act.  That letter, 
formal parts omitted, reads as follows:- 

“Following a period of 20 working days 26 July 2002 to 29 August 2002 in which I monitored your performance 
followed by a review of the matter, I wish to inform you that you have not demonstrated satisfactory performance.  
As a result I intend to make a recommendation to the Director General of Education that your performance be 
investigated in accordance with s79(5) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.  Should the Director General of 
Education form the opinion that your performance is substandard, sanctions may be imposed in accordance with 
s79(3) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and/or action taken in accordance with sections 238 and 239 of 
the School Education Act 1999.  The Director General of Education will inform you of any further action in relation 
to this matter”. 

24 On 24 September 2002 a meeting occurred in relation to Ms Stobie’s alleged unsatisfactory performance.  It was called the 
fifth and final review (see the record, pages 167-168 (AB)).  Mr Butcher was present, as was Ms Stobie and a person 
designated by Ms Stobie as her support person, Ms Gail Harris, another teacher.  The minutes of that meeting are produced at 
pages 18-19 (AB).  She was advised that her contract at Ballajura Community College had ended on “Friday”, which one 
assumes was 27 September 2002 from the context. 

25 Ms Stobie ceased work at Ballajura Community College on 27 September 2002.  She said, in evidence, that she understood 
that her employment “would be temporarily ceased” pending the outcome of the investigation.  She acknowledged that the 
appointments at Ballajura Community College were temporary appointments.  I observe that there was never any new contract 
offered to her and she was never given work, nor paid by the respondent or anyone on his behalf, after she left on 
27 September 2002.  She said that Mr Butcher informed her that he did not know what would happen to her after she ceased 
working at Ballajura Community College.  She also said that her employment was “ongoing” and underlying this temporary 
assignment”. 

26 At page 45 (AB), she said:- 
“I thought this is the temporary appointment with underlying employment with the department and the outcome of -- 
my appraisal was subject of the independent investigation and the employment with the department depended -- on 
the recommendations of the report and my employment was ongoing and underlying this temporary assignment.” 

27 In evidence, she could not remember whether Mr Butcher told her about further investigations of her work performance.  She 
admitted that the letter addressed to her advised her that she was on a fixed term contract.  By that, I assume that she meant the 
letter from Ms Farr of 19 August 2002 which clearly identified her further appointment as a fixed term contract running from 
24 August 2002 to 27 September 2002 and her status as “Entry Re-Entry” (see page 169 (AB)). 

28 There was an investigation by Mr Keith Dodd pursuant, purportedly, to s79(5) of the PSM Act, the report of which is dated 
18 February 2002 (see pages 172-187 (AB)).  He interviewed Mr Butcher, Ms Stobie, Ms Maria Catalano, who was 
Ms Stobie’s mentor and was the LOTE co-ordinator and team leader at the college, Ms Dale Beaton, the college team leader 
for year 9, Mr Graeme Repper, the college’s acting deputy principal, Ms Freda Frazer, a year 9 home room English teacher at 
the college, Ms Helen Goddard, a year 9 English teacher, Ms Carmelina La Galia, a LOTE teacher, and Ms Lesley-Anne 
Hoare, a LOTE curriculum leader appointed by Murdoch University’s Centre for Learning, Change and Development.  
Mr Dodd recorded what they all told him. 

29 Mr Dodd found, on the basis of all of this material, that Ms Stobie was unable to attain a satisfactory level of performance in 
the areas of planning and preparation, teaching skills and classroom management.  He recommended that she be offered a 
further performance appraisal because the department failed to abide by the provisions of the agreement of 1 February 2002 in 
that because of delays in her starting the orientation course at Murdoch, which was not of her making, and which resulted in 
her undertaking the course and undergoing the performance appraisal at the same time.  He also found that she was employed 
on a fixed term contract and that the provisions of s79(3) of the PSM Act were not therefore applicable.  He went on to 
recommend, too, that a further performance appraisal period take place at another location, preferably at a primary school, and 
if her qualifications so allowed, that she be engaged as a second language (ESL) teacher.  There is no evidence of any 
objection by Ms Stobie to those recommendations. 

30 On 18 March 2003 Mr Albert advised Ms Stobie by letter that he had appointed an independent investigator to investigate the 
allegation that her performance was substandard.  That letter reads as follows (see page 171 (AB)):- 

“In my letter to you dated 2 December 2002, I advised you that I had appointed an independent investigator to 
investigate the allegation that your performance is substandard.  The investigator has now concluded the 
investigation and submitted his report to me. 
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Having carefully considered the investigator’s report, including your response to the allegation, I have formed the 
opinion that you have not, in the performance of the functions you are required to perform, attained or sustained a 
standard that a person may reasonably be expected to attain or sustain in the performance of those functions. 
However, I note that your employment with the Department of Education and Training has ceased. That being the 
case, and subject to any response that you may elect to provide in response to this letter, it is my intention to note on 
your employment record that should you, in the future, seek employment with the Department of Education and 
Training, your employment history may be considered at the time of that application. 
If you have any questions in relation to this matter, please do not hesitate to contact Ms Pam Stuckey, A/Consultant, 
Complaints Management Unit on 9264 4614.” 

31 This letter purported to represent a notice of termination of her employment and Ms Stobie said that she received it on or about 
25 March 2003.  She received a copy of Mr Dodd’s report, she said, in April 2003 and lodged her application at first instance 
on 8 April 2003. 

COMMISSIONER’S FINDINGS 
32 The Commissioner at first instance found that even though Ms Stobie was employed under a fixed term contract which ceased 

on 27 September 2002, that when the respondent did not roll over this contract she was terminated at the initiative of the 
respondent and a dismissal therefore occurred.  The Commissioner referred to Mohazab v Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd 
(No 2) (1995) 62 IR 200 in making that finding that the contract did not end by an effluxion of time, but by a termination at the 
initiative of the employer. 

33 More particularly, the Commissioner went on to find so for the following reasons:- 
(a) That Ms Stobie was given the opportunity by the respondent to demonstrate satisfactory performance in 2002, with the 

long term view of employing her on a permanent basis. 
(b) That during the discussions between Mr Ryan and Ms Stobie up to February 2002 the respondent committed to 

considering Ms Stobie for an appointment to a fixed term teaching position in term two of 2002 and that this was later 
changed, subject to Ms Stobie being assessed “when ready”, to the possibility of permanent employment (see 
exhibit A3). 

(c) That, as a result, Ms Stobie was employed with the respondent on probation, even though she was employed under a 
series of fixed term contracts, which mechanism was used to assess Ms Stobie’s suitability as a teacher. 

(d) That once the respondent determined that Ms Stobie was unsuitable, the respondent refused to continue to roll over the 
last fixed term contract.  Thus, the Commissioner found that if the respondent had not decided to cease employing 
Ms Stobie because of the assessment that her performance was inadequate, the employment would have continued 
beyond 27 September 2002. 

(e) That in so finding, the Commissioner took into account Ms Farr’s evidence that the respondent kept “renewing” 
Ms Stobie’s contract whilst her performance was being assessed. 

(f) That the Commissioner found that the respondent’s refusal to roll over constituted a termination of the contract of the 
employer respondent’s initiative.  This therefore constituted a dismissal bringing the matter within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission pursuant to s78(2) of the PSM Act. 

(g) That since the dismissal was effected on 27 September 2002, it was, the Commissioner found, 179 days outside the time 
limit imposed by s29 of the Act, namely 28 days. 

34 The Commissioner went on to make a number of other material findings:- 
(a) That the delay was due to a confusion in Ms Stobie’s mind about whether or not she had been terminated, and that this 

was due to the poor handling of Ms Stobie’s dismissal and to a lack of specific information being given to her about 
her employment status. 

(b) That it was not clear that she was no longer considered by the respondent to be an employee until the letter from 
Mr Albert of 18 March 2003. 

(c) That the delay was not prejudicial given the poor communication about termination in September 2002. 
(d) That, importantly, however, the Commissioner found that the dismissal was not unfair because there was little merit to 

her claim:- 
(i) Because there was an abundance of evidence of her poor performance from a number of witnesses (see 

paragraph 55 of the reasons for decision at first instance). 
(ii) That she was afforded procedural fairness in her dismissal (see paragraph 57). 
(ii) That she was given substantial time and opportunity to improve, and even if she were given more time to 

improve this would have made little difference to her ability to attain a satisfactory level of performance to the 
extent that she could take up a full time teaching load (see paragraph 58). 

(iv) That there was little, if any merit, in the claim, and that it should not be accepted out of time (see 
paragraph 59). 

35 The Commissioner therefore held that she had jurisdiction to deal with the application and that it was open to Ms Stobie to 
lodge the claim alleging unfair termination by virtue of the provisions of s78(2) of the PSM Act. 

36 The Commissioner held that Ms Stobie was terminated from her employment on 27 September 2002 when the respondent 
chose not to roll over Ms Stobie’s last fixed term contract.  The application was therefore held to be 179 days out of time 
having been lodged on 22 April 2003. 

37 The Commissioner then went on to find that there was no substance for Ms Stobie’s claim that there was no valid reason for 
her termination, and thus there was little if any merit to Ms Stobie’s claim. 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
38 The grounds of appeal in this matter are directed to the Commissioner’s finding that the application was filed out of time.  

Alternatively, the relevant grounds are that the dismissal date was 27 September 2002 (see grounds 1 and 2). 
39 Grounds 3-7 attack the discretionary decision, which it clearly was, not to accept the application out of time.  That decision is 

clearly a discretionary decision within the principle laid down in Norbis v Norbis [1986] 161 CLR 513 (see also Coal and 
Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC and Others [2000] 203 CLR 194). 
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40 Therefore, unless the appellant establishes that the exercise of the discretion at first instance miscarried in accordance with the 
principles laid down in House v The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 73WAIG 220 
(IAC)), then there is no warrant in the Full Bench to make a finding that the exercise of the discretion at first instance 
miscarried, and, in particular, that the Full Bench should substitute the exercise of its discretion for that of the Commissioner at 
first instance. 

Was There a Dismissal and If So When? 
41 Since jurisdiction in unfair dismissals under s23A and s29 of the Act depends on there being a dismissal, the question of 

jurisdiction can always be raised, even afresh on appeal (see SGS Australia Pty Ltd v Taylor 73 WAIG 2331 (FB)). 
42 The application at first instance was filed in the Commission on 22 April 2003.  Thus, if as alleged by Ms Stobie the date of 

dismissal was 25 March 2003, then the application was filed, that is the referral was made within 28 days (see s29(2) of the 
Act) after the date on which the dismissal occurred. 

43 The word “dismissal” is generally given a wide meaning.  There is no jurisdiction in this Commission under s23A and 
s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act unless there is a “dismissal”. 

44 A “termination” is not synonymous with a dismissal and the term should not be so used, in my opinion (see Fryar v System 
Services Pty Ltd (1995) 60 IR 68 at 87 and Russian v Woolworths (SA) Pty Ltd (1995) 64 IR 169 at 175-176 and the 
discussions therein). 

45 In essence, a dismissal is a termination of the employee’s services by the employer without the employee’s consent (see 
Attorney General v WA Prison Officers Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166 (IAC), and Ryde-Eastwood Leagues Club v 
Taylor (1994) 56 IR 385 at 391-393, Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611 (IAC), 
and a number of decisions of Full Benches of this Commission). 

46 In some circumstances, an employee who is employed under a fixed term contract which expires may be able to succeed in an 
unfair dismissal claim.  However, this is generally limited to circumstances where there has been a series of fixed term 
contracts which evidence a continuing employment relationship (see Gallotti v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd (2003) 
83 WAIG 919 (FB), Pritchard v Dolly Dolly Creations Pty Ltd (1989) 31 IR 231, and NSW Public Medical Officers 
Association v Prince Henry Hospital and Others Re Eikens) (No 1); [1978] AR 259.  That is not the case here. 

47 In this case, it was submitted in effect for Ms Stobie that she remained an employee after 27 September 2002.  It was also 
submitted that she was employed on a series of fixed term contracts until 27 September 2002.  There is no doubt that 
Ms Stobie was employed on a series of fixed term contracts, but not unconditional fixed term contracts as a teacher, the first 
for two years which she terminated herself prematurely by resignation on or about 8 April 2000, having commenced on 
31 January 2000.  Next, she was employed on fixed term contracts from 31 January 2002 to 19 April 2002, there being a gap of 
about two years and two months between those two fixed term contracts.  Next, there was a new fixed term contract which she 
commenced on 6 May 2002, which ended on 5 July 2002, and then another one at a new school from 6 July 2002 to 23 August 
2002.  Then there is a further gap until she was employed from 24 August 2002 to 27 September 2002.  There was no question 
of continuity or that these agreements, which were clearly fixed term contracts, were, in fact, part of a continuing unified 
whole.  In addition, these were contracts for finite periods with restrictions.  They very much depended on a set of terms being 
entered into, after their expiry, for a new teaching job sometimes at a new school.  They were not fixed term contracts as a duly 
accepted and qualified teacher either, but as a teacher very much on probation or conditionally appointed for a fixed term.  A 
condition precedent clearly expressed to Ms Stobie before she was entitled to be given a fixed term contract as such in the 
second term of 2002 was that she should pass a performance appraisal which she did not do.  She was also required to undergo 
the sort of training that a teacher would be required to undergo before being given a contract, that training being the orientation 
course for overseas teachers at Murdoch and actual work under another teacher’s eyes.  Since she did not comply with one of 
these terms, she was never offered a fixed term contract as such.  That, of course, was because a satisfactory performance was 
a condition precedent to a position on a fixed term contract as a teacher being offered. 

48 The alleged refusal by the respondent to enter into a contract or extend the existing contract was therefore not a dismissal.  It is 
to be noted that her licence to teach had been cancelled, such cancellation to become effective as at 24 March 2003.  There is 
no doubt that Ms Stobie’s short term contract of employment had ended with its expiry as at 27 September 2002, and not by 
the act of either party. 

49 I do not therefore understand why a procedure was embarked upon directed to effecting her dismissal for substandard 
performance under s79(1), (2) and (3)(c) of the PSM Act, unless, of course, it was necessary to conduct an investigation as a 
matter of procedural fairness until there was a formal termination as at 25 March 2003.  However, that was not the fact.  The 
fact of the matter was that no contract was offered after 27 September 2002. 

50 Anyway, since the contract of employment then expired by effluxion of time (see Gallotti v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd 
(2003) 83 WAIG 3053 (IAC) and see Gallotti v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit)), in the absence of any argument 
of estoppel, and there was none, the purported procedure under s79 of the PSM Act was, after 27 September 2002, a nullity, 
and may have been when it commenced.  The action taken and the purported dismissal was an action taken against a past 
employee, and s79 of the PSM Act did not apply. 

51 As at 27 September 2002 the fixed term contract expired by effluxion of time and Ms Stobie ceased to be an employee of the 
respondent.  She admitted that she was told by Mr Butcher that 27 September 2002 was her last day at school.  That she was 
not employed after 27 September 2002 was made clear to her and evidenced by the fact that she did not work.  She was 
allocated no duties nor was she paid after that date.  Further, she was informed before 27 September 2002 that her performance 
was unsatisfactory, and that therefore, of course, according to the terms of the agreement between Mr Ryan and Ms Stobie, she 
would not be offered a fixed term contract after the expiry of the last contract during which she was subject to a performance 
appraisal. 

52 Put another way, there was no dismissal at any time, but a clear failure to offer Ms Stobie further work (see Gallotti v Argyle 
Diamond Mines Pty Ltd (IAC) (op cit) and Gallotti v Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit)). 

53 The purported dismissal of 25 March 2003 was simply a nullity because she was not and could not be dismissed because she 
was not an employee. 

54 As a result, ground 2 cannot be made out.  Indeed, grounds 2, 3, 4 and 5 are otiose.  If I was wrong in that and it was necessary 
to consider the merits of the decision under s29(2) of the Act, I would consider the matter as follows. 

The Application Under s29(2) of the Act 
55 The Commissioner was also required to determine whether within the words of s29(3) of the Act she should accept the referral 

by the employee, Ms Stobie, when it was out of time if the Commissioner considered “that it would not be unfair not to do so”.  
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I preface these observations by saying that there was no dismissal of Ms Stobie by the respondent, and that if there were, which 
there was not, it occurred and could only have occurred on 27 September 2002.  Thus, the application having been filed on 
22 April 2003, was filed 207 days after the alleged dismissal, which without a substantial explanation constitutes, on its face, 
an inordinate delay.  The Commissioner considered that it would be unfair to do so because of lack of merit in the claim.  The 
time limit of 28 days should be observed and enforced unless there is some good reason otherwise (see Malik v Albert, 
Director General, Department of Education of WA (2004) 84 WAIG 683 (IAC), paragraph 72, per Heenan J). 

56 A consequence of enforcing the time limit will “usually be to deprive the applicant of the chance to institute, or to pursue, 
some avenue of desired redress the focus then shifts to the likely consequences of denial of that opportunity”. 

57 All three judges in Malik v Albert, Director General, Department of Education of WA (IAC) (op cit) approved the principles 
laid down in Brodie-Hanns v MTV Publishing Ltd (1995) 67 IR 298 at 299-300 per Marshall J, and I reproduce those 
principles hereunder:- 

“1. Special circumstances are not necessary but the Court must be positively satisfied that the prescribed period 
should be extended.  The prima facie position is that the time limit should be complied with unless there is 
an acceptable explanation of the delay which makes it equitable to so extend. 

2. Action taken by the applicant to contest the termination, other than applying under the Act will be relevant.  
It will show that the decision to terminate is actively contested.  It may favour the granting of an extension 
of time. 

3. Prejudice to the respondent including prejudice caused by delay will go against the granting of an extension 
of time. 

4. The mere absence of prejudice to the respondent is an insufficient basis to grant an extension of time. 
5. The merits of the substantive application may be taken into account in determining whether to grant an 

extension of time. 
6. Consideration of fairness as between the applicant and other persons in a like position are relevant to the 

exercise of the Court’s discretion.” 
58 Those principles or considerations are not, of course, exhaustive. 
59 In this case, the Commissioner did misapply the test for accepting the referral under s29(3) of the Act by saying that her 

discretion to extend time should not be exercised unless there is good reason to do so.  That is not what the statute says.  The 
test is whether it is unfair not to accept the application out of time.  However, that might not be an end of the matter.  I would 
also add that the Commissioner did not refer to the applicable factors referred to in Malik v Albert, Director General, 
Department of Education of WA (IAC) (op cit), or at least all of them. 

60 Ms Stobie was not allocated teaching duties nor was she paid after 27 September 2002.  Further, even Mr Dodd’s 
recommendation was one that she be re-employed,  he having accepted that she had not been dismissed.  He found quite 
clearly that Ms Stobie was unable to attain a satisfactory level of performance in the areas of planning and preparation, 
teaching skills and classroom management.  Ms Stobie’s evidence, insofar as it was relevant, did not contain any unequivocal 
assertion that she remained in the respondent’s employment after 27 September 2002.  Indeed, she contradicted herself a 
number of times in relation to whether she remained in that employment or not. 

61 The Commissioner correctly found that Ms Stobie ceased to be an employee after 27 September 2002, but incorrectly found 
that she had been dismissed.  The Commissioner also incorrectly found that the delay in filing the application so late was due 
to confusion on Ms Stobie’s part about whether or not she had been dismissed.  This, in turn, the Commissioner held, was due 
to confusion on her part about whether she was dismissed or not due to a lack of specific information given to her about her 
employment status.  However, on 25 November 2003, in cross-examination (see pages 49-50 (AB)), she unequivocally 
admitted that Mr Butcher told her that her employment at the Ballajura Community College finished on 27 September 2002. 

62 I note that in his letter of 18 March 2003, Mr Albert did not dismiss her but advised her that he noted that her employment had 
ceased. 

63 As a matter of fact, Ms Stobie did not entirely deny that her performance was not up to the required standard.  She did, 
however, in her letter to Mr Butcher of 11 September 2002, note a number of matters:- 
(a) She had been out of the teaching profession for some eight years. 
(b) She had been attacked in Narrogin.  This destroyed her confidence in the system. 
(c) To get back to where she is has taken a lot of counselling and support. 
(d) She still struggles with the fears of those events. 
(e) “This system” is once again going to fail her with its lack of support, understanding and encouragement and fairness 

and its advertently failing to acknowledge her cultural identity and teaching methods and abilities. 
(f) She also asserted that her methods and abilities are not the Australian way but she knows that they do work with time. 

64 She failed her performance appraisal. She was also found wanting in the same areas of performance by the independent 
investigator, Mr Keith Dodd, and he made certain recommendations. 

65 The Commissioner found that there was little merit in the claim that she was unfairly terminated for a number of reasons. 
66 First, she accepted that, as early as June 2002 Ms Stobie was experiencing substantial difficulties in undertaking her teaching 

duties.  I would add, too, that she had first experienced difficulties at Narrogin causing her to resign.  As a result of those 
difficulties, at least in part, she did not teach for two years.  She accepted implicitly that she was having difficulties by virtue of 
the agreement about her future which was reached between Mr Ryan and her and spelt out in the proposals contained in his 
letter to her of 14 December 2001 (see pages 134-135 (AB) reproduced in full above).  As a result, she accepted very limited 
terms of future engagement from Mr Ryan by which acceptance she recognised her inexperience and the need for further 
training, tutelage and appraisal.  In the agreement was a recognition that her teaching ability was such as to require a 
satisfactory performance appraisal, and, conditional upon that occurring, and only after that, she would be considered for 
appointment to a fixed term teaching position.  She was also required to enrol in the overseas teachers’ orientation course.  She 
was, as she did not deny, firstly in 2002, at Como, a teacher who was a “shadow” only to a senior teacher.  In other words, she 
was not engaged as a teacher in her own right. 

67 All of these matters to which she did not demur were a recognition by her and the department and the schools that she had not 
yet proven herself as a teacher by her performance.  When she was at Ballajura Community College, she was also subject to a 
performance appraisal and was clearly appointed as a supernumerary teacher for a fixed term which expired on 27 September 
2002 on that basis. 
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68 During that time, she was subject to constant counselling and assessment, the written recommendations in relation to which, on 
her own admission, she did not respond.  She was advised by Mr Butcher that her performance was not satisfactory and 
advised by him of the proposal to take action under s79 of the PSM Act.  She denied that her performance was not up to 
standard, but her denial was not entire or unequivocal (see pages 162-165 (AB)). 

69 As I have said, she admitted (see page 163 (AB)) that some lesson plans she had presented were inadequate.  However, overall 
she believed that these were satisfactory. 

70 However, as I have observed above, she acknowledged that the system, inter alia, failed to acknowledge her cultural identity 
and teaching methods and abilities.  She said these may not be the Australian way but “they are methods that I know that work 
with time”. 

71 The question which was in issue was her performance in four separate areas of teaching.  What is clear from that comment is 
that she does not wish to perform according to the standard and in the manner required by her supervisors but according to her 
own methods.  She makes no denial of the criticism in Mr Butcher’s letter of 2 September 2002 to her of her inabilities in 
classroom management.  She merely outlines what she has done.  Again, she did not dispute Mr Dodd’s criticism of her 
conduct, nor was his report including the reports of her supervisors who criticised her performance objected to as admissible in 
evidence. 

72 The Commissioner therefore, on that evidence, found and it was open to find:- 
(a) That for some time Ms Stobie was experiencing difficulty in performing her teaching duties. 
(b) That there was a longstanding appraisal of her performance between 29 July 2002 and 29 August 2002 after which 

she was advised that she had not demonstrated sufficient improvement to warrant a further monitoring. 
(c) That there is the evidence of reports, statements and minutes of meetings at which it was expressed or could be 

inferred that not only was she substandard, but was incapable of fulfilling the basic requirements expected of a 
teacher. 

(d) That there was also evidence of complaints by students not refuted and criticisms of her teaching style. 
73 It was also open to find as follows:- 

(a) That there was no evidence from Ms Stobie about the result of her orientation course at Murdoch, and she did not 
refute, nor was the report of Mr Dodd on that point objected to or refuted. 

(b) That she had demonstrated no or limited ability to engage with year 7 or year 9 students. 
(c) That her abilities merited only a further appraisal period and not engagement as a teacher, as Mr Dodd said.  (She did 

not take objection to that). 
(d) That insofar as the termination of the contract of employment was due to her alleged incompetence, which it was not, 

there being no dismissal, she had not established that she was competent. 
(e) That although there was documentary and not oral evidence of her inferior performance as a teacher, she did not 

refute entirely, and, indeed, did not establish at all, that she possessed sufficient competence to be awarded further 
appraisal or a fixed term contract as a teacher as such. 

(f) That Mr Dodd’s recommendation impliedly did not find her suitable for appraisal as anything but a primary school 
teacher or an English as a second language teacher instead of a teacher of other languages in a high school. 

(g) That it is fair to say that her flaws and performance were recognised by Mr Ryan, Mr Dodd, Mr Butcher, 
Ms Carmelina La Galia, Ms Maria Catalano, her own mentor at Ballajura Community College, Ms Dale Beaton, the 
college team leader for year 9 at Ballajura Community College, Ms Gail Harris, a teacher at Ballajura Community 
College, Mr Graeme Repper, who acted as the college’s deputy principal, Ms Freda Frazer, a year 9 home room 
English teacher, Ms Helen Goddard, another year 9 English teacher, and Ms Lesley-Anne Hoare, her Murdoch 
University appointed mentor. 

74 Her own evidence at times, on a fair reading, was self-contradictory.  The criticism that she was not receptive to advice is 
borne out by what she said about her own methods.  Notwithstanding that she was assessed before she had completed the 
overseas orientation course, she was given substantial time and assistance to improve and there was an abundance of evidence 
that her performance did not improve in the short to medium term.  It was open to so find. 

75 It was therefore clearly open to the Commissioner to conclude that, even if Ms Stobie were given more time to improve her 
teaching skills, this would have made little, if any, difference to her ability to attain a satisfactory level of performance such 
that she could take up a full-time teaching load with the respondent. 

76 Thus, applying the principles in  Malik v Albert, Director General, Department of Education of WA (IAC) (op cit):- 
(a) The Commissioner could not positively be satisfied that the prescribed period should be extended. 
(b) There was and could have been no action taken to contest the termination, although during the inquiry and otherwise 

Ms Stobie denied the allegations against her. 
(c) There is clear prejudice to the respondent in having to defend the matter so long after 27 September 2002, but part of 

that was of its own making by conducting an invalid inquiry. 
(d) There are no merits in the claim which would justify the extension, and, in any event, there is and was no jurisdiction 

to do so. 
77 It would be, for those reasons, entirely unfair to force the respondent to defend an application without demonstrated merit and 

therefore not unfair to reject the application. 
78 In my opinion, too, there is nothing, applying the principles in Fox v Percy [2003] 214 CLR 118, to justify any finding that the 

Commissioner, insofar as she made express or implied findings based on the credibility of the witnesses, misused her 
advantage in seeing them. 

FINALLY 
79 There was no dismissal and therefore this matter was entirely outside the Commissioner’s jurisdiction.  Further, if that be 

wrong, which it is not, the application was 179 days out of time and had no merit sufficient to warrant the application being 
allowed out of time. 

80 The Commissioner’s exercise of discretion at first instance did miscarry in that the wrong test was applied in the exercise of 
the Commissioner’s discretion under s29(3) of the Act.  Because the wrong test was applied by the Commissioner, I would 
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apply the correct test as I have outlined it above, and relying on the findings which, as I have said above, it was open to make, I 
would come to the same decision as the Commissioner at first instance, substituting the exercise of the Full Bench’s discretion 
for that of the Commissioner at first instance. 

81 I would therefore dismiss the appeal. 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 
82 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree and have nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: 
83 I have had the benefit of reading in draft form the reasons prepared by the President. I am in general agreement with those 

reasons and wish to add the following comments. 
84 The crux of the appeal turns on two issues, they being firstly, whether there was a “dismissal” to attract the jurisdiction of the 

Commission at first instance and secondly, if there was, whether, under s 29(3) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the 
Act”), the application at first instance should have been accepted out of time. 

85 The meaning of “dismissal”, not being defined in the Act, is well settled in this jurisdiction: Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger 
Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611. A dismissal for the purposes of the Act is to be contrasted to a circumstance 
where employment under a contract for a specified period of time, comes to an end by the effluxion of time: Gallotti v Argyle 
Diamond Mines Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 3053; (2003) 83 WAIG 919. There may be circumstances where the apparent 
existence of fixed term contracts of employment, mask the true nature of the relationship as being one of ongoing employment, 
with the fixed term arrangements being no more than a sham.  

86 In the circumstances at first instance, this was not the case in my opinion. The final contract of employment entered into 
between the appellant and the respondent for teaching at the Ballajura Community College had an end date of 27 September 
2002. The evidence at first instance was that thereafter, there was no further work offered, payments made or other 
employment arrangements entered into with the appellant. Additionally, it would appear that the appellant herself was quite 
aware that as at that time her employment ended and she understood what she was told by Mr Butcher, the school principal: 
AB49 - 50.  

87 Given that the appellant's contract of employment ended on 27 September 2002, and she ceased to be an employee of the 
respondent, whatever followed by way of investigations or inquiries under the Public Sector Management Act 1994 was 
invalid.  

88 In the alternative and in any event, even if there was a dismissal to attract the jurisdiction of the Commission, then I agree that 
applying Malik v Albert, Director General, Department of Education of WA (2002) 84 WAIG 683, there was no merit to the 
appellant's claim that her application be accepted out of time under s 29(3) of the Act.  The appeal should be dismissed.  

THE PRESIDENT: 
89 For those reasons, the appeal is dismissed. 

Order accordingly 
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Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 8th day of June 2004, and having heard Mr I L Stobie, as 
agent, on behalf of the appellant and Mr D Newman, Industrial Officer, and Mr S Brown, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full 
Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered on the 21st day of September 2004 
wherein it was found that the appeal should be dismissed, it is this day, the 21st day of September 2004, ordered that appeal No 
FBA 15 of 2004 be and is hereby dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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Editor’s Note: Reasons for Decision and Order relating to this matter was published in the May Issue of the WAIG, Vol. 84, 
Part 1, Sub-part 5 at pages 1024-1032. 
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Supplementary Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 The above-named applicant has made application pursuant to s27(1)(l) and (m) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as 

amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”) to a Full Bench of this Commission by application dated 5 August 2004. 
2 By the application, the above-named applicant, Zest Health Clubs, which was the respondent in appeal No FBA 33 of 2003 to 

the Full Bench, sought orders that the Full Bench substitute in paragraph 4 of its reasons for decision, in that appeal, the 
amended grounds of appeal before the Full Bench instead of the allegedly unamended grounds which appear in the reasons for 
decision at paragraph 4. 

3 Briefly, the history of the matter was this.  The Full Bench heard and determined an appeal by the above-named respondent, 
Christopher Richard Boon, to which appeal Zest was the respondent, issuing reasons for decision dated 20 April 2004 and 
ordering the dismissal of the appeal by an order dated the same date.  The order was deposited in the registry on the same day.  
(See Christopher Boon v The Manager, Zest Health Club Pty Ltd (2004) 84 WAIG 1024 (FB). 

4 Mr Boon has appealed to the Industrial Appeal Court against that decision.  We were informed that the appeal is to be heard on 
1 September 2004.  We were also informed by counsel for the above-named respondent, Mr Boon, that it was alleged in the 
grounds of appeal that the Full Bench had denied Mr Boon a hearing or a fair hearing because it had determined the matter on 
the unamended grounds of appeal, even though the Full Bench had amended the grounds of appeal.  (I paraphrase the ground 
here).  In any event, the ground seems to raise a question of law. 

5 S27(1)(l) of the Act empowers the Commission to amend any proceedings on such terms as the Commission, however 
constituted, thinks fit, “in relation to any matter before it”.  S27(1)(m) enables the Commission to correct, amend, or waive any 
error, defect or irregularity whether in substance or in form, “in relation to any matter before it”. 

6 Those are very wide powers and consistent with a jurisdiction the exercise of which is not to be bound by technicality or legal 
form, but is required to determine matters according to equity and good conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  (See 
s26(1)(a) and s6(c) of the Act). 

7 The application of the power to correct errors in decisions, (not reasons for decisions), was considered by a Full Bench in 
Aussie Online v Lane (2001) 81 WAIG 2511 (FB) and in Ihaan Adrianz v Epath WA Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 917 (FB). 

8 I make it quite clear that in Ihaan Adrianz v Epath WA Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit) the Commission dealt with a power to amend an 
order in a manner akin to the slip rule.  However, it did not purport to limit the very wide powers conferred under s27(1)(l) and 
(m) to that narrow exercise, nor could they be so limited. 

9 A matter remains before the Commission for the purposes of s27(1)(m), even though a decision has been deposited in the 
office of the Registrar, until an order correctly and accurately reflecting the decision of the Commission is issued (see Ihaan 
Adrianz v Epath WA Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit)). 

10 In this case, there was no suggestion that the order of the Full Bench required correction.  
11 It was submitted for the above-named applicant that the decision does not set out the amended grounds of appeal on which the 

appeal to the Full Bench was argued and ultimately decided, and thus the correction required to be made should not be made.  
Thus, it was submitted, the Commission is not functus officio (see Ihaan Adrianz v Epath WA Pty Ltd (FB) (op cit) and RRIA v 
AMWSU and Others (1990) 70 WAIG 2083 (IAC)). 

12 The above-named respondent’s case was that the Full Bench is functus officio, having performed its duty, and that correcting 
the error alleged to have been made requires more than just “cutting and pasting” the grounds of appeal.  Indeed, so the 
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submissions went, what the above-named applicant seeks to do is to recall the matter before the Full Bench.  This is because 
the applicant, in order to succeed, so the submission goes, must demonstrate that the reasons do, in fact, address each and every 
issue raised by the grounds of appeal.  That, of course, is what is in issue on appeal, as I understand the grounds. 

13 First, the decision of the Commission, in any event (see s7 and s34 of the Act), is not constituted by the reasons for decision.  
Second, I see no reason why s27(1)(l) and (m) could not be used to correct reasons where an obvious error has occurred and 
where the Commission is not functus officio.  However, it is to be noted that pursuant to s27(1) “Except as otherwise provided 
in this Act”, and there is no such other provision in the Act, “the Commission may, in relation to any matter before it” exercise 
the various powers conferred by s27.  Therefore, a s27(1) power can only be exercised where there is no provision otherwise, 
in relation to any matter before the Commission (see Adrianz’s case (op cit)).  If the Commission is functus officio, the matter 
is not before it, and the Commission cannot exercise a s27(1) power. 

14 In this case, the decision has been perfected, having been deposited in the office of the Registrar on 20 April 2004.  No 
correction of the order is sought.  The Commission, therefore, is entirely functus officio, having no more judicial function to 
perform.   

15 In any event, an error of law having been alleged arising from part of the reasons for decision which issued, the matter is now 
the subject of an appeal under s90 of the Act.  The matter is within the jurisdiction of the Industrial Appeal Court.  The Full 
Bench, for that reason too, is further, a fortiori, functus officio in respect of this application. 

16 For those reasons, I agreed with my colleagues to dismiss the application. 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: 
17 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree and have nothing to add. 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH: 
18 I have read the reasons for decision of His Honour the President.  I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
19 For those reasons the Full Bench dismissed the appeal. 
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Order 
This application having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 20th day of August 2004, and having heard 
Mr G W Smith (of Counsel), by leave and with him Ms R L Harding (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant, and 
Ms C P Crawford (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having determined that the application 
pursuant to s.27(1)(l) and (m) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) should be dismissed, it is this day, the 20th day of 
August 2004, ordered that the application in FBA 33 of 2003 be and is hereby dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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allowance – Claims alleged that employee was given a direction by a superior officer to attend 
call-outs – Provision of police vehicle and mobile phone – Employee only key holder of 
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employee – Employer claimed no direction or authority for “on-call” – Claims allowed by 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 These two appeals were heard together by consent.  They were appeals brought against the decision of the Industrial 

Magistrate sitting in the Industrial Court at Perth made on 10 March 2004 in matters numbered M46, M47, M88 and M89 of 
2003. 

2 There were two other appeals, No FBA 4 of 2004 and No FBA 5 of 2004, instituted respectively by each of the above-named 
parties which were not pursued before the Full Bench, and may, if the parties so desire require discontinuance or orders 
otherwise for their disposition, since they mirror to a great extent these appeals. 

APPEAL NO FBA 12 OF 2004 
3 This is an appeal brought pursuant to s84 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”), 

against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth made on 10 March 2004, on grounds which are reproduced 
hereinafter. 
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4 The appeal was brought on 16 March 2004 by the appellant employee, Nicole Morag Hill (hereinafter called “Senior 
Sergeant Hill”), and the decision was made in matters numbered M46 of 2003, M47 of 2003, M88 of 2003 and M89 of 2003. 

5 The appellant employee, Senior Sergeant Hill, filed on 16 March 2004 an appeal against part of the decision of the Industrial 
Magistrate’s Court, constituted by an Industrial Magistrate, given on 10 March 2004 in matters numbered M46 of 2003, M47 
of 2003, M88 of 2003 and M89 of 2003  The appeal is against that part of the learned Magistrate’s decision whereby he would 
not allow prejudgement interest on an entitlement, namely an on-call allowance under an industrial agreement which he found 
the respondents had not paid to Senior Sergeant Hill, and which he ordered the respondents to pay to Senior Sergeant Hill once 
that amount had been agreed to by the parties.  That appeal was conceded, of course, but only in the event of appeal 
No FBA 14 of 2004 being unsuccessful.  It was conceded clearly on the basis that the decision of the Full Bench in Foy v The 
Directors of Terraqua Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 3319 (FB) was not applicable.  If the decision were applicable, of course, then 
the concession could not be accepted by the Full Bench. 

6 The appeal, as I have said, relates only to the prejudgment interest claimed and denied by the Court to Senior Sergeant Hill. 
ORDERS AT FIRST INSTANCE 

7 By the orders appealed against, which are dated 10 March 2004, the Industrial Magistrate ordered as follows:- 
(a) In claim No M46 of 2003:- 

“1. The respondent shall pay to the claimant $16,309.48. 
2. The respondent shall pay to the claimant a penalty of $100.00 for each breach herein in the sum of 

$1,700.00.” 
(b) In claim No M47 of 2003:- 

“1. The respondent shall pay to the claimant $23,673.12. 
2. The respondent shall pay to the claimant a penalty of $100.00 for each breach herein in the sum of 

$2,800.00.” 
(c) In claim No M88 of 2003:- 

“1. The respondent shall pay to the claimant $37,463.15. 
2. The respondent shall pay to the claimant a penalty of $100.00 for each breach herein in the sum of 

$4,500.00.” 
(d) In claim No M89 of 2003:- 

“1. The respondent shall pay to the claimant $16,574.46. 
2. The respondent shall pay to the claimant a penalty of $100.00 for each breach herein in the sum of 

$2,100.00.” 
APPEAL NO FBA 14 of 2004 

8 Appeal No FBA 14 of 2004 is an appeal by the above-mentioned, the Minister for Police and the Commissioner of Police, 
against the same decision on the following grounds:- 

“1. The learned Magistrate erred in law in determining the wrong question. 
Particulars 

(a) The learned Magistrate determined the issue for him to decide was whether the Respondent was “at 
work on duty” at certain times: namely, when she received a telephone call from the Police 
Communications Centre; when she directed a police car to do a perimeter check of the Property 
(Receival) Exhibit Storage Section (“PRESS”) sites; and when she attended the PRESS sites herself. 

(b) The correct issue for the learned Magistrate to decide was not whether the Respondent was at work on 
duty but, rather, whether she had been rostered or directed by a duly authorised senior officer to be 
available to respond forthwith for duty outside of her ordinary working hours or shift and was thereby 
“on-call” within the meaning of that term in clause 16 of the Western Australia Police Service 
Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees No. AG 274 of 1996, clause 19 of the Western 
Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees No. AG 129 of 1998 and 
clause 19 of the Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees 
No. PSA AG 8 of 2001. 

2. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that the Respondent had attended alarm calls at the 
PRESS sites since she commenced work there on 22 June 1998.  The Respondent’s uncontradicted evidence 
was that the first alarm activation she attended was on 9 February 1999. 

3. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that there was no one else other than the Respondent to 
do the work of attending to alarm activations at the PRESS sites. 

Particulars 
(a) On a number of occasions, the Respondent, when contacted by the Police Communications Centre 

regarding an alarm activation, did not personally attend the PRESS sites but asked for a police vehicle 
to do a perimeter check. 

(b) On a number of occasions, the Respondent was not even notified when an alarm at a PRESS site was 
activated.  These incidents were attended to by other officers. 

(c) The uncontroverted evidence of the Respondent’s superior officers, Inspector Brown, Inspector 
Longden, and Superintendent Coops, was that if the Respondent was not available to attend an alarm 
activation, other officers were available to deal with the activation. 

4. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in failing to find that if the Respondent was not available to attend 
to an alarm activation, then another police officer would do so. 

Particulars 
The Appellant repeats the particulars for ground 3 of appeal. 
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5. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that Inspector Brown stated that “there was no need for 
someone to attend if the alarm went off as it could be reset the next day”.  Inspector Browns evidence was that 
the alarm did not need to be reset immediately by the Respondent if a perimeter check had shown that the site in 
question appeared to be secure. 

6. The learned Magistrate erred in law in finding that it was “proper” that the Respondent “was able to respond in 
person to the alarms”. 

Particulars 
(a) The question for the learned Magistrate was whether the Respondent had been rostered or directed by 

a duly authorised senior officer to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside of her ordinary 
working hours or shift and was, therefore, on-call. 

(b) It was an operational question for the Respondent’s superior officers as to how to respond to alarm 
activation at the PRESS sites. 

(c) It was unreasonable and beyond the function of the learned Magistrate to find, contrary to the 
uncontroverted evidence of the Respondent’s superior officers, that the Respondent was the proper 
(that is, the only appropriate) person to respond to alarm activations. 

7. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that the Respondent satisfied the all the criteria of 
“justifiable need” under paragraph 1.3 of the Police Commuting Vehicle Policy (“Policy”) for access to a 
vehicle. 

Particulars 
(a) The Policy, in setting out when a police officer can have access to a vehicle on the basis of “justifiable 

need”, states (at paragraph 1.3, bullet point 2) that initial approval to receive a vehicle requires the 
officer to have been subject to a minimum of two actual call outs per month for the previous six 
months. 

(b) The Respondent’s uncontroverted evidence was that she had not been subject to two actual call outs 
per month for the six months prior to gaining access to a vehicle, and further that she had been 
provided with a vehicle outside the terms of the Policy. 

8. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that sometimes it would not have been appropriate to 
“merely” send a police vehicle to do a perimeter check in response to alarm activations at PRESS sites. 

Particulars 
(a) The question for the learned Magistrate was whether the Respondent had been rostered or directed by 

a duly authorised senior officer to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside of her ordinary 
working hours or shift and was, therefore, on-call. 

(b) It was an operational question for the Respondent’s superior officers as to how to respond to alarm 
activation at the PRESS sites. 

(c) It was unreasonable and beyond the function of the learned Magistrate to find, contrary to 
uncontroverted evidence of the Respondent’s superior officers, that on some occasions it would not 
have been appropriate for just a perimeter check to have been done (and that, by implication, on 
certain occasions, the Respondent had to attend). 

9. The learned Magistrate erred in fact and law in finding that the Respondent was on-call, such a finding being 
against the evidence and the weight of the evidence. 

Particulars 
(a) A police officer is “on-call” within the meaning of the relevant industrial agreements if “rostered, or 

directed by a duly authorised senior officer, to be available to respond forthwith or duty outside of the 
employee’s ordinary working hours or shift”.  If on-call, a police officer must return to duty forthwith 
when called. 

(b) A police officer can also be recalled to work reasonable overtime under the relevant industrial 
agreements.  If recalled for overtime, a police officer is expected to attend unless there is a good 
reason not to. 

(c) Being recalled when on-call and being recalled to overtime can look identical to an observer.  The 
difference is only seen when a police officer is not available to return to duty. 

(d) The position descriptions applying to the Respondent while the officer-in-charge of PRESS expressly 
provided that she may be required to work outside of her normal hours for operational reasons or 
contingencies.  The Respondent was under an obligation to work reasonable overtime under the 
relevant industrial agreements. 

(e) The evidence of the Respondent was that on 10 February 1999, Superintendent Bowers in discussing 
dealing with alarms going off at PRESS sites said: “You’ll have to do it”.  This was not a direction for 
the Respondent to be “on-call”. 
(i) Superintendent Bowers never told the Respondent that she was “on-call” or authorised her to 

be paid an on-call allowance. 
(ii) At the time of the alleged direction to be on-call, PRESS’s budget, from which all staff costs 

except for base salary had to come, was only $4,000.  To put the Respondent on-call 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week would have cost more than five times the total budget. 

(iii) The Respondent wrote to Superintendent Bowers on 22 June 1999 regarding PRESS’s vehicle 
fleet and noted that she did not receive an on-call allowance.  No response from 
Superintendent Bowers was received stating that Ms Hill was entitled to an on-call allowance. 

(iv) The Respondent’s evidence was that when she asked her superior officers if she was “on-call”, 
she was expressly told and accepted that she was not on-call. 

(v) The uncontroverted evidence of each of the Respondent’s superior officers who gave evidence 
was that they had not directed the Respondent to be on-call and that, in fact, the Respondent 
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was not on-call.  Rather, they considered that the Respondent was being recalled for overtime 
when she attended for work outside of her normal hours. 

(vi) It was not a matter for the Respondent to determine for herself whether she was on-call or 
being recalled for overtime, but rather a matter for her superiors. 

(vii) In respect of attending alarms both before and after 10 February 1999, the Respondent 
submitted overtime (and not “on-call”) claims. 

(viii) The Respondent testified that she did not consider herself to be “on-call” within the meaning 
of the relevant industrial agreements but, rather, considered that she was being recalled for 
overtime. 

(ix) When contacted regarding alarms, the Respondent did not always “respond forthwith for 
duty”, as she would have been required to do if she was on-call. 

(x) The Respondent would not have been (and was not) disciplined if she was unavailable to 
return to duty.  It was always her choice whether she attended or not. 

(xi) It was not essential that the Respondent attend all after hours incidents at PRESS sites.  There 
were a number of occasions when the Respondent was not even notified when an alarm went 
off. 

(xii) There was no evidence before the learned Magistrate that any superior officer ever placed any 
restrictions on the Respondent’s activities while she was off duty, as would have been the case 
if she was on-call. 

(xiii) The Respondent was not always contactable by her employer, as she would have had to have 
been if she was on-call. 

(xiv) The fact that the Respondent was provided with a commuting vehicle did not demonstrate 
that, she was on-call as: 
(a) the Policy, although allowing officers on-call to have use of a vehicle, was largely 

disregarded. 
(b) The Respondent admitted that she was given the vehicle outside of the terms of the 

Policy. 
(c) None of the documentation relating to the Respondent obtaining the vehicle made any 

reference to her being on-call. 
(d) There was unchallenged evidence from Inspector Longden that Superintendent Bowers 

had indicated that the vehicle was provided to the Respondent to assist her in taking her 
children to school or childcare. 

(xv) The fact that as keyholder and officer-in-charge, the Respondent provided her contact details 
to the Police Communications Centre did not indicate that she was on-call, as it was usual for 
officers-in-charge and keyholders to provide their contact details to the Police 
Communications Centre. 

10. In the alternative, if the learned Magistrate was correct in finding that the Respondent was placed on-call, he 
erred in fact and law in allowing her claim for the entire period 22 June 1998 to 13 October 2002. 

Particulars 
(a) There was no direction for the Respondent to be on-call prior to 10 February 1999.  The Respondent 

first attended an alarm outside of hours at a PRESS site on 9 February 1999. 
(b) The Respondent stopped being contactable at all times on 14 March 2002 when she stopped taking the 

PRESS mobile phone with her after hours. 
(c) The Respondent admitted that she had been expressly told, and understood, by at least 29 May 2002 

that she was not on-call. 
ORDER SOUGHT 

The Appellants seek an order that the decision of the learned Magistrate be quashed.” 
9 The claimant, Senior Sergeant Hill, a senior sergeant in the Western Australian Police Service, made a number of claims, 

numbered as follows, claiming that pursuant to s83A(1) of the Act she was a police officer appointed by the appellants under 
Part 1 – Section 7 of the Police Act 1892, to be a member of the Police Force of West Australia and she became an employee 
as at 4 December 2000.  There was no suggestion that either appellant was not correctly named as respondent in the 
applications at first instance, as appellants.  She alleged that contrary to clause 19 – On Call – Close Call – Standby 
Allowances of the Western Australian Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees No PSA AG8 of 2001, 
and its predecessors, she worked in each case a number of hours on-call in respect of which she did not receive any payments, 
and that therefore her employers committed a breach of the enterprise agreements.  This matter was heard and determined by 
the Industrial Magistrate who made the orders which I have set out above and delivered reasons for decision (see pages 57-74 
of the appeal book (hereinafter referred to as (“AB”)) dated 22 January 2004, the hearings having taken place on 10, 11 and 
17 December 2003 in claims numbered M46 of 2003, M47 of 2003, M88 of 2003 and M89 of 2003. 

10 The claims were as follows:- 
(a) Claim No M46 of 2003 covered the period from 22 June 1998 to 18 March 1999 comprising 38 weeks or 17 pay 

periods.  This claim alleged 17 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $17,847.05. 
(b) Claim No M88 of 2003 covered the period from 19 March 1999 to 3 December 2000 comprising 90 weeks or 45 pay 

periods.  This claim alleged 45 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $38,341.69. 
(c) Claim No M89 of 2003 covered the period from 4 December 2000 to 18 September 2001 comprising 42 weeks or 21 

pay periods.  This claim alleged 21 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $18,106.96. 
(d) Claim No M47 of 2003 covered the period from 19 December 2001 to 13 October 2002 comprising 56 weeks or 28 pay 

periods.  This claim alleged 28 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $27,330.41. 
11 There were therefore alleged 111 alleged breaches of the relevant industrial agreements and payment of the sum of 

$101,626.11 for the period from 22 June 1998 to 13 October 2002, together with interest thereon was claimed. 
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BACKGROUND 
12 There was evidence given on behalf of Senior Sergeant Hill by herself.  Evidence was given on behalf of the Minister for 

Police and the Commissioner of Police by Mr David Eacott, principal employee relations officer at that time and currently 
acting manager of the Workplace Relations Branch, for the Western Australian Police Service.  There was also documentary 
evidence given for the Minister for Police and the Commissioner of Police by Superintendent Robert Coops, but he did not 
attend to give evidence.  Oral evidence was given by Inspector Robert Brown and Mr John Duncan Longden, who both acted 
as superintendents at times.  There was a letter produced, written by Superintendent Robert Bowers. 

13 Senior Sergeant Hill was a sergeant of police with 20 years service, at the times relevant to this claim, and was the officer in 
charge at the material times, of the property receivable and exhibits storage facilities, called “PRESS”, section of the Western 
Australian Police Service.  She is now a senior sergeant carrying out duties elsewhere.  At the time she was the senior officer in 
charge of that section and was assisted by no other police officers but by five public service officers.   

14 Her job description included a requirement to work day shift and a clause which required her to perform “other duties as 
directed”.  Whilst her office was at one of the two sites, namely Maylands, she was responsible for facilities at Maylands and 
Midland during the day.  Her normal rostered hours were day shift and there was no requirement for her to work any shift 
except that shift.  She was the key holder for both facilities and was the only sworn officer in the section. 

15 Her immediate supervising officer when she first arrived at the PRESS section in June 1998 was Inspector John Duncan 
Longden, who was acting as Superintendent, but who was substantively operations manager/specialist support services at that 
time.  Her later superiors were Superintendent Robert Bowers, Superintendent Robert Coops, Acting Superintendent Longden 
again, and Acting Superintendent Robert Brown, as well as Superintendent Cullen.  As Inspector Brown said, her duties were 
to manage the resources and the personnel of the section and to develop appropriate processes to ensure the security of PRESS 
sites, the one at Maylands and the one later established also at Midland.  The property section had been neglected for quite 
some time. 

16 Senior Sergeant Hill was the nominated system owner for the electronic property chasing system.  Her job was to oversee the 
complete management of property within the Western Australian Police Service.  It was also her job to ensure that that policy 
reflected current legislation in relation to managing property.  In the section they were required to store court exhibits and 
seized property and also to forward certain items of that property through to police auctions which were held every six weeks.  
The property was held securely in the central storage area at Maylands and after 1999, at Midland in large buildings 
surrounded by secure perimeters. 

17 She reorganised the property section following on the recommendations of a report given prior to her arrival at the section to 
make the section more organised and accountable.  All types of property which came into police custody were stored in the 
facilities, including 260 odd seized motor vehicles and the total value of property stored was about $8 million.  The facilities 
were vast storage sheds inside secure perimeter fences.  It would seem that alarms were installed in 1998-9.  As the officer in 
charge from her commencement in the position, Sergeant Hill was responsible for the operation and security of the storage 
sites and supervision of civilian staff.  She had the responsibility of attending after hours alarms and after hours incidents at the 
two storage sites.  Her office was at Maylands, but she attended both sites during the course of her daily duties.  Commencing 
as the officer in charge, she gave her contact telephone number to the police communications centre so that she could be 
telephoned after hours.  She was initially told that she would not be paid on-call or overtime. 

18 What happened with after hours calls, she said, was this.  If the security alarm went off at either of the premises, after hours, 
and sometimes it was a false alarm, the police communications section rang Senior Sergeant Hill and she had to go into the 
facility in civilian clothes, unarmed and alone to see what the situation was and reset the alarm.  At the site a security guard 
would let her in through the perimeter fence and then leave her to do the checking.  The alarms often went off at night, 
sometimes twice a night, and after she had gone to bed.  She had to travel between 40 to 68 kilometres from her home after 
hours to attend the sites, initially in her own car.  She attended, at all times, alone and unarmed to check the premises and reset 
alarms.  She received call-outs to both facilities.  Sometimes there were calls three or four times a week.  Once there were two 
calls in one night.  She had call-outs from family barbecues and on other occasions.  She was required to be available 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, and she regarded this, she said, as an important part of her duties.  Even when she arranged for perimeter 
patrols to be conducted by police vehicles, she was still called out.  Sometimes she instructed the communications section to 
contact the nearest police station to do a perimeter check.  Such checks did not involve access to the two buildings concerned.  
She raised her fears about the danger of going onto these remote sites unarmed and alone in the middle of the night with her 
superiors, but nothing occurred in relation to this matter. 

19 Sergeant Hill said, and it was not denied, that she raised her on-call attendances after hours with acting superintendent 
Longden when she first started as sergeant at PRESS.  She asked if she was entitled to overtime and asked about the use of a 
work vehicle instead of her own to attend calls.  Her evidence was that she continually asked, and that acting superintendent 
Longden would not allow her overtime or the use of a work vehicle.  Inspector Longden did not deny that she raised these 
matters when and after she first started.  He did say that, about three or four months after she started as officer in charge of 
PRESS, she asked him if she could use the PRESS vehicle for commuting purposes.  He declined that request, he said.   

20 It was on that evidence open to accept Sergeant Hill’s evidence that she was continually raising these matters with acting 
superintendent Longden and to find that her working “on-call” was therefore approved by him because he permitted her to 
continue to work on-call. 

21 In or about August 1998, according to acting superintendent Longden, when it became evident that she would frequently be 
required to attend after hours incidents, she asked Acting Superintendent Longden if she was to be paid overtime for attending 
the alarms.  She also asked him if she was entitled to use the police vehicle attached to the section for commuting, considering 
the requirement upon her to attend alarms and other incidents after hours. 

22 He told her that “No, I couldn’t justify the use of a police vehicle for that purpose”.  He also told her that an allocation for 
overtime was not included in the sections budget. 

23 Mr Longden is currently employed as manager of investigations in Perth by the Australian Crime Commission and gave 
evidence that from 5 May 1997 to 10 August 2000 he was the operations manager special support services division.  He acted 
as Senior Sergeant Hill’s Divisional Superintendent until Superintendent Robert Bowers was appointed as Divisional 
Superintendent shortly after July 1998.  Superintendent Bowers remained in the position until July 1999 when 
Inspector Longden acted as Divisional Superintendent again until August 2000.  In the section Senior Sergeant Hill was 
directed by an Inspector in charge of the branch, who in turn reported to a Superintendent in charge of the division.  
Mr Longden agreed that he advised Senior Sergeant Hill that she could only utilise the vehicle for commuting if her 
circumstances met the policy criteria.  He admitted that he knew at the time that the relevant vehicle policy allowed a person 
“on-call” to be provided with a vehicle, but said that he did not consider her to be “on-call”.  He gave evidence of his 
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understanding only, not his direct knowledge, that she was permitted to utilise the section vehicle to drive her children to and 
from school.  He was, however, aware that Senior Sergeant Hill was “recalled to return to duty” (see page 430 (AB) 
paragraph 13), and required to attend the PRESS sites if available when the alarms were activated at those sites.  He said that 
alarm activations at Maylands were infrequent, and on-site security officers could in most cases deal with the alarm 
activations, whilst, at Midland, it would not be difficult for the officers to conduct a perimeter check only of the site and ensure 
that it was secure. 

24 On 10 February 1999, Senior Sergeant Hill spoke to Superintendent Robert Bowers, her superintendent, about after hours calls 
because Inspector Longden told her to.  She was expressly directed by Superintendent Bowers to attend to the alarm calls on 
10 February 1999, although she had done ever since she commenced her work in the section in June 1998.  When she spoke to 
Superintendent Bowers about the necessity to attend alarm call-outs and other incident call-outs at the property warehouse 
premises, he said to her “Well, you’ll have to do it”.  She said “So you want me to attend all of these things”.  He said “Yes, 
you’ll have to do it and you can take the police vehicle to do that”. 

25 He also told her to go and purchase a mobile telephone which she did.  He asked her also to seek his written permission to use 
the vehicle to commute.   

26 What is significant is that Senior Sergeant Hill made application in writing on 11 February 1999 to Superintendent Bowers to 
permit her to use her sections police vehicle and that that request was made in terms which clearly set out the fact that she 
wished to use it because she was required to be called out at night and after hours to ensure the security of all property on hand, 
as her sole responsibility.  It also sets out the necessity, as sole key holder of the premises, for her to go out at night when the 
alarm was activated so that she could re-enter the premises and reset the alarm.  For the sake of clarity, I reproduce that 
memorandum hereunder, formal parts omitted (see page 297 (AB)):- 

“I request permission to use the Property Tracing vehicle to travel from home to work and back again on a daily 
basis.  As the Officer in Charge of Property Tracing and the only Sworn Officer at the section, the security of all 
property on hand is my sole responsibility. 
After hours the warehouse and compounds are protected by an alarm systems that is linked to VKI.  I am the listed 
keyholder for the alarm and required to attend after hours and re-set the alarm if it is activated.  This has occurred 
on several occasions and also necessitates me conducting a check of the warehouse and surrounds to ensure security 
at the Section is not compromised. 
If you are agreeable to me using the vehicle it will only be used to travel from my home and return each day.  It will 
not be used at any other time out of normal business hours.  The vehicle will be parked at my home address and 
secured. 
Forwarded for your consideration and approval please.” 

27 Superintendent Bowers gave her authority to do so in the following terms, by memorandum dated 22 February 1999 (see 
page 298 (AB)):- 

“Permission is granted for you to use the vehicle allocated to the Property Tracing Section for the purpose of transit 
from your home to the Property Tracing Section outside normal rostered hours of duty. 
This authority is based on the fact that there is a demonstrated need for a specific function the basis of responsible 
and cost effective management and should be read in conjunction with the Commissioner’s Orders and Procedures 
and the Motor Vehicle Management Policy. 
Should the circumstances necessitating your use of this vehicle as outlined alter, you are to advise this office as 
soon as possible.” 

28 That approval was given in terms, inter alia, of the Commuting Vehicle Policy (see pages 300-303 (AB)), which, in its relevant 
conditions, reads as follows (see page 301 (AB)):- 

“The need for a member to regularly use a WAPS vehicle to commute to his or her place of residence may be 
justified in the following circumstance: 
1. Where the member is part of a unit which is regularly subject to after hours and/or weekend actual call-out. 
2. Where call-out is justified on the basis of a need to regularly attend emergency incidents, urgent requirements, 

or as part of the members duty statement. 
Initial approval will be based on a minimum of two actual call-outs per month for the previous six months. 
. . . 
Approval must be reviewed every three months.” 

29 By that policy, a person called out to attend on-call was entitled to use a police vehicle to commute. 
30 She thereafter sought and received reconfirmation of that permission every three months (see exhibit C).  (See pages 311-322 

(AB))  She used the vehicle and the mobile telephone thereof to receive calls and to attend and kept a careful record.  Her 
telephone number was called by “VKI”, the police communications centre also, to attend after hours incidents at the sites.  She 
took the mobile telephone with her everywhere at all times. 

31 She stated that she was supplied with a vehicle because she was on-call, and, to that end, applied from time to time as required 
for the renewal of the supply of the vehicle, as I have observed supra. 

32 It is noteworthy that Acting Sergeant Terry Townsend, on 30 January 2002, acting in Senior Sergeant Hill’s position, sent a 
memorandum asking for a review of the approval of the use of the vehicle for commuting and citing the need to attend call-
outs as they were, in fact, attended by Senior Sergeant Hill (see page 311 (AB)).  There was a similar request from Sergeant 
Glen Dewhurst to Acting Superintendent Cullen, dated 18 December 2001 (and also see page 319 (AB) 3/1/2000).  Senior 
Sergeant Hill made similar requests for renewal dated 24 May 1999, 5 October 1999, 3 April, 2000, 3 July 2000, 3 October 
2000, 2 April 2001, 2 July 2001 and 2 October 2001. 

33 Permission was granted on all occasions as far as one can ascertain.  In any event, it is not suggested that they were not. 
34 Senior Sergeant Hill’s evidence was that she was working when she was waiting for a call in relation to the alarms.  (In 2002, 

both the vehicle and the mobile telephone were taken from her, after she made a claim for on-call allowances).  She stated that 
when she went on leave she arranged for somebody else to be on-call.  She stated that she was the only person appointed to do 
the job.  It is not contested that the persons who from time to time directed her to do the after hours calls were authorised to do 
so by their positions.  She said that she raised the question of being on-call repeatedly with her superiors and at one stage she 
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was told that she was not on-call.  She reported all call-outs to whoever was her boss, including Acting Superintendent 
Longden.  She made the claim to be paid as she had performed the work.  Particularly, as someone later told her, that her 
situation was for an on-call allowance. 

35 To be eligible for an on-call allowance, according to the clause, the relevant clause of the 1996 and the ensuing agreements, the 
employee must be rostered or directed by a duly authorised senior officer to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside 
the employee’s ordinary hours or shift and must remain contactable by telephoning or paging for all of such time, unless 
working in response to a call or with the consent of his or her superior officer.  Of course, a police officer is required to obey 
commands issued by superior officers.  One Acting Superintendent, Inspector Longden, told her that she was not entitled to an 
on-call allowance.  She was at one stage authorised by Acting Superintendent Longden to be on intermittent duties, a situation 
where she could adjust her hours over a period, but she said that her job involved more work than that.  (See page 304 (AB)). 

36 That situation, being called-out on 48 separate occasions for alarms and on 97 occasions for other incidents, continued until 
she finished the job on 13 October 2002.  In April 2002, and up to that time she had attended the facilities a total of 145 times.  
She received calls when on leave even after arranging for someone to relieve her.  She said that she was always available, 
although on some occasions she tried to arrange for another officer to back her up. 

37 She agreed in cross-examination that whether a police officer is on-call or not depends on an instruction from that officer’s 
superior officers, and she was so directed, she said, by Superintendent Bowers on 10 February 1999.  She agreed that 
Superintendent Bowers did not use the words “on-call” but said “You will have to do it”.  Mr Bowers, in his letter of 8 May 
2003 (see page 307 (AB)) or otherwise, did not deny that he said that.  Before that date she was not so directed, she said, by 
any superior.  She did not have a budget allocation for overtime.  This was because she was told she was not entitled to claim it 
(see page 137 (AB)).  Since she was told that she was not on-call there was clearly no reason to include such an allocation in 
the budget.  On some occasions she claimed overtime.  She said that she actually considered that she was on-call 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, and made herself available to be on-call even on long service leave and sick leave (see page 143 (AB)).  
She accepted that in the six months before she was given the police car, she was not called out a minimum of two times a 
month, as the policy required to be the case before the provision of the car for her use to commute was permitted.  The only 
times when she left the actual metropolitan area, she said, were during periods of annual leave or if someone else was doing 
the on-call on a particular weekend and used the police car. 

38 She said that her superiors found her situation too difficult to deal with.  She also said in evidence that she was fobbed off 
when she raised the matters of on-call allowances. 

39 She made claims for overtime with her pay and those times have not been included in the claims before His Worship. 
40 After advice from a colleague and discussion with her union, she sought on-call allowances in a memorandum to 

Superintendent Robert Coops, her then Divisional Superintendent, dated 15 March 2002, and submitted a report to him on 
2 April 2002.  (See pages 305-306 (AB)).  The report set out her claims.  She discussed the matter, too, with her immediate 
superior, Inspector Dohmen.  She also discussed her claim with Inspector Gordon.  Inspector Brown’s memorandum to 
Superintendent Coops of 5 April 2002 (see page 329 (AB)), he being her last inspector supervisor, she found on her desk one 
morning.  Inter alia, that document, which referred to her claims, said “Sergeant Hill is a very capable and ambitious officer, 
however by making this claim she runs the risk of being considered a poor and neglectful manager which could call into 
question her managerial competence”.  She found this on her desk shortly afterwards, but could not say how it got there.  She 
said quite clearly that she had not applied for the on-call allowance earlier because she was told that she could not claim it and 
was not entitled to it.  Superintendent Coops, who gave no evidence but had a written statement tendered, she said, was aware 
of what she was doing on a daily basis and he did not deny that in his statement (see pages 433-434 (AB)). 

41 On 1 May 2002, she had a conversation with Superintendent Bowers, a long time after he left the position, and he told her that 
he had expected her to do the work ((ie) the on-call work), and that he had not authorised an on-call allowance.  He did not say, 
however, that he had not put her on-call.   

42 Senior Sergeant Hill kept very comprehensive diaries of her movements.  She said that her delay in applying for the allowance 
had been caused by her being told that she was not entitled to it and a conversation later in her time at the section with another 
who said she was entitled to the allowance. 

43 On 6 April 2002, Acting Superintendent Gordon told her to put in a claim for an on-call allowance. 
44 On 29 May 2002, Superintendent Coops informed her that he did not support her on-call claim and would not support any such 

future claims for people at PRESS, she agreed.  Superintendent Coops, her divisional superintendent, had also forwarded her 
claim to the Assistant Commissioner, Traffic and Operations Support, and, inter alia, made the following points 29 May 2002 
(see pages 309-310 (AB)):- 

“On 14 March 2002 I received an email from Sergeant HILL (copy attached) disclosing that because of the recent 
directive regarding the use of police vehicles for community purposes the vehicle would be secured at Maylands 
along with her mobile phone. 
Security issues were also raised concerning our two storage sites at Maylands and Midland.  Up until this time 
Sergeant HILL accepted the additional duties of attending to alarms. 
I recall on 15 March requesting Sergeant HILL to provide me with further information to enable me to assess her 
request for ‘on call’.  During that conversation Sergeant HILL mentioned that it would take some time to collate the 
statistics.  Hence on 2 April the attached report was received.  Inspector BROWN and myself forwarded the request 
to seek industrial advice.” 

45 He also observed, somewhat significantly, that it was quite apparent that the take home vehicle was an appropriate recompense 
and the matter was never pursued. 

46 That contains some recognition that she required recompense for being on-call. 
47   He said also that he did not recall ever telling Senior Sergeant Hill she was to be “on-call”. 
48 In that memorandum, Superintendent Coops also said that he did not support the on-call payment.  He did admit in his 

statement that Senior Sergeant Hill had mentioned at OIC meetings that she had been called out, but he could not recall, he 
said, where the payment of on-call was ever discussed. 

49 On 8 May 2002, Superintendent Bowers wrote to Superintendent Coops as follows, and this letter was admitted into evidence 
(see page 307 (AB)):- 
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“In relation to our conversation on 29th April, 2002 dealing with the application for “On Call Allowance” by 
Sergeant Nicole Hill, 6725 of the Property (Receival) and Exhibit Storage Section, I confirm that I have no 
particular recollection of authorising, instructing or agreeing that Sergeant Hill (or any other person) would receive 
“On Call Allowance” payments whilst I was attached to the Specialist Support Services. 
I do recognise and agree that all the “On Call” duties as detailed by Sergeant Hill were (in my time) performed by 
her and many others within the Specialist Support \services and no doubt always will be.  OIC’s from all sections 
were responsible for the same duties, to some degree, as outlined by Sergeant Hill in her application for this 
allowance. 
I did provide Sergeant Hill with the authority to take home the Police vehicle attached to her Section so as to enable 
her to respond to those out of hour’s incidents she has detailed.  In view of the change of policy by the Police 
Service to prohibit the after hours use of Police vehicle for this purpose I would consider Sergeant Hill’s application 
for “On Call Allowances” fair and reasonable, likewise to all other OIC’s in similar circumstances. 
I believe Sergeant Hill’s application would need to be adjusted to conform to one of the existing levels of the 
departments “On Call Allowance” policy and paid accordingly.” 

50 Senior Sergeant Hill was told on 27 August 2002 by Inspector Post that she was no longer required to attend the alarms which 
would be attended by a police vehicle sent by VKI.  She claimed the situation remained the same as before and this was two 
weeks before she left the section.  She was directed, too, not to attend the sites alone because of safety considerations.  She 
later lost her police vehicle and reverted to using her own vehicle when she received calls after hours.  This was because of a 
change in policy relating to the supply of police vehicles for commuting in March 2002.  However, she continued to attend the 
after hours calls using her own vehicle, as I have said. 

51 However, she was instructed that if the perimeter was found to be breached VKI could contact her to attend as key holder.  She 
was specifically instructed not to attend the premises alone (see page 119 (AB)). 

52 It is clear that when she first took the position it contained the following job description “The incumbent may be required to 
work outside these hours to meet operational contingencies” (see page 128 (AB)).  That foreshadowed, to some extent, the out 
of hours calls which, however, she had to attend. 

53 The acting manager of the workplace relations branch of the Western Australian Police Service, Mr David Eacott, said in 
evidence that officers must do reasonable overtime, but could decline if not reasonably available and then someone else would 
be called.  If on-call, an officer must be available for immediate recall and must remain contactable, by mobile pager or 
telephone, except, no doubt, when he/she is already attending to a call.   Further, such officers on-call must hold themselves 
available for immediate recall.  Superintendent Coops and Inspector Longden said that Senior Sergeant Hill was not subject to 
such disciplinary measures in respect of after hours call-outs.  An officer may be able to do his or her duty without leaving his 
or her residence Mr Eacott conceded.  He said that Senior Sergeant Hill could be carrying out her duty when she rings and gets 
local police to do a perimeter check.  However, he had no experience of any police officer being on-call to actually receive 
telephone calls. 

54 Inspector Robert Brown, who was the operations manager of response and specialist support, from December 1999 to 
July 2002, gave evidence.  He had responsibility for PRESS after January 2001.  He was Senior Sergeant Hill’s day to day 
supervisor.  He said that Senior Sergeant Hill did not have to go personally to the two sites when the alarms went off.  
However, he allowed the previous arrangement that had been in place prior to his arrival to continue after he took up his new 
position.  Those arrangements, as he said, involved Senior Sergeant Hill being called following an alarm activation at PRESS 
sites and she would attend these on “a recall” of duty (wrongly described in the transcript at first instance as a “record of duty”) 
overtime basis it would seem, if she were available.  It was not usual to have to supply home contact details to the police 
communications branch, VKI, he said, also.  If Senior Sergeant Hill were not available to attend, then another police officer 
could do so, he said.  Inspector Brown also said that it is not for officers in charge, in particular if they are not rostered or 
directed to be on-call, to provide their after hours contact details to the police operations centre.  He also said that if she were 
unavailable another police vehicle would be tasked to attend via the police operations centre.  He went on to say that there was 
no need to reset the alarm immediately after it had gone off at the two sites.  The officer in charge could reset it the following 
day, he said.  He also said that the activation of the alarm could have been attended to by other means, without specifying those 
other means.  He said that vehicles were made available to Senior Sergeant Hill for commuting reasons, he understood.  He 
also said that she had never discussed the on-call allowance with him or complained to him about attending sites or the 
interference that this caused to her family life.  He said that he had never placed her on-call, but agreed she was “recalled for 
overtime”.  Inspector Brown, as Senior Sergeant Hill’s direct supervisor, gave evidence that he was aware that Senior Sergeant 
Hill had access to a Western Australian Police Service vehicle for commuting services, and that he understood that this was 
part of the arrangement in place to assist her to return to duty when available.  As he very significantly said, “Officers in 
charge are expected to manage their work area and at the time if an officer in charge felt that they had a need for a vehicle, they 
were able to access one”.  He also said that he understood that Senior Sergeant Hill’s access to the vehicle was authorised by 
Superintendent Bowers when Senior Sergeant Hill commenced work at PRESS.  Inspector Brown went on to say that at that 
time the vehicle policy was largely disregarded and this led to the reviewing of the policy in March 2002, as a result of which 
vehicles were no longer to be used for commuting by officers in charge of sections.  As a result, Senior Sergeant Hill’s vehicle 
was then withdrawn.  He said that Senior Sergeant Hill made an on-call claim, but did not discuss her on-call allowances with 
him before making the claim.  Indeed, he said that he gave no thought to her being on-call since there was an arrangement in 
place that allowed her to return to duty on an overtime basis when she was required and available.  His opinion was that she 
was being recalled for overtime. 

55 If she had submitted claims for on-call allowances, he said, he would have required her to justify the need for her being on-call 
and required her to make provision for on-call allowances in her section budget, he said.  Any such direction ((ie) to be on-call) 
would have to have been issued by the divisional superintendent on advice from Inspector Brown himself.  He himself would 
not have recommended that she be placed on-call.  His understanding was that she submitted claims for recall to duty overtime 
for the attendance of alarm activations at PRESS sites.  He was unable to recall her speaking to him daily, second daily, 
continually or specifically about any concerns to do with her going out to alarms in the middle of the night.  Inspector Brown 
said that he was satisfied that she was doing a very good job, having the opportunity to speak to her once a week at least. 

56 In the end, after a number of questions (see page 193 (AB)), he admitted that there was a flow of information to him from her 
about what she was doing, at least once a week.  However, she did not, he said, tell him that she was recalled to duty and was 
not required to.  He did not look into the question of her safety, although he had a responsibility for her, because he said she 
did not raise it with him (see page 194 (AB)).  He said that if there had been any concerns about safety he would have been 
alerted to them by Senior Sergeant Hill.  He had visited the sites.  He had reported to the divisional superintendent about her 
claims for allowances because he was responsible as operations manager for PRESS.  He sent a memorandum (5 April 2002), 
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to the divisional superintendent which, inter alia, predicted that an unfavourable view of her management ability in relation to 
those claims might be taken because she did not include in her own budget an amount for those claims.  However, he said that 
she otherwise performed her duties outstandingly.  He was unable to recall seeing a memorandum in which Senior 
Sergeant Hill sought approval to commute in the vehicle, as she was required to do every three months.   

57 Mr Longden’s evidence was also that he knew that police officers were entitled to claim overtime when recalled to duty and he 
knew that Senior Sergeant Hill claimed overtime for attending alarm activations.  He asserted that he did not tell her not to 
claim overtime and that she did not ask him whether her circumstances made her eligible for on-call allowances.  However, he 
did say that he understood that officers who were rostered as directly on-call were required to remain available and contactable 
for immediate return to duty.  He asserted, too, that if Senior Sergeant Hill had discussed the subject of being on-call with him 
he would have advised her that her circumstances did not constitute being on-call.  It is quite clear, as he said, that he did not 
expressly assent to her being on-call since this would have represented poor budgetary management.  He said, further, that 
there was no need for her to be available to return to duty when alarms were activated at the PRESS sites.  He went on to say 
that if she did not return to duty immediately when recalled this would not be a disciplinary issue, and, in fact, she was not on-
call.  Further, he said, he did not restrict her activities in any way during her off duty periods and allowed her later to work 
“intermittent duties” in July 1999 to enable her to drive her children to and from school.  He said that he did understand that 
Superintendent Bowers permitted her to use the section vehicle to commute.  He said that the decision to return to deal with the 
alarms out of hours was hers.  He did not deny telling her that she could not claim overtime because there was no budget for it, 
but said there was a standing joke about availability of funds between them.  He said that all of her overtime claims were paid.  
He denied that on-call allowances were discussed between them.  Had they been discussed, he said, his opinion would have 
been that she was not on-call.  Paying her on-call allowances would not have been good sound financial management, 
Mr Longden said.  Alarm activations, he also said, could have been dealt with by local police checks or the security guard at 
Maylands.  He did agree that Senior Sergeant Hill used her own telephone at some stage and her own car to deal with calls out 
of hours, and that she was later issued with a mobile telephone and that she was paid overtime from time to time when she 
attended the section’s sites in the middle of the night.  He admitted in cross-examination that the only evidence missing to 
indicate that she was on-call was probably a direction or approval to work on-call.  He agreed that approval was given by 
Superintendent Bowers to use a vehicle for commuting.  As an acting superintendent after Superintendent Bowers left, and 
because the policy stood, as it did, he continued that decision of Superintendent Bowers.  He certainly had the supervision of 
Senior Sergeant Hill in relation to the use of the vehicle and he did not vary the permission given to her.  He approved a 
continuation of this use of the vehicle upon her memorandum to him of 3 July 2000 (see pages 222-223 (AB)). 

58 He did approve that continued use of a motor vehicle then in accordance with the commuting policy.  He said that she justified 
the need to him to have access to a vehicle in case she made the decision to return to work to attend the alarm if she were 
available and saw the need to attend.  He had nothing to do with the issue of the telephone to her, he said.  If an alarm goes off, 
he said, VKI is notified and then they notify the officer in charge, if she is available.  She/he then makes a decision about the 
appropriate course of action.  The Inspector agreed that if she were not available the local police would do a perimeter check, 
but only Senior Sergeant Hill as the key holder could get into the warehouse.  She was directly responsible for these facilities.  
He agreed that this area, the property area, had been neglected before Senior Sergeant Hill took over. 

59 The statement of Superintendent Robert Coops was tendered.  He was not able to be cross-examined. 
THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE’S FINDINGS 

60 The Industrial Magistrate went on to find that when Senior Sergeant Hill picked up the telephone and it was police 
communications who rang, she was at work, on duty, and that was also the case when she attended the sites or directed a police 
vehicle to do a perimeter check of the storage premises.  He so found.  He found as a fact that sometimes it would not have 
been appropriate to merely send a vehicle to do a perimeter check.  He also found that making a decision was a duty.  He also 
found that her superiors put her in a position where she had to attend to the emergency calls from VKI, the police service 
communications unit, when the security alarm went off at either of the storage facilities.  She was then obliged to go in to 
attend the premises and the buildings or arrange for the nearest police station to send a vehicle to carry out a perimeter check of 
the grounds that contained the storage building.  There was no one else, in a real sense, to attend to these emergency calls.  She 
was expected to attend.  He found that she answered those telephone calls and responded to them from the time she 
commenced as the officer in charge of the section.  He found that when she picked up the telephone and answered the calls and 
attended, or arranged for someone to attend, she was working, and that she was carrying out her duties.  He found that Senior 
Sergeant Hill was given a direction to do the work by Superintendent Bowers.  He was an authorised senior officer and her 
immediate superior.  That direction came when he told in relation to her response to the calls “You’ve got to do it”.  That 
direction was given on 10 February 1999.  He found that even after the police service car and mobile telephone were taken 
back from her, she continued to respond to calls when she was at home, using her own vehicle.  He found that the Minister for 
Police and the Commissioner of Police had breached the relevant agreements by not paying Senior Sergeant Hill an on-call 
allowance as required by those agreements.  He found that the Minister for Police and the Commissioner of Police, through 
their authorised senior officers, put Senior Sergeant Hill in the situation that she was on-call but did most things to pretend or 
suggest that she was not in fact on-call, a de facto on-call. 

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
61 Whether Senior Sergeant Hill was entitled to be paid on-call allowance depends on the terms of the relevant “industrial 

agreements” which are industrial agreements as defined in s7 of the Act. 
No Contracting Out 
62 It is also to be noted that the parties to those agreements cannot contract out of them, nor can any person. 
63 S114 of the Act, which reads as follows, provides:- 

“(1) Subject to this Act, a person shall not be freed or discharged from any liability or penalty or from the 
obligation of any award, industrial agreement or order of the Commission by reason of any contract made or 
entered into by him or on his behalf, and every contract, in so far as it purports to annul or vary such award, 
industrial agreement or order of the Commission, shall, to that extent, be null and void without prejudice to 
the other provisions of the contract which shall be deemed to be severable from any provisions hereby 
annulled. 

(2) Each employee shall be entitled to be paid by his employer in accordance with any award, industrial 
agreement or order of the Commission binding on his employer and applicable to him and to the work 
performed, notwithstanding any contract or pretended contract to the contrary, and the employee may 
recover as wages the amount to which he is hereby declared entitled in any court of competent jurisdiction, 
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but every action for the recovery of any such amount shall be commenced within 6 years from the time 
when the cause of action arose, and the employee is not entitled to recovery of wages under this subsection 
and otherwise, in respect of the same period.” 

64 In construing the agreement, the same principles, in my opinion, apply to the construction of industrial agreements as apply to 
awards.  Those principles are contained in Norwest Beef Industries Ltd v WA Branch, Australasian Meat Industry Employees 
Union (1985) 65 WAIG 695.  Those principles are the same as those for construing deeds, instruments and statutes (see also 
Perth Electric Tramways Employees Industrial Union v Commissioner of Railways (1927) 7 WAIG 155). 

65 The relevant clause, clause 16, reads (see 77 WAIG 435) as follows:- 
“(1) For the purposes of this clause: 

“On-call” shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered, or directed by a duly authorised senior 
officer, to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside of the employee’s ordinary working hours or 
shift.  An employee placed on call shall remain contactable by telephone or paging system for all of such 
time unless working in response to a call or with the consent of his or her appropriate senior officer.” 

66 Clause 16(2) prescribes the allowances to be paid to an employee who is authorised to hold herself/himself available either on-
call, or on close-call or on standby. 

Overtime 
67 I wish to make it clear that entitlements to overtime payments are an entirely separate and distinct entitlement from 

entitlements to an on-call allowance under the agreement.  The ordinary hours of duty for an officer such as Senior Sergeant 
Hill, at material times, was an average of 40 hours per week, 8 hours a day, five days a week (see clause 7(1)).  (“Overtime” is 
not defined in the agreement).  In other words, overtime is a different kind of work from that done on-call, is regulated 
differently under the industrial agreement, and paid at different rates.  Thus, it follows that Senior Sergeant Hill was not 
entitled to be paid overtime, or, indeed, to claim it if she were on-call and vice-versa. 

68 Overtime, in the case of Senior Sergeant Hill, was all time worked in excess of 40 hours per week (see clause 17(2)(a)(iii)).  
Overtime also requires minimum payment such as payment for four hours or two hours including travelling depending on the 
circumstances (see clause 17(3) and (4)). 

On-Call Allowance 
69 It is now necessary to construe the definition of “on-call allowance” in the context of the whole of the industrial agreement.   
70 First, an on-call situation, by definition (see supra), is a situation in which an employee is rostered or directed by a duly 

authorised senior officer.  “Rostered” means precisely that, that an employee is placed on a roster which requires her/him to be 
available outside ordinary hours and to respond forthwith for duty outside of those ordinary hours or shifts.  There was no 
evidence of any such roster for Senior Sergeant Hill in this case.  “Directed” means that a person is directed to do the same.  A 
person is directed if, according to the most relevant definitions, she/he is managed, controlled, given authoritative instructions 
to, commanded or ordered to do something (see The Macquarie Dictionary 3rd Edition). 

71 An employee placed on-call, then, is required to remain contactable by telephone or paging system for all of the time when 
she/he is on-call, unless she/he is working in response to a call or is not contactable with the consent of her/his appropriate 
senior officer. 

72 Thus, an employee is required by clause 16(2) to comply with those conditions before she/he is entitled to be paid the 
allowance prescribed by clause 16(2). 

73 The ordinary, natural meaning of the words is plain.  In my opinion, by the clause an employee can be directed to be available 
to respond forthwith for duty outside the employer’s working hours or shift. 

74 In this case, there was not a great deal of contention about the evidence and the facts.  Sergeant Hill, as she then was, as the 
officer in charge of the property section, was at all times the sole key holder with access first to the premises at Maylands and 
then to both.  Her duty statement contemplated her performing duties outside her ordinary hours of employment.  It was 
undisputed that she was the officer in charge and the sole key holder with access to the premises and the sole police officer in 
the property section, and that she had the responsibility and the duty to attend alarms and other incidents relating to premises 
which contained over 43,000 articles, including 269 motor vehicles, some of them expensive. 

75 After June 1998, when she commenced employment, she also commenced answering calls after hours, often in the middle of 
the night and early morning, to check the security of the premises when called upon to do so.  She used her own car, and, as far 
as one can tell, her own petrol.  There was, of course, no one else to answer the calls, and no other key holder.  It is quite clear 
that she raised this matter with her acting superintendent, Inspector Longden, continually from when she first started in June 
1998 and around August 1998 in particular, and, as is clear, was told by him when she requested the use of a police vehicle to 
answer the calls, and sought overtime that she could not have either.  She was not told that she did not have to answer the calls 
outside hours, and, indeed, it was reasonable for her to assume that she was required as part of her duties and authorised ((ie) 
directed) to continue to do so as a result of that conversation.  She was merely told that she was not entitled to overtime or a car 
for performing the duties on-call and that there was not enough money budgetted for it. 

76 On 10 February 1999, as is clear from her uncontested evidence, she raised this matter with Superintendent Bowers, who had 
become her divisional superintendent, and he expressly and unequivocally directed her to attend to these calls outside hours.  
His words “You’ll have to do it” were clear and unequivocal.  His memorandum written in 1999 corroborates to some extent 
this direction.  He told her to acquire a mobile telephone which she did so that she could be contacted after hours, and he 
authorised the use of a police car to commute in and to hold at home to answer calls after hours.  She used it accordingly.  He 
did so in accordance with the relevant policy for commuting in police vehicles.  He did not say that she was entitled to an on-
call allowance, nor did he say that she was not so entitled.  She had not, of course, at this time, in accordance with policy, 
carried out within the previous six months the minimum two call-outs a month to justify being permitted the vehicle for 
commuting under the policy, but her attendances on after hours calls after that more than justified the decision.  However, over 
the next several years she attended 145 call-outs which she carefully documented.  She was from time to time paid some 
overtime, although overtime was clearly not an applicable allowance.  She continued to answer call-outs and used the car, 
obtaining regular permission to continue to do so, until March 2002.  That is when the policy for commuter use of service 
vehicles changed and the vehicles were withdrawn from officers in charge such as she.  All of Superintendent Bowers’ 
successors, however, approved the car and the express use of it for call-outs because the applications in writing expressly 
referred to this, and these approvals were for the use of the car for herself and for those who acted in her place.  Thus, her 
attending on after hours calls continued to be approved, and, indeed, directed. 

77 After the vehicle was withdrawn she continued to use her own car to attend alarms and incidents at the property storage sites 
out of hours. 
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78 Mr Longden purported to say that he understood the car use was granted to her to enable her to take her children to school, but 
his evidence is hearsay, and all of the direct evidence, oral and written, to which I have referred above, is that she used the car 
and was given leave to use it to attend calls at the premises after hours and that that is what she did. 

79 The need for her to attend was queried after the events by Inspector Brown and Mr Longden in their evidence, but her 
uncontroverted evidence was that she had to attend as the sole key holder and did so unarmed and alone, and that she was 
directed to do so by Superintendent Bowers.  Further, they, that is Acting Superintendent Longden and Inspector Brown, 
continued to permit her to use the car for the call-outs, and, on that basis, and did not direct her not to.  Their queries about the 
necessity to do so after the event are not reliable for that reason, and it was open to so find.  In any event, it is difficult to 
understand how, as those witnesses suggested, the alarm could be safely left unset overnight after it had been set off.  Thus, the 
key holder would have to go into the premises to reset the alarm and the only key holder was Senior Sergeant Hill.  In my 
opinion, there is ample evidence, uncontroverted, that she attended many call-outs after hours between and including June 
1998 and 29 May 2002.  Further, Senior Sergeant Hill was directed to do so expressly by Superintendent Bowers and 
implicitly by Acting Superintendents Longden and Brown who let Superintendent Bowers’ approval of the use of the vehicle 
stand and who approved the use of the vehicle themselves for these purposes.  She was provided with the official wherewithal 
to answer calls, namely a car and a mobile telephone, and none of these were removed from her until 2002, and she continued 
to answer the calls after hours using her own vehicle.  Superintendent Bowers’ direction was never revoked or varied, not the 
least by Acting Superintendent Longden or Acting Superintendent Brown, and was affirmed on a number of occasions when it 
was reviewed by four Superintendents and/or Acting Superintendents until she applied for on-call allowances.  There is also 
evidence that Superintendent Coops affirmed this direction.  (See pages 408-9 (AB)).  In addition, a vehicle was available, 
according to the guidelines, to her as a person who was on-call. 

80 There is ample additional other evidence that Senior Sergeant Hill was directed to be on-call:- 
(a) She answered many calls of which she advised her superiors and which it is credible that she should have done so. 
(b) She was paid overtime for being called out of hours, and, thus, her being called out was recognised sometimes by those 

payments. 
(c) Superintendent Coops did not deny her on-call allowances, although he opposed her claims, but he did, however, seem 

to do so on the basis that her possession of the car and the telephone was sufficient remuneration for her making those 
attendances and did not tell her to stop them (see pages 121-122 (AB)). 

(d) There was more emphasis on there not being monies in the budget, in the evidence of the witnesses for the Minister for 
Police and the Commissioner of Police, than on the assertion that she was not entitled to the on-call allowances. 

(e) Senior Sergeant Hill was given a car to use and continued to use it with her mobile telephone on-call as part of the 
commuter car policy. 

(f) She was given a mobile telephone so that she could be called and she was called and attended calls. 
(g) Inspector Post, her superior in 2002, did not instruct her to cease attending in answer to the calls until 27 August 2002, 

but did instruct her not to enter the premises when she was on her own. 
81 The fact that she did not make a claim earlier for the allowances was very adequately explained by her on the basis that the she 

had no entitlement to on-call allowances and was so told.  Even the attempt to deter her from making the claim, when she did 
finally make a claim, on the basis that it might affect the judgment of her managerial ability bears that out to some extent.  It 
was not seriously contended that she was entitled to claim overtime, and, in fact, she was not, on a fair reading of the 
provisions of the agreement relating thereto and to which I have referred above. 

82 That she was contactable because it was her uncontradicted evidence that she regarded herself as on duty 24 hours a day 7 days 
a weeks and acted as if that was the case.  She was contacted and contactable by landline and by mobile telephone, the latter 
being provided to her for that specific purpose.  She once went out twice in one night.  She left family barbecues to answer.  
She came back off sick off sick leave and long service leave to attend calls.  She did not leave the metropolitan area except on 
annual leave or long service leave.  She was, as a matter of evidence, contactable and contacted at all times.  The only 
exception was once or twice when other officers stood in for her on a weekend. 

83 To suggest that she was, because of that, non-contactable all of the time, was wrong and that she did not have the consent of a 
senior officer for an odd occasion off duty impliedly is, in my opinion, bordering on the absurd when she made available even 
on holiday. 

84 The crux of this matter is that all of the evidence properly leads to the conclusion that Senior Sergeant Hill performed on-call 
duties as she was directed to do by a number of successive superiors from June 1998 until 29 May 2002.  I have already 
explained how she was expressly directed to do so by Superintendent Bowers, whose direction was continued and not varied or 
revoked and was in fact given effect to by his successors as Superintendent or Acting Superintendent until April 2002.  
However, I would add that, from June 1998, when she expressly informed Acting Superintendent Longden that she was 
answering after hours calls and inquired about the availability of allowances and/or the use of a police vehicle to commute 
because she was performing these duties.  Thus, his countenancing her being on-call then whilst refusing to accord her the 
benefits, amounted, in the broad sense, to a direction to continue on-call within the meaning of the industrial agreement. 

85 For all of the reasons which I have advanced, too, the principles laid down in Fox v Percy (2003) 197 ALR 201 enable me to 
say that on a clear consideration of all of the evidence I see no error in the Industrial Magistrate’s fact finding which he made 
in support of the conclusion which he reached.  In particular, I see no error in fact finding as alleged in the grounds of appeal. 

86 I would also add that the fact that the amount of the allowance payable was not included in the budget was clearly because 
Senior Sergeant Hill’s superiors would not agree that she was entitled to an on-call allowance, even though she was.  That was 
a view that they expressed quite erroneously.  What was said and done by them is clearly open to the inference that they 
wished to control the amount of the budget and that their first responsibility was not seen by the appellant’s witnesses as 
complying with the industrial agreement. 

87 There was ample evidence on which the Industrial Magistrate was entitled to find, and should have found, for those reasons, as 
follows:- 
(a) That from June 1998 to 29 May 2002, Senior Sergeant Hill was directed by a duly authorised senior officer, and that 

direction was continued without revocation or variation, that she be available to be on-call to attend for duty outside her 
ordinary hours or shift. 
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(b) That she was required to attend calls after hours and did so on 145 occasions. 
(c) That she, having been placed on-call, remained contactable by telephone for all of that time, unless responding to a call 

or with the consent of her senior officer. 
(d) That she was given no direction, until Inspector Post’s memorandum of April 2002 that an attendance by a police car to 

do a perimeter search would suffice instead of her attendance, and, indeed, it is not clear that this would have sufficed on 
all of the evidence. 

(e) That no amount by way of on-call allowance was paid to her, as alleged in the complaint, and that breaches of the 
agreement as alleged were committed. 

(f) That whilst she was indeed directed as a fact to be on-call within the meaning of the agreement and attended calls 
accordingly, carrying out that duty as officer in charge of the section, some of her senior officers incorrectly alleged that 
she was not on call, and she was never paid the allowance which she was required to be paid under the agreement and in 
breach of the agreement. 

(g) That insofar as it was said that she contracted out of the agreement and that that was a term of the agreement, which it 
was not, the same could not stand in the face of s114 of the Act. 

(h) That the Industrial Magistrate did not decide the wrong question in the end, and, if he did, then it was open to him to 
find and he should have found otherwise. 

FINALLY 
88 For all of those reasons, appeal No FBA 14 of 2004 is made out and I would uphold it in one limited respect.  The orders at 

first instance should be varied only insofar as it relates to the period 29 May 2002 to October 2002 when there was evidence 
that Senior Sergeant Hill worked on-call with no direction to do so, and particularly after 27 August 2002 in the face of a 
direction not to do so.  She was not therefore entitled to on-call allowances after 29 May 2002.  Thus, an amount equal to the 
on-call payments ordered to be made for that period should be deducted from the total amount of the orders at first instance. 

89 Since the quantum of the orders made at first instance was calculated upon the agreement of the parties, it is not possible for 
the Full Bench to quantify the amount to be deducted by way of variation of the orders at first instance.  However, I would 
vary the orders made at first instance by reducing the quantum accordingly. 

90 The parties should advise the Full Bench in writing within five days of the date hereof of the amount to be ordered to be paid 
in accordance with these reasons. 

91 Appeal No FBA 12 of 2004 is made out, by concession, because appeal No. FBA 14 of 2004 was substantially lost.  I would 
vary the decision made at first instance to include an amount for prejudgement interest in a sum to be advised by the parties to 
the Full Bench within five days of the date hereof.  I would order accordingly and a minute will issue. 

92 There should be liberty to apply if the parties are unable to agree either of the amounts referred to. 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH: 
93 I have had the benefit of reading in draft the reasons to be published by the President.  For the reasons his Honour gives, I 

agree that FBA 14 is made out to the extent that the decision should be varied as it relates to the period 29 May 2002 to 
October 2002.  I also agree that FBA 12 of 2004 is made out and I have nothing further to add. 

COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON: 
94 I have had the benefit of reading the draft of His Honour, the President’s reasons for decision.  For the reasons His Honour 

gives, I agree that FBA 14 of 2004 is made out in part and that the decision should be varied as it relates to the period 29 May 
2002 to October 2002.  I also agree that FBA 12 of 2004 is made out and I have nothing to add. 

THE PRESIDENT: 
95 For those reasons, appeal No FBA 12 of 2004 is upheld and appeal No FBA 14 of 2004 is upheld in part but otherwise 

dismissed. 
Order accordingly 
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Catchwords Industrial Law (WA) – Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate – Calculation of 

quantum – Prejudgment interest – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), s84 – Industrial 
Magistrates’ Courts (General Jurisdiction) Regulations 2000, regulations 3, 54(1), 54(1)(b) 

Decision Appeal upheld in part, but otherwise dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellants Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr P R Momber (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Supplementary Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT AND COMMISSIONER J H SMITH: 
1 This was a matter which came before the Full Bench in order that questions of calculation of quantum could be determined by 

the Full Bench.  There were written submissions on behalf of both parties.  In the end, the Full Bench decided that prejudgment 
interest should be ordered in the sum of $48,333.03.  The reason is this. 

2 Regulation 54(1) of the Industrial Magistrates’ Courts (General Jurisdiction) Regulations 2000 (hereinafter called “the 
Regulations”) reads as follows:- 

“(1) Except as provided in this regulation, if a court orders a party to pay a sum of money, the court may order 
the party to pay interest on the sum — 
(a) at the yearly rate for judgment debts set out in the notice published under section 142 of the 

Supreme Court Act 1935 and applicable to the period from the date when the cause of action arose 
to the date when the final order is made; and  

(b) on the whole or any part of the money for the whole or any part of the period from the date when the 
cause of action arose to the date when the final order is made.” 

3 Interest is therefore payable by virtue of regulation 54(1)(b) of the Regulations by the Court, that is the Industrial Magistrate’s 
(sic) Court because, in regulation 3 of the Regulations, “court” means Industrial Magistrate’s (sic) Court. 

4 Interest is payable, it is to be noted, for the whole or any part of the period from the date when the cause of action arose to 
when the final order was made.  “Final order” means (see regulation 3) “an order that determines a substantive right or liability 
of a party to an action”.  That final order is the final order of the Industrial Magistrates’ Court which is defined as “the court” 
for the purposes of the Regulations, as I have already observed.  That final order is the order appealed against in these 
proceedings and it was made on 10 March 2004 in each claim and issued on 11 March 2004. 

5 The claims were made on 24 March 2003 and 26 May 2003 respectively.  Therefore interest may be ordered by the Industrial 
Magistrates’ Court for the period from 24 March 2003 and 26 May 2003 to 11 March 2004. 

6 The Full Bench’s power is limited to the power conferred on it by s84 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) which 
is to vary, etc. 

7 It was also agreed by the parties and it was obvious that some penalties would fall away because the Full Bench found that no 
breaches of agreement had been committed between 29 May 2002 and October 2002.  Further, any amounts of underpayment 
of entitlements during that period were ordered in error and the order of the Industrial Magistrate should therefore be varied to 
reflect that. 

8 In accordance with those principles and findings as expressed, the parties subsequently reached agreements as to the quantum 
of the final orders and these have now been made. 

COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON: 
9 I have had the benefit of reading the supplementary reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those 

reasons and have nothing to add. 
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Decision Appeal upheld in part, but otherwise dismissed 
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Appellants Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr P R Momber (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Order 
These matters having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 14th day of May 2004 and matters of quantum having come 
on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 3rd day of September 2004, and having heard Mr P R Momber (of Counsel), by leave, 
on behalf of Nicole Morag Hill, and Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Minister for Police and Barry Matthews, 
the Commissioner of Police, and the Full Bench having reserved its decision on the matter, and reasons for decision being delivered 
on the 24th day of August 2004 and matters of quantum being further heard and the Full Bench having determined to issue further 
reasons at a future date, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as 
amended), it is this day the 8th day of September 2004 ordered and declared as follows:- 

(1) THAT appeal No. FBA 12 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld. 
(2) THAT appeal No. FBA 14 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld in part but otherwise dismissed. 
(3) THAT the orders made at first instance in matters numbered M46 of 2003, M47 of 2003, M88 of 2003 and 

M89 of 2003 be and are hereby varied in accordance with the reasons for decision of the Full Bench in appeal 
No FBA 12 of 2004 and appeal No FBA 14 of 2004. 

(4) THAT the parties hereto consent to the orders made being varied as expressed hereinafter:- 
(a) THAT the order of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth made in claim M 46 of 2004 on the 

10th day of March 2004 shall be varied by adding as order 3 thereof:- 
“The respondent shall pay to the appellant forthwith the sum of $13,096.74.” 

(b) THAT the order of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth be and is hereby varied by adding the 
following order to the order made on the 10th day of March 2004 in claim M88 of 2004. 
“3. That the respondent shall pay to the appellant the sum of $23,201.49 by way of pre-
judgement interest.” 

(c) That the order made in claim M 89 of 2004 on the 10th day of March 2004 in the Industrial 
Magistrate’s Court at Perth be and is hereby varied by adding the following order 3. 
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“3. That the respondent shall pay to the appellant the sum of $7,145.18 by way of prejudgement 
interest.” 

(d) THAT the order of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court at Perth made in claim M 47 of 2004 be and is 
hereby varied as follows:- 
(i) By substituting for the figure “$23,673.12” in order 1 thereof the figure of $15,293.16. 
(ii) By substituting for the figure “$2,800.00” in order 2 thereof the figure $1,900.00. 
(iii) By adding an order 3 as follows:- 

“3.  That the respondent shall pay to the appellant the sum of $4,889.62 by way of pre-
judgment interest”. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an application brought by the above-named applicant organisation (hereinafter called “the HSU”) pursuant to s62(2) of 

the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act’). 
2 At all material times, the HSU was an organisation as that term is defined in s7 of the Act, and, in fact, is and was an 

organisation of employees. 
3 By the application, the HSU seeks to add to rule 3 – Constitution, sub-rule (1), a new rule 3(1)(ab) in the following terms:- 

“(ab) Any aged care facility, nursing home, and/or health care facility for the aged, chronically ill and or disabled 
including but not limited to any high care, low care, day care, respite care and/or rehabilitation and/or 
restorative service for the aged, chronically ill and/or disabled, and any residential and/or community care 
service or hostel in or about or in connection with and/or ancillary to the provision of such services 
including employees engaged as Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and/or Diversional Therapy 
Assistants and/or Activity Assistants but not including any other employee of such services who at the 30th 
of April 2004 was eligible for membership of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers 
Union, Western Australian Branch, any employee of a local government authority in the provision of 
ancillary and community care services or any employee employed under Part 3 – Public Service, of the 
Public Sector Management Act, 1994, any employee of the Disability Services Commission of Western 
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Australia, any employee of a public authority employed in residential facilities associated with state schools 
and/or juvenile hostels administered by the Department of Community Development.” 

4 That rule seeks to extend coverage to persons employed in the occupations referred to therein in aged care homes, nursing 
homes, and homes where persons with serious injuries or disabilities are cared for. 

5 That the application is brought under s62 of the Act means that s55, s56 and s58(3) of the Act apply, with such modifications as 
are necessary (see s62(4) of the Act). 

THE APPLICATION – STATUTORY COMPLIANCE – COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMENDMENT OF RULES RULE 
AND THE RULES 

6 There was an objection to this application made by the above-named objector (hereinafter called “the CSA”).  The application 
itself was duly signed by the CSA’s officers, and all of the relevant regulations contained in the Industrial Relations 
Commission Regulations 1985 (as amended) were complied with. 

7 The application to alter the rules was amended by leave of the Full Bench and by consent of the objector which did not pursue 
its objection any further once the amendment was granted, to take account of coverage of the objector CSA and except them 
from coverage by the HSU. 

8 The amended alteration was permitted under s58(3) of the Act, and the order reflects that amendment to the alteration sought 
which met and satisfied the CSA objection. 

9 The Amendment of Rules rule is rule 27, and that reads as follows:- 
“(1) The Union shall have the right to make Rules for its own use and guidance.  Rules may be amended, added 

to, varied or repealed by notice of any proposed alteration to the Rules being given by any member to the 
Secretary in writing.  The same shall be laid before the next meeting of the Committee of Management or 
before a special meeting of the Union which may amend, add to, vary or repeal the Rules or any part of 
them in accordance with the proposal in the said notice or any reasonable amendment of same. 

(2) No amendment, addition to, variation, repeal, or substitution, of these Rules shall be made unless a notice of 
the proposed alteration, and the reasons therefore is:- 
(a) sent to each work place for the attention of all members; or 
(b) published in a Union publication which shall be distributed to all members. 

(3) In the notice referred to in sub-rule (2) members are to be informed that they or any of them may object to 
the proposed alteration by forwarding a written objection to the Industrial Registrar to reach him no later 
than 21 days after the date of issue of the notice in (2)(a) above or 21 days after the date of issue of the 
publication as in (2)(b) above, as the case may be.” 

10 In this case, in accordance with the Amendment of Rules rule, notice was duly given of the proposed resolutions to alter the 
rules and apply to this Commission for authority to do so to all members of the management committee by a letter from a 
member as required by rule 27, that member being Ms Sandy Coats, and the letter being dated 20 May 2004 addressed to 
Mr Dan Hill.  The letter was before a quorate meeting of the committee of management meeting held on Monday, 24 May 
2004 at the HSU offices in Perth, and when that committee approved an application to amend being made to this Commission, 
and such an amendment being made in accordance with rule 27 of the HSU’s Rules (see the minutes of the meeting of the 
committee of management held on 24 May 2004) and in terms of the proposed amendment in Ms Coats’ letter. 

11 The notice of the proposed rule change, together with adequate reasons therefor, was forwarded in the journal of the HSU to all 
financial members at their home postal addresses, and this was done on 15 July 2004.  In that notice, reasonable notice was 
given and it was explained that there could be objections made within 21 days of the date thereof to the Registrar. 

12 That this occurred was evidenced by the statutory declaration of Mr Christopher David Panizza declared on 20 July 2004.  He 
also gave evidence in that declaration of matters to which I have referred above. 

THE ACT 
13 S55(1) of the Act was complied with. 
14 The requisite notice pursuant to s55(2) of the Act appeared in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette (2004) 84 WAIG 2505 

on 14 July 2004. 
15 Because of the steps taken by the applicant to which I have referred above, and for the reasons which I have expressed above, I 

am satisfied and find:- 
(a) That the application had been authorised in accordance with the rules of the HSU. 
(b) That reasonable steps had been taken to adequately inform the members of the HSU of the intention of the HSU to 

apply for registration of the alteration. 
16 I am also satisfied and find that reasonable steps have been taken to adequately inform the members of the proposed alterations 

and of their right of objection to the Registrar under s55(4)(a) and (b) of the Act. 
17 I am also satisfied under s55 of the Act and find that, having regard to the structure of the organisation, and, in all of the 

circumstances before me as I have explained them above, the members have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make 
objection (see s55(4)). 

18 I am also satisfied and find that s55(4)(c) has been complied with, and so find in that there was no objection by any member to 
the making of the application or the proposed alterations, let alone by 5%. 

19 I am also satisfied and find that s55(4)(d) and (e) have been complied with. 
Overlapping 
20 There was certainly, and has been for some time, and it was so acknowledged, overlapping in the coverage between the 

Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, WA Clerical and Administrative Branch 
(hereinafter called “the ASU”) which is registered in this Commission, and the HSU. 

21 S6(e) of the Act provides an object of the Act which is “to encourage the formation of representative organisations of 
employers and employees and their registration under this Act and to discourage, so far as practicable, overlapping of 
eligibility for membership of such organisations”. 

22 S55(5) of the Act reads as follows:- 
“Notwithstanding that an organisation complies with section 53(1) or 54(1), the Full Bench shall refuse an 
application by the organisation under this section if a registered organisation whose rules relating to membership 
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enable it to enrol as a member some or all of the persons eligible, pursuant to the rules of the first-mentioned 
organisation, to be members of the first-mentioned organisation unless the Full Bench is satisfied that there is good 
reason, consistent with the objects prescribed in section 6, to permit registration.” 

23 Over a long period of time, and settled, and without objection by the ASU, particularly today, persons who would otherwise be 
members of the ASU have been members of the HSU and its predecessor organisations.  That is more than adequately borne 
out by the awards and decisions of this Commission over almost 30 years which were drawn to our attention.  It is quite clear 
therefore that, within the meaning of s55(5) of the Act, the Full Bench is not required to refuse this application because, 
notwithstanding the overlapping, the Full Bench can be satisfied that there is good reason, consistent with the objects 
prescribed in s6, particularly s6(e), to permit registration. 

24 There are fifteen awards or agreements which reflect the sort of care given in homes, hostels and the like.  The HSU, either 
under its name or that of the Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers), (hereinafter 
called “the HSOA”), is a party to these awards or agreements.  They include for example the Swan Village of Care 
Incorporated, the Silver Chain Award, the Amaroo Cottages for Senior Citizens Enterprise Agreement, the Therapy Focus 
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement and others (see Tab 8 in the bundle of authorities and other material handed up on behalf of 
the applicant). 

25 The history of the industrial coverage by the HSU, as it now is, or the HSOA as it was, appears in Constitution Rules 
Amendments and other proceedings reported at (1966) 46 WAIG 1180, (1975) 55 WAIG 1635, (1976) 56 WAIG 1596, (1977) 
57 WAIG 150 and others.  There has been a long standing representation of technical, supervisory, administrative and 
professional staff in various aged care and other care facilities.  Now, as we were informed, there are new methods of care and 
other care facilities springing up which require the question of coverage in them to be put to rest by this application.  It is 
important that this be done. 

26 There are reasons as follows why it is not practical to discourage overlapping of eligibility for membership between the HSU 
and the ASU in this area of coverage:- 
(a) That the industry identified by the proposed alteration to the rules is one which has been within the customary industrial 

coverage of the HSU and its predecessors. 
(b) That the occupations referred to in the proposed rule alteration have been within the customary industrial coverage of 

the HSU, not that of the ASU, for many years. 
(c) That there is no objection by the ASU to this application. 
(d) That the coverage has been recognised historically in this Commission by awards and decisions of the Commission in 

this area. 
(e) That there is no evidence which would suggest that altering the rules as sought will lead to disputation with the ASU.  

There was no evidence that this was a source of friction or disputation in recent times. 
27 Those reasons also constitute reasons why I am satisfied that there is good reason, consistent with the objects prescribed in s6 

to permit registration. 
28 The relevant requirements of s56(1) and (2) of the Act are not really relevant in this case since they are already met by the 

rules. 
29 I am also satisfied on the merits, as I have expressed them above in relation to the overlapping question, that the application 

should be granted. 
30 As a result of those findings, I am satisfied and find that s26(1)(a) and (c) of the Act, having regard to the interests of the HSU 

and its members, require that the orders sought be made, and further I am satisfied and find that the object, s6(e) of the Act, is 
complied with and advanced by the Full Bench making the orders sought. 

31 For those reasons, I join with my colleagues in making the orders which the Full Bench made. 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: 
32 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and have 

nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 
33 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  For the reasons expressed by him, I 

agree to the making of the orders sought. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
34 For those reasons, the Full Bench granted the application. 
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Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant  Mr C Panizza, Assistant Secretary and with him Mr J O’Malley 
 
 

Order 
The matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 31st day of August 2004, and having heard Mr C Panizza, 
Assistant Secretary and with him Mr J O’Malley, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and Ms S Thomas and Mr J Dasey, for the 
objector, and the Full Bench having heard and determined the matter, and the Full Bench having determined that reasons for 
decision will issue at a future date, and the applicant herein having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 31st day of August 2004, ordered and declared as follows:- 

(1) THAT the above-named objector has sufficient interest and should be heard and is hereby heard as objector. 
(2) THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to register the following alteration to Rule 3 – Constitution of 

the applicant organisation namely:- 
“Insert in Rule 3 – Constitution sub-rule 1 after sub-rule 1(aa) of the said rule the following rule (ab)”. 
(ab) “Any aged care facility, nursing home, and/or health care facility for the aged, chronically ill and or 

disabled including but not limited to any high care, low care, day care, respite care and/or rehabilitation 
and/or restorative service for the aged, chronically ill and/or disabled, and any residential and/or 
community care service or hostel in or about or in connection with and/or ancillary to the provision of 
such services including employees engaged as Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and/or Diversional 
Therapy Assistants and/or Activity Assistants but not including any other employee of such services 
who at the 30th of April 2004 was eligible for membership of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch, any employee of a local government 
authority in the provision of ancillary and community care services or any employee of the Disability 
Services Commission of Western Australia.” 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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Corrected Order 
The Full Bench does order this 1st day of September 2004 that the order which it issued herein dated the 31st day of August 2004 be 
and is hereby corrected and will now read as follows:- 
“The matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 31st day of August 2004, and having heard Mr C Panizza, 
Assistant Secretary and with him Mr J O’Malley, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and Ms S Thomas and Mr J Dasey, for the 
objector, and the Full Bench having heard and determined the matter, and the Full Bench having determined that reasons for 
decision will issue at a future date, and the applicant herein having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 31st day of August 2004, ordered and declared as follows:- 
The Full Bench does order this 1st day of September 2004 that the order which it issued herein dated the 31st day of August 2004 be 
and is hereby corrected and will now read as follows:- 

(1) THAT the above-named objector has sufficient interest and should be heard and is hereby heard as objector. 
(2) THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to register the following alteration to Rule 3 – Constitution of 

the applicant organisation namely:- 
“Insert in Rule 3 - Constitution sub-rule 1 after sub-rule 1(aa) of the said rule the following rule (ab)”. 
(ab) “Any aged care facility, nursing home, and/or health care facility for the aged, chronically ill and or 

disabled including but not limited to any high care, low care, day care, respite care and/or 
rehabilitation and/or restorative service for the aged, chronically ill and/or disabled, and any 
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residential and/or community care service or hostel in or about or in connection with and/or ancillary 
to the provision of such services including employees engaged as Physiotherapy, Occupational 
Therapy and/or Diversional Therapy Assistants and/or Activity Assistants but not including any other 
employee of such services who at the 30th of April 2004 was eligible for membership of the Australian 
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch, any employee of a 
local government authority in the provision of ancillary and community care services or any employee 
employed under Part 3 – Public Service, of the Public Sector Management Act, 1994, any employee 
of the Disability Services Commission of Western Australia, any employee of a public authority 
employed in residential facilities associated with state schools and/or juvenile hostels administered by 
the Department of Community Development.” ” 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 

 

2004 WAIRC 11846 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES AN APPLICATION BY THE AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND 
MISCELLANEOUSWORKERS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH PURSUANT TO 
S62 OF THE ACT 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 

DELIVERED MONDAY, 28 JUNE 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 3 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 11846 
 
 
Decision Application adjourned sine die 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr J Winters, Industrial Officer, and with him Mr D Kelly, Secretary 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 28th day of June 2004, and having heard Mr J Winters, 
Industrial Officer, and with him Mr D Kelly, Secretary, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and the Full Bench having 
determined that the matter should be adjourned to enable the applicant organisation to adduce further evidence, and the applicant 
having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 28th day of June 2004 
ordered as follows:- 

(1) THAT application No. FBM 3 of 2004 be and is hereby adjourned sine die. 
(2) THAT the Commission may, of its own motion, on notice of hearing to the applicant, re-list the matter for 

further hearing, orders or directions. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12802 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION BY THE AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY 
AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
PURSUANT TO S62 OF THE ACT 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 

DELIVERED THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 3 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12802 
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Catchwords Industrial Law (WA) – Application to alter rules – Application to alter name rule to change the 
name of an organisation – Application to change eligibility for membership rule – Application 
to delete rule no longer required – No objection to application – Amalgamation – Clerical 
workers – Exemption granted – Name changed to correspond with that of its counterpart 
federal body – Application granted - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), s7, s55, 
s55(1), s55(3), s55(4)(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), s55(5), s56, s56(1) and (2), s58(3), s59, s59(1) 
and (2), s59(3), s62(2), s72, Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 

Decision Application granted. 
Appearances 
Applicant  Mr J Winters and with him Mr D Kelly 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an application by the above-named applicant organisation (hereinafter called “the ALHMWU”) pursuant to s62(2) of 

the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”).  This is also an application to alter rule 1, the 
Name rule, and to change the name of the organisation from the “Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers 
Union, Western Australian Branch” to the “Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian Branch”.  

2 At all material times, the ALHMWU is an “organisation” as that term is defined in s7 of the Act, and, in fact, is and was an 
organisation of employees. 

3 The application seeks to alter the Eligibility For Membership rule, rule 3, by deleting the existing rule 3(7)(b) and replacing it 
with a new rule 3(7)(b), which reads as follows:- 

“Casinos;” 
4 The existing rule 3(7)(b) which is to be deleted reads:- 

“(b) Casinos (provided that it shall not include any persons who are employed or usually employed in Casinos 
and whose major and substantial employment is such as to enable them to be eligible for membership of the 
Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch);” 

5 Thus, the protection of clerks’ coverage of such employees will be gone once the old rule 3(7)(b) is deleted and the new 
rule 3(7)(b) becomes part of the rules.  

6 The application also seeks to delete rule 3(8)(a) and (b) which are covered in rule 3(7) and do not require further mention in the 
rules. 

7 The application seeks to confer coverage on the applicant ALHMWU of employees employed in casinos in this State without 
exemption or exception. 

8 The application is brought under s62(2) of the Act, which means that s55, s56 and s58(3) of the Act apply, with such 
modifications as are necessary. 

THE APPLICATION, STATUTORY COMPLIANCE AND THE ALTERATION OF RULES 
9 There was no objection to this application by any member or any other person.  The application was duly sealed in accordance 

with the rules of the ALHMWU.  All of the relevant regulations contained in the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 
1985 (as amended) were complied with. 

10 The Alteration of Rules rule is rule 28 and it reads as follows:- 
“The Branch Council shall have power to alter these rules.  Not less than 21 days written notice of any proposed 
alteration and reasons therefore shall be given to all members of the union and any member shall be entitled to 
object in writing to the Branch Council concerning the proposed alteration. 
In addition, any member shall be entitled to object to the proposed alteration by forwarding a written objection to 
the Registrar of the WA Industrial Relations Commission. 
At the time of the giving of notice of proposed alterations and the reasons therefore, members shall be informed in 
writing of their rights to object thereto.” 

11 In this case, in accordance with the Alteration of Rules rule, it is also sought to change the name of the union from the 
“Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch”, to the “Liquor, Hospitality 
and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian Branch”. 

12 Not less than 21 days’ written notice of the proposed alterations and adequate reasons for the alterations were given to all 
financial members of the union and all financial members were advised in writing that they could object in writing to the 
Branch Council or the Registrar of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission concerning the proposed 
alterations.  This was contained in a union magazine called “Union News Western Australia” sent out in February 2004 to all 
financial members, including education members with the exception of members in the enrolled nurse industry.  On page 18, 
the proposed alterations and reasons therefor and the advice that they may object in writing to the Branch Council or the 
Registrar are explained. 

13 A further union magazine, “EN Enrolled Nurse” was sent in February 2004 to all financial members who are enrolled nurses.  
On page 18 of the EN Enrolled Nurse magazine, the proposed alterations and reasons therefor and the advice that the members 
may object in writing to the Branch Council or the Registrar are explained.  The reasons are adequate. 

14 At the Branch Council meeting on 21 April 2004, a quorate meeting, a majority of financial members present approved the 
proposed alteration and authorised the secretary to make the necessary application to implement the rule change.  Thus, in 
accordance with rule 28, the Branch Council approved the changes to the rules. 

15 In 1999, the ALHMWU and the Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of Australia, Western Australian 
Branch Union of Workers (hereinafter called “the LTU”) made application to the Commission for an amalgamation under s72 
of the Act.  Before the amalgamation, a Full Bench inserted the LTU exemption.  In 1988, the LTU sought to add specific 
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reference to casinos in their rules, but the Full Bench considered an application from the then Federated Clerks Union 
(hereinafter called “the FCU”) to exclude from the LTU’s coverage all employees entitled to be members of the FCU, now the 
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union (hereinafter called “the AMACSU”), not just those 
employed at the Burswood Resort.  Today, the AMACSU does not recruit any clerical workers employed at the casino.  The 
exemption granted by the Full Bench in 1988 applying to clerical employees whose major and substantial employment enable 
them to be covered by the FCU in the casino is now sought to be removed.  The AMACSU agrees that the ALHMWU should 
have coverage over clerical workers employed in the casino.  The matter has been discussed, and, in a letter dated 5 March 
2004 tendered in these proceedings as attachment 6 to the declaration of Susan Lines, the ASU confirmed its position in 
writing to the ALHMWU as follows:- 

“Subject to agreement around issues concerning the HACC Award (see below), the ASU will not oppose the LHMU 
making application to delete Clause 7(b) of Rule 3 as it relates to the Federated Clerks’ coverage of Casino’s (sic).” 

16 There is no objection by the ASU to this application. 
17 As to the change of name, the ALHMWU has been granted a s71 certificate following the declaration of the Full Bench in 

FBM 6 of 2000 (81 WAIG 398).  The ALHMWU federal counterpart body on 11 September 2003 endorsed a name change to 
the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union.  Even without the word “Workers” in the name, the name change is 
authorisable by the Full Bench under s59(3) of the Act because the name is being changed to correspond with that of its 
counterpart federal body. 

18 On 27 February 2004, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission approved the change to the name.  The applicant is 
further seeking to change the name of the union to be more consistent with the logo and marketing of the organisation which is 
now the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union.  The name change is sought for simplicity, uniformity and practical 
reasons and there is no evidence that the same would offend against s59(1) and (2) of the Act which read as follows:- 

“(1) The Full Bench shall not authorise the registration of an organisation under a name identical with that by 
which any other organisation has been registered or which by reason of its resemblance to the name of 
another organisation or body or for any other reason is, in the opinion of the Full Bench, likely to deceive or 
mislead any person. 

 (2) The registered name shall clearly indicate whether the organisation is an organisation of employers or an 
organisation of employees.” 

19 S55(1) of the Act has been complied with. 
20 The requisite notice pursuant to s55(3) of the Act appeared in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette (84 WAIG 1254) on 26 

May 2004 and the matter was not listed for hearing until 28 June 2004 which is more than 30 days after the notice appeared in 
the Gazette.  I am satisfied and find that s55(3) of the Act was complied with.  Because of the steps to which I have referred 
above and steps taken by way of notice to members in “The West Australian” newspaper on 3 July 2004 and 6 July 2004, I am 
able to find that the application has been authorised in accordance with the rules of the ALHMWU and reasonable steps have 
been taken to adequately inform the members of the intention to apply for the registration of the alteration, and further that 
reasonable steps have been taken to adequately inform the members of their right of objection to the Registrar under s55(4)(a) 
and (b) of the Act.  I am therefore satisfied and find that those provisions have been complied with. 

21 I am also satisfied under s55 of the Act and find that, having regard to the structure of the organisation and in all of the 
circumstances before me, the members have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make an objection (see s55(4) of the 
Act). 

22 I am also satisfied that s55(4)(c) of the Act has been complied with and so find there being no objection to the making of the 
application or this alteration by any member of the ALHMWU. 

23 I am also satisfied that s55(4)(d) and (e) of the Act have been complied with.  I am satisfied that s55(5) of the Act is not an 
obstacle to the registration, given the agreement reached between the ASU and the applicant organisation. 

24 The relevant requirements of s56(1) and (2) of the Act are really not relevant in this case since those rules are already complied 
with. 

25 S59 of the Act has been complied with, as I find, there being no evidence that the name is identical to or that it resembles any 
other registered organisation, nor is there any evidence, in my opinion, in the name itself or otherwise, that, for any reason, the 
name is likely to deceive or mislead any person.  I am satisfied and so find. 

26 The name, as altered, as I find, still clearly indicates the applicant organisation is an organisation of employees and complies 
with s59(2) of the Act. 

FINALLY 
27 For the reasons expressed in the notice to members and adopted in the submissions, the equity, good conscience and substantial 

merits of the case lie with the application being granted, and to do so is in the interests, too, of the members and the 
organisation, and I would so find.  I would therefore authorise the Registrar to delete the existing rule 3(7)(b) of the applicant 
organisation’s rules and substitute the new rule 3(7)(b), both of which I have referred to above.  I would also authorise the 
Registrar to delete rule 3(8)(a) and (b) which are otiose.  Further, I would authorise the alteration to rule 1 of the applicant 
organisation’s rules which I have referred to herein. 

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: 
28 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and have 

nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: 
29 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I respectfully agree with the 

conclusions that he reached and have nothing further to add. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
30 For those reasons, the application is granted. 

Order accordingly 
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2004 WAIRC 12799 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION BY THE AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY 
AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
PURSUANT TO S62 OF THE ACT 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 

DELIVERED THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 3 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12799 
 
 
Result Application granted. 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr J Winters and with him Mr D Kelly 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 28th day of June 2004, and having heard Mr J Winters, 
Industrial Officer, and with him Mr D Kelly, Secretary, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and reasons for decision being 
delivered on the 16th day of September 2004, and the applicant herein having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 16th day of September 2004, ordered as follows:- 

THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to register the following alterations to the rules of the above-named 
applicant:- 
(1) That Rule 1 – Name be deleted and there be substituted therefor the following new Rule 1 – Name:- 

“The name of the union is the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian 
Branch”. 

(2) That Rule 3(7)(b) – Eligibility for Membership be deleted and there be substituted therefor the following 
new Rule 3(7)(b) – Eligibility for Membership:- 

“Casinos;” 
(3) That Rules 3(8)(a) and (b) be deleted. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
 

2004 WAIRC 12844 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION BY THE AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY 
AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
PURSUANT TO S62 OF THE ACT 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 

DELIVERED THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 3 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12844 
 
 
Catchwords  Industrial Law (WA) – Application to alter rules – Application to alter name rule to change 

the name of an organisation – Application to change eligibility for membership rule – 
Application to delete rule no longer required – No objection to application – Amalgamation 
– Clerical workers – Exemption granted – Name changed to correspond with that of its 
counterpart federal body – Application granted - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as 
amended), s7, s55, s55(1), s55(3), s55(4)(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), s55(5), s56, s56(1) and (2), 
s58(3), s59, s59(1) and (2), s59(3), s62(2), s72, Industrial Relations Commission 
Regulations 1985 

Decision  Application granted. 
Appearances 
Applicant   Mr J Winters and with him Mr D Kelly 
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Corrected Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 This is an application by the above-named applicant organisation (hereinafter called “the ALHMWU”) pursuant to s62(2) of 

the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter called “the Act”).  This is also an application to alter rule 1, the 
Name rule, and to change the name of the organisation from the “Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers 
Union, Western Australian Branch” to the “Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian Branch”.  

2 At all material times, the ALHMWU is an “organisation” as that term is defined in s7 of the Act, and, in fact, is and was an 
organisation of employees. 

3 The application seeks to alter the Eligibility For Membership rule, rule 3, by deleting the existing rule 3(7)(b) and replacing it 
with a new rule 3(7)(b), which reads as follows:- 

“Casinos;” 
4 The existing rule 3(7)(b) which is to be deleted reads:- 

“(b) Casinos (provided that it shall not include any persons who are employed or usually employed in Casinos 
and whose major and substantial employment is such as to enable them to be eligible for membership of the 
Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch);” 

5 Thus, the protection of clerks’ coverage of such employees will be gone once the old rule 3(7)(b) is deleted and the new 
rule 3(7)(b) becomes part of the rules.  

6 The application seeks to confer coverage on the applicant ALHMWU of employees employed in casinos in this State without 
exemption or exception. 

7 The application is brought under s62(2) of the Act, which means that s55, s56 and s58(3) of the Act apply, with such 
modifications as are necessary. 

THE APPLICATION, STATUTORY COMPLIANCE AND THE ALTERATION OF RULES 
8 There was no objection to this application by any member or any other person.  The application was duly sealed in accordance 

with the rules of the ALHMWU.  All of the relevant regulations contained in the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 
1985 (as amended) were complied with. 

9 The Alteration of Rules rule is rule 28 and it reads as follows:- 
“The Branch Council shall have power to alter these rules.  Not less than 21 days written notice of any proposed 
alteration and reasons therefore shall be given to all members of the union and any member shall be entitled to 
object in writing to the Branch Council concerning the proposed alteration. 
In addition, any member shall be entitled to object to the proposed alteration by forwarding a written objection to 
the Registrar of the WA Industrial Relations Commission. 
At the time of the giving of notice of proposed alterations and the reasons therefore, members shall be informed in 
writing of their rights to object thereto.” 

10 In this case, in accordance with the Alteration of Rules rule, it is also sought to change the name of the union from the 
“Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch”, to the “Liquor, Hospitality 
and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian Branch”. 

11 Not less than 21 days’ written notice of the proposed alterations and adequate reasons for the alterations were given to all 
financial members of the union and all financial members were advised in writing that they could object in writing to the 
Branch Council or the Registrar of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission concerning the proposed 
alterations.  This was contained in a union magazine called “Union News Western Australia” sent out in February 2004 to all 
financial members, including education members with the exception of members in the enrolled nurse industry.  On page 18, 
the proposed alterations and reasons therefor and the advice that they may object in writing to the Branch Council or the 
Registrar are explained. 

12 A further union magazine, “EN Enrolled Nurse” was sent in February 2004 to all financial members who are enrolled nurses.  
On page 18 of the EN Enrolled Nurse magazine, the proposed alterations and reasons therefor and the advice that the members 
may object in writing to the Branch Council or the Registrar are explained.  The reasons are adequate. 

13 At the Branch Council meeting on 21 April 2004, a quorate meeting, a majority of financial members present approved the 
proposed alteration and authorised the secretary to make the necessary application to implement the rule change.  Thus, in 
accordance with rule 28, the Branch Council approved the changes to the rules. 

14 In 1999, the ALHMWU and the Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees’ Union of Australia, Western Australian 
Branch Union of Workers (hereinafter called “the LTU”) made application to the Commission for an amalgamation under s72 
of the Act.  Before the amalgamation, a Full Bench inserted the LTU exemption.  In 1988, the LTU sought to add specific 
reference to casinos in their rules, but the Full Bench considered an application from the then Federated Clerks Union 
(hereinafter called “the FCU”) to exclude from the LTU’s coverage all employees entitled to be members of the FCU, now the 
Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union (hereinafter called “the AMACSU”), not just those 
employed at the Burswood Resort.  Today, the AMACSU does not recruit any clerical workers employed at the casino.  The 
exemption granted by the Full Bench in 1988 applying to clerical employees whose major and substantial employment enable 
them to be covered by the FCU in the casino is now sought to be removed.  The AMACSU agrees that the ALHMWU should 
have coverage over clerical workers employed in the casino.  The matter has been discussed, and, in a letter dated 5 March 
2004 tendered in these proceedings as attachment 6 to the declaration of Susan Lines, the ASU confirmed its position in 
writing to the ALHMWU as follows:- 

“Subject to agreement around issues concerning the HACC Award (see below), the ASU will not oppose the LHMU 
making application to delete Clause 7(b) of Rule 3 as it relates to the Federated Clerks’ coverage of Casino’s (sic).” 

15 There is no objection by the ASU to this application. 
16 As to the change of name, the ALHMWU has been granted a s71 certificate following the declaration of the Full Bench in 

FBM 6 of 2000 (81 WAIG 398).  The ALHMWU federal counterpart body on 11 September 2003 endorsed a name change to 
the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union.  Even without the word “Workers” in the name, the name change is 
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authorisable by the Full Bench under s59(3) of the Act because the name is being changed to correspond with that of its 
counterpart federal body. 

17 On 27 February 2004, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission approved the change to the name.  The applicant is 
further seeking to change the name of the union to be more consistent with the logo and marketing of the organisation which is 
now the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union.  The name change is sought for simplicity, uniformity and practical 
reasons and there is no evidence that the same would offend against s59(1) and (2) of the Act which read as follows:- 

“(1) The Full Bench shall not authorise the registration of an organisation under a name identical with that by 
which any other organisation has been registered or which by reason of its resemblance to the name of 
another organisation or body or for any other reason is, in the opinion of the Full Bench, likely to deceive or 
mislead any person. 

 (2) The registered name shall clearly indicate whether the organisation is an organisation of employers or an 
organisation of employees.” 

18 S55(1) of the Act has been complied with. 
19 The requisite notice pursuant to s55(3) of the Act appeared in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette (84 WAIG 1254) on 26 

May 2004 and the matter was not listed for hearing until 28 June 2004 which is more than 30 days after the notice appeared in 
the Gazette.  I am satisfied and find that s55(3) of the Act was complied with.  Because of the steps to which I have referred 
above and steps taken by way of notice to members in “The West Australian” newspaper on 3 July 2004 and 6 July 2004, I am 
able to find that the application has been authorised in accordance with the rules of the ALHMWU and reasonable steps have 
been taken to adequately inform the members of the intention to apply for the registration of the alteration, and further that 
reasonable steps have been taken to adequately inform the members of their right of objection to the Registrar under s55(4)(a) 
and (b) of the Act.  I am therefore satisfied and find that those provisions have been complied with. 

20 I am also satisfied under s55 of the Act and find that, having regard to the structure of the organisation and in all of the 
circumstances before me, the members have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make an objection (see s55(4) of the 
Act). 

21 I am also satisfied that s55(4)(c) of the Act has been complied with and so find there being no objection to the making of the 
application or this alteration by any member of the ALHMWU. 

22 I am also satisfied that s55(4)(d) and (e) of the Act have been complied with.  I am satisfied that s55(5) of the Act is not an 
obstacle to the registration, given the agreement reached between the ASU and the applicant organisation. 

23 The relevant requirements of s56(1) and (2) of the Act are really not relevant in this case since those rules are already complied 
with. 

24 S59 of the Act has been complied with, as I find, there being no evidence that the name is identical to or that it resembles any 
other registered organisation, nor is there any evidence, in my opinion, in the name itself or otherwise, that, for any reason, the 
name is likely to deceive or mislead any person.  I am satisfied and so find. 

25 The name, as altered, as I find, still clearly indicates the applicant organisation is an organisation of employees and complies 
with s59(2) of the Act. 

FINALLY 
26 For the reasons expressed in the notice to members and adopted in the submissions, the equity, good conscience and substantial 

merits of the case lie with the application being granted, and to do so is in the interests, too, of the members and the 
organisation, and I would so find.  I would therefore authorise the Registrar to delete the existing rule 3(7)(b) of the applicant 
organisation’s rules and substitute the new rule 3(7)(b), both of which I have referred to above.  Further, I would authorise the 
alteration to rule 1 of the applicant organisation’s rules which I have referred to herein. 

CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN: 
27 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and have 

nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR: 
28 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I respectfully agree with the 

conclusions that he reached and have nothing further to add. 
THE PRESIDENT: 
29 For those reasons, the application is granted. 

Order accordingly 
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Decision Application granted. 
Appearances 
Applicant  Mr J Winters and with him Mr D Kelly 
 
 

Correcting Order 
The Full Bench does order this 22nd day of September 2004 that the order which it issued herein dated the 16th day of September 
2004 be and is hereby corrected and will now read as follows:- 
“This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 28th day of June 2004, and having heard Mr J Winters, 
Industrial Officer, and with him Mr D Kelly, Secretary, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and reasons for decision being 
delivered on the 16th day of September 2004, and the applicant herein having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 16th day of September 2004, ordered as follows:- 
The Full Bench does order this 22nd day of September 2004 that the order which it issued herein dated the 16th day of September 
2004 be and is hereby corrected and will now read as follows:- 

THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to register the following alterations to the rules of the above-named 
applicant:- 
(1) That Rule 1 – Name be deleted and there be substituted therefor the following new Rule 1 – Name:- 

“The name of the union is the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian 
Branch”. 

(2) That Rule 3(7)(b) – Eligibility for Membership be deleted and there be substituted therefor the following 
new Rule 3(7)(b) – Eligibility for Membership:- 

“Casinos;” ” 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 

 

FULL BENCH—Unions—Cancellation of Registration— 
2004 WAIRC 12745 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE REGISTRAR, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

APPLICANT 
 -and- 
 AMALGAMATED MILK VENDORS UNION OF EMPLOYERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 6 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12745 
 
 
Catchwords Industrial Law (WA) – Application by Registrar to cancel the registration of an organisation – 

Organisation “defunct” –No notification of a date of a current address – No current members – 
No members lawfully listed on the Register of Members – No subscriptions received – 
Organisation requests its cancellation – Application granted -  Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as 
amended), s7, s65, s73(12)(a), (b), (c), s73(13) – Interpretation Act 1984, s56. 

Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
Respondent Mr C Constantine, Past President 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 These are the unanimous reasons for decision of the Full Bench. 
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2 This matter came before the Full Bench pursuant to s73(12)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter 
called “the Act”). 

3 S73(12)(a), (b) and (c) provides as follows:- 
“(12) The Full Bench shall cancel the registration of an organisation if it is satisfied on the application of the 

Registrar that —  
(a) the number of members of the organisation or, the number of employees of the members of the 

organisation would not entitle it to registration under section 53 or section 54, as the case may be; 
(b) the organisation is defunct; or 
(c) the organisation has, in the manner prescribed, requested that its registration be cancelled.” 

4 S73(13) of the Act provides as follows:- 
“(13) Proceedings for the cancellation or suspension of the registration of an organisation, or any of its rights 

under this Act, shall not be instituted otherwise than under this section.” 
5 This application was made pursuant to s73(12) as it is required to be made by the Registrar and was a competent application. 
6 At all material times, the applicant was the Registrar as defined in s7 of the Act.  At all material times, the respondent has been 

an organisation registered under the Act, and as defined in s7 of the Act.  In fact, it is and was an organisation of employers. 
7 The grounds upon which the application was made were set out in an annexure to the application in the form of a statutory 

declaration declared herein and filed by Deputy Registrar Diana MacTiernan, and, in substance, were that the respondent 
organisation has been dysfunctional at least since 1999. 

8 Service was effected by way of substituted service by order of this Commission on 30 July 2004.  That service was effected by 
virtue of the order for substituted service upon Mr Colin Nicholas Constantine of 356 Huntriss Road, Woodlands by pre-paid 
post, Mr Constantine being the past president of the organisation.  He filed a notice of answer and counterproposal which, in its 
material part, read as follows “We consent cancel the organization”.  A declaration of service was duly filed. 

9 There was uncontroverted evidence that, and as was admitted by Mr Constantine, there had been no notification of a date of a 
registered address to the organisation since 4 May 1999. 

10 There was also uncontroverted evidence that there were no current members of the organisation, that there are no members 
lawfully listed on the register of members kept by the organisation and no subscriptions have been received, and that that has 
been the position since 18 February 2001 when the organisation purported to request its cancellation (see exhibit A to a 
statutory declaration by the Registrar filed herein on 14 July 2004).  That request, however, was not validly executed and did 
not proceed. 

11 In December 2002, the Deputy Registrar sought information about the current situation of the organisation and received no 
response within the two week time limit. 

12 The annual return for the financial year 2001 was compiled on the basis that it would be the last return for the organisation, 
and therefore no annual return under s65 of the Act was submitted for the years 2002 or 2003. 

13 The Registrar was therefore of opinion, as he declared in his statutory declaration of 14 July 2004 filed herein, that there were 
reasonable grounds to make the application before the Commission.  He had also been advised, he declared, by a Deputy 
Registrar that the accountants for the organisation, Barrington Partners, had said there were no longer any financial members 
of the Amalgamated Milk Vendors Union of Employers and a letter to that effect was attached to their application to cancel. 

14 Mr D J Perry advised the Registrar that he had retired and was no longer secretary of the above-named respondent organisation 
in a letter dated 1 May 1999. 

15 Mr Constantine, who was good enough to attend to assist the Commission, confirmed all of these facts. 
16 The word “defunct” means in its most relevant definition “no longer operative” (see The Macquarie Dictionary (3rd Edition)).  

Mr Constantine agreed that the organisation was defunct.  There is no evidence at all that the organisation is at all operative, 
and, indeed, every indication from the evidence is that it is simply not.  There is, for example, no evidence that the organisation 
has officers or employees or that it is carrying out the normal functions of an organisation of employers. 

17 Once the Full Bench is satisfied on the application of the Registrar that an organisation is defunct, it is required by the use of 
the mandatory word “shall” in s73(12) of the Act to cancel the registration of that organisation (see also as to the interpretation 
of the word “shall” s56 of the Interpretation Act 1984).  The decision is not therefore a discretionary decision (see, generally, 
Registrar v Master Hairdressers’ Association of WA, Industrial Union of Employers (2004) 84 WAIG 2190 (FB)). 

18 It is quite clear, therefore, and the Registrar has established, that the organisation is defunct in that it is entirely inoperative and 
with no prospect of becoming operative, and if the Full Bench being so satisfied, as we would find we would be, then the Full 
Bench is required to cancel the registration of the respondent organisation. 

19 For those reasons, we agreed to so order. 
 

2004 WAIRC 12155 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE REGISTRAR 
APPLICANT 

 -and- 
 AMALGAMATED MILK VENDORS UNION OF EMPLOYERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 30 JULY 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 6 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12155 
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Decision  Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for ex-parte hearing before the Full Bench on the 30th day of July 2004 pursuant to Regulation 90 of 
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)(hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), and having heard Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy 
Registrar, on behalf of the applicant, and the Full Bench having found that the registered address of the Amalgamated Milk 
Vendors Union of Employers as contained in its registered rules is not its actual address, and further having found that the above-
named respondent organisation has not filed a copy of the records required to be filed pursuant to the requirements of s63 of the Act 
since at least 1999 and that therefore there is no record of the current office bearers of the respondent organisation, and further 
having found that the Registrar’s records reveal the only known address of the respondent organisation now to be that of Mr Colin 
Constantine, 356 Huntriss Road, Woodlands WA 6018, he being the last contact person nominated by the respondent organisation, 
albeit that this was informally advised to the Registrar, and the applicant herein having waived its rights pursuant to s35 of the Act, 
it is this day, the 30th day of July 2004, ordered as follows:- 

(1) THAT the applicant be and is hereby ordered to effect substituted service of application No. FBM 6 of 2004 on 
Mr Colin Constantine, 356 Huntriss Road, Woodlands WA 6018. 

(2) THAT application No. FBM 6 of 2004 be and is hereby adjourned to a date to be fixed. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12618 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE REGISTRAR, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
APPLICANT 

 -and- 
 AMALGAMATED MILK VENDORS UNION OF EMPLOYERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED TUESDAY, 31 AUGUST 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 6 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12618 
 
 
Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
Respondent Mr C Constantine, Past President 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 31st day of August 2004 and having heard Ms D MacTiernan, 
Deputy Registrar, on behalf of the Registrar, and Mr C Constantine, Past President, on behalf of the respondent organisation, and 
the Full Bench having considered the application by the Registrar to cancel the registration of the above-named respondent 
organisation pursuant to s73 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)(hereinafter referred to as the Act), and having 
determined that reasons for decision will issue at a future date, and the parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s35 of 
the Act, it is this day, the 31st day of August 2004 ordered that the registration of the above-named respondent organisation be and is 
hereby cancelled as and from the 31st day of August 2004. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 
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2004 WAIRC 12744 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE REGISTRAR, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
APPLICANT 

 -and- 
 THE METROPOLITAN (PERTH) PASSENGER TRANSPORT TRUST OFFICERS’ UNION OF 

WORKERS, PERTH 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM FULL BENCH 
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 8 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12744 
 
 
Catchwords Industrial Law (WA) – Application by Registrar to cancel the registration of an organisation – 

Organisation “defunct” – Request for cancellation of organisation – No financial members – 
No financial members of Committee of Management – No election in organisation – No 
Management Committee has met -  Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), s7, s65, 
s73(12)(a), (b), (c), s73(13) – Interpretation Act 1984, s56, Industrial Relations Commission 
Regulations 1985 (as amended), regulation 103. 

Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
Respondent No appearance 
 Mr S Bibby, by leave 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE PRESIDENT: 

INTRODUCTION 
1 These are the unanimous reasons for decision of the Full Bench. 
2 This matter came before the Full Bench pursuant to s73(12)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter 

called “the Act”). 
3 S73(12)(a), (b) and (c) provides as follows:- 

“(12) The Full Bench shall cancel the registration of an organisation if it is satisfied on the application of the 
Registrar that —  
(a) the number of members of the organisation or, the number of employees of the members of the 

organisation would not entitle it to registration under section 53 or section 54, as the case may be; 
(b) the organisation is defunct; or 
(c) the organisation has, in the manner prescribed, requested that its registration be cancelled.” 

4 S73(13) of the Act provides as follows:- 
“(13) Proceedings for the cancellation or suspension of the registration of an organisation, or any of its rights 

under this Act, shall not be instituted otherwise than under this section.” 
5 This application was made pursuant to s73(12) as it is required to be made by the Registrar and was competent. 
6 At all material times, the applicant has been the Registrar as defined in s7 of the Act.  At all material times, the respondent has 

been an organisation registered under the Act, and as defined in s7 of the Act.  In fact, it is and was an organisation of 
employees.  There was a valid service of the application herein upon the respondent made in accordance with an order for 
substituted service of the Full Bench dated 30 July 2004 and effected on 30 July 2004. 

7 The grounds upon which the application was made were set out in an annexure to the application in the form of a statutory 
declaration declared herein by the Registrar, Mr John Spurling.  The basis of the application is that on 19 June 1998 application 
No 1126 of 1998 was made pursuant to s73(12)(c) of the Act and in accordance with regulation 103 of the Industrial Relations 
Commission Regulations 1985 (as amended) request for cancellation of registration of the above-named respondent 
organisation.  It was not, however, pursued, and there was no attendance at the requisite meeting of members of the 
organisation in accordance with its rule in relation to “winding up”. 

8 The then Deputy Registrar, Mr Robin Lovegrove, in 1998, on the direction of the Registrar, investigated the request and 
advised that he had ascertained that the organisation had attempted to convene the meeting in the appropriate manner in 
accordance with the rules of the organisation.  However, the organisation had no financial members.  There could accordingly, 
as we observe, be no valid meeting. 

9 In December 2002 Deputy Registrar Diana MacTiernan, with the responsibility pertaining to registered organisations, was 
directed to seek verification from the organisation in relation to the following matters:- 
(a) Does the organisation have any financial members? 
(b) If yes to the above, how many? 
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(c) Does the organisation committee of management continue to meet in accordance with the rules and objects of the 
organisation? 

(d) If the organisation has ceased to effectively operate, a brief explanation of why this situation has arisen? 
10 Its secretary, Mr Paul Burlinson, responded on 13 January 2003, and he advised Deputy Registrar MacTiernan that there were 

no longer any financial members of the organisation, that there were no longer any financial members of the committee of 
management and that it did not meet, and, further, that the organisation ceased to exist because of the privatisation of the 
Metropolitan Transport Trust in late 1998.  These matters were referred to in the statutory declaration of Deputy Registrar 
Diana MacTiernan filed herein 15 July 2004. 

11 There was an attendance before the Full Bench on the hearing of this application by Mr Simon Bibby on behalf of the 
Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, which is an organisation 
with some relationship with the respondent organisation, but that was not made clear.  Insofar as he could at all assist the 
Commission, and we make no judgment on his standing, he advised that all of these facts were correct and that there should be 
cancellation. 

12 However, the most cogent fact is that the declared facts before us were not denied.  We therefore would make a finding based 
on the facts contained in the statutory declarations of the Registrar and Deputy Registrar. 

13 We are therefore satisfied and find that no election has occurred in the organisation for some time, that there are no officers of 
the organisation and no financial members, that the organisation purported to wind itself up or to attempt to do so, but was 
unable to do so because of a lack of members, and that it could not and did not function without its officers or a committee of 
management and has therefore been unable to conduct any of its affairs validly or at all for some years.  It has simply not 
operated.  No management committee has met.  There is no evidence that any of the affairs of the organisation could validly 
have been carried out, or, indeed, that they were carried out, because there are no members and no officers validly holding 
office.  All that, of course, means is that the organisation cannot and could not serve its members and/or represent them 
industrially or function on any day to day or other basis.  We are satisfied and so find. 

14 The word “defunct” means in its most relevant definition “no longer operative” (see The Macquarie Dictionary (3rd Edition)).  
We are satisfied and find, on all of the evidence, that the respondent organisation is no longer operative, has not been for about 
four years, has no prospect of ever being operative again, and is therefore defunct within the meaning of s73(12)(b) of the Act. 

15 Once the Full Bench is satisfied on the application of the Registrar that an organisation is defunct, it is required by the use of 
the mandatory word “shall” in s73(12) of the Act to cancel the registration of that organisation (see also as to the interpretation 
of the word “shall” s56 of the Interpretation Act 1984).  The decision is not therefore a discretionary decision (see, generally, 
Registrar v Master Hairdressers’ Association of WA, Industrial Union of Employers (2004) 84 WAIG 2190 (FB)). 

16 It is quite clear, therefore, and the Registrar has established, that the organisation is defunct in that it is entirely inoperative and 
with no prospect of becoming operative, and if the Full Bench being so satisfied, as we would find we would be, then it is 
required to cancel the registration of the respondent organisation. 

17 We would add that service of this application was validly effected upon the organisation in accordance with the substituted 
service order of the Full Bench. 

18 For those reasons, we agreed to cancel the registration of the respondent organisation. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12156 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE REGISTRAR 
APPLICANT 

 -and- 
 THE METROPOLITAN (PERTH) PASSENGER TRANSPORT TRUST OFFICERS' UNION OF 

WORKERS, PERTH 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM FULL BENCH 
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 30 JULY 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 8 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12156 
 
 
Appearances Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for ex-parte hearing before the Full Bench on the 30th day of July 2004 pursuant to Regulation 90 of 
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended)(hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), and having heard Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy 
Registrar, on behalf of the applicant, and the Full Bench having found that the registered address of The Metropolitan (Perth) 
Passenger Transport Trust Officers’ Union of Workers, Perth, as contained in its registered rules is not its actual address, and 
further having found that the above-named respondent organisation has not filed a copy of the records required to be filed pursuant 
to the requirements of s63 of the Act since at least 1998 and that therefore there is no record of the current office bearers of the 
respondent organisation, and further having found that the Registrar’s records reveal the only known address of the respondent 
organisation now to be that of Mr Paul Burlinson, 102 East Parade, East Perth WA 6004, he being the last contact person nominated 
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by the respondent organisation, albeit that this was informally advised to the Registrar, and the applicant herein having waived its 
rights pursuant to s35 of the Act, it is this day, the 30th day of July 2004, ordered as follows:- 

(1) THAT the applicant be and is hereby ordered to effect substituted service of application No. FBM 8 of 2004 
on Mr Paul Burlinson, 102 East Parade, East Perth WA 6004. 

(2) THAT application No. FBM 8 of 2004 be and is hereby adjourned to a date to be fixed. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 
[L.S.] President. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12619 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE REGISTRAR, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
APPLICANT 

 -and- 
 THE METROPOLITAN (PERTH) PASSENGER TRANSPORT TRUST OFFICERS’ UNION OF 

WORKERS, PERTH 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM FULL BENCH 
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DELIVERED TUESDAY, 31 AUGUST 2004 
FILE NO/S FBM 8 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12619 
 
 
Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan, Deputy Registrar 
Respondent Mr S Bibby, by leave 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 31st day of August 2004 and having heard Ms D MacTiernan, 
Deputy Registrar, on behalf of the Registrar, and Mr S Bibby, by leave, and the Full Bench having considered the application by the 
Registrar to cancel the registration of the above-named respondent organisation pursuant to s73 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
(as amended)(hereinafter referred to as the Act), and having determined that reasons for decision will issue at a future date, and the 
parties herein having waived their rights pursuant to s35 of the Act, it is this day, the 31st day of August 2004 ordered that the 
registration of the above-named respondent organisation be and is hereby cancelled as and from the 31st day of August 2004. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 

 

FULL BENCH—Procedural Directions and Orders— 
2004 WAIRC 12831 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES JOHN THOM 

APPELLANT 
 -and- 
 DARCY AND JODIE SCHOLTZ T/A BRUMBYS DUNCRAIG 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DELIVERED MONDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S FBA 15 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12831 
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Decision Appeal discontinued by consent and dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant No appearance 
Respondent Mr E Rea, as agent 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 20th day of September 2004, and there being no appearance on 
behalf of the appellant, and having heard Mr E Rea, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and the parties herein having filed in the 
Registry of the Commission on the 15th day of September 2004 a signed Proposed Minute of Consent Order to discontinue the 
appeal and the respondent having waived their rights pursuant to s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this 
day, the 20th day of September 2004, ordered, by consent:- 

THAT there be leave granted and leave is, by consent, hereby granted for appeal No FBA 15 of 2003 to be 
discontinued, and the appeal be dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 

 

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION—Awards/Agreements— 
Variation of— 

2004 WAIRC 12063 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING & ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS, 
COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING & 
ELECTRICAL DIVSION, WA BRANCH, THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION, WEST 
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS AND THE AUTOMOTIVE, 
FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED INDUSTRIES UNION OF 
WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 BHP BILLITON IRON ORE 

RESPONDENT 
 AND 
 THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED 

INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, THE 
CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING & ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS, 
COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING & 
ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 BHP BILLITON IRON ORE PTY LTD AND THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION, WEST 

AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
 SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH 
 COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
DATE TUESDAY, 20 JULY 2004 
FILE NO/S APPL 157 OF 2003, APPL 1246 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12063 
 
 
CatchWords Award - Award variations claimed State Wage Principles – Principle 10 - Safety net award - 

Enterprise award – Relevance of AWA employment conditions - Award varied – Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 (WA) s 26(1), s 40 

Result Claims granted in part; award varied  
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Representation 
Mr D.H. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union of 
Workers, the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and 
Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch; and the 
Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers - Western 
Australian Branch  
Mr W.W. Tracey on behalf of the Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial 
Union of Workers 
Mr H.J. Dixon SC and with him Mr P. Quinlan (of counsel) on behalf of BHP Billiton Pty Ltd 

 
 

Decision 
1 These are two applications to vary the Iron Ore Production and Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (the 

award).  The award was delivered on 19 July 2002 ((2002) 82 WAIG 2068).  The Reasons for Decision of the Commission that 
led to the making of the award are reported at (2001) 82 WAIG 2033; (2002) 82 WAIG 2048 and 2060.  Where necessary, 
these will be referred to as Reasons 1, 2 and 3 respectively.   

2 The claims are made by the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers, the Automotive, Food, Metals, 
Engineering Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch, the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, 
Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing, and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering & Electrical Division, WA 
Branch.  The Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch Industrial Union of Workers was the second named 
respondent in application 1246 of 2003 and filed a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal supporting the application in 
principle.  Ultimately, when the matter came on for hearing the AWU was separately represented but did not seek to adduce 
any evidence.  The applicant unions together with the AWU are hereafter referred to as “the unions”.  The respondent is 
hereafter referred to as “BHPB”. 

3 The Commission in Court Session records with regret the death of Mr Cory Bentley subsequent to the case in a workplace 
accident.  The Commission places on the record in these Reasons for Decision its appreciation for the evidence he gave to the 
Commission in Court Session both in the proceedings leading to the making of the award and in these proceedings. 
The claims 

4 The claims as amended and presented to the Commission are as follows: 
5 (1) A 25% wage increase for all classifications.      
6 (2) Provision that where a supervisor has reason to believe that overtime may be required the employees shall be 

immediately notified of that prospect and where a supervisor determines that overtime is required employees shall 
be immediately notified of that requirement.   

7 (3) A provision that each employee employed under, or to whose employment, a former Workplace Agreement applied 
shall be entitled to the benefit of, and be bound by, each of the provisions of the award. 

8 (4) To provide that certain clauses in Clause 11. - Hours of Work be prefaced with the words “subject to this award,”.   
9 (5) To provide for the ordinary hours of locomotive drivers except FIFO drivers to be an average of 42 per week to be 

worked as two day shifts, two night shifts, four days off. 
10 (6) To provide that where any employee has worked two hours overtime in any one week further overtime may be 

taken as time off in lieu at the election of the employee. 
11 (7) To vary provisions regarding rest period after overtime.   
12 (8) To provide for a seven minute wash up period prior to the commencement of each smoko rest period, smoko break, 

crib break, rest break, meal interval and the end of shift.   
13 (9) Changes to the annual leave clause affecting the requirement to take annual leave in blocks of at least five shifts, the 

annual leave rate for track crew employees working on shift work at Redmont, Newman and Port Hedland and the 
taking of single days and the accumulation of annual leave.   

14 (10) A change to the long service leave provisions for the second and subsequent accruals. 
15 (11) Payout of accrued sick leave upon resignation.  
16 (12) A paid day in lieu in relation to working on public holidays and a provision that a day shift worker doing temporary 

shift relief on a public holiday to be paid a day in lieu in addition to overtime rates. 
17 (13) The deletion of the present parental leave provisions and substitution of a provision entitling employees to 

maternity, paternity, adoption, jury duty, compassionate, community service volunteers’ leave and military service 
leave.   

18 (14) The insertion of a clause providing for assistance from BHPB for or in respect of each child undergoing tertiary 
education on the same terms and conditions as they apply to staff employees. 

19 (15) A variation to the special leave provisions. 
20 (16) A variation to Clause 20. - Redundancy to provide for transportation for the employee and/or dependants back to 

the place of engagement within Australasia or Perth at the election of the employee. 
21 (17) Increasing the superannuation contribution by the employer from 14% to 20%. 
22 (18) Insertion of a provision providing for five sets of uniforms and seeking other variations to the personal protective 

equipment clause.   
23 (19) The deletion of Clause 25. - Right of Entry. 
24 (20) A variation to the Utilisation of Contractors clause regarding notification.   
25 (21) Variations to the union representation clause to include that a disciplinary enquiry shall not commence without the 

union having been given at least three days’ written notice of the time and place of the enquiry and the entitlement 
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to record the proceedings.  The amendments sought also include an obligation on the manager of each department to 
meet with the relevant union convenors and other representatives at least once in every month. 

26 (22) A new clause to provide at the option of the employee for BHPB to make novated leasing of private motor vehicles 
available to the employee on the same terms and conditions as is available to staff employees from time to time. 

27 (23) A new clause to provide that an employee is entitled to receive training from BHPB. 
28 (24) A number of variations in respect of BHPB rail operations and rail employees. 
29 (25) A new provision for trade union training leave. 
30 (26) A new provision for leave to attend to union business. 
31 (27) The insertion of definitions for the allowances which are presently prescribed in the award and for a Redmont 

allowance. 
32 (28) The inclusion of a clause providing for income maintenance where an employee is transferred from one 

classification to another, from one shift to another or from location to another. 
33 (29) A new schedule to be inserted in the award providing for special maintenance rates. 
34 (30) A provision in the wages schedule for a 2 panel (42) continuous day shift line worked by a drill crew at Newman. 

BHPB’s reply and counter proposals 
35 BHPB generally opposed all claims.  It counter-proposed in relation to the notification to work overtime that if the clause is to 

be amended it should be amended to read that where a supervisor determines that an employee is required to work overtime 
that employee shall be notified as soon as reasonably practicable of that requirement.  In relation to sick leave, BHPB counter 
proposed a new provision addressing an employee’s entitlement to claim benefits under a non contributory sickness and 
accident scheme after they have not attended work for a qualifying period of 7 calendar days.   

36 The Commission in Court Session sat over a two week period in Port Hedland.  At the commencement of the proceedings, 
BHPB made an application under s.27(1) of the Act for the Commission to dismiss the applications as they were not in the 
public interest.  BHPB stated that the application would not be pursued separately from the overall proceedings but rather 
formed part of BHPB’s opposition to the unions’ claims.  BHPB did not press for a ruling in respect of that application at that 
time.  Evidence-in-chief was presented by witness statement and some witnesses were called for cross-examination.  Written 
closing submissions and a Reply to those submissions also were subsequently received.   

37 We now consider the evidence and the submissions as they each related to the claims before us.  Necessarily in what is to 
follow we have not attempted to recite all of the evidence and submissions. 
Clause 7. - Aggregate Wages 
The Unions’ Submissions and Evidence 

38 The unions’ claim has been set out earlier in these reasons.  The emphasis of the unions’ evidence was that there is a 
substantial difference in remuneration between the award employees and employees on WPA and AWA arrangements.  Mr 
Tracey’s evidence was that in August 2002 a wage increase of an average of 4.5% was given to each WPA employee.  In 
September 2002 an AWA was offered to all award and WPA employees with an average increase in remuneration of 7.5% 
over the rate established for the WPA in the previous month.  His evidence was that on 1 September 2003 the AWA base rates 
were further increased by an average of 4% through the annual salary review process.   

39 Mr Tracey’s evidence was that the difference in remuneration between the award and the WPA and AWA employees 
continues to be a cause of substantial resentment amongst most award employees.  Mr Tracey’s evidence in this regard was 
supported by Mr Rozario who is a level 9 electrician at BHPB’s Nelson Point site, Mr Connors who is a control room operator 
at Finucane Island and Mr Johnston who works in the shovels and drills section of field services in mine maintenance at 
Newman.  Mr Tracey confirmed that it is the unions’ and his own standard approach to discourage any employee from taking 
up an AWA. 

40 The unions referred to Reasons 1, 2 and 3 and submitted that there had not been a transitional period when the radical changes 
effected by the award were made.  The unions submitted that the changes made were reviewed in the proceedings before a 
different Commission in Court Session which awarded the balance of the 6% wage increase prescribed in Reasons 3 
(AFMEPKIU and Others v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd and Another (2003) 83 WAIG 1672 (the 6% case)).  It was 
submitted that in the 6% case the Commission in Court Session by and large accepted that there had been major and substantial 
change across many parts of the operation that had been introduced abruptly and without significant difficulty on the part of 
the employees.   

41 The unions submitted that BHPB has not acknowledged at all the contribution that award employees have made in the success 
of the company or, if it had, any acknowledgement has been grudging.  The unions urged the Commission to reject any 
suggestion that award employees are poor performers relative to AWA employees.  They submitted there were some 350 to 
400 award employees spread around BHPB’s various sites.  The unions submitted that BHPB’s approach should be seen from 
a perspective that since November 1999 BHPB has adopted the view that award employment is “less productive and unfruitful 
compared to individual arrangements” and BHPB’s managers, superintendents and supervisors naturally take on board the 
ethos that the company develops.  They therefore approach employees in the award group with that mindset.   

42 The unions supported their submission by reference to a statement from Professor Kevin Durkin, Professor of Psychology at 
the University of Western Australia.  Professor Durkin’s evidence, submitted by way of witness statement, referred to a 
number of studies involving the problems of people judging other people’s attitudes towards them.  Those studies, when 
applied to an industrial situation, lead to a conclusion that management may feel that they have a rich basis for impressions of 
the unions’ representatives and their members but this does not guarantee the accuracy of those beliefs.  Similarly, employees 
may feel that they know exactly where the management stands and what management thinks of them however, the accuracy of 
their perceptions is not assured either.  However, in both cases the parties are likely to be confident in their assessment of the 
other side.  Professor Durkin concluded that there is the potential for both sides to be vulnerable to cognitive bias.  Without 
careful measurement of attitudes, each group’s inferences about the others are unsubstantiated but each will tend to perceive 
their assessments as self evidently correct.   

43 The unions submitted however that in the absence of evidence from the supervisors themselves who have daily and constant 
interaction with the employees BHPB’s evidence that award employees are poor performers relative to AWA employees 
should be given less weight.  In many cases award employees work side-by-side with AWA or WPA employees without any 
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significant differences in productivity between them.  The unions cited by way of example the praise given to the ore 
processing maintenance team at Newman by Mr Grey, a temporary supervisor or foreman in that team (exhibit 4).  They 
submitted that the thanks given by Mr Grey to the award employees for the excellent contributions they made towards the 
maintenance of the plant and in particular to their response to shut down and emergency situations in “getting the job down 
without question” and their willingness to be available for overtime situations when needed is in marked contrast to the 
evidence of more senior BHPB personnel.   

44 The unions brought evidence refuting suggestions that the award employees at mine production Newman on D shift were less 
productive than the AWA employees on C shift.  The evidence of Mr Gisler in particular spoke of the “cream” digging having 
been done by C shift by the time D shift had commenced and that there was mostly only difficult or less easy digging to be 
done by D shift.  Dumps had been blocked out following C shift.  Mr Gisler’s statement, tendered in evidence, contained a 
number of issues of this nature.  When he was cross-examined he acknowledged that local management had been concerned at 
friction between the AWA and award employees although his own view was merely that there was no communication between 
the two groups of employees.  He acknowledged that there had been some meetings held between his shift and local 
management about the issue of the lack of productivity from D shift which led to the formation of a working group to examine 
a number of issues.  Evidence was also given regarding the output of the four shifts as recorded in the internally produced 
Mining Department Gazette (exhibits 9 and 16).   

45 The unions urged the Commission to determine the claim on the basis of s.26 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
unencumbered by the restrictions previously imposed by the Commission’s State Wage Principles.  Rather, in the context of 
the award applying only to BHPB’s operations, and a failure to succeed in enterprise bargaining, the Commission is limited 
only by the requirements of s.26 in the context of the objects of the Act.  The unions submitted that there have not been 
meaningful negotiations between the unions and BHPB in relation to enterprise bargaining since November 1999.  They 
submitted that BHPB refuses to enter into collective agreements.  On that basis, the Commission cannot say that there can be 
no wage increases awarded to the employees who choose not to sign individual AWAs.  The unions noted a CPI movement of 
3% and a wages growth of 6%.  The unions pointed to BHPB’s performance and profits which, in the unions’ submissions, 
show record production and record profit.  In that context, BHPB’s total wage bill was submitted to ‘pale into insignificance’.   

46 The unions submitted that their claims should be approached on the basis of what BHPB pays its other employees.  They 
submitted that AWA employees are paid more but the differential between the wages paid to award employees and to AWA 
employees is not justified by any corresponding differential in work practice, if there is any differential at all in work practice.  
For that reason, the conditions payable to AWA employees such as the novated leasing of motor vehicles and paid parental 
leave are matters relevant to the Commission’s consideration. 

47 The unions submitted it is unfair for these conditions not to be awarded to award employees.  The unions differentiated their 
circumstances from the circumstances in the decision of the Commission in Court Session in ALHMWU v Burswood Resort 
Management Ltd and Another (2003) 83 WAIG 2766.  The unions stated that there is no justification for penalising award 
employees by denying them the conditions claimed by reason of the choice that they have made to stay within a system which 
the Commission is obliged to foster and develop over and above the system that BHPB has chosen to go with.  The conditions 
claimed are applicable to all employees of the company except award employees.  There is inherent merit in the extension of 
family and community-friendly conditions to all employees who are part of the one community.   

48 The unions pointed out that there had not been a wage increase for award employees from November 1999, which was the 
expiry of EBA 3, until the backdated 14% increase from the award in November 2001.  In January 2003 there had been a 
further 3% and in July 2003 a further 3%.  This amounted to a 20% wage increase over 4¼ years.  It was submitted this is far 
less than AWA employees have received from the company over that same period.   

49 The unions claimed that a 17.95% wage differential currently exists between award and AWA employees.  The unions 
submitted that taken as a whole, the structure of the award is not so different from conditions under an AWA as to justify such 
a significant wage differential.  The unions stressed the principle of comparing wages paid for the same or similar work within 
the one enterprise.  They submitted that the wage differential between award and AWA employees who do the same or similar 
work cannot be justified over and above a premium built into an AWA employee’s salary to reward the employee for the 
flexibility and other benefits BHPB obtains by reason of the employee being on an AWA.  The unions said that premium is 
8.5%.  The unions claimed that if the 8.5% is removed from the 17.95% wage differential that currently exists the Commission 
ought now award a 9.5% wage increase to award employees.  

50 The unions submitted that with the demise of the trade-off approach to wage fixing the State Wage Principles show that 
flexibility in determining wage rates is paramount, particularly with the retained emphasis on the individual enterprise.  Thus 
the Act, and the Principles, require that the Commission takes into account all relevant factors in determining the claim which 
include: 

1. Inflation; 
2. General wage increases in the community; 
3. Promotion of collective bargaining; 
4. Establishment of the primacy of collective agreement over individual agreement; 
5. Facilitation of the efficient organisation and performance of work balanced with fairness to the employees; 
6. Profitability of the enterprise; 
7. Past and future changes in productivity; 
8. The contribution of the employees in question to the enterprise; 
9. The remuneration and terms and conditions of employment of AWA employees employed side-by-side with, and 

performing like work to, award employees employed in the same enterprise. 
51 The unions submitted that where an EBA is unable to be reached between parties to an award there is no warrant for reading 

the words in the State Wage Principles that awards are “the safety net” to mean that award wages are allowed to languish until 
they reach the point where they are in grossly inadequate.  If, as the Commission said in Reasons 1, the significant reduction of 
differences in work practices which currently exist between WPAs and EBAs as a matter of equity must lead correspondingly 
to a significant reduction in the differences in remuneration, in the context of this enterprise it is highly relevant to have regard 
to the remuneration and terms and conditions of employment of the AWA employees and the differences and extent of 
differences compared to award employees.  The difference in remuneration between AWA and award employees is substantial.   
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52 The unions relied upon part of the evidence of Mr Stockden, the evidence in exhibit 17 and upon the offer made to Mr Cowie 
(annexed to Mr Tracey’s statement).  The union’s analysis of that evidence, it was submitted, is borne out when it is applied to 
the AWA offer made to Mr Johncock (exhibit D).  In their Reply to BHPB’s closing submissions the unions submitted that an 
AWA salary is 13.8% higher than the award less, in each case, 8.5% for the structural differences in the manner that work is 
performed between employees under the award and employees covered by an AWA.  That is, the AWA salary was 6.7% 
higher [than the structural differences] as at September 2002, 5.3% higher at the time of the hearing of this matter and is likely 
to be a further 4% higher from September 2004.  The unions reminded the Commission that there is a long-standing history of 
annual increases to both award and staff wages and terms and conditions of employment.  

53 The unions concluded that there is therefore a substantial premium (which the unions described as the AWA benefit) paid for 
AWA employment over and above that structural difference of 8.5%.  The unions stated therefore that the difference should be 
awarded immediately to award employees including the anticipated minimum further increase of 4% anticipated in September 
2004.  It is for the Commission to decide what part of the AWA benefit award employees are to be awarded.  If the 
Commission accepts BHPB’s argument about the differences in performance between award and AWA employees and that all 
award employees across all three sites have a consistently poor attitude then no part of the AWA benefit should be awarded to 
them.  If the evidence of the unions is accepted then some proportion of the 7% or 8.5% benefit ought also be awarded.   

54 The unions acknowledged that an AWA cannot provide, on balance, for a reduction in the overall terms and conditions of 
employment under the award (s.170XA(2) of the Workplace Relations Act 1996) but submitted that the federal Act does not 
seek to affect the terms of the award in any way nor the manner in which the Commission may vary the award.  In that regard, 
the unions distinguished the decision in Chamber of Commerce and Industry of WA v. ALHMWU (2002) 82 WAIG 405.  The 
Commission will not, by agreeing to the union’s claim, be using its powers to try and affect what occurred within the State 
workplace agreement regime.  The analysis in that case is not applicable to the Act and to the Workplace Relations Act 1996 
because no workplace agreement scheme is constituted or contemplated by those two Acts.  The unions stated that the claims 
are not brought with a view to “countermanding” the Federal scheme nor to “visiting upon the company some adverse result” 
for exercising “its right” under the Workplace Relations Act 1996 to offer AWAs. 
BHPB’s submissions and Evidence 

55 BHPB submitted that the award is an enterprise specific award which must fulfil the dual requirements of protecting 
employees as a safety net and providing the employer with a structurally efficient framework within which efficiencies and 
productivity improvements can be pursued.  The award issued very recently, after extensive arbitration, and constitutes the 
requisite safety net for the relevant employees.  BHPB submitted that a safety net and not terms and conditions which might be 
achieved through negotiation, or which might have been awarded to others under a different form of industrial regulation, is 
the “linchpin” of the wage fixing system.  The new wages and conditions set by the Commission were well above the safety 
net previously applicable and the unions therefore have a heavy onus to discharge in seeking to persuade the Commission to 
award the claims.   

56 BHPB submitted that at the time the new award was made it set a new safety net.  The State Wage Principles do not distinguish 
between common rule awards that apply to a number of enterprises or an award specific enterprise award when it comes to 
satisfying the issue of whether additional increases should be granted.  The annual State Wage Cases do not increase the wage 
rates payable over and above the wages of the safety net award.  Rather, a principle of absorption applies.  It was never 
contemplated that on an annual basis the Commission would review every enterprise specific award to increase wages.  
Therefore the position put by the unions in this case makes a mockery of the State Wage Principles.  This is because the 
Commission has recently made this award with rates at the top of the scale where annual wage increases would be absorbed.  
For the Commission to now sit on a regular basis to review increases which are well above the safety net is to re-write the rule 
book.  This is contrary to the concept as it has been developed both at the Federal level and at the State level.  The Commission 
should also take into account other awards regarded as a safety net in, for example, the nickel and gold mining industries and 
the Metal Trades (General) Award.   

57 Further, the wage increase of 20% (granted as increases of 14%, 3% and 3%) was justified, in part, by reason of the 
significance of the changes which were yet to occur.  BHPB submitted that the present claims fly in the face of that reasoning.  
The benefits envisaged from making the award were, and are, still to flow to the company. 

58 BHPB submitted that it is significant that the unions which had issued bargaining notices did not include the CFMEU.  The 
award at that time was still in term and the 6% increase awarded by the Commission had not yet taken effect.  BHPB extended 
an offer to discuss any issues of concern but its offer was never responded to.  Despite this, an application to vary the award 
was filed in August 2003.  BHPB queried why the claims were not advanced under s.41 of the Act.  The fact that there had 
been no negotiations cannot be blamed upon BHPB.  BHPB also noted that a number of the matters now pursued were pursued 
after conferences had been held.  BHPB also asked the Commission to note that the unions had not pursued enterprise orders.   

59 Further, BHPB stated that the magnitude and restrictive nature of the claims and their timing render them ridiculous.  A 
number of the matters have already been rejected by the Commission when the award was made.  Other claims were 
abandoned during the proceedings.  Further, the award as delivered by the Commission is far more generous than any other 
award of the Commission for comparable work.  To grant the increases in wages and conditions would effectively reward the 
unions for ignoring the State Wage Principles and s.26 of the Act. 

60 In particular, wages and conditions for employees who have signed AWAs are part of a package of terms and conditions and it 
is not possible to properly evaluate the relevant benefit or detriment without examining all elements of those packages or 
entitlements and attributing to them relevant weight and importance.  Further, in order to make a valid AWA it is necessary 
that it satisfies the statutory ‘no disadvantage test’.  There is, almost by necessity, a need for a buffer in wage rates to 
compensate for detriment or loss of entitlements elsewhere stipulated in the overall award conditions.  The Commission is not 
in a position to judge the value of AWAs which are offered and accepted under a separate statutory framework for that 
purpose.  It would therefore be contrary to s.26 of the Act for the Commission to select certain entitlements by reason that they 
are extended to staff and AWA employees.  To do so the Commission would be undermining the federal scheme by awarding 
terms and conditions which are in the AWA to ensure that award employees keep up with AWA terms.   

61 BHPB submitted that it is not open to the Commission to grant the unions’ claims as a means of encouraging employers and 
employees to reach appropriate agreements.  Neither is it open to the Commission to seek to counteract the use by BHPB of 
alternate forms of industrial regulation which is part of a statutory scheme freely available to it (Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of WA v ALHMWU (2002) 82 WAIG 405;  AWU and others v. BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd (2001) 106 FCR 482, 102 IR 
410; Mitchforce Pty Ltd v Starkey [2003] NSWIRComm 458 at pp 9 & 10; and Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union 
v WA Government Railways Commission [2000] WASC 196).  It submitted that a strong theme in the unions’ argument has 
been that the Commission should exercise its powers with that objective in mind.   
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62 BHPB noted in addition that a substantial part of the benefit available to AWA employees (and WPA employees), namely 
payments under the incentive programme, was available to award employees but was rejected by them.   

63 BHPB placed emphasis on what it described as an essential element of the decision of the Commission in handing down the 
new award that employee attitudes had to reflect a commitment to BHPB’s business objectives.  In a number of ways, the 
attitudes of some employees can be seen not to have changed.  

64 BHPB called evidence, by way of witness statement, from Profession Sharon Parker, a Professor in Organisational Behaviour 
at the Australian Graduate School of Management at the University of New South Wales.  Professor Parker provided an 
evaluation of the evidence of Professor Durkin.  Professor Parker’s evidence was that although the process adopted by 
Professor Durkin to reach his conclusions is plausible, many other factors might influence the attitudes and behaviour of an 
individual or group in an industrial setting.  When these factors are considered it is open to conclude that Professor Durkin’s 
process might not apply in a particular industrial and organisational setting or that it might be relevant to a particular industrial 
setting that might explain only a small fraction of the attitudes or behaviour of individuals or groups.  In the latter situation 
other factors might outweigh, or even contradict, the operation of Professor Durkin’s process.  Professor Parker concluded that 
Professor Durkin’s process will play only a small role in affecting behaviour in most organisational settings. 

65 BHPB submitted that the movements in Average Weekly Earnings between August 2002 and August 2003 cannot be relied 
upon by the unions to justify the increases sought given that over the period of time award employees received a cumulative 
6% increase in aggregate wages, allowances and overtime rates.  BHPB submitted that in any event it is consistent with the 
State Wage Principles for increases in the award safety net for movements of that kind to be absorbed into wages and 
allowances. 

66 BHPB submitted that the Commission should not permit the profitability of BHPB to influence its decisions in awarding wage 
increases in wages and conditions.  Simply because an employer is profitable, or highly profitable, the Commission should not 
be more inclined to award higher terms and conditions above the safety net which the Commission has recently set.  It would 
deny to other employees who happen to be employed in an enterprise which at a particular point in time may not be as 
profitable entitlements which are not as privileged.  Such a result would be inconsistent with equity and good conscience 
between different employees in different enterprises and would contradict the State Wage Principles which require that the 
focus of arbitration be primarily on the needs of the low paid by providing them with fair minimum standards in the context of 
living standards generally prevailing in the Australian community.   

67 In relation to the individual claims sought, BHPB observed that generally the claims are such that they would significantly 
inhibit productivity and deprive BHPB of the gains it has made as a result of the flexibility provided for as one of the 
objectives of the new award.  BHPB reminded the Commission that it decided when it issued the award that the level of the 
award prescription should be minimal and that view should not be undermined.  BHPB submitted that the staff benefits now 
claimed existed at the time the Commission delivered the award. 

68 It is also the inevitable consequence of the less structured AWA employment relationship that the work performed by award 
employees and AWA employees in similar occupations is not identical.  For example, hours are not determined in the same 
way; meal breaks or meal times are not addressed in the same; the way AWA employees may extend a job beyond the normal 
finishing time as a component of the ‘finish the job’ aspect is different from award employees.  BHPB submitted that these 
structural differences cannot be put aside in making an assessment that the work performed is the same.  One has to look at the 
broad picture including the behaviour of the sections of the workforce over particular incidents including award employees 
taking industrial action. 

69 BHPB called evidence from Mr Stockden who is the Vice President Human Resources.  He stated that in early December 2003 
BHPB employed approximately 1489 employees at its Pilbara operations.  Approximately 551 were employed as management, 
professional, administration and support staff.  Approximately 549 employees were employed on terms and conditions 
governed by AWAs and approximately 36 employees covered by statutory contracts of employment upon their State WPAs 
ceasing to have effect.  BHPB has approximately 353 employees whose terms and conditions are governed by the award.  The 
company also engages a number of contractors.  Excluding the contract workforce at Newman and Port Hedland the award 
workforce represents less than 24% of the current workforce engaged by the company at its Pilbara sites.  No award employees 
are employed by the company at mines which are contractor mines and which are responsible for the majority of the iron ore 
produced for sale by the company.   

70 He confirmed that on 23 May 2003 BHPB received notices for the initiation of bargaining for an industrial agreement from 
some of the unions.  These did not include the CFMEU.  The company responded to the notices on the basis that it was 
unnecessary and unwarranted to have another additional layer of industrial regulation by way of an industrial agreement.  The 
company was prepared to consider and discuss any matters concerning the terms and conditions of employment of the unions’ 
members.  No response was received to that response.  Mr Stockden rejected any suggestion that BHPB is not prepared to 
engage in a bona fide discussion about matters concerning the terms and conditions of employment of award employees.  
BHPB is not prepared to agree to wage increases at this point in time.   

71 Mr Stockden’s evidence was that although the award remains more prescriptive than AWAs and WPAs there has been an 
increase in productivity.  His assessment, however, is that “a number of award employees” had difficulty in accepting and 
committing to the changes from the new award (witness statement at [31]).  BHPB is still in the process of managing award 
employees to achieve the anticipated efficiencies.  This process takes some time and the unions have failed to co-operate in this 
process.  He assessed one of the principal differences between AWA employees and award employees occurs because the 
acceptance of the AWA is voluntary and by agreeing to them employees have agreed to an absence of rigid regulation and to 
change occurring and permitting those changes to occur as required.  He stated that the main difficulty faced with BHPB when 
it needs to effect change is not the award but rather the attitude on the part of award employees.   

72 Mr Stockden referred to an example of this in relation to the shift changeover in the mining department where in September 
2002 employees were transferred to create a WPA shift and an award shift to deal with friction between the two groups of 
employees and to improve productivity.  Mr Stockden gave examples of matters being brought to the Commission which had 
been accepted by AWA employees and which caused time and resources to be spent which could have been more productively 
spent elsewhere.  Examples such as utilisation of contractors as well as the changing of a locomotive driver start times were 
given.  The present claim before the Commission was seen by Mr Stockden as part of a process of re-inserting prescription and 
previous inflexibilities back into the award without a corresponding reduction in the remuneration which was awarded in 
exchange for those flexibilities.  Far from facilitating the efficient organisation and the performance of work, the opposite will 
be the case.   

73 In relation to wages Mr Stockden stated his view that the award employees are “extremely generously” paid for the work they 
perform together with the additional benefits that they receive.  He drew this conclusion for a number of reasons including 
comparing aggregate wages with total salaries paid by Robe River Iron Associates.  He saw the award variation as being 
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“clearly demonstrative of the fact” that the award employees are not prepared to facilitate a change in culture and want to 
return to the industrial regime which applied prior to the award despite having received significant pay increases.  There was a 
strong union campaign against award employees participating in the incentive programme which has as its principal objective 
the ability to manage employees’ performances on an individual basis to ensure that they are maximising their potential by 
rewarding them for their performance.  Only a relatively few award employees elected to participate.  BHPB did introduce an 
Award Performance Management System (APMS) which is distinct from the incentive programme.  It was a management 
system for award employees that was intended to identify the minimum standards expected of them and to facilitate the 
cultural change to occur.  There is still ongoing resistance to the APMS.   

74 Mr Stockden stated that the unions’ justification of their claim by reference to AWA employees demonstrates a number of 
misconceptions and misrepresentations of the true position.  Award employees’ remuneration is essentially an aggregate wage 
based on classification and shift system worked, allowances based on the nature of the work performed and overtime.  Each of 
these components was increased by 20% as part of the award.   

75 AWA employees are paid an annual salary package comprising typically of a base salary and, where applicable, Operational 1 
component, Operational 2 component and a shift component.  It is an all inclusive arrangement as opposed to an aggregate 
wage.  AWA base salary includes working unscheduled additional hours as required.  The requirement to work additional 
hours may also entitle an AWA employee to an Operational 2 component.   

76 When BHPB decided to offer AWAs in September 2002 it had to ensure that the no disadvantage test was met by reference to 
the award and it wished to avoid a situation whereby the award increases which were to come into effect resulted in subsequent 
AWAs having to be offered at higher rates in order to meet the no disadvantage test.  An amount had to be estimated for the 
fact that AWA employees are not paid separately for each hour of non-rostered overtime worked and the company wished to 
ensure that the no disadvantage test could be satisfied whenever the AWA was entered into in the 12 months following 
September 2002.  The increase in remuneration offered for the AWA was approximately 7% over and above the award. 

77 The features of an AWA which are different from the award include matters in recognition of the benefits conferred on BHPB 
by the AWA employees.  These are matters such as the ability to change shift systems, having an all inclusive salary, having 
that salary as well as the other conditions determined by BHPB, participation in the incentive programme, administrative 
savings associated with not being required to keep detailed timekeeping, recording and payments systems both for time worked 
and allowances, lack of limitation with not having a rigid classification structure, compliance with all workplace practices, 
policies and procedures as determined by BHPB and as amended from time to time even if these are inconsistent with the 
award.   

78 To grant the unions’ claim resulting in an increase of 25% in aggregate wages, overtime and allowances would mean that the 
award employees’ remuneration would be far in excess of current AWA rates.  It is open to any employee at any time to accept 
the AWA offer.  BHPB considers it is only fair that in order to have the benefits of those terms and conditions all the 
obligations that go with them be accepted at the same time.   

79 Mr Stockden was cross-examined on his evidence.  Mr Stockden confirmed that neither in response to the notification of 
initiation of bargaining period nor to the claims as filed in these proceedings did BHPB put to the unions any similarly detailed 
proposal in respect of the matters in detail in the unions’ claims.  Since June or July 2000 there have been no discussions or 
negotiations between the unions and BHPB as to overall terms and conditions of employment.  The thrust of BHPB’s approach 
was to apply the award and not to make any local agreements.  Mr Stockden confirmed that all employees who have joined 
BHPB since November 1999 were offered work on the basis of an AWA; none have been employed on the award and none 
will be.   

80 Mr Stockden confirmed that the 20% increase provided for in the award necessitated a review of the remuneration levels under 
the AWA at about the same time in order to satisfy the no disadvantage test factors.  By July 2003 after the final 6% had been 
paid to award employees the difference between the AWA and the award was about 12 or 13% in favour of the AWA to which 
has to be added the 4% average applied to AWA and WPA employees in the latter half of 2003.  With the salary review 
occurring on 1 September 2004, it is unlikely that a further increase will be less than 4%.   

81 Mr Stockden stated that the AWA base salary component includes a factor of approximately 7% to account for the flexibilities 
of employees working like staff.  Further, if a comparison was made with a metal trades engineering tradesperson there are a 
number of allowances that are regularly paid for which an assessment of about 3% is allowed.  He considers that in order to 
compare “apples with apples” approximately 10% is the difference between an AWA rate and the award rate.  Mr Stockden 
stated that, in the example used in his cross-examination, the difference between the aggregate wage of the award and the 
salary component of the AWA was 12½%, to which may be added a further 4% for the September 2003 salary review (leading 
to 16½% difference), and a further 4% for the September 2004 review to come making a total of 20½% difference.  In addition 
to this would be added the performance bonus paid to an AWA employee (in the order of 9% or 10% of the salary component 
of the AWA wage), plus a further 7½% of the salary component of the AWA wage for the performance bonus due in 
September 2004.   

82 When re-examined, Mr Stockden stated that it was not appropriate for BHPB to review the wages of award employees earlier 
than 12 months from the payment of the full 6% increase which took effect from 19 July 2003.  Any review undertaken now 
by BHPB would be subject to the outcome of these claims.  Mr Stockden confirmed that it is understood within BHPB that it 
will not enter into site agreements.   

83 Mr Shaw, Vice President Mining at Newman, then gave evidence.  He stated that he saw the claims as being a very significant 
cost in circumstances where award employees have already been granted increases in aggregate wages, allowances and 
superannuation.  He referred to the cost of direct labour at Whaleback being approximately 36%.  He described it as a 
significant component of the total cost of the operations and any change to the cost has an immediate and major effect on the 
business.  There is no benefit to the company arising from the variations sought by the unions.   

84 Mr Shaw’s evidence was that although the new award created the opportunity for award employees to have the objective of 
increased efficiency, flexibility and productivity being realised by the AWA employees, award employees have still to engage 
in this process.  Mr Shaw referred to opposition and disputation to some issues which have been fully accepted by AWA 
employees but not by award employees.  Many award employees have shown that they have the ability to increase their 
productivity but some have only been willing to do so over short periods of time or are unwilling to maintain co-operation and 
productivity over the longer term.  Mr Shaw also noted that the union campaign to reject the incentive program on behalf of 
award employees removed the opportunity to remove the traditional “them and us” attitude.  He stated that for the crews 
digging at the mine it was very unlikely one crew would get the ‘cream’ digging leaving the following crew to dig a lesser 
grade of ore because crews are required to dig to a grade which is monitored hourly and they try to keep the face square.   

85 Mr Shaw’s evidence was that while the new award remains more prescriptive than the AWA it provides the opportunity for 
increased productivity as a result of the flexibilities contained within it and it has the potential to increase the productivity of 
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award employees conditional on no new restrictions being imposed and the willingness of those employees to realise the 
highest levels of efficiency, flexibility and productivity which was the stated intention of the Commission. 

86 Mr Slocombe, Manager Ore Processing at Newman, gave evidence that the majority of employees in the operations section at 
ore processing at Newman are generally flexible.  The majority are AWA employees.  In his evidence he referred to the taking 
of a smoko break whenever the opportunity arose rather than it being fixed to any particular time.  However, when Mr 
Slocombe was cross-examined he conceded that if the award employees had arranged smoko times in order to complete a 
particular task and split the timing of the smoko break to ensure continuity of work this would have been a breach of the 
award.  Further, Mr Slocombe conceded that even though the award employees did refuse to split the smoko break the crew 
that did the job did it within time.  The majority of this crew are award employees. 

87 Much of the BHPB evidence addressed the issue of the apparent lack of flexibility regarding work procedures amongst the 
award covered employees when compared to employees employed on either the WPA or AWA.  Much was made during the 
proceedings about the splitting up of shifts in the mine production department at Newman to create a shift of award employees 
(D shift) and a shift of AWA employees (C shift).  The other two shifts, A shift and B shift, remained mixed award and AWA 
employees.  Much evidence was given during the proceedings about the relative efficiencies as between C shift and D shift.   

88 The evidence of Mr Dunbar, Manager Mining at Newman was that C shift is the most productive crew and D shift is the least 
productive crew.  The need to create the two different shifts was to address the issue of friction between the previously mixed 
shifts.  Specific measures have been undertaken to improve D shift’s productivity.  He said he has been in the industry for over 
25 years and it is a common complaint from one shift against the other that one shift was given “cream” digging.  However 
Mr Dunbar also acknowledged that “cream” digging does go on and people complain about it.  He has seen nothing that he 
could attribute to deliberate action by either shift.  As far as dumps being blocked out following C shift, Mr Dunbar goes 
around at the end of every night shift and the beginning of every day shift and he does notice anomalies but it is across all four 
shifts and it varies.  Mr Dunbar responded to a number of the issues raised by Mr Gisler.  Mr Dunbar stated that it is a natural 
instinct of an operator to try and make himself and his crew look better.   

89 Mr Dunbar acknowledged that the separation of the C and D shifts did cause a fair bit of resentment at the time.  He thought it 
is improving.  Mr Dunbar stated that the same people had been on A, B, C and D shifts respectively since approximately 1995 
and the friction that existed which required the change had occurred since November 1999 around the time of the WPA 
introduction.  Some of the resentment was because award employees felt they were being discriminated against on the basis of 
their award status.  However, Mr Dunbar’s primary motivation was his view that productivity on both shifts was suffering.  
Mr Dunbar acknowledged that A shift, which in 2003 comprised a majority of award employees, was quicker at refuelling than 
C shift.  He maintained however that the number of award employees to AWA employees across all the statistics show a trend 
towards AWA employees being more productive irrespective of what one statistic in isolation might show.  He stated that 
overall he has seen an improvement in productivity.   

90 Mr Slocombe spoke of an unwillingness to do overtime amongst the maintenance section employees and also challenging new 
supervision over procedures and practices they have already agreed (as, he said, was the case with new supervisor John Grey).    
Conclusions – Clause 7. - Aggregate Wages 

91 In deciding the claim before it the Commission is to act according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the 
case.  It is to have regard for the interests of the persons immediately concerned whether directly affected or not.  By s.26(1)(d) 
the Commission is also to take into account the capacity of BHPB to pay wages, salaries, allowances or other remuneration and 
to bear the cost of improved or additional conditions of employment.  The Commission is to have regard for any changes in 
productivity that have occurred or are likely to occur.  The Commission is to take into consideration the need to facilitate the 
efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of BHPB within the industry in which it operates, 
balanced with fairness to the employees.   

92 We largely accept, therefore, the principal submission put by Mr Schapper that the considerations which arise in the claim 
before us will primarily be considered by those relevant considerations set out in s.26(1) of the Act.  The Commission will also 
apply the State Wage Principles ([2003] WAIRC 0845; there has been no relevant change to the Commission’s State Wage 
Principles arising from the 2004 State Wage Case 3 June 2004, [2004] WAIRC 11661).  The significance of the State Wage 
Principles remains.  The Principles provide a context in considering the role of the Commission in arbitrating claims to vary 
awards.  It is a Principle that existing wages and conditions in awards of the Commission constitute the safety net which 
protects employees who may be unable to reach an industrial agreement.  

93 The consideration of the claims also must be seen in the context of the very recent history of the creation of the award.  The 
significance of the award cannot be understated.  In delivering the award the Commission removed the many different 
conditions of employment and enterprise bargaining agreements which had resulted from the years of negotiations between 
BHPB and the unions.  The resulting award though comprehensive was, in historical contrast, minimalist.  The decision of the 
Commission was that the award needed to be minimalist in circumstances where a significant proportion of BHPB’s wages 
workforce had accepted WPAs and were working in a different manner than the employees under the award.  That different 
manner had resulted in marked differences in productivity as between the two groups of employees.  As the Commission 
stated: 

“We reach this conclusion in the context of the almost unique circumstances of this workplace.  The long history of 
negotiated working conditions, the decision of 50% of the workforce to work in a different regime and the recognition of 
the unions and their members that the past must go compel this conclusion. 
We consider that the significance of the changes which are to occur will lead to an improvement in productivity of a 
magnitude which amply justifies an increase of this size.  We reach this conclusion with the assistance of the evidence of 
the increase in productivity which is stated to have occurred as a result of the change to work practices of the 50% of the 
workforce which moved to WPAs.  The significant reduction of differences in work practices which currently exists 
between WPAs and EPAs as a matter of equity must lead correspondingly to a significant reduction in the differences in 
remuneration. ”   

(Reasons 1 paragraph [127](f)). 
94 The Commission awarded a significant wage increase of 20% (in two stages) in recognition of the minimalist award which 

issued.  That minimalist award eliminated the significant structural differences governing the manner of work between the 
award and WPA employees.  It permitted BHPB to achieve similar productivity from its award employees as it was receiving 
from its WPA employees given that the nature of award employment necessarily meant that the award was not as flexible as 
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the WPAs.  We consider that the contribution of the award to workplace change and increased productivity is recognised in the 
evidence of Mr Stockden in his evidence that the main difficulty faced with BHPB when it needs to effect change is not the 
award but rather, as he sees it, the attitude on the part of some award employees.   

95 The size of the significant wage increase awarded had due regard to the increases in productivity to occur.  The Commission 
had regard to the evidence before it of the greater competition in the market place and the requirement on BHPB to keep a tight 
control over labour costs, utilisation of capital and outlay of capital.  Indeed, this in turn was inherently recognised in the 
unions’ positions (Reasons 2 at [24]).  The Commission recognised that the changes to be managed by BHPB in the 
structurally reformed workplace necessarily would not be easy.  Indeed, the evidence of Mr Dunbar and Mr Gisler in relation 
to the issues which have led to, and resulted from, the change to the compositions of at least C and D shifts in mine production 
at Newman serve to illustrate the difficulties in this regard.  Nevertheless, the challenge remains for BHPB to manage that 
change given the minimalist award which was delivered.   

96 When it prescribed the 20% wage increase, the Commission did not give award employees, as a condition of employment, the 
remuneration of WPA employees.  Rather it recognised that the significant reduction in the differences in work practices which 
then existed between the WPAs and award employees must, as a matter of equity, lead correspondingly to a significant 
reduction in the differences in remuneration between them (Reasons 1 at [127](f)).  We considered then, and consider now, 
that it is entirely consistent with the objects of the Act to promote goodwill in enterprises within industry and to facilitate the 
efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of the enterprise, balanced with fairness to the 
employees within the enterprise, for employees in the one enterprise performing similar work to receive the remuneration 
appropriate to the changes in productivity that have occurred or are likely to occur.  One measure of the appropriateness of that 
remuneration is the value attributed by the employer to those employees working side-by-side and performing that similar 
work. 

97 The present proceedings reveal that where there are employees within the one enterprise performing similar work but 
performing it pursuant to three kinds of industrial regulation (award, statutory contract arising from an expired workplace 
agreement and AWAs) there necessarily must be differences in remuneration in the one workplace because the three systems 
of industrial regulation are themselves different.  The fact that these differences can and do occur is recognised by the State 
and federal legislatures.  We observe, however, that significant differences in remuneration between employees performing 
similar work may be a cause of friction or conflict within the workplace.  The evidence of the unions establishes this as does 
the evidence of friction between C and D shifts at Newman which stems, it appears, from the time of the introduction by 
BHPB of a different system of industrial regulation: WPAs.  

98 One of the arguments submitted by the unions in support of their claims goes to the differential between the wages paid to 
award employees and to AWA employees.  The unions submitted that the size of the difference is not justified by any 
corresponding difference in work practice.  We are satisfied from the evidence before us, particularly from the evidence of Mr 
Stockden referred to above, that the features of an AWA that are the structural differences between an AWA and the award and 
which permit an AWA employee to work more flexibly are an identifiable component of the construction of the remuneration 
to be offered under an AWA.  These are features which include the ability to change shift systems, having an all inclusive 
salary, a finish-the-job component, having that salary as well as the other conditions determined by BHPB, participation in the 
Incentive Programme, administrative savings associated with not being required to keep detailed timekeeping, recording and 
payment systems for both time worked and allowances, lack of limitation with not having a rigid classification structure and 
compliance with all workplace practices, policies and procedures as determined by BHPB and amended from time to time.   

99 The remuneration paid to an AWA employee for those features peculiar to AWA employment will necessarily mean that an 
AWA employee and an award employee working side-by-side within the same shift will receive different remuneration.  We 
consider that to the extent that the unions’ arguments for a wage increase are based solely upon the remuneration paid to 
employees employed on an AWA, the unions’ argument fails to recognise that the system of AWAs offered by BHPB is a 
system permitted under the Workplace Relations Act 1996.  It is also necessary for an AWA to satisfy the statutory no 
disadvantage test that on balance employees not receive under an AWA less than they would have received if their terms and 
conditions of employment were determined by the award.  BHPB is quite correct in its submissions that it is an alternate form 
of industrial regulation available to it and the Commission should not seek to exercise its jurisdiction with a view to 
undermining or altering those statutory options available to BHPB.  

100 There are necessarily inconsistencies in a union argument which asks for wage increases based upon increases granted under 
an AWA but which is critical of AWAs because of the disadvantages to employees which the unions see.  BHPB is quite 
correct, with respect, in its observation that the awards and the AWAs are respectively packages.  Each of those packages 
contains benefits and disadvantages which require balancing by the individual employee in choosing whether or not to accept 
the offer of an AWA or to remain on the award.   

101 Both BHPB and the unions recognise the no disadvantage test requires that there be a buffer between the award and the AWA.  
BHPB submitted that granting the claim will undermine that buffer leading to a snowballing effect whereby the increases 
granted require an adjustment to the buffer which in turn requires further increases to be granted and so on.  However the issue 
for the Commission is the merit of the claims made including any value to be given to the present and likely future productivity 
of the award employees.  BHPB’s submission cannot be seen as a reason not to grant wage or condition increases to award 
employees which may be quite justifiable.  It is as true to say that the package of employment conditions which the award 
represents is able to be considered separately as it is to say that the package of employment conditions which an AWA 
represents is able to be considered separately. 

102 The Commission therefore considers the correct approach to lie in a consideration of the circumstances of the award 
employees.  The conditions of AWA and WPA employees is a factor to be taken into account because the employees in most 
cases work side-by-side performing the same or similar work in the workplace.  Employees who remain on the award have a 
statutory right to do so and also have the right to refer claims regarding their employment conditions to the Commission.  If an 
employer has created two or more streams of differing employment conditions it will have an equal responsibility to 
employees in all streams.  This responsibility is not lessened where, as the evidence before us shows, employees wish to 
remain in the award stream in order to be able to bargain collectively.  We therefore view with concern any evidence that 
BHPB may regard award employees with less favour because the award workforce represents less than 24% of the current total 
workforce.  We note BHPB’s denial of union submissions that it does regard award employees with less favour. 

103 We find on the evidence before us that the parties are unable to reach an industrial agreement under s.41 of the Act.  We base 
this conclusion upon BHPB’s response to the AFMEPKIU that it regards it as unnecessary and unwarranted to have another 
additional layer of industrial regulation by way of an industrial agreement to the recently made award, notwithstanding its 
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preparedness to consider and discuss any matters concerning the terms and conditions of employment of the unions’ members.  
It is not prepared to discuss wage increases at this point and it has not put to the unions any similarly detailed proposal in 
respect of the matters in detail in the unions’ claims preferring to regard them as ambit.  We consider this finding reduces the 
force of BHPB’s argument that it is inappropriate to further amend the award. 

104 We do note the view expressed by Mr Stockden that an EBA will add another additional layer of industrial regulation.  
However, we question whether an EBA will re-create the previous “disaster” seen by him in this context.  It may provide an 
acceptable alternative to what otherwise may become a regular appearance before the Commission to deal with claims by the 
unions for award variations.  

105 Our finding also takes into consideration the breadth of the claims before us on this occasion, some of which have previously 
been the subject of proceedings before the Commission, as indicating the wish of the unions to re-visit some of the previous 
conditions of employment to which it is most unlikely that BHPB would agree.  Therefore, the fact that the CFMEU did not 
separately write to BHPB to initiate bargaining does not alter our conclusion.  We also have regard to the evidence before the 
Commission that BHPB regards the award as setting the terms and conditions of employment of the employees under it.  That 
evidence was consistent with Mr Stockden’s view that the previous system of industrial regulation which had an underpinning 
award and many EBAs was “a disaster” (transcript p. 210).   

106 The evidence before us shows that the safety net award prescribes the rates of wage actually paid by BHPB.  The terms and 
conditions of employment it prescribes are those actually received by the employees (together with such other applicable 
BHPB policies or benefits).  In the present circumstances the safety net award is effectively an enterprise award.  The award 
may thus be distinguished from the common rule Metal Trades (General) Award or the awards applicable generally to 
employees in the nickel or gold mining industries to which BHPB took us. 

107 This conclusion does not alter the basic philosophy of a safety net under the State Wage Principles.  However, where the 
changes to conditions of employment above the safety net which are envisaged to be agreed between parties to an enterprise 
bargaining agreement are unable to be so agreed, those changes will necessarily be able to be reflected within the award on a 
proper case being made out.  We consider that a refusal to negotiate an enterprise bargaining agreement with the unions is 
contrary to the thrust of the Act and the State Wage Principles which respectively have an object of promoting collective 
bargaining and establishing the primacy of collective agreements over individual agreements and the role of a safety net award 
underpinning enterprise agreements reached in the workplace.  We consider that BHPB as a responsible employer has an 
obligation to its employees employed under an award to be prepared to bargain collectively as the Act envisages.  

108 It would be naïve to expect that wage rates applying to one group of employees in an enterprise, and the fact of increases given 
to those employees, does not impact upon other employees in the enterprise.  There is an inherent value to the work performed 
established by reference to the “market” in which those employees are engaged.  In circumstances where the deregulated 
arrangements under AWAs and award regulated terms and conditions function side-by-side, the notion of the “no disadvantage 
test” ensures that the “market” does not become distorted with respect to those working under the deregulated scheme.  While 
there is no direct statutory safeguard to ensure that the converse does not occur with respect to those engaged under an award, 
the Act enables claims for awards to be varied.  However, while the State Wage Principles act to ensure that the focus remains 
on enterprise bargaining, the principles do not exclude the possibility of wage increases.  The principles of wage fixation do 
not impose the dead hand of a wages freeze but they do not provide an avenue through which increases in income and 
improvements in conditions can be achieved through mere reliance on outcomes elsewhere in the “market”, free from the 
requirement to increase productivity. 

109 The statutory framework within which the principles operate in this State is not built around arrangements which provide for 
respective parties to take protected action nor an award system circumscribed by statute to cover only approved matters and 
designated to be only a safety net.  A failure to secure an enterprise outcome, or the absence of an environment in which there 
is the opportunity to negotiate an agreement which sits on top of the award, does not mean that issues within that market 
cannot be addressed under the Act.  Subject to satisfying the tests set out in the State Wage Principles the provision of the Act 
must apply. 

110 Here we are satisfied that the application comes within the scope of principle 10 and that subject to the requirements set out in 
s.26 of the Act the award may be varied. 

111 The unions, or BHPB for that matter, are entitled under the Act to apply to the Commission for a variation of the award.  
BHPB submitted that for the Commission to sit on an annual basis to review the award and consider increases well above the 
safety net is to re-write the rule book contrary to the concept of the safety net.  However, the entitlement of the unions to apply 
to vary the award will oblige the Commission to consider each application on its merits.  Whether any particular application is 
able to be made out will depend upon the evidence at the time.  It cannot be said that the remuneration of the award employees 
is to remain static if, as the unions submitted, an improvement in the productivity of BHPB which is contributed to generally 
by both the award and AWA and WPA employees has rewarded only the AWA and WPA employees and excluded the award 
employees (compare AFMEPKIU and Others v. Western Australian Mint (1996) 76 WAIG 1700).  

112 We take into account the unions’ submission that for practical purposes inflation is running at around 2½% and that full-time 
adult ordinary time earnings in the private sector is approximately 6%.  We note the submission that BHPB has continued to 
achieve record levels of production, sales and profit.  A new quarterly production record of 23 million tonnes was set in WA 
during the December 2003 quarter.  We consider that these factors are relevant considerations given the obligation on the 
Commission to act according to equity and to take into consideration the capacity of BHPB to pay wages, salaries, allowances 
or other remuneration and to bear the cost of improved or additional conditions of employment.   

113 We consider the evidence supports the conclusion that overall there has been an increase in productivity to which the award 
employees have contributed.  This conclusion follows the conclusion of the Commission in Court Session in the 6% case that 
there have been a significant number of substantial changes introduced following the making of the award and that although 
there had been some resistance to some changes, in the main most changes have been implemented without objection or 
resistance (6% case at [176]).   

114 We refer to the evidence where award employees and EBA employees work together.  Although there are differences between 
start and finish times, or in taking lunch breaks, we find the evidence shows that such differences are marginal in the context of 
the overall productivity increases which have occurred.  In the Mining Production Department at Newman we conclude that 
the evidence presented particularly by exhibit 9 reveals that A and B shifts, which are a mixture of award and AWA 
employees, perform well when compared with C shift.  We are persuaded that the differences in D shift upon which BHPB 
relies are attributable more to the resentment which arose from longstanding employees being required to change shift to 
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address friction between individuals within the then C shift.  The evidence supports the conclusion that friction arose from the 
time of the introduction of WPAs in approximately 1999.  Evidence also supports the conclusion that employees in the 
reconstituted D shift did not accept the reasons given by BHPB for having to change shifts.   

115 We do not reject the evidence of Mr Dunbar regarding the concerns he has expressed regarding D shift.  In the context of the 
issues to be addressed in this application for all employees covered by the award, we find the management issues to which he 
refers in his evidence not to be illustrative of some negative attitude by all award employees.  Rather, the lack of such 
difficulties other than for some individual examples in BHPB’s operations overall suggests to us that the productivity of award 
employees and their contribution to the performance of BHPB, given the difference in working arrangements, is not 
significantly different from that of AWA employees.   

116 We found the evidence in the statement of Mr Grey (exhibit 4) an illustration of this even if he may also have had issues such 
as time-off in lieu to deal with.  We note by way of further example the evidence of Mr Kamperman, Superintendent 
Operations at Nelson Point that with a ratio of 32% award employees and 68% AWA employees in port operations overall 
productivity has been acceptable: both gross loading rates of vessels and gross dumping rates of trains have risen considerably 
in past 12 to 24 months even if award employees have not volunteered to participate in the operating excellence programme.  
We note from Mr Slocombe’s evidence that in the operations section of ore processing at Newman, where there is a ratio of 
20% award employees to 80% AWA employees, the employees are generally flexible.  If there is a difference in the timing of 
smoko breaks between award and AWA employees the job concerned was done, done within time and done by a shift with a 
majority of award employees.  We consider it somewhat artificial to point to working condition differences which on the 
evidence did not result in a less productive outcome for BHPB. 

117 We consider the evidence overall is positive regarding the contribution of award employees to improved productivity at BHPB 
having regard to the objective of facilitating the efficient organisation and performance of work balanced with fairness to the 
employees.  The evidence of Mr Goodwin, Manager Port Maintenance, that the award enabled management to speed up the 
process for the engagement of contractors and that it meant less industrial action and less scope for unnecessary disputation 
supports this general conclusion.  The evidence of Mr Donnelly, Manager Railway Workshops at Nelson Point that employees 
generally do not refuse overtime on a regular basis and of the productivity improvements achieved is said in the context that 
the Locomotive Overhaul, Ore Car Repair and Vehicle Maintenance Workshops and the Locomotive Preparation and Boodarie 
Maintenance Facilities have a mixture of award and AWA employees.   

118 The evidence against this general conclusion related more to the attitudes of individual award employees rather than to award 
employees as a class and does not amount to a reason to deny to that class of employees a review of their wages.  We do not 
conclude that the examples given of particular issues are a reason for denying a wage increase to the award employees as a 
whole.  We include in this comment the taking of strike action at Newman over the issue of contractors and the issues referred 
to in Mr Knuckey’s evidence (the Manager, Mine Maintenance).  There is much to be said for Mr Shaw’s evidence that the 
award is still relatively new.  Attitudes do need to change.  The Commission cannot arbitrate either an employee’s or a 
manager’s attitude.  There may be some room for optimism that attitudes are changing given Mr Knuckey’s observation that 
following Commission proceedings in November 2003 a trial of shift in the shovels and drills section has resulted in an 
improvement in overall performance.    

119 We have been assisted by the evidence of Professor Durkin and Professor Parker respectively.  We recognise that within the 
industrial setting before us in this matter, individuals in both management and the workforce may have attitudes each to the 
other for the reasons Professor Durkin has described.  We consider it timely to observe that employees are entitled as of right 
to remain on the award and should be treated no less favourably in terms of award conditions of employment as a result.  The 
full range of opportunities to bargain collectively for an enterprise bargaining agreement and to be represented collectively is 
an entitlement prescribed under the Act.  We recognise that many other factors might influence the attitudes and behaviour of 
an individual, or even a group, in an industrial setting.  In what is to follow, we have based our conclusions upon the evidence 
before us in these proceedings. 

120 The size of any increase to be awarded is necessarily a matter for judgment according to s.26 and the objects of the Act.  It is in 
the context of looking at a number of factors that we also take into consideration the value of the similar work performed by 
AWA and WPA employees.  The greater the difference between the remuneration of award employees and AWA employees 
for performing similar work the greater the potential for industrial relations issues to arise.  The Commission is to take into 
account the need to prevent, as well as settle, industrial disputes, before they arise.  We note the performance of BHPB in its 
operations and the past and future changes in productivity of the award employees.   

121 We take into account that the 20% increase arising from the award was finally implemented by the Commission with effect 
from 19 July 2003.  The 20% was justified, in part, by reason of the significance of changes to work practices which were then 
to occur.  We conclude that while some individual award employees still resist the changes which have occurred around them, 
award employees’ work practices have changed and the unions have demonstrated the award employees’ contribution to 
BHPB’s performance. 

122 We are satisfied from the evidence, and find accordingly, that the current difference in remuneration is approximately 16.5% of 
which approximately 8.5% can be attributed to the structural differences between employment under the award and 
employment under an AWA or expired WPA.  Whilst it is difficult to be precise and make a like-with-like comparison, on the 
evidence of Mr Stockden, particularly under cross-examination, it is reasonable to say that BHPB places a value on the 
differences between award and AWA employees.  We consider that a remuneration differential greater than approximately 8% 
is likely, on the evidence before us, not to fairly remunerate award employees for the contribution they make and will continue 
to make to increased productivity across the operations of BHPB.  We conclude, having regard to the interests of the award 
employees and the interests of BHPB in respect to those employees, the capacity of BHPB to pay wages and salaries and the 
changes in productivity that have occurred and which, in our view are likely to continue to occur, and the need to facilitate the 
efficient organisation and performance of work under the award balanced with fairness to the award employees, that a wage 
increase of 8% ought be awarded.  The comparison of conditions for rail employees differs somewhat but BHPB applies also 
an AWA differential to salaries within rail.  The wage increase of 8% ought be awarded to award employees in rail as well. 

123 For the Reasons to appear subsequently in relation to the term of the variation to the award which will occur from this decision 
we also consider that the further salary increase of at least 4% to occur from 1 September 2004 for AWA and WPA  employees 
is to be taken into account by the Commission.  Consistent with the reasoning which has underpinned our decision, a further 
increase of 4% to the aggregate wages prescribed in the award is to occur from the first pay period on or after 1 September 
2004. 
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Clause 9. – Contract of Employment: notification of overtime 
124 The award contains a requirement for employees to work reasonable overtime.  The issue brought by the Commission is a 

complaint that employees should be given notification of an intention that overtime be worked as soon as management is aware 
that it is going to be needed.  The evidence of Mr Bentley, engineering tradesperson – mechanical fitter at Nelson Point in this 
regard was that he has worked considerable overtime but on one occasion he was unable to work it due to the lack of advance 
notification.  For this, he had received a disciplinary review and a cross against his name in a performance review.  Mr 
Bentley’s evidence was that he had to spend time persuading his supervisor to include on the APMS the statement that it was 
only for one occasion and with reason.  Mr Bentley was concerned that the APMS does not allow for or reflect any subsequent 
improvements.   

125 The Commission considers that the circumstances of a refusal to work overtime on just one occasion should be taken into 
account and not merely the fact of the refusal and to that extent, the unions’ complaints are justified. 

126 The evidence of Mr Johnston was that his activities outside of work and his family activities mean that it is difficult for him to 
do overtime on his present shift system.  His experience is that required overtime is regularly notified by supervisors to 
employees as late as the last hour of the last shift before the four day break.  The supervisor has telephoned members of his 
crew on the morning of their days off to come in on that day.  The system four years ago where a supervisor would ask 
employees on their second day shift whether they are available gave plenty of time for employees to plan around their time off 
and be able to come in.   

127 For BHPB Mr Cook, Manager at Finucane Island gave evidence that at Finucane Island the requirement to provide notice of 
overtime will introduce unnecessary prescription and duplication of notice and not result in any further certainty than is already 
the case.  All relevant employees are notified or offered overtime as soon as practicable after the need becomes apparent.  Mr 
Donnelly stated that overtime in the locomotive overhaul workshop arises because often an extra half hour’s work may permit 
a locomotive to be released rather than holding it over until the next day.  It may happen once or twice a week and involve both 
award and AWA employees.  This may only become apparent late in the day and employees generally do not refuse overtime 
on a regular basis.   

128 On the issue of notification to work overtime, we have noted the evidence of, for example, Mr Goodwin whose evidence was 
that unscheduled shift coverage only becomes apparent shortly before the shift is due to commence.  All relevant port 
maintenance employees in each of the department’s divisions are notified as soon as the need to work overtime becomes clear 
or as soon as practicable.  Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that with the drill crew BHPB tries to give at least 48 hours’ notice when 
there will be a double shift.  The evidence of Mr Kamperman and Mr Knuckey is that as soon as the need for overtime 
becomes apparent relevant employees are notified about the availability or with as much notice as possible.   

129 We consider that the issues raised in the evidence before us are able to be addressed by the adoption of BHPB’s 
counterproposal.  We therefore conclude that the award should be amended to provide that where a supervisor determines that 
an employee is required to work overtime that employee shall be notified as soon as reasonably practicable of that requirement.  
We consider that an assessment of an employee’s preparedness to work overtime is to be judged over the duration of the 
assessment period and not by reference to one isolated refusal. 
Clause 9. – Contract of Employment: proposed new subclause (7) re WPA employees  

130 The evidence of Mr Tracey was that there are approximately 40 to 50 WPA employees who do not accept the AWA offer and 
all of these employees wish to have their terms and conditions of employment determined exclusively by the award.  Mr 
Tracey’s evidence did not extend to WPA employees employed in rail.   

131 The evidence of Mr Harbud, an engine driver was that he wishes to have his conditions of employment protected by the award.  
Mr Harbud is a rail co-ordinator and is a FIFO employee who commutes between Victoria and the Pilbara.   

132 BHPB’s evidence was that as of early December 2003 only 36 WPA employees, a significant proportion of whom are 
apprentices, had not signed an AWA.  Seven of the 36 are FIFO locomotive drivers.   

133 The evidence of Mr Goodwin was that there are three remaining former WPA employees in the port maintenance department 
and one has advised Mr Goodwin that he does not wish to have his employment conditions determined by the award.  Mr 
Dunbar’s evidence was that none of the six employees in the Mining Department on WPAs suggested to him that they would 
prefer to be on the award.  Five of the six WPA employees in Mr Slocombe’s section have been spoken to by Mr Slocombe 
and none advised that they wished to be covered by the new award.   

134 The Commission has reservations about this claim arising from the conflicting evidence as to the wishes of the WPA 
employees themselves.  We consider the claim would have had greater strength had there been evidence directly before the 
Commission, rather than indirectly, about the wishes of the employees.  The claim is refused. 
Clause 11. - Hours of Work 

135 The unions claim to insert the words, “Subject to this award, …” in subclauses (1)(b), (7)(b), (7)(c) and (7)(d).  In the absence 
of any evidence or explanation regarding the effect of such a change, the Commission regards the claim as having been 
abandoned. 
Clause 11. - Hours of Work re time off in lieu 

136 The unions claim a proviso that where an employee has worked two hours’ overtime in any one week any further overtime in 
that week shall, if the employee so elects, be accrued or taken as paid time off in lieu of payment at the overtime rate.  The 
unions conceded that if the employee could work two hours overtime and then elect to take two hours in lieu of the following 
week and be there for only part of a shift this would be inconvenient to BHPB.  The unions proposed that it could be accrued 
for up to a day or perhaps more and taken in whole days.  They stated however that BHPB’s opposition is based upon how the 
accrual is recorded and it is simply opposed on that basis.  We have borne this submission in mind when considering the 
evidence of Mr Bentley and Mr Johncock on this issue.  Mr Johncock, a level 5 engineman and convenor of the CFMEU 
Hedland Lodge stated that clause 11(6)(b) is of no effect because when he and other award drivers have sought time off in lieu 
it has always been refused as ‘operationally inconvenient’. 

137 BHPB noted that an ability to take time off in lieu instead of being paid for working overtime was a matter sought to be 
introduced by BHPB and was opposed by the unions.  The provision in the award for an arrangement between the relevant 
employee and BHPB is based on a consensus and BHPB submitted there is no basis for now changing the exercise to a 
unilateral election by the employee.  BHPB submitted the claim as formulated gives the employee an entitlement irrespective 
of a consensual approach and irrespective of operational effect.  BHPB stated the evidence does not reveal a problem in this 
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regard and the unions’ evidence did not address the detrimental impact that their proposal would have on the company’s 
operations.  The evidence showed that to have a right to take time off in lieu creates significant difficulties.  In some areas time 
off in lieu is permitted but it is difficult and it is made more difficult in some areas by reason of absenteeism, for example in 
rail and in Mr Dunbar’s section. 

138 Mr Stockden stated that if taking time off in lieu is not dealt with on a consensual basis it will have a significant adverse effect 
on BHPB’s operations and effectively deprive BHPB of the benefits of flexibility awarded to it by the Commission in the 
award.  Mr Cook’s evidence on this claim was that it would create a situation very difficult to manage or deal with from an 
operational point of view.  Currently, staff and AWA employees are permitted to take time in lieu at their manager’s complete 
discretion but it only occurs in very limited circumstance and is certainly not commonplace.   

139 Mr Goodwin’s evidence was that staff employees including AWA employees are granted time off in lieu in some limited 
circumstances and it is managed informally by their supervisors and generally in response to a staff employee having put in 
long hours or having worked particularly hard.  Award employees seeking time off after working overtime have been refused 
principally due to the difficulties associated with providing sufficient coverage for such absences.  The issue really is how the 
accrual is managed.  This is why there is an issue regarding coverage for award employees taking days off in lieu but not 
coverage for AWA staff.   

140 Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that time in lieu is not granted.  The problem is providing coverage for specialist skills by particular 
employees.  In the absence of any control over when the time in lieu taken, losing the benefit of having employees working the 
same scheduled hours of work, a requirement to provide coverage and reduced manning flexibility by granting the claim is 
likely to be problematic and cause disruption.  Current high demands are such that it is necessary to maximise the number of 
employees present at any one time and the company is not able to grant time off in lieu to AWA or WPA employees for this 
reason. 

141 Mr Kamperman’s evidence was that occasionally staff or AWA employees are permitted time off in lieu managed informally 
by the immediate supervisor and it is taken as an entire shift panel.  It is not practical to take less time than one shift panel.  Mr 
Knuckey’s evidence was that employees taking time off in lieu will result in the need to engage a contractor such that the 
company would pay twice thus having a negative impact on productivity.  Mr Slocombe’s evidence was that time off in lieu is 
rarely granted for either award or staff employees and on the rare occasion it has been given, it has been managed by direct 
supervision.  Mr Slocombe was concerned that the claim will make it difficult to provide shift coverage and remove the present 
potential for flexibility and simplicity in operational management.   

142 Mr Donnelly’s evidence was that in the railway workshops it is more efficient to pay overtime than have time off in lieu 
because coverage needs to be provided particularly for periods of time less than a day.  He too referred to the difficulties of 
providing coverage for less than a full shift panel and the increased management burden in relation to planning if there are 
different periods taken off at the election of the employees.   

143 The Commission acknowledges the detrimental impact the claim would potentially have upon BHPB’s operations.  Indeed, 
that appears to be recognised in the unions’ submissions.  It is apparent, however, that provided the accrual is managed and 
time off in lieu is taken in complete shift periods then that disruption is minimised.  In such circumstances staff and AWA 
employees are able to take time off in lieu under local control and supervision without causing that disruption. 

144 It is apparent to the Commission that in the absence of an award provision allowing such flexibility then it is more likely that 
award employees will not be permitted to have time off in lieu.  We consider that the needs of award employees as evidenced 
by Mr Bentley and Mr Johncock are not different from the needs of other BHPB employees and propose to amend the award to 
allow time off in lieu.  We consider that the evidence, particularly of Mr Goodwin, allows the conclusion that the principal 
issue is about how the accrual is actually managed.  That is a matter for BHPB.  The provision will require the time off in lieu 
to be taken in complete shifts and to be taken by arrangement with local supervision, provided that agreement to the timing of 
taking time off in lieu shall not be unreasonably withheld.  We would be surprised if, given that the provision in the award to 
take overtime as time off in lieu was sought by BHPB, the clause as amended does not now operate in practice as it was 
intended to operate.   
Clause 11. - Hours of Work re 10 hour break between rest periods 

145 The evidence in relation to this claim is the evidence of Mr Rozario in relation to a member of his crew, Mr Hewitt.  The 
evidence showed that the problem experienced by Mr Hewitt was not drawn to BHPB’s attention until the hearing.  During the 
hearing, BHPB acknowledged that after this had now been drawn to its attention, Mr Hewitt’s pay would be remedied.  We are 
not aware of this issue having occurred to any other employee.  The preparedness of BHPB to remedy the situation suggests to 
us that there is not a fault in the wording of the clause as is alleged.  Certainly, Mr Kamperman’s evidence was that the 10 hour 
break rule is always applied vigorously in his area.  We do not consider a case has been made to support this claim and it is 
rejected. 
Clause 11. - Hours of Work re wash up time 

146 This claim is made in the context of the matters in Mr Tracey’s evidence concerning some variable attempt by BHPB to 
enforce a strict wash up time within crib time.  The unions noted with some pleasure the statements from BHPB that wash up 
time is flexibly taken and is applied by and large flexibly and reasonably by both BHPB and employees.   

147 We note the extensive unchallenged evidence led by BHPB in relation to this issue.  We consider the evidence establishes that 
wash up is dealt with in a practical way as a management issue.  This practical approach appears to work satisfactorily and we 
are not disposed to grant the claim.   
Clause 12(2). – Annual Leave re taking of annual leave by day employees 

148 The unions submitted that the changes in relation to clauses 12(2) and 12(9) are to be read together.  By clause 12(2) annual 
leave must be taken in blocks of five shifts.  However, employees obtain leave at the rate of 220 hours a year which is 19 
shifts.  An employee is not able to take the whole year’s leave in accordance with subclause (2) because “5 into 19 doesn’t go”.  
The unions seek the deletion of subclause (2) to deal with that problem.  The effect of subclause (9) is that an employee cannot 
take between two and four days’ annual leave because subclause (9) provides for annual leave to be taken in blocks of at least 
five days.  The unions say the evidence suggests that BHPB has denied requests for multiple days’ leave for less than five days 
on the basis that the award does not make provision for it.   

149 The evidence of Mr Connors was that it is sometimes very difficult to get a single day off because of claimed operational 
requirements.  Mr Connors suggested that in his work area at Finucane Island there seems to be a rule that if two people are on 
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annual leave no single days off will be granted.  Employees who wish to take annual leave in a more flexible manner, for 
example in blocks of two days or more, are not permitted to do so because BHPB stated that the award does not make 
provision for it.   

150 BHPB submitted that the variation sought must also be read with the claims made to vary clauses 12(6) and 12(10).  These are 
respectively claims relating to shift employees taking annual leave in blocks of four shifts and employees notifying BHPB in 
writing prior to commencing accumulating leave for a second year.  BHPB stated that Mr Connors’ evidence was very limited 
and he is incorrect to say that day employees have 19 shifts of annual leave per year.  An eight hour day means that 190 hours 
of annual leave totals 25 shifts based on a divisor of 7.6 hours.  In relation to shift employees the annual leave entitlement is 19 
shifts which is to be taken generally in blocks of four shifts.  With the inclusion of single day absences there is no difficulty in 
utilising the leave in this way.  The general requirement to take leave in blocks of days or shifts is a long-standing award term 
of employment relating directly to the need to provide adequate coverage for operations.  To remove the general requirement 
would interfere with the capacity to provide coverage for shift panels.   

151 Mr Cook’s evidence was that there are important operational reasons for leave to be taken in blocks of at least four shifts 
because it corresponds to an entire shift panel.  By taking leave in such blocks cover can be provided for a shift panel.  When 
single days are taken there can be difficulties in providing coverage.  It is sometimes not possible to do so and requests for 
single day absences are declined.  He considered that supervisors and management staff within his department are extremely 
flexible when it comes to dealing with leave requests although operational requirements will always figure in the consideration 
whether or not to grant leave.  It would not be possible to provide adequate coverage if employees were entitled, at their 
election, to 10 single day absences per year and an entitlement to take multiple single day absences would exasperate this 
problem even further.  Evidence that the claim would cause significant disruption to rostering was also given by Mr Shaw, Mr 
Goodwin, Mr Dunbar and Mr Kamperman.   

152 We accept the evidence of Mr Connors that there have been employees who wish to take annual leave in a more flexible 
manner, for example in blocks of two days or more, who have been told that the award does not make provision for it.  We do 
not consider that the award should continue such a restriction and the award impediment will be removed.  We consider that a 
request by an employee to take multiple days’ leave for less than five days must be balanced with the operational requirements 
of BHPB.  That does not mean that a request for the taking of multiple days’ leave by an employee will not be able to be 
granted.  We are quite satisfied from the evidence that there is no difference of any significance in either AWA or award 
employees taking multiple days’ leave: when considering whether such leave is to be granted to any employee providing 
sufficient coverage is necessarily an issue.   
Clause 12(3) - Annual Leave re entitlement for shift employees 

153 The claim of the unions is to amend clause 12(3) to increase the annual leave entitlement of shift employees from 228 hours 
per annum to 240 hours per annum.  The evidence of Mr Connors was that at Finucane Island years ago there was a 40 hour 
week on 8 hour shifts leading to six weeks’ annual leave or 240 hours per year.  The change from 8 to 12 hour shifts at Nelson 
Point and Newman resulted in annual leave being 228 hours and this is now the case at Finucane Island.  Mr Connors believed 
this is an oversight.  The unions submitted that the difference also is an extra day given to AWA and WPA employees which is 
not part of the AWA benefit.   

154 BHPB submitted that this was part of the unions’ original claims when the award was issued and the claim was not granted on 
that occasion.  Mr Stockden’s evidence was that the “20th shift” was bought out by BHPB as part of the EBA process by 
incorporating into the aggregate wage payment for this shift at overtime rates.    

155 Our consideration of this matter includes the observation that although the claim in the original award proceedings was made 
by the union, it does not appear to have been actively pursued.  It is pursued on this occasion.  However, we find the 
information before us to be rather limited.  In particular, the evidence of Mr Connors and Mr Stockden indicates that the 
difference between 228 and 240 hours has been compensated for by an increase in pay of 12 hours at overtime rates.  We have 
not been persuaded on this occasion that the evidence put forward by the unions allows the Commission to be confident of the 
merit of the claim and accordingly it is refused.   
Clause 12(6) – Annual Leave re requirement to take annual leave in blocks of at least four shifts 

156 We consider that the merit of this matter has been canvassed in the evidence considered in relation to the taking of single day 
absences.  The evidence from BHPB of the operational requirements involved in taking annual leave suggests that the 
Commission should not move away from the principle in clause 12(6) that annual leave be taken in a panel of four shifts.  We 
consider that the emphasis we now place upon an employee being able to take annual leave in multiple shifts will address the 
underlying concern in this claim.  We note the evidence of Mr Cook that supervisors and management staff are extremely 
flexible when it comes to dealing with leave requests and we consider this flexibility should apply throughout BHPB’s 
operations.  We do not propose any change to Clause 12(6). 
Clause 12(9). – Annual Leave re taking of single days 

157 The change sought by the union would mean that the present provision that an employee “may” be entitled to take up to six 
single days or shifts of annual leave each year will become a provision that the employee “shall” be entitled to take that leave.  
We do not consider the change warranted given that the clause nevertheless requires the supervisor’s discretion based on 
operational requirements.  We consider it has also been addressed in relation to Clause 12(3).  The claim is refused. 
Clause 12(10) – Annual Leave re accumulation of annual leave 

158 Mr Connors’ evidence was that the ability to accumulate leave for a period of two years is important for employees in the 
Pilbara because annual leave is often used to leave town and head to another destination.  It is in accordance with the present 
entitlement to airfares.  Mr Connors accepted in cross-examination the necessity to advise BHPB of the employee’s intention.  
The requirement to advise BHPB is to remain and the proposed amendment is refused.   
Clause 12(12) – Annual Leave re taking annual leave in at least three blocks 

159 The unions’ claim is to add a provision that an employee shall be entitled to take annual leave in up to 3 blocks per year or 
more than 3 blocks by agreement with the company.  The unions submitted that this is necessary because if such a provision is 
not in the award then it will not be granted by the company.  We consider the evidence on the issues of annual leave which 
lead to the conclusion in clause 12(6) to be also applicable here.  We note that there is presently no prescription within clause 
12(12) requiring leave to be taken in any quantity.  That absence promotes rather than restricts flexibility regarding taking 
leave in any quantity and we do not propose to alter the clause on this occasion. 
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Clause 14. - Long Service Leave 
160 The change sought by the unions was explained in Mr Connors’ evidence as a concern that the present wording can be 

interpreted to mean that regardless of how many lots of long service leave a worker has accrued, long service leave may only 
be taken off in four periods unless otherwise agreed.  The concern of the unions was that employees need the ability to take 
each accrual in not more than four periods in order to have access to their long service leave accruals when they receive their 
second and third accruals.  The concern was for the second period of long service leave.  Mr Connors’ evidence was that it is 
not a problem which has actually occurred but it seems to him that it may occur.   

161 We note the evidence of Mr Cook that this has not been an issue.   
162 The Commission sees no reason to vary the award for what is essentially an academic reason.   

Clause 15. - Sick leave 
163 The claim of the unions is that an employee who resigns employment shall be paid out all accrued sick leave.  The unions 

submitted that the fact that accrued sick leave is paid out if an employee is made redundant is relevant to the claim.  A person 
who signs an AWA is paid out their sick leave upon that happening and, the unions submitted, that can be a very substantial 
sum of money.  The unions submitted that this is an inducement made to an employee to continue their employment 
relationship with the employer pursuant to an AWA.  The unions submitted that it is inappropriate to allow a situation to occur 
which invites resort to a device in order to obtain the payout of sick leave.   

164 The evidence of Mr Tracey was that not being paid sick leave on resignation operates as an incentive to take sick leave whilst 
still employed.  The amount of sick leave taken is a matter expressly taken into account in worker performance reviews and 
there is a minimum standard set for that purpose.   

165 BHPB submitted that the claim is contrary to the Commission’s standards in relation to sick leave. Further, the entitlement to 
be paid out sick leave upon termination was removed by agreement in 1977 in exchange for the provision of a sickness and 
accident scheme.  Mr Stockden’s evidence was also that a number of years ago award employees were entitled to be paid out 
accrued but untaken sick leave upon termination in an attempt to try and reduce unauthorised absences.  However, this did not 
prove successful and the entitlement was frozen in December 1977. This was done in consideration of the implementation of 
the sickness and accident scheme.  A number of employees still have their frozen sick leave entitlement.   

166 Mr Stockden also noted that any practice of award employees who are intending to resign accepting BHPB’s offer of an AWA 
in order to be paid out their accrued sick leave before resigning is not a practice that BHPB willingly enters into and is 
regarded as an abuse of the system.  BHPB submitted that in the light of the history of payout of sick leave on termination 
there is no evidence to support its re-introduction.   

167 The Commission agrees with this submission.  On the evidence before the Commission it cannot be concluded that granting 
the unions’ claim would have an impact upon the taking of sick leave.  Indeed, the evidence referred to by Mr Stockden in his 
statement suggests that the payout of sick leave on termination was ineffective in achieving that result.  The claim is not 
otherwise justifiable on the basis upon which it has been advanced by the unions and it is refused. 

168 BHPB suggested a counter proposal to provide that the 7 day qualifying period in relation to the sickness and accident scheme 
be unpaid and that benefits are only payable after this period has elapsed.  The counter proposal was subsequently withdrawn.   
Clause 16. - Public Holidays 

169 By this claim the unions seek that employees working on a public holiday shall not only receive the present overtime rate as set 
out in the schedules to the award for all hours worked but also receive a paid day in lieu.  The unions submitted that this was a 
provision contained in the previous award prior to the issuing of the present award.  It was an omission on the unions’ part not 
to claim it at that time and the unions now seek to make the claim.  The evidence of Mr Tracey was that prior to the 2001 
award employees were paid overtime plus a day in lieu for working on a public holiday.  In the present award employees only 
receive overtime whereas AWA employees receive the day in lieu.  Mr Bentley stated that he had been told by an AWA team 
leader that AWA employees receive an amount in respect of working public holidays in their remuneration.   

170 BHPB stated that no ground or valid basis has been provided to support the claim.  The evidence of Mr Stockden is that while 
shift employees on an AWA/WPA have compensation built into their salary for having to work rostered public holidays in 
accordance with their shift system, award shift employees also have compensation built into their aggregate wages for having 
to work public holidays in accordance with the requirements of their shift system.  The staff handbook does not provide any 
similar entitlement for staff day employees in relation to working public holidays.  If a staff employee works on a public 
holiday where he or she would not normally be required to do so a suitable arrangement is negotiated.   

171 Mr Goodwin’s evidence was that AWA employees are not automatically given a day in lieu if they work a public holiday.  
Employees who worked on Boxing Day were paid a bonus for the day but not given time off in lieu.   

172 The evidence before the Commission does not confirm that AWA employees receive the day in lieu in the manner that is 
claimed.  We consider the unions have not made out the basis of the claim upon which they have advanced it.  Even if they 
had, the Commission would still need to consider the evidence that remuneration is built into the aggregate wage or salary for 
both award and AWA/WPA employees for potentially having to work a public holiday.  The claim is refused. 
Clause 17. - Leave provisions 

173 The unions seek to delete the present parental leave clause and substitute a clause which will entitle employees to the same 
maternity, paternity, adoption, jury duty, compassionate and community service volunteer’s leave on the same terms and 
conditions as are applied to staff employees at the date the claim is granted.  The unions’ claim as amended by the letter of 22 
December seeks also to add community service volunteers’ leave for SES, volunteer fire brigade, St John’s and volunteer 
marine rescue of 80 hours at ordinary time rates and military service leave of 120 hours per annum.   

174 The unions submitted that these are social and family orientated conditions which BHPB regards as appropriate for employees 
unless they are award employees.  The unions reject any suggestion that these are part of the AWA benefit and that employees 
must have staff conditions to be entitled to them.  The unions stated that the suggestion is a form of comparative wage justice 
which is a concept not endorsed by the Commission.  The unions stated that this allows the employer to set the upper limit on 
the remuneration and terms and conditions of employment.  The conditions claimed do not go to the remuneration of the 
employee of the work performed but rather facilitate and foster an employee’s participation in the family and community.   

175 The unions submitted that it is inequitable for BHPB to link such leave to what the unions describe as BHPB’s industrial 
strategy of attracting employees to AWAs.  These conditions claimed are applicable to all BHPB employees other than award 
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employees.  The unions submitted there is inherent merit in the extension of these conditions to all employees and that it is 
discriminatory because it is not related to reward for work done or to the conditions or circumstances under which the work is 
done.   

176 The unions relied upon the evidence of Mr Angel, an electrician at Nelson Point that on all occasions he has requested to attend 
SES duties over and above operational requirements during work time his requests have been declined.  Nevertheless, his 
immediate supervisor, his superintendent and the Vice President of Port Operations have informed him that if he signed an 
AWA the ability to attend to these activities during work time would not be a problem.   

177 Mr Tracey’s evidence went particularly to whether the “immediate” family member for the purposes of the bereavement leave 
clause in the award is the same as a “close” family member in BHPB’s policy.  He gave an example of an employee’s request 
for leave to attend a funeral of a father-in-law which had been refused because a father-in-law is not an immediate family 
member.  Mr Tracey stated that leave is sought not for attending emergencies in connection with community services but 
rather for training for those services and attending conferences or community presentations and the like.   

178 In addition to the evidence from Mr Angel already referred to, the Commission heard evidence from Mr Bonner who is a 
mobile plant mechanic at Newman and also captain of the volunteer fire and rescue service and committee member of the local 
emergency management advisory committee in the Newman area.  He has to perform his duties on annual leave and has used 
approximately two weeks of his annual leave per year over the last 15 years.  He states it would not only assist him but also 
those involved in the fire service if BHPB provided paid leave for these purposes.  The evidence of Mr Bentley was that he 
was allowed 120 hours’ military leave.  His understanding was that this is an entitlement that applies to all employees 
regardless of the mode of their employment yet there is no provision for this leave in the award.   

179 The unions pointed to the conditions contained in the staff handbook at annexure 13 to Mr Stockden’s statement.  The unions 
submitted that the benefits are provided on a discriminatory basis because they are not primarily in the nature of rewards for 
work done but rather in the nature of subsidies for difficulties encountered by employees in respect of family and community 
kind of events.  The unions referred to the intrinsic merit of a number of the claims.   

180 BHPB opposed the application.  It stated that the staff benefits now claimed existed at the time of the award and nothing has 
changed.  It stated that in some cases the claims are not accurately stated.  There is no staff entitlement to community service 
leave up to 80 hours per year.  As far as community service leave is concerned there is no difference in the approach taken by 
BHPB in relation to its award and AWA employees because in relation to each group there is paid leave provided for at times 
of emergency call out and neither group is given leave simply for training purposes.  The claim for a further 80 hours per year 
leave for award employees is seen by BHPB as unprecedented and should not be allowed.   

181 It stated that in respect of bereavement leave the entitlements of award and AWA employees are comparable.  The only 
substantial difference actually identified between staff and award entitlements was parental and adoption leave whereby both 
groups of employees are entitled to one year of leave but that, in the case of staff, six weeks of the leave is paid leave.  
However, BHPB stated the differences in staff packages and award packages are extremely common and such a differential is 
not a basis for adjustment in safety net terms and conditions.  There is no discrimination between the groups of employees 
because the benefits are available to persons who make a choice to take them up.   

182 Leave entitlements are a key workplace issue and are not removed from the benefits of employment under an AWA.  The 
evidence of Mr Stockden was that the benefits contained in AWAs and WPAs are part of an overall package.  The claimed 
community service volunteers’ leave and military service leave as claimed are specified entitlements which are not part of the 
same benefits as applied to staff employees in relation to community service leave.  Staff employees’ entitlements to such 
leave is purely discretionary which is reflected in the operational requirements and staff are treated no differently from the 
manner in which award employees are treated: each case depends on its own merits and the needs of the business.  BHPB 
already provides a number of employees with paid leave to attend emergencies but not training.  In relation to military service 
leave while there is no obligation to pay an employee’s remuneration while attending to defence force obligations the company 
has guidelines that apply to all company employees who are enrolled as a reservist with the Australian Defence Force.   

183 Mr Dunbar, Mr Shaw and Mr Goodwin also gave evidence on this issue.  Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that employees have the 
ability to utilise a shift swap facility which they are able to do for recreational purposes provided that coverage is maintained.  
We have noted also the evidence of Mr Kamperman and Mr Knuckey.   

184 We have given consideration to all of the above issues.  We note that the benefits now claimed existed at the time of the award.  
However the issuance of the award removed many of the restrictive work practices and lead to the corresponding increase in 
productivity and efficiency which has occurred.  The scale of the changes made by the issuance of the award led also to a 
greater compatibility between the manner award employees work with the manner AWA employees perform the same or 
similar work.   

185 We recognise that there cannot be equality between the two groups of employees because of matters such as the ability to 
change shift systems, having an all inclusive salary, a finish-the-job component, having that salary as well as the other 
conditions determined by BHPB, participation in the incentive programme, administrative savings associated with not being 
required to keep detailed timekeeping, recording and payments systems both for time worked and allowances, lack of 
limitation with not having a rigid classification structure, compliance with all workplace practices, policies and procedures as 
determined by BHPB and as amended from time to time even if these are inconsistent with the award.   

186 However the award removed such a wide ranging number of the restrictions which previously existed that the significant 
differences in remuneration between award and AWA employees was also removed other than for the approximate buffer in 
wage rates to compensate for detriment or loss of entitlements elsewhere stipulated in the overall award conditions.   

187 We also recognise that historically there has been a difference in the leave entitlements of traditional staff and wages 
employees at BHPB.  Traditional staff, employed as management, professional, administration and support staff, do not 
perform the same or similar work as wages employees.  Although AWA employees are staff for the purposes of their 
employment with BHPB they are employees who perform similar work to award employees pursuant to an individual contract 
of employment with BHPB.  The previous distinction between staff employment and wages employment is therefore less 
distinct.  The distinction between traditional staff and award employees may have changed little, if at all.  However, that 
distinction does apply to the work performed by AWA employees and award employees.  As a matter of merit, therefore, if 
BHPB extends leave provisions to employees performing a certain kind of work it is difficult for the Commission to conclude 
as a matter of fairness in the workplace that award employees should be excluded merely because they are employed pursuant 
to an award.  The instrument of employment, being either award or AWA/WPA, does not of itself produce such a significant 
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difference in the manner of performance of work, and in some of the examples referred to in these Reasons, no difference at all 
given the integration of AWA and award employees within shifts, to justify a significant difference in conditions of 
employment.   

188 We also consider that there may be an administrative benefit to BHPB in having one set of leave provisions applicable to the 
workforce.   

189 It is not open to the unions, however, to seek to claim leave provisions extended to AWA employees on the basis of the 
performance of the same or similar work and also to claim different leave provisions from those applicable to AWA 
employees.  If the notion of like employees performing the same or similar work receiving the same or similar remuneration is 
to be given credence, it will result in the granting of the unions’ claim to the extent that leave provisions applicable to the 
majority of BHPB employees be extended to the minority under the award.  Not to grant the claim will emphasise the “them 
and us” distinction which in many respects the award hopefully reduced.   It is compatible with the efficiencies which BHPB is 
entitled to from the award. 

190 In some cases the granting of the claim will not involve a significant difference: in respect of bereavement leave the 
entitlements of award and AWA employees are comparable.  In other respects a substantial difference may exist.  We therefore 
conclude that the structural ability provided by the award enabling BHPB to continue to have its AWA and award employees 
work in the productive manner which they have done, and in the manner which they are further able to do, shows the 
substantial merit of the claim.  For the reasons we have given, we do not agree to the unions’ claim that the entitlement be that 
as at the date of the award amendment.  Rather, we consider it important that BHPB retain the same flexibility in relation to 
leave entitlements for award employees as it presently has in relation to AWA employees.   
Proposed Clause 18A. - Education assistance 

191 The unions’ claim as they sought to amend it during the proceedings is for the education assistance as it is contained in the 
staff handbook to be applied to award employees.  Mr Connors’ evidence was that one of the award employees in his area has 
a daughter at university in Melbourne.  The employee has been told by BHPB that education assistance is only available to 
staff employees and he can only obtain the benefit if he signs an AWA.   

192 We consider the principle inherent in the decision we have reached regarding the leave claim is applicable to this claim.  We 
grant the claim on that basis. 
Clause 19. - Special Leave 

193 The claim of the union is to delete the words “a single parent employee’s dependant” in subclause (2) and is explained by the 
evidence of Mr Tracey that the present wording means a married worker cannot obtain leave to attend a sick or injured child 
even if the worker’s spouse has to work or is unable to look after the child.  The unions maintained that the wording in the 
clause is based upon the assumption that if an employee is married and living with his or her spouse then that spouse can look 
after children when “a single breadwinnwer family” is no longer necessarily the norm in the Pilbara.   

194 The Commission has given consideration to the evidence of Mr Tracey in cross-examination and to the history of the provision 
in Mr Stockden’s evidence.  We note in particular the evidence of Mr Stockden that the present wording was designed to 
ensure that single parents are not disadvantaged if their dependent child is ill or injured as previously only an employee with a 
spouse who is ill or injured was entitled to then look after an ill or injured dependent child.   

195 We are unaware of the effect of the proposed changed wording in the absence of a particular example and the amendment 
sought is therefore, on this occasion, not granted.  We note the evidence of Mr Cook that local management is extremely 
flexible in relation to the taking a family related leave and that persons who have sought leave to attend urgent family business 
have been granted leave even beyond the provisions of the award.  We consider that is as it should be.   
Clause 20. – Redundancy re transportation to Perth upon redundancy 

196 The unions seek a provision within the redundancy clause for the transportation of the employee and his or her dependants and 
personal effects back to their place of engagement within Australasia to include Perth at the election of the employee.  The 
evidence of Mr Johnston was that many people who work in Newman have been transferred in from out of town from Perth or 
elsewhere and there is little prospect of other work in town.  Therefore upon redundancy most employees transfer back to Perth 
or wherever else they come from once they finish their employment at BHPB.   

197 BHPB opposed the claim.  It stated that the costs that BHPB should bear are those occasioned by the fact of an employee 
engaged elsewhere in Australia.  However, where the employee was not required to travel in order to accept an engagement 
with the company their relocation to Perth is unrelated to their employment relationship with the company.  The Commission 
notes the evidence of Mr Shaw in this regard. 

198 The Commission considers that in the absence of any particular examples showing an injustice the unions have not 
demonstrated there is merit in the claim and it is refused. 
Clause 21. - Superannuation 

199 The unions presented a schedule of superannuation calculations (exhibit 18) to show the effect on superannuation contributions 
by BHPB of four wage increases.  The unions claimed an additional 6% in superannuation.  This is to be achieved by 
increasing the superannuation contribution by BHPB from 14% of the Provident Fund Wage to 20%.  By reference to an offer 
to Mr Cowie to take up an AWA (refer to Mr Tracey’s witness statement tab 1) and from evidence presented by Mr Stockden 
the comparison was made between the level of company contributions under the BHP Iron Ore Provident Fund (available to 
award employees) and those under the BHP Billiton Superannuation Fund (available to AWA employees).  The unions noted 
that they have based their calculations on figures as at September 2002 whereas BHPB’s contribution has increased with the 
September 2003 increase.   

200 The unions submitted that it is not suggested that the differential in staff superannuation contributions is part of the differential 
to compensate for the benefit derived from an AWA.  Therefore, the unions argued, there is a differential in superannuation 
contributions as between the award employees and the AWA employees performing the same work in similar conditions when 
there is no basis for the difference in the mode of employment.  The unions however did not make the claim that award 
employees be paid the same as the staff employees because the two schemes are different.  However, the unions urged the 
Commission to judge the reasonableness of the claim by comparing it with the range of the staff contribution.  The unions 
pointed to the national interest in having superannuation contributions made at as high a level as possible given the ageing 
population.   
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201 BHPB submitted that the essential element of assessing the appropriate rate of contribution to be made for superannuation is 
whether the Commission should depart from the grounds it relied on.  BHPB submitted it is not the role of the Commission 
consistent with the State Wage Principles and the emphasis on a safety net award to award increases in contributions every 
time staff or AWA employees receive a salary review.  The decision of the Commission to justify the previous 8% increase in 
superannuation on the basis of the increases in productivity that have occurred in the past and to be seen in the future must be 
seen in the context of the significant benefits to be received by BHPB from the new award.  On the present occasion, the claim 
does not take account of the differences between the two schemes.   

202 Mr Stockden’s evidence noted that the decision of the Commission when the award was delivered increased superannuation 
contributions from 8% to 14% together with the increase in the Provident Fund Wage (“PFW”) arising from the increases in 
the aggregate wages.  The provident fund is a defined contribution fund with fixed employer and employee contribution rates.  
Mr Stockden’s evidence was that to grant the unions’ claim would again have a multiplier effect as not only would the PFW on 
which the company’s contributions are based increase by any amount granted in response to the unions’ wages claim but the 
percentage BHPB is required to contribute would also increase.  On the percentages referred to by Mr Stockden it gave 
effectively an increase of approximately 79% equating to approximately an additional $6,314 for each award employee.  Mr 
Stockden could see no justification for such an increase which, in his opinion, is significantly in excess of industry standards.  
Mr Stockden confirmed under cross-examination that the PFW in essence is the average of all of the classifications in the 
award.  He made the point that whilst the minimum superannuation guarantee is currently 9%, BHPB pays contributions at the 
rate of 14% of the PFW for award employees and up to 14% of a defined salary for employees on AWAs.   

203 We have reached the following conclusion.  We note that in Reasons 1 at [72] we concluded that the claimed increase in 
superannuation on that occasion could not be separated from the significant changes which were to occur in the manner work 
is performed.  A significant increase in superannuation was warranted for similar reasons to those for which the Commission 
decided a significant wage increase would be awarded. 

204 We continue to accept the increasing role that superannuation plays in employees’ remuneration and the reference by Mr 
Schapper to the community benefit of retirement incomes other than the pension is not inappropriate.  We consider that having 
regard to the interests of the award employees and the interests of BHPB in respect to those employees, the capacity of BHPB 
to pay wages and salaries and the changes in productivity that have occurred and which, in our view are likely to continue to 
occur, and the need to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work under the award balanced with fairness to 
the award employees, that a further increase is warranted. 

205 Under leave given to BHPB to readdress the issue of superannuation the Commission received submissions on differences in 
the two funds. 

206 The BHP Iron Ore Employees Provident Fund is the scheme to which award employees contribute at the rate of 5% of the 
PFW and to which BHPB contributes at the rate of 14% of the PFW. The staff fund is the BHP Billiton Superannuation Fund 
(“Staff Fund”) and it is this fund to which employees working under AWAs are members. 

207 Employees may elect not to contribute to the Staff Fund and receive only the company contribution at 9% (equivalent to the 
statutory superannuation levy) or contribute at the rate of either 3%, 4% or 5% of their defined salary. These contributions are 
matched by company contributions of 10%, 12% or 14% respectively. 

208 BHPB informed us that: 
“…the two funds (i.e. the provident fund and the staff fund) have significant differences, not only in the amount of 
contributions, but also in the mechanisms for payment from the fund upon retirement, resignation or total permanent 
disability. The staff fund is a traditional accumulation fund whereby a member’s return is directly referable to the 
contributions made by the employer to an employee during the employment (subject to the performance of the investment of 
those funds), without more. By contrast, the entitlements from the provident fund, although not a defined benefit fund, are 
determined by reference to a particular formula which produces an outcome based upon length of service and indexed total 
member contributions.” 

(Written Submission filed on behalf of BHPB on 11th March 2004) 
209 From information available to us, the BHP Iron Ore Employees Provident Fund Wage was $54,496 per annum effective from 

the first pay period commencing on or after 1st October 2002 (refer to Mr Tracey’s witness statement tab 1). 
210 With the subsequent application of the across the board increases to wage rates totalling 6%, the PFW would have increased to 

$57,766 per annum by July 2003. 
211 The company contribution sits at 14% of the PFW. On the basis of that being $57,766 per annum this would amount to $8,087 

per annum per employee. 
212 The claim is to increase the employer’s contribution to 20% of the PFW. 
213 Putting these figures into the context of actual rates, a 25% wage outcome would increase the PFW from $57,766 per annum to 

$72,208 per annum. A contribution rate of 20% of the PFW would be $14,442 per annum. This, as Mr Stockden noted is an 
increase of approximately 79%. 

214 However with the application of an 8% wage increase the PFW would go to $62,387 per annum. The Company’s contribution 
based on the claim of 20% would mean an increase in payment from $8,087 per annum to $12,477 per annum for each award 
employee. This would be an increase in the Company’s contribution of 54.3%. 

215 In order to make some attempt at assessing the Company’s liability for superannuation contributions for employees on awards 
compared to those on AWAs, it is necessary to refer to the PFW. In other words if the PFW is taken to be the notional wage of 
an award employee then a comparable AWA employee’s rate will take into account the differences identified in evidence to 
reflect greater flexibility and other increases granted by BHPB. 

216 As set out in paragraph 81 above after the final 3% payment was made to award employees in July 2003 the wage differential 
between AWA and award employees stood at 12.5%. To this has to be added the September 2003 salary review payment of 
4% and a further 4% in anticipation of the September 2004 review payment. 

217 With the application of a 8% wage increase across the board to award employees the PFW will increase to $62,387 per annum 
(i.e. PFW October 2002: $54,496 per annum being increased by 6% by July 2003 to $57,766 per annum and increased by 8% 
to $62,387 per annum). 

218 If the PFW is taken to be a notional wage for an award employee then: 
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(a) company contributions at 14% result in $8,734 per annum per employee being paid to the Provident Fund by BHPB; 
(b) a wage of $62,387 per annum for an employee covered by the award equates to an AWA wage of $70,185 per 

annum (i.e. $62,387 + 12.5% as per paragraph 81 of this decision); 
(c) the company contribution at the rate of 14% of $70,185 per annum amounts to $9,826 per annum; 
(d) for an award employee on the notional wage of $62,387 per annum to receive a company contribution to the 

Provident Fund of $9,826 per annum the contribution rate has to increased from 14% to 15.75%. 
219 The statutory superannuation levy requires company contributions of 9% of ordinary time earnings. The wage at which the 9% 

levy equates to the payment of company contributions of $9,826 per annum is $109,178 per annum. 
220 On the basis that the company’s contribution to the Provident Fund was increased to 15.75% of the newly established PFW of 

$62,387 per annum all award employees whose aggregate wage is either below the PFW or equivalent to that wage, the 
company’s contribution to the BHP Iron Ore Employees Provident Fund is no greater than the amount that is payable by 
BHPB under the statutory superannuation levy. 

221 For those award employees whose aggregate wage is more than the PFW but equal to or less than a wage of $109,178 per 
annum the company contribution rate is also less than the statutory superannuation levy. 

222 It is only for those employees whose aggregate wage exceeds $109,178 per annum that the statutory superannuation levy 
exceeds the company’s contribution under the Provident Fund. 

223 Where an employee covered by an AWA elects to be a contributor to the Staff Fund, the company’s contribution to that fund 
will always exceed the payment due under the statutory superannuation levy as the contribution rates all exceed 9% of the 
employee’s defined wage. 

224 With a further wage increase of 4% with effect from the first pay period commencing on or after 1 September 2004 the PFW 
will be adjusted from $62,387 per annum to $64,882 per annum. 

225 The company contribution rate of 15.75% would increase the amount paid for each member of the Provident Fund from $9,826 
per annum to $10,219 per annum.  This amount would equate to the superannuation statutory levy on ordinary time earnings of 
$113,544 per annum and the company contribution rate under the Staff Fund on a salary of $72,993 per annum.  This salary is 
still below the average ordinary time earnings of an employee of BHPB which we are told is between $75,000 and $80,000 per 
annum.  The notional AWA salary, maintaining the flexibility differential, would be $70,397 ($64,882 per annum plus 8.5%) 
and the amount paid as a company contribution under the Provident Fund (15.75%) of $10,219 per annum on that wage would 
exceed the 14% company contribution, if that was the defined wage under the Staff Fund, by $363 per annum.  However, this 
difference would vary from time to time as the AWA wage rate is increased. 

226 We propose to increase the company’s contribution rate under the Provident Fund from 14% to 15.75% of the PFW with effect 
from the date of the first wage increase under this decision.  In our view arguments about industry standards are irrelevant to 
the circumstances of this case. Although it is impossible on what is before us to compare benefits under the Provident Fund 
and the Staff Fund the only comparability that we believe can be made is in the area of company contributions. These should 
only reflect differences that have been recognised in the determination of salary rates. How these contributions are deployed 
and the type of fund chosen have not been the subject of submission and do not at this time concern us. 
Clause 24. - Personal Protective Equipment 

227 The unions seek to specify in this clause the provision of five shirts, five trousers or overalls, two jumpers, 10 pairs of socks 
and two belts in lieu of the existing four sets of work clothing per year.  The provisions sought would also oblige BHPB to 
provide employees with one cold-weather jacket every two years.  The Commission notes the evidence in support of this 
matter appears to be that of Mr Johncock that five sets of clothing are necessary because his wife only does the washing once 
per week.   

228 Correspondingly, the evidence of BHPB is that additional uniforms are provided by BHPB where they need to be replaced and 
no issue has been raised that four sets of clothing per year are insufficient.   

229 We do not consider the claim has any merit on the basis upon which it has been advanced and it is refused.   
Clause 25. - Right of Entry 

230 The unions seek the deletion of this clause.  The deletion is not opposed.  The Commission understands the claim to be related 
to the provisions within the Act governing right of entry.  On that basis, we agree with the application to delete the clause. 
Clause 27. - Utilisation of contractors 

231 The provisions of the award presently provide the notification concerning the utilisation of contractors on site is to be given to 
the employees directly or their on-site union representative.  The unions sought an amendment which would provide 
notification to be given to the on-site union representatives as well as the relevant employees.  The evidence of Mr Tracey was 
that the purpose of the change is to require notification to the unions because at times notification of significant new contractor 
arrangements has only been made to work groups as part of weekly meetings.  The reference to on-site union representatives in 
clause 27 has therefore become meaningless.  Mr Tracey’s evidence was given in the context of the introduction of a 
significant number of contractors into the pit at Newman which, on Mr Tracey’s evidence, had major ramifications.  The 
unions also pointed to the fact that in the example given by Mr Tracey, the notification of the use of contractors at Newman led 
to strike action.   

232 BHPB opposed the amendment sought.  BHPB stated that there has been no suggestion that the existing processes for notifying 
award employees in relation to the use of contractors has not been effective or that the unions have not become aware of such 
notifications as soon as they are given.  BHPB pointed to the evidence of Mr Cook, Mr Dunbar, Mr Goodwin, Mr Knuckey, 
Mr Slocombe, Mr Kamperman and Mr Shaw in this regard.   

233 The Commission has previously recorded that the use of contractors by BHPB has been the subject of conflict in the past.  We 
see no reason on the information before us why the situation referred to by Mr Tracey should have led to strike action and that 
the unions’ concerns could not have been dealt with in a different way.   

234 We have made provision in the award for notification of the utilisation of contractors in recognition of the potential the issue 
has for concern to employees.  The evidence before us does not show that provision is not operating satisfactorily.  Had the 
evidence before the Commission been that employees who have been notified of the utilisation of contractors have been 
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prevented from passing that notification to the unions or that there have been other difficulties such that the unions have not 
been made aware of the utilisation of contractors then the Commission would reconsider the issue.  The variations sought 
however have not been demonstrated as necessary. 
Clause 28. - Union Representation 

235 The unions seek to vary the present provision in clause 28(3) that BHPB shall not unreasonably withhold leave at ordinary time 
rates to union representatives attending Commission conferences or hearings relating to the employees they represent.  Mr 
Johncock’s evidence is that clause 28(3) of the award is of little effect because BHPB frequently claims that operational 
requirements are such that it would be operationally inconvenient for leave to be granted.  He gave an example in April 2003 
when he was in Perth and sought to remain there for 22 – 24 April 2003 to give instructions to Mr Schapper in a Commission 
hearing.  His request was refused because of operational inconvenience even though upon his return he was given rule book 
training in the classroom.  He submitted that the training, whilst necessary, was not pressing.    

236 BHPB opposed the claim.  It stated that the granting of the claim would wholly remove the capacity for BHPB to withhold 
leave regardless of the number of representatives involved, the period of notice given or even the coverage of the unions in 
question.  The number of union representatives which may exist on the company’s sites is entirely in the hands of particular 
unions who may elect as many as they wish.  It would require leave to be given to a person to represent a union which did not 
have coverage in his area of work.   

237 The evidence of Mr Dunbar is that to his knowledge no employee has been refused union representation at the Commission 
and no representative has unreasonably been refused leave with payment at ordinary time rates.  In CR 110 of 2002 the union 
had sought paid work release for nine award employees and it was granted for one union representative for each of the three 
unions; the remaining six employees were entitled to unpaid work release or annual leave. 

238 In reply to Mr Johncock’s evidence, Mr Ireland states that Mr Johncock in fact was granted leave to attend the hearing in Perth 
between 22 and 24 April 2003.  He also was granted leave for 28 April 2003.  In relation to another matter where there was a 
conference he was available to participate by telephone link-up in accordance with previous practice.  Mr Ireland also referred 
to correspondence from Mr Holland regarding BHPB’s staffing difficulties one part of which was the training required for the 
introduction of the new rule book which was required to be done within a limited timetable.   

239 The Commission notes that the award entitlement to leave for union representatives is not to be unreasonably withheld.  We 
see no reason on the information before us to vary the wording of the award.  It is not established that Mr Johncock was 
refused leave on 22 – 24 April 2003.  The other occasions he presented in his evidence do not show unreasonable withholding 
of the leave requested.  If on a future occasion it is able to be shown that leave was indeed unreasonably withheld then on the 
basis of one or more specific examples the foundation would be set for an award variation.  On the evidence presently before 
the Commission however, no variation is warranted.   
Clause 28. - Union Representation re requirement for three days’ written notice to the union 

240 The evidence in support of this claim came from Mr Johncock whose evidence was that he is requested by employees to 
accompany them to disciplinary enquiries.  On one occasion he received three hours’ notice; on other occasions he has had 12 
hours’ notice.  There is no consultation about what times are convenient nevertheless enquiries have been almost invariably 
scheduled at times which are inconvenient to Mr Johncock.   

241 BHPB opposed the claim.  It states that in relation to Mr Johncock’s evidence it is not clear what the enquiries concerned or 
their degree of urgency.  There may have been reasons for the short notice or it may even have been attributable to the 
employee failing to notify their representative.  BHPB’s evidence was that notice of enquiries is given to employees as early as 
possible and that the need for union representation at disciplinary enquiries is accommodated as far as possible.   

242 The evidence of Mr Dunbar is that where the matter is serious, supervision and management will conduct the enquiry with the 
employee at a time that the employee is able to get relevant union representation.  If the enquiry is of a serious nature and a 
delay is unavoidable, standing aside the individual employee on pay subject to the outcome of the enquiry has caused 
consternation and complaint in the past.   

243 The evidence of Mr Goodwin is that BHPB attempts to hold disciplinary enquiries as quickly as possible after the incident and 
three days’ written notice will be cumbersome and lead to delays.  In Mr Goodwin’s view, it may also be used to deliberately 
slow down the disciplinary process.  The evidence of Mr Cook is that if there is a delay when employees have sought 
representation from a union the delay is normally only for 24 hours or so and that a three day notification is too unduly 
prescriptive and unnecessarily long.   

244 The evidence of Mr Donnelly is that there have only been three such enquiries in the railway workshops in the last 12 months 
and three days’ notice of such enquiries would only serve to slow the whole process down and is unnecessary.  
Mr Kamperman’s evidence was that notice of disciplinary enquiries is given directly to the employee concerned and these 
arrangements can be adjusted to suit the availability of representation.  The evidence of Mr Knuckey is that disciplinary 
hearings are held as soon as possible after the event.  He would be prepared to delay a disciplinary enquiry for up to 24 hours 
but a three day delay or more is unfair to the parties involved.  It is up to the employee to arrange his or her own 
representation.  A 24 hour time limit was suggested by the Commission to resolve a dispute and that has been followed.  The 
evidence of Mr Slocombe is that three days’ notice in writing will slow the process down. 

245 The Commission recognises the importance of an employee being able to have a union representative present at an enquiry 
which may effect that employee’s employment.  We also recognise that in many instances it is appropriate for an enquiry to be 
held in recent proximity to the incident to which it relates.  We consider the suggestion of the Commission in C90 of 2003 (to 
which reference was made in the proceedings and which is attached to as document 19 to Mr Stockden’s statement) provides 
an equitable resolution of these issues.     

246 The issue then arises how the conclusion we have reached is to be given expression.  The unions seek an award variation.  
Whilst we have rejected the unions’ claim for three days’ written notice to be given, our decision recognises that there is some 
merit in the unions’ claim.  We note the evidence of Mr Stockden that in his view, the Commission’s suggestion should not be 
inserted into the award as it only provides another level of prescription for which there is no need and which is a matter that 
should be dealt with by the relevant supervision at the time depending on the circumstances.  Mr Stockden also observes that in 
extenuating circumstances the parties may want to operate outside the suggestion without the need of an award variation.  
However, we also note the evidence of Mr Johncock that there is no consultation about what times are convenient.  

247 We are the opinion that the fact that a matter came before the Commission and as a result a suggestion issued is an indication 
not only that there is a problem in relation to the issue but that the problem arose from the present award wording.  
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Accordingly, we consider it is necessary for the award to be amended.  We refer to our observation that the present wage fixing 
system envisages a safety net award with parties negotiating enterprise specific conditions in an enterprise bargaining 
agreement registered with the Commission.  BHPB is reluctant to enter into agreements because it regards an EBA as another 
level of prescription.  However there will necessarily be circumstances, of which this claim is one, where the Commission 
expects parties to be able to reach an agreement without the necessity for an award variation.  As that is not possible, then it is 
appropriate that the award be varied upon a proper case being presented to the Commission.  To do otherwise would merely 
leave the award silent on an issue which has led to a dispute which was referred to the Commission.  To leave the award silent 
is not consistent with the obligation on the Commission to act both to prevent and settle industrial disputes in accordance with 
equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  We propose to include the suggestion in the award.   
Clause 28. - Union Representation re right to record proceedings 

248 The unions tendered documents (exhibit 10) which they submitted are transcripts of various rail supervisors in some unfair 
dismissal cases saying they agree in effect that taping of enquiries is useful.  They submitted that there have been differences in 
answers given to various questions over a series of four different enquires concerning one employee and evidence that shows 
that note-taking by two BHPB employees in another enquiry recorded different answers to the same questions and omitted 
references to some questions that were asked.   

249 The evidence of Mr Johncock is that written notes and records of interviews are taken in safety and disciplinary enquiries 
however they are not verbatim transcripts, may not deal with the exact nature of technical aspects, particularly in rail matters 
and do not capture the mood and tone of the meeting.  BHPB has apparently refused requests to recording interviews. 

250 BHPB opposed the claim.  The evidence of Mr Stockden is that the clause as worded would implicitly provide the unions with 
a right to attend safety enquiries when this generally would never occur.  It has the potential to change the focus from safety to 
industrial as well as causing confusion between two aspects of the enquiry.   

251 Mr Stockden’s evidence was that to allow employees to record both safety and disciplinary enquiries would cause enormous 
logistical difficulties as there is no restriction, depending upon the severity of the incident, when a meeting can be recorded.  
As an evidentiary and practical matter BHPB would also be required to record the meeting and organise a transcription.  To 
approve this provision would provide grounds for eventually recording all meetings regardless of what they are.   

252 The evidence of Mr Goodwin is that present note-taking appears to work satisfactorily.  The evidence of Mr Dunbar is that 
electronic recording may create logistical problems and there is little expertise in his department to do this type of recording.  
The evidence of Mr Knuckey is that there has not been any difficulty in relation to the written recording of enquiries and the 
evidence of Mr Slocombe is that notes are currently taken.  There is no reason why additional recording is required and this 
could be very intimidating for employees involved.   

253 Mr Ireland stated that the unions would seek to tape every disciplinary enquiry regardless of its seriousness and that BHPB 
would also be required to tape the interview to ensure it had its own copy.  When cross-examined he agreed that in the various 
dismissals of award drivers in rail that have occurred over the last year or so there have been disputes about what was said or 
not said and the tone in which it was said in relation to these meetings.  He did not agree that the disputes would not occur if 
there had been tapes made of those meetings. 

254 The Commission notes the evidence that there have been disputes about what was said or not said and the tone in which it was 
said in relation to disciplinary meetings in rail.  Taping meetings is, as Mr Holland has conceded (exhibit 10), one answer.  
However, the problem is, on the evidence, not a problem in principle affecting BHPB’s operations.  It is restricted to issues in 
rail.  The only evidence of note-taking elsewhere is that there has not been a problem and that it works satisfactorily and, not 
without some hesitation, we do not consider that an award amendment is warranted.  We consider it incumbent upon BHPB, as 
the holder of the enquiry, to take the appropriate steps to ensure note taking is accurate and seen to be accurate.  This should 
occur in consultation with the employee, and where relevant, the union concerned at the time. 

 Clause 28 - Union Representation re meetings with relevant union convenors or representatives once per month 
255 The evidence of Mr Johncock is that to require senior managers to sit down with union representatives for two hours a month 

and have bona fide discussions concerning matters affecting the workforce would assist in changing management’s “bad 
attitude to award workers”.  It is an essential part of effective union representation to have direct and regular discussions and of 
the recognition of the unions by BHPB.  Mr Johncock notes that he has had meetings on an ad hoc basis however action does 
not appear to have been taken on the matters raised.   

256 BHPB opposed the claim.  The evidence of Mr Stockden is that it would be a significant disruption to the company’s 
operations to have senior management required to meet with union representatives, who only represent a small proportion of 
the total workforce, each month to discuss issues.  Mr Cook and Mr Goodwin gave evidence of the various meetings that are 
held with employees on a regular basis.  Similar evidence was given by Mr Donnelly, Mr Kamperman, Mr Knuckey and Mr 
Slocombe.   

257 The Commission does not consider the material before the Commission warrants granting the unions’ claims.  We state 
however that where an issue arises which is best dealt with by a meeting between a union or unions and senior management, 
such a meeting should be held.  We are not influenced by the evidence that the union representatives represent a small 
proportion of the total workforce.  Rather, we point to the legislative right a union has to bring to the Commission industrial 
matters between it and BHPB on behalf of its members or a single member.  We consider that if meetings are held on an as-
required basis the frequency with which applications will otherwise be made to the Commission would be lessened and the 
likelihood of the parties resolving matters between them is increased.    
Proposed Clause 31. - Option of Novated Leasing 

258 The unions seek to insert a provision that at the option of the employee, BHPB shall make novated leasing of private motor 
vehicles available to the employee on the same terms and conditions as that option is available to AWA employees from time 
to time.  The unions submitted that this is a claim which is recognised as having intrinsic merit.   

259 Mr Tracey’s evidence was that together with the difference in remuneration between award and AWA employees, the 
difference in the non-monetary benefits including novated leasing is also a cause of substantial resentment.  Mr Bentley also 
gave evidence in this regard.   

260 BHPB objected to the claim.  It states that the unions’ evidence in support of the claim is wholly confined to the fact that the 
entitlement is available to staff employees and this is not a proper basis for awarding the entitlement given the differences in 
the total packages generally. 
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261 We consider that novated car leasing is a form of salary packaging which itself is widespread in the community as recognised 
by the Commission in the salary packaging case (Hospital Salaried Officers Association and another v Royal Perth Hospital 
and others (1998) 78 WAIG 2346 as confirmed on appeal: (1998) 78 WAIG at 3633).  It is also offered to all employees 
elsewhere in BHPB’s coal operations.  We therefore reject the submissions of BHPB that this is simply a claim for staff 
benefits without the other staff terms and conditions of employment.   

262 This claim is therefore granted.  We consider that the administrative costs and resources associated with novated leasing are 
the costs borne by employers generally in relation to this benefit.  Further, we consider it will be an advantage to BHPB if there 
are no differences in the administrative arrangements for the provision of novated leasing for all of its employees.  The claim 
that novated leasing of private motor vehicles be made available to the employee on the same terms and conditions as that 
option is available to AWA employees from time to time is therefore granted. 

Proposed Clause 32. - Training 

263 The unions seek to insert a new clause entitling an employee to receive training from BHPB within their classification.  The 
clause sought would involve BHPB providing each employee with a training plan setting out the training proposed and the 
timetable for it to be provided.  This would be renewed every 12 months.   

264 Mr Tracey’s evidence was that the claim is made because unions have a number of relatively inexperienced stewards and 
convenors but at many of the enquiries into safety or disciplinary matters BHPB has a university-educated HR officer in 
attendance or to conduct the enquiry with the relevant manager as witness and adviser.  As the issue resolution process and 
union representative participation is part of the award Mr Tracey’s evidence was that it is appropriate that there be training of 
union representatives in these matters.  Union stewards of the contractors operating BHPB mines at Yandi and Yarrie are said 
to be entitled to paid training leave.   

265 BHPB opposed the clause and states that the claim requires the Commission to take upon itself a management role.  Mr 
Stockden’s evidence was that the claim is significantly broader although for a lesser period than claimed for the award.  That 
claim was dealt with and rejected by the Commission.  In Mr Stockden’s opinion, it is the unions’ responsibility to develop 
their representatives.  If the unions wish to provide training for their members this should be done at their own time and cost.  
Mr Stockden points to the ability of the unions’ members to have recourse to lawyers and experienced union industrial officers 
for assistance.   

266 Mr Shaw’s evidence was that BHPB provides ongoing training in all departments on an as-required basis.  It would be 
unnecessary and inefficient to organise training for every employee and provide that training when the employee may not be 
required to perform the tasks in which the training is provided.  This evidence was supported by the evidence of Mr Cook and 
Mr Goodwin.  The evidence of Mr Dunbar, Mr Donnelly, Mr Kamperman and Mr Slocombe is that training is provided on an 
operational requirement or specific needs basis.  The evidence of Mr Knuckey is that in his experience union stewards are 
usually not called upon to represent employees but rather convenors and deputies are requested and the level of experience 
required is decided upon by unions.   

267 The Commission does not consider the merit of the claim has been established.  Union members will have access to the 
expertise the union is able to provide including having access via the telephone.  We observed in Reasons 2 that we were 
cautious about agreeing to BHPB’s suggestions that employees be required to undertake such training as is directed and made 
available by company.  We noted that employees must retain the capacity to be flexible through extending the range and skill 
and competency that they have through training.  We consider that the type of training referred to by Mr Tracey in his evidence 
was more appropriately provided by the unions themselves in accordance with their own arrangements.  The claim is thus 
refused. 

Proposed Clause 33. - Rail Provisions 

268 The parties each treated their evidence and submissions regarding this claim as discrete and we have also found it convenient 
to do so for the purposes of this decision.  We recognise that there are areas of overlap (for example the taking of single days 
off) with the reasons already given.  With the exception of those claims relating to FIFO arrangements, the unions’ claims for 
rail are succinctly made in closing as follows: 

“42. The increased hours, hostile rostering and increased variability in actual start times (in the context of already 
constantly changing start times on the rolling roster), have each magnified the adverse effect of the other and 
have together created an intolerable situation for award drivers.  That situation has been met with, at best, 
casual indifference by rail management.  At worse, it was intentionally maintained for the purpose of forcing 
drivers to obtain relief by signing the AWA. 

43. In stark contrast, BHPB rail AWA employees work less hours, which are arranged more predictably and more 
beneficially for which they are paid more.” 

269 Mr Schapper submitted that the Commission should set the important parameters being shift length, hours and salary and direct 
the parties to negotiate the actual rosters and the remainder of the issues (transcript p.571 and 601). 

270 The main evidence in respect of rail matters was given by Mr Warren Johncock, Engine Driver and Mr John Ireland, the 
Superintendent of Resourcing and Projects, Nelson Point.  Mr Geoffrey Harbud gave evidence in respect of the FIFO 
arrangements.  There is a difference between the parties as to what is termed a ‘roster’ and what is termed a ‘schedule of 
work’.  Mr Johncock’s evidence was that BHPB considers the roster to be as set out in clause 11(5) of the award, being 10 
shifts of 10 hours on a continuous shift basis.  In Mr Johncock’s view the roster is as per Attachment 1 to his statement which 
sets out the work times for each award employee.  Attachment 1 is headed award schedule implemented 29/06/2003 and shows 
the daily commencement times for shifts for each engine driver over a two week period.  He said that when an employee’s start 
time on the roster (which BHPB refers to as the schedule of work) is changed due to operational reasons BHPB refuses claims 
for payment of the roster change allowance. 

271 Mr Johncock’s view is that 12 hour shifts for award employees will benefit BHPB’s operational requirements and simplify 
rostering.  It will also improve the impact on employees’ family/leisure time.  When the award issued BHPB required all 
employees on the 10 by 10 roster to work either 5, 6 or 7 consecutive 10 hour shifts with a maximum of 3 days off and 
minimum of one day off following that set of shifts.  Mr Johncock said that the minimum of one day can be, and sometimes is, 
as short as 20 hours due to the so-called bringing forward of start times.  These new arrangements also cut out a more flexible 
arrangement for engine drivers whereby a varied number of combinations of shift could have been worked over an average of 
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28 days, or an employee was able to build up more leisure days by compressing shifts to build up what were referred to as “star 
days”.  All of this has resulted in a reduction in extended breaks for leisure and family.  Award drivers also have far less 
weekends off than previously in Mr Johncock’s view. 

272 Mr Johncock said that there are now four rosters for rail workers which include award drivers, site based AWA drivers, FIFO 
AWA/WPA drivers and contractors.  This difference adds to the co-ordination required.  Mr Johncock said that BHPB, through 
Mr Ireland, has rejected any variation to rostering for award drivers because the award does not provide for such variation.  Mr 
Johncock said this attitude is an attempt by BHPB to induce employees to enter into AWAs. 

273 Mr Johncock said that site based AWA rail employees work an average of 48 hours per week on a 6 x 5, 12-hour shift 
followed by 6 x 4, 12-hour shift arrangement.  So in 21 days they will have a 12 on 9 off arrangement.  FIFO WPA/AWA 
employees work an average of 45.5 hours per week on a 12 x 10, 12-hour shift arrangement.  Contract rail drivers working for 
BHPB work 12 x 12, 12-hour shifts (average 42 hours per week) on the Yarrie line. 

274 Twelve hour shifts were previously worked by award drivers under the Goldsworthy agreement.  This changed to 10-hour 
shifts under the driver-only agreement on the Goldsworthy line.  In Mr Johncock’s view the introduction of 12-hour shifts for 
award drivers will mean greater flexibility in labour deployment for BHPB.  It will also mean that there is a greater variety of 
work available to award drivers. 

275 Mr Johncock said that prior to the 2001 award the “job and knock” system operated.  Under the “job and knock” system the 
average hours of engine drivers were between 42 and 45 hours per week and not the 50 hours referred to in the award.  
Following the 2001 award BHPB has required award drivers to remain for the full 10 hours on each shift.  This has increased 
the hours worked to 50 hours per week, has eliminated breaks exceeding 3 days and has caused substantial resentment towards 
the company’s management amongst award workers.  He said “I’ve frequently seen and heard the Vice President in the crib 
room asking award drivers why they are not working 12 hour shifts with the clear inference that they can get 12 hour shifts by 
signing the AWA”.  In Mr Johncock’s view, the 20% pay increase awarded under the 2001 award has not been achieved by rail 
drivers as the working hours have increased in similar proportion.   

276 Mr Johncock complained that the provisions within clause 11 of the 2001 award which allow for change to rostering 
arrangements with notice have proved to be inadequate.  It is a source of discontent for award employees.  Mr Johncock 
complained that changes to rosters are only exercised to the advantage of BHPB.  He said (at paragraph 45, 46):  

“45. Whilst operational requirements do change from time to time, there is more than adequate provision for the 
deployment of the necessary labour by the holiday, sickness, training and relief (HSTR) lines. 

46. Prior to the 2001 award there were, in effect, 2 types of worker on the HSTR lines as follows:  

a. Those who were used to cover a worker who was known in advance to be on leave or the like; and  

b. those who were not designated to cover any particular worker or absence.  This last group are referred to as 
“spare”.   

Being “spare” meant some vagaries for the employee in terms of times.  Since the introduction of the 2001 award any award 
employee is subject to changes of job and start time at short notice. 

277 Other concerns of drivers are that there is a need for workers to be able to take a single day of annual leave.  The overtime rate 
for engine drivers is inadequate.  Engine drivers have no entitlement to any meal or crib break in the award.  This is because 
clause 11 (12) only covers day workers and 12 hour shift workers.  This was not an issue under “job and knock” but due to the 
more rigid arrangements of 10 hour shifts, reasonable meal breaks are essential. 

278 Mr Johncock’s evidence is that immediately following the 2001 award, BHPB changed the place of sign on and sign off from 
the quarters at Newman to the train at Jimblebar Junction (referred to as sign on at the plate).  This meant that 40 to 50 minutes 
per return journey from quarters to the train and back was converted from working time to leisure time or from paid time to 
unpaid time.  This was not covered during the award proceedings.  A similar situation applies at the Yandi mine.  Until July or 
August 2003 the sign on/off was at quarters at Yandi.  Now the position for sign on and sign off is at the train.  The effect of 
the change to the position for sign on and sign off is to increase the working hours of award drivers. 

279 At paragraph 79 of Mr Johncock’s statement he said as follows:  

“In my opinion, fairness requires that all drivers be trained up on and rostered to work across the whole operation.  I 
would certainly welcome being able to work all sections of the track.  This would also increase flexibility in labour 
deployment for BHPB.” 

280 Mr Johncock said that before the award the change whereby the start time was, for example, put back two hours would incur 
the roster change allowance instead of the payment for the two hours.  He said this amounts to a difference of about $60.  
There exists a difficulty also with the work training allowance.  The unions’ proposal is that the allowance should be paid 
where a person is away from depot for 3 or more nights for any purpose.  Mr Johncock said that BHPB has refused to pay 
drivers a work training allowance when they have gone to Newman for 7 days for training purposes.  The unions also seek to 
introduce a new subclause  in relation to personal needs breaks.  This is extracted from the driver-only agreement.  It is said to 
be necessary as BHPB does not apply anything that is not in the award. 

281 Mr Johncock said in cross examination that in the driver-only agreement it was agreed by the drivers not to work past 
Jimblebar Junction.  Award drivers were typically not rostered on the Yarrie line as it is a job that required approximately 12 
hours and hence drivers were effectively rostered to do overtime.  Prior to the award there was also an averaging allowance.  
The award applied a strict 10 x 10 shift roster.  In the award proceedings the unions wanted to maintain the ‘job and knock’ 
arrangement and BHPB wanted to do away with it.  The averaging of shifts allowed employees to get more 4 day breaks in the 
way the work was allocated, which meant having more clear weekends.  Immediately following the award introduction, 
averaging still took place however, following a complaint to BHPB a strict 10 x 10 arrangement was put in place.  He agreed 
that averaging would alleviate some of the need for 4 day breaks. 

282 Mr Johncock’s evidence was that BHPB has used the ability to slide AWA drivers very rarely and the amount of days that the 
BHPB has asked or directed drivers to come in on their days off is minimal.  He said BHPB has this flexibility with the Award 
drivers but it does not want to pay the penalties. 
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283 Mr Ireland’s evidence was that at the time of the hearing there were 79 drivers in the rail department.  These comprised 37 
employees under the award, 23 fly in fly out (FIFO) employees of which 16 were employed under AWAs and the remainder 
under the former state workplace agreements (WPA), 14 site based employees at Nelson Point employed under AWAs and 5 
employees that operate as Rail Transport Coordinators from Jimblebar Junction employed under AWAs.  Mr Ireland said there 
are also 12 contract drivers employed.  In addition to this there are 7 supervisors and 6 Crew Development Officers.   

284 The two principal railroads are the Newman mainline and the Goldsworthy line.  The Newman mainline has a number of 
branch lines.  The two main junctions are Yandi Junction and Jimblebar Junction Marshalling Yard.  Mr Ireland gave evidence 
that the company has invested significant capital expenditure for new sidings, extension to the Yandi Branch Line to Area C 
and new ore cars and locomotives to handle the increased production requirements.  The capacity of the rail department to 
transport ore limits the capacity to sell product to customers as the mines department can produce more ore and the port 
department can ship more ore than can be transported by rail presently.  For rail to be fully effective it requires in Mr Ireland’s 
view: 

a. ability for trains to leave when ready; 

b. ability to accommodate delays; 

c. ability for drivers to go to other destinations en route; 

d. full cooperation of employees when introducing changes to improve the rail operations; 

e. ability to adjust the train timetables to meet business and production requirements and to adjust the schedules of 
work which are affected as a result of the adjustment of the train timetables; and 

f. ability for drivers to sign on at the locomotive at designated locations. 

285 In his statement Mr Ireland said,  

“25. The ability of the company to then do any and all of the following things greatly enhances the efficiency of its rail 
system: 

a. bringing forward or laying back of Award drivers at Newman to meet operational needs; 

b. contacting drivers when they are scheduled to run a train from their home depot to run that train early; 

c. the ability to change processes (an example of which would be changing the process of the dumpers, 
including radio protocol by speaking directly to the dumper, rather than through train control); 

d. running trains ahead of time when ready earlier than scheduled; 

e. getting drivers to continue working once returning from the mainline; 

f. adjusting the schedule of work on short notice; and 

g. requiring driver to work trains from Port Hedland past the notice board at Jimblebar Junction. 

26. The absence of flexibility in the way in which the Company is able to deploy employees working within its rail 
system has and would have significant adverse effect on its efficiency. 

27. The WPA/AWA drivers have granted the Company this flexibility. 

28. However, as new award presently stands, while the number of the matters referred to above have been achieved 
the Award drivers have shown reluctance in accepting change and thereby providing that flexibility to the 
company.” 

286 At paragraph 31 and 32 of his statement he said,  

“31. Since the New Award, the following flexibilities have been achieved with Award drivers: 

a. requiring drivers to work trains departing more than 4 hours after the scheduled departure time; 

a. requiring drivers scheduled in the yard to work their full 10 hour shift, albeit there was some initial, 
although not strong, resistance to this; and 

b. the ability to adjust the schedule and work on short notice. 

32. Since the New Award, the following flexibilities have also been achieved, but with resistance: 

a. the ability to require drivers to work reasonable overtime and utilising overtime to change the start time 
(earlier or later) to meet operational needs; 

b. requiring drivers to work trains from Port Hedland past the notice board at Jimblebar Junction; 

c. requiring the drivers scheduled to drive trains to assist making up the train; 

d. performing the loading of trains at Mount Whaleback mine, Jimblebar mine and Orebody 25 mine; and 
e. requiring drivers on the mainline to work the full 10 hours of their shift.” 

287 Mr Ireland provided a number of examples to show that award drivers receive considerably more pay than other employees of 
the company and are paid better than train drivers at the Pilbara Rail Company.  He said also that award employees enjoy 
almost 8 weeks of annual leave per annum which is considerably more than AWA/WPA drivers. 

288 Mr Ireland said that each 10 hour shift system that currently applies to award drivers is operationally effective and these 
drivers are used principally on the mainline.  Since the new award the award drivers are being required, if trained, to travel 
with the train to the minesites from Jimblebar Junction for the loading process and if there is time to do yard duties.  The award 
drivers are principally scheduled on the mainline and would work approximately 3 to 4 shifts per year on the Goldsworthy line.  
The Goldsworthy line requires a longer train cycle than the 10 hour shifts.  On occasion the trip time may exceed 12 hours.   
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289 He said at paragraph 56: 

“56. The 12 hour shifts are only of real benefit to the company if  

a. they fully match in all respects the system in operation for the site based AWA drivers; 

b. the Company is not required to increase the wages and the remuneration is commensurate with the 
reduction in the number of hours to be worked; or  

c. there are other benefits outweighing the substantial reduction in the number of shifts to be worked over 
14 day period (a consequence of the proposal put forward by the CFMEUW).   

He said that prior to the driver-only agreement the drivers working the Goldsworthy line worked 12 hour shifts. 

290 The AWA/WPA drivers work 2 different shift systems depending on whether they are site based or FIFO arrangements as 
follows: 

a. site based – 12 hour shifts organised as 6 on 5 off, 6 on 4 off, according to an average of 48 hours per 
week; or 

b. FIFO – 12 hour shifts organised as 12 on 10 off (initially proposed to be 12 on, 9 off) the equivalent 
average of approximately 46 hours per week.  In relation to this the FIFO drivers are required to fly 
both ways in their own time. 

291 Mr Ireland said that if the applicant unions’ claims were awarded then the number of shifts per fortnight worked would reduce 
from 10 to 7.  Given the number of award drivers this would mean that BHPB would lose possibility of scheduling 111 trips 
per fortnight.  Under this arrangement BHPB would not be able to meet its present demands or rail schedules and this would 
result in significant losses to BHPB.  In total he calculated that the change would mean losing approximately 12 or more 
drivers.  The claim for 2 day shifts, 2 night shifts, 4 days off pattern in his view is inappropriate and unworkable for the 
operation of BHPB’s rail network.  The company would also under this arrangement not have the flexibility provided by the 
AWA drivers, eg. to slide shifts, and to work additional shifts on their “grey days”.   

292 Mr Ireland’s evidence was that to the best of his knowledge taking breaks including crib, smoko and personal needs breaks 
when operating trains is done on an as-needs basis when operationally convenient.  It is totally inappropriate to have fixed 
breaks during the shift as there are natural breaks during the course of a trip and the driver can take a smoko and crib break 
while still operating the train. 

293 Mr Ireland’s evidence was that following the introduction of the award BHPB decided to do away with previous multiple 
rosters and introduce what it referred to as a schedule of work to meet operational requirements.  The schedule of work sets out 
the shifts that drivers are required to work together with the start time.  The schedule of work also indicates whether the driver 
has an away or return job.  The actual work undertaken, i.e. yard job, work train, etc. is determined by the supervisor 
depending on the needs of the operation at the time.  The company applies the provisions of clause 11(7) of the award if 
drivers are required to change shift or are laid back or brought forward. 

294 Mr Ireland gave evidence about the practice of laying back and bringing forward.  He said it is a practice necessary in rail due 
to delays caused by a multitude of reasons.  Employees laid back get paid for that time as being notionally worked.  Any time 
they have to work past their scheduled sign off time is paid as overtime.  If they are brought forward the time in advance of 
their rostered sign on scheduled time is paid as overtime.  Bringing forward a driver is not a regular event and in the vast 
majority of times it is for two hours or less.  The company has sought to put in various mechanisms whereby a driver is 
contacted in advance to advise of any delay.  Drivers who are away at Newman or Yandi often bring themselves forward if the 
train is ready to get home early.  In contrast, when at home rather than away, Mr Ireland said that award drivers are often not 
contactable.   

295 Mr Johncock disputed this and said that the union has not been made aware of any trouble BHPB may have experienced in 
being able to contact award drivers. 

296 Mr Ireland said that one of the changes implemented by BHPB following the introduction of the award was to alter the sign on 
and sign off times at Jimblebar Junction to align with what occurs at the Home Depots.  In this way working time starts at 
work, not at quarters.  He said this is a practice followed by Robe River Iron Associates and at National Rail. 

297 Mr Ireland said he is aware of only one occasion where a driver has had less than 24 hours scheduled off on a rostered day off.  
He said this was at the request of the driver.  Mr Johncock’s evidence in contrast was that he is aware of at least 3 drivers 
where this has occurred. 

298 In relation to the work train allowance, Mr Ireland said that the driver-only agreement provided that the allowance was payable 
when working a train for more than three consecutive shifts on the additional shifts worked.  He said the unions’ definition 
significantly alters what was contained in the driver-only agreement as it seeks to be paid if merely working on a train 
regardless of the number of shifts worked; it seeks to be paid if the driver is away for 3 or more days regardless of whether 
they are working a work train or not; and it seeks to be paid in these circumstances for each of the shifts worked.  In his view 
there is no justification for the altered definition.   

299 Mr Johncock’s view was that the application seeks to have the allowance paid whether someone is away for 3 or more days 
and this reflects the way it was paid in the past. 

300 Mr Ireland gave evidence in relation to the witness statement of Mr Harbud.  He said: “One of the differences in the wording 
between the AWA and WPA FIFO arrangements is that WPA FIFO arrangement provides that: “The Company shall assure the 
maximum operational hours for rail transport personnel does not exceed (12) consecutive hours.  After having completed their 
12th hour on duty, personnel shall be relieved of all operational duties.”  The AWA FIFO arrangements provide that: “In 
extenuating circumstances you may be requested to work a shift of more than 12 hours duration”.  He said FIFO drivers’ basic 
salary does include “compensation for unscheduled additional hours as required by this position from time to time”.  This is 
known as the finish-the-job component.  This component exists in both WPA and AWA contracts of employment. 

301 Mr Geoffrey Harbud, an engine driver under WPA/FIFO arrangements gave evidence that he works the same roster and in 
exactly the same conditions as the AWA drivers but is paid $10,000 a year less.  The “finish-the-job” component that is paid to 
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AWA drivers was in his view paid for hot-seat changeovers and completing the task the driver was doing in the yard, or for 
driving a BHPB vehicle to and from relief in his own time prior to or after signing on.  It was not explained to him as being for 
additional hours on the track.  All drivers were to be relieved after 12 hours on the track.  He said he was always told that he 
would not work over 12 hours and would be relieved, hence he would not receive an Operational Component 2 in his pay.  In 
an emergency situation if he was not relieved then he would be paid overtime for that work.  Mr Harbud lives in Victoria and 
commutes to Port Hedland every cycle. 

302 Mr Harbud said that when he entered this FIFO arrangement it was made clear to him that there was no overtime or additional 
hours component under the FIFO arrangement.  There would be swings and roundabouts in that from time to time a driver 
could leave work before the end of the shift if there was no further work to be done and a FIFO driver would not be required to 
come in to work on any of his days off.  A FIFO driver would not be required to work more than 12 hours per shift and if still 
out on the track would be relieved.  Mr Harbud said in May 2000 a number of things changed.  The swings and roundabouts or 
the “job and knock” arrangements were ceased and everyone had to work a full 12 hours on each shift.  Shortly thereafter 
Mr Harbud queried Mr Ireland about what would happen in relation to additional hours worked beyond the rostered 12 hours 
from time to time.  Mr Harbud was advised that there was a component of overtime built into the salary and hence he would 
not be paid for additional hours.  He said it is unfair that he is required to work overtime from time to time without pay.  This is 
against the contract as he understood it whereby he was advised that overtime would be compensated for by the “job and 
knock” arrangement.   

303 Mr Harbud said:  

“the AWA and the WPAs which received it contained an amount of pay which is designated ‘Operational Component 
1’.  This component is for some additional time over and above the 12 hour shift.  Additional time is for handovers and 
changeovers and for driving BHPB’s car to and from having to provide relief.  It was not to cover additional working 
time in the nature of overtime because that is the purpose of ‘Operational Component 2’ which is new” (paragraph 20).   

FIFO drivers worked 12 consecutive 12 hour shifts with 10 days off.  Mr Harbud said, “From time to time BHPB changes the 
start time by bringing it forward.  That is, I am telephoned at quarters from time to time and required to go into work up to 2 
hours before my rostered start time.  This is unfair and unreasonable.  It is difficult enough to work the 12 x 12 roster without 
having start times changed at short notice and, as well, without having to work unpaid overtime.”  Mr Harbud sought to have 
his conditions of employment protected by the award so that they cannot be changed by BHPB as it wants. 

304 Under cross-examination Mr Harbud said that when he went to FIFO arrangements it was 12 days on 10 days off with the 
exception of holidays, sickness, training and relief (HSTR) tours.  For HSTR tours there was a slide of up to 4 days forward or 
back.  Mr Harbud said he has never been opposed to sliding his tours as long as he was given enough notification so that he 
could arrange his flights properly.  Mr Harbud agreed that AWA drivers can have their schedule impacted upon in a more 
significant fashion than for FIFO arrangements.  It is not limited to the HSTR tour.  He said from time to time he is asked to 
work additional unscheduled hours.  This occurs when he is out on track and does not get back to his destination on time.  He 
agreed that it is very rare for him to work beyond 12 hours, but it does still happen.  He said all the changeovers are covered by 
the Operational Component 1 in his contract.  AWA drivers are required to work beyond 12 hours in extenuating 
circumstances.  He disagreed that additional hours were contained in his original base salary and said that it was explained to 
him on signing his contract that he would not be required to work over 12 hours, he would be relieved.  Mr Harbud said that he 
believed the roster should be posted before he leaves to return to Victoria; that is about 12 or 13 days’ notice if a tour is to be 
changed. 

Conclusion 

305 We will deal with the arrangements for FIFO drivers, the roster change allowance and then the arrangements for rail drivers 
under the award generally.  The evidence of Mr Harbud under cross-examination was broken down significantly in terms of 
what overtime requirements were actually contained in his contract of employment.  Mr Harbud said that he bases his views, as 
to the unfairness of his working arrangements, on the undertakings he received when making that contract.  Mr Schapper 
submitted that those undertakings were fundamentally breached when Mr Morrison removed the “job and knock” approach to 
Mr Harbud’s work, notwithstanding the complaints of Mr Harbud.   

306 In the Commission’s view, it is clear from Mr Harbud’s evidence, particularly under cross-examination, that his contract 
already covers some of the overtime requirements for which he makes claim.  This is different to the Operational Component 2 
of the AWA contracts whereby they may work past 12 hours in certain circumstances.  We have limited evidence to allow us 
to conclude whether or not the requirements contained in the Operational Component 2 could be valued at a differential of 
$10,000 in the salary packages.  However, it is the case that the Operational Component 2 is not the only condition of 
employment which differentiates the AWA and FIFO contracts.  This is clear from the evidence of Mr Ireland.   

307 Mr Harbud’s evidence also challenged the variations to his start times.  This concern is similar to award drivers and will be 
covered later.  The difference for Mr Harbud is in relation to the sliding of his tour.  He did not object to sliding his tour as 
long as he receives sufficient notice so as to make appropriate travel arrangements.  For Mr Harbud this means being advised, 
before he leaves site, of the commencement of his next shift.  This is a practical issue, which on the evidence does not happen 
frequently, and in the Commission’s view does not require an amendment to the award.  It is the Commission’s view that the 
evidence does not support any award changes for FIFO drivers, including the coverage of FIFO drivers within the award as 
mentioned earlier. 

308 The unions complained that BHPB has called a ‘roster’ a ‘schedule of work’ to avoid payment of the roster change allowance.  
The document at Attachment 1 to Mr Johncock’s statement is in our conclusion a roster.  We do not understand the distinction 
BHPB seeks to make.  If our conclusion means that the roster change allowance is and has been payable then that is the effect 
that, subject to the award, a change to the roster should have.   

309 The difficulty that we have for the future is that as a matter of principle there should be no double counting or duplication of 
payment.  Mr Ireland’s unchallenged evidence is that if a driver is laid back, for example 2 hours, then he is paid for the 2 
hours at normal time.  If he is brought forward 2 hours then he is paid overtime for those 2 hours.  The unions would say that 
the roster change allowance is payable in both circumstances and is worth more.  Mr Ireland’s evidence is that this has 
practical implications.  At least for laying back, the arrangements are beneficial to the employee.  Put differently if a roster 
change allowance is payable then a driver could be simply made to start at the scheduled time, without payment of an 
allowance, and without having effective work for those 2 hours.  As it is the driver is paid for 2 hours for not working, on 
Mr Ireland’s evidence.  These are matters which the parties will need to address before an amendment is made to the award.  
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310 In relation to the claims for rail generally it is the Commission’s view that the principle to be applied, having weighed all the 
evidence, is that a qualified driver should be able to work across all aspects of the rail system.  The mode of employment itself 
should not dictate or limit the areas of the rail system employees may operate on.  We consider that the award needs to 
facilitate improvement in productivity to lessen any remaining differences between the modes of employment. 

311 The evidence is that the award drivers are limited primarily to the mainline.  Qualified drivers operate past Jimblebar Junction.  
Award drivers, because of their shift arrangement, do more yard work.  They operate on the Goldsworthy line as well, but less 
often.  If award employees are to operate across the whole of the rail system then they would be rostered regularly for overtime 
due to the potential length of the trips involved.  The evidence of Mr Ireland is also that BHPB seeks to relieve drivers after 12 
hours, as a matter of good practice, and that even though sometimes a driver works past 12 hours it happens infrequently.  
Having regard in particular to the objects of the Act under 6(e) and 6(af) it would be strange in the Commission’s mind to 
allow a situation to perpetuate whereby the workforce is divided in the work they can perform, albeit are equally qualified to 
undertake, simply by the shift parameters prescribed in the award. 

312 The Commission is of the view that this can be reasonably achieved by the adoption of shifts of 12 hours in length for award 
drivers.  It is not reasonable to accept that a driver would be rostered regularly for overtime on a 50 hour per week basis.  As 
stated, the length of potential rail journeys across the rail system require greater than 10-hour shifts.  It is the evidence of 
Mr Ireland and Mr Johncock that 12-hour shift arrangements would be more flexible and efficient, subject to the conditions 
which should apply.  The complication for BHPB is that, given the nature of the unions’ claim, 11 or 12 extra drivers would 
have to be employed because there would be a decrease in the number of available shifts which award employees could work. 
This is an additional cost which BHPB naturally opposes and said it is unwarranted and unnecessary for operational 
requirements.  The unions agreed that there would be an additional cost burden on BHPB but disputes the number of additional 
drivers that would be required. 

313 It is undoubtedly the case that rail employees, since the award was made, have worked an increased number of hours.  This is 
largely due to the difference in operation of the “job and knock” arrangements under the previous driver-only agreement.  This 
was recognised in the 6% case and addressed in the award case.  In that matter the Commission said that,  

“The issues which arise regarding ordinary hours in rail are, as Mr Schapper observed, complicated.  The ordinary hours 
for rail are contained in the “job and knock” concept whereby once the job is done the employee can knock off work and 
even if the employee has not worked for 10 hours, the employee is paid for 10 hours.  There is also evidence to support 
the conclusion that with EBA employees, more drivers now work longer than the 8 hours when the operation 
requirements warrant it. …  In our view, the principle to be applied is that the employee should be paid for the hours 
which they work and work for the hours which they are paid.  In the case of rail that is against the background of 
employees being paid for 10 hours.”   

In other words the matter has already received the attention of the Commission in the award decision.  In that decision the 
Commission also stated, “we consider that the greater the difference in the systems of work the greater the likelihood of future 
disruption” (paragraph 100). 

314 Mr Schapper complained that, “It was not until the new award was actually put into operation and operated for some time the 
full impact on drivers was appreciated.  …  The problems now having been fully identified and directly raised they should be 
dealt with on their merits rather than deflected on the negative basis that the union has had its chance and did not take it.”  The 
claim by the unions is to reduce the ordinary working hours to 42 the same as all others in the industry, rail or otherwise, and to 
introduce 12-hour shifts as worked by all other shift workers.  BHPB replied that 12-hour shifts are not necessary for 
operational reasons.  They do not require award employees in rail to work these shifts.  The award as made is effective for 
operational reasons and they do not seek it to be changed. 

315 Mr Dixon submitted that to re-litigate matters that were deadlocked in the award is an abuse of process.  To understand rail, the 
history of changes needs to be understood, including the driver-only agreement.  All of the contents of the unions’ claim, in Mr 
Dixon’s submission, were contemplated by the award matters and the 6% case.  In particular, the Commission was mindful of 
the “job and knock” arrangements in the award and clearly decided to do away with it and ensure employees worked for the 
period they were paid.  Further, in Mr Dixon’s submission 12-hour shifts were a feature of WPA employees at the time of the 
2001 Award matter and the union strongly sought to retain a regime different to that, and the Commission did not seek to 
change this.  BHPB should be entitled to manage its operation in an efficient way consistent with the levels of protection that 
the Commission has granted to award employees.  BHPB has effective use for 10 x 10 shifts and does not seek to change those. 

316 Mr Dixon submitted that the union claim, of 12-hour shifts over a 42 hour period, will not create efficiencies.  He said, “it will 
still require separate schedules of work or rosters.  The company will not be able to maximise the interchangeability of 
employees”.  Mr Dixon also distinguishes the award drivers from the AWA drivers in terms of rates of pay.  The AWA drivers 
work an average of 48 hours, they can be required to work more hours (eg to fill in for “grey days”), their rates include an 
element for overtime (i.e. the finish-the-job component), they can be brought forward or laid back without penalty and their 
annual leave entitlements are less than award drivers. 

317 Mr Dixon disagreed that under the driver only agreement an award driver was paid 50 hours for only working between 42 and 
45 hours.  The entitlement was there to require a driver to work more if the work was there, but there was resistance to this by 
drivers.  The Commission, in his submission, remedied this in the award decision.  As for any problems with the 10 x 10 shift 
arrangement, (eg lack of weekends), Mr Dixon submitted that those problems are correctable by returning to an averaging 
arrangement.  This was taken away in practice following the new award, after a complaint from the union.  He submitted 
further that there is no evidence that award drivers are being deskilled or losing their skills by driving primarily the mainline. 

318 The unions said that by reducing the ordinary hours to 42 it will correct the imbalance caused by rail employees not having 
been able to achieve the 20% increase as contemplated by the Commission in the award decision.  It will address the rostering 
problems as they relate to work/family/leisure given the 42 hour week cannot be rostered in an unfriendly manner.  It will also 
correct problems incurred by laying back and bringing forward and correct the dispute over the roster change allowance.  The 
unions further stated that maintaining 10-hour shifts constrains flexibility and efficiency.  It unfairly concentrates award 
workers in the yard and they are kept off the Yarrie line and Mining Area C.   

319 Mr Johncock said in relation to 12-hour shifts that he would expect there would be no reason why BHPB and the unions (or 
their representatives) could not sit down and sort out an agreement in regards to the clauses which should apply to 12-hour 
shifts for rail.  These may be related things such as meal and crib breaks.  Mr Johncock said that it does not mean bringing the 
trains to a halt.   
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320 It appears to the Commission that many of the problems and resentments by drivers to the 10 X 10 roster arrangement could be 
redressed by 12-hour shift arrangements. 

321 It is apparent to the Commission from the evidence that the issues of personal needs breaks, meal breaks and crib breaks are 
breaks to be taken when available operationally.  It would appear on the evidence of Mr Ireland to be and has always been the 
nature of driving trains.  In that sense the evidence of Mr Ireland at paragraph 88 of his statement in relation to the difficulties 
experienced by trains being stopped is persuasive.  However, it is fair to say that the evidence on behalf of the unions is that it 
is not, and never was, intended that the provision should apply so as to cause trains being stopped. 

322 If 12-hour shifts are to be worked by award drivers it is important for the Commission to determine the salary to apply and the 
number of weekly hours required.  Given the history of the lack of negotiations between the parties it is the Commission’s 
view that the parties, if left to resolve those issues, would not be able to do so unaided.  The Commission is not restricted to the 
precise claims made.  The complaint by the unions is that in making the award, and given the complexities of rail, the 
Commission did not take full account of the effect of removing the “job and knock” arrangements.  The effect was to increase 
the weekly hours by 6 and hence rail drivers did not gain the full benefit of the 20% pay increase.  The unions said the proposal 
seeks to address this imbalance or inequity.   

323 There are two points to be made in respect of this part of the application.  Firstly, it is clear from the submissions of both 
parties and the evidence that rail is different from the rest of the operations of the company.  The complexity of rostering and 
scheduling is magnified.  The unions’ direct comparison to other employees is not accepted by the Commission.  Second, the 
Commission does not accept that the effects of the abolition of the “job and knock” system were somehow overlooked in the 
award decision.  Nevertheless, the Commission is now faced with compelling evidence that the nature of the shift pattern 
restricts the work of one set of employees within the rail system.  We regard this as an unfairness.  Having regard to the 
Commission’s obligations under Section 26 of the Act, in particular section 26(1)(d)(vi), the Commission considers it now 
necessary to make provision for 12 hour shifts for rail drivers under the award. 

324 It is not, in the Commission’s view, adequate to respond by indicating that the history of this matter is that the restrictions 
faced by award drivers under the 10 x 10 shift arrangements were caused by them; namely they should be left at a disadvantage 
brought about by their own hand.  The disadvantage faced by the award drivers is that they do more yard work and cannot 
work all the lines.  This can only be addressed through longer shift lengths.  The disadvantage faced by award drivers also has 
to do with the “unfriendly” nature of the roster and the lack of weekends.  Mr Johncock’s evidence is persuasive in this regard.  
We note Mr Johncock’s evidence that this last issue by itself could be addressed by a return to averaging but we do not 
consider this would address the other areas of disadvantage.   

325 The Commission does not accept the proposition that there needs to be clear evidence of deskilling of drivers under the 10 x 10 
shift arrangement for a change to be made; albeit the Commission is suspicious that that may indeed be a possible result in 
future if left unaddressed.  The Commission is mindful of the additional cost burden placed on BHPB by a move to 12-hour 
shifts.  The calculation of 11 or 12 additional drivers was based on a 42 hour week.  The Commission for the reasons given 
does not accept this base.  However, the Commission does consider that a 48 hour per week averaging base should apply.  The 
question then becomes whether the salary should be adjusted due to a change from a 50 hour per week to a 48 hour per week 
average base.  It is the Commission’s view that, given the history of this matter, the increased flexibility offered by the 12-hour 
shift length (as confirmed by Mr Ireland), and the need in the Commission’s view to narrow the difference in the systems of 
work, the fair, sensible and equitable outcome should be a retention of the rail drivers’ salaries at their current rate.  This of 
course is to be coupled with a move to up to 12-hour shift lengths and 48 hours averaged weekly.  The rail drivers’ salaries are 
then to be adjusted by the general award increase outlined earlier. 

326 We turn to some of the other claims.  There has been no persuasive argument presented for a change to the overtime rate.  
Similarly there has been no persuasive argument brought forward for a change to the place of sign on.    

327 The Commission notes the evidence in paragraph 44 of Mr Johncock’s statement.  He said as follows:  

“I believe that fixed start times are necessary requirement for drivers working shift work in an inherently dangerous 
heavy rail operation.  In addition, fairness to the employee and his family leisure time requires fixed start times.  
Accordingly, any provision that permits the unilateral alteration of start times at short notice requires, in my opinion, 
very strict limitation of the circumstances in which that may occur, as well as the imposition of substantial financial 
penalties to BHPB and consequent rewards to the worker, should such alteration be absolutely necessary.  Experience 
shows that where rail management have a discretion about something that discretion is exercised in BHPB’s interests 
to the exclusion of the worker’s interests.”   

328 Mr Johncock also said that when he goes to Newman he leaves his mobile telephone number with the coordinator so he can 
contact him if the train is ready to run early.  This has happened to him about twice.  On the night jobs he finds this to be a 
problem.  In relation to lay back he said it has happened to him about 5 times in the last 12 months. In the Commission’s mind 
the evidence suggests that where the driver is away the variation to the start time is of less concern, that is unless there is a 
disruption to sleeping arrangements.  The methods used by management to attempt to predict any bringing forward or laying 
back of times did not receive the approval of the award workforce.  However, they appear to be practical in nature and of some 
benefit.   

329 The Commission notes that it appears inherent in rail operations that trains will not necessarily run on time.  It is important for 
the operational requirements of the business to keep product moving as efficiently as possible.  Where shifts are laid back the 
employee’s start time remains the same and is paid for the time notionally worked and where a start time is brought forward he 
is simply paid overtime for that.  The evidence suggests that this does not happen frequently.  Of more concern would be 
where breaks between shifts have been compressed unduly of which there is limited evidence.  The real concern, when one 
weighs all of the evidence, is the effect of the 10 x 10 shifts on family and leisure time for award employees.  This in the 
Commission’s view can sensibly be overcome largely by the introduction of 12-hour shifts.  The Commission is not minded to 
adopt further prescription at this time to the award concerning laying back and bringing forward and how these matters are 
handled. 

330 Notwithstanding the positive comments made in the 6% case in respect of the record levels of production and contribution of 
the workforce, there exists a mistrust of attitude between the parties, that is, between award employees and management.  The 
Commission is hesitant to make this generalised statement, however considerable evidence from both parties points to this 
conclusion.  It would seem on the evidence that this is especially so within rail operations.  The progression of constructive 
dialogue between the parties will in the Commission’s view need to continue to be an objective of both parties.  It does not 
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however require a more formalised description in the award, at this time.  BHPB has expressed a clear attitude that whatever is 
not in the award should not be applied.  BHPB express a clear reluctance to make any arrangements outside of the award.  It 
may however be that where sensible arrangements outside the award provisions can be agreed these may be referred to the 
Commission for order or amendment.  In that way arrangements can be maintained with clarity for all parties. 

Proposed Clauses 34 and 35 - Trade union training leave and Leave to attend union business 

331 The unions seek paid leave of absence to employees nominated by the union to attend a trade union training course. There are a 
number of conditions attached to the granting of leave set out in the unions’ claimed clause.  The evidence of Mr Rozario was 
that the job of convenor is quite difficult because of the hard line BHPB has taken since 1999.  He did not feel equipped to 
advise and assist other employees and has a lack of confidence in his abilities and skills.  His observation was that his 
supervisor has access to “university-educated” BHPB staff and he believed that attending training would help him with 
negotiation and conflict resolution skills.  Mr Rozario conceded that he did have access to certain union officials who are in 
Perth.   

332 BHPB objected to the claim.  Mr Stockden’s evidence has already been referred to in relation to the claim regarding training.  
In relation to this matter BHPB stated that this is a new form of leave which is incompatible with the efficiencies which BHPB 
is entitled to from the award.  Union representatives from the unions have no difficulties raising issues with management and 
where they consider it appropriate taking matters to the Commission.  Moreover, the number of union representatives means 
that the claimed entitlement would lead to significant disruptions to BHPB’s operations.   

333 The evidence of Mr Goodwin is that Mr Rozario sits in on matters which Mr Goodwin described as “lower level” matters.  In 
Mr Goodwin’s experience, “larger matters” are handled by experienced off-site union officials.  Mr Dunbar also referred to 
union representatives with at least three years’ experience, including Mr Kumeroa who has been a union representative at least 
since 1995.   

334 We do not consider the evidence before us on this occasion provides a reason for us to re-visit the conclusions reached when 
the award was delivered.   

335 This conclusion similarly applies to the claim for leave to attend union business.  The claims are refused. 

Clause 36. - Allowances 

336 The unions’ claim is based upon their observation that the allowances in the award do not include the definitions which had 
accompanied them in the previous award.  The claim inserts the previous definitions.  The unions submitted that when the 
present award was delivered there were “unilateral and fairly substantial changes” to the way in which allowances were paid.  
The unions’ claim was subject to discussion during the proceedings (transcript page 25 and following).   

337 BHPB has stated that there are probably three categories of allowances (transcript page 199).  Firstly, the “roster change 
allowance in rail” is a matter upon which agreement is not likely because BHPB believes it is operating in accordance with the 
award changes brought about.  That allowance is probably only to be resolved by the Commission’s decision in rail overall.  
Second, the claim for special maintenance rates (SMR) is a matter which had been discussed before the Commission in C 90 of 
2003 but there was no further response from the unions and BHPB has been advised the application was closed.  Third, 
allowances which in their application contain misdescriptions ought be matters that can “be readily sorted out” and where 
definitions are sought to be expanded BHPB believes that there could be “constructive discussions”. 

338 The subsequent exchanges on transcript between the parties (between pages 539 and 542) reached a point where it was 
understood that the parties would have discussions following the reserving of the decision in this matter on all allowances 
claimed other than the roster change allowance.  That allowance is covered elsewhere in these reasons.  The Commission will 
grant a liberty to apply to the parties to return to the Commission on the claimed allowances in the event that agreement is not 
reached; given the reasons expressed by the Commission concerning the roster change allowance the liberty to apply includes 
this allowance.  As an alternative to this matter coming back before the Commission in Court Session the Commission would 
be prepared, with the consent of the parties to discontinue this claim on the understanding that a separate application regarding 
allowances be filed to go before a single Commissioner. 

Proposed Clause 37 - Income Maintenance 

339 The unions seek a new clause to apply when an employee is transferred from one classification to another or from one shift 
system to another or from one location to another.  The evidence of Mr Tracey was that this was sought in the original award 
but was refused.  BHPB adopted a blanket approach to the issue.  He gave an example that in November 2002 four shift fitters 
at Finucane Island were removed from shift work and put on day work.  They were each given three months’ income 
maintenance.  Of the four, two volunteered for redundancy, one signed an AWA in order to maintain his day work 
remuneration and the fourth who had been on shift work for 33 years was referred to the Commission in CR 12 of 2003.  This 
resulted in him being given nine months’ income maintenance.  The unions also stated that BHPB changed the staff handbook 
to provide for increased income maintenance from three months to six months.   

340 BHPB objected to the claim.  It stated that the example referred to by Mr Tracey is an example showing that each case should 
be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.  Mr Stockden’s evidence was that the claim for a blanket two year entitlement is 
considerably more than the staff entitlement and does not distinguish on the basis of length of service or other individual 
aspects that may apply to a particular situation.   

341 The Commission does not consider the evidence on this occasion shows other than circumstances need to be judged on a case-
by-case basis.  Income maintenance ought to continue to apply in principle where it will produce a harsh or unfair consequence 
upon the employee but the duration of that income maintenance necessarily depends upon all of the circumstances.  The claim 
of the union itself produces a blanket approach to the issue which we do not consider appropriate. 

Schedule IB - Claim for 2 panel 12 hour continuous day shift roster 

342 The unions seek an amendment to schedule 1B to include a 2 panel (42) continuous day shift line with annualised salary and 
overtime rate in the same terms as the two panel line except that the annual salary for the new line shall be calculated by taking 
the overtime rate from that line and multiplying it by 182.5 and multiplying that by 0.5.  A similar alteration is to be made to 
the overtime rate.  
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343 Mr Tracey’s evidence was that this claim relates to the drill crew at Newman.  Mr Tracey submitted that this drill crew is 
widely recognised and lauded by BHPB as being one of the most efficient and productive groups in the company setting many 
output records.  Mr Tracey stated that 60% of the drilling team are award employees (six award and four AWA employees).  
The crew currently works a fixed roster of four 12.5 hour shifts on and then four off.  Under this roster they are classified 
under the award as 2 panel 12 hour continuous day shift employees who are then paid an extra half hour overtime each day 
irrespective of the fact that this extra half hour is a fixed part of the hours they work each panel.  Therefore, all forms of leave 
accrue at the 12 hour rate rather than taking into account the fact that they are rostered to work 12.5 hours each shift because 
overtime does not count for leave purposes.   

344 Mr Tracey stated this arises because there is no provision for a 12.5 hour shift system in the salary schedule in the award.  He 
stated that this was unfair because all other employees have their long service leave, sick leave and annual leave paid out at the 
hours for which they are normally rostered.  It is Mr Tracey’s understanding that the drillers are the only group of employees 
on site who are treated in such a manner. 

345 Put simply, the unions’ claim is that the drillers are working a roster which does not appear in the pay schedule and it should 
be added to the pay schedule. 

346 BHPB opposed the claim.  It stated that Mr Tracey’s evidence does not identify the bases upon which the aggregate wage rates 
and overtime rates in the proposed amendment have been calculated.  BHPB refers to the evidence of Mr Dunbar.  Mr 
Dunbar’s evidence was that 12 drillers are involved in the crew.  Six of the drillers are on AWAs and the other six are award 
employees.  If the supervision, including the foremen, are counted, two-thirds of the drill team are staff.   

347 Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that the drill crew was established in the beginning of April 1999 as a separate, specialised crew 
drawn from the four main shifts working on the hill.  After a trial the system was fully implemented.  The employees worked a 
2 panel 12 shift system.  As they had previously worked a 4 panel 12.5 shift system the drill crew received income 
maintenance.  The income maintenance was supposed to be for two years from October 1999 but inadvertently it continued for 
a further 12 months until September 2002.  Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that over this period of time the employees received the 
income maintenance and were paid for half an hour’s overtime each shift.  Mr Dunbar described this as in effect “double 
dipping”.  It resulted in them being paid more than the other shift employees on the hill despite the fact that they were not 
working any additional hours and were only working days.   

348 When the income maintenance payments ceased, the drill crew raised a number of concerns on the basis that they were losing 
out regarding leave accrual which did not include an overtime component.  Mr Dunbar’s evidence was that BHPB responded 
that the new award did not provide for a 12 hour continuous day shift with half hour change over.  Mr Dunbar stated the drill 
crew does not have to work the additional half hour but it makes it easier to manage if all personnel in the department work the 
same start and finish times.  Mr Dunbar also referred to the resulting increases if the unions’ claim is granted.  

349 We have considered the material before us.  We consider that material to be rather limited.  The claim as explained by Mr 
Tracey suggests that a principal issue of concern to these drillers is that their leave accrues at 12 hours in each shift rather than 
taking into account the fact that they are rostered to work, and do work, 12.5 hours in each shift.  We have considered the 
evidence of Mr Dunbar that the additional half hour is not obligatory.  Nevertheless, the submission of Mr Tracey, together 
with the statement of Mr Dunbar that it makes it easier to manage if all personnel in the department work the same start and 
finish times, and that the extra half hour was seen to be a win for the drillers and a win for the respondent, means that for this 
particular group of employees their shift is 12.5 hours in length as distinct from employees who occasionally work 30 minutes 
overtime at the end of the shift.  On the basis of equity, the Commission in Court Session considers that these employees 
should accrue their leave at 12.5 hours for each shift. 

350 The expression of the unions’ claim is however to amend schedule 1B to insert a new line which will change the annualised 
salary and overtime rate.  This claim seems to relate more to the remuneration for the shift which is tied into, on the evidence 
of Mr Dunbar, the income maintenance payment which has been ceased.  The evidence before the Commission from 
Mr Tracey does not address this issue and does not provide enough detail for the Commission to conclude with any confidence 
that there is merit in this part of the claim.  Accordingly, the claim will be refused.  However, if it is necessary for the award to 
be amended to give effect to the Commission’s view that the accrual of leave for this drill crew is to be on the basis of 12.5 
hours worked per shift this will be done.  This may be addressed at a speaking to the minutes.   The Commission notes 
Mr Dunbar’s statement that as a result of a review which has been conducted in relation to the current effectiveness of working 
this shift system, these employees may now be transferred back to the 4 panel 12.5 shift system and re-integrated with the other 
shifts on the hill.  The Commission makes no comment in relation to that possibility given that the review has not been placed 
before us. 
Schedule IIB – Claim for a Redmont allowance 

351 The claim as amended seeks to vary schedule IIA to add a Redmont allowance of $210 per fortnight.  The evidence of Mr 
Foran, who is an engineering tradesperson-mechanical, is that he has worked for BHPB for over 20 years.  Approximately 
three years ago he accepted a position at Redmont and has worked since that time at Redmont as one of two tradespeople who 
work there.  He works an 8 day on - 4 day off roster of 10 hour shifts together with the other tradespeople with whom he 
works.  The other tradespeople work on AWAs.   

352 Mr Foran’s evidence was that to his knowledge all of the employees at Redmont receive a Redmont allowance as part of their 
remuneration in consideration for being based at Redmont and working in accordance with the Redmont roster.  That 
allowance in September 2002 was $5,440.00 per annum.  Mr Foran’s evidence was that he encounters all of the inconvenience 
and disabilities that arise from living away from home and in a camp such as Redmont and working the Redmont roster.  He 
stated he had been offered the allowance initially through a workplace agreement and later an AWA but he prefers to remain 
employed on the award.  Mr Foran was not cross-examined on his evidence.   

353 BHPB opposed the claim.  It stated that the allowance referred to by Mr Foran is simply a part of the overall package paid to 
AWA employees and is simply a reflection of the differences in those packages.  Without an analysis of the entirety of the 
packages there is no particular justification demonstrated for a new allowance in the award.   

354 We have given consideration to the evidence before us.  We note that Mr Foran works the same roster as the other engineering 
tradesperson.  We consider on the evidence before us that there is little, if anything, to distinguish the manner in which Mr 
Foran performs his duties and the manner the other engineering tradesperson performs his duties.  We consider therefore that if 
there is an identifiable allowance for tradespeople for being based at Redmont and working in accordance with the Redmont 
roster and Mr Foran similarly is based at Redmont and works in accordance with the Redmont roster the allowance should also 
extend to Mr Foran.   
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Term, No-Further-Claims and Date of Operation 
355 The unions recognised that BHPB is entitled to certainty for a period in relation to increases in its wage costs.  In the context of 

the claim made they suggested a period of two years may be determined but any no-extra-claims clause should apply only in 
relation to remuneration.  The unions submitted that it may be necessary to return to the Commission for issues such as rosters 
in rail.  As to date of operation the unions submitted that the last pay increase received was in July 2003 for what had occurred 
to that date, not what was to occur subsequently.  The claim seeks that the wage increase be paid from the beginning of the first 
pay period on or after 15 August 2003.  They submitted that the differential between the salary paid to award employees and 
salaries paid to those who work side-by-side with them has existed since September 2003.  They sought an immediate wage 
increase. 

356 BHPB referred to the granting of the 14% wage increase upon the introduction of the award and the proposal to award a further 
6% on the anniversary of that increase.  That latter increase was paid from 19 July 2004.  BHPB submitted that both the history 
of the increases and the decision of the Commission in Court Session itself support or recognise the validity of viewing the 
need for increases only on an anniversary date.  The 6 per cent, if one looks at it in those terms, would expire on 19 July 2004.  

357 We have given consideration to those submissions.  By virtue of s.39 the decision of the Commission comes into operation on 
the day on which it is delivered or on such later date as the Commission determines and declares when delivering the decision.  
The Commission may give retrospective effect to the whole or any part of the decision if and to the extent that the parties to 
the award so agree or if, in the opinion of the Commission, there are special circumstances which make it fair and right so to 
do.   

358 The award contained a term of 12 months from 19 July 2002.  The Commission had decided that the term of the award was to 
reflect the operation of the wage increases which had been prescribed.  The awarding of the final 3% of that anticipated 
increase from 19 July 2003 did not of itself vary the term of the award.  We do not consider it valid to hold that that latter 
increase itself had a term of 12 months.  Accordingly a further increase is payable earlier than 19 July 2004.  We take into 
consideration the productivity increases which have continued to occur since 19 July 2003 from which BHPB has benefited 
and the to which the award employees as a group have contributed.  We note also the present differences in remuneration for 
like work has existed since September 2003.   

359 We find these are special circumstances which make it fair and right to award an increase earlier that the date the decision is 
delivered.  The increase in aggregate wages will apply from the first pay period on or after 1 April 2004 being an appropriate 
date taking into account the receipt of final submissions from the parties.  As in the making of the award the Commission does 
not intend the increase to the allowances prescribed to be payable retrospectively.   Allowances will be payable from the date 
of the making of the order.   The further increase of 4% to aggregate wages and allowances will operate from the first pay 
period on or after 1 September 2004.   

360 We are not disposed to put a term on the order to issue.  In one respect, the awarding of a term will emphasise rather than 
reduce the differences between employees performing similar work and who work side-by-side.  Necessarily, any future 
application to review the conditions of the award will take into account the dates of operation of this decision.   

361 A minute of the order to issue accompanies these Reasons.  
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Further Reasons for Decision 
1 On 23 July 2004 BHPB filed a Notice of Motion applying to vacate and re-open the decision of the Commission prior to 

making orders in the matter.  In support of its application it submitted that the decision proceeds on a misapprehension of the 
facts and the law in that it overlooked, and is fundamentally mistaken as to, essential facts namely, the current difference in 
remuneration between award employees and employment under WPA and AWA arrangements.   

2 BHPB stated that the decision failed to have regard to the relevant evidence and submissions of the company in respect of 
those matters and to fairly deal with those matters so as to deny it procedural fairness.  It submitted that the orders proposed are 
contrary to and inconsistent with the decision and that they do not recognise and/or are destructive of the appropriate buffer, or 
difference in remuneration based on structural differences, between employment under the award and employment under the 
separate industrial regulations permissible under the Workplace Relations Act 1996 which was determined by the Commission 
to be 8.5%.   

3 In its submission BHPB stated that the evidence before the Commission did not support the conclusion that the difference in 
remuneration between AWA and award employees was 16.5%.  Whilst BHPB does not cavil with the evidence that the 
difference from Mr Cowie’s AWA offer might amount to that approximate figure, BHPB submitted that the evidence before 
the Commission was to the effect that Mr Cowie’s AWA was not representative.   

4 Accordingly, for the Commission to prescribe an 8% across the board wage increase would have the effect in some cases of 
reducing the difference between the remuneration of the AWA employees and the award employees to as little as 1%.  BHPB 
pointed to particular examples to illustrate its point by reference to the value of the allowances received by award employees 
and their different remuneration depending upon shifts worked.   

5 In opposition to BHPB’s application, the unions submitted that the AWA buffer was only one factor which was taken into 
account by the Commission in determining the wage increase to be awarded.  Further, the differential accepted by the 
Commission was open to it on the evidence which was before it.  Furthermore, the differential was very much a live issue and 
BHPB had had a full opportunity to be heard and took advantage of that opportunity.  BHPB now says the Commission was 
incorrect but that is not a basis upon which leave may be granted to re-open.  The unions submitted that identifying the value 
of an AWA was necessarily an approximation and not applicable to all AWA employees universally.  The difference between 
the two was always general and approximate.   

6 We turn to consider BHPB’s application before us.  The Commission is not functus officio in this matter; the Commission has 
issued its Reasons for Decision and the Minute of a Proposed Order.  We therefore consider that we do have the power 
pursuant to s 27(1)(e) to reconvene for the purposes set out in s 27(1)(m) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and re-open the 
hearing if the circumstances warrant that course of action.   

7 The Commission was referred to the decision of the High Court in Autodesk Incorporated v. Dyason (1993) 176 CLR 300; re 
Australian Railways Union; ex parte Public Transport Commission (1993) 67 AILR 904; and re Australian Meat Industry 
Employees’ Union; ex parte Ferguson (1986) 67 ALR 491.   

8 In Autodesk Mason CJ referred to the public interest in the finality of litigation not precluding the exceptional step of 
reviewing or re-hearing an issue when a court has good reason to consider that, in its earlier judgment, it has proceeded on a 
misapprehension as to the facts or the law (at 302).  Relevantly to this matter, his Honour Brennan J stated (at 310): 

“The decision of this court in the present case was not given in ignorance or forgetfulness of some statutory provision or 
of some critical fact.  To entertain an application to re-open an appeal after judgment in order to consider further 
argument on an issue already decided would be to subvert the finality of litigation and to invite interminable arguments 
about the importance of the legal questions to be recanvassed and the correctness of the answers to those questions 
already given.” 

9 The points referred to by BHPB in its submissions, those being the representativeness or otherwise of the Cowie AWA, the 
incorporation or otherwise of a value for allowances and the potential for any significant wage increase awarded to impact 
upon the application of the no disadvantage test, were all matters well ventilated before the Commission.  The Commission 
noted in its Reasons for Decision that in a matter as comprehensive as the matter presently before it, it has not attempted to 
recite all of the evidence and the submissions.  Suffice to note that the Commission had the benefit of witness statements, 
rigorous cross examination and exhibits going to particular wage movements and the impact of the claim and relevant factors 
going to wage rates generally. 

10 We consider that the conclusions reached by the Commission regarding the size of the differences between the AWA and 
award wage remuneration was reasonably open on the evidence.  Our recognition that the conclusion we reached was not the 
same for all AWA and award differences was recognised by the conclusion we reached that the value we have found was “an 
approximate” value in the knowledge of not only the information as it applied to Mr Cowie but also the average level of OTE 
across the operation.  It is inherent, in our respectful observation on the submissions of BHPB, that a general across the board 
increase will necessarily have different consequences depending upon the award classification, shift roster pattern and AWA 
employees between whom comparisons are made. 
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11 We also consider it is inherent that the exact difference in the case of each employee will be dependant upon the point in time 
at which the comparison is made.  It was not the intent of the decision of the Commission to maintain the differential upon 
which part of the conclusion reached was based.  It was not the intention of the Commission that the award be amended with 
the object of maintaining a notional 7.5% difference between the award and AWA rates of wages.  This could not be achieved 
by the prescription of the uniform increase proposed by the Commission.  Necessarily the differences between the different 
AWA salaries and the different award classification salaries will produce markedly differing results.  Indeed, how BHPB 
structures staff salary rates under an annual review, the Incentive Programme and its Productivity Improvement Scheme are 
matters for the company. 

12 A far more central point in the conclusion reached by the Commission is the assessment by the Commission of an increase 
that, in our assessment according to s 26 of the Act fairly remunerates the award employees for the work they performed in the 
context of the manner in which it is performed in BHPB’s operations. The intention of the Commission was to prescribe a 
general wage increase which fairly reflected the value of the work in the environment in which it is performed by the award 
employees on the evidence produced to us.  We have not, as has been suggested, done so with any intention of “undermining” 
the AWA system preferred by BHPB; nor do we do so with any intention of maintaining that system: it is not a within the 
jurisdiction of the Commission to do so.   

13 Indeed it appears appropriate for the Commission to observe that we have explicitly recognised the existence of that system 
and its importance to BHPB in the decisions we have reached in 2002 to issue a minimalist award which has provided BHPB 
with the environment to achieve significant productivity gains from its award workforce and the decisions we have now made 
which recognises the those reduced differences.  We have not resiled from that position and that should be understood by the 
parties. 

14 We are firmly of the view that the reduction in those differences, and the recognition of that in this decision, is of great benefit 
to BHPB’s productivity.  We considered in the context of the evidence before us of attitudinal differences between award and 
AWA/WPA staff in some areas which arise from the potential and actual differences inherent in BHPB having two principal 
sets of different employment conditions that the increase in aggregate wages we have decided can further reduce those 
differences and enhance the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of BHPB balanced with 
fairness to the employees.    

15 The Commission has not proceeded according to some misapprehension of the facts or the relevant law.  We consider that the 
conclusions reached were open to the Commission on the basis of the evidence, and the submissions explaining that evidence, 
before us.  We consider the comments of Mason CJ and Brennan, J in Autodesk (cited above) are apposite.  We consider the 
power to re-open should be exercised with caution and we consider that the motion presently before us is more an attempt to 
allow the re-argument of what has transpired to be the substantial questions decided in the case when that substantial question 
was dealt with by the Commission after hearing full argument from the parties.  We do not consider the powers under s 
27(1)(e) and (m) of the Act are to be exercised for the purposes of re-agitating arguments already considered by the 
Commission.  Accordingly, the application is dismissed. 
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Order 

HAVING HEARD Mr D.H. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union of Workers, 
the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, 
Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch; the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union 
of Workers - Western Australian Branch and the Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers and Mr H.J. Dixon SC and with him Mr R. Kelly (of counsel) on behalf of BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd, the Commission 
in Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby order - 

THAT the application to vacate and re-open the decision of the Commission in applications 157 and 1246 of 2003 is 
hereby dismissed. 

 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Commission In Court Session. 
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Order 

HAVING HEARD Mr D.H. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union of Workers, 
the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, 
Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch; the Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch and the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers - Western 
Australian Branch, Mr W.W. Tracey on behalf of the Australian Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers and Mr H.J. Dixon SC and Mr P. Quinlan (of counsel) and on behalf of BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd, the Commission in 
Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders - 

(1) THAT the Iron Ore Production & Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 be varied in 
accordance with the attached schedule with effect from the first pay period on or after 1 September 2004. 

(2) THAT the variations to Clause 21. – Superannuation and to Schedule I – Aggregate Wages shall have effect 
from the first pay period on or after 1 April 2004. 

(3) THAT liberty to apply is reserved to any party in respect of the claim for a proposed allowances clause. 

(4) THAT the parties produce a consolidation of the Award incorporating this Order and liberty to apply is reserved 
for this purpose. 

(5) THAT to the extent that the applicant’s claims and BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd’s counterclaims are not 
otherwise granted they be and are hereby dismissed. 

 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Commission In Court Session. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 2. - Arrangement:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

2. – ARRANGEMENT 
1. Title 
1B Minimum Adult Award Wage 
2. Arrangement 
3. Area & Scope 
4. Term 
5. Rescission of All Previous Awards and Agreements 
6. No Further Claims 
7. Aggregate Wages 
8. Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments  
9. Contract of Employment 
10. Casual, Short Term and Part-Time Employment 
11. Hours of Work 
12. Annual Leave 
13. Annual Leave Travel Assistance 
14. Long Service Leave 
15. Sick Leave 
16. Public Holidays 
17. Leave Provisions 
18. Bereavement Leave 
18A. Education Assistance 
19. Special Leave 
20. Redundancy 
21. Superannuation 
22. Travelling on Engagement and Termination 
23. Issue Resolution Process 
24. Personal Protective Equipment 
25. Deleted 
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26. Posting of Notices 
27. Utilisation of Contractors 
28. Union Representation 
29. Liberty to Apply 
30. Parties to Award 
31. Option of Novated Leasing 
32. Rail Provisions 

Schedules I – Aggregate Wages 
Schedules II – Allowances 
Schedule III – Award Classifications 

2. Clause 7. - Aggregate Wages:  Delete subclauses (1) and (3) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(1) Employees shall be employed in the classifications set out in the classification structure in the attached Schedule 
I and shall be paid the annual aggregate wage according to their classification and roster.  Aggregate wages set 
out in Schedule I shall be paid from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 1 April 2004, and from the 
beginning of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2004 respectively. 

Allowances set out in Schedule II shall be paid from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 1 
September 2004. 

(3) Allowances which are not included in the aggregate wages are those set out in the attached Schedule II. 

3. Clause 9. - Contract of Employment: 

(a) Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(2) Employees may be required to work a reasonable amount of overtime.  Where a supervisor determines 
that an employee is required to work overtime, that employee shall be notified as soon as reasonably 
practicable of that requirement. 

(b) Insert the following as a new subclause (7): 

(7) Where drill crew employees are regularly rostered to work a 2 panel shift system with shifts of 12.5 
hours, irrespective of whether those hours are rostered as ordinary or overtime hours, then their leave 
accruals shall be paid on the basis of 12.5 hours per shift. 

4. Clause 11. - Hours of Work: 

(a) Delete subclauses (4) and (6) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(4) The ordinary hours of locomotive drivers shall be an average of 96 hours per fortnight which shall be 
worked in shifts of 12 hours on a continuous shift basis.  The system of shifts to be determined by 
agreement between the parties, including the phasing in of 12 hour shifts.  If agreement cannot be 
reached the matter will be determined by application to the Commission.   

In the interim, prior to agreement or determination by the Commission, the existing shift arrangements 
for locomotive drivers, of 100 hours per fortnight worked in 10 shifts of 10 hours, shall continue to 
apply. 

(6) Overtime 

All time worked in excess of ordinary hours shall either: 

(a) be paid at the rate set out in the attached Schedule I; or 

(b) by agreement between the Company and the employee affected reached after the overtime 
has been worked, be taken as time off in lieu in complete shifts, provided that agreement to 
the timing of taking time off in lieu shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

(b) Immediately after the final sentence in subclause (12B) of this clause add the following: 

The breaks for locomotive drivers shall be taken in such a manner that the operation of the locomotives shall 
continue uninterrupted by such breaks. 

5. Clause 12. - Annual Leave: 

Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof: 

(2) Deleted. 

6. Clause 17. – Parental Leave:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

17. – LEAVE PROVISIONS 

Each employee to whose employment this award applies shall be entitled to maternity leave, paternity leave, adoption leave, jury 
duty leave and community service volunteer’s leave on the same terms and conditions contained in the Company’s policies as they 
apply to Australian Workplace Agreement employees from time to time. 
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7. Clause 18. – Bereavement Leave: Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

18. – BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 

An employee is entitled to up to 40 hours paid bereavement leave on the death of a close relative. 

8. Clause 18. - Bereavement Leave:  Immediately following this clause insert a new Clause 18A. – Education 
Assistance as follows: 

18A. – EDUCATION ASSISTANCE 

Each employee to whose employment this award applies shall be entitled to assistance from the Company for or in respect of each 
child undergoing tertiary education on the same terms and conditions contained in the Company’s policies as they apply to 
Australian Workplace Agreement employees from time to time. 

9. Clause 21. - Superannuation:  Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(1) The preferred in-house superannuation fund for employees will be the BHP Iron Ore Employee’s Provident Fund 
(“the Fund”) into which the Company shall contribute 15.75% of the Provident Fund Wage and the employee 
shall contribute 5% of the Provident Fund Wage. 

10. Clause 25. - Right of Entry:   Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

25. – DELETED. 

11. Clause 28. - Union Representation:  After subclause (3) of this clause add a new subclause (4) as follows: 

(4)  (a) In the ordinary course the union representative of an employee(s) subject to a disciplinary process who 
has had direct involvement in and possesses relevant knowledge of the issues involved should represent 
the employee(s) at any or all stages of the disciplinary process as may be required. 

(b) If for good reason, such as a short term absence from site or due to the operational requirements of the 
Company and the like, the representative in subclause (a) is not available to assist the employee(s), any 
step in the disciplinary process, on a without prejudice basis, should be deferred for up to 24 hours to 
enable that union representative to provide the required assistance to the employee(s). 

(c) If the period of unavailability is to or does exceed the period in subclause (b) then the employee(s) 
concerned should obtain representation and assistance from a representative of the union of which the 
employee(s) is/are or is/are eligible to be a member(s) or another union representative with the written 
authority of that union and the disciplinary process should continue. 

(d) If the subject matter of the disciplinary process is such that there has been no prior involvement in or 
knowledge of issues by any particular union representative then the terms of subclauses (b) and (c) have 
no application. 

12. Clause 30. - Parties to this Award:  Immediately following this clause insert a new Clause 31. - Option of Novated 
Leasing as follows: 

31. – OPTION OF NOVATED LEASING 

At the option of the employee, the Company shall make novated leasing of private motor vehicles available to the employee on the 
same terms and conditions as that option is available to Australian Workplace Agreement employees from time to time. 

13. Schedule IA:  Delete this Schedule. 

14. Schedule IC:  Delete this Schedule. 

15.  Schedule IIA and Schedule IIC:  Delete these Schedules. 

16. Schedule IB: Rename this Schedule as Schedule I – Aggregate Wages. 

17. Schedule IIB: Rename this Schedule as Schedule II – Allowances. 

18. Schedule I – Aggregate Wages and Schedule II – Allowances: Increase each annual salary and overtime rate in 
Schedule I – Aggregate Wages by 8% and 4% respectively in accordance with the attached schedules; and 
Schedule II – Allowances, apart from the Shovel Operators Transport Allowance, by 12% in accordance with the 
attached schedule. 

19. Schedule II - Allowances: After Shovel Operators Transport Allowance insert the following: 

Redmont Allowance $210.00 per fortnight 

20. Consequential upon these amendments to the Award wherever Schedule 1A, 1B or 1C is referred to elsewhere in 
the Award that reference shall be deleted and Schedule I inserted in lieu thereof. 

Furthermore whenever Schedule IIA, IIB or IIC is referred to elsewhere in the Award that reference shall be 
deleted and Schedule II shall be inserted in lieu thereof. 
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SCHEDULE II 
To be paid from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2004 
       

Description Amount     
Height Money $2.83 per shift    
Concentrator Allowance $0.48 per hour (actual)    
Meal Provision $11.60 or a voucher    
NACA - Loadout Tunnels $0.18 per hour (actual)    
SMR $0.56 per hour (actual)    
NACA - Mine $0.26 per hour (actual)    
House Drains - septics $6.51 per shift    
EPCO Sewerage Tank $6.51 per shift    
Fitting & Installing/Electrical Dual Licence $23.05 per week (Fixed) = $46.10 per fortnight fixed 
Electrical OEEWA "B" Licence $23.05 per week (Fixed) = $46.10 per fortnight fixed 
Rigger / Scaffolder $10.04 per week (Rate) = $0.27 per hour (All Purpose) 
Rigger / Certified Scaffolder $18.94 per week (Rate) = $0.49 per hour (All Purpose) 
Electrical Restricted Licence $11.52 per week (Fixed) = $23.05 per fortnight fixed 
Leading Hand 2-5 $46.70 per week (Rate) = $1.22 per hour (All Purpose) 
Leading Hand >5 $57.75 per week (Rate) = $1.52 per hour (All Purpose) 
Shift Tradesperson $21.63 per week (Rate) = $0.57 per hour (All Purpose) 
Unsupervised Tradesperson $16.11 per week (Rate) = $0.43 per hour (All Purpose) 
Construction Allowance $6.94 per week (Rate) = $0.18 per hour (All Purpose) 
HIAB Certificate $5.39 per week (Fixed) = $10.78 per fortnight fixed 
HIAB Motor Vehicle $14.15 per week (Fixed) = $28.30 per fortnight fixed 

Driver Coordinator $6,011.77 
per annum (Rate) = $231.22 per fortnight Pro-
Rata 

Driver Instructor $2,763.07 per annum (Rate) = $106.28 per fortnight fixed 
Finucane Island Charge Hand $107.56 per week (Rate) = $2.83 per hour (All Purpose) 
Control Room Operator Allowance (Nelson Point)  $3,206.16 per annum (Rate) = $17.61 per shift 
Control Room Crib (Finucane Island) $24.20 per shift   
Car Dumper Control Allowance (Nelson Point) $17.61 per shift   
Control Room Crib (Nelson Point) $36.28 per shift   
Work Train Allowance $47.17 per shift    
Long Train Allowance $15.23 per trip   
Training Allowance $7.53 per shift   
Stockpile Dozing (Finucane Island) $0.56 per hour (actual)   
Confined Space (Finucane Island) $0.56 per hour (actual)   
Jack Hammer (Finucane Island) $0.56 per hour (actual)   
Mobile Operator Allowance (Nelson Point) $1.52 per hour (actual)   
Roster Change Level 2 Claim $100.20 per shift   
Roster Change Level 3 Claim $132.47 per shift   
Roster Change Level 4 Day Claim $166.30 per shift   
Roster Change Level 5 Day Claim $207.62 per shift   
Shovel Operators Transport Allowance $888.00 per annum   
Redmont Allowance $218.40 per fortnight   
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for— 
2004 WAIRC 12756 

HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS (AGED CARE FACILITY) AWARD 2003 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION 
OF WORKERS) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 BRIGHTWATER CARE GROUP (INC) AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO A 7 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12756 
 
 
Result Application for new award withdrawn by leave 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application to create a new award named The Hospital Salaried Officers (Aged Care Facility) Award 2003; 
and 
WHEREAS on the 8th day of September 2004, the Applicant advised the Commission that it no longer intended to pursue the 
application and sought leave to withdraw the application; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby withdrawn by leave. 
(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR—Awards/Agreements— 
Variation of— 

2004 WAIRC 12820 
DEPARTMENT FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (FAMILY RESOURCE WORKERS,  

WELFARE ASSISTANTS AND PARENT HELPERS) AWARD 1990 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 DEPARTMENT FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 22 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12820 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Department for Community Development (Family Resource Workers, Welfare Assistants and Parent Helpers) 
Award 1990 (No. PSAA 1 of 1989) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have 
effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
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SCHEDULE 
Schedule A – District Allowances:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(a) Officers without dependants (subclause 21(4)): 

COLUMN I 
DISTRICT NO 

COLUMN II 
STANDARD RATE 

$ p.a 

COLUMN III 
EXCEPTIONS TO STANDARD RATE 

TOWN OR PLACE 

COLUMN IV RATE 
$ p.a 

  6  3,450 Nil Nil 
  5 2,823 Fitzroy Crossing 3,802 
  Halls Creek  
  Turner River Camp  
  Nullagine  
  Liveringa (Camballin) 3,533 
  Marble Bar  
  Wittenoom  
  Karratha 3,324 
  Port Hedland 3,093 
  4 1,422 Warburton Mission 3,821 
  Carnarvon 1,339 
  3 896 Meekatharra 1,422 
  Mount Magnet  
  Wiluna  
  Laverton  
  Leonora  
  Cue  
  2 643 Kalgoorlie 215 
  Boulder  
  Ravensthorpe 849 
  Norseman  
  Salmon Gums  
  Marvel Loch  
  Esperance  
  1 Nil Nil Nil 

(b) Officers With Dependants (subclause 21(5)). 

Double the appropriate rate as prescribed in (a) above for officers without dependants. 

The allowances prescribed in this schedule shall operate from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after July 1, 
2004. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12811 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 ALBANY PORT AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 14 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12811 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 
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THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSAA 3 of 1989) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Schedule I. – Clause 22. – Overtime:  Delete Part I – Out of Hours Contact of this Schedule and insert the 

following in lieu thereof: 
PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT 
(Operative on and from 23 August 2004) 

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

Clause 64(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 
2. Schedule K. - Shift Work Allowances:  Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
A shift work allowance of $15.84 is payable for each afternoon or night shift of seven and one half (7.5) hours worked. 
The shift work allowance calculation is 12.5% of the daily salary rate for a Level 1, Year 7 officer. 
Clause 64(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 
(Operative on and from 23 August 2004) 
3. Clause 55. - Mortuary Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) Laboratory Technicians and Assistants employed by the Board of Western Australia Centre for Pathology and Medical 

Research, engaged in mortuary duties associated with Coronial Inquiries shall receive an allowance of $1,623 per annum, 
payable by fortnightly instalments. 

(2) This allowance is compensation for the following matters: 
(a) the disabilities involved in the handling of and autopsy work associated with decomposed, obnoxious, vermin 

infested and infected bodies;  and 
(b) the need to perform work in refrigerated and other low temperature storage areas of the Mortuary. 

4. Schedule L. - Other Allowances:  Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) Diving - (Clause 44) 

$5.33 per hour or part thereof. 
(2) Flying - (Clause 45) 

(a) Observation and photographic duties in fixed wing aircraft - $9.84 per hour or part thereof. 
(b) Cloud seeding and fire bombing duties, observation and photographic duties involving operations in which 

fixed wing aircraft are used at heights less than 304 metres or in unpressurised aircraft at heights more than 
3048 metres - $13.49 per hour or part thereof. 

(c) When required to fly in a helicopter on fire bombing duties, observation and photographic duties or stock 
surveillance - $18.65 per hour or part thereof. 

(3) Sea Going Allowances (Clause 51) 
(a) Victualling 

(i) Government Vessel - meals on board not prepared by cook - $25.10 per day. 
(ii) Government Vessel - meals on board are prepared by a cook - $18.89 per day. 
(iii) Non Government Vessel - $22.91 each overnight period. 

(b) Hard Living Allowance - 52 cents per hour or part thereof. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12818 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 ALBANY PORT AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 12 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12818 
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Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSAA 3 of 1989) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 49. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete paragraph (d) of subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in 

lieu thereof: 
(d) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $146.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $146.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 50. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred to a new locality in the interests of the employer, or in the ordinary course of promotion or 
transfer, or on account of illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed: 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance for the officer and dependants. 
(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 

appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $519.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport furniture, effects and appliances.  Provided 
that the employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by the officer 
is at least $3,106.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $154.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer’s dependents for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals nor equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to Government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and 

as a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up 
to a maximum allowance of $964.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage of the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess of 
four years without the approval of the employer. 

3. Schedule I. - Overtime:  Delete Part II – Meals of this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
PART II - MEALS 
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 14 September 2004) 

Breakfast $8.05 per meal 
Lunch $9.90 per meal 
Evening Meal $11.90 per meal 

4. Schedule O. - Annual Interstate Allowance Rates:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 14 September 2004) 

 Single With Dependents 
 $ $ 
Adelaide 2,306 3,142 
Brisbane 2,475 3,302 
Melbourne 2,582 3,817 
Sydney 3,971 4,744 
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2004 WAIRC 12816 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 ALBANY PORT AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 21 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12816 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSAA 3 of 1989) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
 

SCHEDULE 

SCHEDULE G 
CLAUSE 42. – DISTRICT ALLOWANCES 

PART II - ALLOWANCES 
1. Schedule G. - Clause 42. - District Allowances: Delete Part II - Allowances of this Schedule and insert the following 

in lieu thereof: 
(a) Officers without dependants (subclause 42(3)): 

Column 1 
District No. 

Column II 
Standard Rate 

$ p.a. 

Column III 
Exceptions to Standard Rate 

Town or Place 

Column IV 
Rate 
$ p.a. 

6 3,450 Nil Nil 
5 2,823 Fitzroy Crossing 

Halls Creek 
Turner River Camp 
Nullagine 

3,802 

  Liveringa (Camballin) 
Marble Bar 
Wittenoom 

3,533 

  Karratha 3,324 
  Port Hedland 3,093 
4 1,422 Warburton Mission 3,821 
  Carnarvon 1,339 
3 896 Meekatharra 

Mount Magnet 
Wiluna 
Laverton 
Leonora 
Cue 

1,422 

2 643 Kalgoorlie 
Boulder 

215 

  Ravensthorpe 
Norseman 
Salmon Gums 
Marvel Loch 
Esperance 

849 

1 Nil Nil Nil 
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(b) Officers with dependants (subclause 42(4)): 
Double the appropriate rate as prescribed in (a) above for officers without dependants. 

The allowances prescribed in this Schedule shall operate from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after July 1, 
2004. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12810 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (SOCIAL TRAINERS) AWARD 1988 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 11 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12810 
 
 
Result Award varied 
_ 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988 (No. PSAA 20 of 1985) be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 25. – Miscellaneous Allowances:   

A. Delete subclause (5) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(5) Removal Allowance 

(a) When an employee is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on 
account of illness due to causes over which the employee has no control, the employee shall be reimbursed: 
(i) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the employee and dependants. 
(ii) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of the employee's household furniture effects 

and appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be 
approved by the employer in special cases. 

(iii) An allowance of $519.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an employee is required to transport their furniture, effects and 
appliances: Provided that the employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and 
appliances moved by the employee is at least $3,106.00. 

(iv) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a 
maximum amount of $154.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer’s 
dependents for the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals nor equine animals. 

(b) An employee who is transferred solely at the employee's own request or on account of misconduct must bear 
the whole cost of removal unless otherwise determined by the employer prior to removal. 

(c) An employee shall be reimbursed the full freight charges necessarily incurred in respect of the removal of a 
motor vehicle.  If authorised by the employer to travel to a new locality in the employee's own motor vehicle, 
reimbursement shall be as follows: 
(i) Where the employee will be required to maintain a motor vehicle for use on official business at the 

employee's new headquarters, reimbursement for the distance necessarily travelled shall be on the 
basis of the appropriate rate prescribed by subclause (2) of clause 23 of this award. 

(ii) Where the employee will not be required to maintain a motor vehicle for use on official business at 
the new headquarters reimbursement for the distance necessarily travelled shall be on the basis of one 
half (1/2) of the appropriate rate prescribed by subclause (4) of clause 23 of this award. 
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(d) The employee shall, before removal is undertaken, obtain quotes from at least two carriers which shall be 
submitted to the employer, who may authorise the acceptance of the more suitable:  Provided that payment for a 
volume amount beyond 35 cubic metres by a Department is not to occur without the written approval of the 
employer having first being obtained. 

(e) The employer may, in lieu of conveyance, authorise payment of an amount not exceeding the maximum 
prescribed by subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of subclause (5) to compensate for loss in any case where an 
employee with prior approval of the employer, disposes of furniture, effects and appliances instead of removing 
them to the employee's new headquarters:  Provided that such payment shall not exceed the sum which would 
have been paid if such furniture, effects and appliances had been removed by the cheapest method of transport 
available and the volume was 35 cubic metres. 

(f) Where an employee is transferred to the employer's accommodation or private rental accommodation where 
furniture is provided and as a consequence the employee is obliged to store their own furniture the employee 
shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to a maximum allowance of $964.00 per annum.  Actual 
cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance coverage of the value of the furniture stored.  An 
allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess of four years without the approval of the 
employer or private rental accommodation. 

(g) Receipts must be produced for all sums claimed. 
(h) New appointees shall be entitled to receive the benefits of this clause if they are required by the employer to 

participate in any training course prior to being posted to their respective positions.  This entitlement shall only 
be available to employees who have completed their training and who incur costs when moving to their first 
posting. 

B. Delete subclause (6)(d) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(d) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special 

duty resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent 
in camp, and in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $146.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided 
that an officer shall receive no more than one lump sum of $146.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Schedule B – Clause 22. - Overtime:  Delete Part II - Meals of this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
PART II - MEALS 

(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 14 September 2004) 

Breakfast $8.05 per meal 
Lunch $9.90 per meal 
Evening Meal $11.90 per meal 

 

2004 WAIRC 12821 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (SOCIAL TRAINERS) AWARD 1988 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 

 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 20 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12821 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988 (No. PSAA 20 of 1985) be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
 

SCHEDULE 

Schedule E – Clause 27. – District Allowances:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(a) Officers without dependants (subclause 27(3)): 
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Column 1 

District No. 
Column II 

Standard Rate 
$ p.a. 

Column III 
Exceptions to  
Standard Rate 
Town or Place 

Column IV 
Rate 
$ p.a. 

6 3,450 Nil Nil 
5 2,823 Fitzroy Crossing 

Halls Creek 
Turner River Camp 

Nullagine 

3,802 

  Liveringa (Camballin) 
Marble Bar 
Wittenoom 

3,533 

  Karratha 3,324 
  Port Hedland 3,093 

4 1,422 Warburton Mission 3,821 
  Carnarvon 1,339 

3 896 Meekatharra 
Mount Magnet 

Wiluna 
Laverton 
Leonora 

Cue 

1,422 

2 643 Kalgoorlie 
Boulder 

215 

  Ravensthorpe 
Norseman 

Salmon Gums 
Marvel Loch 

Esperance 

849 

1 Nil Nil Nil 

(b) Officers with dependants (subclause 27(4)): 
Double the appropriate rate as prescribed in (a) above for officers without dependants. 

The allowances prescribed in this Schedule shall operate from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after July 1, 
2004. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12814 
GRAYLANDS SELBY-LEMNOS AND SPECIAL CARE HEALTH SERVICES AWARD 1987 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 THE METROPOLITAN HEALTH SERVICE BOARD AND ANOTHER 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 19 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12814 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the Metropolitan Health Service Board 
and there being no appearance by the Health Services Union of Western Australia (Union of Workers), the Public Service 
Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Graylands Selby-Lemnos and Special Care Health Services Award 1999 (No. PSAA 1 of 1999) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
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SCHEDULE 

Schedule D – District Allowance:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(a) Officers Without Dependants (subclause 31(3)(a)): 

COLUMN I COLUMN II COLUMN III COLUMN IV 
DISTRICT NO STANDARD RATE 

$ p.a. 
EXCEPTIONS TO STANDARD RATE 

TOWN OR PLACE 
RATE 
$ p.a. 

6 3,450 Nil Nil 
5 2,823 Fitzroy Crossing 3,802 
  Halls Creek  
  Turner River Camp  
  Nullagine  
  Liveringa (Camballin) 3,533 
  Marble Bar  
  Wittenoom  
  Karratha 3,324 
  Port Hedland 3,093 

4 1,422 Warburton Mission 3,821 
  Carnarvon 1,339 

3 896 Meekatharra 1,422 
  Mount Magnet  
  Wiluna  
  Laverton  
  Leonora  
  Cue  

2 643 Kalgoorlie 215 
  Boulder  
  Ravensthorpe 849 
  Norseman  
  Salmon Gums  
  Marvel Loch  
  Esperance  

1 Nil Nil Nil 

(b) Officers with dependants (subclause 31(3)(b)): 
Double the appropriate rate as prescribed in (a) above for officers without dependants. 
The allowances prescribed in this schedule shall operate from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after July 1, 2004 and shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the Public Service 
Award 1992. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12813 
PARLIAMENTARY EMPLOYEES AWARD 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 THE GOVERNOR OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN COUNCIL AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 9 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12813 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, 
Western Australian Branch and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the remaining respondents, and by consent, the Public Service 
Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 
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THAT the Parliamentary Employees Award 1989 (Nos. A 15 of 1987, A 4 of 1988, A 7 of 1988 and A 7 of 1989) be varied 
in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 14th day of September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 

Clause 9. – Meal Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) An employee who is required to work overtime under Clause 7 of this Award and where such overtime extends beyond 

5.00 p.m., a meal allowance shall be paid in accordance with the provisions of the Public Service Overtime Award No. 10 
of 1978 Clause 8 as amended.  Provided that where such overtime extends beyond 6.00 a.m. the following day, an 
allowance of $11.90 or the amount charged by the House, whichever is the higher, for such a three course meal shall be 
paid. 

(2) Provided however that where a meal of a reasonable standard is provided by the House at no cost to the employee the 
allowance provided for in subclause (1) of this clause shall not apply. 

(3) All other provisions relating to this allowance shall be as per the Public Service Overtime Award as referred to in Clause 
19. - Allowances. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12812 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 CURRICULUM COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 18 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12812 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 (No. PSAA 4 of 1989) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and 
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 14th day of 
September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Schedule H. - Overtime:  Delete Part I – Out of Hours Contact of this schedule and insert the following in lieu 

thereof: 
PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT 
(Operative on and from 30 July 2004) 

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

Clause 65(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 
2. Schedule J – Shift Work Allowance:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
A shift work allowance of $15.84 is payable for each afternoon or night shift of seven and one half (7.5) hours worked. 
The shift work allowance calculation is 12.5% of the daily salary rate for a Level 1, Year 7 officer. 
Clause 65(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 
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(Operative on and from 30 July 2004) 
3. Schedule K – Diving, Flying and Sea Going Allowances:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu 

thereof: 
(1) Diving - (Clause 45) 

$5.33 per hour or part thereof. 
(2) Flying - (Clause 46) 

(a) Observation and photographic duties in fixed wing aircraft - $9.84 per hour or part thereof. 
(b) Cloud seeding and fire bombing duties, observation and photographic duties involving operations in which 

fixed wing aircraft are used at heights less than 304 metres or in unpressurised aircraft at heights more than 
3048 metres - $13.49 per hour or part thereof. 

(c) When required to fly in a helicopter on fire bombing duties, observation and photographic duties or stock 
surveillance - $18.65 per hour or part thereof. 

(3) Sea Going Allowances (Clause 52) 
(a) Victualling 

(i) Government Vessel - meals on board not prepared by cook - $25.10 per day. 
(ii) Government Vessel - meals on board are prepared by a cook - $18.89 per day. 
(iii) Non Government Vessel - $22.91 each overnight period. 

(b) Hard Living Allowance - 52 cents per hour or part thereof. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12817 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 CURRICULUM COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 10 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12817 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 (No. PSAA 4 of 1989) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 14th day of September 
2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 

1. Clause 50. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $146.00 to cover incidental personal expenses:  Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $146.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 51. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed:- 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
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(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 
appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $519.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,106.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $154.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer’s dependents for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $964.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the employer. 

3. Schedule H. - Overtime:  Delete Part II – Meals of this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
PART II - MEALS 
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 14 September 2004) 

Breakfast $8.05 per meal 
Lunch $9.90 per meal 
Evening Meal $11.90 per meal 
Supper $8.05 per meal 

 

2004 WAIRC 12819 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 CURRICULUM COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 13 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12819 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr R Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the 
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 (No. PSAA 4 of 1989) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 14th day of September 
2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Schedule D – District Allowance:  Delete the schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(a) Officers without dependants (subclause 43(3)(a)): 
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COLUMN 1 COLUMN II COLUMN III COLUMN IV 

DISTRICT NO. STANDARD RATE 
$ p.a. 

EXCEPTIONS TO 
STANDARD RATE 
TOWN OR PLACE 

RATE 
$ p.a. 

6 3,450 Nil Nil 
5 2,823 Fitzroy Crossing 3,802 
  Halls Creek  
  Turner River Camp  
  Nullagine  
  Liveringa (Camballin) 3,533 
  Marble Bar  
  Wittenoom  
  Karratha 3,324 
  Port Hedland 3,093 
4 1,422 Warburton Mission 3,821 
  Carnarvon 1,339 
3 896 Meekatharra 1,422 
  Mount Magnet  
  Wiluna  
  Laverton  
  Leonora  
  Cue  
2 643 Kalgoorlie 215 
  Boulder  
  Ravensthorpe 849 
  Norseman  
  Salmon Gums  
  Marvel Loch  
  Esperance  
1 Nil Nil Nil 

(b) Officers with dependants (paragraph 43(3)(b)) 
Double the appropriate rate as prescribed in (a) above for officers without dependants. 
The allowances prescribed in this Schedule shall operate from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after July 1, 2004. 

 

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Variation of— 
2004 WAIRC 12963 

BUILDING TRADES (GOLDMINING INDUSTRY) AWARD 
NOS 29 & 32 of 1965 AND NO. 4 OF 1966 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 LAKE VIEW AND STAR LIMITED, KALGOORLIE CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES, 

CENTRAL NORSEMAN GOLD CORPORATION LTD 
RESPONDENTS 

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE FRIDAY, 8 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 875 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12963 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms L. Dowden for the Applicant and there being no appearance for the Respondents, and by consent, the 
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 
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THAT the Building Trades (Goldmining Industry) Award Nos 29 & 32 of 1965 and No. 4 of 1966 be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 
7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 12. - Leading Hands:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

Leading Hands in charge of not less than three and not more than ten employees shall be paid at the rate of $18.01 
More than ten and not more than 20 other employees at the rate of  $26.91 
More than 20 employees at the rate of $34.88 

2. Clause 13. – Special Rates and Provisions:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(1) Disabilities Allowance:  An employee employed outside of his/her shop on construction work shall for the time so 
employed be paid a disabilities allowance at the rate of $2.15 per week in addition to the prescribed rate. 
B. Delete subclause (16) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(16) Plumbers on Sewerage Work:  Plumbers employed on work involving the opening up of house drains or waste pipes for 
the purpose of clearing blockages or for any other purpose, or on work involving the cleaning of septic tanks or dry wells, 
shall be paid 47 cents per day in addition to the prescribed rate. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12958 
CAN MANUFACTURING (PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE – AMALGAMATED  

INDUSTRIES PTY LTD AWARD NO. A4 OF 1985 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING & 
ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 WESTCAN (A DIVISION OF AMCOR LTD), THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, 

ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN 
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE FRIDAY, 8 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 1031 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12958 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr W. Game on behalf of the Applicant and Mr M. Borlase for the Respondents, and by consent, the Commission 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Can Manufacturing (Production and Maintenance – Amalgamated Industries Pty Ltd Award No. A4 of 
1985 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the first pay 
period on or after 7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 

Clause 6. – Rates of Pay:   
A. Delete subclause (4)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(4) Tool Allowance 
(a) Where the employer does not provide a tradesperson or an apprentice with the tools ordinarily required by that 

tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice, the employer shall 
pay a tool allowance of - 
(i) $12.20 per week to such tradesperson; or 
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(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.20, being the wage percentage which is appropriate to 
the year of apprenticeship pursuant to subclause (3) hereof, 

for the purpose of such tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the performance 
of work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice. 
B. Delete subclauses (5) and (6) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(5) Electrician's Licence Allowance: 
An electrical tradesperson who holds, and in the course of employment may be required to use, a current "A" Grade or 
"B" Grade licence issued pursuant to the relevant regulation in force on the 28th day of February 1978 under the 
Electricity Act 1945, shall be paid an allowance of $17.50 per week. 

(6) Laundry Allowance: 
Employees shall receive a laundry allowance of $10.30 per week as reimbursement of their personal outlay for 
maintenance and cleaning of work clothing issued by Westcan. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12966 
ENGINE DRIVERS' (GENERAL) AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 COCA COLA BOTTLERS, AGCO AUST LTD, JAMES HARDIE & CO PTY LTD 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE FRIDAY, 8 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 877 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12966 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms L. Dowden for the Applicant and Mr P. Moss for the Respondents, and by consent, the Commission pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Engine Drivers’ (General) Award be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 19. – Wages:  Delete subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(2) Additions to Weekly Wage Rates 

(a) An Engine Driver, Electric Motor Attendant or Fireperson engaged as hereinafter specified shall have his/her 
wage increase as follows: 

  Per Week 
$ 

(i) Attending to refrigerating and/or air compressor or compressors $24.44 
(ii) Attending to an electric generator or dynamo exceeding 10 kw capacity $24.44 
(iii) Attending to switchboard where the generating capacity is 350 kw or over $7.78 
(iv) An Engine Driver who attends a boiler or boilers $24.44 

(b) Employees employed on boiler cleaning inside the boiler of flues of combustion chamber shall be paid an 
additional rate of $1.20 per hour whilst so engaged. 

(3) Industry Allowance 
(a) In addition to the rates prescribed in this clause an amount of $21.28 per week shall be paid to employees 

engaged under this award in rock quarries, limestone quarries and sand pits to compensate for dust and climatic 
conditions when working in the open and for deficiencies in general amenities and facilitates.  Provided that 
employees in the limestone quarries of Cockburn Cement Ltd shall be paid an amount of $0.52 per hour in lieu 
of the $21.28 referred to in this subclause. 

(b) (i) In addition to the rates prescribed in this clause a driver of an overhead electric crane, mobile crane, 
front end loader or tractor, employed by Cockburn Cement Limited shall, subject to as hereinafter 
provided, be paid an allowance of $0.21 per hour. 
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(ii) The allowance prescribed in this paragraph is to compensate for the extra duties, including servicing 
and re-fuelling of machines, associated with the work practices of Cockburn Cement Limited and shall 
be paid for each hour worked in a quarry, or for each hour worked elsewhere on shifts other than day 
shift Monday to Friday. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12953 
FURNITURE TRADES INDUSTRY AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE FOREST PRODUCTS, FURNISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIAL UNION 

OF WORKERS, W.A. BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 ABC DECOR, AJ BAKERS & SONS PTY LTD, ALLIANZ MFG INDUSTRIES 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE THURSDAY, 7 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 1053 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12953 
 
 
Result Award variation 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D. McLean and with him Mrs B. Ward for the Applicant and Mr P. Moss for the Respondents, and by consent, 
the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Furniture Trades Award No. A6 of 1984 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 8. – Wages:  Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(3) Tool Allowance 

Where the employer does not provide a cabinetmaker with the tools ordinarily required by a cabinetmaker in the 
performance of his or her work of cabinetmaking, the employer shall pay a tool allowance of $12.30 per week. 
The tool allowance for cabinetmaking apprentices shall be subject to the provisions hereof and, where applicable, paid at 
the rate prescribed by subclause (3) of Clause 34. - Apprentices. 

2. Clause 10. – Leading Hands:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
An employee placed in charge of: 
(1) Not less than three and not more than ten other employees shall be paid $22.80 per week extra. 
(2) More than ten and not more than twenty other employees shall be paid $28.00 per week extra. 
(3) More than 20 other employees shall be paid $37.10 per week extra. 
3. Clause 11. – Setter Out:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
A cabinetmaker other than a Leading Hand who sets out from plans prepared for that purpose, detailed work for other 
cabinetmakers shall be paid an extra $3.50 per day. 
4. Clause 15. – Meal Money:  Delete subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(1) An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours Monday to Friday inclusive, shall be supplied with a 

meal by the employer or paid $9.30 for a meal. 
(2) If the amount of overtime required to be worked necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer shall provide 

such meal(s) or pay an amount of $6.30 for each second or subsequent meal. 
5. Clause 19A. – Car Allowance:  Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(3) A year for the purpose of this clause shall commence on the 1st day of July and end on the 30th day of June next 

following. 

Rates of Hire for Use of Employee’s Own Vehicle on Employer’s Business (c/km) 
Area and Details Over Over 1600 cc 
 2600 cc 1600 cc – 3600 cc & Under 
Metropolitan Area 65.5 58.7 50.9 
South West Land Division 67.1 60.2 51.9 
North of 23.5 South Latitude 73.6 66.2 57.7 
Rest of the State 69.2 62.2 54.0 
Motor Cycle (in all areas) 22.6 per kilometre   
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6. Clause 40. – Dirt or Dust Money:  Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(2) Where adequate dust extraction systems are not in use employees engaged in garnetting or fibre teasing or needling or 

filling soft filled mattresses, pillows, etc., shall be paid at the rate of $1.15 per day in addition to the prescribed rate.   
7. Clause 42. – Special Rates and Conditions:   

A. Delete subclause (1)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(1) (a) Employees, other than apprentices, required to perform the duties of a cabinetmaker, a french polisher or a floor 

coverer on "construction work" away from the employer's business premises shall be paid $10.10 per day extra 
whilst so employed. 

B. Delete subclauses (2) - (4) inclusive of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(2) Employees required to perform work in multi-storeyed buildings above the fourth storey during the course of construction 

shall be paid an additional $0.45 per hour whilst so employed.  Provided that such extra rate shall not be payable when 
the exterior walls have been erected and the windows completed and fixed in position, and a lift has been made available 
to carry the employee to and from the floor upon which the employee is required to work. 
For the purposes of this subclause the number of storeys shall be calculated from the street level and includes the ground 
floor. 

(3) Employees using Ramset guns or other explosive tools shall, while using such tools, be paid an additional $0.78 per day. 
(4) An employee required to perform the duties of a computer programmer shall be paid an allowance of $11.60 per day. 
8. Clause 45. – First Aid Equipment:  Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(2) An employee who has been trained to render first aid and who is the current holder of appropriate first aid qualifications 

such as a certificate from the St John Ambulance or a similar body, shall be paid a weekly allowance of $8.60 if they are 
appointed by the employer to perform first aid duty.   

 

2004 WAIRC 12856 
GRAIN HANDLING AND MAINTENANCE WORKERS AWARD NO C477 OF 1979 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 

PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA 
BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 CO-OPERATIVE BULK HANDLING LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 677 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12856 
 
 
Result Award varied 
Representation 
Applicant Mr J Murie on behalf of the CEEEIPPU, and as agent on behalf of the CFMEU, and the AFMEPKIU 
Respondent Ms N Wainwright (as agent) 
 Mr N Hodgson  
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr J Murie as agent on behalf of the Applicant and Ms N Wainwright as agent on behalf of Co-operative Bulk 
Handling Ltd and Mr N Hodgson on behalf of the Transport Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT the Grain Handling and Maintenance Workers Award No C477 of 1979 be varied in accordance with the following 
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 22 
September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 9. – Overtime:  Delete subclause (9) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(9) An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid 

$8.70 for a meal, and, if owing to the amount of overtime worked, a second or subsequent meal is required, the employee 
shall be supplied with each such meal by the employer or be paid $6.90 for each meal so required. 
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2. Clause 13. – Special Rates and Provisions:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(1) (a) An employee engaged on work at a locality where grain is stored, shall be paid an allowance of 71 cents per 
hour.  This allowance is paid in lieu of any special rate or disability payment or for work around or involving 
the use and application of chemicals and insecticides. 

(b) An employee engaged on work at any other locality shall be paid an allowance of 27 cents per hour.  This 
allowance is paid in lieu of any special rate or disability payment. 

B. Delete subclauses (5) and (6) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(5) An employee, holding a Third Year First Aid Medallion of the St. John Ambulance Association, appointed by the 

employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.10 per week in addition to their ordinary rate. 
(6) An electrician - special class, an electrical fitter and/or armature winder or an electrical installer who holds and in the 

course of employment may be required to use a current 'A' Grade or 'B' Grade Licence issued pursuant to the relevant 
regulation in force on the 28th day of February, 1979 under the Electricity Act 1945, shall be paid an allowance of $17.10 
per week.   

3. Clause 14. – Car Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(1) Where an employee is required and authorised to use their own motor vehicle in the course of the employee's duties the 

employee shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided for in Clause 15.4 of the Western Australian Grain 
Industry Award 1999.  Notwithstanding anything contained in this subclause the employer and the employee may make 
any other arrangement as to car allowance not less favourable to the employee. 

4. Clause 17. – Isolation Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(1) In addition to the wages prescribed in Clause 27. - Wages of this Award, employees employed at isolated receival points 

shall be paid an isolation allowance in accordance with Clause 15.5 - Location Allowance of the Western Australia Grain 
Industry Award 1999. 

5. Clause 27. – Wages: 
A. Delete subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

(1) The rate of wages payable weekly to adult employees covered by this Award shall be as follows:- 

Classification Relativity 
% 

Wage  
Rate 

$ 

Arbitrated 
Safety Net 

Adjustment 
$ 

Total Rate 
$ 

Tradesperson Level 4 115.0 524.40 142.00 666.40 
Tradesperson Level 3 110.0 501.60 142.00 643.60 
Tradesperson Level 2 105.0 478.80 142.00 620.80 
Tradesperson Level 1 100.0 456.00 144.00 600.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 4 92.4 421.40 144.00 565.40 
Maintenance Employee Level 3 88.0 401.30 142.00 543.30 
Maintenance Employee Level 2 84.0 383.00 142.00 525.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 1 79.2 361.20 142.00 503.20 
Driver Articulated Vehicle exceeding 20 tonne capacity 98.44 448.90 144.00 592.90 
Driver Motor Vehicle exceeding 7 tonne capacity 94.76 432.10 144.00 576.10 

(b) The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under 
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.   
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received 
by employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is 
contrary to the terms of an industrial agreement.   
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from 
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 

(2) In Charge Allowance 
(a) In addition to the appropriate total rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this Clause an employee shall be paid: 

(i) If placed in charge of one to ten employees  $21.60 
or 

(ii) If placed in charge of not less than 11 and not  
more than 20  other employees   $33.00 
or 

(iii) If appointed by the Company as a Senior  
Tradesperson at a Grain Handling Terminal  $34.00 

(b) For the purpose of calculating authorised paid leave and overtime payments only, any in charge allowance paid 
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the ordinary weekly wage 
prescribed in the award. 

B. Delete subclauses (4) and (5) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(4) Tool Allowance: 

(a) Where the employer does not provide a tradesperson or apprentice with the tools ordinarily required by that 
tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of their work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice the employer 
shall pay a tool allowance of - 
(i) $12.30 per week to such tradesperson; or  
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(ii) In the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.30 being the percentage which appears against the 
year of apprenticeship in subclause (3) of this Clause, 

for the purpose of such tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the 
performance of their work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the 
ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this clause. 

(5) Where two or more mobile cranes or forklifts are engaged on any one lift the driver thereof shall be paid an additional 
amount for the time occupied at the rate of $3.70 per week. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12727 
GOLF LINK AND BOWLING GREEN EMPLOYEES' AWARD, 1993 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL 
UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
ALBANY BOWLING CLUB (INC) AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE THURSDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 1956 OF 2002 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12727 
 
 
Result Award Varied 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D C McLane (as agent) 

Ms B Ward 
Respondents Ms S Thorp (as agent) 

Mr P Seaman (as agent) 
 
 

Order 
Having heard Mr D C McLane, as agent and Ms B Ward on behalf of the Applicant, and Ms S Thorp, as agent on behalf of the 
Respondents who filed warrants and Mr P Seaman, as agent for the Respondents who filed warrants, and by consent, the 
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the Golf Link and Bowling Green Employees’ Award 1993 be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 9 September 
2004. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 2. – Arrangement:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

2. - ARRANGEMENT 
 1. Title 
 2. Arrangement 
 3. Area and Scope 
 4. Term 
 5. Hours 
 6. Meal Period 
 7. Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours 
 8. Overtime 
 9. Contract of Service 
10. Casual Employees 
11. Part-Time Employees 
12. Supported Wage 
13. Junior Employees 
14. Apprentices 
15. Sick Leave 
16. Annual Leave 
17. Public Holidays 
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18. Record 
19. Representative Interviewing Employees 
20. Board of Reference 
21. Long Service Leave 
22. Higher Duties 
23. General Conditions 
24. Motor Vehicle Allowance 
25. Fares and Travelling Time 
26. Payment of Wages 
27. Wages 
28. Location Allowances 
29. Bereavement Leave 
30. Definitions 
31. Superannuation 
32. Roster 
33. Training 
34. Award Modernisation/Enterprise Agreements 
35. Parental Leave 
36. Redundancy 
37. Carer’s Leave 
38. Dispute Settlement Procedure 

Appendix 1 – Make Up of Total Wage 
Schedule A - Parties to the Award 
Schedule B - Respondents 

2. Clause 7. – Additional Rates for Ordinary Hours:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
7. - ADDITIONAL RATES FOR ORDINARY HOURS 

(1) All time worked during the ordinary hours of work on Saturdays and Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of time and a 
half. 

(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause shall not apply to any work performed on a holiday and to which the 
provisions of subclause (2) of Clause 17. – Public Holidays of this award are applicable. 

3. Clause 8. – Overtime:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
8. - OVERTIME 

(1) Overtime shall mean all work performed outside of the rostered ordinary hours of work or outside the daily spread of 
shift. 

(2) All overtime worked between Monday to Friday, both inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first 
two hours and double time thereafter.  All overtime worked on a Saturday or Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double 
time. 

(3) An employee recalled to work overtime after leaving the employer's work establishment shall be paid for at least three 
hours at the appropriate rate, and time reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted as time worked. 

(4) When overtime work is necessary it shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that employees have at least 
eight consecutive hours off duty between successive work periods.  An employee (other than a casual) who works so 
much overtime between the termination of one ordinary hours, work period and the commencement of the next ordinary 
hours work period that the employee has not had at least eight consecutive hours off duty between those times shall, 
subject to this paragraph, be released after completion of such overtime until the employee has had eight consecutive 
hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such absence.  If on the instructions of the 
employer, the employee resumes or continues work without having had such eight consecutive hours off duty the 
employee shall be paid at double rates until the employee is released from duty for such period and the employee shall 
then be entitled to be absent until the employee has eight consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary 
working time occurring during such absence. 

(5) In computing overtime each day shall stand alone but: 
(a) When an employee works overtime which continues beyond midnight on any day, the time worked after 

midnight shall be deemed to be part of the previous day's work for the purpose of this clause; or 
(b) when an employee works overtime continuous with an ordinary hour's work period to which the provisions of 

subclause (1)(d) of Clause 5. - Hours of this award applies, such overtime work shall be paid for at the overtime 
rate appropriate for the day upon which the overtime work is actually performed. 

(6) (a) By agreement between the employer and an employee, time off during ordinary hours shall be granted instead 
of payment of overtime pursuant to the provisions of this clause.  Such time off shall be calculated in 
accordance with subclause (2) of this clause. 

(b) Subject to paragraph (c) of this subclause all time accrued in accordance with paragraph (a) of this subclause 
shall be taken within eight weeks of it being accrued at a time agreed between the employer and the employee 
when the agreement is made. 

(c) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in accordance with paragraph (b) of this subclause it shall, by 
agreement between the employer and the employee, be taken in conjunction with a future period of annual leave 
or the employer shall discharge their obligation to provide time off in lieu by making payment for the accrued 
time off when the employee's wages are paid at the end of the next pay period. 

(d) Upon termination of an employee's service with an employer, the employee shall be paid for all accrued time 
off which remains owing to the employee at the date of termination. 
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(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in this award: 
(a) An employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such employee shall 

work overtime in accordance with such requirements; 
(b) No organisation, party to this award, or employee or employees covered by this award, shall in any way, 

whether directly or indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction upon the working 
of overtime in accordance with the requirements of this clause. 

4. Clause 9. – Contract of Service:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
9. - CONTRACT OF SERVICE 

(1) Termination of Employment 
(a) Full time and Part time employees 

(i) The contract of service shall be terminable in accordance with the following provisions: 
 Probation:  An employee engaged under the terms of this award on probation for an agreed period not 

exceeding three months – by the giving of one day’s notice on either side or the payment or forfeiture, 
as the case may be, of one day’s pay. 

 In the first year of service – by the giving of one week’s notice on either side or the payment or 
forfeiture, as the case may be, of one week’s pay. 

 More than one year but less than three years - by the giving of two weeks notice on either side or the 
payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of two weeks pay. 

 More than three years but not more than five years - by the giving of three weeks notice on either side 
or the payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of three weeks pay. 

 More than five years - by the giving of four weeks notice on either side or the payment or forfeiture, 
as the case may be, of four weeks pay. 

(ii) Employment may be terminated by part of the period notice and part payment in lieu. 
(iii) Employees over 45 years of age with two or more years continuous service at the time of termination 

shall receive an additional week's notice. 
(iv) Payment in lieu of notice shall be calculated using the employee’s normal weekly earnings. 
(v) The period of notice in this clause shall not apply in the case of dismissal for serious misconduct, that 

is, misconduct of a kind such that it would be unreasonable to require the employer to continue the 
employment during the notice period. 

(b) Casual Employees 
The employment of a casual employee may be terminated by the giving or receiving of one hour's notice. 

(2) In the case of subclause (1)(a)  of this clause the notice period shall commence to operate on and from the date it is given 
provided the notice is given prior to the commencement of the ordinary hours work period on that day. 

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an employer may dismiss an employee for serious misconduct, in which 
case, the employee shall be paid all wages due up to the time of dismissal. 

(4) (a) The employer is entitled to deduct payment for any day or part of a day upon which an employee cannot be 
usefully employed because of a strike by the union party of this award, or by any other association or union; 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause also apply where the employee cannot be usefully employed 
through any cause which the employer could not reasonably have prevented, but only if and to the extent that 
the employer and the union so agree, or in the event of disagreement, the Board of Reference so determines; 

(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a breakdown of the employee's machinery the Board of 
Reference, in determining a dispute under paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall have regard for the duration of 
the stoppage and the endeavours made by the employer to repair the breakdown. 

(5) It shall be a term of employment that the employer may direct an employee to carry out such duties as are within the 
limits of the employee’s skill, competence and training. 

5. Clause 10. – Casual Employees:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
10. - CASUAL EMPLOYEES 

(1) (a) A casual employee is an employee informed of their status before engagement and paid as such and shall be 
paid at the rates prescribed herein for the work upon which the employee is engaged, with the addition of 25 
percent; 

(b) Casual employees working on public holidays, as defined in Clause 17. – Public Holidays, shall be paid at 
double time and a half. 

(2) The services of a casual employee may be terminated by one hour's notice, given by either side, on any day. 
(3) Casual employees shall not be engaged for less than two consecutive hours per time. 
(4) A casual employee shall not receive any of the entitlements prescribed in Clauses 15. – Sick Leave, and 16. - Annual 

Leave of this award. 
6. Clause 11. – Part Time Employees:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

11. - PART-TIME EMPLOYEES 
Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this award, employees may be employed on a part-time basis and the following 
conditions shall apply: 
(1) A part-time employee shall mean an employee whom, subject to the provisions of Clause 5. - Hours of this award 

regularly works no less than 20 ordinary hours per fortnight nor less than three hours per work period. 
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(2) Part-time employees shall be entitled to payment for public holidays, as defined in Clause 17. – Public Holidays,  and all 
paid leave under this award on a pro-rata basis in the same proportion as the number of ordinary hours worked per 
fortnight bears to 76 hours. 

(3) A part-time employee may work additional hours to their fortnightly contract of service at ordinary rates, subject only to 
the normal provisions applying to a full-time employee, where the employee has previously indicated a willingness to 
work extra hours or where the extra hours were arranged prior to the completion of the employee's previous contracted 
working day.  Provided that a part-time employee shall not be required to work an extra day/part day over and above their 
fortnightly contract of service. 

7. Clause 12. – Under-Rate Employees:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
12. – SUPPORTED WAGE 

(1)  This clause defines the conditions which will apply to employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for 
a supported wage under the terms of this Award.  In the context of this clause, the following definitions will apply: 
 (a) ‘Supported Wage System’ means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment for people 

who cannot work at full Award wages because of a disability as documented in “[Supported Wages 
System: Guidelines and Assessment Process]”. 

 (b) ‘Accredited Assessor’ means a person accredited by the management unit established by the Commonwealth 
under the Supported Wage System to perform assessments of an individual’s productive capacity within the 
Supported Wage System. 

 (c) ‘Disability Support Pension’ means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security for persons 
with a disability as provided under the Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to time, or any 
successor to that scheme. 

 (d) ‘Assessment instrument’ means the form provided for under the Supported Wage System that records the 
assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage System. 

(2) Eligibility Criteria 
Employees covered by this clause will be those who are unable to perform the range of duties to the competence level 
required within the class of work for which the employee is engaged under this Award, because of the effects of a 
disability on their productive capacity and who meet the impairment criteria for receipt of a Disability Support Pension.  
(The clause does not apply to any existing employee who has a claim against the employer that is subject to the 
provisions of workers’ compensation legislation or any provision of this Award relating to the rehabilitation of employees 
who are injured in the course of their current employment). 
The clause also does not apply to employers in respect of their facility, programme, undertaking, services or the like 
which receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and fulfills the dual role of service provider and sheltered 
employer to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible for a Disability Support Pension, except with 
respect to an organisation which has received recognition under s10 or s12A of the Act, or if a part has received 
recognition, that part. 

(3) Supported Wage Rates 
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed by 
this Award for the class of work which the person is performing according to the following schedule: 

Assessed Capacity (subclause 4) % of Prescribed Award Rate 
10%* 10% 
20% 20% 
30% 30% 
40% 40% 
50% 50% 
60% 60% 
70% 70% 
80% 80% 
90% 90% 

(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall be not less than $60.00 per week). 
*  Where a person’s assessed capacity is 10%, they shall receive a high degree of assistance and support. 

(4) Assessment of Capacity 
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Award rate to be paid to an employee under this Award, the 
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented in 
an assessment instrument by either: 
(a) The employer and the union in consultation with the employee or, if desired by any of these; or 
(b) The employer and an accredited Assessor from a panel agreed by the parties to the Award and the employee. 

(5) Lodgement of Assessment Instrument 
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of this clause, including the appropriate percentage of the 

Award wage to be paid to the employee, shall be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the Western 
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. 

(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed by the parties to the assessment, provided that where a 
union which is party to the Award, is not a party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the Registrar to the 
union by certified mail and shall take effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar within 10 working 
days. 
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(6) Review of Assessment 
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable 
request for such a review.  The process of review shall be in accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under 
the Supported Wage System. 

(7) Other Terms and Conditions of Employment 
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only.  Employees covered by 
the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same terms and conditions of employment as all other employees 
covered by this Award paid on a pro-rata basis. 

(8) Workplace Adjustment 
An employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes 
in the workplace to enhance the employee’s capacity to do the job.  Changes may involve re-design of job duties, working 
time arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other employees in the area. 

(9) Trial Period 
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee’s capacity to be made, an employer may employ a person 

under the provisions of this clause for a trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in some cases 
additional work adjustment time (not exceeding four weeks) may be needed. 

(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a 
continuing employment relationship shall be determined. 

(c)  The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than $60.00 per week; 
or, in the case of paid rates award, the amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be $60.00 
per week or such greater amount as is agreed from time to time between the parties (taking into account the 
Department of Social Security income test free areas for earnings) and inserted into this Award. 

(d) Work trials should include induction or training as appropriate to the job being trialed. 
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish a continuing employment relationship following the 

completion of the trial period, a further contract of employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of 
assessment under subclause (4) of this clause. 

8. Clause 14. – Apprentices:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
14. - APPRENTICES 

(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause the Apprenticeship Regulations, 1972, are incorporated in and form part of this 
award. 

(2) Apprentices may be taken to the Green Keeping Branch of the Horticulture Trade. 
(3) Every Agreement of Apprenticeship shall be for a period of four years unless, with the approval of the Western Australian 

Industrial Relations Commission, that period is reduced or deemed to have commenced prior to the date of the agreement. 
(4) Where classes are provided by the Department of Training in the locality in which the apprentice is employed, the hours 

of attendance at such classes shall be eight hours per week for the first, second and third year of the Apprenticeship. 
(5) Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the fraction being not less than 

one) tradesperson and shall not be taken in excess of that ratio unless: 
(a) The union concerned so agree; or, 
(b) The Commission so determines. 

(6) Apprentices shall be paid in accordance with subclause (2) of Clause 27. - Wages of this award. 
9. Clause 15. – Absence Through Sickness:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

15. - SICK LEAVE 
(1) Subject as hereinafter provided a full-time employee shall be entitled to payment for non-attendance on the ground of 

personal ill health or injury for up to 10 working days or 76 hours, whichever is the lesser, each year accrued on a weekly 
basis.   
Part-time employees who are paid a proportion of a full-time employee’s pay or paid according to the number of hours 
worked shall be entitled to the proportion of the number of hours worked each week that the average number of hours 
worked each week bears to 38, up to 76 hours each year.   
Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of each calendar year or at the time the employee leaves the service of the 
employer in the event of the employee being entitled by service subsequent to the sickness to a greater allowance than 
that made at the time the sickness occurred.   
This clause shall not apply where the employee is entitled to compensation under the Workers' Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Act 1981 (as amended). 

(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year and subject 
to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence by reason of personal ill health or injury exceeds the period 
for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of the absence.  Provided that an employee shall not be 
entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding 10 weeks in any one year of service. 

(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise the 
employer of their inability to attend for work, the nature of their illness or injury and the estimated duration of the 
absence.  Provided that such advice, other than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the employer within two 
hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(4) An employee, who claims to be entitled to paid leave under this clause, is to provide the employer with evidence that 
would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement. 
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(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who suffers 
personal ill health or injury during the time when they are absent on annual leave and an employee may apply 
for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave; 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven days of resuming work and only if the employee was 
confined to their place of residence or a hospital as a result of their personal ill health or injury for a period of 
seven consecutive days or more and the employee produces evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person that 
the employee was so confined. 
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise the 
employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this clause if the employee is unable to attend for work on the 
working day next following their annual leave; 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to which the 
employee was entitled at the time the employee proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made with respect 
to fractions of a day; 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this 
subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the paid sick 
leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer and the 
employee or failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's next period of annual leave or, if termination 
occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 16. - Annual Leave of this award; 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subsequently 
taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in Clause 16. - Annual Leave of this award shall be 
deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced annual leave. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee's service has been deemed 
continuous in accordance with Clause 21 - Long Service Leave of this award, the paid sick leave standing to the credit of 
the employee at the date of transmission from service with the transmitter shall stand to the credit of the employee at the 
commencement of service with the transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause. 

(7) An employee shall not be entitled to receive wages from the employer for any time lost through an illness or injury caused 
by the employee’s own serious and wilful misconduct or gross and wilful neglect. 

(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a casual employee. 
10. Clause 16. – Annual Leave:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

16. - ANNUAL LEAVE 
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four consecutive weeks leave with payment as prescribed in 

paragraph (b) of this clause shall be allowed annually to an employee by their employer for each period of 12 
months continuous service.  Annual leave is accrued pro rata on a weekly basis. 

(b) (i) During a period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 percent calculated on the 
ordinary rate of wage prescribed in Clause 27. - Wages of this award. 

(ii) The annual leave loading provided by this subclause, shall not be payable when annual leave is taken 
in advance of the entitlement prescribed in subclause (1)(a) of this clause.  The loading not paid, for 
the period of leave taken in advance, shall be payable to the employee at the end of the first pay 
period following the employee accruing leave provided in subclause (1)(a) of this clause. 

(iii) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply to proportionate leave on termination. 
(2) If any public holiday, as defined in Clause 17. – Public Holidays,  falls within an employee's period of annual leave and is 

observed on a day which in the case of that employee would have been an ordinary working day, there shall be added to 
that period one 7.6 hour day, being an ordinary working day, for each such holiday observed as aforesaid. 

(3) If, after one week's service, an employee lawfully leaves their employment or their employment is terminated by the 
employer through no fault of the employee, the employee shall be paid 2.923 hours pay at their ordinary rate of wage in 
respect of each completed week of continuous service. 

(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent from work, except time for which the employee is entitled to claim 
public holidays (as defined in Clause 17. – Public Holidays) or paid leave, as prescribed by this award, shall not count for 
the purpose of determining their right to annual leave. 

(5) In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, the employee shall only be 
entitled, subject to subclause (3) of this clause, to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to their length of service 
during that period with such employer and if such leave is not equal to the leave given to the other employees the 
employee shall not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are on leave on full pay. 

(6) (a) An employee whose employment terminates after they have completed a 12 month qualifying period and  has 
not been allowed the leave prescribed under the clause in respect of that qualifying period shall be given 
payment in lieu of that leave, or in a case to which subclause (7) of this clause applies in lieu of so much of that 
leave as has not been allowed unless: 
(i) The employee has been justifiably dismissed for serious misconduct; and 
(ii) The serious misconduct for which the employee has been dismissed occurred prior to the leave 

accrual period. 
(7) With the consent of the employer and the employee annual leave may be taken in more than one period provided that one 

of these periods shall not be less than two weeks. 
(8) By arrangement between the employer and the employee annual leave may be allowed to accumulate from year to year 

but where the leave to which an employee is entitled or any portion thereof is allowed to accumulate to meet the 
convenience of the employee the ordinary wage applicable to the employee at the date at which the employee became 
entitled to the leave unless the employer agrees in writing that the wage be that applicable at the date the leave 
commences. 
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(9) (a) At the request of an employee and with the consent of the employer, annual leave prescribed by this clause may 
be given and taken before the completion of 12 months continuous service as prescribed in this clause. 

(b) If the service of an employee terminates and the employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with this 
subclause and if the period of leave so taken exceeds that which would become due pursuant to subclause (1) of 
this clause.  The employer may deduct this amount from monies due to the employee by reason of the other 
provisions of this award at the time of termination. 

(c) The annual leave loading provided by subclause (1) of this clause, shall not be payable when annual leave is 
taken in advance pursuant to the provisions of this subclause.  The loading not paid, for the period of leave 
taken in advance, shall be payable to the employee at the end of the first pay period following the employee 
completing the qualifying period of continuous service provided in subclause (1) of this clause. 

(10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to casual employees. 
11. Clause 17. – Holidays:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

17. – PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 
(1) (a) Subject to any other provision of this award, the following days or the days observed in lieu shall be observed 

as a holiday without deduction of pay:  New Year's Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter 
Monday, Anzac Day, State Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.  Provided 
that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days named 
in this subclause; 

 (b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) of this subclause falls on an employee's rostered day off the 
holiday shall be observed on the next rostered working day.  In this case the substituted holiday shall be the 
holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday. 

(2) (a) All work done on a holiday shall be paid at the rate of double time and a half, with a minimum payment as for 
four hours work; 

(b) The minimum payment of four hours provided by paragraph (a) of this subclause, shall not apply in the case of 
an employee who, having commenced an ordinary hours work period on the day preceding the holiday, works 
less than four hours on that holiday; 

(c) The employer may discharge the obligation to make payment, in accordance with paragraph (a) of this 
subclause, by paying the employee at the rate of ordinary time for each hour worked and allowing the employee 
to be rostered off duty in ordinary hours without deduction of pay, for a period equal to the number of hours 
worked on the holiday multiplied by time and a half.  Subject to paragraph (d) of this subclause such rostered 
time shall be taken within eight weeks of the date of accrual at a time agreed between the employee and 
employer; 

(d) Where such time off in lieu is not taken in accordance with paragraph (c) of this subclause it shall, by 
agreement between the employer and the employee, be taken in conjunction with a future period of annual leave 
or the employer discharges their obligations to provide time off in lieu by making payment for the accrued time 
off when the employee's wages are paid at the end of the next pay period; 

(e) Upon termination of an employee's service with an employer, the employee shall be paid for all time off which 
remains owing to the employee at the time of termination. 

(3) The provisions of this clause may be altered by agreement in writing between the union and the employer concerned. 
(4) Where: 

(a) A day is proclaimed as a public holiday or as a public half holiday under section 7 of the Public and Bank 
Holidays Act 1972; and 

(b) That proclamation does not apply throughout the State or to the metropolitan area of the State; 
that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case may be, a half holiday for the purpose of this award within the district or 
locality specified in the proclamation. 

(5) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees. 
12. Clause 21. – Long Service Leave:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

21. - LONG SERVICE LEAVE 
Employees covered by this Award shall be entitled to Long Service Leave in accordance with the Long Service Leave General 
Order of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, that is published in Part I (January) of each volume of the 
Western Australian Industrial Gazette. 
13. Clause 22. – Higher Duties:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

22. - HIGHER DUTIES 
An employee who is capable of performing and does perform all duties of a position which carries a higher rate of pay than that 
which the employee usually performs for a period of two hours or more in any one shift shall be entitled to the higher rate whilst so 
engaged. 
14. Clause 23. – General Conditions:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

23. - GENERAL CONDITIONS 
(1) An employee, whilst using fumigants, fertilisers, hormones and/or other chemicals, shall be supplied with suitable 

protective clothing by the employer.  Such clothing shall remain the property of the employer. 
(2) Each employee shall have access to adequate washing and toilet facilities. 
(3) The employer shall provide each employee with one pair of work shoes and/or work boots, suitable for the requirements 

of the job, upon the completion of three months' service.  Such footwear shall be renewed as and when required but no 
employee shall be entitled to more than one pair of work shoes and/or work boots in each year of service.  Such footwear 
shall remain the property of the employer. 
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(4) Each employee, called upon to work in the rain, shall be supplied by the employer with oilskins, gumboots and/or other 
protective clothing.  Such clothing shall remain the property of the employer. 

(5) An adequate first aid kit shall be provided by the employer at a place readily accessible to employees. 
(6) All protective equipment and first aid kits shall be as required under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (as 

amended) and Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (as amended). 
(7) If any disputes arise in respect of any of the provisions in this clause the matter shall be referred to the Board of Reference 

for determination. 
15. Clause 26. – Payment of Wages:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

26. - PAYMENT OF WAGES 
(1) (a) The employer may elect to pay employees in cash, by cheque or by means of a credit transfer to a bank, 

building society or credit union account in the name of the employee.  The day that the credit transfer is credited 
to the employee's account shall be deemed to be the date of payment. 

(b) Payment shall be made within three trading days from the last day of the pay period and if in cash or by cheque 
shall be made during the employee's ordinary working hours. 

(c) No employer shall change its method of payment to employees without first giving them at least four weeks' 
notice of such change. 

(2) (a) The employer shall pay employees weekly or fortnightly in accordance with subclause (1) of this clause. 
(b) The method of introducing a fortnightly pay system shall be by the payment of an additional week's wages in 

the last weekly pay before the change to fortnightly pays to be repaid by equal fortnightly deductions made 
from the next and subsequent pays provided the period for repayment shall not be less than 20 weeks or some 
other method agreed upon by the employer and the employee. 

(3) Employees, who are paid by cash or cheque, whose day off falls on a pay day shall be paid their wages upon request from 
the employee to the employer, prior to the employee taking the day off. 

(4) An employee who lawfully terminates their employment, or is dismissed for reasons other than serious misconduct, shall 
be paid all wages due to the employee by the employer on the day of termination of their employment or as soon as 
practicable after the date of termination of their employment. 

16. Clause 27. – Wages:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
27. - WAGES 

The following shall be the minimum rates of wages payable to employees covered by this award. 

 CLASSIFICATIONS Total Rate 
Per Fortnight 

  $ 
(1) Adult Employees  
 Trainee  934.80 
 Groundsperson Grade 1 938.40 
 Groundsperson Grade 2 945.70 
 Assistant Greenkeeper 992.50 
 Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 1 1,122.40 
 Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 2 1,141.90 

The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under the 
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle. 
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by 
employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to 
the terms of an industrial agreement. 
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise 
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 

(2) Apprentices (Percentage of Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 1) 

 % 
First Year 42 
Second Year 55 
Third Year 75 
Fourth Year 88 

(3) Leading Hands (Greenkeeper Tradesperson) 
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause a Leading Hand shall be paid: 

  Extra Per Fortnight 
$ 

(a) If placed in charge of up to three other employees including at least one other 
Greenkeeper 

 
19.90 

(b) If placed in charge of more than three other  employees including at least one other 
Greenkeeper 

 
43.90 

(4) Minimum Adult Award Wage  
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(a) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Award Wage unless otherwise provided by this 
clause. 

(b) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult employees is $467.40 per week payable on and from 4th 
June 2004. 

(c) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $467.40 per week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net 
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions. 

(d) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casuals, part time employees or pieceworkers or 
employees who are remunerated wholly on the basis of payment by result shall not be paid less than pro rata the 
Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the hours worked. 

(e) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates 
provision in this award  to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $467.40 per week. 

(f) (i) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships 
or Jobskill placements or employed under the Commonwealth Government Supported Wage System 
or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate. 

(ii) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or 
otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage. 

(g) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage shall - 
(i) Apply to all work in ordinary hours. 
(ii) Apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during any 

period of paid leave and for all purposes of this award. 
(h) Minimum Adult Award Wage 

The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the 2004 
State Wage Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the minimum adult award wage will be 
offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of 
employment are regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above 
award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations 
to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements.  Absorption which is contrary to the terms 
of an agreement is not required.  Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current 
Statement of Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the 
minimum adult award wage. 

(i) Adult Apprentices 
(i) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an apprentice, 21 years of age or over, shall not be paid 

less than $406.70 per week. 
(ii) The rate paid in paragraph (i) above is payable on superannuation and during any period of paid leave 

prescribed by this Award. 
(iii) Where in this award an additional rate is expressed as a percentage, fraction, multiple of the ordinary 

rate of pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this award for the actual year of 
apprenticeship. 

(iv) Nothing in this subclause shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by this award for an adult 
apprentice in force immediately prior to 5 June 2003. 

17. Clause 29. – Bereavement Leave:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
29. - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 

(1) An employee on the death of: 
(a) Partner or de facto partner 
(b) Child or step child  
(c) Parent or step parent  
(d) Sibling or step sibling  
(e) Grandparent or step grandparent 
(f) Any person, who immediately before that person's death, lived with the employee as a member of the 

employee's family 
is entitled to paid bereavement leave of up to the number of hours worked by the employee in two ordinary working days, 
which do not have to be consecutive. 

(2) Evident of entitlement to bereavement leave that would satisfy a reasonable person is to be furnished to the employer. 
(3) Bereavement leave is not to be taken during any other type of leave. 
18. Clause 30. – Definitions:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

30. - DEFINITIONS 
"Trainee" shall mean an employee who has had no previous experience in the industry and is appointed as such for a maximum 
period of three months.  Following the satisfactory completion of three months service, or lesser period as agreed, the employee 
shall be paid in accordance with the wage rate specified for a Groundsperson Grade 1. 
"Groundsperson Grade 1" shall mean an employee able to perform all labouring and gardening duties required and in addition is 
able to operate plant and equipment excluding green cutting equipment. 
"Groundsperson Grade 2" shall mean an employee with at least 12 months experience in the industry and is able to perform all 
labouring, gardening and plant duties.  In addition the employee may have some basic servicing knowledge of plant and is able to 
assist the Greenkeeper in their duties. 
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"Assistant Greenkeeper" shall mean an employee who has had three years experience in the industry and is an understudy to the 
Greenkeeper and is capable of performing all tasks required of them by the Greenkeeper including the operation of all plant and 
equipment.  In addition the employee will possess a sound knowledge of the use of chemicals. 
"Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 1" shall mean an employee who has successfully completed a recognised Apprenticeship in the 
Turf Management branch of the Horticultural Trade, and who produces proof satisfactory to the employer of such qualification or 
who has by other means achieved a standard of knowledge equivalent thereto and is appointed, in writing, as such by the employer. 
"Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 2" shall mean an employee who has successfully completed a recognised Apprenticeship in the 
Turf Management branch of the Horticultural Trade, and who produces proof satisfactory to the employer of such qualification and 
who has had at least three years post-apprenticeship experience and demonstrated higher skills in turf management relevant to the 
employer's business. 
"Spread of Shift" shall mean the time that elapses from the employee's actual starting time to the employee's actual finishing time 
on each work period. 
"Non-working Day" shall mean any day upon which an employee, pursuant to the terms of the contract of employment, is not 
available to the employer for the purposes of rostering the ordinary hours of work. 
"Rostered Day Off" shall mean any day (other than a "Non- Working Day" as defined) upon which an employee is not rostered to 
work any ordinary hours of work; provided that an employee's rostered day off shall be a period of 24 hours commencing from the 
completion of an ordinary hours work period. 
19. Clause 31 – Superannuation:  Delete this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

31. - SUPERANNUATION 
The subject of superannuation is dealt with extensively by legislation including the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 
1992, the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act 1992, the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 and the Superannuation 
(Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (collectively the superannuation legislation).  This legislation, as varied from time to time, 
governs the superannuation rights and obligations of the parties. 
(1)  Definitions 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a)  “Fund” means a complying superannuation fund as that term is used in the superannuation legislation. 
(b)  “Ordinary time earnings” means the actual ordinary rate of pay the employee receives for ordinary hours of 

work including tool allowance, industry allowance, trade allowance, shift loading, special rates, qualification 
allowances (e.g. first aid, laser safety officer), multi-storey allowance, district/location allowance, piecework 
rates, underground allowance, award site allowances, asbestos eradication allowance, leading hand allowances, 
in charge of plant allowance and supervisory allowances where applicable.  The term includes any regular over-
award pay as well as casual rates received for ordinary hours of work.  All other allowances and payments are 
excluded. 

(2)  Employer contributions  
An employer must, in accordance with the governing rules of the relevant Fund, make such superannuation contributions 
for the benefit of an employee as will avoid the employer being required to pay superannuation guarantee charge under 
the superannuation legislation with respect to that employee.  For the purposes of the superannuation legislation, an 
employee's ordinary time earnings are intended to provide that employee's notional earnings base.  Employer 
contributions must be paid monthly, with the first payment being made at the end of the first month following 
engagement.  Contributions must be equal to that required under the superannuation legislation. 

(3)  Voluntary employee contributions 
(a)  Subject to the governing rules of the relevant Fund, an employee who wishes to make contributions to the Fund 

may either forward their own contribution directly to the Fund administrators or authorise the employer to pay 
into the Fund from the employee’s wages, amounts specified by the employee. 

(b) Employee contributions to the Fund deducted by the employer at the employee’s request shall be held on the 
employee’s behalf and subject to individual agreement shall meet the following conditions: 
(i) The amount of contributions shall be expressed in whole dollars. 
(ii)  An employee shall have the right to adjust the level of contribution made on their own behalf from the 

first of the month following the giving of three months’ written notice to the employer. 
(iii)  Contributions deducted under this clause shall be forwarded to the Fund at the same time as 

contributions under subclause (2). 
(4)  Superannuation Fund 

(a)  An employer must, in accordance with the governing rules of the relevant Fund, make superannuation 
contributions to a Fund.   
(i) The employee may nominate a complying superannuation fund or scheme; or   
(ii)  Nominate one of the recommended Industry Funds, i.e. C+BUS, the AWU Guardian or the 

Westscheme Superannuation Scheme;  
(iii) Furthermore, the company shall notify the employee that they can choose any superannuation fund or 

scheme and that their choice does not need to be approved by the company. 
The company and the employee are bound by the employee’s choice of fund unless there is agreement 
between them to change the fund.  The company shall not unreasonably refuse to a change of fund 
requested by the employee.  
If the employee is a member of a union bound by this award, the employee may be represented by 
that union in meeting and conferring with the employer about the matter and the employer must give 
the union a reasonable opportunity to meet and confer about the matter. 
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Note:  the consent of the union is not required to any agreement between the employer and the 
employee. 
The agreement must be recorded in the time and wages records kept by the employer in accordance 
with Clause 18. – Record of this award. 
If a dispute or difficulty arises over the implementation or continued operation of this provision, it 
must be handled in accordance with the dispute resolution procedure in Clause 39. – Dispute 
Settlement Procedure. 

(b) An employer is not required to contribute to more than one Fund in respect of an employee employed under this 
award. 

20. Insert a new Clause 35 – Parental Leave as follows: 
35. – PARENTAL LEAVE 

(1) Basic Entitlements  
(a) An employee, other than a casual employee, and their partner are entitled to unpaid parental leave totalling 52 

weeks in respect of: 
(i) The birth of a child; or 
(ii) The placement  of a child with the view to the adoption of the child by the employee. 

(b) To obtain parental leave, an employee must satisfy the following basic requirements:  
(i) The employee has, before the expected date of birth or placement, completed at least 12 months 

continuous service with the employer;    
(ii) The employee has given the employer at least ten weeks written notice of their intention to take the 

leave, unless due to circumstances it is impractical or unreasonable to do so;    
(iii) Complied with paragraph (c) of this subclause.  

(c) Except for a period of one week at the time of the birth or placement, an employee and their partner must take 
parental leave at different times.  

(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any period of parental leave taken by the employee’s partner in 
relation to the same child, except for the period of one week’s leave referred to in paragraph (c) of this 
subclause. 

(e) An employee may take other leave (for example, annual leave) in conjunction with parental leave, but this will 
reduce the amount of parental leave they may take in accordance with subclause (6) of this clause.  

(f) An employee who takes parental leave is, in most circumstances, entitled to return to the position which they 
held before the leave was taken.  

(g) The absence of an employee on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall 
not be taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose in terms of this award. 

(2) Definitions  
''Adoption'' in relation to a child, is a reference to a child who: 
(a) Is not the natural child or the step-child of the employee or the employee’s partner; 
(b) Is less than 5 years of age; 
(c) Has not lived continuously with the employee for six months or longer. 
''Employee''   includes a part-time employee, but not a casual or seasonal employee;  
''Continuous service'' means service (otherwise than as a casual or seasonal employee) under an unbroken contract of 
employment, and includes a period of leave, or a period of absence, authorised:  
(a) By the employer; or    
(b) By an award or order of a court or tribunal or a workplace agreement certified by such a body; or    
(c) By a contract of employment.   
''Expected date of birth'' means the day certified by a medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical 
practitioner expects the employee or the employee’s partner, as the case may be, to give birth to a child. 
''Medical certificate'' means a certificate signed by a registered medical practitioner. 
''Placement''  means the placement, by an adoption agency, of a child with an employee for adoption. 
''Partner''  means a spouse or de facto partner 

(3) Notice Requirements 
The written notice required in placitum (ii) of paragraph (b) of subclause (1) shall include: 
(a) A specification of the first and last days of the period of leave, provided that a female employee who has given 

notice of her intention to take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to start the leave six weeks before the 
expected date of birth unless in respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth a medical practitioner 
has certified that the employee is fit to work;  

(b) In the case where parental leave is taken for the birth of a child, the employee must give to the employer: 
(i) A medical certificate that states that the employee or the employee’s partner is pregnant and specifies 

the estimated date of birth; 
(ii) A statutory declaration that: 

(aa) Supports the particulars notified; 
(bb) The employee will be the child's primary care-giver throughout the period of parental leave; 

and   
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(cc) That the employee will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with their contract of 
employment while on parental leave 

(c) In the case where parental leave is taken for the adoption of a child, the employee must give to the employer:  
(i) A statement from the adoption agency of the proposed date of placement of the child; and    
(ii) A statutory declaration that: 
(aa) The child will be at the proposed date of the placement, or was, at the date of the placement, as the 

case requires, under the age of 5 years; and   
(bb) Is not a child or step-child of the employee or the employee's partner; and   
(cc) Will not have, at the proposed date of the placement, or had not, at the date of the 

placement, as the case requires, previously lived with the employee for a continuous period 
of 6 months or more. 

(dd) The employee will be the child's primary care-giver throughout the period of parental leave.  
(ee) Will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with the employee's contract of employment 

while on adoption leave.   
(d) An employee who has given notice of their intention to take parental leave is to notify the employer, in the form 

of a statutory declaration, of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be taken by the employee’s 
partner in relation to the same child. 

(e) An employee who is taking parental leave is to notify the employer of any change to the date on which the 
employee wishes to start or finish the leave. 

(f) The starting and finishing dates of a period of parental leave is, subject to this subclause, to be agreed between 
the employer and employee. 

(4) Transfer to Safe Job 
(a) Where, in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or 

hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at 
her present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate 
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of the parental leave.  

(b) Where the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner. Such leave 
shall be treated as parental leave for purposes of this section. 

(5) Variation to Period of Parental Leave 
(a) Provided the maximum period of parental leave does not exceed the period to which the employee is entitled 

under subclause (7) hereof: 
(i) The period of parental leave may be lengthened once only by the employee giving not less than 14 

days notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is to be lengthened; 
(ii) The period may be further lengthened by agreement between the employee and the employer. 

(b) The period of maternity leave may, with the consent of the employer, be shortened by the employee giving not 
less than 14 days notice in writing stating the period by which the leave is to be shortened. 

(6) Special Parental Leave 
(a) Where an employee is not yet on parental leave and her pregnancy terminates after 28 weeks other than by the 

birth of a living child, the employee shall be entitled to: 
(i) Such period of unpaid leave as a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her 

return to work; and/or  
(ii) For illness other than the normal consequences of confinement, paid sick leave to which she is 

entitled and which a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary for her return to work. 
(b) The aggregate of parental leave, special parental leave and sick leave shall not exceed the period of leave 

granted under subclause (7) of this clause. 
(7) Period of Entitlement 

An employee who qualifies for parental leave under this subclause, is entitled to a period of 52 weeks unpaid leave, less 
the total of:  
(a) Each period of unpaid leave, or paid sick leave, other than parental leave, that the employer has already granted 

to the employee in respect of the same pregnancy; and    
(b) Each period of annual leave, or long service leave, that the employee has applied for instead of, or in 

conjunction with, parental leave in respect of the pregnancy; and    
(c) Each period of special parental leave; and 
(d) Each period of parental leave taken by the employee’s partner and specified in paragraph (d) of subclause (3) of 

this clause.  
 (8) Effect on Parental Leave of Failure to Complete 12 months Continuous Service  

If parental leave has been granted on the basis that it is reasonable to expect that the employee will complete a period of 
at least 12 months continuous service with the employer on a particular day, the employer may cancel the leave if the 
employee does not complete such a period on that day.  

(9) Effect on Parental Leave in Certain Circumstances 
 (a) This subclause applies if an employer has granted parental leave to an employee and:  

(i)   The pregnancy terminates otherwise than by the birth of a living child; or    
(ii)   The employee gives birth to a living child but the child later dies; or 
(iii) The adoption of a child does not take place; or 
(iv) The adoption of a child takes place but does not continue. 
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 (b) The employer may cancel the parental leave at any time before it begins.  
 (c) If the parental leave has begun, the employee may notify the employer in writing that they wish to return to 

work.  
 (d) If they do so, the employer must notify them in writing of the day on which they are to return to work. That day 

must be within four weeks after the employer received the notice under subclause (3) of this clause. 
 (e) If the parental leave has begun, the employer may notify the employee in writing that they must return to work 

on a specified day that is not less than four weeks after the notice is given.  
 (f) If the employee returns to work, the employer must cancel the rest of the parental leave.  

(10) Effect on Parental Leave if Employee Ceases to be Primary Caretaker of Child 
(a) This subclause applies if: 

(i) For a substantial period beginning on or after the beginning of an employee's parental leave, the 
employee is not the child's primary care-giver; and    

(ii) Having regard to the length of that period and to any other relevant circumstances, it is reasonable to 
expect that the employee will not again become the child's primary care-giver within a reasonable 
period.  

(b) The employer may notify the employee in writing that they must return to work on a specified day that is not 
less than four weeks after the notice is given.  

(c) If the employee returns to work, the employer must cancel the rest of the leave. 
(11) Return to Work  After Parental Leave 

(a) This subclause applies when an employee returns to work after a period of parental leave.  
(b) The employer must employ the employee in the position they held immediately before starting parental leave, 

provided that in the case of a female employee: 
(i) If she was transferred to a safe job because of her pregnancy, the position shall be the one 

immediately before the transfer; or    
(ii) If she began working part-time because of the pregnancy, the position shall be the one immediately 

before she so began. 
(c) If that position no longer exists but there are other positions available which the employee is qualified for and is 

capable of performing, the employee shall be entitled to a position as nearly comparable in status and pay to 
that of their former position. 

(12) Replacement Employee 
An employer must not employ a person:  
(a) To replace an employee while they are on parental leave; or    
(b) To replace an employee who, while another employee is on parental leave, is to perform the duties of the 

position held by the other employee;    
Unless the employer has informed the person:    
(c) That their employment is only temporary; and    
(d) About the rights of the employee who is on parental leave.   

(13) Termination of Employment 
(a) An employee on parental leave may terminate their employment at any time during the period of leave by 

notice given in accordance with this award. 
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the grounds of her pregnancy or of their 

absence on parental leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to termination of employment are 
not hereby affected. 

21. Insert a new Clause 36 – Redundancy as follows: 
36. - REDUNDANCY 

(1) Discussions Before Terminations 
(a) Where an employer has made a definite decision that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has 

been doing done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour and that 
decision may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall hold discussions with the employees 
directly affected and with the union. 

(b) The discussions shall take place as soon as is practicable after the employer has made a definite decision that 
would invoke the provisions of subclause (1) paragraph (a) hereof and shall cover, among other things, any 
reasons for the proposed terminations, measures to avoid or minimise the terminations and measures to mitigate 
any adverse affect of any terminations on the employees concerned. 

(c) For the purpose of the discussion the employer shall, as soon as practicable, provide in writing to the employees 
concerned and the union, all relevant information about the proposed terminations including the reasons for the 
proposed terminations, the number and categories of employees likely to be affected and the number of 
employees normally employed and the period over which the terminations are likely to be carried out.  Provided 
that any employer shall not be required to disclose confidential information the disclosure of which would be 
unfavourable to the employer’s interests. 

(2) Transfer to Lower Paid Duties  
Where an employee is transferred to lower paid duties for reasons set out in subclause (1) hereof, the employee shall be 
entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as the employee would have been entitled to if their employment had been 
terminated, and the employer may at the employer’s option, make payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the 
difference between the former ordinary time rate of pay and the new lower ordinary time rates for the number of weeks of 
notice still owing. 
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(3) Severance Pay 
In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary termination in Clause 9. - Contract of Service, subclause (1) 
paragraph (a), and subject to further order of the Commission, an employee whose employment is terminated for reasons 
set out in subclause (1) paragraph (a) hereof, shall be entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect of a 
continuous period of service. 
Period of Continuous Service Severance Pay 
1 year or less Nil 
1 year and up to the completion of 2 years 4 weeks 
2 year and up to the completion of 3 years 6 weeks 
3 year and up to the completion of 4 years 7 weeks 
4 years and over 8 weeks 
“Week’s Pay” means the ordinary time rate of pay for the employee concerned.  Provided that the severance payments 
shall not exceed the amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to 
the employee’s normal retirement date. 

(4) Employee Leaving During Notice 
An employee whose employment is terminated for reasons set out in subclause (1) paragraph (a) hereof, may terminate 
their employment during the period of notice and, if so, shall be entitled to the same benefits and payments under this 
clause had the employee remained with the employer until the expiry of such notice. 
Provided that in such circumstances the employee shall not be entitled to payment in lieu of notice. 

(5) Alternative Employment 
 An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make application to the Commission to have the general severance 

pay prescription varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for an employee. 
(6) Time Off During Notice Period 

(a) During the period of notice of termination given by the employer an employee shall be allowed up to one day’s 
time off without loss of pay during each week of notice for the purpose of seeking other employment. 

(b) If the employee has been allowed paid leave for more than one day during the notice period for the purpose of 
seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of the employer, be required to produce proof of 
attendance at an interview or the employee shall not receive payment for the time absent.  For this purpose a 
statutory declaration will be sufficient. 

(7) Notice to Centrelink 
Where a decision has been made to terminate employees in the circumstances outlined in subclause (1) paragraph (a) 
hereof, the employer shall notify Centrelink thereof as soon as possible giving relevant information including the number 
and categories of the employees likely to be affected and the period over which the terminations are intended to be carried 
out. 

(8) Superannuation Benefit 
Subject to an order of the Commission, where an employee who is terminated receives a benefit from a superannuation 
scheme, the employee shall only receive under subclause (3) hereof, the difference between the severance pay specified in 
that subclause and the amount of the superannuation benefit the employee receives, that is attributable to employer 
contributions only. 
If the superannuation benefit is equal to, or greater than the amount due under subclause (3) hereof, then the employee 
shall receive no payment under that subclause. 
“Superannuation Scheme” in this subclause, shall mean a scheme other than one implemented solely for purposes of 
compliance with Clause 31. - Superannuation of this Award, or an Order of the Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission. 

(9) Transmission of Business 
(a) Where, before or after the date of this award, a business is transmitted from an employer (in this subclause 

called “the transmittor”) to another employer (in this subclause called “(the transmittee”), an employee who at 
the time of such transmission was an employee of the transmittor in that business becomes an employee of the 
transmittee: 
(i) The continuity of the employment of the employee shall be deemed not to have been broken by reason 

of such transmission; and 
(ii) The period of employment which the employee has had with the transmittor or any prior transmittor 

shall be deemed to be service of the employee with the transmittee. 
(b) In this subclause “business” includes trade, process, business or occupation and includes part of any such 

business and “transmission” includes transfer, conveyance, assignment or succession whether by agreement or 
by operation of law and “transmitted” has a corresponding meaning. 

(10) Employees With Less Than One Year’s Service 
This clause shall not apply to employees with less than one year’s continuous service and the general obligation on 
employers should be no more than to give relevant employees an indication of the impending redundancy at the first 
reasonable opportunity, and to take such steps as may be reasonable to facilitate the obtaining by the employees of 
suitable alterative employment. 

(11) Employees Exempted 
This clause shall not apply where employment is terminated as a consequence of serious misconduct justifying instant 
dismissal, or in the case of casual employees, apprentices, or employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a 
specified task or tasks. 
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(12) Employers Exempted 
Subject to an order of the Commission, in a particular redundancy case, this clause shall not apply to employers who 
employ less than 15 employees. 

(13) Incapacity to Pay 
An employer, in a particular redundancy case, may make application to the Commission to have the general severance 
pay prescription varied on the basis of the employer’s incapacity to pay. 

22. Insert a new Clause 37. – Carer’s Leave as follows: 
37. – CARER’S LEAVE 

(1) Use of Sick Leave 
(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their family or members of their household 

who need their care and support shall be entitled to use, in accordance with this subclause, any sick leave 
entitlement for absences to be the primary care giver of a member of the their family or household who is ill or 
injured and in need of immediate care and attention.  Such leave shall not exceed five (5) days in any calendar 
year and is not cumulative. 

(b) The employee shall, if required, provide a written statement as to the fact of illness of the person for whom the 
care and support is required. 

(c) The entitlement to use sick leave is subject to: 
(i) The employee being responsible for the care of the person concerned; and 
(ii) The person concerned being either a member of the employee’s immediate family or a member of the 

employee’s household. 
(iii) The term “immediate family” includes: 

(aa)   A partner (including a former partner), of the employee; and 
(bb) A child or an adult child (including an adopted child, a step child or an ex nuptial child), 

parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the employee. 
(d) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take 

leave, the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the employee, the reasons for taking such 
leave and the estimated length of absence.  If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of 
absence, the employee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity on the day 
of absence. 

(2) Use of Unpaid Leave 
An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a 
family member who is ill or injured. 

23. Insert a new Clause 38. – Dispute Settlement Procedure as follows: 
38. – DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE 

In the event of a problem, grievance, question, dispute, claim or difficulty that affects one ore more employees, or arises from the 
employees work or contract of employment, the following procedure shall apply: 
(1) At first instance the matter shall be raised at site level with the foreperson/supervisor/manager as appropriate. 
(2) In the event that the matter is unresolved it shall be raised at the Company level by the employee, shop steward or Union 

Official involved. 
(3) If the matter is still not resolved it may be referred to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for 

determination, and if necessary arbitration. 
(4) The parties will attempt to resolve the matter prior to either party referring the matter to the Western Australian Industrial 

Relations Commission. 
27. Insert a new Appendix 1 – Make Up of Total Wage as follows: 

APPENDIX I – MAKE UP OF TOTAL WAGE 
This appendix is provided purely for historical reference purposes – refer to Clause 27. – Wages for current wages.   

  
CLASSIFICATIONS 

Base  
Rate 

Arbitrated Safety Net 
Adjustment 

Total  
Rate 

  Per Fortnight 
  $ $ $ 
(1) Adult Employees    
 Trainee  650.80 284.00 934.80 
 Groundsperson Grade 1 654.40 284.00 938.40 
 Groundsperson Grade 2 661.70 284.00 945.70 
 Assistant Greenkeeper 708.50 284.00 992.50 
 Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 1 834.40 288.00 1,122.40 
 Greenkeeper Tradesperson Grade 2 853.90 288.00 1,141.90 

28. Schedule A – Respondents:  Delete this Schedule 
29. Schedule B - Parties to the Award:  Delete this Schedule 
30. Appendix - Resolution of Disputes Requirements:  Delete this Appendix 
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31. Appendix – S.49B - Inspection of Records Requirements:  Delete this Appendix. 
32. Insert a new Schedule A – Parties to the Award as follows: 

SCHEDULE A – PARTIES TO THE AWARD 
UNIONS 
The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch,  
Industrial Union of Workers 
Cnr Moore & Lord Streets 
EAST PERTH  WA  6004 
33. Insert a new Schedule B - Respondents to the Award as follows: 

SCHEDULE B - RESPONDENTS 

Albany Bowling Club (Inc) 
Barrett Street, 
ALBANY    WA     6330 
Armadale District Bowling Club (Inc) 
Millman Way, 
ARMADALE    WA    6112 
Bayswater Bowling & Recreation Club (Inc) 
58 Murray Street,  
BAYSWATER      WA     6053 
Bedford Bowling Club (Inc) 
1456 Grand Promenade,  
BEDFORD      WA     6052 
Carnarvon Bowling Club (Inc) 
12 Rushton Street,  
CARNARVON     WA     6701 
Collie Bowling Club (Inc) 
Medic Street,  
COLLIE    WA     6225 
Cottesloe Golf Club (Inc) 
173 Alfred Road,  
SWANBORNE     WA    6010 
Dalkeith-Nedlands Bowling Club (Inc) 
Jutland Road,  
DALKEITH    WA     6009 
Donnybrook Golf Club (Inc) 
Southwest Highway,  
DONNYBROOK      WA      6239 
East Fremantle Bowling Club (Inc) 
Fletcher Street,  
EAST FREMANTLE      WA     6158 
Floreat Park Bowling Club (Inc) 
Howtree Place,  
FLOREAT PARK     WA    6014 
Geraldton Bowling Club (Inc) 
Onslow Street,  
GERALDTON     WA    6530 
Harvey Golf Club (Inc) 
Myalup Road,  
HARVEY      WA    6220 
Hollywood/Subiaco Bowling Club (Inc) 
Smythe Road,  
NEDLANDS     WA     6009 
Kalgoorlie Bowling Club (Inc) 
Maritana Street,  
KALGOORLIE     WA    6430 
Kwinana Bowling Club (Inc) 
Brownell Crescent,  
MEDINA     WA     6167 
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Kwinana Golf Club (Inc) 
Summerton Road,  
CALISTA     WA    6167 
Leederville Sporting Club (Inc) 
Cambridge Street,  
WEST LEEDERVILLE     WA    6007 
Manning Memorial Bowling Club (Inc) 
Challenger Avenue,  
MANNING     WA     6152 
Mt Barker Golf Club (Inc) 
Albany Highway, 
MT. BARKER    WA    6324 
Mt Lawley Bowling Club (Inc) 
Cnr. Storthers & Rookwood Sts,  
MT. LAWLEY     WA     6050 
Mt Lawley Golf Club (Inc) 
Walter Road,  
INGLEWOOD    WA     6052 
Nedlands Golf Club (Inc) 
Melvista Avenue,  
NEDLANDS   WA      6009 
Nollamara Sports and Recreation Club (Inc) 
Lemana Road,  
NOLLAMARA    WA  6061 
Northam Bowling Club (Inc) 
Robinson Street,  
NORTHAM       WA     6401 
Osborne Park Bowling Club (Inc) 
Park Street,  
TUART HILL      WA     6060 
Pinjarra Golf Club (Inc) 
Pinjarra Road,  
PINJARRA     WA      6208 
Riverton Rossmoyne Bowling &  
Recreation Club (Inc),  
Tuscan Street,  
ROSSMOYNE    WA     6148 
Rockingham Golf Club (Inc) 
Elanora Drive,  
ROCKINGHAM     WA     6168 
Royal Australian Air Force  
Association Bowling Club,  
250 Baltimore Parade,  
MERRIWA       WA     6030 
Royal Perth Golf Club (Inc) 
Labouchere Street,  
SOUTH PERTH     WA     6151 
Royal Fremantle Golf Club (Inc) 
359 High Street, 
FREMANTLE    WA     6160 
Safety Bay Bowling & recreation Club (Inc) 
130 Gloucester Crescent,  
SAFETY BAY    WA    6169 
Sea View Golf Club (Inc) 
Jarrad Street,  
COTTLESLOE    WA     6011 
South Perth Bowling Club (Inc) 
Mends Street,  
SOUTH PERTH     WA    6151 
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Victoria Park Bowling Club (Inc) 
18 Kent Street,  
VICTORIA PARK    WA    6100 
Willetton Sports Club Inc 
Burrendah Blvd 
WILLETTON     WA    6155 
Yokine Districts Bowling Club (Inc) 
Wordsworth Avenue,  
YOKINE    WA    6060 
York Golf Club (Inc) 
Great Southern Highway,  
YORK     WA      6302 

 

2004 WAIRC 12726 
HORTICULTURAL (NURSERY) INDUSTRY AWARD No. 30 of 1980 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL 
UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 ADVANCED NURSERY & OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE THURSDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 1820 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12726 
 
 
Result Award variation to wages and allowances made 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D C McLane (as agent) 

Ms B Ward 
Respondents Mr P Moss (as agent) 
 
 

Order 
Having heard Mr D C McLane, as agent, and Ms B Ward on behalf of the Applicant and Mr P Moss, as agent, on behalf of the 
Respondents, who filed warrants, and by consent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the Horticultural (Nursery) Industry Award No 30 of 1980 be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 9 September 
2004. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 4. – Term:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

4. - TERM 
This Award shall now operate until 30thSeptember 2004. 

2. Clause 5. – Wages:  Delete subclauses (1), (2), (3) and (4) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(1) Adult Employees 

The rates in Column A are effective on date of registration, Column B effective from six months thereafter, Column C 
effective from an additional 6 months, any safety net adjustments during this time to be incorporated into the rates. 
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 Column A Column B Column C 

 Total Rate 
Per Week 

$ 

Total Rate 
Per Week 

$ 

Total Rate 
Per Week 

$ 

Trainee (90% of Horticultural Employee Grade 1 rate) 429.66 432.11 432.11 
Horticultural Employee Grade 1 477.40 480.12 480.12 
Horticultural Employee Grade 2 484.10 488.07 488.07 
Horticultural Employee Grade 3 489.70 500.70 504.83 
Horticultural Tradesperson Grade 1 540.30 551.30 561.20 
Horticultural Tradesperson Grade 2 559.00 570.00 581.29 
Horticultural Tradesperson Advanced 579.60 590.60 601.28 

The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under the 
Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle. 
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by 
employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to 
the terms of an industrial agreement. 
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise 
agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 

(2) Junior Employees 
Junior employees shall be entitled to the following percentage of the Horticultural Employee Grade 1 rate: 
 % 
Under 16 years of age 40 
16 years of age 50 
17 years of age 60 
18 years of age 70 
19 years of age 80 
20 years of age 90 

(3) Leading Hands 
In addition to the appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause, a Leading Hand shall be paid: 
  $ 
(a) In charge of not less than three employees and not more than 10 other employees 21.50 
(b) In charge of more than 10 and not more than 20 other employees 33.10 
(c) In charge of more than 20 other employees 41.40 

(4) Apprentices 
Apprentices shall be paid the following percentage of the Horticultural Tradesperson Grade 1 rate: (Rates for adult 
apprentices cannot be less than the rates set out in subclause (5) Minimum Adult Award Wage paragraph (9) of this 
Clause). 
Four Year Term % 
  
First year 42 
Second year 55 
Third year 75 
Fourth year 88 

3. Clause 11. – Meal Period:  Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(3) (a) An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours without being notified on the previous day or 

earlier that they will be so required to work shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $8.05 for a 
meal. 

(b) If the amount of overtime required to be worked necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer, unless 
the employer has notified the employee concerned on the previous day or earlier that such second or subsequent 
meals will also be required, shall provide such meals or pay an amount of $5.55 for each such second or 
subsequent meal. 

(c) No such payments need be made to employees living in the same locality as their place of employment who can 
reasonably return home for such meals. 

4. Appendix 1 – Make Up of Total Wage:  Delete subclause (1) of this Appendix and insert in lieu thereof the 
following: 

(1) Adult Employees 
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Base Rate 
$ 

Arbitrated Safety 
Net Adjustments 

$ 

 
Total Rate  

$ 
Trainee  
(90% of Horticultural Employee Grade 1 rate) 

304.31 127.80 432.11 

Horticultural Employee Grade 1 338.12 142.00 480.12 
Horticultural Employee Grade 2 346.07 142.00 488.07 
Horticultural Employee Grade 3 362.83 142.00 504.83 
Horticultural Tradesperson Grade 1 417.20 144.00 561.20 
Horticultural Tradesperson Grade 2 437.29 144.00 581.29 
Horticultural Tradesperson Advanced 457.28 144.00 601.28 

 

2004 WAIRC 12795 
METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 

PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING & 
ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH AND ANOTHER 

APPLICANTS 
 -v- 
 ANODISERS W.A. AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 901 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12795 
 
 
Result Vary award 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard from Mr L. Edmonds (of Counsel) for The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union of Workers, WA Branch and Mr J. Fiala for the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, 
Postal, Plumbing, and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch and Mr M. Borlase for 
Anodisers and Others, and by consent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 
1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and 
that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period commencing on or after 15th September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 2. – Arrangement:  Delete the following Appendix title and insert in lieu the following: 
 Appendix 3 – ABB Australia Pty Ltd 
2. Appendix 1 – Old Classifications:  Delete subclause (3) of this Appendix and insert in lieu the following: 
(3) ABB Power Transmission Pty Ltd: 

Coil winder - first class (Appendix 3) D 
Transformer assembler - first class (Appendix 3) D 
Coil winder - second class (Appendix 3) E 
Transformer assembler - second class (Appendix 3) F 
Transformer protective coating employee - first class (Appendix 3) F 
Insulation processor - first class (Appendix 3) G 
Coil winder - third class (Appendix 3) H 
Insulation processor - second class (Appendix 3) H 
Coil winder - fourth class (Appendix 3) J 
Transformer assembler - third class (Appendix 3) J 
Transformer tanker - first class (Appendix 3) J 
Transformer protective coating employee - second class (Appendix 3) J 
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Coil builder - first class (Appendix 3) K 
Coil builder - second class (Appendix 3) M 
Insulation processor - third class (Appendix 3) M 
Transformer assembler - fourth class (Appendix 3) M 
Transformer tanker - second class (Appendix 3) M 

3. Appendix 3 – ABB Power Transmission Pty Ltd:  Delete the title and Appendix and insert in lieu the following: 
APPENDIX 3 – ABB AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 

1. -- SCOPE 
The provisions of this Appendix shall apply only to those employees employed by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and engaged in the 
callings referred to herein. 

 2. -- DEFINITIONS 
"Coil Winder - Fourth Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who, under supervision, is 
engaged in winding coils. 
"Coil Winder - Third Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a minimum of six 
months' experience as a coil winder - fourth class and under supervision winds coils of any size or category commonly 
manufactured by the distribution transformer industry. 
"Coil Winder - Second Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a minimum of 
three years' experience as a coil winder - third class and is competent to wind all categories of coils generally manufactured by the 
distribution transformer industry. 
"Coil Winder - First Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had either - 
(a) a minimum of two years' experience as a coil winder - second class and is competent and required to wind section and 

helical coils, continuous, spiral and interleaved disc coils; or 
(b) on engagement has a minimum of five years' continuous experience in the power transformer industry and is competent 

and required to wind section and helical coils, continuous, spiral and interleaved disc coils. 
"Core Builder - Second Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd either - 
(a) in stacking core laminations to produce cores of any size, provided that in the case of a female employee the size of a core 

shall not exceed 3 MVA; or 
(b) in the production of single phase wound cores on a core winding machine. 
"Core Builder - First Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a minimum of one 
year's experience as a core builder - second class and is competent either - 
(a) in stacking core laminations on all transformers provided that in the case of a female employee the size of the transformer 

shall not exceed 3 MVA; or 
(b) in the production of three phase wound cores on a core winding machine. 
"Insulation Processor - Third Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who under 
supervision is training as an insulation processor - second class. 
"Insulation Processor - Second Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a 
minimum of one year's experience as an insulation processor - third class and produces, under supervision, all the insulation 
components required for coil winding and assembly of any transformer. 
"Insulation Processor - First Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a 
minimum of two years' experience as an insulation processor - second class and is competent and required - 
(a) to produce from drawings all insulation components for coil winding and assembly of any transformer; and 
(b) to operate such equipment as is necessary to produce that insulation. 
"Transformer Assembler - Fourth Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who under 
supervision assembles transformers. 
"Transformer Assembler - Third Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a 
minimum of six months' experience in assembling transformers as a transformer assembler - fourth class and is competent and 
required to assemble any transformer under 1500 KVA from drawings and under supervision any other size transformer as required. 
"Transformer Assembler - Second Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a 
minimum of two years' experience in assembling transformers as a transformer assembler - third class and is competent and 
required to assemble from drawings any transformer under 5 MVA 66 KV "off load tapchanger range" and under instruction 
assembles any other size transformer as required. 
"Transformer Assembler - First Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had either 
- 
(a) a minimum of three years' experience as a transformer assembler - second class; or 
(b) five years' continuous experience in the power transformer industry, 
and is competent and required to assemble "on load tapchanger range" transformers and any transformer of a minimum of 5 MVA 
66 KV "off load tapchanger range". 
"Transformer Tanker - Second Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who under 
supervision tanks distribution transformers. 
"Transformer Tanker - First Class" means an employee employed as such by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who has had a 
minimum of six months' experience in tanking distribution transformers as a transformer tanker - second class and is competent and 
required to tank all transformers up to 1500 KVA and under supervision any other size transformer as required. 
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"Transformer Protective Coating Employee - Second Class" means an employee employed by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and 
engaged under supervision in the protective coating of all components used in the manufacture of transformers. 
"Transformer Protective Coating Employee - First Class" means an employee employed by ABB Australia Pty Ltd and who 
has had a minimum of two years' experience as a transformer protective coating employee - second class and is competent and 
required to protective coat by any means all components used in the manufacture of transformers. 

3. -- WAGES 
(a) The minimum total wage payable weekly to adult employees classified herein shall be as follows: 

 Base Rate Per 
Week $ 

Supplementary 
Payment $ 

Arbitrated 
Safety Net 

Adjustment $ 

Total Rate Per 
Week $ 

Adult Employees:     
Wage Group C10 
Coil Winder 1st Class 
Transformer Assembler 
 1st Class 

365.20 52.00 144.00 561.20 

Wage Group C11 
Coil Winder 2nd Class 
Transformer Assembler 
 2nd Class 
Transformer Protective 
 Coating 1st Class 
Insulation Processor 
 1st Class 

337.40 48.10 142.00 527.50 

Wage Group C12 
Coil Winder 3rd & 4th 
 Class 
Core Builder 1st Class 
Insulation Processor 
 2nd Class 
Transformer Protective 
 Coating 2nd Class 
Transformer Assembler 
 3rd Class 
Transformer Tanker 1st 
 Class 

319.20 45.40 142.00 506.60 

Wage Group C13 
Coil Builder 2nd Class 
Insulation Processor 
 3rd Class 
Transformer Assembler 
 4th Class 
Transformer Tanker 
 2nd Class 

299.50 42.60 142.00 484.10 

(b) The amount payable to any employee pursuant to the supplementary payment provisions of this clause: 
(i) shall be for all purposes of this award; 
(ii) shall be reduced by the amount of any payment being made to that employee in addition to the said 

rates otherwise than pursuant to the supplementary payment provisions of this subclause, whether 
such payment is being made by virtue of any order, industrial agreement or other agreement or 
arrangement. 

(c) The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under 
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle. 
These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received 
by employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is 
contrary to the terms of an industrial agreement. 
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from 
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 
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2004 WAIRC 12848 
METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 

PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA 
BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 ANODISERS W.A., SWAN BREWERY COMPANY LIMITED, ABC BEARINGS, COCA-COLA 

BOTTLERS PTY LTD 
RESPONDENTS 

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 901 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12848 
 
 
Result Correction 
 
 

Correcting Order 
WHEREAS on 15th September 2004 an Order in this matter was deposited in the Office of the Registrar; and 
WHEREAS the said order related to amendments to the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966; and 
WHEREAS there was an error in the title of Appendix 1 – Old Classifications, subclause (3); and 
WHEREAS that amendment should have read: 
(3) ABB Australia Pty Ltd: 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the title of Appendix 1 – Old Classifications, subclause (3) to read: 
(3) ABB Australia Pty Ltd: 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12794 
METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED 

INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND ANOTHER 
APPLICANTS 

 -v- 
 ANODISERS W.A. AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 909 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12794 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard from Mr L. Edmonds (of Counsel) for the Applicant and Mr M. Borlase on behalf of Anodisers and Others and Mr 
G. Miller from the Motor Trades Association, and by consent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 No. 13 of 1965 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and 
that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period commencing on or after 15th September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 2. – Arrangement - Part II – Construction:  Delete the following number and title and insert as follows: 

15. Special Provisions – Western Power Corporation 
2. Clause 14. – Overtime:  Delete subclause (3)(f) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(f) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (g) of this subclause, an employee required to work overtime for more 
than two hours shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $9.20 for a meal and, if owing to the 
amount of overtime worked, a second or subsequent meal is required, the employee shall be supplied with each 
such meal by the employer or be paid $6.25 for each meal so required. 

3. Clause 18. – Special Rates and Provisions:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(1) Height Money:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of $2.10 for each day on which the employee works at a height 

of 15.5 metres or more above the nearest horizontal plane, but this provision does not apply to linesmen nor to riggers and 
splicers on ships and buildings. 

(2) Dirt Money:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of 44 cents per hour when engaged on work of an unusually dirty 
nature where clothes are necessarily unduly soiled or damaged or boots are unduly damaged by the nature of the work 
done. 

(3) Grain Dust:  Where any dispute arises at a bulk grain handling installation due to the presence of grain dust in the 
atmosphere and the Board of Reference determines that employees employed under this award are unduly affected by that 
dust, the Board may, subject to such conditions as it deems fit to impose, fix an allowance or allowances not exceeding 74 
cents per hour. 

(4) Confined Space:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of 52 cents per hour when, because of the dimensions of the 
compartment or space in which the employee is working, the employee is required to work in a stooped or otherwise 
cramped position, or without proper ventilation. 

(5) Diesel Engine Ships:  The provisions of subclauses (2) and (4) hereof do not apply to an employee when the employee is 
engaged on work below the floor plates in diesel engine ships, but the employee shall be paid an allowance of 74 cents per 
hour whilst so engaged. 

(6) Boiler Work:  An employee required to work in a boiler which has not been cooled down shall be paid at the rate of time 
and one-half for each hour or part of an hour so worked in addition to any allowance to which the employee may be 
entitled under subclauses (2) and (4) of this clause. 

(7) Hot Work:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of 44 cents per hour when the employee works in the shade in any 
place where the temperature is raised by artificial means to between 46.1° and 54.4° Celsius. 

(8) (a) Where, in the opinion of the Board of Reference, the conditions under which work is to be performed are, by 
reason of excessive heat, exceptionally oppressive, the Board may - 
(i) fix an allowance, or allowances, not exceeding the equivalent of half the ordinary rate; 
(ii) fix the period (including a minimum period) during which any allowance so fixed is to be paid; and 
(iii) prescribe such other conditions, relating to the provision of protective clothing or equipment and the 

granting of rest periods, as the Board sees fit. 
(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause do not apply unless the temperature in the shade at the place of 

work has been raised by artificial means beyond 54.4 degrees celsius. 
(c) An allowance fixed pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause includes any other allowance which would 

otherwise be payable under this clause. 
(9) Tarring Pipes:  The provisions of subclauses (2) and (4) hereof do not apply to an employee engaged in tarring pipes in 

the Cast Pipe Section but the employee shall, in lieu thereof, be paid an allowance of 70 cents per day whilst so engaged. 
(10) Percussion Tools:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of 25 cents per hour when working a pneumatic rivetter tools 

of the percussion type. 
(11) Chemical, Artificial Manure and Cement Works:  An employee, other than a general labourer, in chemical, artificial 

manure and cement works, in respect of all work done in and around the plant outside the machine shop, shall be paid an 
allowance calculated at the rate of $10.90 per week.  This allowance shall be paid during overtime but shall not be subject 
to penalty additions.  An employee receiving this allowance is not entitled to any other allowance under this clause. 

(12) Abattoirs and Tallow Rendering Works:  An employee, employed in and about an abattoir or in a rendering section of 
a tallow works shall be paid an allowance calculated at the rate of $14.40 per week.  The allowance shall be paid during 
overtime but shall not be subject to penalty additions.  An employee receiving this allowance is not entitled to receive any 
other allowance under this clause. 

(13) An employee who is employed at a timber sawmill or is sent to work at a timber sawmill shall be paid for the time there 
engaged a disability allowance equivalent to what the majority of the employees at the mill receive under the appropriate 
award.  The allowance shall be paid during overtime but shall not be subject to penalty additions.  An employee receiving 
this allowance is not entitled to receive any other allowance under this clause with the exception of that prescribed in 
subclause (1), Height Money. 

(14) Phosphate Ships:  An employee shall be paid an allowance of 63 cents for each hour the employee works in the holds or 
'tween decks of ships which, immediately prior to such work, have carried phosphatic rock, but this subclause only 
applies if and for as long as the holds and 'tween decks are not cleaned down. 

(15) An employee who is sent to work on any gold mine shall be paid an allowance of such amount as will afford the 
employee a wage not less than he/she would be entitled to receive pursuant to the award which would apply if such 
employee was employed in the gold mine concerned. 

(16) An employee who is required to work from a ladder shall be provided with an assistant on the ground where it is 
reasonably necessary for the employee's safety. 
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(17) The work of an electrical fitter shall not be tested by an employee of a lower grade. 
(18) Special Rates Not Cumulative:  Where more than one of the disabilities entitling an employee to extra rates exists on the 

same job, the employer shall be bound to pay only one rate, namely - the highest for the disabilities prevailing.  Provided 
that this subclause shall not apply to confined space, dirt money, height money, or hot work, the rates for which are 
cumulative. 

(19) Protective Equipment: 
(a) An employer shall have available a sufficient supply of protective equipment as, for example, goggles 

(including anti-flash goggles), glasses, gloves, mitts, aprons, sleeves, leggings, gumboots, ear protectors, 
helmets, or other efficient substitutes thereof) for use by employees when engaged on work for which some 
protective equipment is reasonably necessary. 

(b) An employee shall sign an acknowledgement when issued with any article of protective equipment and shall 
return that article to the employer when finished using it or on leaving employment. 

(c) An employee to whom an article of protective equipment has been issued shall not lend that article to another 
employee and if the employee does both employees shall be deemed guilty of wilful misconduct. 

(d) An article of protective equipment which has been used by an employee shall not be issued by the employer to 
another employee until it has been effectively sterilised but this paragraph only applies where sterilisation of the 
article is practicable and is reasonably necessary. 

(e) Adequate safety gear (including insulating gloves, mats and/or shields where necessary) shall be provided by 
employers for employees required to work on live electrical equipment. 

(20) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an employee whilst employed on foundry work shall be paid a disability 
allowance of 31 cents for each hour worked to compensate for all disagreeable features associated with foundry 
work including heat, fumes, atmospheric conditions, sparks, dampness, confined spaces, and noise. 

(b) The foundry allowance herein prescribed shall also apply to apprentices and unapprenticed juniors employed in 
foundries; provided that where an apprentice is, for a period of half a day or longer, away from the foundry for 
the purpose of receiving tuition, the amount of foundry allowance paid to the employee shall be decreased 
proportionately. 

(c) The foundry allowance herein prescribed shall be in lieu of any payment otherwise due under this clause and 
does not in any way limit an employer's obligations to comply with all relevant requirements of Acts and 
Regulations relative to conditions in foundries. 

(d) For the purpose of this subclause 'foundry work' shall mean - 
  (i) Any operation in the production of castings by casting metal in moulds made of sand, loam, metal, 

moulding composition or other material or mixture of materials, or by shell moulding, centrifugal 
casting or continuous casting; and 

 (ii) where carried on as an incidental process in connection with and in the course of production to which 
paragraph (i) of this definition applies, the preparation of moulds and cores (but not in the making of 
patterns and dies in a separate room), knock out processes and dressing operations, but shall not 
include any operation performed in connection with - 
(aa) non-ferrous die casting (including gravity and pressure); 
(bb) casting of billets and/or ingots in metal moulds; 
(cc) continuous casting of metal into billets; 
(dd) melting of metal for use in printing; 
(ee) refining of metal. 

(21) An employee, holding either a Third Year First Aid Medallion of the St. John Ambulance Association or a "C" Standard 
Senior First Aid Certificate of the Australian Red Cross Society, appointed by the employer to perform first aid duties, 
shall be paid $8.50 per week in addition to the employee's ordinary rate. 

(22) An electronics tradesperson, an electrician special class, an electrical fitter and/or armature winder or an electrical 
installer who holds and, in the course of employment may be required to use, a current "A" Grade or "B" Grade license 
issued pursuant to the relevant regulation in force on the 28th day of February 1978 under the Electricity Act 1945, shall 
be paid an allowance of $17.80 per week. 

4. Clause 19. – Car Allowance:  Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(3) A year for the purpose of this clause shall commence on the 1st day of July and end on the 30th day of June next 

following. 
RATES OF HIRE FOR USE OF EMPLOYEE'S 
OWN VEHICLE ON EMPLOYER'S BUSINESS 

MOTOR CAR 

Area Details  Engine Displacement (in cubic centimetres) 
 Over  2600cc Over 1600cc - 

2600cc 
1600cc & Under 

 Rate per kilometre (Cents) 
Metropolitan Area 65.2 58.4 50.8 
South West Land Division 66.7 59.9 52.1 
North of 23.5o South Latitude 73.3 66.1 57.4 
Rest of the State 69.0 61.8 53.7 
Motor Cycle (In all areas) 22.5   
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5. Clause 21. – Distant Work:  Delete subclauses (4) and (5) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(4) An employee, to whom the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause apply, shall be paid an allowance of $27.60 for any 

weekend the employee returns home from the job, but only if - 
(a) the employee advises the employer or the employer’s agent of such intention not later than the Tuesday 

immediately preceding the weekend in which the employee so returns; 
(b) the employee is not required for work during that week-end; 
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first working day following the week-end; and 
(d) the employer does not provide, or offer to provide, suitable transport. 

(5) Where an employee, supplied with board and lodging by the employer, is required to live more than 800 metres from the 
job, the employee shall be provided with suitable transport to and from that job or be paid an allowance of $12.15 per day, 
provided that where the time actually spent in travelling either to or from the job exceeds 20 minutes, that excess time 
shall be paid for at ordinary rates whether or not suitable transport is supplied by the employer. 

6. Clause 31. – Wages and Supplementary Payments:   
A. Delete subclause (2)(a) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(2) (a) Leading Hands 
In addition to the appropriate total wage prescribed in this clause, a leading hand shall be paid per week – 

  $ 
(i) if placed in charge of not less than three and not more than ten other workers 22.40 
(ii) if placed in charge of more than ten and not more than twenty other workers 34.30 
(iii) if placed in charge of more than twenty other workers 44.40 

B. Delete subclauses (7) and (8) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(7) Tool Allowance: 

(a) Where an employer does not provide a tradesperson or an apprentice with the tools ordinarily required by that 
tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice the employer shall 
pay a tool allowance of: 
(i) $12.40 per week to such tradesperson; or 
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.40 being the percentage which appears against the 

year of apprenticeship in subclause (3) of this clause; 
for the purpose of such tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required 
in the performance of work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the 
ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this clause. 

(c) An employer shall provide for the use of tradesmen or apprentices all necessary power tools, special purpose 
tools and precision measuring instruments. 

(d) A tradesman or apprentice shall replace or pay for any tool supplied by the employer if lost through the 
employee's negligence. 

(8) An employee employed in rock quarries, limestone quarries or sand pits shall be paid an allowance of $20.00 per week to 
compensate for dust and climatic conditions when working in the open and for deficiencies in general amenities and 
facilities, but an employee so employed for not more than three days shall be paid on a pro rata basis. 
This subclause shall not apply to employees employed by Cockburn Cement Limited. 

PART II – CONSTRUCTION WORK 
7. Clause 5. – Special Rates and Provisions: 

A. Delete subclause (2)(b) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(b) Subject to paragraph (c) hereof where the employee's tools or working clothes are lost by fire or breaking and 

entering whilst securely stored in the place provided by the employer under paragraph (a) hereof the employer 
shall reimburse the employee for that loss but only up to a maximum of $666.40. 

B. Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(4) An electronics tradesperson, an electrician special class, an electrical fitter and/or armature winder or an electrical 

installer who holds, and in the course of employment may be required to use, a current "A" Grade or "B" Grade license 
issued pursuant to the relevant regulation in force on the 28th day of February 1978 under the Electricity Act 1945, shall 
be paid an allowance of $17.80 per week. 

8. Clause 6. – Allowance for Travelling and Employment in Construction Work:  Delete subclause (1) of this clause 
and insert in lieu the following: 

(1) An employee, who on any day is required by the employer to report directly to the job, shall be paid an allowance in 
accordance with the provisions of this subclause to compensate for travel patterns and costs peculiar to the industry, 
which includes mobility requirements of employees, and the nature of employment in construction work covered by this 
Award - 
(a) On places within a radius of 50 kilometres from the General Post Office, Perth - $13.50 per day. 
(b) For each additional kilometre to a radius of 60 kilometres from the General Post Office, Perth – 72 cents per 

kilometre. 
(c) Subject to provisions of paragraph (d) hereof, work performed at places beyond a 60 kilometre radius from the 

General Post Office, Perth shall be deemed to be distant work unless the employer and the employees, with the 
consent of the union, agree in any particular case that the travelling allowance for such work shall be paid under 
this clause, in which case an additional allowance of 72 cents per kilometre shall be paid for each kilometre in 
excess of the 60 kilometre radius. 
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(d) In respect of work carried out from an employer's depot situated outside a radius of sixty kilometres from the 
General Post Office, Perth the main Post Office in the town in which such depot is situated shall be the centre 
for the purpose of calculating the allowance to be paid. 

(e) Where transport to and from the job is supplied by the employer from and to the depot or such other place more 
convenient to the employee as is mutually agreed upon between the employer and the employee, half the above 
rates shall be paid, provided that the conveyance used for such transport is equipped with suitable seating and 
weather proof covering. 

9. Clause 7. – Distant Work:  Delete subclauses (6) and (7) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(6) An employee, to whom the provisions of subclause (1) of this clause apply, shall be paid an allowance of $27.60 for any 

weekend that the employee returns home for the job, but only if - 
(a) the employee advises his/her employer or the employer’s agent of his/her intention not later than the Tuesday 

immediately preceding the weekend in which he/she so returns. 
(b) the employee is not required for work during that week-end; 
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first working day following the week-end; and 
(d) the employer does not provide, or offer to provide, suitable transport. 

(7) Where an employee, supplied with board and lodging by the employer, is required to live more than 800 metres from the 
job the employee shall be provided with suitable transport to and from the job or be paid an allowance of $12.15 per day, 
provided that where the time actually spent in travelling either to or from the job exceeds 20 minutes, that excess time 
shall be paid for at ordinary rates whether or not suitable transport is supplied by the employer. 

10. Clause 10. – Wages:  Delete subclauses (4), (5) and (6) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(4) Construction Allowance 

(a) In addition to the appropriate rates of pay prescribed in this clause an employee shall be paid - 
  (i) $39.70 per week if the employee is engaged on the construction of a large industrial undertaking or 

any large civil engineering project. 
 (ii) $35.70 per week if the employee is engaged on a multi-storeyed building, but only until the exterior 

walls have been erected and the windows completed and a lift made available to carry the employee 
between the ground floor and the floor upon which such employee is required to work.  A multi-
storeyed building is a building which, when completed, will consist of at least five storeys. 

(iii) $21.00 per week if the employee is engaged otherwise on construction work falling within the 
definition of construction work in Clause 5. - Definitions of Part I - General of this Award. 

(b) Any dispute as to which of the aforesaid allowances apply to particular work shall be determined by the Board 
of Reference. 

(5) Leading Hands 
In addition to the appropriate total wage prescribed in this clause a leading hand shall be paid: 

  $ 
(a) If placed in charge of not less than three and not more than 10 other employees 22.40 
(b) If placed in charge of more than 10 and not more than 20 other employees 34.30 
(c) If placed in charge of more than 20 other employees  44.40 

(6) (a) Where an employer does not provide a tradesperson or an apprentice with the tools ordinarily required by that 
tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice, the employer shall 
pay a tool allowance of - 
(i) $12.50 per week to such tradesperson; or 
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.50 being the percentage which appears against his/her 

year of apprenticeship in subclause (4) of Clause 31. – Wages and Supplementary Payments of PART 
I - GENERAL (subject to Clause 13. – Apprentices in PART II) of this award, for the purpose of such 
tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the performance of 
his/her work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the 
ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this clause. 

(c) An employer shall provide for the use of tradepersons or apprentices all necessary power tools, special purpose 
tools and precision measuring instruments. 

(d) A tradesperson or apprentice shall replace or pay for any tools supplied by his/her employer if lost through 
his/her negligence. 

11. Clause 15. – Special Provision – State Energy Commission of Western Australia:  Delete the title and clause and 
insert in lieu the following: 

15. - SPECIAL PROVISIONS – WESTERN POWER CORPORATION 
(1) This clause shall apply to any employee otherwise covered by this Part of the award who is engaged on work being 

carried out for the State Energy Commission of Western Australia at Kwinana or Muja. 
(2) In addition to the wage otherwise payable to an employee pursuant to the provisions of Part II - Construction Work of this 

Award, an employee (other than an apprentice) shall be paid - 
(a) $1.77 per each hour worked if employed at Muja; 
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(b) $1.05 per each hour worked if employed at Kwinana; 
(c) a safety footwear allowance of nine cents per each hour worked to compensate for the requirement to wear 

approved safety footwear which is to be maintained in sound condition by the employee.  Failure to wear 
approved safety footwear or to maintain it in sound condition as determined by the employer shall render the 
employee liable to dismissal. 

(3) (a) An employee, to whom Clause 6. - Allowance for Travelling and Employment in Construction Work of this 
PART applies and who is engaged on construction work at Muja, shall be paid - 
(i) an allowance of $13.50 per day if the employee resides within a radius of 50 kilometres from the Muja 

power station; 
(ii) an allowance of $35.60 per day if the employee resides outside that radius, 
in lieu of the allowance prescribed in the said clause. 

(b) Where transport to and from the job is supplied by the employer from and to a place mutually agreed upon 
between the employer and the employee half the above rates shall be paid provided that the conveyance used for 
such transport is equipped with suitable seating and weather proof covering. 

(4) In addition to the allowance payable pursuant to subclause (6) of Clause 7. - Distant Work of this PART, an employee to 
whom that clause applies shall be paid $26.55 on each occasion upon which the employee returns home at the week-end, 
but only if - 
(a) the employee has completed three months' continuous service with the employer; 
(b) the employee is not required for work during the week-end; 
(c) the employee returns to the job on the first working day following the week-end; 
(d) the employer does not provide, or offer to provide, suitable transport, 
and such payment shall be deemed to compensate for a periodical return home at the employer's expense. 

(5) An employee to whom Clause 7. - Distant Work of this PART applies and who proceeds to construction work at Muja 
from home where located within a radius of 50 kilometres from the General Post Office, Perth - 
(a) shall be paid an amount of $62.50 and for three hours at ordinary rates in lieu of the expenses and payment 

prescribed in subclause (3) of the said clause; and 
(b) in lieu of the provisions of subclause (4) of the said clause, shall be paid $62.50 and for three hours at ordinary 

rates when the employee's services terminate, if the employee has completed three months' continuous service, 
and the provisions of subclause (3) and subclause (4) of Clause 7. - Distant Work of this PART shall not apply to such 
employee. 

(6) (a) An employee, to whom the provisions of Clause 7. - Distant Work of Part II Construction Work of this Award 
applies, who works at Muja and who elects not to live in Construction Camp Accommodation shall, subject to 
paragraph (b) of this subclause, be paid a living-out allowance at the rate of $338.60 per week to meet the 
expenses reasonably incurred by the employee for board and lodging. 

(b) (i) The allowance prescribed in paragraph (a) shall only apply to an employee while the employee 
continues to live with his wife (including de facto) in accommodation provided by the employee. 

(ii) The accommodation shall be of a reasonable standard. 
(iii) The employee shall continue to maintain the original residence. 
(iv) Employees on site at Muja as at 18th September 1984 shall advise their employer not later than 3rd 

October 1984 of their intention to avail themselves of the provisions of this subclause. 
(v) The employee shall satisfy the employer, upon request, that the circumstances meet the requirements 

of this subclause. 
(vi) Any dispute as to the application of this clause shall be subject to discussion between the employer 

and the Union and, failing agreement, shall be referred to a Board of Reference for determination. 
(c) Provided that the provisions of subclause (6) of Clause 7. - Distant Work of Part II of this Award shall not 

apply. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12849 
METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 1966 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED 

INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 ANODISERS W.A., DARDANUP BUTCHERING COMPANY, GREEN E.G. & SONS PTY LTD 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 909 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12849 
 
 
Result Correction 
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Correcting Order 
WHEREAS on 15th September 2004 an Order in this matter was deposited in the Office of the Registrar; and 
WHEREAS the said order related to amendments to the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966; and 
WHEREAS there was an error in the Schedule, Part II – Construction Work, relating to Clause 10. – Wages, subclause (6)(a)(i) and 
(ii); and 
WHEREAS that amendment should have read: 

(i) $12.40 per week to such tradesperson; or 
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.40 being the percentage which appears against his/her year 

of apprenticeship in subclause (4) of Clause 31. – Wages and Supplementary Payments of PART I - 
GENERAL (subject to Clause 13. – Apprentices in PART II) of this award, for the purpose of such 
tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the performance of his/her 
work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT Part II – Construction Work, relating to Clause 10. – Wages, subclause (6)(a)(i) and (ii) to read: 
(i) $12.40 per week to such tradesperson; or 
(ii) in the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.40 being the percentage which appears against his/her year 

of apprenticeship in subclause (4) of Clause 31. – Wages and Supplementary Payments of PART I - 
GENERAL (subject to Clause 13. – Apprentices in PART II) of this award, for the purpose of such 
tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the performance of his/her 
work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12967 
MONUMENTAL MASONRY INDUSTRY AWARD 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 BELLEVUE MONUMENTAL WORKS PTY LTD AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE FRIDAY, 8 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 878 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12967 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms L. Dowden for the Applicant and Mr P. Moss for the Respondents, and by consent, the Commission pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Monumental Masonry Industry Award 1989, No. A36 of 1987 be varied in accordance with the following 
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 7. – Wages:  Delete subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(2) Industry Allowance: 

An industry allowance at the rate of $14.70 per week shall be paid for all purposes to each adult employed in the 
workshop to compensate for the following disabilities associated with monumental masonry - 
(a) Working in wet conditions with water underfoot. 
(b) Working on dirty work. 
(c) The use of acid or other corrosive substances when cleaning down stone. 
(d) Working in a dusty atmosphere. 
Before exercising a power of inspection the representative shall give notice of not less than 24 hours to the employer. 

(3) Leading Hands: 
(a) An employee specifically appointed to be a leading hand who is placed in charge of - 

  (i) not more than one employee, other than an apprentice, shall be paid $14.00 per week; or 
 (ii) more than one and not more than five other employees shall be paid $31.10 per week; or 
(iii) more than five and not more than ten other employees shall be paid $40.40 per week; or 
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(iv) more than ten other employees shall be paid $52.60 per week in each case, in addition to the rate 
prescribed for the highest classification of employee supervised or his/her own rate, whichever is the 
highest. 

2. Clause 9. – Special Rates and Provisions:   

A. Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(3) Computing Quantities: 

An employee, other than a leading hand, who is regularly required to compute or estimate quantities of materials in 
respect of the work performed by others shall be paid $3.27 per day or part thereof in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed in this Award. 

B. Delete subclause (8) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(8) An employee holding a Third Year First Aid Medallion of the St. John Ambulance Association, appointed by the 
employer to perform first aid duties, shall be paid at the rate of $8.81 per week in addition to the prescribed rate. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12951 
SOFT FURNISHINGS AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE FOREST PRODUCTS, FURNISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIAL UNION 

OF WORKERS, W.A. BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 ANNA'S CURTAINS & DECOR, AUSTRALIAN CURTAIN INDUSTRIES, BERNDALE BLINDS 

& CURTAINS 
RESPONDENTS 

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE THURSDAY, 7 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 1052 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12951 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D. McLean and with him Mrs B. Ward for the Applicant and there being no appearance for the Respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Soft Furnishings Award No. A23 of 1982 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 7th October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 

1. Clause 9. – Leading Hands:  Delete this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

An employee placed in charge of: 

(1) Not less than three and not more than ten other employees shall be paid $22.30 per week extra. 

(2) More than ten and not more than twenty other employees shall be paid $27.50 per week extra. 

(3) More than 20 other employees shall be paid $36.20 per week extra. 

2. Clause 14. – Meal Money:  Delete subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 

(1) An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours Monday to Friday inclusive, shall be supplied with a 
meal by the employer or paid $9.30 for a meal. 

(2) If the amount of overtime required to be worked necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer shall provide 
such meal(s) or pay an amount of $6.30 for each second or subsequent meal. 
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for variation of— 
No variation resulting— 

2004 WAIRC 12753 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT MINISTERIAL OFFICERS SALARIES  

ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1983 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 THE DIRECTOR GENERAL, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 8 OF 2001 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12753 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application to vary the Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions 
Award 1983; and 
WHEREAS on Friday, the 28th day of September 2001, the Public Service Arbitrator convened a conference for the purpose of 
conciliating between the parties; and 
WHEREAS the parties sought time to have further discussions between themselves in an attempt to resolve the matter; and 
WHEREAS on the 9th day of September 2004, the applicant advised the Public Service Arbitrator that it no longer intended to 
pursue this application and that the applicant was agreeable to an order issuing to dismiss the application; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12752 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 THE ALBANY PORT AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 7 OF 2001 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12752 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application to vary the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989; and 
WHEREAS on Friday, the 28th day of September 2001, the Public Service Arbitrator convened a conference for the purpose of 
conciliating between the parties; and 
WHEREAS the parties sought time to have further discussions between themselves in an attempt to resolve the matter; and 
WHEREAS on the 9th day of September 2004, the applicant advised the Public Service Arbitrator that it no longer intended to 
pursue this application and that the applicant was agreeable to an order issuing to dismiss the application; 
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NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12755 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 THE AUDITOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 9 OF 2000 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12755 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application to vary the Public Service Award 1992; and 
WHEREAS the Public Service Arbitrator convened a number of conferences for the purpose of conciliating between the parties; 
and 
WHEREAS the parties sought time to have further discussions between themselves in an attempt to resolve the matter; and 
WHEREAS on the 9th day of September 2004, the applicant advised the Public Service Arbitrator that it no longer intended to 
pursue this application and that the applicant was agreeable to an order issuing to dismiss the application; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12754 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 COMMISSIONER FOR ABORIGINAL PLANNING, DEPARTMENT OF INDIGENOUS 

AFFAIRS AND OTHERS 
RESPONDENTS 

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO P 2 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12754 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application to vary the Public Service Award 1992; and 
WHEREAS on the 9th day of September 2004, the Applicant advised the Public Service Arbitrator that it no longer intended to 
pursue this application and that the Applicant was agreeable to an order issuing to dismiss the application; 
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NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Interpretation of— 
2004 WAIRC 12800 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE SERVICE ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT FOR  
POLICE ACT EMPLOYEES 2003 NO. PSAAG 45 OF 2003 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 414 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12800 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 46 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS on the 7th day of April 2004 and the 7th day of May 2004, the Commission convened conferences for the purpose of 
conciliating between the parties; and 
WHEREAS at the conclusion of the latter conference the parties sought time to consider their positions in respect of the 
application; and 
WHEREAS on the 14th day of September 2004, the applicant advised that the matter has been settled and that the applicant was 
agreeable to an order issuing to dismiss the application; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE—Complaints before— 
2004 WAIRC 12774 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES’ COURT 
PARTIES AUSTRALIAN MUNICIPAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, CLERICAL AND SERVICES UNION OF 

EMPLOYEES, W.A. CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH 
CLAIMANT 

 -v- 
 SHIRE OF MUNDARING 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM MAGISTRATE WG TARR IM 
DATE  WEDNESDAY, 8 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S M 1 OF 2004 & M 2 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12774 
 
 
Representation 
Claimant Mr M Kane appeared for the Claimant. 
Respondent Mr M Fitz Gerald of Fitz Gerald Strategies appeared for the Respondent. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 There are two claims for determination in these proceedings.  They have been heard together as one action and that has been 

appropriate as both the employees on whose behalf the claims are made are seeking to establish, in effect, their entitlement to 
the same classification. 

2 The Claimant in both claims, the Australian Municipal Administrative Clerical and Services Union, is an organisation of 
employees registered pursuant to the provisions of the Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

3 The Respondent, the Shire of Mundaring, is a Local Council established pursuant to the Local Government Act 1995 (WA) 
(the Act). 

4 It is not in issue that both the Claimant and Respondent are named as parties in the Local Government Officers (Western 
Australia) Award 1988 (the Award) and are bound by the Award. 

5 Both claims cover the period from 4 January 1998 to 4 July 1998 when, it is agreed, both employees were employed by the 
Respondent.  The Claimant argues that both employees were employed as “Law Enforcement Officers”, a classification 
defined in the Award at clause 5(g) and the Respondent has breached clause 35(d) of the Award when read in conjunction with 
clause 6 therein by not paying to each employee an entitlement to the loading as contained in clause 35(d) for the pay periods 
between January and July 1998. 

6 It is argued by the Respondent that the two employees are not “Law Enforcement Officers” but are employed as “Community 
Services Officers (Recreation)”, a classification defined at clause 5(i) of the Award. 

7 The loadings sought are additional rates provided in the Award for various employee classifications including Law 
Enforcement Officers but not Community Services Officers.  Clause 35(d) of the Award provides: 

“Law enforcement officers who work, by agreement with Australian Services Union, their ordinary working hours over 
more than five consecutive days shall be paid a loading of 15% on all ordinary hours.” 

8 The primary issue to be decided is whether or not the employees should be classified as Law Enforcement Officers or whether 
they are correctly classified as Community Services Officers (Recreation) as the Respondent has classified them or, 
alternatively, as the Claimant argues, do they come under “a general fall-back category”, as it was put, of “Officer or 
Employee” as defined in clause 5(a).  Clause 5(a) reads as follows: 

“Officer or Employee” shall mean a person appointed by a Local Authority to one of the classifications in this Award, a 
person appointed by a Local Authority as a Trainee in accordance with the principles of the National Training Wage 
Interim Award 1994 as set out in Clause 79 – National Training Traineeships and I  Schedule 8 of this Award, and any 
other person appointed by a Local Authority to a non-elective office necessary to the proper carrying out of the power 
and duties imposed upon a Local Authority by the Local Government Act 1960-1985, its successor and/or any other Act. 

9 When considering the definition of Officer or Employee and applying the ordinary meaning of the words used it is my view 
that it does not create a separate or alternative classification within the Award.  The definition applies to every person 
appointed by a Local Authority to any of the classifications in the Award and, therefore, must include Law Enforcement 
Officers and Community Services Officers.  It follows in my view that the definition is a general one for the purposes of the 
Award and the words “officer” and “employee” are used throughout the Award to generally describe a person who is 
employed by a Local Authority either in one of the classifications in the Award, as a trainee and as any other person appointed 
by a Local Authority to a non-elective office necessary to the proper carrying out of the power and duties imposed upon a 
Local Authority by the Local Government Act and/or any other Act. 

10 The last category of “Officer or Employee” is very wide and arguably could apply to a person so employed but not to one of 
the classifications in the Award.  If necessary I will return to this definition. 

11 Clause 5(g) of the Award defines a Law Enforcement Officer as follows: 
“Law Enforcement Officer” shall mean an employee employed to patrol, within the geographical confines of a Local 
Authority, for the purpose of watching, protecting or inspecting all property belonging to the Local Authority and/or to 
enforce one or more of the Authority’s By-Laws or any Acts of Parliament which that Authority is empowered to enforce. 

12 Community Services Officer (Recreation) is defined in clause 5(i) as follows: 
“Community Services Officer (Recreation)” shall mean a person engaged by a respondent whose role is to initiate, co-
ordinate, encourage, promote or conduct recreational activities within a community and shall include an assistant in 
relation to such functions and recreation centre and swimming pool staff.  Provided that this definition does not include a 
person employed in a clerical capacity, for example “Cashier/Receptionist, in a Recreational/Aquatic Centre”. 

13 Mr Alan Hill and Mr Peter Ewen are the two employees on behalf of whom the Claimant has brought these actions. 
14 Mr Hill commenced with the Respondent with effect from 14 May 1984 when he was appointed to the position of Park 

Manager at Lake Leschenaultia.  With effect from 27 May 1988 the grading of the Park Manager’s position for salary purposes 
was aligned to that of Pool Manager Level 6, third year of experience (6/3). 

15 Although Mr Hill made representations to have his position reclassified in the early part of 1990 based on the salary rates 
applicable to National Parks’ Rangers, the Respondent maintained that his classification should remain aligned to a Swimming 
Pool Manager and reclassified his position to a Level 8/1. 

16 Following the introduction of salary broad banding Mr Hill’s position was translated to Level 5 Step 1. 
17 While Mr Hill’s salary and levels increased, the evidence before me is that neither the main objectives of his position nor the 

principal duties associated with it changed between June 1993 and the 16 September 1997 position description which is 
relevant to the period of the claim. 

18 The position objectives set out in the position description dated 16 September 1997 are as follows: 
Objectives of Position: 
Provide effective management of Lake Leschenaultia ensuring that the facility is well presented and maintained and that 
maximum benefit is derived from the facility by the local community 
Within Service: 
To assess, recommend and undertake ongoing improvements to the park which are in keeping with Council’s philosophy 
for the reserve. 
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Within Organisation 
Liaise with other departments and staff on all matters effecting the development and day to day management of the 
reserve. 

19 Also set out in the position description are the key duties/responsibilities.  They are separated into “Major and Significant” and 
“Minor” as shown hereunder: 
Major and Significant 

• Ensure the park is maintained in a clean and tidy condition and maintenance (lawn mowing, brush cutting, tree 
management, vandal damage repair, painting, furniture repairs and reticulation repairs) is regularly undertaken to 
a high standard. 

• Ensure a regular programme of machinery and equipment maintenance is in place. 
• Manage the financial operation of the Lake ensuring that Council's philosophical objectives and budget predictions 

are achieved. 
• Reconcile all monies received and deposit on at least a weekly basis into Council’s bank. 
• Maintain daily attendance and other records required by the Manager - Recreation Services. 
• In conjunction with the Ranger Service, ensure a comprehensive fire management plan is in place and as a part of 

that plan arrange the installation and maintenance of appropriate fire breaks. 
• Ensure staff receive appropriate training in a customer service environment and are multi-skilled and able to 

undertake the range of work related tasks required within the park. 
• Attend to bookings relative to the camping ground and organising groups. 

Minor 
• Liaise with lessees operating within the park to ensure all lease requirements are being fulfilled. 
• Liaise with police and local schools in relation to truancy and work experience. 
• Assist the Manager - Recreation Services in the annual review of Lake admissions fees and prepare draft budget 

estimates by February each year. 
• Participate on the interviewing panel in the appointment of new staff for the Lake. 
• In August each year present to the Manager - Recreation Services an annual report on the operation of the Lake for 

the previous year. 
• Attend to all inward and outward correspondence relevant to the lake and forward to the Manager - Community 

Services for signature. 
• Prepare written reports as required on aspects relating to the management of the Lake. 
• Provide First Aid and emergency services as required. 
• Attend to park user problems as required. 

20 The other employee, Mr Peter Ewen, commenced with the Respondent with effect from 21 December 1987 as a Park Ranger.  
His commencement salary was equivalent to that of a Ranger, first year of experience.  With effect from 27 May 1988, as a 
result of a review of officer’s salaries following amendments to the Act, the grading of the Park Ranger’s position for salary 
purposes was aligned to the Pool Manager Level 4/1. 

21 As in the case of Mr Hill, in 1994, as a result of the introduction of broad banding, Mr Ewen’s position of Park Ranger was set 
at Level 4 Step 1.  Likewise his position description for the purpose of this claim is that dated 16 September 1997 which sets 
out the position objectives as follows: 

Objectives of Position: 
Assist and support the Park Manager in providing effective management of Lake Leschenaultia ensuring that the facility 
is well presented and maintained and that maximum benefit is derived from the facility by the local community. 
Within Service: 
To maintain the park in a presentable condition to users and to undertake ongoing improvements that are in keeping with 
Council's philosophy for the reserve. 
Within Organisation 
Liaise with other staff within organisation to ensure the objectives of Lake Leschenaultia are achieved. 

22 The key duties/responsibilities are likewise separated into “Major and Significant” and “Minor” as follows: 
Major and Significant 

• Clean and maintain the public toilets, camping ground and barbecue facilities on a regular basis. 
• Maintain the lake and surrounding areas in a presentable standard, free of litter and refuse. 
• Assist in the collection of fees from park users and ensure the public are adequately informed of the restrictions 

applicable to the use of the facility from time to time. 
• Assist in the maintenance of orderly behaviour under the Local laws relating to Lake Leschenaultia and the 

requirements of the Dog Act. 
Minor 

• Assist with the on-going promotion of Lake Leschenaultia through day to day contact with users of the facility. 
• Provide First Aid as required. 
• Other appropriate duties as determined by the Park Manager. 

23 Lake Leschenaultia is described in the Request for Tender prepared by a Project Management Consultant engaged by the 
Respondent in 1999, when consideration was being given to privatising its management, as follows: 
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Lake Leschenaultia is an important conservation and recreation reserve located approximately 50 kilometres east of 
Perth.  The lake is managed by the Shire of Mundaring under a Management Order from the Department of Land 
Administration. 
The "C" class reserve covers an area of 168 hectares.  The lake was constructed as a dam approximately 100 years ago 
to provide water for steam locomotives using the Guildford to Chidlow rail line.  The lake holds approximately 530 mega 
litres of water and has a circumference of 3 kilometres. 
The water quality is consistently good and the lake is surrounded by natural bushland and man-made white sand beaches.  
It is regarded as a key recreation resource for the metropolitan area of Perth and, in particular, those people residing 
east of Perth. 

24 In the same document the lake’s facilities and infrastructure are listed as follows: 
Amenities at Lake Leschenaultia include the following - 

 campsite with showers and toilet facilities; 
 barbecues, both wood and electric; 
 kiosk and cafe which can provide a range of both hot and cold food and drinks (eat-in or take-away); 
 shade shelters and picnic areas; 
 toilet facilities; 
 walkways and trails; 
 canoe hire; 
 miniature railway track. 

25 In the Respondent’s brochure for the lake reserve, under the heading of “A place to relax” it is described as a “stretch of clean 
clear water specially set aside by Mundaring Shire for leisure activities” and lists canoeing, swimming, cycling, walking, bird 
watching and barbecues as an example. 

26 There does not appear to be any dispute between the parties that Lake Leschenaultia is a recreation facility and the above 
description and facilities are applicable to it. 

27 Notwithstanding the position descriptions and the nature of Lake Leschenaultia as a recreation reserve the Claimant maintains 
that the employees herein should be found to be Law Enforcement Officers and not Community Services Officers 
(Recreation). 

28 In support of this submission, evidence has been given by both Mr Hill and Mr Ewen of their duties and responsibilities 
relating to their appointments under specified legislation and By-laws.  In particular, section 29 of the Dog Act 1976, the 
Council’s By-laws relating to the illegal removal of timber, firewood and stone from Council’s property and probably more 
importantly, By-laws relating to Reserve No 23165 – Lake Leschenaultia (Lake By-laws). 

29 Mr Hill’s evidence of his activities as an authorised officer under the removal of timber, firewood and stone By-laws suggests 
they were limited.  He said it may be that an occasion where people have removed or been about to remove timber occurred 
once a year.  He could recall an occasion when a person had loaded his trailer with firewood and was required to off-load it. 

30 His appointment as an authorised person under the Dog Act 1976, he believed, was in case there was a dog attack at the lake.  
There is no evidence of any such attack and there is no evidence of his need to use the powers given to him under that Act.  He 
gave evidence that the Lake By-laws authorisation enabled him to deal with any dog problems.  Any stray dogs were caged in 
a secure area of the workshop until collected by a Shire Ranger.  Otherwise, people with dogs were asked to keep them in their 
cars or leave the lake reserve.  It is interesting that both Mr Hill and Mr Ewen thought dogs were not allowed into the lake 
reserve yet the Lake By-laws provide that “A person shall not bring a dog on to the reserve or permit a dog to remain thereon 
unless the dog is at all times restrained on a chain, cord or leash” although there is evidence before me that the Local Laws 
Relating to Dogs revoked the Lake By-law’s dogs provision on 24 November 1997.  Neither Mr Hill nor Mr Ewen were given 
any authority under the Local Laws Relating to Dogs. 

31 The Lake By-laws were introduced in 1982 and they provide for the good management of the lake reserve, generally providing 
for hours of admission, fees, control of the reserve, anti social behaviour, damage, fire lighting, posting of signs, discharge of 
firearms, camping, driving of vehicles, fishing, bathing, dogs, reserved areas and parking.  Provision is also made for penalties 
for the non-observance of the By-laws including the issue of infringement notices. 

32 By-law 6 provides for the appointment of an authorised officer as follows: 
6.    (1)   The Council may appoint a person to be caretaker or an authorized officer for the purpose of these by-laws. 

(2)   An authorized officer is authorised- 
(a)   to carry into effect the provisions of these by-laws; 
(b)   to report to the Clerk on the working, effectiveness and functioning of these by-laws; 
(c)   to recommend to the Clerk, the institution of prosecutions; and 
(d)   subject to section 646 of the Act, to institute and conduct prosecutions as directed by the Clerk from time to 

time. 
33 By-law 5 requires every person using the reserve to obey all reasonable directions of an authorised officer. 
34 There can be no doubt on the evidence that both Mr Hill and Mr Ewen have had to use the authority given to them to deal with 

visitors who become objectionable because of their drinking, bad language and general anti social behaviour.  On occasions 
this has resulted in such visitors being evicted from the reserve.  On other occasions it has been necessary to arrange for the 
police to attend.  However the use of that authority was not for the purpose of either of them pursuing a prosecution or 
imposing a penalty by way of an infringement notice.  Their power to issue infringement notices was removed in 1994 and 
neither have been involved in prosecuting an offender. 

35 It would appear from the evidence that Mr Hill and Mr Ewen have been able to manage the visitors to the lake reserve, 
progressively with more success, by, as Mr Hill said, being proactive in managing peoples behaviour and by dealing with any 
potential troublemakers before they get out of hand. 

36 Does it follow therefore that because Mr Hill and Mr Ewen were authorised officers under the Lakes By-laws and from time to 
time ensured compliance with them that they were Law Enforcement Officers? 

37 “Law Enforcement Officer” as defined in clause 5(g) is an employee “employed to patrol, within the geographical confines of 
a Local Authority” and it must follow that such is the first requirement.  The definition goes on to give purposes of the 
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patrolling.  Firstly, for the purpose of watching, protecting or inspecting all property belonging to the Local Authority and to 
enforce one or more of the Authority’s By-laws or any Acts of Parliament which that Authority is empowered to enforce and 
secondly, patrolling for the purpose of enforcing one or more of the Authorities By-laws or any Acts of Parliament which that 
Authority is empowered to enforce. 

38 It is not difficult, from the definition of “Law Enforcement Officer”, to see how a Shire Ranger, performing the duties set out 
in the evidence of Mr Thomas Bergin, the Respondent’s Senior Ranger, properly comes within that definition, nor is it difficult 
to see why Industrial Magistrate Cicchini came to the conclusion he did in the matter of Jensen v City of Melville 83 WAIG 
3668, a case referred to me on behalf of the Claimant. 

39 When considering an employee’s classification it has long been established that there are tests that should be applied.  These 
include the major and substantial employment test and the quality of work test. 

40 These tests were affirmed in Doropoulos and Others T/A Swan Dry Cleaners v Transport Workers Union 69 WAIG 1290.  
In that case the Full Bench of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission made reference with approval to the 
decision of Ludeke J in Merchant Service Guild of Australia v Fenwick & Co (Current Review 1973 5 at 7) quoting: 

To ascertain the course of the calling of particular employees, it is not enough merely to make quantitive assessment of 
time spent in carrying out various duties.  In my opinion, not only should the nature of the work done by the class of 
employees be examined, but it is equally relevant to consider the circumstances in which they are employed to do the 
work; and if a worker is required by his employer to carry out diverse duties, the enquiry should be directed to 
ascertaining the principal purpose for which the worker is employed. 

41 That test was followed in Zimmerman v ABC (1995) 62 S.A.I.R. 287 which also accepted the principle found in Briggs v 
Customtone Kitchens (1988) 24 I.R. 446 wherein Miller CIM of the Chief Industrial Magistrate’s Court, New South Wales 
said at page 452: 

In my view the correct approach for the determination of the issue drawn from the decisions above referred to is to place 
the major emphasis on the major and substantial purpose or object of the complainant’s engagement rather than on the 
major and substantial time spent on the performance of the duties.  This view, in my opinion, is not in conflict with the 
view expressed by Sheldon J. in Ware v O’Donnell Griffin. 

42 Evidence has been given of the history of the employment of both Mr Hill and Mr Ewen.  Both applied for advertised positions 
and were successful in gaining employment with the Respondent as Park Manager and Park Ranger at Lake Leschenaultia 
respectively. 

43 I have set out the objectives of their positions on pages 6 and 8 herein.  Mr Hill’s generally require effective management of 
the lake reserve ensuring that the facilities are well presented and maintained and that maximum benefit is derived from the 
facility by the local community, to assess, recommend and undertake ongoing improvements to the park.  Mr Ewen’s require 
him to assist Mr Hill in his objectives. 

44 Their respective key duties /responsibilities are set out on pages 6 to 9 herein.  Mr Hill’s duties are generally prefixed by words 
such as “ensure” or manage” whereas Mr Ewen’s duties require him to clean, maintain and assist.  The evidence of both 
employees is that they were involved in the hands-on maintenance and ongoing improvements, particularly during the summer 
season.  Mr Hill gave evidence that his job was more clerical and at page 18 of the transcript of proceedings he said: 

“During the winter time particularly the --- the other rangers’ job is a higher level of maintenance than mine.  During the 
summer time all our positions are fairly similar.” 

45 He went on to say that he did not think there were any duties that the rangers did that he did not. 
46 It is because of the nature of Mr Hill’s and Mr Ewen’s duties and responsibilities that the Respondent argues they are not Law 

Enforcement Officers and are properly classified as Community Services Officers (Recreation).  That classification, as defined 
in clause 5(i), means a person engaged by the Respondent whose role is to initiate, co-ordinate, encourage, promote or conduct 
recreational activities within the community and shall include an assistant in relation to such functions. 

47 There can be no doubt, on the evidence before me, that Lake Leschenaultia and the “C” class reserve in which it is situated is a 
place maintained for the recreation of members of the public and is used by them as such.  As is mentioned on page 10 herein 
it is described as being regarded “as a key recreation resource for the metropolitan area of Perth and, in particular, those 
people residing east of Perth” and as a “stretch of clean clear water specially set aside by Mundaring Shire for leisure 
activities”.  Those leisure activities are referred to also at page 10 herein. 

48 It does not appear to be in dispute that it is Mr Hill’s principal responsibility to effectively manage that recreation facility with 
the assistance of Mr Ewen and others. 

49 There appears to be some concern on the part of the Claimant that Mr Hill’s grading was aligned to that of a Pool Manager and 
that was why he was classified as a Community Services Officer (Recreation). 

50 I was referred to the Health Act (Swimming Pools) Regulations and Mr Hill was taken through the qualifications required by 
Swimming Pool Managers to show that he did not have the bronze medallion, a first aid certificate, experience or 
qualifications for the handling of chlorine and other pool cleaning chemicals or knowledge of operating pool equipment. 

51 It is not claimed by the Respondent that Mr Hill is a Pool Manager.  The evidence of Mr Kevin Bentley, the Respondent’s 
Executive Manager Community Services, is that “the grading of the park manager’s position for salary purposes was aligned 
to that of pool manager level 6, third year of experience” (see transcript page 120). 

52 The classification of Community Services Officer (Recreation) as partly mentioned beforehand at pages 16 and 17 herein can 
easily accommodate both Mr Hill and Mr Ewen but then goes on to read “and (shall include) recreation centre and swimming 
pool staff”.  It is not requiring Mr Hill or Mr Ewen to be swimming pool staff to fit within that classification. 

53 For the reasons I have given and applying the major and substantial employment test I find that neither Mr Hill nor Mr Ewen 
should or could be classified as Law Enforcement Officers and are properly classified as Community Services Officers 
(Recreation). 

54 The claims therefore will be dismissed 
WG Tarr 
Industrial Magistrate 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 There have been two claims filed in this action, however, the reason for that is that the first was for the period from 22 May 

2003 to 25 June 2003 and the second for the period from 26 June 2003 to 19 September 2003.  Both were heard together as 
though consolidated and I will deal with them as one. 

2 The Claimant, Mark Donald Bailey, is a police officer of the Western Australia Police Service and has the rank of a Senior 
Constable.  His claim is made pursuant to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.  He claims his employer, the 
Respondent, has failed to comply with a provision of the Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police 
Act Employees No PSAAG 8 of 2001 (the Agreement) in that the Respondent has failed to pay him while he was absent 
through illness for the period from 22 May 2003 to 19 September 2003 although the actual date is 18 September 2003. 

3 Clause 37 of the Agreement provides for an entitlement to leave and allowances through illness or injury and the relevant 
subclauses for the purposes of this claim are set out hereunder: 

(1)…(Requirement to notify) 
(2 ...an application for leave by an employee on account of incapacity shall be supported by a certificate of a medical 

practitioner … 
(3)   The application shall be- 

(a)   in a form approved by the Employer; and 
(b)   submitted to the Manager, and the certificate in its support shall be- 
(c)   submitted to the Manager. 

(4)   Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, and the compliance of the employee with subclause (3)(a), (b) and (c) of this 
clause, the Employer may grant to an employee in respect of the employee’s incapacity leave of absence with pay- 

(a)   for up to one hundred and sixty eight (168) days in a calendar year; and 
(b)   if so recommended by the Manager and subject to any terms or conditions recommended by the Manager, 

for a further period. 
(5)…(Entitlement to any special allowances) 
… 
(10) An employee who has been absent from duty because of incapacity for longer than four (4) weeks shall, before 

returning to duty, submit to the Manager evidence of the employee’s medical fitness to return to duty. 
(11)   (a)   The Employer may direct an employee to submit to examination, at the expense of the Employer, by one or 

more medical practitioners nominated in each instance by the Employer and the employee shall obey such a 
direction. 

(b)   Where an employee has been examined under subclause 11(a) of this clause, and the examining medical 
practitioner expresses the opinion in writing to the Employer that the employee is unfit for duty because of 
illness or injury, the Employer may direct the employee, to apply for leave on that ground and the employee 
shall obey such a direction. 

4 It does not appear to be in issue that the application required in subclause (3) is available electronically on the Police Service 
database and may be completed by the applicant (officer), his or her Officer in Charge or by any rehabilitation officer of the 
Police Service’s Health and Welfare Branch.  The subclause also provides for the medical certificate in support of the 
application to be submitted and it is after receipt of the medical certificate that the Officer in Charge or rehabilitation officer 
would complete an application.  The application is forwarded to the Manager who is defined in the Agreement for the purpose 
of clause 37 as meaning the Manager of the Health and Welfare Branch of the Police Service. 

5 The Claimant commenced employment with the Western Australia Police Service in February 1990 and, as he has said in 
evidence, swore an oath of office, a term of which was that he would provide country service in Western Australia. 

6 He had not served in any country posting when on 21 January 2000 he was formally advised that his obligation to do country 
service had fallen due and that he would be placed on the Management Initiated Transfer List. 

7 Acting Assistant Commissioner Lampard gave evidence that the Police Service was having difficulties filling vacancies in 
Kalgoorlie and the Claimant was advised that he would be transferred to Kalgoorlie. 

8 The Claimant applied to the Transfer Review Committee for a deferral of his country transfer and was granted a deferral until 
1 January 2001.  In June 2001 he was advised that he was to be transferred to Kalgoorlie and he arrived in Kalgoorlie on 2 
September 2001.  He remained in Kalgoorlie, except for periods of annual leave totalling 31 days, until he commenced sick 
leave on 15 March 2002 and has not returned to his position in Kalgoorlie since that date. 
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9 I do not propose to go through the evidence in detail because factually it is not generally in issue.  The Claimant remained on 
paid sick leave until he commenced a rehabilitation placement at the Armadale Police Station on a graded return to work 
program. 

10 In January 2003 the Claimant’s psychiatrist Dr Morkell certified he was fit for full-time duties as did his general practitioner 
Dr Dobromirska.  On 25 February 2003 the Claimant was reviewed by the Police Service’s occupational health psychiatrist Dr 
McDonald who found him free of any symptoms of major depressive illness and fit to return to Kalgoorlie as at 17 March 
2003.  Dr McDonald did make note that there were “Social issues re move to Kalgoorlie” and that the Claimant “remains in 
some doubt as to abilities and potential vulnerability in Kalgoorlie”. 

11 Having been advised that he would be required to return to Kalgoorlie on 17 March 2003, the Claimant asked to stay at 
Armadale until he had seen Dr Morkell at the end of March.  It was suggested that he apply for four week’s annual leave and 
he did so, commencing from 22 March 2003. 

12 On 23 April 2003 he sent his rehabilitation officer, Miss Julie Vlahov, a certificate from Dr Adam Nuttall stating that he was 
unfit for work from that day until at least 30 April 2003. 

13 Dr Dobromirska provided certificates stating the Claimant will be unfit for work from 30 April 2003 until 12 May 2003 and 
from 12 May 2003 until 26 May 2003.  She provided another certificate on a Workcover form for the period from 28 May 
2003 until 10 June 2003.  I find that those three certificates were received by the Health and Welfare Branch. 

14 During March 2003 the Claimant pursued avenues to avoid returning to Kalgoorlie concluding with an interview with Acting 
Assistant Commissioner Lampard on 28 March 2003.  Mr Lampard gave evidence that he discussed with the Claimant his 
request for a compassionate transfer and after being told that issues relating to the Claimant’s wife’s illness and the legal 
dispute involving the building of his new home had been resolved he informed the Claimant that he did not qualify for a 
compassionate transfer.  In a letter dated 2 April 2003 the Claimant was instructed to report to the Kalgoorlie Police Station on 
19 April 2003, the day following the last day of the Claimant’s approved annual leave. 

15 On 22 April 2003 the Claimant sent an e-mail to Mr Lampard advising of his appointments with Dr Morkell on 28 March and 
15 April 2003 and the doctor’s assessment of him.  The Claimant also stated that if there was no chance of him remaining in 
the Metropolitan Area he would resign from the Police Service. 

16 Dr McDonald provided a report on his assessment of the Claimant dated 5 May 2003, which stated: 
This man attended for review at the Health and Welfare Branch on 29 April 2003. 
Following my assessment and reviewing correspondence received from treating medical practitioners, it is my opinion 
that Senior Constable Bailey is unlikely to be able to manage in a position within the Western Australia Police Service 
without the support of his family. 
With respect to his tenure at Kalgoorlie Police Station, Senior Constable Bailey informs me that his family would not be 
moving with him, and as a result, I believe he will have difficulty managing with his position there on medical grounds. 
If you have any questions regarding this report, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

17 After considering that report the Claimant was, by letter dated 12 May 2003, instructed to report to the Kalgoorlie Police 
Station on 21 May 2003.  For completeness the letter to Senior Constable Bailey from Acting Commander Gronow of the 
North Eastern Regional Office is set out hereunder: 

On the 29th April 2003 Doctor Rob McDonald, Occupational Health Physician, from the Health and Welfare Branch, 
assessed you and as a result of that assessment he advised that in his opinion you had capacity to work but would have 
difficulty managing in any position within the Western Australia Police Service without the support of your family. 
Prior to being directed to resume duties at Kalgoorlie you had an extended period on sick leave followed by a further 
period of rehabilitation at the end of which time you were considered fit to resume your normal duties. 
You were transferred to Kalgoorlie on the 2nd September 2001 and up until this date you have completed six months of 
duty at that location.  Your tenure at Kalgoorlie is for a period of three years of which you have a further thirty months to 
serve. 
Notwithstanding this most recent assessment, there is an obligation of employment that you are required to serve at a 
country location and your current employment location is Kalgoorlie. 
Subsequently I instruct you to report to Acting Senior Sergeant McAlpine the Officer In Charge of the Kalgoorlie Police 
Station at 0800 hours on Wednesday 21st May, 2003. 
Should you not resume duty at Kalgoorlie at 0800 hours on Wednesday 21st May, 2003, your paid sick leave will cease. 

18 That letter was delivered by hand to the Claimant’s address on 13 May 2003. 
19 Paid sick leave did cease on 22 May 2003, on the recommendation of Mr Lampard, by a decision of the Manager of the Health 

and Welfare Branch, Ms Dora Volleman, who had delegated authority to make that decision. 
20 Clause 37 deals with the granting of paid sick leave by providing that the employer (Commissioner of Police) may grant to an 

employee leave where he or she is ill or injured and where they have complied with subclause (2) by making application which 
shall be supported by a certificate of a medical practitioner and provided the application is in the correct form and it and the 
certificate are submitted to the Manager. 

21 Section 56 of the Interpretation Act 1984 provides that where the word “may” is used in conferring a power, such word shall 
be interpreted to imply that the power so conferred may be exercised or not, at discretion and where the word “shall” is used in 
conferring a function, the function so conferred must be performed. 

22 Of course, where a power may be exercised at discretion there is an obligation on the person exercising his or her discretion to 
do so in a procedurally fair way and any decision must be reasonable.  Nonetheless where the word “may” is used there is 
discretion. 

23 Mr Lampard gave reasons for his recommendation that Senior Constable Bailey’s paid sick leave should cease and they were 
based on the factors mentioned in his evidence which is set out hereunder: 

“ … medical information in January and February 2003 that Mr Bailey was fit for full-time police duties in Kalgoorlie. 
After Mr Bailey was informed of the requirement to resume duty in Kalgoorlie on 17 March 2003, he made request to be 
released from his tenure at Kalgoorlie Police Station on compassionate grounds.  My discussion with Mr Bailey, during 
which he informed me that the reason that he did not want to return to Kalgoorlie was because his wife/family could not 
be relocated with him - - Mr Bailey's failure to comply with three directions to resume work in Kalgoorlie, start date 
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17.3, 19.4 and 21.5 of 2003, appeared to be the result of his reluctance and resistance to work in Kalgoorlie because his 
family would not relocate with him. 
Medical information which was received in May 2003 supported the fact that Mr Bailey would have difficulty managing 
in Kalgoorlie because - - without the support of his family.  Information which indicated that Mr Bailey was seeking to 
avoid a transfer to Kalgoorlie, for example, the job application he made in January 2003 and his subsequent reluctance 
to attend Kalgoorlie despite medical advice that he was fit for work. 
Mr Bailey was fit for operational duties.  He was able to work in Perth, and did work at Armadale Police Station until  
21 March 2003.  Mr Bailey would have been able to work in Kalgoorlie if his family were in Kalgoorlie and, finally, the 
fact that Mr Bailey’s family would not relocate was not a matter within the control of the Commissioner of Police.  It was 
a matter within Mr Bailey’s personal circumstances.” 

(Transcript page 120) 
24 In cross-examination, when it was put to Mr Bailey that his wife “simply didn’t want to go to Kalgoorlie” he said in answer: 

“Well, again, whether my wife - - whether Katherine wanted to go to Kalgoorlie or not, it wasn’t really an issue, as I said 
all along.  I was quite happy, and we still are quite happy, as we’ve mentioned to Peter Brown from the union, and other 
people - - I am still quite happy to go and do my tenure in Kalgoorlie.  It’s got nothing to do with Katherine going to 
Kalgoorlie.  Again, Peter had been down to the house and possibly at a later stage she will join me in Kalgoorlie, or 
wherever I’m sent.  It goes without saying, if - - there is no way on God’s earth that I can just sit here and stay at 
Armadale for the rest of my - - rest of my days.  Sooner or later I’m going to be sent to Kalgoorlie or somewhere else; 
otherwise it’d be - - the Commissioner at some stage is going to say, “On your bike, mate,” you know, “This can't go 
on,” and - - obviously which is now.  I have not once suggested that I will not go back to Kalgoorlie or any other - - other 
place.” 

(Transcript page 56) 
25 That belief held by Senior Constable Bailey is certainly not consistent with his behaviour and actions which are more 

consistent with Mr Lampard’s view that Senior Constable Bailey had demonstrated a reluctance and resistance to a country 
posting and in particular a return to Kalgoorlie.  

26 When advised in 2000 of his obligation to perform country service he gave as a reason for seeking an exemption from transfer 
for “the next 2-3 years” his children’s studies and the belief that “uprooting them and taking them from their home and 
education environment would seriously disadvantage their studies”. 

27 In September 2000 the Transfer Review Committee granted a deferral until 1 January 2001. 
28 Senior Constable Bailey arrived in Kalgoorlie on 2 September 2001 and went on leave on 12 November 2001 requesting a 

transfer on compassionate grounds on 22 November 2001.  The application for transfer was refused.  Since then he was 
granted paid sick leave and diagnosed by Dr Morkell in his report dated 4 July 2002 with a “condition consistent with the 
diagnostic criteria of a major depressive disorder – single episode with permanent anxiety symptoms”.  That report suggested 
that Senior Constable Bailey’s “overall prognosis will be favourable as long as appropriate medical management is instigated 
and a stable process of recovery occurs.  I would however, suggest that it would be extremely counter therapeutic for him to 
be returned back to his Kalgoorlie post and to be separated from his wife who is his main social support.  I certainly see no 
difficulties in the future for him to do a country stint as a Police Officer but I would suggest that if this occurred in the next 6 
to 12 months, it would probably set his condition back and it would exacerbate his major depression”. 

29 It is the difficulty of Senior Constable Bailey managing the separation from his wife that appears to be central to his reasons 
for not wanting to return to Kalgoorlie.  The evidence is clear that his wife and children would not be moving with him and 
that was a situation over which the Respondent had no control and no doubt a situation applying to other officers transferred to 
a country posting. 

30 As Dr Cheng reported in his report dated 19 September 2003 that when in Kalgoorlie and separated from his wife, Senior 
Constable Bailey had feelings of isolation and lack of “structure” as he did not have any social or emotional supports in 
Kalgoorlie.  He found it difficult returning to an empty house alone. 

31 In an e-mail to Julie Vlahov dated 28 February 2003 Senior Constable Bailey claimed his wife was “absolutely gutted” about 
him having to return to Kalgoorlie. 

32 In an e-mail to Inspector Cope dated 10 March 2003 Senior Constable Bailey expressed his concern about returning to 
Kalgoorlie at that time as it “will add more stress on an already strained marriage”. 

33 At another time Senior Constable Bailey put forward as a reason for not wanting to be in Kalgoorlie, financial hardship 
brought about by the need to run two households. 

34 Towards the end of August 2002 Senior Constable Bailey commenced a rehabilitation placement at the Armadale Police 
Station and by January 2003 his general practitioner, psychiatrist and the Respondent’s occupational health physician all 
declared that he was fit and ready for full-time operational police duties.  It was after he was informed that he would be 
required to return to work at Kalgoorlie on 17 March 2003 that Senior Constable Bailey let it be known that he wanted to stay 
in Perth until he had consulted with his psychiatrist.  Senior Constable Bailey then took annual leave. 

35 In my view Acting Assistant Commissioner Lampard, for the reasons he has given, was justified in having concerns about the 
bona fides of Senior Constable Bailey and the evidence supports those concerns. 

36 When the discretion was provided for in clause 37 of the agreement it must have been contemplated that there would be 
circumstances when it would be appropriate for the Respondent to exercise that discretion and decline to grant an employee 
leave of absence with pay; provided of course that the discretion is exercised in a procedurally fair way and in all the 
circumstances is reasonable. 

37 I have not particularly addressed the issue of the Claimant’s obligation under clause 37 to provide an application supported by 
a certificate of a medical practitioner.  The evidence before me, however, is that certificates were provided by Dr Dobromirska 
to cover the period from 30 April 2004 to 10 June 2004 and it was not until Dr Morkell’s report dated 9 September 2003 was 
there a “certificate” for the intervening period.  In fact Dr Morkell’s report was that the Claimant was “unfit for duty outside 
the metropolitan area from 22 May 2003 onwards”. 

38 Dr Morkell had not seen the Claimant between 15 April 2003 and the consultation in September which resulted in the report.  
The consultation on 15 April 2003 did not result in a report being prepared and I have difficulty accepting the Claimant’s 
evidence in that regard.  The obligation was clearly on him to arrange for and provide any medical certificate required in 
support of his application for sick leave. 
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39 I share the Respondent’s concerns as to how Dr Morkell could determine the Claimant’s fitness to work between 22 May 2003 
and 1 September 2003 not having seen him during that period. 

40 It is my view, in this case, that it was not unreasonable for the Respondent not to approve paid sick leave for the period the 
subject of these claims.  In fact I find that it was justifiable for the Respondent to exercise his discretion in the way that he did. 

41 For those reasons the claims will be dismissed. 
WG TARR, 
Industrial Magistrate. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 These claims were heard over a period of four days and were hotly contested.  At the conclusion of the hearing on 5 August 

2004 I reserved my decision to obtain the transcript of proceedings so I could consider my decision and provide written 
reasons for the same. 

2 Curiously, on 27 August 2004 I noticed and read an article on page 8 of the West Australian newspaper which was headed 
“Police were warned of on-call payout problem” which read inter alia: 

“On Wednesday, Deputy Commissioner Chris Dawson refused to comment on Sgt Hill’s case.  …” 
3 I am not certain whether the following comment can be ascribed to the Deputy Commissioner but the article went on: 

“The on-call roster is only relevant for officers in charge of specific units, generally above the rank of senior sergeant or 
inspector, and officers attached to specialist sections, such as forensics experts or detectives.” 

4 These are, of course, claims made by Senior Constable Cornthwaite, who is a scenes of crime forensics officer, for an 
allowance to be paid because he alleges that he was “on call”.  The Claimant also makes a claim for interest to be paid on the 
amounts found to be underpaid and seeks the imposition of a penalty for breaches of the relevant industrial agreements as a 
result of the failure to pay the allowance. 

5 I should at the start of this decision say that I made some comments at the opening of the hearing that I would not entertain an 
application for pre-judgement interest.  I have changed my mind about that because the Full Bench of the Western Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission in the matter of Hill v Minister for Police and Another (unreported, Appeal No FBA 12 of 
2004, delivered on 24 August 2004, Citation No 2004 WAIRC 12493) has said such a claim may be made. 

6 The relevant industrial agreements are: 
• Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees 1996 No AG 274 of 1996 (the 1996 

Agreement). 
• Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees 1998 No AG 129 of 1998 (the 1998 

Agreement). 
• Western Australia Police Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees 2001 No PSAAG 8 of 2001 (the 2001 

Agreement). 
7 The claims allege 116 breaches of the industrial agreements resulting in a total underpayment of $80,271.09, the details of 

which are as follows: 
• M 6 of 2004 covers the period from 9 January 1998 to 18 March 1999 comprising 48 weeks or 24 pay periods.  This 

claim alleges 24 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $17,839.87. 
• M 7 of 2004 covers the period from 19 March 1999 to 3 December 2000 comprising 92 weeks or 46 pay periods.  This 

claim alleges 46 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $30,102.98. 
• M 8 of 2004 covers the period from 4 December 2000 to 18 September 2001 comprising 44 weeks or 22 pay periods.  

This claim alleges 22 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $17,000.58. 
• M 9 of 2004 covers the period from 19 September 2001 to 1 August 2002 comprising 48 weeks or 24 pay periods.  This 

claim alleges 24 breaches of the relevant agreement leading to an underpayment of $15,327.66. 
8 At this point I would adopt what was said by my brother Industrial Magistrate G Cicchini in the matter of Khng and Nind v 

Minister for Police and Another (2004) 84 WAIG 1139 when he referred to the industrial agreements.  He said: 
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The Agreements 
The Claimants say that they were at all material times “on-call” to perform their duties and thereby met the provisions of 
clause 16 (the 1996 Agreement) and clause 19 (the 1998 Agreement) which entitled them to the payment of an “on-call” 
allowance during such material periods.  Clauses 16 and 19 differ only in that the formula for the calculation of the 
hourly rate found in clause 16(2) in the 1996 Agreement has been replaced by an actual dollar value in the 1998 
Agreement.  Other than that the provision remains the same across both agreements. 
I now set out the relevant portion of the clause: 

ON CALL - CLOSE CALL - STANDBY ALLOWANCES 
(1) For the purpose of this clause:   

 “on-call” shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered, or directed by a duly authorised 
senior officer, to be available to respond forthwith for duty outside of the employee's ordinary 
working hours or shift. An employee placed on call shall remain contactable by telephone or paging 
system for all of such time unless working in response to a call or with the consent of his or her 
appropriate senior officer.  

 "Close-call" shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered, or directed by a duly authorised 
senior officer, that they are or may be required to attend for extra duty sometime before their next 
normal time of commencing duty and that the employee is to remain at his or her residence and be 
required to be available for immediate recall to duty.   

 "Stand-by" shall mean a situation in which an employee is rostered or directed by a duly authorised 
senior officer to remain in attendance at his or her place of employment at that time, overnight and/or 
over a non-working day, and may be required to perform certain tasks periodically or on an ad hoc 
basis.  Such employee shall be provided with appropriate facilities for sleeping if attendance is 
overnight, and other personal needs, where practicable. 

(2)    (a) An employee who is authorised by the Commissioner or a duly authorised senior officer to hold 
themselves available under any of the conditions contained in subclause (1) shall be paid the 
appropriate allowance in accordance with the following scale: 
……… 

(3)     Payment in accordance with subclause (2) shall not be made in respect to any period for which payment is 
otherwise made in accordance with the provisions of Clause 18. - Overtime when the employee is recalled 
to work. 

(4)     An employee, whilst in a restricted situation specified in subclause (1), shall receive a minimum payment of 
four (4) hours regardless of the actual specified period. 

(5)     An employee rostered according to subclause (1) shall for the purpose of overtime, be deemed to have 
commenced duty at time of notification of recall. 

Relevantly the “Hours” clauses in the agreements provide inter alia at clauses 7(1) and 16(1) respectively as follows: 
(1)   (a) The ordinary hours of duty for employees other than commissioned officers, country resident officers 

in charge and metropolitan officers in charge as defined and those under the arrangements provided 
under subclause (8) of this clause shall average forty (40) per week to be worked as 8 hour shifts over 
any 5 days of the week. 

The “Hours” clauses in the agreements also contain a provision that relates to “rostering”.  The provision is found in 
clause 7(2) of the 1996 Agreement and in clause 16(6) of the 1998 Agreement.  It provides: 

A roster shall be posted at each place of employment not later than 1.00pm on the Tuesday preceding the week to 
be worked showing hours of duty and rest days for the ensuing week.  Such roster may be varied or suspended by 
the Officer in Charge in an emergency or where such action is in the public interest. 

It will be obvious therefore that police officers are required to work a forty hour week in accordance with a roster 
prepared by their Officer in Charge which might be varied or suspended in the case of an emergency or by reason of 
public interest. 
Subclause (1) of the “Overtime clause” in each agreement provides (clauses 17 and 18 respectively): 

An employee may be required to work reasonable overtime and such employee shall work overtime in accordance 
with such requirement. 

Accordingly it will be seen that the requirement for an officer to be on duty outside of normal working hours may be 
constituted by either having to work overtime or alternatively being “on-call”, on “close-call” and on “stand-by”.  Any 
overtime performed is paid at penalty rates as provided by the overtime clause.  The requirement to be “on-call”, on 
“close-call” and on “stand-by” attracts an allowance with the subsequent return to work whilst “on-call”, “close-call” 
or “stand-by” attracting penalty rates.  Recall to duty whilst on “on-call”, on “close-call” and on “stand-by” envisages 
a requirement that must be met.  On the other hand a recall to duty outside of those circumstances imparts some 
discretion on the part of the officer as to whether in that particular instance he or she will do overtime. 
On 13 October 1989 the then Commissioner of Police, Mr Bull, published a notice concerning “On-call Allowance”.  The 
notice published in the Police Gazette on 18 October 1989 (exhibit 17) provided: 

ON-CALL ALLOWANCE 
It is notified for general information that the requirement that members not be placed “on-call”, “close call” or 
“stand-by” without the express approval of the Assistant Commissioner for the portfolio concerned as published 
in the Police Gazette 47 on December 2, 1988, is withdrawn. 
Authority to approve these allowances is now delegated to the relevant Regional Officer or Branch Head. 
Regional Officers/Branch Heads are to ensure they are familiar with these provisions of the Award and that they 
are used in the appropriate circumstances. 
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Full overtime is not to be approved when one of the “on-call” categories can be properly applied; and 
correspondingly, members' proper entitlements are to be fully met on all occasions. 
Members are reminded that where they are in receipt of allowances for “on-call”, “close-call” or “stand-by”, 
they are required to be ready and capable of returning to duty when called upon. 
Any queries relating to the interpretation or application of the allowances are to be directed to the Chief 
Superintendent Personnel Systems via Netmail or to the Employee Relations Officer or Industrial Relations 
Consultant located on the 5th Floor, 169 Hay Street, East Perth, telephone 222 1348.  The Employee Relations 
Officer will monitor usage to ensure the proper and efficient implementation of the allowances. 
B. BULL, 
Commissioner of Police. 
October 13, 1989. 

9 The relevant clauses of the 2001 Agreement are the same as those in the 1998 agreement with a higher dollar value in the 2001 
Agreement. 

10 The Claimant was the sole scenes of crime officer or forensic officer for the Pilbara area of Western Australia based in Port 
Hedland and South Hedland.  My rough calculations show that area to be about twice the size of Great Britain or half the size 
of Egypt; 550,000 square kilometres.  That area included 16 then 14 towns.  The busiest town was South Hedland and that is 
why the officer was stationed there. 

11 The Claimant commenced duty on 12 January 1998 and it is alleged that Inspector Squires from the Perth Forensic Department 
told him he would be on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week and that this was repeated by Detective Sergeant 
Ronald Clarke who was the detective in charge of South Hedland. 

12 Officers such as the Claimant are expert evidence gatherers and work very closely with the detectives.  Training takes 5 to 7 
years. 

13 I have to decide, on the balance of probabilities, whether a duly authorised senior officer directed the Claimant to be on call. 
14 If an officer is properly placed on call an hourly allowance is payable for all hours spent on call whereas for overtime the 

officer is paid the rate of time and one half for the first three hours and double time thereafter for hours worked in excess of 
forty hours in a week. 

15 Some time after he started in the position he was provided with a special vehicle that carried his equipment.  He had a mobile 
phone, the number for which was placed on the notice boards of all the area police stations. 

16 I find having heard the evidence that the Claimant did a great deal of work and much of it was after hours and that there must 
have been considerable family disruption because of that work.  I also note in this regard that the Claimant was paid a lot of 
overtime. 

17 I agree that the Claimant must obey lawful orders and there may be disciplinary proceedings if there is not obedience. 
Evidence for the Claimant 
Ronald Francis Clarke 
18 Mr Clarke was the detective in charge of South Hedland at the relevant time and had spent twenty-nine years in the police 

service, serving in many places in many different capacities. 
19 He said that he was the officer responsible for the scenes of crime officer.  There was some dispute about this in later evidence 

and I find that the officer in charge of the station was the person directed to be responsible, but that Detective Sergeant Clarke 
became, de facto, the responsible officer as the Claimant worked closely with the detectives.  I find that various officers in 
charge of the region, who perhaps should have checked, did not, on the basis that the system was working and not causing 
problems. 

20 The North-Eastern Police District extended from Koomerina Station, which is half-way between Meekatharra and Newman, 
and across to Coral Bay (and until recently as far as Kununurra) and across to the Northern Territory border.  It would take 
four hours to drive across. 

21 The Claimant worked Monday to Friday day shift and every second Saturday.  I come to the conclusion that there was a great 
deal of work in the area for the Claimant. 

22 I find as a fact that Detective Sergeant Clarke directed the Claimant to be on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week 
and that he was directed to be contactable and was contactable for the vast majority of the time. 

23 At first the Claimant had to find a vehicle to attend crime scenes and but later he was supplied with one fitted with a long-
range radio. 

24 There were some repercussions when neither the Claimant nor anyone else was available on one occasion when a crime scene 
had to be examined.  I find that several senior officers expected that the Claimant would be available at any time.  I also find 
that it was very important that scenes of crime officers should be available immediately. 

25 The Claimant had to fill out vehicle commuting approval forms on a three-monthly basis.  Some of those were produced in 
evidence and one in fact used the expression “on call”.  That form, however, was not signed by the commanding District 
Officer.  The evidence was that the Claimant asked the Respondents for all the approval forms and never received them and I 
find that more than a little bit odd. 

26 At one stage the Claimant had the vehicle taken from him, but it was later returned to him because of operational difficulties. 
27 The Claimant had to keep the witness informed of where he was and where he was going to on each occasion.  He was allowed 

to take the vehicle on semi-private occasions so he could respond if necessary. 
28 There was concern about budgetary matters relating to spending on the supply of services. 
29 The witness was subjected to cross-examination and I should here state that I look at this witnesses’ evidence without 

considering the fact that he has been stood down as a result of the Police Royal Commission.  I also note he has claimed a fair 
amount of overtime. 

30 He stated that the detectives were never placed on call and he did not have authority to put the Claimant on call and no district 
officer told him to place the Claimant on call.  All officers, however, had to be available to attend to reasonable overtime. 
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31 I find that there was really no other scenes of crime officer and if one was needed he or she would have to come from outside 
the district.  There was an officer with far lesser experience sometimes available. 

32 I note that the witness has said that if this claim were successful he would also claim. 
Ian William Cornthwaite. 
33 Mr Cornthwaite said that he worked a forty-four hour week in shifts as he was then north of the 26th parallel.  He did 7 years 

training for the position. 
34 When he first arrived in South Hedland Detective Sergeant Clarke told him he was to be available twenty-four hours a day, 

seven days a week.  He was provided with equipment and a mobile phone as he was to be available at all times.  The vehicle 
was supplied so that he could attend crime scenes more quickly.  Permission to have the vehicle had to be applied for every 
three months.  The reason for the car being supplied was so that he could attend crime scenes after hours and take his specialist 
equipment with him and this occurred on a lot of occasions.  One form that he was given stated that he was “to attend call-outs 
of an urgent nature”.  Another signed by a Mr Pottinger used the words “due to being available 24 hours a day”.  Yet another 
used the words “on call 24 hours”, but it was not signed. 

35 Before leaving for South Hedland Inspector Squires of the forensic branch had told him he was to be available twenty-four 
hours a day but that he would not be paid an on-call allowance.  That statement was hearsay. 

36 He said he brought up the matter of being on call with Acting Inspector Walsh in 1998 or 1999 and there were discussions 
about being put on call rather than being paid overtime.  It ended with him being told that he was to be available but he would 
not be paid. 

37 As I have said above I find the Claimant was called out frequently after hours.  He said he claimed overtime but not on every 
occasion. 

38 Sometimes officers on the spot would secure a scene and the Claimant would attend later.  This depended on the nature of the 
alleged crime and in some cases it was very important that he attended as soon as possible.  On some occasions he was 
recalled from annual leave. 

39 There was a Senior Constable called Reynolds who had had some training and he assisted on several occasions. Officers from 
Perth or Broome also assisted on some occasions. 

40 At the time he was married and had two daughters.  On one occasion when his wife was out and he was baby-sitting, his wife 
was brought back to their house so that he could be freed to attend a crime scene.  His job interfered with his sports of bowling 
and fishing and his social life in general but he believed he had to do the job or be moved out of it. 

41 He said he was of the opinion that he got the vehicle supplied on the basis of the necessary equipment to be carried and 
frequent recall to duty.  He believed he had to be on call as his superior officer Clarke had told him to. 

42 It was some time in 2002 that he became aware that he was entitled to an on-call allowance. 
43 When he was cross-examined the Claimant agreed he had to work a reasonable amount of overtime, but for a good reason he 

could refuse.  In the case of an “on call” situation an officer would be required to return to work immediately. 
44 No District Officer placed him on call and he was never told he could not drink.  He had consumed alcohol while off duty.  On 

several occasions he had drunk sufficient to be unhappy about driving a vehicle. 
45 He was told he was not going to be paid the allowance so he never put in a claim for the on-call allowance.  He did, however, 

claim overtime. 
46 Before he was given a vehicle he would go to the station and persuade someone to give him a vehicle to attend a crime scene. 
47 The Claimant made the point that night driving could be dangerous. 
Winston Thomas Neville 
48 Mr Neville is a retired Chief Superintendent from the forensic division.  He said the officers worked in shifts, and at that time 

there was an on-call person.  There was no recompense for being on call.  He established the country scenes of crime system 
and the officers he interviewed for the various jobs had to be available after hours and to be on call.  If they were unable to 
make themselves available they did not get the job. 

49 It was thought that one officer was sufficient for South Hedland because of the amount of work.  The detectives looked after 
the scenes of crime officers under the forensic division. 

50 On-call allowances were discussed at a district level but is was not financially possible to pay it.  At one stage there was a six 
hour overtime payment for being on call. 

51 Mr Neville retired from the service in 1995. 
52 That was the claimant’s case. 
53 In relation to the Respondents’ case Mr Bathurst made an opening statement and said that the pivotal issue was whether the 

Claimant had been rostered, or directed by a duly authorised senior officer to be on call and available forthwith outside his 
ordinary working hours.  Officers had to do a reasonable amount of overtime, but could be excused for good reason. 

54 This claim, unlike the Hill matter (supra) involved a police district headed by a District Officer of the rank of Superintendent.  
Really the District Officers were Police Chiefs for their district.  That officer had never directed the Claimant. 

55 He submitted that evidence would be led to show that there was a conscious cost decision made not to place officers on call 
and that there was a welfare issue.  He also submitted that it was improper to have one officer available twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week.  He said it was a question of how important the recall was as to whether the Claimant returned to 
work. 

56 Detective Sergeant Clarke could not direct the Claimant and there was no compulsion on the Claimant to return. 
57 The Claimant was paid overtime.  He never claimed an on-call allowance and knew if he submitted such a claim it would not 

be paid.  The direction by Detective Sergeant Clarke was not a lawful order. 
58 This jurisdiction is not subject to the equity, good conscience and substantial merit rule as is the Western Australian Industrial 

Relations Commission.  There must be strict proof of the direction. 
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59 The Claimant was not always in a position to respond forthwith for duty. 
Evidence for the Respondents 
David Eacott 
60 Mr Eacott is the Principal Employee Relations Officer for the police service. He explained the difference between being 

recalled for overtime and being on call. This has been dealt with above. 
61 Under cross-examination Mr Eacott stated that if an officer is on call he or she must be contactable and ready to return. 
62 He said that now, and for the period of the last twelve months, District Superintendents were duly authorised senior officers. 
63 The authority to place an officer on call was in the hands of Deputy Commissioners but as at 16 May 2003 he was still finding 

out whether there had been other delegations as the issue was crucial to other matters before this Court. 
64 He conceded that a duty can be performed without an officer leaving his residence. That is a proposition I agree with. 
William Matson 
65 Mr Matson was the District Officer for the Pilbara from September 1996 to January 1999.  The Claimant was a district 

resource within his area of responsibility.  He had run officers on call at previous times. 
66 In 1989 there was a notice from the Commissioner stating that the power to approve such allowances was delegated to the 

relevant regional officer branch head.  He stated that he never placed the Claimant on call either directly or indirectly or 
through any other person.  He said he did not have the power to delegate that function.  He said overtime could be claimed but 
he did not have the budget to place the Claimant on call; that would have cost about $24,000.00 per annum. 

67 Mr Matson maintained that it would be unsafe to have the Claimant on call because of the amount of work and the distances to 
be travelled.  He said the Claimant was directly responsible to the Senior Sergeant of the police station.  He said Detective 
Sergeant Clarke did not have authority to place the Claimant on call and that no restrictions were placed on the Claimant’s 
after hours activities.  If an incident occurred someone would ring the Claimant to see if he was available for recall and he 
would be paid overtime. 

68 If he was not available other arrangements would be made through other officers and or the use of a plane to get someone else.  
Failure to be available for overtime would not generally be the subject of disciplinary proceedings.  If the Claimant had drunk 
too much alcohol to be able to drive then others would secure the scene or perhaps someone else would be brought in.  There 
was a great deal of driving in some cases. 

69 No claim was ever made for the on-call allowance by the Claimant, and if it had been, then it would have been refused. 
70 When cross examined Mr Matson said that he knew it was only District Officers who could place officers on call.  He also 

conceded that he knew the Claimant was the second scenes of crime officer to be sent to the area.  He said that he thought that 
the Claimant should have been reporting to the officer in charge of the station not the senior detective.  He did not know the 
details of the Claimant being called out but he would be required to come back to work. 

71 He would not know all the details of the overtime worked, but would know, so far as the district budget cost was concerned. 
72 He maintained that a mobile phone was regarded as a tool of the trade and for use after hours.  A designated vehicle would 

help on response times. 
73 The Claimant was not replaced when he was on leave or on training; it was the case that other arrangements were made. 
Raymond Charles Pottinger 
74 Mr Pottinger was formerly a Superintendent in the Western Australia Police Force.  From January 1999 to February 2002 he 

was the District Officer for the Pilbara. 
75 He said that he expected the Claimant, if available, to attend when called in.  He did not expect the Claimant to be always 

available after hours but when he was recalled and he came in, he was to be paid overtime. 
76 The only officers who were to be available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week were Inspectors.  The Claimant was 

not replaced when on leave as it was the case that others were brought in. 
77 The Claimant was never placed on call by the witness, who was the only person able to place any officer on call.  His after-

hours activities were not restricted nor would he have been disciplined if he had been drinking. 
78 Mr Pottinger said that the sort of incident would dictate how urgent it was for the Claimant to attend.  He had a vehicle 

supplied so that he could respond quickly.  Such vehicle had been supplied at the witnesses’ discretion under the written 
vehicle policy so it was not for private use.  It was designed to reduce overtime.  

79 He said he was what amounted to the Chief of Police for his district and as such he had signed vehicle use approvals for the 
Claimant’s vehicle.  

80 It seems to me that various reasons were given for the Claimant needing a vehicle.  
81 One reason was “Due to being available 24 hours a day to attend major and minor crime scenes throughout the Pilbara 

district and to have necessary forensic equipment stored in the vehicle”.  Mr Pottinger said that this did not put him on call; it 
meant “if he was available”. 

82 Another reason was because he was “On call 24 hours to attend the scenes of crime and convey the necessary equipment to 
examine scenes”.  This was not signed and Mr Pottinger did not remember having seen the document.  He said he would not 
have signed his approval of that as it used the words “on call”. 

83 He knew that the Claimant had a mobile phone. 
84 He would have rejected any claim for an on-call allowance. 
85 When cross-examined Mr Pottinger said that he never raised the issue or had it raised before him that the Claimant was not 

reporting to the officer in charge but rather to the senior detective. 
86 He conceded that Detective Sergeant Clarke frequently raised the issue of being on call as it was rejected for budgetary 

reasons.  There was a lot of overtime worked and he would not know how frequently the Claimant was called out after hours.  
He was required to come in if available.  He was told that District Officers were the only ones in the district who could place 
an officer on call. 

87 He denied the vehicle was supplied to the Claimant on a “justifiable need” basis but he agreed that the particular vehicle 
approval quoted above meant that the Claimant had to be available twenty-four hours a day.  He disagreed about its 
interpretation as stated in his evidence in chief. 
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88 Mr Pottinger could not recall seeing the unsigned vehicle approval form using the words “on call 24 hours” and he said it may 
not have been presented to him, or may have been presented and rejected by him or replaced by another.  I am a little surprised 
that if it were presented to him that he would not have marked it “rejected” in some way. 

89 He maintained that he did not know anything about the missing vehicle use approval forms. 
90 The police service, he said, is a hierarchical organisation and junior officers are expected to obey the (I insert the word 

"lawful") commands of senior officers. 
91 Mr Pottinger stated that there was no handover from the previous Superintendent to him on his arrival. 
Catherine Mary Bullen 
92 From May 2000 to June 2001 Ms Bullen was the Assistant District Officer for the Pilbara.  She said she had in the past placed 

officers on call for a particular operation.  To place an officer on call there would need to be a specific urgent need.  Being on 
call causes a health and welfare problem. 

93 She said she could not remember placing the Claimant on call and there was no reason for him to be placed on call.  She had 
conversations about being on call with Detective Sergeant Clarke, but not the Claimant.  He worked on a recall basis on 
overtime.  That included extra time to complete a job. 

94 When cross-examined Ms Bullen said she was responsible for crime and the investigators’ practices review. 
95 She reiterated that she never told Detective Sergeant Clarke that the Claimant had to be on call. 
Addresses 
96 Mr. Bathurst addressed on behalf of the Respondents and emphasised that the burden of proof, and the burden of strict proof, 

not equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case as it is in the Industrial Relations Commission, is on the 
Claimant.  The Claimant must satisfy the Court on the balance of probabilities that the three agreements previously mentioned 
have been breached. 

97 There is alleged to be a breach of three industrial agreements by not paying the Claimant an on-call allowance. 
98 Counsel referred me to the case of Khng and Nind (supra) from which I have quoted at length and which dealt with claims by 

two police officers who had placed themselves on a roster to handle similar work.  The Court there found that there was no 
direction by a duly authorised senior officer and the claim failed. 

99 To be on call a police officer must be “rostered, or directed …”and the Court found and, in my opinion, found correctly that 
the comma should be disregarded as it was not present in another part of the agreement.  I find that even if the comma is there, 
that rostering a police officer on call is something of sufficient import, particularly as to the budget, that it should be only with 
the appropriate senior officer’s consent. 

100 An officer is required to work reasonable overtime, but can be excused on occasion for good reason.  The difference between 
being on call and on overtime is that in the former situation the police officer must be immediately available to return to work. 

101 In the Respondents’ submission the claim must fail because the Claimant was not directed to be on call by a duly authorised 
senior officer, in this case the District Superintendent.  Of course he cannot place himself on call.  There must, at the very 
least, be a specific oral direction.  That is what is stated in Khng and Nind (supra). 

102 Mr Bathurst referred to the case of The Civil Service Association v WA Fire Brigades Board (unreported, Industrial 
Magistrate’s Court (WA), IG Brown IM, No 124 of 1990, delivered on 21 September 1990),wherein it is stated that a direction 
must come from a duly authorised senior officer and at least be oral.  He submitted that the authorised person cannot delegate 
his authority. 

103 The case of Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and Another v Peko-Wallsend Limited and Others (1985-1986) 162 CLR 24 
states that it may be an administrative necessity that a delegate exercises the power, perhaps where the power is given to a 
Minister of State.  Even in those cases the Minister must authorise the action. 

104 Those cases do not apply, it was submitted, as we are here not dealing with a statute, but with industrial agreements. 
105 I have set out above the provisions of clauses 19(2)(a) wherein the power is given to the Commissioner or a duly authorised 

senior officers and it is clear that this situation is not one of administrative necessity. 
106 Duly authorised senior officers are defined in exhibit 2 and that document has been set out earlier herein.  Duly authorised 

senior officers are the relevant Regional Officer or Branch Head.  The officers concerned knew that, by delegation, the power 
to place an officer on call had been given to them.  No one else but those officers could give such a direction.  Detective 
Sergeant Clarke was not such an officer and admitted in evidence that he had no power to place an officer on call. 

107 The Claimant admitted in evidence that he was never told by a duly authorised senior officer that he was on call. 
108 Retired Superintendent Neville said the officers were to be on call, but that was well before the date of this claim. 
109 A forensic officer was a district resource. 
110 Inspector Squires mentioned on call but he was never called and the evidence is hearsay. 
111 Detective Sergeant Clarke directed the Claimant to be on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, but no duly 

authorised senior officer directed Clarke himself. 
112 I accordingly come to the conclusion that no senior officer orally directed Clarke to direct the Claimant to be on call. 
113 It is clear that Superintendent Matson had previous experience of placing officers on call but he had not so instructed Clarke.  

Superintendent Pottinger had not given a direction as the clause requires, nor had Superintendent Bullen.  She thought it was 
unfair to do so. 

114 The staffing arrangements in 1998 referring to the Claimant states his hours to be 8.00 am to 4.00 pm plus on call from 8.00 
pm to 4.00 am plus recall. 

115 It is the case that Detective Sergeant Clarke has a financial interest in this decision. 
116 The Claimant would not have been disciplined if he had refused to return to work when asked.  There were alternative 

arrangements. 
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117 Detective Sergeant Clarke’s direction was plainly not lawful. 
118 I find that for all intents and purposes the Claimant was available.  There were only a couple of times that he was not.  I find 

that his after-hours activities were not restricted.  It could take up to eight hours to get to a crime scene in the district and 
sending a plane to get him would not be a satisfactory arrangement.  Sometimes he drank alcohol and the baby-sitting incident 
does not constitute being on call.  At times he was not contactable and neither the supply of the vehicle nor the supply of the 
phone to the Claimant proves he was on call.  I come to the conclusion that is in fact so. 

119 The vehicle was supplied under the Superintendent’s discretion.  The “on call” words on the vehicle supply form were on an 
unsigned form and Superintendent Pottinger has explained in evidence what was meant by being available for twenty-four 
hours.  The Claimant’s phone number on station white boards was for information only. 

120 Ms Roche addressed on behalf of the Claimant.  She submitted that the Claimant was very experienced and that he was told by 
Detective Sergeant Clarke that he was on call.  She submitted that Superintendents Matson and Pottinger had told Clarke to 
place the Claimant on call.  I find on the balance of probability that that was not the case. 

121 The approval of on-call allowance by Commissioner Fielding (as he then was) in the Police Union case I find not to be 
relevant as it merely dealt with setting up the allowance. 

122 The breathalyser and sexual assault cases are not relevant as the issue here is whether a duly authorised senior officer has place 
the Claimant on call. 

123 I find that there is no ambiguity about the delegation as all relevant officers knew of it, at least by word of mouth. 
124 Ngo’s case is one of administrative necessity and that doctrine does not apply here as I have industrial agreements before me 

not a statute and there is already a delegation from the Commissioner. 
125 I find that in the case before me the delegate cannot delegate. 
126 I find that there was no specific direction in writing or orally. 
127 I decide that Detective Sergeant Clarke was not given a direction by the Superintendent and I find that Clarke was not a duly 

authorised senior officer. 
128 The Claimant was the only forensic officer in this vast area and he obviously worked very hard. 
129 Counsel referred to the vehicle commuting forms mentioned above and the fact that a lot were not available. 
130 I find that somewhat suspicious but I cannot draw from that a conclusion as to what was on them.  I do note the endorsements 

were getting closer and closer to authorising on call status. 
131 It was the Claimant’s job to attend crime scenes.  I find that Superintendent Neville was not the responsible officer.  The 

District Officer ran and oversaw the show.  I act on the evidence put before not on the evidence of witnesses not called.  I 
cannot, and do not, resolve this matter on the basis of what is unconscionable. 

132 I should say that the Claimant’s address mentioned all the matters raised by the Respondents and argued for the opposite 
interpretation. 

Determination 
133 The task of this Court is to decide these claims without fear, favour or affection on the evidence and arguments produced 

before it in the proceedings. 
134 I find that Acting Inspector Walsh told the Claimant to be available but that he would not be paid except by way of overtime.  I 

find that that is not putting the Claimant on call. 
135 I was concerned that the Claimant was the sole forensic officer for such a vast area with so much work and that he did that 

work.  That reminded me of the case of Gill v Commissioner of Health (2003) 83 WAIG 532 where the Claimant, Dr Jag Gill, 
was the sole medical officer for the State of Western Australia for communicable disease control. 

136 I decide that being on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week could affect one’s health. 
137 I have said above that the Claimant was substantially available with a few exceptions.  I note that in the Hill case (supra) the 

Full Bench deducted on-call entitlements for the very few occasions when Hill herself was not available.  That would suggest 
to me that it is not fatal to an on-call allowance claim if there were a very few occasions when an officer who was not on call 
was not available.  I come to the conclusion, however, that there still must be the required direction.  In the Gill case (supra) 
there was such a direction. 

138 I dismiss the claims, as the Claimant was not directed by a duly authorised senior officer to be on call. 
R.H. BURTON, 
Industrial Magistrate. 
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Representation 
Claimant Mr W Milward (of Counsel) appeared for the Claimant. 
Respondent No appearance by or on behalf of the Respondent. 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the hearing, extracted from the 

transcript of proceedings and edited by His Worship) 
1 I have before me an application for default judgment with respect to a claim made by Rebekah Lee Lothian, an industrial 

inspector of the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection.  The Claimant seeks the imposition of a penalty 
pursuant to the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (the Act) for the failure by the Respondent to comply with 
section 102(1)(a) of the Act.  The Claimant also seeks other orders. 

2 It is the case that the Claimant, by virtue of the Claimant's powers in section 98(3) of the Act sought from the Respondent, the 
sole director and secretary of Time Gold Corporation (the company) trading as Etto Restaurant Cafe, the production of certain 
records of the company.  The Respondent failed to produce such records.  The allegation is that the Respondent is therefore 
liable pursuant to sections 102 (1) and 83 E of the Act for his failure to produce those records.  The Claimant accordingly 
seeks a penalty against him for the failure to produce the records.  The Claimant also seeks, in addition to the imposition of a 
civil penalty pursuant to section 83E(1), orders against the Respondent aimed at preventing further contravention of section 
102(1)(a) of the Act. 

3 In determining this matter, it is clear that service of the Claim and this interlocutory application upon the Respondent is 
proved.  It is appropriate therefore given that the claim and the default judgment application have been served and there has 
not been response by the Respondent that there be default judgment entered. Consequently judgement will be entered and the 
following orders will be made. 

4 Firstly, there is a finding that the Respondent has breached section 102(1)(a) of the Act.  Secondly, in view of that finding it is 
appropriate that there be a civil penalty imposed for the breach of that provision.  It is appropriate that a penalty pursuant to 
section 83E(1)(b) of the Act be imposed.  The maximum penalty available in this instance is one of $1000.00 given that the 
Respondent is not the employer of the employees, the subject of the Claimant’s requirements. 

5 I am asked by the Claimant's representative to impose a penalty close to the maximum penalty.  Although I accept that the 
breach in this matter is serious, it is nevertheless the case that I am dealing with the Respondent as a first offender (if one can 
use that word accepting that he is only subject to civil penalties).  The normal sentencing principles apply.  The maximum 
penalty should only be imposed in worst-case scenarios where there have been prior breaches of the law.  In other words, it is 
not appropriate and it is not usual for the maximum penalty to be handed down for a first offence.   Accordingly the imposition 
of the maximum penalty in this matter is entirely inappropriate.  Having said that however, I recognise that there has been, it 
seems, a deliberate failure by the Respondent to comply with the requirements made by the Claimant.  The Respondent’s acts 
were aimed at frustrating the attempts of the Claimant in pursuing matters on behalf of employees.  The Respondent did 
frustrate the Claimant.  Accordingly the appropriate penalty in my view is a substantial penalty but not being the maximum.  In 
the circumstances a $650.00 penalty is imposed.  The Respondent must pay the civil penalty to the Department of Consumer 
and Employment Protection and I nominate that body pursuant to section 83F of the Act.  It is also appropriate that the 
Respondent pay to the Department the disbursements incurred in bringing this claim in the sum of $72.16.   

6 Further other orders in addition to the orders previously made ought to be made pursuant to section 83E(2) of the Act.  It is 
appropriate therefore that, in view of the factual circumstances of this case, the following orders also be made: 
That the Respondent shall within 28 days of the personal service of this order produce to the Claimant the following: 

(a) Records issued by the Office of the Employment Advocate confirming registration of Australian Workplace 
Agreements for staff members employed in the business, Etto Restaurant/Cafe, (the business) owned by Time 
Gold Corporation Pty Ltd (the company) for the period 1 October 2002 to 31 October 2003; 

(b) The employment records for the period 1 October 2002 to 31 October 2003 for any employees employed by 
the company for the purpose of conducting the business, not covered by the registered Australian Workplace 
Agreements; and 

(c) The employment records for Way Clemesha for the period of his employment by the Company in the 
business, including the following; 

• Time and Wages Records; 
• Tax declaration forms; 
• Group certificates; 
• Time sheets; and 
• Rosters. 

7 There will be orders accordingly.  
G Cicchini 
Industrial Magistrate 
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s.29 

Result Dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr K. Trainer appeared on behalf of the Applicant 
Respondent Ms J. Auerbach (of Counsel) appeared on behalf of the Respondent 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
Extempore as edited by the Commissioner 

1 On 12th March 2004 Paul Anton Angus (the Applicant) applied for orders pursuant to s.23 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
(the Act), on the grounds that the termination of his employment by Communications Australia Pty Ltd (the Respondent) was 
harsh, oppressive and unfair. 

2 There was another claim for contractual benefits, but that claim was abandoned. 
3 The Applicant applied for work with the Respondent having seen an advertisement in The West Australian newspaper of 

18th January 2003, Exhibit T1.  The display advertisement described the vacancy as "Customer Engineer Telecommunications" 
with a focus on PABX installation and maintenance duties.  The Respondent required:  "An experienced technician to carry out 
primary maintenance and related duties to our large and small system customer network." 

4 A successful applicant would have experience in diagnosis, rectification and programming of Siemens Hi-Com 300 150 
systems and some others.  He/she would undertake initial installation, programming, data input and commissioning.  They 
would form part of the duties. 

5 The Applicant submitted a curriculum vitae (CV).  The CV describes experience that he thought might make him attractive to 
be engaged by the Respondent.  In particular, for 10 years, between 1990 and 2000, he worked for Telecom as a technician.  At 
Telecom he performed a wide range of duties including work on PABX systems, particularly the Siemens version.  The work 
included supervision of cabling to ensure that it was installed in accordance with regulations.   

6 During 2000 he worked out of the industry.  In 2001 he returned to work for a company known as Command-a-Com.  This 
work refreshed his industry skills because it included senior technical on-site quoting, analysing communication needs, and 
being familiar with Siemens PABX installation and maintenance.    

7 This last, together with his previous experience, obviously made him an attractive proposition for the Respondent, and he was 
given an interview. 

8 Mr MacIntire, who is the Principal of the Respondent, gave evidence that he attended while Mr Luke Wood, the Respondent’s 
Technical Manager, interviewed the Applicant.  His sole purpose was to check on licensing.   

9 He says he did so because he was responsible for the workers compensation, licensing and for insurance liabilities of the 
Respondent.  He wanted to make sure that people who were employed by the Respondent were appropriately qualified and 
licensed if they claimed they were.  He had read the Applicant’s CV and that he had noticed that, under the heading of 
"Official Training", it included, amongst other training, "ACA Licensed Cabler". 

10 Mr MacIntire says that he asked the Applicant whether he had a current licence.  The response from the Applicant was that he 
did.  There is no reason to believe that Mr MacIntire did not ask the question and there is no reason to believe that he did not 
get an affirmative answer from the Applicant.   

11 After the interview the Applicant was employed.  He commenced on 4th January 2003. 
12 It appears that things went along without very much difficulty until just over a year later the Applicant received a call from Mr 

Wood.  He says that Mr Wood requested his presence at the office.  When he arrived Mr Wood handed him a phone bill and 
said, "What's this about?"  Then Mr Wood suggested to the Applicant that he had set up a diversion in the Respondent's phone 
system when he was not authorised to do so.  This had been done by the Applicant creating a virtual extension.  It happened 
that there was only one telephone number that had been ringing that diversion it is common ground, belonged to the 
Applicant's partner.  

13 Mr Wood made it clear to the Applicant that he was unhappy with that situation.  He told the Commission: 
"I was left with no option but to terminate him for stealing, and when I put that to him, [the Applicant said] - "'No, no way, 
mate." 

14 Mr Wood says he tried to soften the blow because he was concerned about the future employment opportunities for the 
Applicant, and said: 

"… I'll let you resign if you want to, for personal reasons.  That's what I'll tell everybody else." 
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15 Mr Wood says the Applicant agreed and left with Mr Sutton to go and collect his gear.  The Applicant denies Mr Wood’s 
version of the events and says in fact he was dismissed. 

16 Then Mr Wood asked the Applicant to hand over the Respondent’s property in his presence and he did so. 
17 Mr Wood claims that the Applicant’s conduct was unauthorised use and manipulation of the Respondent's telecommunications 

system.  It was an illegal usage of the telecommunication system, and that he had offered the Applicant the opportunity to 
resign, and he did so. 

18 That is how Mr Wood alleges the termination took place.  I should touch upon some other issues which indicate to the parties 
how the Commission reached the conclusions which appear below on the balance of probabilities. 

19 There are some important issues here about the Applicant’s conduct.  Insofar as the diversion is concerned, there was no 
admission by the Applicant until he was found out after a security device was placed on the phone system as a test while he 
was on leave.  That security device revealed the diversion that the Applicant had made. 

20 There was no indication that he would have disclosed it otherwise.   
21 Mr Wood became aware of the diversion through the security system solely and he removed the diversion one day after he 

found out. 
22 There is nothing which would indicate that the diversion was installed recently, as the Applicant claimed.  In fact, more likely 

than not it had been installed for some time.  However, there is no need to make a finding positive about that. 
23 The other issue which needs to be taken into account is the question of the Applicant’s cabling licence.  It is clear to me that at 

the point of hire the Respondent was satisfied that the Applicant had a licence, and it did all that it ought to have reasonably 
done to find out whether he had a current licence.   

24 A direct question to a putative licence holder that he actually holds a licence should be sufficient.  There was no reason to think 
that he would have let his licence lapse.  The Respondent took him on face value. 

25 Later Mr Whitten asked the Applicant to produce his licence.  I accept Mr Whitten's evidence that the Applicant looked in his 
pocket for it.  There is no reason for Mr Whitten to invent that story.  I also accept that Mr Whitten again asked the Applicant 
to produce his licence later.  

26 It is open to conclude that by that time the Applicant was committed to the story that he had a current licence, and that is 
probably why he said that it was ‘in transition’.  I accept Mr Whitten's evidence in that respect.   

27 The Applicant’s conduct with the laptop issued to him by the Respondent does not go to issues affecting termination, but it 
does indicate a course of conduct where the Applicant was prepared to do things which bend the rules, as it were.  He should 
have known that if given a laptop for the purpose of work, if his employer wanted him to access its Local Area Network, and 
use it to use the Internet, it would have provided the equipment and issued an authorisation.  It certainly was not provided to 
enable him to visit pornographic sites. 

28 I take all of these issues into consideration.   
29 Insofar as the witness evidence is concerned, I have questions in my mind about the veracity of the Applicant's evidence and 

this effects his credibility. 
30 I do not have the same concerns about the evidence of Mr Wood, Mr MacIntire, Mr Whitten or Mr Sutton.  There is no need to 

doubt their credibility, and therefore, where the evidence of the Applicant differs from the evidence of the Respondent, I accept 
that given by the witnesses for the Respondent.  

31 On the balance of probabilities, and on the basis of my conclusions about the conduct of the Applicant on the day concerned, I 
find as follows:  After he had discovered the diversion Mr Wood rang the Applicant and asked him to come into the office.   

32 From the words used by Mr Wood there was no doubt in the mind of the Applicant that he was going to be dismissed.  Even 
though Mr Wood may have offered him the opportunity to resign, he did so after he told the Applicant that he had to go.   

33 The Applicant was under no illusion that he was finished.  There was a dismissal.  The Applicant was an employee.  He has 
standing under s.29 to file the application.  I therefore find I have jurisdiction to deal with the matter. 

34 The question then arises as to whether the employer has abused its right to terminate.  An employer has a right to bring a 
contract of employment to an end, and it shall not be interfered with by this Commission unless that right is abused 
(Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (1985) 65 WAIG 385). 

35 Further, it is not for the Commission to stand in the shoes of the employer.  The Commission is to review the facts and reach an 
objective conclusion, in a commercial setting, about the efficacy of the employer's conduct.  When an employer comes across a 
situation where there has been conduct of an employee which might be conduct which could be criminal, the employer is not 
required to act as if it was a policeman or a lawyer and investigate the matter to those standards.  What it has to do is 
reasonably satisfy itself that the conduct about which it complains actually occurred.   

36 I find what happened here is Mr Wood had the telephone security software installed as a test.  He soon found out that it did 
work, because it threw up a virtual extension on 499.  He obtained a printout of what had been occurring on that extension 
since the time the telephone surveillance system had been installed, and found the record of telephone calls (Exhibit A2).  Mr 
Wood was able to ascertain that the calling number was that of the partner of the Applicant. 

37 He was entitled to conclude, having not authorised the diversion that there had been conduct by the Applicant which needed 
immediate investigation, and which, on the face of it may indicate improper use of the company's equipment.   

38 He then called the Applicant in, and I have related what happened at that discussion.  There was nothing in that discussion 
which would have convinced Mr Wood that there had not been an improper interference with the Respondent's equipment. 

39 An employer is entitled at common law to expect fidelity from an employee and that the employee is a person in whom the 
employer is entitled to reside trust.  Fidelity and trust are fundamental underpinnings of an employment relationship, and if 
either or both are breached, then that conduct goes to the root of the contract of employment, and the contract can be brought to 
an end summarily.  The Respondent was entitled to reach that conclusion on the evidence that was available on the day of 
dismissal.  Therefore, the Respondent has not failed to give a fair go all round as is required in the Undercliffe case. 

40 The amount of benefit improperly obtained by the Applicant is not to the point.  It is the act, not the consequence of the act, 
which is the vice at focus in these proceedings.   

41 As for the question of the currency of his licence, on the findings I have made the Applicant has been less than forthcoming 
about that, if not dishonest.  He may have been lax in his maintenance of his licences, but he would surely be aware that once a 
licence is allowed to lapse they are hard to get back without doing the full course.   
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42 Once the employer has discovered that a fundamental legal requirement document necessary for an employee to perform his 
job was not in the possession of that employee they are entitled to bring the employment relationship to an end on that basis, 
even if I am wrong about the primary reason to bring the employment relationship to an end (See Shepherd v Felt and Textiles 
of Australia Ltd 45 CLR 359 and also Boston Deep Sea Fishing and ice Co v Ansell 1888 30 ChD 339). 

43 For all of those reasons, I conclude that the Applicant has not been unfairly dismissed, and an order will issue dismissing the 
application. 
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Result Dismissed 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr K. Trainer who appeared on behalf of the Applicant and Ms J. Auerbach (of Counsel) who appeared on behalf 
of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the application be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12778 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ROBERT CASSAM BAHEMIA 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 TERMIPEST 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 1828 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12778 
 
 
Catchwords Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Claim for compensation for 

injury - Dismissal harsh and oppressive - Compensation for injury ordered – Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i) 

 Termination of employment - Outstanding contractual benefits - Notice period required - Whether 
dismissal occurred during period of probationary employment - Contractual benefits claim upheld in 
part – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(ii) 

Result Application claiming harsh and oppressive dismissal upheld in part 
 Application claiming denied contractual benefits upheld in part 
Representation 
Applicant Appeared on his own behalf 
Respondent Mr R Smith 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 The applicant claims that he was unfairly dismissed by the respondent and he seeks compensation for injury associated with 

the conduct towards him on his last day of employment by Rodney Paul Smith, the Managing Director of the respondent.  The 
applicant also seeks payment of 4 weeks’ notice said to be in accordance with his contract of employment with the respondent. 

2 The respondent undertakes a pest control business.  The applicant commenced employment with the respondent on 18 August 
2003 in a position described in the contract of employment between the parties signed by the applicant on 11 August 2003 as 
Commercial and Operations Manager Perth.  The duties of this position in accordance with the contract of employment were: 

“Specific duties will be discussed upon commencement but generally responsible for:- 
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a) Staff recruitment and training. 
b) Operational compliance of branch in line with company Policy’s (sic) and Procedures. 
c) Budgetary compliance of branch 
d) Debt collection 
e) Business development 
f) Quality service delivery and business retention 
g) Staff supervision, development, training and welfare 
h) Branch telemarketing function 
i) Development of commercial opperations (sic) 
j) Overseeing service control functions” 

(Exhibit 1) 
3 The applicant’s employment was subject to a probationary period.  The probationary period term and the notice due during the 

probationary period and afterwards are set out respectively in clauses 1.2 and 6.1 of the contract of employment, as follows: 
“1.2 Probationary Period 

Your employment is subject to successful completion of a probationary period of 3 months from the date on 
which you commence work for TermiPest.  During probation both parties may review and assess their positions 
and decide whether to continue employment.  Either party may terminate employment by giving 1 week’s 
notice or, in TermiPest’s case, by paying 1 week’s salary in lieu of notice at any time during or at the end of the 
probationary period.  At the end of the probationary period your employment with TermiPest will either cease 
or be confirmed. 

… 
6 Termination of Employment 
6.1 Either party may terminate your employment by giving 1 month’s notice, or in the case of TermiPest, pay in 

lieu of notice.” 
(Exhibit 1) 

4 The Commission has heard evidence from the applicant, from Mr Smith and from Dion James Alderton, the Manager of the 
respondent since October 2003, who was previously the Business Development officer of the respondent from April 2003.  
The Commission also received into evidence a number of statements from other witnesses. 

5 On Sunday 12 October 2003 there was a discussion between Mr Smith and Nick Douglas.  (In his statement, Mr Douglas 
described himself as a minor partner.  I believe him to be a director of the respondent.)  Mr Douglas was unhappy about an 
altercation which he had had with the applicant.  The applicant describes that altercation as him simply asking Mr Douglas to 
be quiet while he, the applicant, was on the telephone.  However, Mr Douglas appeared to have been upset by that situation.  
According to Mr Douglas’s statement and Mr Smith’s evidence, the two of them met on Sunday 12 October 2003 at which 
meeting they discussed the applicant’s role in the business.  The result of that meeting was that the applicant was to change 
from general management to sales. The evidence demonstrates, and I find, that at approximately 8.30am on 13 October 2003, 
the applicant and Mr Smith had a meeting.  Mr Smith and the applicant discussed the applicant’s role and responsibilities.  The 
applicant says that what was to occur was that he was to revert to his previous duties having been performing some higher 
duties soon after the commencement of his employment.  However, Mr Smith says that in fact the applicant was not to revert 
to some previous role.  He describes the applicant’s role which was formally titled Commercial and Operations Manager Perth 
as in effect being the general manager of the business.  Mr Smith says that the role the applicant was then to take on, from 13 
October 2003, was the commercial sales role.  The evidence demonstrates that immediately after this meeting, the applicant 
telephoned a number of members of the respondent’s staff for very short periods of time.  Statements from a number of 
employees indicate that he rang those members of staff to say that his role had changed from General Manager to a sales role 
and that Dion Alderton would soon be becoming the General Manager. 

6 The evidence demonstrates that the applicant also telephoned a former employer who had provided him with a reference.  In 
addition, in the applicant’s Notice of Application, which he filed, drawn to the applicant’s attention in his evidence, he listed 
his occupation as “Commercial Sales Person” not as the Commercial and Operations Manager or General Manager or any 
other title.  In all of those circumstances, I accept Mr Smith’s evidence in preference to the applicant’s evidence as to what 
occurred during the course of that meeting.  I also accept then that two other things occurred.  The first was that it was agreed 
in that meeting that the applicant’s probationary period would recommence with this new role and secondly, this new role and 
probationary period were to be subject to a new contract of employment.  I accept Mr Smith’s evidence that the new contract 
was typed by him in consultation with Nick Douglas.  However, Mr Smith is not entirely competent in the use of the computer 
and was awaiting Mr Douglas’s return to the business to assist him to print the documents out and give it to the applicant.  Mr 
Douglas did not return in the near future.  Further, Mr Smith had a stroke and then later, under pressure of business, undertook 
a business trip to the Wheatbelt where he was for approximately 10 days.  Therefore, I accept that these things intervened in 
the printing out and presentation to the applicant of the contract which was to confirm the verbal arrangements reached on 13 
October 2003. 

7 Accordingly, I find that the applicant’s employment until 12 January 2004 was pursuant to the probationary arrangements 
which would have attached to that contract. 

8 The next significant event was that in mid November 2003, Mr Smith decided that due to financial difficulties being 
experienced by the company, he would need to terminate the employment of two members of staff, one of whom was the 
applicant.  During this time, Mr Smith was in the Wheatbelt undertaking business.  On 17 November 2003, he attempted to 
contact the applicant by telephone but was unsuccessful due to a lack of mobile telephone reception in that area.  I accept his 
evidence and the statement of Clare Barber that the public telephones in Mukinbudin where Mr Smith was staying at the time 
were out of order.  Further, I accept that it was inappropriate for Mr Smith to have attempted to contact the applicant using the 
telephone in the bar at the Mukinbudin Hotel.  To have made a telephone call to discuss with someone his future employment 
from the bar of a hotel, in circumstances which would not have been private, would have been quite inappropriate.  However, 
the next day, on Tuesday 18 November 2003, Mr Smith was able to telephone the business, but the applicant was not available.  
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He spoke to Mr Alderton informing him that the applicant’s employment was to terminate and that the applicant should be 
advised accordingly.  Mr Alderton advised the applicant that his employment was to terminate and there was work available 
for him until the Wednesday of the following week, i.e. approximately 1 week and 2 days later.  The applicant continued to 
work for the respondent during the remainder of that week. 

9 On Friday, which would appear to be 21 November 2003, the applicant was working in the respondent’s office, and Mr Smith 
returned from his business trip to the Wheatbelt at around lunch time.  Mr Smith says that he was surprised to see the applicant 
still there and believed that the applicant had remained for the purpose of agitating him.  However, it is clear from Mr 
Alderton’s evidence that Mr Alderton expected the applicant to work for approximately 10 days after being given notice on 18 
November 2003.  The applicant’s evidence is that he asked Mr Smith to be paid out what he asserted was the one month’s 
notice period required by the contract.  He and Mr Smith discussed that apparently amicably at first.  The applicant claimed 
that his contract of employment allowed him a month’s notice whereas Mr Smith says that it did not.  According to Mr Smith’s 
evidence, he was distressed that the business was in financial difficulty, that the applicant was not entitled to a month’s notice, 
and that he, Mr Smith, had just spent 10 days working in the Wheatbelt in an attempt to improve the financial situation of the 
business only to find that the applicant was demanding money from him that he believed he was not entitled to and was 
digging his heals in.  Mr Smith says that he faced losing everything and was concerned.  He says that the applicant was saying 
that he was going to take the matter to the Industrial Relations Commission.  Mr Smith says that he could barely make up the 
wages for that week and became very upset.  He says that he was under a lot of stress, was tired and he lost his temper.  He 
says that he had pleaded with the applicant about the notice period but the applicant was adamant.  In losing his temper Mr 
Smith became abusive, using foul language towards the applicant.  The applicant says that he felt in danger and left the room.  
He later returned, at which point Mr Smith burst in to and continued a tirade of abuse, was distraught and used the same terms 
as before.  The applicant says that he sat down and remained composed.  It seems that by his attitude the applicant inflamed the 
situation.  Mr Smith told the applicant that he felt like hitting him and the applicant says that he became very uncomfortable 
and left work about 3.30pm and that was the last time he worked for the business. 

10 The applicant returned to the office a few days later to collect his wages.  Mr Alderton asked him to sign a contract dated some 
time in October 2003.  The applicant asked why he ought to sign the contract not having seen it before.  Mr Alderton told him 
that he understood that it reflected the previous change to his contract of service.  I accept, as I have noted earlier, that the 
contract of employment dated 14 October 2003, which was presented to the applicant after his employment terminated, was in 
fact drawn up on around 14 October 2003 and reflected the terms of employment as they were amended by the discussion 
between Mr Smith and the applicant on 13 October 2003.  It was rather a clumsy attempt, though, to get him to sign the 
document rather than have had it dealt with before particularly given the acrimonious circumstance under which the applicant 
had left the respondent’s employ.  That contract of employment provided different aspects of the duties than did the previous 
one and I accept that this reflected the commercial sales role undertaken by the applicant from 13 October 2003.   

11 Mr Smith says that his recollection of the events of the final day of the applicant’s employment is not clear because of the 
stress he was under given that he had been unwell, had suffered a stroke and had just returned from a 10 day business trip in 
circumstances where the business was under financial difficulty.  However, I do have the impression from Mr Smith that he 
does not deny what the applicant alleges about the language used by him and that he appeared somewhat contrite albeit that he 
did not express it in his evidence.   

12 As noted earlier, I find that on 13 October 2003, the applicant and Mr Smith agreed that the applicant would undertake a new 
role with the respondent, and that he would enter into a new probationary period.  Accordingly, I find that the probationary 
period was then to run until 12 January 2004.  Accordingly, at the date the applicant was given notice, on 18 November 2003, 
he was still within the probationary period.  According to the contract of employment 1 week’s notice was appropriate.  The 
applicant worked 3 days of that notice period.  He left due to Mr Smith’s unacceptable conduct.  Accordingly, the applicant 
would be entitled to a further two days’ pay in lieu of notice. 

13 As to the claim of unfair dismissal, the applicant does not challenge that the respondent’s business was in financial difficulty 
and that his termination of employment was related to that.  He does not challenge that there is good reason for the termination 
of employment in those circumstances, nor does he challenge his selection for termination.  He does not complain about the 
process of the termination of employment, rather he complains about the notice period and about Mr Smith’s conduct towards 
him on his last day of work. 

14 I find that Mr Smith conducted himself in an abusive and entirely unprofessional manner towards an employee of the business.  
He did so in circumstances where he and the applicant were attempting to resolve between them the appropriate notice period.  
I accept that Mr Smith’s conduct was at least in part brought about by the frustration of the manner of the applicant’s response 
to him.  Whilst the applicant described it as calm, my own observations of the applicant tend to indicate that his approach 
would have been somewhat infuriating to someone attempting to discuss the matter on reasonable terms with him, and indeed 
he was incorrect in his demand for a month’s notice.  However, that does not excuse Mr Smith’s conduct.  Accordingly, I find 
in that aspect of the dismissal, the respondent’s conduct towards the applicant was harsh and oppressive.   

15 The question then arises as to the appropriate remedy to be applied.  The applicant does not seek reinstatement and it is quite 
clear to me that reinstatement would be entirely impracticable given the relationship between the parties.  Accordingly, the 
question of compensation arises.  The applicant seeks no compensation for loss but seeks 4 weeks’ pay for injury.  He 
described Mr Smith’s behaviour towards him as degrading, and although he used the word “humility”, in the context in which 
he used it, I conclude that he meant “humiliating”.  There is no real evidence of any impact upon the applicant other than his 
feeling very uncomfortable.  There is no evidence of any ongoing effect upon him even beyond the day of termination.  The 
provision for compensation for injury provided by the Industrial Relations Act 1979 takes account of compensating the 
employee and is not to be awarded as punishment against the employer.  The amount of compensation appropriate in these 
circumstances is required only to overcome the applicant feeling very uncomfortable on the day of termination.  Accordingly, I 
would award him a day’s pay on account of injury. 

16 The applicant says that he received $1,054.00 per week gross and there is no contest by the respondent in that regard.  The 
applicant’s contract of employment indicates a salary of $55,000 per annum and that equates approximately $1,054.00 per 
week.  He is to receive 3 days’ pay, being 2 days in lieu of notice and one day’s pay as compensation for injury.  Three-fifths 
of that is $634.20.  Order accordingly. 
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2004 WAIRC 12827 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ROBERT CASSAM BAHEMIA 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 TERMIPEST 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 

DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 1828 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12827 
 
 
Result Application claiming harsh and oppressive dismissal upheld in part 
 Application claiming denied contractual benefits upheld in part 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr R Smith on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby: 
Declares that: 

(1) The applicant was harshly and oppressively dismissed by the respondent, and 
(2) That reinstatement is impracticable. 

Orders that:  
(1) The respondent shall pay to the applicant the amount of $634.20 being one day’s pay as compensation for 

injury associated with the harshness and oppressiveness of the dismissal, and two days’ pay in lieu of 
notice, and 

(2) The amount set out in Order 1 above shall be paid within 7 days of the date of this Order. 
(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12891 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES FITZGERALD LUKE CASS 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 SOUTH METROPOLITAN PERSONNEL INC. 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE THURSDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO/S APPLICATION 253 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12891 
 
 
Catchwords Industrial law – Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Applicant 

alleges that he was unfairly targeted for redundancy – Respondent suffering significant financial 
stress – Principles applied – Applicant’s redundancy bona fide – Applicant wrongfully dismissed due 
to employer’s failure to discuss certain matters in accordance with the Minimum Conditions of 
Employment Act 1993 (WA) – Applicant failed to establish loss resulting from manner of 
retrenchment – Applicant not harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed – Application dismissed – 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i); Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 
(WA) s 5, s 41, s 40(1), s 40(2), meaning of “significant effect” 

Result Application dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Mr E Rea as agent 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 At all material times the applicant was the operations manager for the respondent.  He commenced employment on or about 8 

October 1998 and his employment came to an end on or about 26 February 2004.  The applicant's position was made redundant 
by the respondent and as a consequence, the applicant was retrenched. 

2 The applicant now brings these proceedings under s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) alleging that 
his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  In essence, the applicant alleges that he was unfairly targeted for redundancy 
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and that the respondent failed to comply with it statutory obligations under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 
(“the MCE Act”).  The applicant has now found a new position similar to that held with the respondent at approximately the 
same remuneration. 

Factual Background 
3 The facts in this matter are essentially not in dispute and can be summarised as follows.  The respondent is a specialist 

employment agency for people with disabilities.  As operations manager the applicant was responsible for managing a team of 
field co-ordinators and also assisted with the administration of a fleet of motor vehicles and telephonic equipment used by the 
respondent.  The applicant also represented the respondent on a State body in this area.  The respondent is jointly funded by the 
State and the federal governments. 

4 The applicant testified that as a result of an internal dispute with the respondent's chief executive officer at the time Mr Smith, 
his employment was terminated on 14 October 2003.  The next day on 15 October, following discussions between the 
applicant and Mr Smith, and an apology from Mr Smith, the applicant returned to work.  Apparently on the evidence, the 
applicant took to the respondent's board some concerns about the management of the respondent by Mr Smith, which in turn 
led to some conflict between both of them.  On or about 22 October 2003 to 5 November 2003, Mr Smith took stress leave 
from the respondent.  On his return on 6 November, Mr Smith and the applicant had discussions about issues they had between 
them and agreed that the applicant would undertake some counselling so that both the applicant and Mr Smith could 
communicate more effectively.  Between 21 November 2003 and 12 January 2004, the applicant went overseas on holiday.  On 
his return, Mr Smith spoke to the applicant and reiterated the need for him to attend some counselling which was scheduled to 
commence on 28 January 2004. 

5 On 19 January 2004, Mr Smith spoke to both the applicant and the respondent's marketing manager Mr Green about the 
financial position of the respondent which was suffering funding difficulties.  Apparently on the evidence of all witnesses, 
these funding constraints had started to become apparent in late 2003 and the applicant was aware of it.  Financial information 
tendered as exhibit R1, clearly indicated a significant funding shortfall that the respondent needed to address. 

6 As a consequence of this position, Mr Smith prepared an options paper, setting out various responses to the respondent's 
financial difficulties.  A copy of this paper, tendered as exhibit A3, was given to both the applicant and Mr Green for them to 
consider. Their input was sought on this document by Mr Smith.  Various options are set out in this document, including all 
staff reducing hours, some selected staff reducing hours, and the implementation of redundancies.  Mr Smith testified that by 
this time, the funding position of the respondent had become critical, and decisions had to be made about cost reductions.  He 
testified that his first option, which he put to all staff, subsequently, was for all employees to have a reduction in their hours of 
work. 

7 After considering the options document for a few days, both the applicant and Mr Green met again with Mr Smith on 21 
January 2004.  Both the applicant and Mr Green raised various issues with Mr Smith in terms of alternatives to deal with the 
situation. The applicant testified that one option put forward by him was for field officers funded specifically from case based 
funding, the main source of the financial pressure, being specifically identified with those programs.  Mr Smith informed the 
applicant that this would be too difficult to achieve.  On or about 23 January 2004, Mr Smith informed all staff of the financial 
difficulties and requested that they take a reduction in hours or consider leave without pay, to assist the respondent at that time.  
On or about 28 January, Mr Smith informed the applicant that the staff did not want to pursue this option. 

8 According to Mr Smith, faced with the situation, and with no alternatives being readily available, he had to consider the issue 
of redundancies.  He looked at the management positions and was concerned to ensure that any redundancy have as smaller 
impact as possible, on what he described as the “consumer group”, which the Commission understands to be the persons with 
disabilities whom the respondent assisted in finding employment.  In particular, the field staff were those most closely 
associated with delivering the respondent services and Mr Smith did not want to impact on this aspect of the operation.  He 
also testified that he considered the marketing manager position but regarded this position as critical to the respondent’s 
success, because that role was required to actively seek out alternative employment opportunities for the respondent's 
consumer group.  Ultimately, after considering the issue, Mr Smith testified that he identified the applicant's position, as being 
one which would least impact on the service delivery of the respondent, if that position was abolished.  It is to be emphasised, 
that exhibit A3, which was provided to the applicant and Mr Green, did identify as one of the options, the reduction of a 
management position. 

9 After the discussions with Mr Smith, the applicant testified he heard nothing further until 30 January.  On this day, he said he 
spoke with Mr Green and asked him if he had heard anything further about the possible redundancies, and Mr Green informed 
him that he had not been made aware of any developments.  The applicant then approached Mr Smith later that morning.  He 
testified that he asked Mr Smith if there was to be a decision that one of the managers be made redundant.  Mr Smith informed 
the applicant that he had decided that it was the applicant's position that would be made redundant.  Mr Smith had prepared a 
letter dated 29 January to the applicant which he gave him that morning.  The letter, tendered as exhibit A2, referred to 
consideration of various options and that Mr Smith's decision was that the abolition of the operations manager position was the 
option least disruptive to the respondent's day to day operations. Mr Smith in the letter confirmed the importance of the 
marketing role within the respondent.  The applicant was to be given four weeks’ notice of termination of employment and 
paid eight weeks’ severance pay in accordance with the relevant award.   

10 Mr Smith gave the applicant the option of either working out the period of notice or taking salary in lieu and additionally, was 
offered the use of his motor vehicle and mobile telephone for this period.  The applicant elected to leave the respondent by 
salary in lieu of notice, and kept the motor vehicle and mobile telephone for about one week thereafter.  Mr Smith admitted 
that he did not specifically discuss the applicant's circumstances with him, prior to the day of the termination of his 
employment. 

11 Subsequent to the applicant's departure, the respondent has implemented further redundancies and the present chief executive, 
Mr Green is working in that role at his previous salary rate as a manager.  The respondent is also selling assets to fund its 
ongoing operations. 

12 I find accordingly. 
Consideration 
13 In this matter the onus is on the applicant to establish that his dismissal was as a consequence of an abuse by the respondent of 

its contractual right to terminate his employment contract: Miles v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385.  It is also trite to observe, that an employee 
dismissed on the grounds of redundancy, may be harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed, if the redundancy itself is not 
genuine.  Furthermore, in cases where it is alleged that the selection of a particular position for redundancy was harsh or unfair, 
the burden rests with the redundant employee, in proceedings challenging his or her dismissal, to demonstrate that another 
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employee should have been selected for dismissal, other than him or her: Amalgamated Metal  Workers and Shipwrights Union 
of WA v Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733; Gromark Packaging v Federated 
Miscellaneous Workers Union, WA Branch (1992) 46 IR 98.   

14 In addition, although the concept of redundancy embraces the circumstance where a job is abolished, that is not the only 
circumstance arising that can be characterised as a redundancy, and it extends to a decision by an employer to reduce the total 
number of employees because of an excess of labour: Gromark.  The notion of redundancy is also applicable where, as in the 
present case, the duties of a position abolished are not done away with but are subsequently performed by other employees in 
an organisation: Bunnett v Henderson's Federal Spring Works Pty Ltd (1989) 31 AILR 356. 

15 In addition to these principles, in the case of a redundancy, which is otherwise genuine, s 41 of the MCE Act imposes certain 
obligations.  That provision is as follows: 

“41. Employee to be informed  
(1) Where an employer has decided to —  

(a) take action that is likely to have a significant effect on an employee; or 
(b) make an employee redundant, 

the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer, as soon as reasonably practicable after the decision 
has been made, of the action or the redundancy, as the case may be, and discuss with the employer the matters 
mentioned in subsection (2). 

(2)  The matters to be discussed are —  
(a) the likely effects of the action or the redundancy in respect of the employee; and 
(b) measures that may be taken by the employee or the employer to avoid or minimize a significant 

effect, 
as the case requires.” 

16 Whilst by s 40(1) of the MCE Act “redundant” is defined to mean “being no longer required by an employer to continue doing 
a job because the employer has decided that the job will not be done by any person” in the present circumstances, a dismissal 
as a result of the reallocation of the duties of a position would in my opinion constitute a “significant effect” for the purposes 
of s 40(2) of the MCE Act and therefore s 41 still had application. 

17 The requirements imposed by s 41 of the MCE Act on an employer were dealt with by the Industrial Appeal Court in Garbett  
v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893 in particular per EM Heenan J at 902 – 906 (Parker and Hasluck JJ 
agreeing).  In particular, in cases where it is established that an employer has breached s 41 of the MCE Act, and hence has 
breached the contract of employment by reason of the implication of that section into all contracts of employment (s 5 MCE 
Act), consideration needs to be given to all of the circumstances arising. This includes whether, had there been compliance 
with s 41 of the MCE Act, the result would have been any different, in the sense that the employee has suffered a compensable 
loss as a consequence of the employer's failure to comply with its statutory obligations.  In my view, it is only when, absent 
any other factors going to unfairness, it is established that such a loss or injury flows from the employer’s failure to comply 
with s 41 of the MCE Act, that the conclusion may be reached that in such circumstances, a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or 
unfair.  It is the overall consequences of such a breach of statutory obligation and contract that must be considered and not 
simply the breach simpliciter. 

18 In the present case, the applicant alleges that the termination of his employment on the ground of redundancy was not genuine, 
because it was actuated by the difficulties the applicant and Mr Smith had in their relationship, some months prior to the 
redundancy.  This was strongly denied by Mr Smith.  I have considered this matter carefully and have considered the 
applicant's and Mr Smith's evidence about this issue.  Undoubtedly, Mr Smith reacted somewhat abruptly and prematurely, 
when he became aware that the applicant had gone to the respondent's board complaining about the management of the 
respondent by Mr Smith.  However, also understandably, one can envisage Mr Smith becoming upset at the applicant taking 
these issues to the respondent's board, without first raising them with him directly.  There were also issues of communication 
between the applicant and Mr Smith that seem to be problematic on the evidence.  However, I am satisfied that after these 
events “blew over”, both Mr Smith and the applicant resolved to move forward in their working relationship and I am not 
persuaded, on all of the evidence, that the applicant has established that he was targeted for redundancy for reasons that were 
not bona fide. 

19 Furthermore, from the financial information tendered in evidence, the respondent was suffering significant financial stress 
towards the end of 2003 and budget projections made it quite clear that significant cost reductions were required.  I am also 
satisfied that Mr Smith explored alternatives to redundancy, such as a reduction overall in hours of work by employees and the 
taking of leave without pay, as options to avoid the need to consider redundancies.  I am therefore persuaded on balance, that 
the circumstances of the need to make a management employee of the respondent redundant were genuine. 

20 As observed above, the applicant, challenging his selection for redundancy, bares the burden of establishing that another 
employee of the respondent should have been retrenched in preference to him. Whilst the applicant endeavoured to suggest 
that, in a general submission, consideration could have been given to one of the other managers, I am not persuaded that the 
applicant has discharged this burden on him, to clearly demonstrate, that the respondent's selection of him was flawed in this 
way.  I accept Mr Smith's evidence, that he considered the operational impact as the most important factor, in terms of 
delivering services to people with disabilities.  It seems to me quite open to conclude, that given the applicant's duties and 
responsibilities, in terms of a management role, his position would have the least impact on these essential services, given that 
his duties and responsibilities, could be and were, devolved to others within the organisation. 

21 Having concluded that the applicant's redundancy was bona fide, for genuine financial reasons, I then turn to the issue of the 
procedure adopted to implement it.  As I have already found, the first the applicant heard of his redundancy was when he went 
to see Mr Smith on 30 January 2004.  It seems on the evidence, that he became aware of his redundancy on this day, somewhat 
by chance, in going to see Mr Smith.  In all of the circumstances, whilst there was some general discussion with Mr Smith in 
the weeks prior about the possibility of redundancies, I am satisfied that there was no compliance with s 41 of the MCE Act in 
this case.  On the evidence, there was certainly no discussion, with the applicant, about the likely effects of the action or 
redundancy and certainly there was no discussion of alternatives or measures that may be taken by the employee or the 
employer to avoid or minimise a significant effect.  It is the case that the applicant was given the opportunity to not work out 
his period of notice and was offered the use of his motor vehicle and mobile telephone during his notice period.  Whilst this 
might be said to involve some minimisation of the effect on the applicant, there was certainly no discussion between Mr Smith 
and the applicant about alternatives to the retrenchment of the applicant and other options that may have been available. 
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22 To this extent, I am therefore persuaded that the dismissal of the applicant was wrongful, in the sense that there was a breach of 
the implied term in his contract of employment, requiring compliance with s 41 of the MCE Act. 

23 The next question is however, what is the consequence of this breach by the employer?  In other words, has the applicant 
established on balance, any loss and/or injury flowing from the respondent's failure to comply with its statutory obligations.  
Having considered the evidence carefully, I am not persuaded that the applicant has demonstrated that there were realistic 
alternatives available to him either within the respondent or externally, such that, had there been compliance by the employer 
with s 41 of the MCE Act, any material difference would have resulted.  The applicant did not demonstrate alternative 
positions that he could have occupied and which were available, in light of the circumstances facing the respondent.  
Additionally, there was no evidence from the applicant of positions external to the respondent, that he could have availed 
himself of at the time, had there been compliance with the statutory obligations.   

24 I am not therefore persuaded that the applicant has established any loss and/or injury resulting from the manner of his 
retrenchment.  It is to be noted additionally, that the applicant was paid a severance payment of eight weeks’ salary in 
accordance with the relevant award. 

25 For the foregoing reasons, I am not persuaded on balance, that the applicant has demonstrated that in all of the circumstances, 
his dismissal on the grounds of redundancy was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  The application is dismissed.   
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr F Cass on his own behalf and Mr E Rea as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 The present claim is one brought pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The applicant 

claims that on the termination of his employment in April 2003, he was denied a contractual benefit in the form of a bonus 
payment.  Whilst no particulars of the quantum of the applicant's claim were made at the time the notice of application was 
filed, ultimately, shortly before the hearing of the matter, the applicant particularised his claim in the sum of $6,775.60. 

2 The respondent denies that it is indebted to the applicant in the sum as claimed or at all. The respondent further alleges that in 
any event, on the termination of the applicant's employment, he executed a deed of release which would constitute a bar to his 
present claim. 

Factual Background 
3 The factual background to this matter is relatively straightforward and is as follows.  The applicant was employed by the 

respondent as a night fill manager.  In August 2001, the applicant suffered a work related injury.  It seems that a further injury 
or exacerbation of the injury occurred in June 2002, in respect of which the applicant was in receipt of workers’ compensation 
payments.  In April 2003 the applicant and the respondent settled the applicant's workers’ compensation claim under the 
Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 (“WCR Act”).  Various documents were executed confirming the terms 
of the settlement which were tendered as exhibits A2 and A3.  Additionally, the applicant executed a deed of release and 
discharge, following the settlement, which involved the applicant resigning from his employment with the respondent as a 
term of the settlement.  A copy of the deed of release was tendered as exhibit A1. 

4 The applicant testified that as a term of his employment, he was entitled to participate in the respondent's bonus scheme.  The 
applicant said that these bonuses were based on store performance and were initially paid each six months.  The applicant 
accepted in cross-examination however, that there was a change to this scheme in, he thought, late 2002 or early 2003, such 
that the bonus was only payable once per annum and at the end of the financial year.  Exhibits R2, R1 and A5, are letters from 
the respondent to the applicant dated in August 2000, 2001 and 2002, which refer to the applicant's eligibility to participate in 
the respondent's incentive plan.  The letter of 28 August 2000 relevantly provides as follows: 

“You are also eligible to participate in an Incentive Plan for the trading year July 2000 to June 2001. 
Incentive Plans have been revised with a view to offering greater opportunity to increase the variable component of 
your income. 
Details of the Plan and the potential earnings levels applicable to your position are described on the attached sheet. 
You must have been in your position from the commencement of the trading year 2000/2001 to the completion of the 
trading year 2000/2001 to qualify for a full bonus, and, no bonus is payable if you leave the company prior to the 
completion of the trading year 2000/2001.” 

5 The letter of 27 August 2001 contains a similar provision.  The letter of 30 August 2002 refers to the incentive scheme but 
only in similar terms to the first paragraph of the extract set out above. 

6 The applicant testified that when he settled the workers’ compensation proceedings, he asked Mr Hull, the respondent's risk 
manager, whether on signing the documents, including the deed of release, he would receive all his entitlements including his 
bonus and he was informed that he would.  It was not until after his employment came to an end, and he inquired of the 
respondent as to his bonus entitlement, that he was informed by the respondent that the company policy on bonuses requires 
employees to be in employment at the end of each financial year, in which bonuses are paid.  Because the applicant's 
employment ceased in April 2003, the respondent's position was that the applicant had no entitlement to a bonus.  It was the 
applicant's evidence that he was not aware of the requirement to remain in employment to the end of each financial year in 
which the bonus was payable. 

7 Also called by the applicant was Mr Ferguson.  Mr Ferguson is a union official and was assisting the applicant in relation to 
his workers’ compensation claim.  He testified in relation to a meeting he held with Mr Hull of the respondent, at the time that 
the settlement documents were signed.  I do not need to refer to Mr Ferguson's evidence, for reasons set out below, other than 
to note that his evidence was that the only issue that he discussed on behalf of the applicant were the terms of the deed of 
settlement and the settlement sum for the workers’ compensation claim. 

8 The only evidence adduced by the respondent was through Mr Hull.  I do not need to refer to any extent to Mr Hull's 
evidence, save to observe that he simply outlined that his authority at the respondent only extends to entering into settlement 
in relation to insurance claims.  Mr Hull gave evidence that he was managing the applicant's workers’ compensation claim up 
until April 2003 when the matter settled.  He testified that the only matters discussed between himself and the applicant were 
entitlements on termination of employment that would not be affected by the settlement of the workers’ compensation claim, 
such as accrued annual leave etc. 

Consideration 
9 The Commission's jurisdiction in relation to contractual benefits claims is judicial and not arbitral or legislative.  The onus is 

on the applicant to establish the relevant elements of his claim, that is he had an entitlement to the benefit claimed under his 
contract of service with the respondent and on the termination of his employment, that benefit was denied to him: Ahern v 
AFTPI (1999) 79 WAIG 1857; Hot Copper Australia Ltd v Saab (2001) 81 WAIG 2704.  That is, the onus is on the applicant 
to establish that he had an entitlement to the payment of a bonus in the sum claimed in the circumstances of the termination of 
his employment, as a benefit under his contract of employment with the respondent, and that benefit, as at the date of the 
termination of his employment in April 2003, was denied to him by the respondent.  It is not sufficient in my opinion, for an 
applicant to simply assert a general entitlement to a certain category of benefit, and then ask this Commission to determine 
what that actual benefit is.  It is for the applicant to establish his claim on the balance of probabilities. 

10 In this case, for the following reasons, I am not persuaded that the applicant has established his claim to a denied contractual 
benefit by way of payment of a bonus as at the date of the termination of his employment. 

11 The evidence was and I find that the applicant's contract of employment contained as a term, an entitlement to participate in 
the respondent's incentive plan, the terms of which were quite clearly set out in, for example, exhibit R2.  It is quite plain 
from exhibit R2, that the entitlement to any incentive plan bonus was contingent upon an employee remaining in employment 
until the end of the relevant trading year, in the case of exhibit R2, being 30 June 2001.  The terms of exhibit R1 only served 
to reinforce the terms of this entitlement.  Whilst the terms of exhibit A5, the relevant year for present purposes, does not 
specify in full the terms set out in the earlier letters to the applicant, there was no evidence before the Commission that the 
terms of the respondent's incentive plan had materially changed, such that an entitlement fell due prior to the end of any 
trading year as at 30 June in that year.  Moreover, there was no evidence before the Commission to establish, that the terms of 
the scheme had changed, such that an employee leaving employment prior to the end of any trading year, would have in 
effect, a pro rata entitlement.  I so find. 
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12 The only evidence before the Commission in terms of a change to the respondent's incentive plan, was from the applicant who 
accepted that the scheme changed from the bonus being payable twice per annum to only once per annum.  This was the only 
change referred to by the applicant in his testimony.  I find accordingly. 

13 I am therefore not persuaded that the applicant has established from the terms of his contract of employment, an entitlement 
to any bonus payment on the termination of his employment in April 2003. 

14 The next issue is whether there was any variation to the applicant's contract of employment, as a result of the applicant's 
alleged agreement with Mr Hull to this effect.  I am not persuaded by the applicant's evidence that there was any such 
variation, even if Mr Hull had the authority to agree to such a variation, which upon the evidence, he did not.  The only 
authority on the evidence possessed by Mr Hull, to act on behalf of the respondent and to bind it, was in relation to insurance 
claims and particularly settlement of such matters.  Whilst I accept on the evidence that there may have been some discussion 
between the applicant and Mr Hull as to his entitlements being paid to him on termination of his employment as a result of 
signing the deed of settlement and release, that is a quite different thing to establishing as a threshold issue, an entitlement to 
the bonus payment as claimed.  In any event, I am not persuaded on the evidence that Mr Hull, even if he had such authority, 
specifically agreed that any bonus owing to the applicant would be paid to him. 

15 Because of my conclusions in relation to whether or not the applicant has established his claim as a threshold issue, it is not 
necessary for me to consider the arguments by the parties about the effect of the deed of release entered into between the 
applicant and the respondent.  I also do not need to consider the submissions made by the agent for the applicant in relation to 
the terms of the WCR Act which I do not regard, in any event, as being relevant to the determination of this matter. 

16 The application is dismissed.  
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr R Clohessy as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms L Gibbs of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the applicant be granted leave to amend its notice of application as to par 24 and any such amendment be filed and 
served by 20 September 2004. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr R Clohessy as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms L Gibbs of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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time – Application referred outside of 28 day time limit – Relevant principles to be applied – 
Commission satisfied applying principles that discretion should be exercised – Acceptance referral 
out of time granted – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i), s 29(2) & s 29(3); Minimum 
Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) s 41; Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) s 170CM(2). 

Result Application accepted out of time.  Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms J Boots of counsel 
Respondent Ms S O’Brien of counsel 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 The substantive claim is one brought by the applicant alleging he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the 

respondent and moreover, denied certain contractual entitlements, on the termination of his employment on or about 19 
November 2003. 

2 The Commission listed the application on its own motion, because the applicant's claim in relation to harsh, oppressive or 
unfair dismissal, was lodged one day out of time, beyond the 28 day time limit prescribed by s 29(2) of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The Commission has discretion under s 29(3) of the Act, to accept such an application lodged out of 
time, if it considers that it would be unfair not to do so. 

3 Evidence was led from the applicant and on behalf of the respondent, Mr Cox, its managing director and principal. 
4 The applicant testified that he commenced employment with the respondent in 1994.  It seemed common ground that the 

purpose of the applicant's engagement, was to establish and build up a “tenancy fit out” section of the respondent's business, 
which is an engineering management and consultancy business.  The applicant was, subsequent to his initial employment, 
appointed as an associate director of the respondent.  The applicant testified in relation to the circumstances of the termination 
of his employment.  He said that he had a discussion with Mr Cox at about the end of the first week in November 2003 when 
he was advised that the respondent had decided to close the tenancy fit out section of the business, because it was not 
profitable.  The lack of profitability was seemingly accepted by the applicant in his evidence, and he accepted that there had 
been previous discussions between himself and Mr Cox, concerning the financial viability of the business. 

5 The applicant said that he did not consider his redundancy to be bona fide, because he had heard that the respondent was still 
performing some of this type of work, but later conceded in cross-examination, that the specific project he was referring to was 
an ongoing project previously undertaken. 

6 The applicant also gave evidence about an unsuccessful negotiation between him and Mr Cox, for the applicant to invest in the 
respondent's business, to improve its financial viability.  It was the failure of these negotiations that seemed to lead the 
applicant to suggest, that this factor, and a consequent deterioration in the relationship between he and Mr Cox, was really 
behind the termination of his employment. 

7 At the time he was informed of the closure of the tenancy fit out section, the applicant testified that there was little discussion, 
apart from an agreement that he work out a period of notice for two weeks, and that he would continue to take annual leave 
which had previously been arranged.  It seems to be common ground on the evidence, that there was no discussion of all of the 
matters required to be discussed, in accordance with s 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the 
MCEA”).  Since his dismissal, the applicant has been pursuing the establishment of an independent business on his own 
behalf. 

8 Mr Cox said that the respondent's business has been in financial difficulty for some time.  Employee numbers have reduced 
from 14 to seven employees.  His evidence was that towards the end of October 2003, he formed the view, as a commercial 
proposition, that the tenancy fit out section of the respondent's business, for which the applicant was responsible, was no longer 
viable.  Having reached that decision, Mr Cox spoke with the applicant shortly thereafter and explained to him his decision to 
close that section of the business, and consequently, make the applicant redundant.  Mr Cox testified that he could not place the 
applicant elsewhere in the business, and no one else has been engaged by the respondent to undertake this form of work.   

9 Generally, Mr Cox confirmed the issues discussed with the applicant, as outlined in the applicant’s evidence.  There was a 
suggestion on Mr Cox's evidence, that he had been informed by other employees of the respondent, that on departing the 
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respondent's premises, the applicant indicated that “there would be trouble over this”, that being the termination of the 
applicant's employment.  Otherwise, Mr Cox said the first he became aware of the applicant’s intention to legally challenge the 
respondent's decision, was the service upon the respondent of the present application. 

Conclusions 
10 The relevant principles applicable to whether or not the Commission should exercise its discretion to extend time pursuant to 

except an application out of time were considered by the Full Bench of the Commission in Director General of the Department 
for Education v Prem Singh Malik (2003) 83 WAIG 3056.  I apply those principles. 

11 Turning to the first factor, that being the length of any delay, the delay in this case is one day, the minimal delay possible.  
Secondly, is the explanation for the delay.  In this case, whilst there is no evidence before the Commission from the applicant’s 
solicitor, the notice of application filed in the Registry of the Commission, apparently prepared by the applicant’s solicitor, 
acknowledges that the delay is the fault of the solicitor concerned.  Moreover, the applicant’s evidence was he put the matter in 
his solicitor’s hands, and left the filing of the notice of application to his solicitor.  There is no evidence before the 
Commission that the applicant was himself, to any extent, culpable in the delay in filing the claim: Hall v The Nominal 
Defendant (1966) 117 CLR 423.  In terms of steps taken, if any, by the applicant to evidence non-acceptance of his dismissal, 
there is some hearsay evidence before the Commission that the applicant was not pleased with his redundancy.  There was no 
evidence of any other indication, in particular directly between the applicant and Mr Cox, that his dismissal would be legally 
challenged. 

12 In terms of the merits of the substantive application, as to a sufficiently arguable case, it seems on the evidence, which 
necessarily at this stage of the matter is not fulsome, to be common ground that there was no compliance by the respondent, 
with the terms of s 41 of the MCEA, as that provision has been interpreted in terms of the obligations imposed on employers 
by it: Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893.  However, it is important in my view, to not just look 
at whether there has been a breach of contract, of a term implied by statute, but to consider the consequences of the breach for 
the employee, in terms of whether taken overall, a dismissal could be characterised as harsh, oppressive or unfair.  In this 
context, in a redundancy situation such as the present, a global assessment of the circumstances needs to be undertaken, rather 
than simply focusing on the breach as establishing unfairness of itself. Whilst a lawful dismissal may still of course be harsh, 
oppressive or unfair, it does not axiomatically follow that a dismissal, unlawfully effected, will be so characterised. 

13 This would also seem to be supported by the requirement for the Commission, pursuant to s 26(1)(a) of the Act, to act 
according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  This would seem to require all of the 
circumstances of a redundancy to be taken into account by the Commission, and not just some of them.  Moreover, it is settled 
in this jurisdiction, that the absence of a fair procedure in effecting a dismissal, is one factor, albeit in some circumstances an 
important factor, to consider whether overall, a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 
71 WAIG 891. 

14 In the context of this case, the evidence before the Commission is that the respondent was suffering financial difficulty, which 
on the evidence of the applicant, he was well aware of.  It is also the evidence that only the applicant was employed in the 
tenancy fit out section of the respondent's business, that part of the business affected by the redundancy.  When these issues 
were put to the applicant, he asserted that he considered the reason for his redundancy was related to previous commercial 
dealings between him and Mr Cox, whereby the applicant declined to further invest in the respondent's business.  Apart from 
this assertion in his evidence however, there was no other evidence adduced through or on behalf of the applicant, to rebut the 
evidence of the financial difficulties being experienced by the respondent, or that the tenancy fit out section was to be closed as 
a commercial decision.  There was no other evidence to challenge the proposition that the respondent’s decision to terminate 
the applicant’s employment on the grounds of redundancy was bona fide. 

15 Moreover, there was no evidence before the Commission, adduced by the applicant, to provide any foundation for a conclusion 
by the Commission, that any breach by the respondent of s 41 of the MCEA, in terms of its consequences and effect on the 
applicant, and specifically, what if any, loss or damage might have flowed from such a breach, could lead to a finding by the 
Commission of a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.   This issue is directed to the proposition as to whether compliance by 
the respondent with s 41 of the MCEA would have made any difference to the end result. 

16 Whilst at this stage of the matter, the Commission is required to assess the merits of the applicant's claim in a broad brush 
fashion, there is little before the Commission in my opinion, to substantiate a case on the merits in relation to the redundancy 
per se.  On the contrary, in terms of the obligations imposed by s 41 of the MCEA, the evidence of the respondent was that 
there were no alternative positions into which the applicant could have been placed.  This was not challenged by the applicant.  
Furthermore, there was no other evidence before the Commission that established at least arguably, what impact any such 
measures that may have been taken by the respondent, to minimise the effect of the respondent's decision on the applicant, may 
have had upon him.  In my opinion, in circumstances such as the present, there needs to at least be some indication that 
compliance with the terms of the MCEA may arguably have made a difference and that an applicant may have suffered a loss 
as a consequence.  

17 There was on the evidence discussion in relation to notice of termination of employment.  The parties appeared to agree that 
the applicant would work out a period of notice of two weeks.  However, it is to be noted that the terms of s 170CM(2) of the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth), which applies to all employees, requires that an employee with more than five years 
service with an employer, is to receive at least four weeks notice of termination of employment, or payment in lieu thereof.  
This did not occur in this case, and arguably, this represents a further breach of statutory duty on the respondent and a loss to 
the applicant.  The Commission observes however, that the applicant has also brought a claim for various denied contractual 
benefits, including a claim for four weeks salary in lieu of notice in the sum of $5,200.00, independent of his unfair dismissal 
claim.   

18 In terms of prejudice to the respondent, as noted above, the applicant also advances a claim for contractual benefits against the 
respondent.  I am not persuaded, even though the respondent is suffering some financial distress that this factor ought to be 
given great significance, given that in any event, it will be required to defend the contractual benefits proceedings brought by 
the applicant. 

19 Overall, in conclusion, whilst the application is out of time by one day only and there is an explanation for the delay, I have 
reservations about the applicant’s case on the merits.  However, I am not of the opinion that the applicant case is entirely 
without merit.  Therefore, the Commission will exercise its discretion to accept the applicant's unfair dismissal claim out of 
time, under s 29(3) of the Act and I s order.   
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Result Order issued 
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Respondent Ms S O’Brien of counsel 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms J Boots of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Ms S O’Brien of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the referral of the herein application be and is hereby accepted out of time. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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DATE FRIDAY, 8 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO/S APPL 1870 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12979 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS on the 3rd day of May 2004, the Deputy Registrar convened a conference for the purpose of conciliating between the 
parties; and 
WHEREAS at the conclusion of the conference the parties sought time to have further discussions between themselves in an 
attempt to resolve the matter; and 
WHEREAS on the 11th day of August 2004, the Commission scheduled a conference for the purpose of discussing scheduling and 
interlocutory matters; and 
WHEREAS before the conference convened the parties engaged in informal discussions and advised the Commission they had 
reached agreement in principle in respect of the application; and 
WHEREAS on the 7th day of October 2004, the Applicant filed a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the application;  
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 
THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Termination of employment - Contractual benefits claim - Entitlement to annual leave under contract 

of employment - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), s 29(1)(b)(ii). 
 
Result Declaration and Order made that the Respondent pay the Applicant $1,150 (net) 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D P Brickle (as agent) 
Respondent Mr R Walsh 
 
 

Decision 
1 This is an application made under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 ("the Act").  Mr Pawel Michal Czekalski 

("the Applicant") claims that he is owed benefits to which he is entitled under a contract of employment, not being a benefit 
under an award or order.   

2 The Applicant was employed by Mr Robert Walsh ("the Respondent") to manage a business owned by the Respondent.   The 
business was a continental delicatessen called Pimletts European Foods.  The Respondent was the sole owner of the business. 

3 The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent on 20 April 1998.  His employment came to an end either on 30 
April 2004 or sometime in early May 2004.  The Applicant was paid a net amount of $500 in cash for each week’s work.  If 
that amount is divided into a daily rate it can be said that he was paid $100 (net) per day for five working days each week. 

4 The Applicant claims that he is owed six weeks' holiday pay, being an amount of $3,000 less $1,800 paid to him, which is a 
balance of $1,200 (net).  The Applicant also claims that he is owed $500 being one week's pay for a period of time that he 
agreed to work for the Respondent from 3 June 2004. 

5 Prior to the Applicant resigning from his position, he went on annual leave from 4 April 2004, for a period of six weeks.  
Before he commenced leave, he received his holiday pay from the Respondent.  The Respondent left the Applicant a note on 
30 March 2004, together with $1,800 in cash.  The note is dated 30.3.04 and states as follows:  

"Paul 
Please receive $1,800:00 for your weekly + holiday pay.  You are due 20 days’ holiday per month [sic], of which you 
took 7 days over the Christmas period. You are now due 13 days @ $100.00 per day = $1300:00 + this weeks wages = 
Total = $18,000:00.  Please sign the cheque and leave it for me.  
Robert" 
(Exhibit 5) 

6 The Applicant did not sign the cheque as he disputed the amount.  The Applicant, however, did take the $1,800 in cash.   
7 On 9 April 2004, the Applicant wrote to the Respondent in which he stated:  

"This letter is to advice [sic] you that I am terminating my position as manager of Pimlotts European Food Shop as from 
3:30 pm, Friday, 30 April 2004."   

8 The letter was sent by registered post to the Respondent, who did not pick the document up from the post office.  The letter 
was subsequently returned to the Applicant.  Sometime in early May 2004, the Applicant spoke to the Respondent by 
telephone.  He asked the Respondent if he had received his registered letter with the resignation and the Respondent replied, 
"No, I haven't received any."  The Applicant informed the Respondent that he had resigned.  The Applicant says he later spoke 
to the Respondent's wife and reached an agreement with her to return to work for one week in June 2004.  He says she told him 
to come back to work on 3 June 2004 and that he could stay as long as he wanted.  The Applicant says he told her, no, because 
he had already resigned.  She then said, "You're very welcome to come back for one week to complete."  The Applicant says as 
a result he was willing to return to work on 3 June 2004, to work for a week but he later received a telephone message from the 
Respondent advising him that he was not required.  He said the messages was, " Pawel, don't bother to come back to work.  
Shelly and Vicky is [sic] going to do the job."  The Applicant wrote to the Respondent on 11 May 2004, in which he referred 
to his resignation and made a demand that the Respondent pay him $2,200 as pay for outstanding annual leave and $500 for 
one week's work. 

9 The Applicant testified that the only time he took annual leave whilst he worked for the Respondent was over the Christmas 
period each year when the shop was closed and when he went overseas.  He said that the shop was closed either on Christmas 
Eve or a few days before that and would generally reopen on Monday following the New Year.  Otherwise the Applicant says 
that the only other time he took annual leave was to travel overseas and his passport shows the dates of his leave.  The 
Applicant tendered into evidence a copy of his passport, which shows as follows: 
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Departed Australia Arrived Australia VISA – Stamps 

indicating 
destination 

Perth - Monday, 25 October 1999 Perth - Monday, 22 November 1999 Thailand 
*Perth – Friday, 16 February 2001 Perth - Sunday, 18 February 2001 Indonesia 
Sydney – Sunday, 29 April 2001 Sydney – Sunday, 20 May 2001  
Perth – Sunday, 19 May 2002 Perth – Tuesday, 28 May 2002 Indonesia 
Perth – Saturday, 22 March 2003 Perth – Sunday 30 March 2003 Indonesia 
*Passport shows one weekend overseas trip – departed Perth 16/2/01 and arrived Perth 18/2/01 

10 The Applicant was not cross-examined about the dates that he went overseas or the leave that he took except in relation to his 
trip to New Zealand in April/May 2001.  The Applicant said in cross-examination that he thought he only took two weeks 
annual leave to go to New Zealand.  However, his passport shows that he must have taken three weeks as he was out of the 
country for three weeks.  The Applicant was also cross-examined about the periods of time the shop was closed over the 
Christmas period from December 1998 until January 2004.  The Respondent put to the Applicant the dates each year the shop 
was closed.  The Applicant agreed with each of those dates except for the first period of time the shop was closed.  The 
Respondent put to the Applicant that the shop was closed from Monday, 21 December 1998 until Friday, 8 January 1999.  The 
Applicant maintained that it is not the case as they would have closed the shop closer to Christmas.  He says that the shop was 
closed on Friday, 25 December 1998, until 8 January 1999.   

11 The cross-examination of the Applicant of the dates which were put to him, together with his oral evidence and the evidence 
contained in his passport shows as follows: 

Reason for leave Applicant's first and last days of 
leave 

Respondent's dates put in cross-
examination to the Applicant -  

first and last days of leave 

Difference 

Xmas 1998/New Year Friday 
25/12/98 

Friday 8/1/99 8 Monday 
21/12/98 

Friday 8/1/99 12 -4 

Oct/Nov 1999 (Thailand) 
Passport shows  
Departed Perth 25/10/99 
Arrived Perth 22/11/99 

Monday 
25/10/99 

Friday 
26/11/99 

24 Monday 
1/11/99 

Friday 
26/11/99 

20 4 

Xmas 1999/New Year Friday 
24/12/99 

Thursday 
6/1/00 

7 Friday 
24/12/99 

Thursday 
6/1/00 

7 0 

Xmas 2000/New Year Friday 
22/12/00 

Thursday 
4/1/01 

7 Friday 
22/12/00 

Friday 4/1/01 7 0 

April/May 2001 (New 
Zealand) Passport shows 
Departed Sydney 29/4/01 
Arrived Sydney 20/5/01 

Monday 
30/4/01 

Friday 
18/5/01 

15 Thursday 
26/4/01 

Friday 
11/5/01 

12 3 

Xmas 2001/New Year Monday 
24/12/01 

Wednesday 
2/1/02 

5 Monday 
24/12/01 

Wednesday 
2/1/02 

5 0 

May 2002 (Bali) Passport 
shows 
Departed Perth 19/5/02 
Arrived Perth 28/5/02 

Monday 
20/5/02 

Tuesday 
28/5/02 

7 Monday 
20/5/02 

*Wednesday 
26/6/02 

10 -3 

Xmas 2002/New Year Monday 
23/12/02 

Friday 3/1/03 7 **  7 0 

***March/April 2003 (Bali) 
Passport shows 
Departed Perth 22/3/03 
Arrived Perth 30/3/03 

Monday 
24/3/03 

Friday 4/4/03 10 Monday 
24/3/03 

Friday 4/4/03 10 0 

Xmas 2003/New Year Friday 
19/12/03 

Wednesday 
2/1/04 

8 Friday 
19/12/03 

Friday 2/1/04 8 0 

   98   98  
*Mr Walsh put these dates to the Applicant but says the period of leave was 10 days. 
**The Respondent did not cross-examine on this Christmas period.  The Applicant’s evidence that the shop would close 
on the Friday before Christmas and reopened the first Monday after New Year is taken as accepted. 
***Applicant says he had two weeks' holiday with 5 days’ holiday in Bali (Transcript page 39). 

12 This table shows that although there is a dispute as to some of the dates the Applicant took leave, the total number of days the 
Applicant took leave are not in dispute in that both the Applicant's evidence and the Respondent's calculations add up to 98 
days' annual leave. 

13 The Respondent did not give evidence about the periods the Applicant went on leave but relied on his cross-examination of the 
Applicant.  He, however, says that the dates he calculates the Applicant went on leave are obtained from his record of 
payments made to the Applicant.  When questioned about how he made those calculations, it was apparent that at least some, if 
not all, of the payments made to the Applicant at the time he went on leave, also included payment for wages for hours 
worked.  When pressed, the Respondent was unable to say with any certainty what sums should be attributed to wages and 
what sums should be attributed to annual leave.  Consequently, I am of the view that the Applicant's dates of leave, as set out in 
the table above, should be preferred to the Respondent's dates.  The principal reason I have reached this view, is that the 
Applicant's passport substantially corroborates the Applicant's periods of leave.  Secondly, the Respondent did not work in the 
business.  The Respondent is employed full-time in another occupation and left the running of the business to the Applicant.  In 
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any event, it is apparent there cannot be any dispute as to the total number of days annual leave the Applicant took during the 
period he was employed by the Respondent.  

14 There is no dispute that the Applicant was entitled to four weeks’ annual leave each year.  The Applicant's employment 
commenced on 19 April 1998 and his resignation was given and accepted by the Respondent in a telephone call sometime in 
early May 2004.  In the Applicant's letter to the Respondent, which was not received by the Respondent, the Applicant says 
that he was tendering his resignation from 30 April 2004.  The Applicant, as at 30 April 2004, had accrued 122.5 days’ annual 
leave as follows.  

19/4/1998 – 31/12/1998 16 
1999 20 
2000 20 
2001 20 
2002 20 
2003 20 

1/1/2004 – 30/4/2004 6.5 
TOTAL = 122.5 

15 The Applicant had taken 98 days' leave until 2 December 2004.  The Applicant went on leave on 3 April 2004 and was paid for 
13 days' annual leave.  Consequently, prior to termination of his employment I find that the Applicant had been paid 111 days’ 
annual leave.  At the time of the termination of his employment he was owed 11.5 days, which is an amount of $1,150 (net).  
Accordingly, I will make an order that the Respondent pay the Applicant an amount of $1,150 (net). 

16 I am not satisfied that the Applicant was entitled to be paid for working for one week from 3 June 2004.  The Applicant's 
employment had come to an end on the Applicant's evidence by 30 April 2004 or early May 2004, after having tendered his 
resignation.  There is no evidence that the Respondent's wife was authorised by the Respondent to make an offer to re-employ 
the Applicant for one week in June 2004. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12834 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES PAWEL MICHAL CZEKALSKI 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
ROBERT WALSH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE MONDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 496 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12834 
 
 
Result Declaration and Order made 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D P Brickle (as agent) 
Respondent Mr R Walsh 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D P Brickle, as agent, on behalf of the Applicant and Mr R Walsh, the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby: 
(1) DECLARES that the Applicant is owed a contractual benefit; 
(2) ORDERS that the Respondent pay to the Applicant within 14 days of the date of this order, the sum of $1,150 (net); 
(3) ORDERS that the application is otherwise hereby dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12840 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BARRY W DOUGHTY 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 ROADSTONE QUARRIES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE TUESDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPL 493 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12840 
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Result Application dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Mr M J Manning (of counsel) 
 
 

Order 
Having heard Mr B W Doughty, the Applicant and Mr M J Manning, of counsel, on behalf of the Respondent and by consent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

(1) THAT the Applicant be re-employed by the Respondent as a truck driver as a permanent employee at the rate of 
$15.50 per hour as from 27 September 2004. 

(2) THAT this application be, and is hereby otherwise dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12875 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BRAD GRIFFITHS 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 EXPRESS LABOUR HIRE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 735 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12875 
 
 
Catchwords Contractual benefits – So called application fee – No appearance by respondent – Proceeding 

continued in absence of respondent – Benefit owing – Industrial Relations Act, 1979, s.27(1)(d), 
s.29(1)(b)(ii), Employment Agents Act s.24 

Result Contractual benefit owing 
Representation 
Applicant Ms K. Scoble (of Counsel) appeared for the Applicant 
Respondent No appearance for the Respondent 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
Extempore as edited by the Commissioner 

1 This is an application under section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) made by Bradley Griffiths (the 
Applicant) on 1st June 2004.  He seeks orders pursuant to s.29 of the Act in relation to what he says are outstanding benefits 
being non-award entitlements owed to him at the completion of a contract of employment with Express Hire (the Respondent).  
There was no appearance by the Respondent at the hearing and for the reasons set out on page 2 and 3 of the Transcript of 
proceedings the Commission decided to exercise the powers vested in it in s.27(1)(d) of the Act and proceed to hear and 
determine the matter in the absence of the Respondent being satisfied that the Respondent was duly served with a notice of the 
proceedings.  

2 The Applicant tells the Commission that he applied to the Respondent for employment following being advised that a position 
was available.  He had discussions with Mr Eathorne and as a result he received an offer of employment.  The offer is 
described in Exhibit S1.  The significant portions are there would be a rate of pay of $23.00 per hour flat, there would be 
accommodation supplied 7 days a week and that the Respondent would pay superannuation and workers compensation.  

3 Strangely, there was what is described in the contract as an ‘application fee’ of $350.00 to be paid by the Applicant.  The 
application fee would be payable and refunded in full within 2 weeks of the commencement of the job.  The document makes 
reference to some time in the future that an Australian Workplace Agreement would be executed between the parties.  All in 
all, this is a rather bizarre type of document but I accept that is the arrangement that the Applicant entered into.  

4 It came to pass that the employment never materialised.  The Applicant made a number of inquiries and he was put off by 
evasive responses from the Respondent.  He was told that there would be a delay in the contract.  He has seen a letter dated 
17th October 2003 about the delay.  He was also given a receipt for the $350.00 he paid (Exhibit S2).  At the end of the day, he 
paid his money and did not get any return for it.  Worse still, when it became clear that the employment would not be 
forthcoming, the Respondent, notwithstanding its promises to do so, has not paid back the money and it is still owing.   

5 The matter is before the Commission pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act.  By that section, an industrial matter may be referred 
to the Commission by an employee in the case of a claim that he was not allowed by his employer a benefit, not being a benefit 
under an award or order of the Commission to which he is entitled under his contract of employment.  There are some 
conditions precedent to the application of the clause.  It relates to employers and employees.  It is clear to me that the 
Applicant is an employee as defined under the definitions section of the Act and that condition is met.   
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6 The Respondent purported to be an employer and, for the purposes of s.29(b)(ii), should be regarded as such.  Therefore the 
two conditions precedent for the clause to apply, that the applicant be an employee and that he be employed by an employer, 
have been met.  

7 As for the benefit, the benefit in this case is a sum of $350.00 which the Applicant was required to pay as an application fee.  
That is the way it appears in the contract of employment.  In his evidence he said he thought it might be to pay for his airfare; 
but it is not described in that way.  It is described as a fee the purpose of which is obscure.  Whether the fee complies with s.34 
of the Employment Agents Act, 1976 is questionable.  However it is not a matter I am able to determine.    

8 It was clearly part of a contract made between these two parties.  It is not a benefit under an award.  Whether it is a benefit by 
refund is a question that I do not intend to explore.  I am prepared to accept that it was part of the contract and it was 
refundable as part of the contract and therefore it should be seen as a benefit under the contract even though it is the 
Applicant's money in the first place.   

9 The tests the Commission are to apply are set out in Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Susan Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307 and 
in Reginald Simons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd (1985) 65 WAIG 2039.  I find this Applicant was entitled to a 
benefit under his contract of employment.  That benefit is not an award or order of the Commission and the Commission has 
power to make an order that the benefit be paid to him.  That order will be made and the Respondent, Express Hire, will be 
required to pay the applicant the sum of $350.00 forthwith.  Orders will issue to give effect to this decision.  

 

2004 WAIRC 12889 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BRAD GRIFFITHS 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 EXPRESS LABOUR HIRE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE THURSDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 735 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12889 
 
 
Result Contractual benefit owing 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms K. Scoble (of Counsel) who appeared on behalf of the Applicant and there being no appearance for the 
Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT Express Labour Hire pay the Applicant the sum of $350.00 forthwith. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12865 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES TANIA MARIE HEFFERNAN 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 TYREMARKETERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE FRIDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 489 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12865 
 
 
Catchwords Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Whether dismissal or resignation – No dismissal at the 

initiative of the employer – Commission lacks jurisdiction - Application dismissed – Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 ss 23 & 29(1)(b)(i) 

Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction  
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Clarke 
Respondent Ms K Reid (of counsel) 
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Reasons for Decision 
(Given extemporaneously and edited by the Commissioner) 

1 The applicant claims that she was harshly, oppressively, or unfairly dismissed from her employment by the respondent.  On 
the other hand, the respondent says that there was no dismissal.  The purpose of this hearing is to deal with the issue which 
arises from whether or not there was a dismissal as to the Commission's jurisdiction to deal with the matter.   

2 The applicant has given evidence, and I find, that she was employed by the respondent for over 11 years.  Her evidence was 
that she was aware of the respondent's policies including the "Standards for Success" policy which provides a number of 
processes and directions as to how to raise issues of concern, and, in particular, I refer to page 4 which provides: 

"Where do you go if you need more advice or clarification?   
At all times you must seek advice from your immediate manager.  If that manager is not appropriate you must contact 
another manager with whom you feel comfortable to discuss your concerns." 

3 At page 5 there is reference to standards in the workplace in respect to fair treatment, and at page 6 there is provision for 
dealing with harassment including: 

"Associates are encouraged to help each other by speaking out when a co-worker's conduct makes them or others 
uncomfortable and are responsible for promptly reporting harassment when it occurs." 

(Exhibit R3) 
4 I note that the applicant agrees that she, as an employee, would be included in the term "associate". 
5 The evidence demonstrates that the applicant was in a meeting on 18 February 2003 at around 12.30 pm.  In her evidence she 

claims that her manager, Wally Kemp, hit her across the ear.  She says that she told him that it hurt and that he chuckled.  She 
told him in no uncertain terms that it really hurt and she says that he mumbled an apology.   

6 The applicant continued to participate in the meeting and about half an hour later left on the directions of Mr Kemp to contact 
some of her clients.  The applicant attended for work each day for a further week and continued to work in the business.  It 
appears that for the first two such days Mr Kemp was present.  He then went to Melbourne. 

7 On Monday, 25 February 2004 Mr Kemp returned to the office.  The applicant gave him, or left on his desk, a letter in the 
following terms:   

"Wednesday, February 25, 2004 
Wally Kemp 
Tyremarketers 
239 Star Street 
Welshpool   WA   6106   
Dear Wally 
This is to formally notify you that I am resigning from Tyremarketers as Area Sales Manager.   
Wednesday, March 24, 2004 will be my last day of employment.   
Thank you for the opportunity to work for such an outstanding organisation.   
Sincerely 
Tania Heffernan 
Area Sales Manager" 

(Exhibit A1) 
8 The applicant provided copies of that letter to Mr Mark Luciani who has been described, I think, as the National Manager, and 

to Mr Brenton Watkins, the State Manager.   
9 The applicant says that the next day she spoke to Mr Luciani, at which time he asked her to retract her resignation.  He also 

said to her that he would sort the matter out, even if he had to come over to Perth to do so. 
10 She says that she believed he intended to sort the matter out.   
11 The applicant attended for work for a further 2 days, then she says she could not continue to attend work because she was 

unwell.   
12 On 18 March 2004 the applicant wrote to Mr Luciani seeking to retract her resignation and provided a letter with some broad 

areas of complaint.   
13 On 23 March 2004 the applicant enquired about whether the retraction of her resignation had been accepted and Brenton 

Watkins advised her that the retraction of her resignation was not accepted.  She also spoke to Mr Luciani that day who 
confirmed this.  The applicant's employment came to an end on 24 March 2004 in accordance with her letter of resignation. 

14 On 25 March 2004 the applicant was interviewed by Ms Marnie Wilson in respect of the complaints that she had made.   
15 For the Commission to have jurisdiction to deal with the termination of employment there must have been a dismissal.  The 

Industrial Appeal Court, in the Attorney General v the Western Australian Prison Officers Union of Workers 75 WAIG 3166 
has set out the basis on which the Commission is to determine matters such as this, and, in essence, the question is ultimately 
who really terminated the employment? 

16 In this case it is clear to me that the applicant terminated the employment.  She did so in circumstances where it was not until a 
week after the incident upon which she relies occurred.  The resignation was not in the heat of the moment.  Her letter of 
resignation gives no hint of any difficulties or that she relies on any repudiatory behaviour on behalf of the respondent.  The 
letter is written in terms which suggest that she has no complaint with her employer. 

17 Although the applicant spoke to Mr Luciani later, after having tendered her resignation, she says that she was asked to 
withdraw the resignation, however, she did not do so for a further 3 weeks.  She did not make any formal complaint for 3 
weeks after the resignation.  It was not until that point that she sought to retract the resignation. 

18 The applicant continued to work with the person she claims assaulted her, Mr Kemp, without making a particular complaint for 
over a week, and she made no formal complaint for some 3 weeks.  She clearly intended to work out her notice.  There is no 
suggestion by the applicant that her employer would tolerate an assault on her should she have raised the matter at the 
appropriate time.  On the contrary, she believed that senior management, Mr Luciani, genuinely intended to deal with the 
matter.  In fact, she said that she believed that the organisation, that is, the respondent, did not let her down. 
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19 If the reason for termination was the alleged assault, then the proper process would have been to resign forthwith upon the 
action said to be the repudiation by the respondent.  Alternatively, the proper process would have been to have raised her 
complaint and if not satisfactorily resolved it, to resign, not the other way around. 

20 The action of bringing the employment to an end by relying on the alleged assault should have occurred forthwith, not a week 
later, and not on a month's notice.  It would also have been appropriate to have clearly identified the cause in the letter of 
resignation.  It was not done. 

21 Accordingly, I find that the termination was by the applicant and that it was not a dismissal.  Therefore the application will be 
dismissed.   

 

2004 WAIRC 12864 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES TANIA MARIE HEFFERNAN 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 TYREMARKETERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 489 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12864 
 
 
Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D Clark on behalf of the applicant and Ms K Reid (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 
(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12707 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SUSANNAH LEE MCALWEY 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 CHERRY INTERNET SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE THURSDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO APPLICATION 326 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12707 
 
 
Catchwords Termination of employment – Unfair dismissal – Principles applied – Industrial Relations Act, 1979 

s.23A, s.29 

Result Dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr J. McAlwey appeared on behalf of the Applicant 
Respondent Dr M. Weicheslbaum appeared on behalf of the Respondent 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 12th March 2004 Susannah Lee McAlwey (the Applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to s.23A of the 

Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) on the grounds that she had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from 
employment with Cherry Internet Services Pty Ltd (the Respondent).   

2 The Applicant had applied for employment with the Respondent following upon an advertisement she had seen for a position 
as a Webmaster.  She had recently completed a Master’s of Science in Information Technology at Murdoch University.  In 
addition she held a graduate qualification of Bachelor of Commerce (Marketing) from Curtain University and a Certificate in 
Micro-computer Technology.  The curriculum vitae accompanying her application claimed that she had experience in 
marketing sales and recruitment and had six years commercial experience in those customer service fields.  Her letter of 
application informed the Respondent that she had created a number of web sites using technologies such as HTML, Javascript, 
CSS and Photoshop.  She also claimed a good knowledge of Java and SQL and she said she was creative and had excellent 
online research skills. 
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3 The academic record for her Master of Science degree indicates a student of considerable academic prowess with her major 
units examination marks scoring from distinction to high distinction.  It was with this academic and work background the 
Applicant was appointed to a position with the Respondent (see Exhibit W3). 

4 On engagement the Applicant was offered an employment contract (Exhibit M1).  The contract was to be fulltime commencing 
on 12th January 2004 with a salary of $32,000 plus superannuation.  The arrangement offered a salary review to be conducted 
in July 2004.  There was to be an ‘induction period’ of two weeks during which both the Applicant and the Respondent could 
opt to terminate the relationship.  There was an arrangement for the withholding of 50% of the salary paid if that occurred.  
Finally the contract provided that two weeks notice at termination was required and all remaining leave entitlements would be 
paid out.  There was no provision for payment of money in lieu of notice. 

5 The Applicant says that her employment with the Respondent was punctuated by incidents where the Respondent’s principal, 
Dr Marcus Weicheslbaum, put her down in various ways.  She conceded that she was not as practically qualified as other 
employees because her Master’s Degree was more theoretically based and strategic.  The other employees who were engaged 
about the same time as her were TAFE graduates and had a practical bias in their training.  This was significant in the early 
parts of her engagement because she was not as effective as they were at the application of practical skills.  The Applicant says 
she was told not to worry about this because she had communication skills and experience and she would learn the practical 
skills. 

6 The Applicant says she found the working environment very difficult because of the authoritarian style of Dr Weicheslbaum.  
This was reflected in his general demeanour towards her compared with his treatment of other employees.  She claimed he 
would single her out.  An example had happened during a training session in relation to web colours when Dr Weicheslbaum 
identified her as the one amongst all of the group who was struggling.  This she found very difficult to cope with. 

7 There were other examples where she had tried to generate better team spirit between the men and the women at the 
workplace.  This was part of a role she thought she had as ‘employee liaison’.  Dr Weicheslbaum confronted her after she sent 
an email to staff about a concern.  She was unhappy about that situation, she admitted that Dr Weicheslbaum asked her to stay 
after work to talk through problems with her.  He had asked her whether she was withdrawn and whether she had any personal 
problems.  She agreed that she did, but only as ‘an easy way out’. 

8 The Applicant says matters came to a head on 18th February 2004 when she was working in the office with another employee 
and Dr Weicheslbaum came in with one of the other programmers.  In front of the programmer and another employee Dr 
Weicheslbaum told her that she was dismissed.  Her reaction was that it was harsh and she started to cry.  She remembers that 
there was some suggestion made to her that instead of two weeks notice which she had been given she could cease to work 
immediately and receive an extra week’s pay.  She recalls saying that it was stated that it would be better for everyone if she 
left immediately and she did leave. 

9 The letter of termination, formal parts omitted, is included in hereunder: 
“I regret to inform you that this letter serves as a notice of your termination of your position at Cherry Internet 
Services.  Your employment ends at 5 pm, March 3rd, 2004. 
It has become apparent that your skills don’t match the requirements for the webmaster position.  Initially you 
admitted to issues outside of your work environment that negatively influenced your work performance.  Your 
performance has continued to remain below expectation, and over the course of your employment it became evident 
that you continue to struggle with many of the underlying concepts.  You appear to find it difficult to understand 
and carry out the assigned tasks efficiently and thoughtfully enough to meet the company standards, to the extent 
where lack of attention directly impacted on the company’s performance and revenue. 
According to your employment contract, you are entitled to two weeks notice, and thus you will be required to 
continue work until 5 pm, March 3rd 2004.  You have the option to cease work immediately, in which case you will 
receive a payment of one full week’s salary.  Your superannuation entitlements will be paid out at the end of the 
first quarter 2004.  This letter, the decision of termination and the severance pay offer are final and not negotiable. 
I have personally come to value and appreciate your personality and I regret to have to terminate your position.  
Although your skills and our work environment may not have been a perfect fit, I am certain that you have valuable 
traits that are useful in other employment situations.” 

10 The Applicant says that as a result of the dismissal she had lost all of her self confidence, had to seek counselling and is still 
receiving it.  She was unemployed for a total of 20 weeks and although she did apply for work she was unable to obtain any. 

11 The Applicant was cross examined by the Respondent.  Amongst other things she agreed that in a conversation with Dr 
Weicheslbaum during a journey out of the office she admitted that she might not fit the position because she did not have the 
practical skills.  She also admitted that during the third week of her employment that Dr Weicheslbaum made it clear that he 
was concerned about how she was progressing.  She also conceded that on one occasion he took 30 minutes to explain to her 
he had concerns with her performance.  Again later, while she would not admit that she had thought her job was in jeopardy, 
that it was clear that the Respondent was concerned about her attitude and performance.  There were also issues raised in cross 
examination concerning the Applicant’s use of certain email applications and she admitted that she could have used the email 
in contrary to the office guidelines and code of conduct (Exhibit W2).  She denied that she often went to sleep in her car or that 
she slept in her chair. 

12 She also admitted that during her exit interview there was a discussion concerning alleged negligence or inattention that led to 
web site malfunction and a loss of revenue.  She also admitted that it was put to her by Dr Weicheslbaum during the exit 
interview that she could cease work immediately and get an extra week’s pay or work on, she chose to cease immediately and 
get the extra week’s pay.  She did concede she was aware that the Respondent was not happy with her work.  She also 
conceded that Dr Weicheslbaum did train employees to improve their communication skills and that she found that training 
useful. 

13 That is sufficient recitation of the Applicant’s evidence for the purposes of these Reasons for Decision. 
14 The Applicant called no further witnesses and evidence was then taken from Dr Weicheslbaum.  He strongly rejected the claim 

of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal saying that nothing about the termination could possibly be construed that way.  The 
dismissal was a consequence of a lack of performance, ability and skills.  When the allegations about lack of performance, 
ability and skills were put to the Applicant she did not dispute them.  The dismissal was procedurally correct and there were 
two witnesses to protect both the Applicant and the Respondent.  After the termination discussion the Applicant left the office 
in accordance with arrangements reached concerning the termination meeting. 

15 The Applicant was provided with a warning and advice that her performance and skills were not up to the Respondent’s 
expectations.  These occurred in the third week of her employment when she was approached by Dr Weicheslbaum and told 
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her performance was inadequate.  She was asked whether anything could be done by the Respondent to improve the situation.  
Dr Weicheslbaum gave evidence that the Applicant frequently appeared to be absent minded and found it difficult to follow 
instructions.  He told her, amongst other things, that she needed to be more thorough when completing tasks.  In response to a 
question from him she had said she had private issues to deal with which were reflecting her work performance but she thought 
she could get over those. 

16 The Respondent says that the Applicant was hired because she had extremely good technical qualifications but the 
qualifications did not translate into skilled practical application. 

17 Dr Weicheslbaum told the Commission that he is skilled in areas of communication and connection between the brain and 
body and any kind of social interaction.  He holds a PhD from the University of Western Australia in medical science in the 
discipline of neuro science and had worked for many years teaching science students at Sir Charles Gairdener Hospital.  He 
thought with those skills he was well aware of how to deal with the Applicant and to seek to assist her to make the grade.  He 
denied he was authoritarian at all and called evidence from other members of staff to assist him to establish this claim.   

18 The first member of staff he called was Sophie Snedden.  Ms Snedden told the Commission that she had undergone training 
given by Dr Weicheslbaum.  The training was pitched at a level which allowed employees to understand the concepts.  The 
Applicant had trouble and contrary to the Applicant’s suggestion there was not a large delay in the web colour class to allow 
her to understand the concepts, Ms Snedden believed the Dr Weicheslbaum had been very patient with the Applicant.  Her 
workmates also tried to help her as much as they could but she had deficiencies in areas such as SQL where she needed help 
consistently to apply the concepts.  The Applicant often used to cry at work.  Ms Snedden remembered a day when the 
Applicant spent the whole day crying.  The Applicant used to look as though she was sleep deprived and was often leaning 
back in her chair with her eyes closed.  On occasions during her lunch time she would go out and sleep in her car.  Even 
though the Applicant was appointed as ‘employee liaison’ she really did not know what to do.  Ms Snedden felt that Dr 
Weicheslbaum was patient and helpful and tried to teach his staff everything they needed to know. 

19 The Commission also heard evidence from Zanetta Ellis, she confirmed that the Applicant had difficulty with the web colour 
exercise.  Ms Ellis thought at the beginning it was complex but Dr Weicheslbaum explained it in a way which became quite 
simple.  All of the employees were treated the same way and Ms Ellis did not recollect anyone being put down.  The Applicant 
appeared to Ms Ellis to be having difficulties so much so that she would ask herself or Sophie.  Alternatively she would hide 
tasks that she could not do from Dr Weicheslbaum.  Ms Ellis thought that Dr Weicheslbaum made an effort to ensure that tasks 
were understood and would sit down with staff and explain what needed to be done to them.  Ms Ellis also recalled the 
Applicant being sleepy. 

20 Evidence was also taken from Jason Playne.  He was present at the so called exit interview when the Applicant was told her 
services were terminated.  Mr Playne recalled that Dr Weicheslbaum went through the letter and the Applicant was asked if she 
had any questions.  He was aware that Dr Weicheslbaum had been concerned about her performance and had expressed that 
concern to him from time to time.  He was also told that Dr Weicheslbaum was going to have a talk with the Applicant and that 
he was planning to take that action because he wanted to assist the Applicant if that was possible.  Dr Weicheslbaum had 
reported to Mr Playne that he was concerned about the Applicant’s performance and that she did not seem focussed.  After the 
meeting Dr Weicheslbaum had related what happened in the conversation and how he had expressed to the Applicant his 
concern about her ability to perform.  Mr Playne could not recall any incident at all where there was any behavioural 
inappropriateness on behalf of Dr Weicheslbaum to any employee. 

21 The preceding is a sufficient summary of the evidence for the purpose of these Reasons for Decision.  The Commission is to 
make findings on credibility of witnesses.  I carefully listened to the evidence of the Applicant.  I have no doubt that she told 
the Commission her version of the events truthfully, that is, I believe that she did think she was being put down.  She seemed 
to be a nervous person and I have no doubt she formed and believes the views that she has articulated to the Commission.  She 
is a credible witness to that extent. 

22 Dr Weicheslbaum on the other hand gave strong, logical and clear evidence.  There is no reason to conclude that he did not tell 
the Commission the truth of the matter and the actions he took to try and assist the Applicant to become a useful member of the 
Respondent’s staff. 

23 The two principal witnesses have substantially different versions of events.  There are both credible.  I need to distinguish 
whose evidence is most likely to be true on the balance of probabilities and I do so by taking into account the evidence of Ms 
Snedden, Ms Ellis and Mr Playne. 

24 Each of those witnesses were subject to cross examination by Mr McAlwey who appeared for the Applicant.  None of them 
were shaken in their stories and there is no reason for me to conclude that the stories they gave were not truthful recollections.  
That being the case I am bound to find that where the evidence of the Applicant differs from the evidence submitted on behalf 
of the Respondent that I am compelled to accept the evidence of the Respondent. 

25 In deciding a case like this the Commission is to apply the test set out in Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers Union (1985) 65 WAIG 385.  That requires that there be a ‘fair go all round’.  When the Commission reviews 
dismissals of this nature it is not to interfere with the right of the employer to dismiss unless that right has been abused in that 
there has been harsh or unfair conduct on behalf of the employer.  It is for the applicant to establish that there has been 
unfairness such that the Commission should interfere with an employer’s right to terminate. 

26 Having considered the evidence and having made findings about the credibility of witnesses I conclude that the Applicant was 
hired by the Respondent, she is an extremely talented person academically and had high qualifications in an academic sense. 

27 It appears though that the job she was hired to do required a blend of skills which included practical skills.  It is clear from the 
evidence that she was unable to meet the standards required in those practical skills.  It is also clear from the evidence that 
early in the relationship the Respondent was aware of difficulties she was having and raised them with her.  The Applicant 
concedes this in her examination in chief and cross examination.  The Applicant says that she did not think that her job was in 
jeopardy however it is open to conclude from the evidence before the Commission that she knew that there was dissatisfaction 
from the Respondent’s point of view with the way she was performing and that she knew she had to do better.  The 
employment relationship was very early in its term when the dismissal took place but not inside the probation period.  The 
Respondent, it can be found, took every reasonably step to ensure that the Applicant knew how to do the job.  It is open to 
conclude and I do that notwithstanding the Applicant’s memory to the contrary that she had a number of conduct issues such as 
going to sleep and personal issues which were at least apparent to her workmates and to her employer. 

28 I think those were far more serious than she was prepared to admit in evidence and they were contributory to the Respondent 
reaching the conclusion that in the best interest of both parties it should bring the employment relationship to an end. 
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29 It is open to conclude on the evidence that Dr Weicheslbaum was not authoritative and inflexible as the Applicant suggests.  
The overwhelming evidence is that is not the way he approached work with his employees and this would be consistent with 
his long background as a teacher and with his specific skills from his academic and medical science background. 

30 As for the termination itself the Applicant was given the opportunity of having witnesses present.  It can be said that no 
termination is a comfortable process for either party and it would be even more uncomfortable for the Applicant in the 
circumstances where, because of her fine academic record, she had every reason to believe that she should have been able to do 
the type of job that was being asked of her.  Yet there were people telling her that she was unable to do so.  This would no 
doubt have caused her distress. 

31 That is not to say though the Respondent has acted unfairly.  The overwhelming evidence is that there has been no unfairness 
upon the tests which are to be applied and for that reason I conclude that the Applicant has not established that the conduct of 
the Respondent was harsh and unfair to the extent that the Commission is justified in interfering with the termination and for 
that reason the application will be dismissed. 
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr J. McAlwey who appeared on behalf of the Applicant and Dr M. Weicheslbaum who appeared on behalf of the 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 The Applicant, Ms McColl, was employed as a sales person with the respondent company.  Her duties involved the sale and 

promotion of chicken and other meat lines to supermarkets and food outlets in an area “south of the river”.  The applicant was 
appointed to the position on 1 May 2001 under a workplace agreement.  The instrument provided for a period of probationary 
employment of six months during which time if her services were found to be “unsatisfactory” the “one day’s notice of 
termination will be given…” (Exhibit A1). 
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2 Ms McColl’s services were terminated after 14 weeks’ employment and in circumstances where she was required to finish up 
immediately.  In the absence of the one day’s notice, in accordance with the terms of her agreement, but with payment in lieu, 
it was submitted that this amounted to summary dismissal.  It was argued that as there was no inference of gross misconduct, 
the dismissal was unfair.  However, the applicant went further and submitted, on the basis pleaded by the respondent that her 
services were terminated because of her failure to properly perform her duties as a salesperson, that the dismissal was unfair 
when she was given only minimal training as a new appointee.  Furthermore, that the respondent provided only limited 
organisational back up to support the applicant’s work programme.  To overcome this Ms McColl asserted that she undertook a 
number of initiatives but without any support from her employer.  Finally, the applicant submitted that the unfairness was 
compounded by the fact that she was never given any warnings as to her performance and was never given any indication that 
her position was in jeopardy. 

3 Another element of her claim arises from an arrangement entered into with the National Sales Director at the time at which her 
services were terminated.  The applicant claimed that he undertook to pay her overtime in accordance with the schedule that 
she submitted.  A further payment is claimed under an implied entitlement to reimbursement for the use of her vehicle in the 
performance of her duties. 

4 The applicant was appointed to the position after she responded to an advertisement in the newspaper.  Ms McColl met with 
Ms Shaw, then a sales representative with the respondent and another person, a friend of the Managing Director, at a coffee bar 
where she presented a copy of her resume and outlined her employment history and studies.  The two interviewers left her for a 
short time; they came back later and told her “you’ve got the job”.  Ms Shaw was a sales representative but subsequently 
became the respondent’s Food Services Manager.  At the interview Ms McColl was told that she would have to provide and 
use her own vehicle.  She did not know how much mileage would be paid.  She was given a fax machine and a mobile phone 
for her work.  Her routine would be that she would work from home in the morning, telephoning businesses for orders; she 
would then fax the orders to the office.  The telephone ordering was done using her own phone and she was to be reimbursed 
for telephone calls.  A mobile phone was provided for contacting Ms Shaw. 

5 Ms McColl claimed that she was only given one full day’s training at Ms Shaw’s home.  She arrived at 6.00am at the house in 
Joondalup.  She was told how to make calls, told about up-coming promotions, shown an order sheet and then instructed on 
how to order and fax the orders through to the Canning Vale depot.  They then went out and visited some stores and spoke to 
managers.  On the second day the pair visited some more stores and then Ms Shaw went off to attend to some private matters 
and told Ms McColl to go and do some shopping. 

6 The applicant claims there was no assessment of her ability to do the job and that after the second day there was no further 
training.  On the third day of her employment she claimed Ms Shaw told her to go and visit stores on her own.  From then on 
her work routine would be that she would start work at 7.00am, telephoning customers.  She would fax through the orders, 
trying to sell extra lines and promoting the company with the managers.  After faxing orders to the office – that was two to two 
and half hours’ work – she would then set off on the road and work in different areas within her district each day.  She was not 
given a routine of where to go.  She would work in a different location each day and it was up to her to work out where she 
was going to work.  There was no requirement for her to attend the specific stores at particular times, but she was told that she 
should complete 6 or 7 calls per day.  At one time she was told that she had not been visiting enough stores and that is when 
the 6 or 7 requirement per day was mentioned by Ms Shaw. 

7 In the afternoons she would either have meetings in the office or would do her paperwork at home.  Daily report sheets were 
faxed to Ms Shaw.  Ms McColl submitted that a form for the daily worksheets was given to her some four weeks after she 
commenced her employment. 

8 It was Ms McColl’s evidence that she had asked the respondent for customer listings so that she could make her telephone 
contacts.  This information was not forthcoming for several weeks.  The information that was provided set out the name of the 
store, its address and post code.  It did not identify the name of the manager or proprietor, nor the telephone number (refer to 
Exhibit A3). 

9 The applicant submitted copies of lists she compiled to assist her to do her work.  The lists identify the christian names of 
people to contact and their telephone numbers (refer to Exhibit A4).  When new customers were contacted (from the list, 
supplied Exhibit A3) she would fax them information on new products and prices offering them one free carton if they 
purchased ten cartons.  Most of these orders were for markets and shops outside the metropolitan area.  When customers in the 
“food service” area (delicatessens, schools, clubs, lunch bars as distinct from supermarkets) were canvassed, daily reports on 
these contacts were forwarded to the respondent. 

10 To facilitate this area of business and to record the customer base, the applicant designed a form and used it as the basis for a 
daily worksheet report (refer to Exhibit A6).  Ms McColl stated that she was complimented on this initiative by Ms Shaw.  
However, the applicant acknowledged that she had been told that she was not providing enough information on her daily 
worksheet (Exhibit A5) and the respondent re-drafted the form in July 2001 to ensure that information on freezer stock, variety 
of products and comments on the needs and orders of meat sections and delicatessen departments in supermarkets could be 
monitored. 

11 The applicant outlined some of the problems arising from the respondent’s failure to deliver orders for new customers in food 
service areas of the business.  There was also a difficulty in servicing this area of the market without a comprehensive list of 
customers.  Ms McColl expressed the embarrassment of introducing herself to a business proprietor or manager on the basis of 
attempting to recruit them as new customers only to find out that they had been dealing with the respondent for a number of 
years.  To secure a database of these customers she requested details for customer lists.  These were compiled by her from 
delivery sheets obtained through the respondent’s drivers (refer to Exhibit A9). 

12 The applicant also outlined procedures and records she developed for promoting sales with country supermarkets.  After 
telephone contact was established she would fax copies of price lists and notification of discount purchases (refer to Exhibit 
A10).  Ms McColl stated that she maintained her own record of customers, names of managers, the products they ordered and 
dates on which delivery took place. 

13 The applicant was provided with computer print-outs of supermarket sales and was required to follow up those locations where 
sales were down.  This information was received on a monthly basis at meetings with Ms Shaw (refer to Exhibits A12 and 
A13).  The applicant was required to give the respondent feedback on supermarkets where sales had been down.  However, it 
was Ms McColl’s evidence that a proper assessment of the market position on the supermarkets could not be done from a 
review of the computer print-outs alone.  They required further examination and consideration from other information that she 
compiled about each store.  Her feedback to the company was set out in hand written notes provided to Ms Shaw (refer to 
Exhibit A11).  It was the applicant’s evidence that she was complimented by Ms Shaw for having done a “good job”.  Copies 
of the records the applicant compiled on supermarkets were tendered (refer to Exhibit A14). 
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14 The applicant tendered a copy of a document titled “Rep Daily Report” (refer to Exhibit A15).  This, it was said, had been 
given to her mid way through her employment.  The document specified reporting requirements, directions to check freezer 
stocks at supermarkets and to make contact with the delicatessen and meat managers.  It specified the requirement to note the 
extent of the respondent’s products in the store and to encourage managers to give those products the best location on a display 
counter or fridge.  The promotion of specials and volume purchases with independent supermarkets was emphasised. 

15 Ms McColl attested to her application to these requirements and cited her success in monitoring competitor’s products and 
efforts to have the respondent’s product most favourably displayed in supermarkets. 

16 From information obtained in response to the request for “Further and Better Particulars” it was put to Ms McColl that on 11 
July 2001 the National Sales Director had warned her that because she had “not followed correct procedures as outlined 
repeatedly by Tracey Shaw” her employment was in jeopardy (refer to Exhibit A2).  It was claimed in that document that the 
applicant had agreed to correct the situation and improve her performance.  Furthermore, it was stated that the applicant was 
made aware that a failure to comply with this request would result in the termination of her employment. 

17 It was Ms McColl’s evidence that she could not recall a meeting with the National Sales Director at that time nor that she had 
been told that if she didn’t follow procedures her position was in jeopardy. 

18 Next it was put to her from the “Further and Better Particulars” supplied by the respondent that on 1 August 2001 another 
meeting took place with the National Sales Director at which the applicant was again cautioned.  This warning session centred 
around the alleged failure of the applicant to complete what was expected of her in the very basics of what was outlined for her 
visits to stores, telephoning and reports. It was claimed that her efforts were “all lacking in substance”.  The respondent 
claimed that the applicant “agreed to correct her shortcomings and failure to comply with the simple requirements that were 
necessary for her to complete”.  Mr Dickenson (National Sales Director) recorded that this was the second and final warning in 
regard to the applicant’s employment and emphasised that the applicant was still under probation and that there needed to be a 
marked improvement in what was required of the applicant (refer to Exhibit A2). 

19 Ms McColl recalled this meeting.  She had been called to the office.  Ms Shaw was in attendance.  It was stated to Ms McColl 
by Ms Shaw that she had not followed instructions.  She was told to improve her performance and to listen to what Ms Shaw 
was telling her.  The only instruction which she could recall being discussed at that time was being sent to a Coles supermarket 
to inspect some chickens pieces where the crumbs had fallen off.  According to Ms McColl she had followed those directions, 
having realised that the product was damaged and should not be sold, she had brought the product back to the office.  Ms Shaw 
had told her that she should not have brought the product back to the office.  It was Ms McColl’s evidence that this was the 
only example cited at the meeting.  Nothing else was raised about her shortcomings and nothing was mentioned about her 
employment being in jeopardy nor that this was a final warning.  She does not recall any mention being made of her 
employment being subject to probation at that time. 

20 The applicant stated that she had never been given any sales targets but she did recall that at a sales meeting soon after 1 
August, it had been noted that supermarket figures were down.  Ms Shaw had stated “that if sales don’t improve one of us will 
go and it isn’t going to be me”.  Ms McColl claimed that between 1 August 2001, the date of her meeting with the National 
Sales Director, and 15 August 2001, the date of her termination of employment, nothing was raised with her about her 
performance.  There was daily contact with Ms Shaw.  According to the respondent’s “Further and Better Particulars”: 

“The applicant was called to the office on 15 August 2001 and Mr John Dickenson asked the applicant why the basics 
pertaining to her contract of employment were not being met.  The applicant could offer no explanation as to why the 
visits to stores, the completion of the daily work reports were all incomplete. 
Mr Dickenson was left with no alternative but to terminate the employment of Hayley McColl as the 2 previous warnings 
had no effect or improvement that the applicant had agreed would occur.” 

(Exhibit A2) 
21 Ms McColl’s evidence was that on the last day of her employment she was called into the office.  At the outset Mr Dickenson 

stated that Ms Shaw had told him that the applicant “was not doing her job correctly.”  The applicant stated that she disagreed.  
Her services were terminated and she was requested to hand over her “call sheets”. 

22 It was put to Ms McColl by the respondent that from 27 July 2001 she had not been attending the stores she had claimed to 
have visited and had recorded in her daily work sheets.  The applicant denied this.  However, she did acknowledge that 
probationary employment had been mentioned at some time by the respondent.  Ms McColl agreed that on 1 August the 
National Sales Director had required an improvement in her performance but that this had been in the context of a discussion 
on following Ms Shaw’s instructions.  There was no implication as to her continuing employment in that discussion. 

23 Again it was put to the applicant that at the discussion on 15 August 2001 which culminated in her termination that Mr 
Dickenson had put to her that she had not been visiting the area allocated to her and had not followed procedures.  This was not 
her recollection of the discussion. 

24 Here it is noted that the applicant’s representative raised an objection to a line of questioning that raised issues going to the 
assertion that the applicant had not visited stores which she had recorded as having attended in her daily worksheets.  Clearly, 
this is not a matter which was the subject of identification in the “Further and Better Particulars” lodged by the respondent.  
Matters set out therein went only to issues of performance and did not give rise to consideration of the applicant’s honesty. 

25 Under further cross-examination Ms McColl reiterated that the extent of her initial training had been limited to less than two 
days.  She refuted that it had extended to 10 days.  She acknowledged that from time to time Ms Shaw attended supermarkets 
with her and visited her home and observed her telephone procedures.  However, she claimed there was no feedback from this 
involvement with Ms Shaw.  On one occasion while attending a supermarket another store telephoned the applicant requesting 
demonstration stock.  The applicant claimed that Ms Shaw snatched the mobile phone from her and took over the matter. 

26 With respect to filling in the daily worksheets it was the applicant’s position that she had only been requested to provide more 
information on one occasion by Ms Shaw.  She had never been instructed as to the details which were required and that it was 
only after the form was re-designed on 1 August 2001 that it became clear as to what specific information was required (refer 
to Exhibit A5).  The applicant explained how she compiled the work reports from her own note book and when the forms had 
been re-designed she had been able to provide more comprehensive information. 

27 Ms McColl acknowledged receipt of information from the respondent setting out particular requirements for products from 
each of the supermarket chains.  This she said had been received in the first week of her employment (refer to Exhibit A16). 

28 It was put to Ms McColl that there had been a complaint from a supermarket meat manager about her manner.  This had not 
been the case as far as she was concerned.  She had merely dropped off some label stickers that someone else had neglected to 
deliver.  Another incident involved her alleged failure to inform a supermarket about a special price on product.  She could not 
recall this matter. 
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29 Ms McColl re-affirmed that she provided Ms Shaw with feedback on sales in supermarkets, either at sales meetings or by fax 
(refer to Exhibit A11).  She confirmed that not all the documentation she prepared was forwarded to the respondent i.e. copies 
of promotions sent to country supermarkets (refer to Exhibit A10).  As to a conversation with Ms Shaw about the employment 
of one of the sales staff being terminated if sales didn’t pick up, Ms McColl did not resile from the tenor of her response that 
she “didn’t like being threatened” and “would take it further”.  This she said occurred at a sales meeting and not in a social 
environment as alleged by the respondent. 

30 The respondent called evidence from Ms Shaw, the respondent’s Food Services Manager.  Ms Shaw outlined how she had 
been in attendance when Ms McColl signed her workplace agreement on 1 May 2001 and then had taken her on an inspection 
of the factory.  That took place the next day.  At the completion of that inspection Ms Shaw gave the applicant a manual on the 
requirements when attending supermarkets.  She claimed that the next day the applicant attended the office and was instructed 
in the various product lines, ordering requirements for supermarkets and delicatessens and coding for each product.  At the end 
of the first week the applicant was taken to supermarkets and shown how the respondent’s products were displayed.  Some 
time was spent at Ms Shaw’s home learning the telephone and ordering procedure.  When this occurred is not clear but the 
upshot of the witness’ evidence is that some 10 days were claimed to have been spent training the applicant. 

31 Ms Shaw mentioned the need to establish a work area at home and to put in place a routine for phoning in orders.  This would 
usually take three hours, commencing at 7.00am and from 10.00am the sales representative would then call on supermarkets.  
The supermarket area that Ms McColl was given extended from Booragoon to Mandurah and included Coles, Woolworths, 
Dewsons, Action and Supervalu supermarkets.  Ms Shaw claimed to have given Ms McColl every assistance.  They met every 
Friday in the office and she would enquire if she could help the applicant in any way.  Ms Shaw stated that various people went 
out with the applicant, however, she realized that it was best to let Ms McColl find her feet first and not to be looking over her 
shoulder all the time.  According to Ms Shaw there was someone with the applicant every six weeks. 

32 With reference to the daily worksheets, Ms Shaw said that she required these to be faxed to her at the end of each day.  The 
information received from Ms McColl was inadequate.  She claimed to have brought this to the applicant’s attention on 
numerous occasions but was told it was “too hard”.  Eventually the form was modified in accordance with the variations that 
Ms McColl specified.  Ms Shaw acknowledged that the form which was used from 1 August provided the required details but 
claimed that Ms McColl did not send them in on time. 

33 Ms Shaw stated that it was not necessary for the respondent to receive the Food Service Daily Report designed by the applicant 
(Exhibit A6).  The focus of the business was on supermarket sales.  Ms Shaw claimed she had never seen the form for food 
services customers compiled by Ms McColl (Exhibit A9).  Similarly, Exhibits A10 and A11 (copies of country store 
promotions and the feedback on the decline in supermarket sales) respectively, were not shown to her.  She had never received 
copies of Exhibit A11.  As to the list of customers in the area to which Ms McColl was assigned and which had been compiled 
by her because of an alleged inadequacy of information provided by the respondent, Ms Shaw stated that this was a fabrication.  
She claimed that she had provided Ms McColl with telephone information. 

34 At the meeting with the applicant and Mr Dickenson on 11 July 2001 Ms Shaw stated that Ms McColl had been given a first 
warning.  The reasons cited were that lack of information, the failure to attend stores in Mandurah (Ms McColl had said that 
she wanted to be paid an overnight allowance, this had been refused by Ms Shaw), and the requirement for Ms McColl to 
provide information on particular stores.  A subsequent elaboration of evidence under cross examination elicited information 
about the applicant’s failure to telephone stores connected with a particular promotion.  Ms Shaw stated that Mr Dickenson had 
kept a record of the meeting in his diary.  It was noted by the applicant’s representative that this had not been produced under 
discovery. 

35 It was Ms Shaw’s evidence that following the meting on 11 July 2001 the information being provided by the applicant 
improved but that it had not reached an acceptable level.  Ms Shaw also stated that following the warning she had spent a day 
with the applicant.  However, the date of her attendance could not be verified by reference to the daily report sheets (Exhibit 
A5). 

36 At the meeting on 1 August 2001 Ms Shaw claimed that issues concerning the applicant’s failure to telephone customers were 
raised.  To this it is claimed, the applicant responded that she “forgot”.  There was reference to a complaint from a Dewsons 
store and the applicant’s failure to report on sales at twenty stores as requested by Ms Shaw. 

37 Following the meeting on the 1 August 2001 it was Ms Shaw’s evidence that she spent a day with the applicant assisting her in 
her phone procedure.  She pointed out that the applicant had failed to promote the respondent’s specials.  She also claimed that 
worksheets for the 1st and 2nd August were not faxed to her on those days.  It was claimed that reports from the applicant were 
often three or four days late. 

38 The meeting on 15 August 2001 took place at 2.30pm.  It is stated that Mr Dickenson had said if the applicant continued to 
perform in the same way they would “have to part company”.  According to Ms Shaw, Mr Dickenson explained to the 
applicant that telephone contact with customers had not been done correctly, that she had not promoted the respondent’s 
“specials” and that things were “just not working out”.  To this it was alleged that Ms McColl responded by saying that she 
was doing the best she could and according to Ms Shaw the applicant expressed the view that the respondent “went through a 
lot of sales representatives”.  The decision to terminate Ms McColl’s services was taken by Mr Dickenson alone.  Ms Shaw 
stated she was not aware that he had formulated that course when the interview commenced. 

39 Ms Shaw gave evidence that she required the applicant to visit ten stores a day; this meant that stores in her area were called on 
once every two weeks.  Ms Shaw denied that she had ever indicated that six or seven visits per day were acceptable. 

40 Mr Dickenson, the National Sales Director for the respondent company gave evidence. 
41 Mr Dickenson confirmed that the applicant was a sales representative on six months’ probation.  He explained that the period 

of probation was of that duration because the person would be working unsupervised for extended periods and that it would 
take longer than three months for a proper evaluation to be done.  This was on the basis that it would be fair to each side.  
Mr Dickenson has eighteen years’ experience with the company. 

42 He confirmed that Ms Shaw undertook the applicant’s training but that he had spoken with Ms McColl about her work.  The 
first occasion on which he did talk to her was after a “cook up” on 11 July 2001.  At that meeting he and Ms Shaw spoke with 
the applicant.  His concerns at that time were that her reports were inadequate, he was not happy with the sales in the area and 
with the number of stores upon which the applicant was calling. 

43 Mr Dickenson stated that he indicated to the applicant that he was not happy with her reports and stated that he gave her a 
warning.  In response to his question about why the reports were not being done, it appears that the applicant did not 
understand the necessity for the reports.  He explained to her the need for the reports. 

44 The next meeting with the applicant was held on 1 August 2001.  At that time, Mr Dickenson again told her he was unhappy 
with the reports and it was agreed that Ms Shaw would go to the applicant’s house to monitor her while she made calls. 
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45 On 15 August 2001 Ms Shaw attended a meeting with Ms McColl and Mr Dickenson.  He acknowledged that at this time her 
reports had been a “lot better” but he was not happy with the sales and that one store had said that the sales representative had 
“not called for ages”.  He stated that he queried this with the applicant but she gave no answer.  He was satisfied that nothing 
had changed since their last discussion and decided that they should go their separate ways.  Mr Dickenson said that he had 
made up his mind to terminate Ms McColl’s services after he had spoken with her.  He recalled that she expressed the view 
along the lines of “no wonder you go through so many sales representatives”. 

46 According to Mr Dickenson the applicant’s services were terminated following the application of the respondent’s policy for 
handling cases of substandard performance.  This policy had been to talk to the person in the first instance, find out how they 
could be helped and establish what “tools” the person needed to do the job. 

47 As far as Mr Dickenson was concerned it is most important for the sales representatives to check the freezer stock at a 
supermarket before speaking to the manager.  The manager could not dispute the fact that stock was down or whatever the 
sales representative was able to build up around the information he/she had on the stock.  It was Mr Dickenson’s position that 
the applicant failed to appreciate the importance of daily reporting to the business despite this being explained to her time and 
time again. 

48 Mr Dickenson understood that despite Ms Shaw’s attendance with the applicant she had failed to check the freezer before 
speaking with a supermarket manager.  According to Mr Dickenson supermarket sales were the cornerstone of the 
respondent’s business.  While Ms McColl was diligent in her area paper work and in promoting the food services area she had 
not been looking after supermarkets properly. 

49 As far as the respondent was concerned, the applicant was afforded procedural fairness in the steps taken to see if she could 
perform at the required level and in the application of the policy which in her circumstances addressed substandard 
performance.  There was, according to the respondent, a failure by the applicant to understand the dynamics of the business 
and the importance of reporting and monitoring freezer stock levels in supermarkets in order that sales could be promoted. 

50 It was submitted that where, after giving training and support the employee is unable to perform, not because of any disregard 
for the requirements of the employer but because of an incapacity to discharge the duties at the level required, then termination 
of employment during a probationary period is not unfair. 

51 In considering the issues the applicant submitted that it is important to appreciate that the focus of attention is the reporting 
requirements imposed by the respondent.  Along with this is the respondent’s assertion that the applicant failed to visit 
unspecified supermarkets.  From this it is suggested by the applicant that the respondent wanted the Commission to draw the 
very wide conclusion that a number of stores were not being visited.  It is submitted that in the absence of evidence this is not a 
valid conclusion. 

52 By 15 August 2001 the respondent formed the view that “things were not going to improve”.  However, there was an 
acknowledgement by the respondent that the applicant’s reports were improving.  This has to be considered within the context 
that the applicant was subject to a long probationary period.  The applicant submitted that the length of the probationary period 
was “unreasonable” and that the contractual term could be displaced.  Be that as it may, the applicant went on to argue that an 
improvement in performance in a vital area of her duties i.e. report writing, at a point only just over halfway through the 
probationary period could hardly render the applicant’s performance as substandard.  It is claimed that there is, under 
particularly long probationary periods, a duty on the employer to give the employee every opportunity to improve. 

53 It is clear, according to the applicant, that even if a meeting took place on 11 July 2001 and then at the meeting on 1 August 
2001, that there was no unambiguous warning given to the applicant that her services were in jeopardy. 

54 The evidence shows that there are marked differences as to the respective party’s understanding of what training the applicant 
was given.  Indeed it is submitted by the applicant that it is unclear as to the presence of Ms Shaw at the applicant’s house or 
when accompanying her to supermarkets, whether that was for training or re-training at all. 

55 The applicant noted that in the period immediately following the discussion that took place on 1 August 2001 when Ms Shaw 
accompanied Ms McColl on her supermarket visits, that notations on “back freezer stock” in the daily report sheets did not 
contain extensive information yet these duties were being supervised on that day by Ms Shaw. 

56 The Commission was urged to take a “global view” of Ms McColl’s performance in the light of all of the factors.  Her 
enthusiasm in preparing other documentation and the fact that she was on probation should be taken into account.  There were 
several complaints raised against her but these seemed to be isolated events which were not fully explained or investigated by 
the respondent.  It was submitted that little weight should be given to comments that arose out of an informal discussion 
between Ms Shaw and Ms McColl about future employment and who would be required to stay or leave. 

57 It is difficult to accept that the applicant was not given some induction on commencing her employment.  Some familiarity 
with the variety of the respondent’s product lines, their presentation and bar coding would seem necessary in the proper 
performance of telephone ordering.  Whether the applicant appreciated that a tour of the factory was part of her training was 
never explored, indeed it was not put to her that she had undertaken this step in an induction process. On what was put by Ms 
Shaw it can reasonably be concluded that the applicant did participate in this facet of an introduction to the company.  
However, I accept Ms McColl’s evidence that the telephone training extended over a short period and was followed by a 
limited number of visits to supermarkets.  Consistent with the approach Ms Shaw expressed in her evidence that because new 
sales representatives are nervous when they start and that this would be compounded with her walking around with them, the 
applicant was left on her own for the first couple of weeks.  Ms Shaw was content to just get feedback from the applicant if she 
had any problems.  While this approach may suit sales representatives generally, it did not appear to engender confidence in 
the applicant.  It would seem that a far more active involvement in training was required when the new appointee worked from 
home and that meetings were held in the office only once a week on Monday or Friday.  This was attended by another sales 
person and was not designated as a training day as such.  To leave it up to the applicant to raise issues could not be seen as an 
active training programme when it was recognised by the respondent that an extended probationary period was necessary to 
establish competency in the position.  Furthermore, on Ms Shaw’s evidence the programme for the applicant’s development in 
the position provided that she would be accompanied “out on the road” every six weeks.  Putting all of this in the time frame of 
the applicant’s employment, then allowing two weeks to settle in after a period of training, this would have resulted in only 
two reviews of her progress in that aspect of her job before the termination of employment was effected.  Mr Dickenson 
acknowledged that Ms Shaw had her own sales commitments and was kept busy.  If the perception was that Ms McColl 
encountered problems in her approach to promoting sales at supermarkets attention should have been given to her training in 
this regard, not reviewing her telephone ordering procedures. 

58 The claim that Ms McColl fabricated lists of telephone contacts to do her work is rejected.  However, it is unrealistic to believe 
that even after only two days’ training on how to obtain orders over the phone from supermarkets, that a sales representative 
would not be given information on the telephone numbers. 
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59 While I accept that Ms McColl compiled her list I do not believe that she had to start from scratch without a customer base and 
without information on whom to contact to get orders.  Exhibit A4 is the applicant’s updated list of contacts that she 
established over the period of her employment. 

60 The point was made by the respondent that Exhibit A11 bore no relationship to the time frame covered by Exhibits A12 and 
A13, the company’s print outs of supermarket sales.  Ms Shaw stated that she had not seen Exhibit A11.  I accept that Exhibit 
A11 was not intended to address the particular periods covered by Exhibits A12 and A13 but was tendered to demonstrate that 
the applicant had addressed the matter of feedback to the respondent on supermarkets where sales had declined in the April-
May periods.  I accept that these documents are not a comprehensive record of every report that the applicant produced but are 
only those to which she had access. 

61 I note that the applicant’s record of daily report sheets (Exhibit A5) commences from 28 May 2001.  This was the time at 
which she was given the forms to complete.  There is nothing to refute this assertion.  However, there is evidence from Ms 
Shaw that the form was modified to meet the applicant’s needs and that she had an input into the re-design.  I accept that to 
have been the case.  A comparison between the forms used prior to 31 July 2001 and those from that date on show that the new 
information required was particularly relevant to the areas of monitoring that Mr Dickenson was concerned about i.e. back 
freezer stock and the variety of product available at the supermarket.  The re-designed form demonstrated how vital it was for 
the respondent to have information which would assist in promoting sales and reviewing the performance of sales 
representatives.  Any input that the applicant had in re-designing this form should have been credited to her and despite what 
Mr Dickenson considered, goes to her appreciation of the importance of this information to the company.  Her improved 
performance with respect to the daily report sheets was noted by the respondent but this was discounted to some extent by 
comments that the forms were lodged late.  The applicant was not given an opportunity to answer those claims. 

62 I accept the criticisms that some of Ms McColl’s efforts were being misdirected towards the food services area of the business.  
However, better supervision and training would have assisted in harnessing her enthusiasm and re-directing it toward the 
supermarket sector. 

63 As to the meeting that took place on 11 July 2001 and of which the applicant had no recollection, I accept that it occurred.  
However, from the information about it set out in the “Further and Better Particulars”, Ms Shaw’s evidence and Mr 
Dickenson’s evidence there appears to be a range of matters which each of the respondent’s witnesses consider were raised.  
Nothing was put to the applicant about her refusal to go to Mandurah when her claim for an overnight allowance was refused 
and reference to a particular promotion was a matter which concerned Ms Shaw but was not articulated by Mr Dickenson in his 
testimony.  It appears he was concerned about sales in the area and the number of stores upon which the applicant was visiting.  
Ms Shaw did not cite these matters in her evidence, but, as noted already she understood that Mr Dickenson had a record of the 
meeting in his diary.  No information on this was forthcoming. 

64 I accept that a meeting took place at that time but I am not convinced that the respondent impressed upon the applicant the 
import of the issues to the extent that she appreciated that it was a warning.  What is important is that there was an 
improvement in her performance with respect to providing information.  It was at this point that Ms Shaw decided to spend a 
day with the applicant.  That appears to have been the first such training day, since the initial involvement when the applicant 
received training. 

65 On the meeting of 1 August 2001 the respondent claims the second and final warning was given.  The applicant stated that no 
mention was made of employment being in jeopardy.  Again, it was Ms Shaw who recalled more details about the discussion.  
What is not explained is what had occurred between 11 July and 1 August 2001 that precipitated an alleged second warning.  
So far there had been an improvement in the applicant’s reports, albeit not sufficient from the employer’s viewpoint.  From 
what Ms Shaw said it appears that there were several complaints received about Ms McColl.  These went to her failure to 
telephone customers.  The extent of this failure was not explained.  There was another complaint from a Dewsons store.  While 
I am prepared to accept that mention was made of the applicant’s suitability for the job it is difficult to see that a second and 
final warning was uttered when, at the initiative of the respondent with co-operation from the applicant, the form which had so 
concerned Mr Dickenson was re-drafted and the immediate improvement in recording had been noted.  Even if a second 
warning issued at that meeting I do not consider that it was justified on what evidence was presented. 

66 There is no explanation as to what transpired between 1 August and 15 August 2001 when the applicant’s services were 
terminated.  The continued improvement was noted but again, according to the respondent this was insufficient.  Ms Shaw had 
not known that the applicant’s services were to be terminated.  Mr Dickenson said that this decision arose in the course of 
discussion.  The pretext for the meeting appears to have been complaints that the applicant had not promoted some specials 
with clients and had failed to attend on one customer for a long time.  It does not appear that the applicant was given an 
opportunity to address this allegation.  As to when they occurred, the circumstances of the complaints and the extent of the 
problems, whether these problems precede the last meeting on 1 August, and what action had been taken in the interim by the 
respondent and the applicant to address problems previously identified - these were matters which were not addressed.  In the 
context of probationary employment and the length of the period necessary for training, it is difficult to see how, in a matter of 
14 weeks the respondent moved to terminate the applicant’s employment when even her immediate supervisor was unaware of 
that course. 

67 It appears from the evidence of the National Sales Manager that his concerns were with the applicant’s reports; what was 
happening out on the road, that the applicant was not doing enough supermarket calls and was spending too much time on food 
service calls.  However, he assumed that the things had been covered by Ms Shaw in her discussions with Ms McColl, he had 
not been present.  It is insufficient to say that on 15 August 2001 the applicant’s reports had improved but they were still not at 
a standard acceptable to the respondent.  It can be inferred that Ms Shaw did not think that.  She was not aware that the 
applicant’s services were to be terminated and she had the carriage of matters involving Ms McColl’s training and progress. 

68 Even if it is accepted that the applicant was on a final warning it must be clear that something has occurred since that 
ultimatum to emphatically tip the scales against the probationary employee’s continuing employment.  At least the person 
should be given the opportunity to address the particulars of an incident, action or omission that caused the employer to invoke 
the legal right to dismiss; fairness demands that that be the case. 

69 Here, in the circumstances of a prolonged probation which reflected the nature of an appointment where the sales person works 
alone and from home for a significant part of the time and where the policy was to allow the appointee time to find her feet, the 
dismissal was unfair. 

70 However given all of the circumstances it is very unlikely that the applicant’s employment would have continued beyond the 
expiry of the probationary period. Reinstatement in employment in impracticable. 

71 The loss the employee experienced could be no more than the unexpired term of the probationary period.  This amounts to the 
balance of the probationary period i.e. ten weeks’ pay.  It is clear that the applicant sought to mitigate her loss by endeavouring 
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to gain employment.  The only income she earned following dismissal was $500 commission on the sale of property she 
secured in her role as a real estate agent.  That income should be offset against the compensation for loss arising from the 
unfair dismissal. 

72 There are two other aspects to the claim which go to outstanding contractual benefits.  First is an amount of $910.29 for 
overtime.  This arises, not out of the terms of the contract of employment, but from what the applicant claimed was a separate 
agreement entered into with the National Sales Director at the time of her dismissal. 

73 On her copy of the daily worksheets the applicant recorded her hours of work.  The applicant had initially included the hours 
on the form faxed to the respondent but had been told by Ms Shaw that this was not required.  It was Ms McColl’s recollection 
that after her services had been terminated she had raised her additional hours with Mr Dickenson.  She claims he said that she 
would be paid.  On the basis of this she compiled information from her worksheets and forwarded the information to him with 
the advice that further information was available if he needed it.  When telephone contact was made with Mr Dickenson the 
applicant was advised that the claim was not going to be paid.  The verbal agreement which was entered into on the day of the 
dismissal is, according to the applicant, the basis of the claim. 

74 It was Ms Shaw’s evidence that she recalled the question of overtime payment being raised with Mr Dickenson immediately 
after the termination.  It was her recollection that Mr Dickenson requested Ms McColl to submit details to him and he would 
look at the claim and pay what was due to her. 

75 It was Mr Dickenson’s evidence that the discussion took place at the photocopier following the termination of the applicant’s 
employment.  He claimed that she was told that the company would pay what it owes.  He invited her to provide details. 

76 It is difficult to accept that the respondent would commit to the payment of some alleged liability without knowing the extent 
of its indebtedness, particularly when there was no obligation to be met under the instrument which regulated the employment 
relationship.  While it can be argued that the alleged arrangement came about as a result of the employment relationship it was 
not one that existed when the parties were in that relationship.  Even if those issues can be overcome, it is questionable whether 
a contractual arrangement was entered into even if the position taken by the applicant is accepted.  The element of 
consideration is missing. 

77 I do not accept that the respondent gave an unqualified commitment to pay the applicant’s claim.  The claim itself does not 
come within the scope of the Act. 

78 The second element of the claim is for the payment of an appropriate motor vehicle allowance as an outstanding contractual 
entitlement. 

79 There was nothing in the document which regulated the employment relationship which covered the payment of a motor 
vehicle allowance or travelling allowance as it was sometimes called.  It was submitted that it is an implied term that 
reasonable mileage would be paid.  The applicant claimed that her wage was $622 gross per week; this included $100 paid as 
travelling expenses.  However, she submitted that this was inadequate when she travelled an average of 600km or more per 
week.  The applicant cited figures from the Royal Automobile Club of WA (“the RAC”) “Private Vehicle Reimbursement 
Rates” (Exhibit A21).  On the basis of this, which the RAC stresses should be “considered an average guide only”, the 
applicant has calculated that a payment of an additional $2,250 is due to her.  She has used the rate of 41.21 cents/kilometre for 
vehicles of 1.6 to 2.6 litre motor capacity, being up to ten years old as the basis for the calculation.  The assumption expressed 
in the notes provided is that the RAC builds into the calculation the private vehicle running costs at an annual distance of 
15,000 kilometres per year and that vehicles six years and older are fully owned so that loan repayments are not included.  The 
applicant submitted that as far as the motor vehicle allowance claim is concerned, she was told at the time of her recruitment 
that she needed a vehicle and that it should be maintained in a reasonable condition for use in the business.  There had been no 
discussion on the amount allocated for the vehicle at the time of her recruitment but she had a discussion with the respondent 
later.  She did not appreciate the excess kilometres that she would be required to do and she considered that $100 was 
insufficient for six hundred to seven hundred kilometres per week she was travelling.  She had had an accident during her 
employment, on the way back from Mandurah.  The applicant had asked for help to fix up her car, as the $100 per week that 
she was getting was insufficient.  This was refused.  The mileage being claimed has been taken from the applicant’s diaries.  
This record was made available for scrutiny by the respondent. 

80 Mr Dickenson was aware of the arrangements for travelling allowances but did not deal directly with Ms McColl when she 
commenced employment with the respondent.  His recollection was that there was flexibility in the package whereby Ms 
McColl could have arranged a motor vehicle package of up to $200 per week.  It was his evidence that the rate determined 
within this package was nominated by the applicant.  Mr Dickenson stated that the arrangement for travelling allowance took 
into account the kilometres she was required to travel.  He could not recall how that was calculated. 

81 I accept the respondent’s position that the package for payment of travelling allowances was discussed with the applicant 
shortly after she took up her appointment and that the contractual arrangement involving the payment of $100 per week was 
entered into.  However, that does not dispose of the matter entirely.  There is an implied term under the common law for an 
employer to indemnify an employee in respect of any expenses that may be incurred in the course of employment.  It is a 
question of fact in any particular case as to whether the employee has in incurring the expense, acted in the course of his/her 
employment and whether the expenses incurred were reasonable (Adamson v Jarvis (1827) 4 Bing. 66; The James Seddon 
(1866) L.R. I A & E 62 and Re Farratina Development Corporation [1914] 2 Ch. 271). 

82 The reasonableness of the level of payment is complicated by the implications and advantages of packaging.  However, on the 
basis of what has been presented there is insufficient to identify the extent of any disparity between what has been paid and 
what is an entitlement under an implied term of the contract.  It is also noted that from the information tendered by the 
applicant that if she travelled seven hundred kilometres per week for each week of her employment the total distance travelled 
on account of her employer’s business would be less than 10,000 kilometres for the period of her employment.  On the basis of 
the RAC documentation tendered by the applicant the weekly payment for the category of vehicle she has identified as 
attracting running costs of 41.21 cents/kilometre, the average weekly cost of $118.86.  This figure is based on a “Salary 
sacrifice type vehicle” with running costs at an annual distance of 15,000 kilometres per year.  This takes into account standing 
and running costs and variable costs for both private and business use. 

83 The claim cannot be determined on the basis of a simple calculation as to reimbursement costs when packaging, private use of 
the vehicle and the number of kilometres driven per annum have to be taken into account. 

84 The applicant has failed to discharge the onus of establishing under the implied terms of the contract what reasonable expenses 
should be recouped.  This part of the claim is dismissed. 

85 A minute of proposed order reflecting these reasons for decision will now issue. 
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Order 
HAVING HEARD Mr K Trainer as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Clarke as agent on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the applicant, Hayley Maree McColl, was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the respondent; 
THAT reinstatement of the applicant is impracticable; 
THAT the respondent pay to the applicant a sum equivalent to ten (10) weeks pay at the rate of $522.00 per week less the 
amount of $500.00 as compensation for her loss as a result of the unfairness of the dismissal; 
THAT the respondent pay to the applicant this amount within 14 days of the date of this order; 
THAT the applicant’s claim for a denied contractual benefit in relation to overtime hours is dismissed; 
THAT the applicant’s claim for a denied contractual benefit in the form of a motor vehicle allowance is dismissed. 

 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 
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Catchwords  Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Acceptance of referral out of 

time – Application referred outside of 28 day time limit – Relevant principles to be applied – 
Commission satisfied applying principles that discretion should not be exercised – Acceptance of 
referral out of time not granted – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i), (2) and (3) 

Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction 
Representation 
Applicant Mr B Cohen (as agent) 
Respondent Ms P A Martino (of counsel) 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 8 June 2004 Rachael Louise McKay (“the applicant”) referred a claim to the Western Australian Industrial Relations 

Commission (“the Commission”) pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) claiming that she 
was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed on 10 May 2004 by Repcol Ltd (“the respondent”). 

2 Section 29(2) of the Act requires that applications pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act be lodged within 28 days after the day on 
which an employee is terminated.  As this application was lodged on 8 June 2004 it is one day out of the required timeframe 
for lodging a claim of this nature. 

3 The matter was listed for hearing to allow the parties to put submissions and to give evidence as to whether or not this 
application should be accepted under s29(3) of the Act.  Section 29 (3) of the Act reads as follows: 
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“(3) The Commission may accept a referral by an employee under subsection (1)(b)(i) that is out of time if the 
Commission considers that it would be unfair not to do so.” 

4 In reaching a decision in this matter I take into account whether there was an acceptable explanation for the delay in lodging 
the application, the merits of the substantive application, whether the applicant took steps to make it clear to the respondent 
that she was unhappy with her termination and that she would contest her termination and prejudice to the respondent.  These 
guidelines were confirmed as being relevant to a matter of this nature in Nicole Azzalini v Perth Inflight Catering (2002) 82 
WAIG 2992 and by a Full Bench of this Commission in Director General of the Department for Education v Prem Singh 
Malik (2003) 83 WAIG 3056.  In applying these guidelines I am mindful that there is a 28 day timeframe to lodge an 
application and the Commission’s discretion in relation to a matter of this nature should not be exercised unless there is good 
reason to do so. 

5 Neither the applicant nor the respondent gave sworn evidence in these proceedings and a number of assertions were made by 
the representatives of both the applicant and the respondent during the hearing.  Some issues were not in dispute.  After being 
interviewed by the respondent on 6 May 2004 the applicant commenced employment on probation as a collection officer on 
10 May 2004.  In the afternoon of 10 May 2004, the applicant was terminated by the respondent without completing her first 
day and without receiving one week’s pay in lieu of notice as required under the applicant’s written contract of employment 
(Exhibit R1). 

6 The applicant conceded in the notes attached to her application that she arrived at the respondent’s premises seven minutes 
after the required start time on 10 May 2004 as she claimed she was delayed in traffic and the applicant acknowledged that she 
was a few minutes late by the respondent’s time clock when returning to work after lunch.  The applicant claims that in the 
short period of her employment with the respondent she was subjected to unfair looks and snickers from other colleagues and 
she was made to feel guilty for wanting to take a break.  She was also informed by a person named Lloyd that he did not like 
the sound of her voice. 

7 The respondent claimed in its notice of answer and counter proposal that the applicant was provided with an induction and 
training course on commencement and as part of this process the respondent advised the applicant of its policies regarding 
lunch and smoking breaks.  The applicant was required to follow the induction and training programme’s requirements and she 
was informed of the importance of following the respondent’s instructions.  The respondent maintains that the applicant was 
terminated because she breached the respondent’s policies relating to time keeping, she was easily distracted during the 
training programme and she failed to follow and execute instructions given to her, in particular instructions regarding privacy 
requirements.  The respondent also claimed that the applicant was discourteous to one of the respondent’s agents.  As the 
applicant’s conduct did not improve throughout her induction on 10 May 2004 the respondent terminated the applicant’s 
employment that day and paid her for working one day. 

8 In response to the respondent’s notice of answer and counter proposal the applicant stated that she rejected that she was easily 
distracted and she claimed that if she asked a question she was disregarded.  The applicant conceded that she asked if she could 
have a smoking break and when this was declined she accepted the respondent’s policy about this issue.  The applicant 
accepted and signed the respondent’s privacy requirements form and she rejected that she was discourteous to one of the 
respondent’s agents.  The applicant claims that she was not advised on any occasion that the procedures she adopted or her 
conduct was unacceptable until 3.30pm on 20 May 2004 when she was told that she was terminated. 

Submissions 
9 The applicant’s agent asserted that both he and the applicant were unaware of the 28 day time limit for lodging this application 

and the applicant’s agent claimed that the applicant had been distraught for some time given her treatment by the respondent.  
The applicant’s representative claimed that she would be disadvantaged if this claim did not proceed, however, no details were 
given of this disadvantage. 

10 The respondent maintained that no reasonable explanation had been given for the delay in lodging this application.  Even 
though this application was lodged one day after the required timeframe the respondent claimed that it was at a disadvantage as 
it had not been advised prior to the application being lodged that the applicant would be contesting her termination.  The 
respondent maintains that it is unfair if this matter goes ahead because it attempted to negotiate a settlement with the applicant 
following receipt of the application and there is a prejudice to the respondent in relation to the costs the respondent will incur 
in pursuing the matter further.  As to the issue of merit the respondent maintains that it had sufficient reason to terminate the 
applicant as she was a probationary employee, the applicant failed to adhere to the respondent’s policies which were clearly 
explained to her, the applicant was not punctual and her conduct was unacceptable, in particular in relation to the respondent’s 
requirements regarding confidentiality and privacy. 

Findings and Conclusions 
11 Even thought the applicant’s representative claimed that neither he nor the applicant was aware of the time limit for lodging an 

application of this nature I find that the applicant did not give any satisfactory reason for the delay in lodging this application 
outside of the required timeframe and no explanation was given as to why this application, which was signed on 26 May 2004, 
was not lodged until 8 June 2004. 

12 I accept the respondent’s assertions and I find that the applicant did not indicate to the respondent that she would be contesting 
her termination as this claim was not rejected by the applicant’s representative. 

13 It was not disputed that the applicant was employed on probation.  A period of probation is a time for both the applicant and 
the respondent to adequately assess whether or not the employment relationship should continue and it could be argued that the 
applicant had very little opportunity to demonstrate her capacity to fulfil the requirements of her position given that she was 
terminated within such a short timeframe of commencing employment.  Further the applicant was unlawfully terminated given 
that she was not paid one week’s notice at termination.  On the other hand it was not contested that the applicant was given an 
induction about the respondent’s policies on 10 May 2004 and she sought a smoking break which was against the respondent’s 
policy and that the applicant was late at the start of work and returning from lunch.  There were therefore clear tensions 
between the applicant and the respondent at a very early stage in the employment relationship. 

14 I am mindful that the applicant lodged her claim one day outside of the required timeframe, however, it is my view that the 
balance of convenience in relation to this matter lies with the respondent.  I take into account that no acceptable reason was 
given for the delay in lodging this application and the applicant did not take any steps to contest her termination with the 
respondent prior to lodging her application.  Further, as no evidence was lead in support of the applicant’s assertions as to the 
unfairness of her termination I am not convinced about the merits of the applicant’s claim even though the applicant was on a 
period of probation. 
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15 Having considered all of the material before the Commission and after applying the relevant principles, I am not persuaded that 
the Commission ought to exercise its discretion in this case to grant an extension of time. 

16 For those reasons the extension of time is refused and the application is dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 
17 An order will issue to this effect. 
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Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 
 
 

Order 
HAVING HEARD Mr B Cohen as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms P A Martino of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissals – Whether applicants 

terminated due to redundancy – Termination found to be due to redundancy –  Applicants unlawfully 
terminated –Failure to meet all requirements of s 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 
1993 – Applicants unfairly dismissed – Reinstatement/Re-employment impracticable – Determination 
of quantum of compensation – No loss demonstrated – No compensation for injury ordered – 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) ss 26 and 29(1)(b)(i) Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 
1993 (WA) ss 41 and 43 

 Contractual benefits claim – Entitlements claimed under contracts of employment – Principles – 
Applications upheld in part – Industrial Relations Act 1979 WA s 29(1)(b)(ii) 

Result Applications alleging unfair dismissal upheld. No compensation Ordered. Applications for contractual 
benefits partially allowed. 

Representation 
Applicants Mr S Rana and Mr R Govekar on their own behalves 
Respondent Mr T Carmady (of counsel) 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 12 November 2003 Surendra Singh Rana and Rusi Sam Govekar (“the applicants”) lodged applications pursuant to 

s29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) against Rachid Fares Enterprises of Australia Pty Ltd (“the 
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respondent”) claiming that they were unfairly terminated on 27 October 2003 and due benefits under their contracts of 
employment.  The respondent denies that the applicants were unfairly terminated.  The respondent concedes that some of the 
benefits claimed by each applicant are due to be paid to each applicant. 

2 As these applications deal with similar facts all parties consented to both applications being heard together. 
Preliminary Issues 

3 Both applications were lodged on 12 November 2003 and set down for hearing on 9 and 10 June 2004 and notices confirming 
the dates of hearing were sent to each applicant on 18 May 2004.  On 1 June 2004 the Commission received a facsimile from 
Mr Rana seeking to adjourn the hearing as he claimed he did not have enough time to prepare for the hearing, he wanted to 
seek legal advice about his application, he had domestic problems and he would be away in the Eastern States in the following 
two weeks.  He also claimed that there were a number of the respondent’s documents which he wanted to access. 

4 Similarly Mr Govekar sent a facsimile to the Commission on 1 June 2004 seeking to have the hearing deferred by at least 
28 days on the basis that he was seeking legal advice, he had domestic problems and he was awaiting the discovery of a 
number of documents from the respondent.  The respondent did not consent to an adjournment and a conference was held on 
3 June 2004 to deal with the applicants’ requests.  At the conference both applicants reiterated their requests for an 
adjournment and detailed the reasons for requiring discovery of additional documents.  The respondent maintained that both 
applicants have had ample time in which to seek legal advice, no notice had been given to the respondent of any specific 
documents that the applicants required and a proposed statement of agreed facts that had been provided to the applicants the 
previous week had not been responded to and some documents had already been provided to both applicants.  The respondent 
maintained that it would be prejudiced by any delay as a recently accepted Deed of Company Arrangement (“DOCA”) in 
relation to the respondent’s operations could not be finalised until the finalisation of the applicants’ claims. 

5 After hearing from the parties I formed the view the hearing should not be adjourned as it was my view that some of the 
documents sought by the applicants were not relevant to their claims, the applicants had been given sufficient notice to prepare 
for the hearing, the discovery of relevant documentation had been made by the respondent by the due date and the respondent 
undertook to provide additional relevant documents required by the applicants the following day.  In the circumstances I was 
not persuaded that the refusal of the adjournment would result in a serious injustice to the applicants. 

6 On the morning of the hearing Mr Rana made a further application for the hearing to be adjourned on the basis that he believed 
that his views and requests were being “suppressed”.  Mr Rana argued that as he had received information from the respondent 
very late, he had insufficient time to prepare for the hearing and to seek legal advice, and he stated that a number of documents 
which he believed were relevant had still not been provided.  Mr Rana claimed that the respondent had misled the Commission 
by stating that arrangements were made for witnesses to be flown in for the hearing when those witnesses should be in Perth.  
Mr Rana also claimed that his requests were being ignored.  Mr Rana then requested that the Commission as currently 
constituted refrain from hearing his case any further. 

7 After considering Mr Rana’s submissions I re-iterated to him that he had not been disadvantaged in relation to discovery and 
preparation for the hearing and that the additional documentation he was requesting were the same documents that had been 
requested at the conference on 3 June 2004 and that I had already ruled that a number of these documents were not relevant to 
the issues in dispute.  Mr Rana was then informed that as no specific details of any bias on the Commission’s part had been 
raised by him and as Mr Rana could not demonstrate any unfairness on the part of the Commission to date that he had 
sustained in relation to my handling of his application he was advised that the Commission as constituted would continue to 
hear his application.  In reaching this decision I was mindful that where the tests for bias or apprehended bias are met in a 
particular case during conciliation and when dealing with interlocutory matters, it would not be appropriate for a member of 
the Commission to carry out arbitral functions.  In this instance however no details of any bias was raised by Mr Rana in this 
matter.  I also took into account that the first conciliation conference which took place in relation to Mr Rana’s application was 
conducted by Deputy Registrar MacTiernan and the Commission’s involvement in relation to Mr Rana’s application has been 
restricted to dealing with interlocutory matters.  Further, s32 of the Act recognises that conciliation functions including 
interlocutory matters can be performed by the same member of the Commission who conducts the arbitral process. 

Background 
8 The respondent employed Mr Rana as a Technical Superintendent from 6 November 2001 until his termination on 27 October 

2003 and at the time of his termination he was on a salary of $58,850.  At the outset of the hearing Mr Rana stated that he was 
not seeking reinstatement, he was claiming outstanding wages, annual leave, annual leave loading, three month’s pay in lieu of 
notice, relocation costs of $10,000 and $519.34 in telephone expenses which he claims are due to him under his contract with 
the respondent. 

9 Mr Govekar was employed by the respondent as a Marine Superintendent from 13 March 2000 until 27 October 2003 and at 
the time of his termination he was on a salary of $61,204.  In his application Mr Govekar stated that he was seeking nine 
months’ pay in lieu of notice but later whilst giving evidence he sought a minimum of two years pay in lieu of notice which 
was increased to three and a half years’ pay in lieu of notice in his final submissions.  He is also seeking payment of 
outstanding wages, annual leave and annual leave loading entitlements, reimbursement of $250 for telephone expenses and 
$150 he claims he paid on behalf of the respondent for repairs to a television set belonging to a ship.  Mr Govekar is seeking 
reinstatement. 

10 Both applicants are claiming the maximum compensation available to them for their unfair terminations including 
compensation for injury and hurt feelings. 

11 The respondent submitted the following, which was not disputed by the applicants.  The respondent was, at all material times, 
part of the worldwide Fares Group which is involved in the live sheep and cattle trade.  In 2003 the respondent provided ship 
management services to three ships owned by the Fares Group, the MV Rodolfo Mata, the MV Danny FII and the MV Farid F 
(the Ships), and the respondent generated its income through the provision of management services to the Ships.  As part of the 
provision of ship management services, the respondent would usually pay the costs of operating the Ships including crew 
costs, victuals, maintenance, repairs, insurance and compliance costs. 

12 During 2002 there was a significant downturn in the Fares Group’s business and accordingly in the revenue generated by the 
respondent.  This downturn led to the Fares Group ceasing the shipment of livestock in January 2003.  By this point the two 
largest ships in the fleet were laid up and the smallest ship (the MV Farid F) was completing limited charter work. 

13 The applicants were advised by the respondent of their termination due to a redundancy situation at a meeting held on the 
afternoon of 27 October 2003 which was attended by the applicants, the respondent’s General Manager, Mr Graham Haldenby 
and Mr David Gaetjens who was seconded from Elders Limited (“Elders”) to assist with the respondent’s finances.  The 
applicants were made redundant at the same time as the respondent’s accountant Ms Madeline Ashworth. 
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14 The respondent went into voluntary administration on 16 January 2004.  On 29 March 2004 the respondent’s administrators 
released a Second Report to Creditors.  This report confirmed the following: 

1) The respondent had been insolvent for some time; 
2) The respondent’s directors had probably since January/February 2003 breached their duties by allowing it to trade 

whilst insolvent; 
3) The respondent’s unsecured creditors ranged between $1.3 million and $1.75 million depending on the adjudication 

of Proofs of Debt.  This included unpaid employee entitlements of approximately $180,000; 
4) A DOCA was proposed by Elders which was a secured creditor of the Fares Group; 
5) Under the terms of the DOCA Elders could, in effect, acquire the respondent for a payment of $500,000; 
6) If the DOCA was approved the return to the unsecured creditors would range between 31.89c in the dollar and 

23.69c in the dollar 
7) If the DOCA was not approved and the respondent was placed into liquidation it was estimated that unsecured 

creditors (including unpaid employees) would receive no dividend at all. 
(Exhibit R2) 

15 The respondent’s unsecured creditors voted to accept the DOCA on 7 April 2004 and the DOCA was executed by the 
respondent’s administrators on 28 April 2004. 

Payment of Some of the Contractual Entitlements due to the applicants 
16 At the conference held between the parties on 3 June 2004 the respondent advised that cheques for outstanding wages, annual 

leave and annual leave loading entitlements and a payment for notice which the respondent deemed was appropriate for each 
applicant had been mailed to the applicants on 1 June 2004.  As both applicants returned the cheques on the basis that they 
disagreed with the calculations and the quantum of each payment, time was spent during the hearing in order to reach 
agreement on the amounts owing to each applicant. Subsequent to an agreement being reached between the parties during the 
hearing, (which excluded agreement on the amount of notice to be paid) the respondent gave both applicants cheques for 
contractual entitlements which it conceded it owed to the applicants.  Mr Govekar was given a cheque for $8871.21 nett and 
Mr Rana $6253.67 nett for outstanding wages, annual leave, annual leave loading and notice periods as determined by the 
respondent.  Neither applicant took his cheque and as a result the Commission subsequently sent the cheques and 
accompanying explanatory documentation to each applicant by registered mail.  After each cheque was returned to the 
Commission with the accompanying explanatory documentation the cheques were then returned to the respondent.  As the 
payment for these claims was assessed at a rate of pay agreed between the parties during the hearing and as the quanta relating 
to outstanding wages, annual leave and annual leave loading entitlements were also agreed to by the applicants (including Mr 
Govekar’s entitlement to annual leave) (transcript pages 145 to 149) except for the amount of notice to be paid it is my view 
that the respondent has satisfied the obligation on it to make the contractual payments claimed by the applicants for 
outstanding wages, annual leave and annual leave loading.  I note however, that the issue of the amount of notice due to each 
applicant and the applicants’ additional claims for re-imbursement still requires determination. 

Applicants’ Evidence 
17 George Ainsley was employed by the respondent as its Marine Superintendent between February 1999 and February 2000.  He 

stated that he resigned in February 2000 to earn more money working in the oil industry.  Mr Ainsley stated that he was 
familiar with the International Ship Management Code (“ISM code”) and he confirmed that the ISM Code Certification Non 
Conformance Report (Exhibit R6, attachment 26) dated 7 November 2003 meant that the respondent could still continue 
operating even though there was only a General Manager and a Secretary running the respondent’s operations at the time. 

18 Mr Rana made a number of allegations in support of his claim that he had been unfairly terminated and that the respondent had 
a personal vendetta against him. 

19 Mr Rana claimed that he was treated unfairly when the respondent did not promote him after the respondent’s Technical 
Manager, Mr Neville Fox, resigned in June 2003.  Mr Rana maintained that he was the only technically qualified person left 
working with the respondent and he claimed that Mr Haldenby told him that he would not be promoted to the position of 
Technical Manager as he did not trust him.  Mr Rana claimed that his qualifications were superior to those of Mr Fox and Mr 
Fox was not as experienced as he was. 

20 Mr Rana stated that during his employment with the respondent Mr Haldenby shouted at him, threatened him and he 
understood that Mr Haldenby told one of the respondent’s contractors that Mr Rana had no technical experience as the 
respondent needed outside assistance to deal with technical issues. 

21 Mr Rana stated that his qualifications as a Class 1 Marine Engineer made him eligible to be a ship’s Chief Engineer. 
22 Mr Rana stated that he attended a meeting on 18 February 2003 about the taking of annual leave.  Mr Rana stated that at this 

meeting he was told the respondent had no funds but he was not provided with any evidence of this and it was his 
understanding that work was proceeding as normal.  Mr Rana stated that even though he wanted to use his annual leave to 
update his qualifications pressure was put on him by Mr Haldenby at this meeting to take accumulated annual leave at the time.  
Mr Rana claimed that the respondent did not allow him to take leave at the appropriate time to undertake training to update his 
qualifications. 

23 Mr Rana stated that at a meeting held in August 2003 with Mr Haldenby he was advised that the respondent could not accrue 
any further debt and he was told that the respondent needed his support and that with a change of structure the respondent 
could continue operating.  Mr Rana further claimed that at another meeting held on 18 August 2003 between himself, Mr 
Govekar and Mr Haldenby, Mr Haldenby told him that he did not want the applicants to leave the respondent given their 
expertise and that the applicants’ positions were safe and secure and he asked them to remain working with the respondent. 

24 Mr Rana stated that even though he was told that the respondent was experiencing financial difficulties during 2003 he did not 
believe that this was the case. 

25 Mr Rana stated that he was given no notice that he was to be terminated on 27 October 2003.  Mr Rana stated that it was unfair 
of the respondent to require him to attend a meeting on 27 October 2003 as he was unwell and unfit for work from 21 October 
2003 through to 27 October 2003.  He informed Mr Haldenby that it was unsafe for him to drive to the meeting as he was 
unwell but Mr Haldenby insisted that he come to the office.  At the meeting held on 27 October 2003 Mr Rana reminded Mr 
Haldenby and Mr Gaetjens of his medical condition.  Mr Rana was told that Mr Haldenby and Ms Carina Campo were to 
remain employed and that the respondent’s office would shift to another building.  Mr Rana asked why he had been selected 
for redundancy and he claimed that he was ignored.  Mr Rana stated that no information was given to him to support the 
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respondent’s decision to make him redundant.  Mr Rana stated that he was handed an envelope during the meeting but he did 
not accept it.  When Mr Rana attempted to leave the room he claimed his exit was blocked and he was told to return his work 
keys, mobile phone and all of the respondent’s property.  Mr Rana stated that he was shocked at this treatment as he believed 
he was being treated like a criminal.  After noting down some personal mobile numbers which took him some time he then saw 
police officers arrive at the office.  Mr Rana stated that t approximately 8.30pm that evening he contacted his wife to pick him 
up. 

26 Mr Rana claimed that there was no financial basis for his termination and Mr Rana maintained that when he was terminated 
the respondent’s operations were running as normal. 

27 Mr Rana believes that he was terminated because Mr Haldenby wanted to exact revenge on him and he claimed that Mr 
Haldenby treated him in a degrading manner and was verbally offensive towards him.  He also claimed that other employees 
were treated differently to him which reflected a pattern of behaviour against Mr Rana.   

28 Mr Rana believes that his termination was unfair because he was summarily terminated, no reason was given for his selection 
for termination, no discussions were held about the impact of his termination on him and because his functions were 
outsourced. 

29 Mr Rana maintained that neither Mr Haldenby or Ms Warga were as competent as him or technically qualified to run the 
respondent’s operations. 

30 Mr Rana stated that he had medical certificates confirming that he was unfit for work from October 2003 through to early 
December 2003.  Mr Rana gave evidence that he commenced employment on 8 December 2003 as a contract engineer earning 
approximately $80,000 per annum and as at the date of hearing he remains employed in this position.  Mr Rana gave evidence 
that he is not seeking reinstatement as he believes the relationship between himself and the respondent has broken down. 

31 When asked about the contractual benefits being sought Mr Rana stated that he is seeking $519.34 as re-imbursement for 
mobile phone bills incurred whilst working with the respondent, unpaid wages, annual leave and loading, relocation costs to 
Victoria of $10,000.00  as well as a payment of three months’ pay in lieu of notice. 

32 Under cross examination Mr Rana stated that even though he claimed Mr Haldenby was out to get him Mr Haldenby never 
openly declared a personal motive against Mr Rana.  Mr Rana stated that Mr Haldenby did not like him and made remarks 
about him and sided with staff who made racial comments against him.  It was put to Mr Rana that at a staff meeting held on 
18 February 2003 he was made aware that the respondent was in a difficult financial position.  Mr Rana stated that this was not 
the case as no facts and figures were provided to him at the time.  When asked if there was a discussion about possible 
redundancies at this meeting Mr Rana conceded that they were told about possible redundancies but he claimed this matter was 
not discussed.  Mr Rana maintained that the major issue discussed at this meeting was the taking of annual leave.  Mr Rana 
could not recollect any further discussions with Mr Haldenby after February 2003 about the possibility of him being made 
redundant.  Mr Rana was then asked about the reference in his application to the threat of him being made redundant in 
September 2003.  Mr Rana stated that even though he used the word redundancy in his application it was his interpretation of 
being told “my days are numbered” however, he conceded after further questioning that the word redundancy may have been 
used.  He stated that apart from the meeting in February 2003 and a discussion with Mr Haldenby in September 2003 no other 
discussions were held with him about him being made redundant.   

33 Mr Rana stated that he seriously considered taking up an alternative position in Sydney in June 2003 as he claimed Mr 
Haldenby was making things difficult for him and this position had a higher salary than his existing position with the 
respondent. 

34 It was put to Mr Rana that staff workloads decreased during 2003.  Mr Rana stated that even though the Ships were laid up and 
not carrying cargo there was still work to be done.  Mr Rana reiterated that it was his view that the respondent was operating as 
normal during 2003 and was not experiencing financial difficulties. 

35 Mr Rana stated that he was not happy being employed with the respondent in the months prior to his termination because of 
Mr Haldenby’s discriminatory behaviour. 

36 When asked who should have been terminated instead of him Mr Rana said that he was unaware of who should have been 
terminated in his place but after further consideration said he could have taken on Mr Haldenby or Ms Warga’s positions.  He 
stated that as his function was technical in nature he should have been retained by the respondent as the employees who were 
kept on were not qualified or competent to fill his role.  Mr Rana maintained that with training he could have taken on Mr 
Haldenby’s position. 

37 Mr Rana agreed that Mr Govekar advised him about a facsimile dated 15 October 2003 to TESMA dealing with the possibility 
of the respondent’s technical operations being outsourced.  Mr Rana claimed that Mr Haldenby ‘degraded’ him by approaching 
TESMA as it gave the impression that the respondent had no technical support. 

38 Mr Rana stated that he was unaware who funded his wages in October 2003.  Mr Rana stated that no restrictions were put on 
his ability to purchase goods in 2003 and he understood that there was no problem paying each employee’s wages prior to 
October 2003.  Mr Rana stated that he was aware that some employees received bonuses during his employment with the 
respondent. 

39 Mr Rana was aware that the respondent went into administration in January 2004 and he stated that he attended a creditors 
meeting on 7 April 2004 and he agreed that he voted against the DOCA being put in place.  Mr Rana stated that he was told by 
the administrators that if the respondent was put into liquidation then there would be no return to creditors but he stated that he 
did not agree with this statement. 

40 When Mr Govekar was employed as the respondent’s Marine Superintendent on 13 March 2000 he had a background of 
approximately twenty two years experience working on vessels.  Mr Govekar maintained that his position with the respondent 
was a senior management role and he saw his position as a career opportunity eventually progressing to the position of General 
Manager.  Mr Govekar’s stated that his first two years of employment with the respondent was uneventful. 

41 Mr Govekar maintained that he was subjected to threats and intimidation by Mr Haldenby and that Mr Haldenby ill treated 
him. Mr Govekar claimed that he asked Mr Haldenby about taking leave at the end of 2003 to re-validate his qualifications in 
February 2002.  Mr Govekar maintained that even though Mr Haldenby agreed to allow him to take leave for this purpose at 
the end of 2003 he went back on this agreement and later told him that he could not keep his promise about taking leave at the 
end of 2003.  Mr Govekar stated that at the meeting held on 18 February 2003 Mr Haldenby threatened to terminate him if he 
did not take annual leave at an earlier date.  Mr Govekar stated that it was important that he take leave to update his 
qualifications otherwise he would have to return to seafaring duties.  He stated that after the respondent’s managing director 
Mr Peter Lang intervened in this issue things settled down. 
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42 Even though Mr Govekar was aware that the Fares Group was suffering financial difficulties Mr Lang assured him that there 
were no problems with the respondent’s ongoing viability.  When Mr Lang resigned in June or July of 2003 and Mr Gaetjens 
was appointed by Elders to assist the respondent, Mr Govekar claimed that he was reassured by Mr Haldenby and told not to 
‘worry’ as Elders were interested in taking over the running of the Ships.  As a result Mr Govekar believed his position with 
the respondent was secure and Mr Govekar understood at this point that the respondent needed Mr Govekar and Mr Rana’s 
support. 

43 At a meeting held in August 2003 between Mr Govekar, Mr Rana and Mr Haldenby, Mr Govekar stated that Mr Haldenby told 
him that the respondent needed his support.  Notwithstanding these comments Mr Govekar claimed that Mr Haldenby ran him 
down in front of women in the office as Mr Haldenby felt undermined by Mr Govekar.  Mr Govekar claimed that Mr Haldenby 
told him that his days were numbered and he could terminate him if he wanted to and that Mr Govekar had better be careful. 

44 Mr Govekar stated that whilst at work on 5 September 2003 the respondent’s purchasing officer made racist remarks towards 
him and he then left the office.  Mr Govekar then claimed that Mr Haldenby contacted him and informed him that he was 
terminated because he had downloaded pornography from his computer.  After Mr Govekar returned to the office that day Mr 
Haldenby told him that he understood that he was not involved in any incident.  Mr Govekar claimed that from this point on 
Mr Haldenby tried to terminate him. 

45 Mr Govekar gave evidence that whilst he was in Mr Haldenby’s office on 20 October 2003 he read a facsimile to TESMA that 
was on Mr Haldenby’s desk about contracting out some of the respondent’s technical operations.  Mr Govekar stated that he 
had Mr Haldenby’s authority to check documents of this nature on Mr Haldenby’s desk and Mr Haldenby’s emails.  Mr 
Govekar contacted Mr Haldenby later that night about the facsimile and at a meeting arranged the following day to discuss the 
facsimile Mr Govekar claimed that Mr Haldenby told him he had no business reading his mail and to get out of the office as he 
was terminated.  Mr Govekar stated that he then left the respondent’s office.  Mr Govekar stated that he became ill given the 
way he had been treated by Mr Haldenby and he obtained a doctor’s certificate covering the period 21 October to 28 October 
2003 and he did not return to the respondent’s office. 

46 Mr Govekar maintained that he wanted to continue employment and to further his career with the respondent and he maintains 
that it would be appropriate for him to be reinstated as the respondent was still operating and managing the Ships. 

47 Mr Govekar stated that he did not take up an alternative position in February 2003 on the basis of ongoing opportunities with 
the respondent. 

48 Mr Govekar stated that when he was told he was terminated at the meeting held on 27 October 2003 he was not given any 
opportunity to ask questions about his termination.  Mr Govekar told Mr Gaetjens and Mr Haldenby that he was aware the 
respondent was in financial difficulties but he understood that he would be looked after.  After Mr Govekar was told to return 
the respondent’s car and telephone he stated that the respondent blocked him from leaving the office.  Mr Govekar stated that 
he drove his car home instead of returning it to the respondent as he had personal items in the vehicle.  He confirmed that he 
took the respondent’s mobile phone with him.  Mr Govekar stated that once he was home police officers rang him about the 
return of the respondent’s vehicle and phone and later that evening Mr Haldenby and Mr Gaetjens collected the respondent’s 
property.  After Mr Govekar was terminated Mr Haldenby emailed him accusing him of retaining some of the respondent’s 
goods.  Mr Govekar stated that when he returned these goods he was not allowed onto the respondent’s premises.  Mr Govekar 
claimed that he was unable to collect his personal documents because he understood some of the respondent’s employees felt 
uneasy about him coming to the office. 

49 Mr Govekar stated that immediately after he was terminated he applied for at least one job every day.  During the period since 
his termination he has worked for three days and earned $2100.  Mr Govekar gave evidence that he is seeking payment of 
unpaid wages, annual leave and annual leave loading, a minimum notice period of two years and if reinstatement is not 
practicable then the maximum compensation for his termination including injury.  He is also claiming $150 reimbursement for 
repairs to a television and disbursements of $250.00 that he claims he is due for telephone expenses incurred whilst working 
with the respondent. 

50 Under cross-examination Mr Govekar agreed that at the creditors meeting held on 7 April 2004 he voted against putting the 
DOCA in place on the basis that if the respondent had not been performing then it should not be allowed to continue into the 
future. 

51 Mr Govekar gave evidence that from the middle of November 2003 through to February 2004 he was in India and that during 
this period he attended approximately two to four weeks of courses updating his qualifications.  Even though he did not have 
copies of job applications he had made he submitted the required records to Centrelink.  Mr Govekar claimed he had made 
approximately sixty to seventy approaches to employers since his termination.  Mr Govekar confirmed that he spent some of 
the time after he was terminated on leave. 

52 Mr Govekar stated that he believed Mr Haldenby terminated him because he felt that his own job was threatened and he saw 
Mr Govekar as a rival.  Mr Govekar claimed that he was equally qualified as Mr Haldenby and had more sea-going experience 
thank him.  Mr Govekar maintained that if the respondent was in financial difficulties it should have discussed employment 
options with him as he was capable of running a ship and should have been given that opportunity.  Mr Govekar was aware 
that there was no cargo for the respondent’s ships to carry in 2003 and he agreed that around the time that Mr Lang resigned in 
June 2003 the respondent was experiencing difficulties finding cargo. 

53 Mr Govekar claimed that the meeting held on 18 February 2003 was deliberately held to force him to take annual leave.  Mr 
Govekar stated that he didn’t take much notice of the minutes of this meeting because he believed the meeting was a 
mechanism for Mr Haldenby ‘to have a go’ at him.  Mr Govekar initially stated that the company’s financial position was not 
discussed at this meeting neither was there a discussion about redundancies however, after reading the minutes Mr Govekar 
agreed that the respondent’s financial status was discussed and that Mr Haldenby stated that if the respondent’s work load 
reduced employees may not be required.  Mr Govekar then agreed that the issue of redundancy was raised but he maintained 
that it was not discussed. 

54 Mr Govekar confirmed that a letter he sent to Mr Haldenby dated 5 September 2003 referred to discussions about him being 
made redundant (Exhibit R5).  Mr Govekar stated that this reference to redundancy was his interpretation of Mr Haldenby’s 
attempts to terminate him and claimed a termination due to redundancy was the only excuse that Mr Haldenby could use to get 
rid of him as there was no problem with his performance.  Mr Govekar conceded that he was aware in July 2003 that the 
respondent was experiencing difficulties however he understood that his job was secure at this time.  Mr Govekar stated that 
even though he discussed a job application with Mr Haldenby around June 2003 he was not actively seeking alternative 
employment. 

55 Mr Govekar stated that the threats to terminate him stopped in August 2003 and no issues were raised with him relating to his 
ongoing employment with the respondent until September 2003 when there was an incident involving the respondent’s 
purchasing officer. 
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56 Mr Govekar re-iterated that no discussions took place about the reasons for his termination at the meeting held on 27 October 
2003.  Mr Govekar agreed that after this meeting he took the respondent’s vehicle home contrary to a direction issued to him 
by the respondent.  When asked why he didn’t promptly return additional property belonging to the respondent Mr Govekar 
stated that he was too stressed to return the goods sooner. 

57 Mr Govekar stated that he had medical certificates declaring him unfit for work from 20 October 2003 to the middle of 
November 2003 and that he had lodged a Workers’ Compensation claim as a result of this illness.  Mr Govekar was unaware of 
the current status of this claim. 

Respondent’s Evidence 
58 Simon Read is a chartered accountant and one of PPB’s partners.  Mr Read stated that he and his partner Mr Jeff Herbet were 

appointed as the respondent’s administrators on 16 January 2004.  Mr Read confirmed that two reports into the respondent’s 
financial status were subsequently completed, one dated 3 February 2004 (Exhibit A4) and the other 29 March 2004 (Exhibit 
R2).  Mr Read stated that it was his view that the respondent had traded whilst insolvent for some time and he was aware that 
throughout 2003 the respondent relied on external entities for its cash flow. 

59 Mr Read stated that he recommended to the respondent’s unsecured creditors that they accept an offer from Elders under a 
DOCA whereby Elders would provide $500,000 to deliver an estimated maximum return of 33 cents in the dollar for creditors’ 
claims and in return Elders would, in effect, take over control of the respondent’s operations. 

60 Mr Read stated that the respondent operated as an agent in Australia for Transport International Company (“TICO”) an 
overseas entity which managed the Ships on behalf of the Panama based owners.  Mr Read stated that even though the 
respondent operated as an agent for TICO, on the basis of the way it conducted its operations it incurred debts and it became 
liable for those debts.  Mr Read stated that he recommended that creditors accept the proposed DOCA as the return was greater 
than a zero return which would eventuate for creditors if the respondent’s operations were liquidated.  Mr Read confirmed that 
the respondent had unsecured creditors of between $1.3 and $1.75 million and that it also owed Fares Rural approximately $7 
million. 

61 Under cross-examination Mr Read was asked about the relationship between TICO and the respondent.  Mr Read stated that 
the respondent should have incurred liabilities on behalf of TICO but did not do so, and when TICO ran out of funds, owing $9 
million to the respondent, the respondent continued to incur debts.  In the interim another entity associated with the Fares 
Group, Fares Rural kept the respondent operating by providing funds to pay some of its debts.  Mr Read confirmed that Elders 
had security over two of the Ships and one of the Ships had since been repossessed.  Of the two remaining Ships he stated that 
one was operating and one was in dock in Singapore. 

62 Mr Read stated that Elders was funding the respondent’s operations as it had security interests over the Ships and it wanted the 
Ships to continue operating in Australian waters. 

63 Mr Read summarised the process leading up to the respondent going into voluntary administration.  He stated that the 
respondent had been insolvent for some time and had been propped up by related entities.  These funds eventually dried up and 
the respondent continued to incur debts.  When the Fares Group of Companies folded, Elders stepped in to protect its interests 
and to keep the Ships operating in Australia.  He stated that this had been a financial disaster for Elders and that it was highly 
likely that Elders had incurred losses since becoming involved in the respondent’s operations. 

64 Mr Haldenby gave evidence in chief by witness statement (Exhibit R6).  Mr Haldenby has been employed by the respondent 
for almost 28 years and has been the respondent’s General Manager since July 1998.  Mr Haldenby’s duties include overseeing 
technical and engine room administration, marine and cargo operations and maintenance programs, the recruitment of officers 
and crew and stores requisition and associated invoices.  Mr Haldenby currently liaises with Elders on an advisory basis 
concerning the respondent’s operations.  Mr Haldenby stated that until 28 April 2004 the respondent was part of the world 
wide Fares Group which was involved in the live sheep and cattle trade.  Mr Haldenby stated that the controller of the Fares 
Group is Mr Danny Fakhre and at the time the applicants were employed by the respondent he was also one of the 
respondent’s directors.  Mr Haldenby stated that the respondent is the controller of the Ships for the purposes of Australian 
Government regulation and as the controller the respondent holds the necessary licenses without which the Ships cannot 
operate within Australia. 

65 Mr Haldenby gave evidence that the applicant’s were responsible for ensuring their respective departments operated cost 
effectively.  They were responsible for all matters connected with the mechanical and technical components of the Ships and 
for all aspects of the deck and marine department.  In addition Mr Govekar was responsible for ISM requirements. 

66 Mr Haldenby stated that in 2002 there was a downturn in the Fares Group’s business as a result of the impact of the events of 
11 September 2001, the drought, the appreciation of the Australian Dollar, the devaluation of the Mexican and Egyptian 
currencies and bunker prices rising by 30%.  As a result of this downturn the Fares Group effectively ceased shipping livestock 
in January 2003 as the income generated from trading was insufficient to cover expenses.  Two of the Ships were eventually 
laid up in Batam Indonesia.  As a result no income was being earned to pay existing creditors and ongoing liabilities which 
continued to accumulate, including employees’ wages.  Mr Haldenby gave evidence that as the respondent’s sole source of 
income was through commissions earned by providing ship management services, when the Ships stopped trading the 
respondent ceased to earn any income and as at January 2003 the respondent had external creditors in the order of $3 million. 

67 Mr Haldenby stated that the respondent was kept afloat by the ad hoc injection of funds from the Fares Group and by Elders.  
As Elders was a secured creditor of the Fares Group it had a charge over the Fares Group’s and the respondent’s assets and 
over two of the Ships.  Between late 2002 and the end of 2003 between $10 to $15million was injected into entities within the 
Fares Group, including the respondent and Elders advanced funds to the respondent to protect Elder’s security over the Ships.  
Mr Haldenby stated that the respondent had no significant assets in its own right. 

68 On 18 February 2003 Mr Haldenby held a meeting with all employees to advise them of the respondent’s financial position.  
Mr Haldenby stated that during this meeting employees were advised that the respondent was in a precarious financial position 
and that it may be necessary to effect redundancies if things did not improve.  At this point the respondent had eight full time 
employees including Mr Haldenby. 

69 Between February 2003 and September 2003 the respondent’s financial position worsened and weekly facsimiles were sent to 
Mr Fakhre setting out the most urgent funding requirements.  Mr Haldenby stated that as the two largest ships were not 
working and because the respondent was not fully operating there was little work for staff to undertake, including the 
applicants. 

70 Mr Haldenby stated that he had a number of conversations with Mr Govekar and Mr Rana during this period about the 
respondent’s financial situation.  Mr Haldenby stated that all employees were advised that as the respondent’s future was 
uncertain they should keep their options open and look for alternative employment.  Mr Haldenby stated that he was aware that 
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both Mr Govekar and Mr Rana were looking for alternative employment.  In March 2003 he specifically spoke to Mr Govekar 
and encouraged him to seek employment elsewhere.  Even though Mr Haldenby encouraged Mr Govekar to consider using his 
leave as this would assist the respondent’s financial position Mr Govekar declined to do so.  On 6 March 2003 and on or about 
15 May 2003 Mr Haldenby stated that he had other conversations with Mr Govekar in similar terms about seeking out 
alternative employment and Mr Govekar indicated that he was looking for a sea-going position.  Mr Haldenby stated that at 
one point during 2003 Mr Govekar approached Mr Haldenby to review a job application he was making.  On 9 June 2003 Mr 
Haldenby met with Mr Rana and informed him that Mr Fox’s Technical Manager position was not going to be filled and Mr 
Rana was told to keep his options open and to look for another position.  Mr Haldenby was aware that in the middle of July 
2003 Mr Rana applied for a position with the Sydney Port Authority. 

71 Mr Haldenby stated that in September 2003 the respondent’s wages were paid by advances from Elders and in mid September 
2003 it became evident to Mr Haldenby that no more money was going to be provided to the respondent either via the Fares 
Group or by Elders.  In late September 2003 Mr Haldenby met with Mr Gaetjens and Mr Max Ormsby a director of Elders, to 
discuss the respondent’s ongoing financial position.  Mr Haldenby stated that at the time the Fares Group was not trading and 
there was very little work for the respondent to undertake. 

72 As a consequence of a meeting held with Mr Fakhre in early October 2003 Mr Haldenby advised all staff that the respondent’s 
financial position had worsened further and that as no work was forthcoming employees should consider obtaining alternative 
employment and employees were advised that a decision on the respondent’s future would be known as soon as possible. 

73 At the request of Elders in September 2003 Mr Haldenby investigated the cost of contracting out the management services 
provided by the respondent so that a comparison could be made with performing the work in-house.  As a result Mr Haldenby 
wrote to TESMA on 15 October 2003 about the management fees they charged.  Mr Haldenby stated that he never received a 
substantive response to this facsimile.  Mr Haldenby stated that it was this facsimile that Mr Govekar found in his desk on 
20 October 2003 when he searched his desk without permission.  When Mr Govekar contacted Mr Haldenby on the evening of 
20 October 2003 Mr Govekar told him that he had searched through Mr Haldenby’s desk and found the facsimile he sent to 
TESMA.  Mr Haldenby undertook to speak to Mr Govekar the following day about the facsimile.  Mr Haldenby stated that 
when he met with Mr Govekar the next day he told Mr Govekar that he should not have been going through his desk and he 
attempted to clarify why he sent the facsimile.  He told Mr Govekar that no decision had been made about the respondent’s 
future and Mr Govekar responded by saying he did not believe him and accused Mr Haldenby of lying.  Mr Haldenby stated 
that he could not accept this accusation and told Mr Govekar to either get out of the office or that he would.  Mr Haldenby 
stated that as Mr Govekar continued to be argumentative he understood the matter was not going to be resolved.  As Mr 
Haldenby was leaving the office he met Mr Rana who also wanted to know what was happening and why the respondent was 
looking at outsourcing some of its functions.  Given this remark it was obvious to Mr Haldenby that Mr Rana had already had 
a discussion about this issue with Mr Govekar and Mr Haldenby told him that he might as well go too.  Mr Haldenby was later 
advised that Mr Govekar and Mr Rana had left the office.  Later that day Mr Haldenby had a discussion with Mr Fakhre about 
the respondent’s future.  Mr Haldenby then rang Mr Govekar and told him that it would be best if the applicants did not come 
to work for the rest of the week but to return the following Monday as a decision was imminent about staff redundancies. 

74 After discussions with Mr Fakhre in early October 2003, Mr Haldenby had the view that the respondent’s financial position 
was such that all non-essential staff would have to be made redundant as there was no money available to pay the respondent’s 
wages bill.  Mr Haldenby then identified Mr Govekar, Mr Rana and Miss Madeline Ashworth as non–essential staff.  Mr 
Haldenby stated that he was not authorised to decide on who was to be made redundant, and that the respondent’s directors, in 
particular Mr Fakhre, made the final decision about who should be made redundant. 

75 On 22 October 2003 Mr Haldenby sent an email to Mr Fakhre with an update about Mr Govekar and Mr Rana and on or about 
22 October 2003 Mr Haldenby had a telephone link up with the respondent’s principals, including Mr Fakhre.  During this 
conversation Mr Fakhre confirmed that there was no prospect of any further funds being provided to the respondent and he 
instructed Mr Haldenby to make Mr Govekar, Mr Rana and Ms Ashworth redundant. 

76 When Mr Haldenby and Mr Gaetjens met with Mr Govekar and Mr Rana on 27 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens advised the 
applicants that the respondent was in dire financial trouble and had been relying on funds from the owners to keep operating 
and that no more funds would be available.  Mr Govekar and Mr Rana were told that it was not fair on them to continue in 
employment whilst there appeared to be no prospect of them being paid and it was therefore necessary to make them 
redundant.  Mr Govekar and Mr Rana were then handed their termination letters which they refused to open.  Mr Haldenby 
stated that either Mr Govekar or Mr Rana ripped up his envelope.  The termination letters were subsequently posted to the 
applicants.  Even though Mr Gaetjens told the applicants to leave all of the respondent’s property including their vehicles at the 
office, Mr Govekar took the respondent’s vehicle away from the office and after Mr Govekar returned to the office he refused 
to tell Mr Gaetjens and Mr Haldenby the location of the vehicle.  After several hours of trying to convince Mr Govekar to tell 
the respondent where the respondent’s vehicle was Mr Gaetjens called police officers to assist.  Mr Haldenby stated that after 
police officers spoke to Mr Govekar at his home, Mr Haldenby and Mr Gaetjens then went to collect the vehicle at Mr 
Govekar’s home. 

77 On the evening of 27 October 2003 Mr Haldenby sent an email to Mr Fakhre confirming the redundancies of the applicants 
and Ms Ashworth had been effected and even though he requested sufficient funds be provided to pay the three employees’ 
outstanding entitlements these funds were never provided. 

78 Mr Haldenby stated that on 29 October 2003 he sent an email to Mr Govekar asking him to return outstanding items belonging 
to the respondent, some of which had been taken from the respondent’s office without permission.  Mr Haldenby gave 
evidence that this property was subsequently returned. 

79 After 27 October 2003 three staff remained working with the respondent until the respondent’s secretary resigned on 
2 December 2003.  Mr Haldenby stated that since October 2003 the respondent’s wages were being paid by advances provided 
by Elders.  Mr Haldenby stated that the level of staffing is the bare minimum that the respondent needs to operate the Ships on 
a restricted basis. 

80 Mr Haldenby stated that the respondent’s financial position did not improve after October 2003 and on 16 January 2004 Mr 
Fakhre placed the respondent into voluntary administration. 

81 Mr Haldenby stated that as the respondent only operated the smallest of the Ships at the end of 2003 and in early 2004 he was 
able to perform the necessary compliance and quality assurance work required to keep this ship up to specification.  He stated 
that if any technical matters arise outside of his expertise he seeks assistance from the engineering crew on board one of the 
Ships. 

82 Mr Haldenby stated that as he had previously been employed in the position occupied by Mr Govekar as a Marine 
Superintendent he was capable of performing all of Mr Govekar’s duties. 
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83 Mr Haldenby stated that he is surprised that Mr Govekar has been unable to obtain alternative employment as he has 
substantial marine and superintendent experience. 

84 Mr Haldenby stated that in February 2004 Elders employed Mr Ben Christiansen, a Technical Engineer, to relieve him when 
he was on holidays and Mr Christiansen currently provides backup if Mr Haldenby is unavailable for any reason.  Mr 
Haldenby stated that Mr Christiansen has a more senior role than Mr Rana and is employed on a temporary contract until a 
decision is made by Elders about the respondent’s future operations. 

85 Mr Haldenby gave evidence that as a result of the DOCA being executed the respondent is now a fully owned subsidiary of 
Elders and as at the date of the hearing no decision has been made about the Ships’ future. 

86 Mr Haldenby stated that his role in ensuring the necessary compliance and quality assurance obligations in relation to the Ships 
has been accepted by the Ships’ insurers and the relevant government regulatory bodies. 

87 Mr Haldenby stated that as the applicant’s written contracts of employment were silent in relation to the notice to be given to 
them the minimum period of notice prescribed by the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (“the WR Act”) was paid to the 
applicants. 

88 Mr Haldenby maintained that the applicants were terminated because as at September 2003 the respondent had insufficient 
funds to continue operating and neither Elders nor the respondent’s owners were prepared to continue to give further financial 
support to the respondent.  Mr Haldenby stated that the applicants were not terminated for personal reasons.  Mr Haldenby 
stated that as much information as possible was given to the applicants about their terminations on 27 October 2003 and Mr 
Haldenby claimed that the applicants were fully aware of the respondent’s financial difficulties when they were terminated. 

89 Under cross-examination Mr Haldenby conceded that during the discussion with the applicants on 27 October 2003 there was 
no discussion about the impact of the redundancies on the applicants.  However, he stated that he had previously told the 
applicants that redundancies were inevitable.  Mr Haldenby was asked why the applicants were made redundant and not other 
employees.  Mr Haldenby stated that as the respondent had no funds in September 2003 a decision was made to terminate staff 
members who were no longer required to cut costs.  As Mr Haldenby’s role was similar to that of Mr Govekar and each had 
similar qualifications both could not remain employed.  As Mr Rana was a junior employee and as the Ships were laid up Mr 
Haldenby maintained that it was not essential that he remain employed.  Further, Mr Rana’s duties could be undertaken by Mr 
Haldenby and the remaining secretary.  Mr Haldenby stated that he and the purchasing officer were kept on to ensure support 
was available to retain the respondent’s licenses for the Ships.  When asked how two employees could run the respondent’s 
operations Mr Haldenby stated that there was never any intention to run the respondent’s operations in the long term and that 
this arrangement was a temporary measure until Elders decided what to do in the future.  Mr Haldenby confirmed that 
currently the respondent was successfully operating one ship. 

90 Mr Haldenby was asked to compare his qualifications and experience to that of Mr Govekar.  Mr Haldenby stated that he had 
lengthy experience in the maritime industry and even though he did not have as much sea going experience as Mr Govekar his 
qualifications and experience in other areas were superior to that of Mr Govekar.  Mr Haldenby stated that Mr Govekar had not 
been recommended for a management position due to his lack of experience.  Mr Haldenby agreed that he received a bonus in 
2002 but could not recall receiving any other bonuses.  He also confirmed that salary increases where paid to staff and that he 
had no control over the increases paid. 

91 Mr Haldenby agreed that in August 2003 he had a meeting with the applicants and a discussion took place about Elders taking 
over the respondent’s operations and the applicants’ services continuing. 

92 When asked about the issue involving accessing pornography in the office Mr Haldenby recalled that it was Mr Rana who had 
been accused of printing off pornographic literature.  When asked if Mr Govekar was threatened by him and accused of being 
involved with printing off this material Mr Haldenby denied that this occurred.  Mr Haldenby stated that the day after this issue 
arose a meeting was held to find out what had happened and nothing conclusive eventuated.  Mr Haldenby stated that he 
understood that inappropriate material was being accessed by employees due to the lack of work to be undertaken. 

93 Mr Haldenby stated that a possible contract with TESMA was being canvassed as the respondent’s owner wanted to continue 
trading and Elders wanted to know the cost of continuing to run the Ships. 

94 Mr Haldenby confirmed that currently the respondent is a 100% subsidiary of Elders and that the only reason why the 
respondent is continuing to trade is to retain the licenses for the Ships to operate in Australia. 

95 When asked why Mr Haldenby refused to give Mr Govekar a reference after he was terminated, Mr Haldenby stated that even 
though he had no problems with Mr Govekar’s performance he no longer had confidence in Mr Govekar given his behaviour 
immediately after his termination on 27 October 2003. 

96 Mr Haldenby was asked if he had the skills and qualifications to continue managing the respondent’s operations.  Mr Haldenby 
stated that he had the general experience to do so and if necessary he would seek technical assistance as appropriate.  Mr 
Haldenby stated that there was no issue with him continuing to run the respondent’s operations as all license requirements were 
being met. 

97 Mr Haldenby agreed that $462.32 was owing to Mr Rana for reimbursement of telephone accounts as it was a term of Mr 
Rana’s contract of employment that he be reimbursed for these expenses (Exhibit A6).  Mr Haldenby was unaware if this 
payment had been made to Mr Rana.  Similarly Mr Haldenby conceded that the respondent would pay Mr Govekar’s claim of 
$150 for a television repair bill if it was a genuine expense (Exhibit A10).  As there was no evidence to support Mr Govekar’s 
claim of $250 for disbursements and no invoice had been located by the respondent for this amount Mr Haldenby declined to 
pay this claim. 

98 Mr Haldenby stated that he understood both applicants would be paid all entitlements owing to them at termination, however, 
the respondent’s directors did not provide the funds as expected. 

99 It was put to Mr Haldenby that Mr Rana was at a financial disadvantage during his employment compared to other employees.  
Mr Haldenby stated that the decision to pay wage increases was made by the managing director and owners and that as each 
staff member except for one secretary received similar wage increases Mr Rana was not treated differently. 

100 It was put to Mr Haldenby that Mr Rana’s career progression had been held back.  Mr Haldenby stated that it was not 
appropriate to appoint Mr Rana to Mr Fox’s position when he resigned as Mr Rana was not professional enough to take on the 
position due to his lack of knowledge and his junior position. 

101 When asked if Mr Rana had been given the opportunity to attend job interviews Mr Haldenby stated that he advised Mr Rana 
to seek out alternative employment from February 2003 onwards.  When Mr Rana stated that these comments were never put 
in writing Mr Haldenby responded by saying that Mr Rana was told on many occasions to seek out alternative employment. 
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102 It was put to Mr Haldenby that Mr Rana was not well enough to attend the meeting on 27 October 2003 and was unfit to travel 
to the meeting.  Mr Haldenby stated that he was unaware that this was the case and he stated that he did not force Mr Rana to 
attend the meeting.  He stated that he advised Mr Rana that it was appropriate for him to attend the meeting as it was in his 
interest to do so.  Mr Haldenby could not recall if his tone was threatening when he spoke to Mr Rana. 

103 Mr Haldenby stated that at the meeting held on 27 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens explained the reasons why the applicants had 
been chosen for redundancy. 

104 Mr Haldenby stated that he did not consider a job on one of the Ships for Mr Rana to be appropriate on the basis that the Ships 
were staffed by a number of contract persons who had lengthy service.  Mr Haldenby confirmed that since October 2003 the 
Ships have had limited activity in any event.  Mr Haldenby confirmed that at one stage he told Mr Rana that he would be given 
priority for an alternative position within the respondent’s operations but that this did not extend to employment on the Ships. 

105 Mr Haldenby stated that even though Mr Rana was professional in the way he undertook his duties he conflicted with some of 
the female staff.   

106 Mr Haldenby confirmed that at a meeting held with the applicants on 18 August 2003 he sought their full support as the 
respondent was seeking new business at the time and was hopeful of securing further contracts, notwithstanding the 
respondent’s existing cash flow problems. 

107 Mr Haldenby stated that at the time the applicants were terminated no monies were available to the respondent to pay the 
applicant’s entitlements as apart from petty cash the only assets that the respondent had were some cars and office equipment. 

108 Mr Gaetjens gave evidence in chief by way of a witness statement (Exhibit R7).  Mr Gaetjens is employed by Elders as a 
Senior Commercial Analyst and at the end of June 2003 he was seconded to the Fares Group to provide it with financial and 
administrative support following the resignation of the Fares Group’s Chief Financial Officer.  Mr Gaetjens provided regular 
reports to senior management of both the Fares Group and Elders on the financial status of the Fares Group, including the 
respondent’s operations.  As part of this process Mr Gaetjens prepared detailed financial models and forecasts and business 
plans for the respondent.  Mr Gaetjens stated that at this time the Fares Group was not trading as a result of the impact of the 
drought on livestock prices and other factors.  Mr Gaetjens confirmed that Elders is a secured creditor of the Fares Group and 
holds mortgages over two of the Ships which are owned by the Fares Group.  Another creditor, Pan United, holds a similar 
mortgage over the third Ship. 

109 Mr Gaetjens confirmed that the respondent provided management services to the Ships.  This involved paying the expenses 
necessary to keep the Ships operating and in a seaworthy condition.  Mr Gaetjens stated that if the respondent went into 
liquidation the licences currently held by the respondent would terminate and any new operator would be required to comply 
with additional safety requirements which would mean that a considerable amount of money would have to be spent on the 
Ships.  Elders took the view that the loss of the licenses would have a material impact on the value of the Ships over which it 
had security and that it was therefore preferable that the respondent not go into liquidation otherwise the Ships could only 
operate outside of Australia. 

110 Mr Gaetjens stated that until September 2003 the respondent relied on the Fares Group’s owners to provide funds for payment 
such as wages but no funds were forwarded in September 2003.  Following discussions between Elders and the Fares Group, 
Elders agreed to provide the necessary funds to pay the respondent’s employees for September 2003 but Elders advised the 
Fares Group at the time that no further amounts would be advanced unless it was critical to Elders’ securities. 

111 In late September 2003 Mr Gaetjens attended a meeting with Mr Ormsby and Mr Haldenby.  At this meeting Mr Ormsby 
sought details about the amount required for Elders to protect its securities and he enquired if it was necessary for all of the 
respondent’s staff to be retained.  Mr Haldenby advised Mr Ormsby that there was very little work to be done in the office as 
the Fares Group was not trading and Mr Haldenby suggested that he would be able to perform the applicants’ functions or 
alternatively it would be cheaper to use an external management company on an as needs basis.  Mr Gaetjens stated that he 
could perform Ms Ashworth’s function given his accounting background. 

112 Mr Gaetjens stated that on 3 and 4 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens attended a meeting with Mr Ormsby, Mr Fakhre and Mr 
Haldenby and at this meeting Mr Ormsby made it clear to Mr Fakhre that the respondent’s staff needed paying and Mr Fakhre 
agreed to deal with this issue.  On 9 October 2003 Mr Ormsby copied an email to Mr Gaetjens which he had sent to Mr Fakhre 
asking him to consider making redundant all non-essential staff to reduce monthly overheads.  Mr Gaetjens believed that this 
was because the respondent had not received funds to pay the October 2003 wages despite Mr Fakhre’s promise to do so on 
2 October 2003.  Mr Gaetjens later spoke to Mr Ormsby who informed him that he had discussed the respondent’s staffing 
requirements with Mr Fakhre and that Mr Fakhre wanted to know how much it would cost to make the applicants and Ms 
Ashworth redundant.  Mr Gaetjens wrote to Mr Fakhre on the 16 October 2003 with the details of these costs. 

113 Mr Gaetjens stated that on or about 22 October 2003 Mr Ormsby informed Mr Gaetjens that Mr Fakhre had agreed that the 
applicants and Ms Ashworth should be made redundant as soon as practicable and that Mr Fakhre would ring Mr Haldenby 
and advise him of this decision.  When Mr Gaetjens telephoned Mr Haldenby to advise him of Mr Fakhre’s decision Mr 
Gaetjens and Mr Haldenby agreed that the applicant’s redundancies should be effected the following Monday.  On the morning 
of Monday 27 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens calculated the entitlements owing to the three staff who were to be made redundant.  
As the applicants’ contracts did not specify a notice period to be given to them Mr Gaetjens applied the minimum notice 
required under the WR Act and after discussing this issue with Mr Haldenby he agreed to pay this amount of notice.  Mr 
Gaetjens stated that Mr Haldenby told him that the applicants’ redundancies would come as no surprise to them as they had 
been told that the respondent was in serious financial difficulties and were aware that the respondent had not been able to pay 
employees’ wages in September 2003 without Elders assistance and that other staff within the Fares Group had already 
resigned due to the significant risk of wages not being paid. 

114 At midday on 27 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens attended a meeting with Mr Haldenby and the applicants.  During this meeting Mr 
Gaetjens told the applicants that as they were aware, the Fares Group was in serious financial difficulties and the respondent 
could no longer pay their wages.  Mr Gaetjens advised them that a review had been undertaken of the respondent’s operations 
and as a result of this review a decision was made to terminate the applicants and Ms Ashworth.  Mr Gaetjens then invited the 
applicants to ask questions.  The applicants asked why Mr Gaetjens was terminating them when he worked for Elders.  He 
stated that although he worked for Elders he was on secondment to the Fares Group and that the respondent’s directors had 
asked him to effect the applicants’ terminations.  Mr Gaetjens stated that the applicants claimed that the decision to terminate 
them was based on racial grounds and a conflict of personalities between themselves and Mr Haldenby.  Mr Gaetjens rejected 
this claim and reiterated that the reason for the applicants being made redundant was due to the respondent’s inability to pay 
their wages and as a result of a review of the respondent’s operations.  The applicants asked why Mr Haldenby was not being 
made redundant.  Mr Gaetjens explained that Elders had entered into an arrangement with Mr Haldenby to protect Elder’s 
interests.  The applicants then asked about large bonuses that had been paid to some employees and asked why these amounts 
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had not been used to pay wages.  Mr Gaetjens informed them that no such bonuses had been paid.  The applicants then asked if 
they could remain employed with the respondent and share the money Elders would be providing to Mr Haldenby on a pro rata 
basis.  Mr Gaetjens explained that this would be inappropriate as the respondent would then still be incurring further debts 
knowing it was unable to pay them.  The applicants then stated that they were feeling stressed and they could not be made 
redundant in such a state.  Mr Gaetjens then attempted to provide the applicants with letters outlining the reasons for their 
termination and their entitlements however, the applicants refused to accept these letters which were later posted to their home 
addresses. 

115 Mr Gaetjens stated that throughout the rest of that afternoon there were problems having the applicants return company 
property.  Mr Gaetjens stated that the applicants were obviously upset and Mr Gaetjens tried to handle these issues 
compassionately. 

116 On 29 October 2003 Mr Gaetjens wrote to Mr Fakhre confirming that the applicants and Ms Ashworth had been made 
redundant and requested funds to pay their outstanding entitlements however, these funds were never provided.  Mr Gaetjens 
confirmed that Mr Christiansen was employed by Elders in approximately March or April 2004 and the decision to employ 
him was made by Elders to protect its interests. 

117 Mr Gaetjens was asked why police officers were called to assist with the return of the respondent’s property on 27 October 
2003.  Mr Gaetjens stated that subsequent to the applicants being advised that they had been made redundant they were 
required to return all of the respondent’s property including their vehicles.  In response Mr Govekar stated initially that he 
didn’t drive to work that day but later that afternoon Mr Govekar was seen with the respondent’s vehicle.  After approximately 
two to three hours of asking for the vehicle to be returned the respondent contacted police officers for assistance. 

118 Mr Gaetjens confirmed that the respondent’s shares have been sold to Elders or its subsidiaries and Elders now has control 
over the respondent’s operations. 

119 Under cross-examination Mr Gaetjens stated that he understood that all of the respondent’s employees knew that the 
respondent was in financial difficulties.  As all employees were aware that their wages could not be paid in September 2003 
and that Elders had to step in to provide the necessary funds.   

120 Mr Gaetjens stated even though there was the occasional tension between Mr Haldenby and Mr Govekar this was nothing 
unusual and was normal office interaction. 

121 Mr Gaetjens gave further evidence about why police officers were called on 27 October 2003.  Mr Gaetjens stated that the 
respondent sought their assistance because Mr Govekar had lied about not driving to work and he was asked on a number of 
occasions over several hours to return the respondent’s vehicle.  Mr Gaetjens stated that Mr Govekar continued to refuse to 
return the vehicle even though the respondent offered to pay for a taxi for Mr Govekar to get home. 

122 Mr Gaetjens agreed that the applicants were not given specific notice of their impending redundancy.  Mr Gaetjens stated that 
the decision to terminate the applicants arose because Elders refused to continue to fund the respondent’s operations and 
because the respondent’s directors had been told to keep key staff and terminate others after considering which employees 
were critical to the respondent’s ongoing operations.  Mr Gaetjens stated that the respondent’s insurers had reviewed the 
respondent’s current staffing situation and he was unaware that the respondent’s insurers and the Australian Maritime Safety 
Authority had any issues with the way in which the respondent is operating. 

123 When asked about the respondent’s financial status in 2003 Mr Gaetjens confirmed that all entities associated with the Fares 
Group, including the respondent, were in financial difficulties throughout 2003.  When asked about Mr Christiansen’s 
employment subsequent to the applicants being terminated Mr Gaetjens stated that Mr Christiansen was employed by Elders to 
fill in for Mr Haldenby when he was on leave and Mr Gaetjens stated that the decision to appoint Mr Christiansen was a made 
by Elders and it was up to Elders to decide who it wished to employ. 

124 Mr Gaetjens stated that he was unaware that Mr Rana was unwell prior to the meeting held on 27 October 2003 and he agreed 
that Mr Rana mentioned that he was not feeling well at the meeting.  Mr Gaetjens reiterated that the reasons for the applicant’s 
terminations were communicated to the applicants at this meeting which he stated took place over a period of between half an 
hour to forty five minutes and the applicants were given the opportunity to ask questions.  He stated that there were no 
discussions about alternatives to termination because of the financial problems facing the respondent (the respondent had no 
cash flow) and as a result there were no options available apart from terminating the applicants.  It was put to Mr Gaetjens that 
Mr Rana could be employed to work on one of the Ships.  Mr Gaetjens stated that this was not possible as the respondent had 
no money available and this would mean that additional costs would be incurred.  Mr Gaetjens stated that a number of the 
Ship’s crew had not been paid their wages at the time the applicants were terminated and as a result there was no discussion 
with the applicants about alternative employment options on the Ships. 

125 Mr Gaetjens gave evidence that the applicants were terminated as soon as possible after a decision was made to terminate the 
applicants and that this process involved Mr Gaetjens flying in  from South Australia to attend the respondent’s offices. 

126 When asked about an email Mr Gaetjens sent to Mr Haldenby on 29 October 2003 (Exhibit R6 attachment 21) Mr Gaetjens 
stated that he confused Mr Rana’s actions with those of Mr Govekar and the email was in fact directed towards Mr Govekar.  
Mr Gaetjens confirmed that he sent the email to Mr Haldenby as a draft and was unsure if Mr Haldenby had sent on the email. 

127 Mr Gaetjens stated that none of the respondent’s technical duties were outsourced prior to or after the applicants were 
terminated.  Mr Gaetjens confirmed that he had a discussion with Mr Ormsby and Mr Haldenby about exploring outsourcing 
options in August 2003. 

Applicants’ Submissions 
Mr Govekar 

128 Mr Govekar maintains he was unfairly terminated as he was not given notice of his termination.  Furthermore, at the meeting 
held on 18 August 2003 Mr Haldenby advised him and Mr Rana that their jobs were secure and their full support was required 
to assist the respondent’s ongoing operations. 

129 Mr Govekar maintains that the respondent terminated him in a wilful manner and the termination was effected with a 
background of discrimination and a “motivated intention”.  Mr Govekar claims that it was unfair for the respondent to consider 
outsourcing his position whilst at the same time Mr Haldenby retained his position. 

130 Mr Govekar claimed that the respondent undermined him even though he was in a senior management role and he argues that 
the respondent suppressed his future career progression within the respondent’s operations even though the respondent had no 
issue with his professionalism. 

131 Mr Govekar argues that the respondent was not in financial difficulties as it would hot have paid Mr Haldenby large bonuses 
and the respondent spent a substantial amount of money on computers and printers prior to being put into voluntary 
administration. 
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132 Mr Govekar maintained that he had served the respondent well.  He argues that he has limited opportunities to acquire 
employment in a similar position as he has been unsuccessful in finding a suitable job to match his qualifications and 
experience in the last eight months.  Mr Govekar maintains that his position within the respondent’s operations still exists and 
it is on this basis that he is seeking reinstatement.  If reinstatement is considered to be impracticable in addition to the 
contractual benefits claimed, Mr Govekar submitted that he be paid $61,204 as compensation for his termination, $10772.71 in 
contractual benefits owing, $45,903 for his loss of contractual benefits, reasonable notice of $183,612 (36 months) and 
$30,000 for hurt feelings and injury, a total of $331,491.71. 

Mr Rana 
133 Mr Rana claims that he was harshly and unfairly terminated, and that he was denied procedural fairness given the manner of 

his termination.  Mr Rana maintains that when he was terminated the respondent breached the provisions of the Minimum 
Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the MCE Act”) as no discussions took place as to why he was selected for termination, 
nor about the impact of his selection for termination, he was not allowed time off for job interviews, no discussions were held 
about alternatives to termination and he was not advised as soon as practicable after the decision was made to terminate him. 

134 Mr Rana claims he was treated harshly because he was called into a meeting against medical advice, he was unaware of the 
respondent’s financial position as work was continuing as normal, he was treated in a ‘discriminatory fashion’ as he was asked 
to stay at home in October 2003 when other staff were working, he was not of a sound state of mind at the meeting held on 
27 October 2003, he was not given any notice of his termination, police officers were called to the office on 27 October 2003, 
derogatory remarks were made about him at work and he was ‘framed’ by Mr Haldenby. 

135 Mr Rana maintained that the respondent was not in financial difficulties when he was terminated. 
136 Mr Rana submitted that he was seeking reinstatement or in the alternative re-employment on the basis that the functions that he 

previously undertook are still required by the respondent.  Mr Rana is seeking outstanding wages, annual leave, annual leave 
loading, $519.34 in disbursements, $10,000 in relocation costs, reasonable notice of 12 months, $10,000 for injury and 
compensation for his unfair dismissal of 12 months pay at $74,900.  Over and above his salary he is seeking $15,000 for the 
value of his car, telephone and petrol. Mr Rana is also claiming his superannuation entitlements and interest on any amounts 
owed to him since his termination. 

Respondent’s Submissions 
137 The respondent maintains that both applicants were terminated as a result of a genuine redundancy situation and denies that 

their employment was terminated in a manner which was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  The respondent maintains that the 
applicants were terminated as a result of the respondent’s operational requirements and not as a result of any specific factor 
peculiar to each applicant. 

138 The respondent concedes that the applicants’ dismissals were summary in nature and as notice was not paid to the applicants at 
termination then technically the applicants were unlawfully terminated.  However, as a reasonable amount of pay in lieu of 
notice has subsequently been paid to both applicants neither applicant has suffered any loss.  It was appropriate in the 
circumstances that statutory minimum notice payments be made to both applicants given the lack of funds available to the 
respondent. 

139 The respondent maintains that there was sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the applicants were terminated due to the 
respondent’s financial position and that there was no personal vendetta by Mr Haldenby against either applicant.  The 
respondent was insolvent at the time the applicants were terminated in October 2003 and the respondent owed significant 
amounts to creditors and did not even have any funds to pay accrued or future wages. 

140 The applicant’s positions were abolished after the applicants were terminated by a scaling down of the respondent’s operations 
with their duties being picked up by Mr Haldenby.  Even though Mr Christiansen was later employed on a temporary basis by 
Elders this was done to assist Mr Haldenby when he went on leave. 

141 The respondent continues to operate on only a limited basis with the full approval of all regulatory bodies. 
142 The respondent maintains that the applicants have failed to demonstrate that someone else should have been terminated in 

preference to them.  Mr Haldenby has been employed by the respondent for 28 years, has significant experience in the shipping 
industry and has the confidence of Elders.  Similarly Ms Warga is very experienced and has good relationships with the 
respondent’s suppliers. 

143 The respondent maintains that it did not deny the applicants procedural fairness and effected the redundancies in the best 
manner possible given the circumstances.  It was unfair for the respondent to allow employees to continue working when there 
was no money to pay the applicants’ wages.  The applicants were aware from February 2003 that the respondent’s financial 
position was precarious and the prospect of redundancies taking place was discussed with the applicants on a number of 
occasions.  In support of the respondent’s contention that the applicants were aware that their jobs were at risk there was 
evidence from Mr Haldenby and both applicants that both Mr Rana and Mr Govekar sought out alternative employment 
between February 2003 and October 2003. 

144 The respondent maintains that even though the relationship between Mr Haldenby and Mr Govekar broke down after the 
TESMA memo incident the respondent terminated the applicants due to financial difficulties. 

145 The respondent argues that it was up to the applicants to raise issues about alternatives to termination but no alternatives were 
available apart from termination as the respondent had no funds to employ anyone else and even if discussions took place 
about alternatives the outcome would have been no different. 

146 Even though both applicants were terminated whilst on sick leave the respondent had no other option but to effect the 
applicants’ terminations when it did so as the respondent was trading whilst insolvent and the applicants’ ongoing employment 
with the respondent had to come to an end at some point.  Reinstatement of the applicants was not practicable as their positions 
have been made redundant.  Further, the respondent maintains that the relationship between Mr Govekar and the respondent 
has broken down. 

147 The respondent argues that if the applicant’s dismissals are found to be unfair, and it could only be so on procedural rather than 
the substantive grounds, the only loss owing to the applicants could be a reasonable period of notice.  The respondent argues 
that the amount of notice given to both applicants was reasonable when taking into account the authority contained in Antonio 
Carlo Tarozzi v WA Italian Club (Inc) (1991) 71 WAIG 2499 as both applicants had relatively short service with the 
respondent and both employees had mid to lower level responsibilities. 

148 The respondent admits Mr Govekar’s claim of $150.00 for the reimbursement of repairs to a television and Mr Rana’s claim 
for the reimbursement of the telephone costs of $462.32 (not $519.34 as claimed) as receipts have only been provided for this 
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amount.  As there was no evidence of invoices confirming the nature of the $250 claimed by Mr Govekar, the respondent 
refuses to pay this amount.  The respondent rejects Mr Rana’s claim for relocation costs as there was no reference in Mr 
Rana’s contract of employment to this entitlement. 

149 The respondent argues that as Mr Rana commenced alternative employment on 8 December 2003 his maximum loss is four 
weeks’ pay given he has been paid two weeks’ notice.  The respondent argues that Mr Govekar’s evidence about seeking out 
alternative employment is unconvincing and contradictory.  He was in India for nearly four months after he was terminated and 
four weeks of this time was spent undertaking courses.  As no records were provided to support his claim that he regularly 
applied for positions the respondent questions his evidence that he sought out alternative employment. 

150 In response to the applicants’ claim for injury the respondent maintains that the evidence given in relation to this issue should 
be given no or little weight or at its highest a nominal amount should be awarded.  The medical conditions of both applicants 
predated their terminations and no medical evidence or reports were tendered during the proceedings in support of the 
applicants’ claims that their terminations exacerbated or impacted on their medical conditions.  Even though Mr Rana was 
declared unfit for work up to 8 December 2003 this did not prevent him from attending job interviews during this period and as 
both applicants lodged the same or similar medical claims then this should also be taken into account. 

151 The respondent argues that the evidence of Mr Haldenby and Mr Gaetjens was presented in a clear and forthright manner and 
should therefore be preferred to that of the applicants’ evidence which was contradictory and was given in such a manner as to 
advance each applicants’ case.  The respondent argues that no issue should be taken with Mr Read’s evidence. 

152 When deciding whether or not compensation should be awarded in this case the respondent maintains that the Commission 
should take into account the conduct of both applicants when they were terminated as well as the conduct of this case.  The 
respondent also maintains that the Commission should also take into account that any monies awarded to the applicants will 
have an adverse impact on the respondent’s unsecured creditors. 

Findings and Conclusions 
Credibility 

153 I listened carefully to each witness whilst they gave evidence.  I am concerned by the evidence given by both applicants.  Both 
applicants were inconsistent in the evidence that they gave and a number of assertions and accusations were made by each 
applicant which were uncorroborated, lacked detail and specificity and were in my view lacking in any substance whatsoever.  
For example, Mr Govekar gave evidence that there were no discussions about him being made redundant prior to his 
termination however in a letter Mr Govekar sent to Mr Haldenby dated 5 September 2003 he refers to Mr Haldenby often 
mentioning the possibility that Mr Govekar may be made redundant (Exhibit R5).  Mr Govekar changed his evidence about the 
prospect of redundancies taking place being discussed at the meeting held on 18 February 2003 when questioned about the 
minutes of this meeting (Exhibit R6 attachment 5).  In my view the evidence Mr Rana gave about redundancies being 
discussed in 2003 was inconsistent and unconvincing. When cross examined about the number of times the prospect of 
redundancies taking place was discussed with him, Mr Rana initially only admitted to redundancies being discussed at the 
meeting of 18 February 2003.  However, after being reminded that his notice of application refers to a discussion about 
redundancy in September 2003 Mr Rana stated that when he mentioned redundancies being discussed on other occasions he 
claimed that Mr Haldenby was referring to Mr Rana’s ‘days being numbered’ during these discussion not about being made 
redundant.  In my view Mr Rana was unconvincing when he claimed that he was singled out for unfair treatment when he was 
denied promotion to Mr Fox’s position.  Clearly the respondent had the right not to appoint anyone to Mr Fox’s position when 
he resigned and I accept Mr Haldenby’s explanation as to why Mr Rana was unsuitable for this position.   

154 I conclude that the numerous and substantial changes made by each applicant in relation to the compensation and contractual 
benefits being claimed prior to and during the hearing raises clear doubts about the credibility of each applicant. Furthermore, 
Mr Rana gave evidence that he was not seeking reinstatement as he believed the relationship between the parties had broken 
down (transcript p67) however whilst later giving submissions he strongly argued for reinstatement or re-employment.  In my 
view the applicants’ evidence was in general self-serving and was given in such a way as to advance their claims. 

155 In contrast I find the evidence given by all of the respondent’s witnesses to be straightforward, honest and to the best of each 
person’s recollection.  As Mr Haldenby’s evidence was largely consistent with Mr Gaetjens’ evidence this in my view adds 
weight to the credibility of the respondent’s evidence.   

156 On this basis where there is any inconsistency in the evidence I overwhelmingly prefer the evidence given on behalf of the 
respondent to that given by the applicants. 

157 I turn now to the principles in relation to these matters and my findings and conclusions. 
Were the applicants terminated due to a redundancy situation? 

158 Redundancy is itself a sufficient reason for dismissal (Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western 
Australia and Other v Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733).  Despite the requirement to 
accord procedural fairness, not every denial of procedural fairness will entitle an employee to a remedy.  No injustice will 
result if after a review of all the circumstances of the termination it can be said that the employee could be justifiably dismissed 
(Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891; Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 at 430 per Brennan 
CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ and at 466 per McHugh and Gummow JJ).  If a decision is made to make an employee redundant 
based on the operational requirements of an employer that can be a valid reason for a dismissal.   

159 In this case I am of the view that the applicants were terminated due to a genuine redundancy situation.  I accept Mr Read’s 
evidence and I find that the respondent was experiencing serious financial difficulties throughout 2003 such that the respondent 
was put into voluntary administration on 16 January 2004 and that unless the DOCA was entered into in April 2004 the 
respondent would have been liquidated with no return to creditors.   

160 Taking into account the evidence of Mr Read, Mr Gaetjens and Mr Haldenby I make the following specific findings in relation 
to the respondent’s financial situation: 

1) The respondent operated as part of the Fares Group of Companies, which included Fares Rural which went into 
receivership on 6 October 2003. 

2) The respondent generated income from the provision of management services to the Ships and throughout 2003 as 
the Ships did not move livestock or obtained other contracts the respondent was unable to generate income. 

3) As a result of this lack of funds sustained by the respondent due to the loss of contracts at the end of 2002 and in 
2003 the respondent relied upon the Fares Group’s owners and Elders to provide funds to pay employees’ wages 
throughout 2003. 
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4) I accept that no funds were forwarded to the respondent by Mr Fakhre, the controller of the Fares Group and a 
Director of Fares Rural, in September 2003 and following discussions between Elders and the Fares Group, Elders 
agreed to provide the funds needed to pay the respondent’s wages for September 2003. 

5) I accept that Mr Gaetjens met with Mr Ormsby and Mr Haldenby in late September 2003 and discussed the necessity 
of retaining all of the respondent’s staff.  As a result of this discussion and after further discussions with Mr 
Haldenby I accept that the respondent decided that: 
a) Mr Haldenby, Ms Warga and Ms Campo should be retained in preference to continuing to employ the 

applicants and Ms Ashworth as the respondent had little work to undertake as the Ships were not operating; and 
b) Mr Haldenby was in a position to perform many of the applicants’ functions and any other duties of a technical 

nature that Mr Haldenby was unable to undertake could be outsourced; and 
d) Mr Gaetjens was able to perform Ms Ashworth’s functions given his accounting background. 

161 I find that meetings took place on 3 and 4 October 2003 between Mr Gaetjens, Mr Ormsby, Mr Fakhre and Mr Haldenby and 
that at these meetings Mr Fakhre agreed to pay the respondent’s wages bill for October 2003, however, these monies were not 
paid by Mr Fakhre.  I also find that subsequent to this meeting Mr Gaetjens was asked by Mr Ormsby, following a request 
from Mr Fakhre, about the cost of making the applicants and Ms Ashworth redundant and Mr Gaetjens forwarded these costs 
to Mr Fakhre on 16 October 2003.  I accept that on or about 22 October 2003 Mr Fakhre decided that the applicants and Ms 
Ashworth were to be made redundant as soon as practicable and after Mr Haldenby was advised of this decision, the 
respondent decided to effect the applicants’ redundancies the following Monday. 

162 Given the respondent’s financial problems throughout 2003, it was not unreasonable in my view for the respondent to review 
its operations in September 2003 with a view to reducing staff numbers and to cut costs.  I accept that the review of the 
respondent’s operations by Mr Haldenby, in conjunction with Mr Ormsby and Mr Gaetjens led to the applicants and Ms 
Ashworth being chosen for redundancy by Mr Fakhre.  I therefore find that the applicants were chosen for redundancy as a 
result of financial considerations and the resultant necessity for the respondent to reduce employee numbers and costs. 

163 I do not accept the applicants’ assertions that the respondent was not in financial difficulties.  I accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence 
that the respondent was finding it difficult to trade throughout 2003 due to a number of factors including fluctuations in the 
Australian, Mexican and Egyptian currencies, the drought in Australia and the events of 11 September 2001 and that as a result 
the respondent was unable to meet its accumulating debts, including the payment of employee wages.  I find that after two of 
the partners of PPB were appointed as the respondent’s administrators a report was generated confirming that the respondent 
traded whilst insolvent from at least January/February 2003 and that throughout 2003 the respondent relied on related entities 
for its cash flow.  I accept that when the DOCA was agreed to in April 2004 that the respondent’s unsecured creditors 
amounted to between $1.3 million and $1.75 million and that as a result of the DOCA being executed and concluded this 
prevented the respondent from going into liquidation.  I accept that Elders were funding the respondent’s operations prior to 
the DOCA being entered into so as to allow the Ships, one of which has since been repossessed, to retain the necessary 
licences to operate in Australian waters. 

164 Given that I prefer the respondent’s evidence to that given by the applicants, I accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence that the 
applicants were not terminated as a result of any wilful victimisation against them on the part of Mr Haldenby or due to 
personality issues the applicants claimed Mr Haldenby had with the applicants.  I find no substance to both applicants’ claims 
that they were victimised and were subject to a vendetta by Mr Haldenby to ‘get rid of them’.  The applicants made a number 
of complaints about being treated differently because of their race and they believed Mr Haldenby felt threatened by the 
applicants, however, apart from assertions no evidence was given to corroborate these claims.  Mr Govekar claimed that he 
was accused of being involved with accessing pornography at the workplace yet Mr Haldenby recalled that this issue related to 
Mr Rana and that nothing came of the matter when the issue was raised with all staff.  I find that the applicants’ complaint that 
their jobs were being outsourced as part of this vendetta to have no substance as I accept Mr Haldenby was genuinely 
exploring the possibility of outsourcing the respondent’s management operations with TESMA in September and October 2003 
and in my view the respondent had every right to review its operations at this time particularly given its financial predicament. 

165 Having determined that the applicants were terminated due to a genuine redundancy situation it is appropriate to consider any 
unfairness in relation to the process used to effect the redundancies, as well as all of the circumstances surrounding the 
termination of the employment having regard to s26 of the Act.  The question to be determined by the Commission is whether 
the legal right of the respondent to dismiss the applicants has been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employees so 
as to amount to an abuse of that right (Undercliffe Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, 
Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385).  It is also the case that even if an employee is found 
to have been subjected to inappropriate or unlawful treatment by an employer it may not in all of the circumstances render a 
termination to be unfair (see Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 894 (IAC). 

166 The provisions of Part 5 of the MCE Act are implied into the contract of employment of each applicant.  A failure to comply 
with the mandatory requirements under s41 of the MCE Act is a factor to be taken into account in deciding whether a dismissal 
is unfair (see Gilmore v Cecil Bros and Ors (1996) 76 WAIG 4434, per the President at 4445; WA Access Pty Ltd v Vaughan 
(2000) 81 WAIG 373 at 378 and cases cited therein).   

167 Section 41 of the MCE Act provides: 
“41. Employee to be informed  

(1) Where an employer has decided to —  
(a) take action that is likely to have a significant effect on an employee; or 
(b) make an employee redundant, 
the employee is entitled to be informed by the employer, as soon as reasonably practicable after the 
decision has been made, of the action or the redundancy, as the case may be, and discuss with the 
employer the matters mentioned in subsection (2). 

(2)  The matters to be discussed are —  
(a) the likely effects of the action or the redundancy in respect of the employee; and 
(b) measures that may be taken by the employee or the employer to avoid or minimize a 

significant effect, 
as the case requires." 
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168 Section 43 of the MCE Act provides: 
“43. Paid leave for job interviews, entitlement to (sic) 

(1) An employee, other than a seasonal worker who has been informed that he or she has been, or will be, 
made redundant is entitled to paid leave of up to 8 hours for the purpose of being interviewed for 
further employment. 

(2)  The 8 hours need not be consecutive. 
(3)  An employee who claims to be entitled to paid leave under subsection (1) is to provide to the 

employer evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement. 
(4)  Payment for leave under subsection (1) is to be made in accordance with section 18.” 

169 Section 41 provides that where an employer has decided to make an employee redundant the employee is entitled to be 
informed by the employer as soon as is reasonably practicable after the decision has been made of the redundancy and 
discussions are to be held with the employee about the likely effects of the redundancy and measures that may be taken to 
avoid or minimise its effect.  In this case not all of these requirements were met. 

170 I accept that the applicants were notified of their termination as soon as practicable after the decision was made by Mr Fakhre 
to terminate them given the expeditious timeframe between the decision being made to terminate the applicants on or about 22 
October 2003 and Mr Gaetjens returning to Perth to effect the applicants’ and Ms Ashworth’s terminations on 27 October 
2003. 

171 I find however, that at the meeting held on 27 October 2003 discussions did not take place about possible alternatives to 
termination to assure the applicants that there was no option apart from termination and neither did discussions take place 
about the impact of the terminations on the applicants.  Even though I accept Mr Haldenby’s and Mr Gaetjens’ evidence that 
both applicants were given verbal and written reasons for their termination at this meeting (in the event the applicants refused 
to accept the letters confirming their terminations at this meeting), it is clear on the evidence that the respondent did not discuss 
the impact of the redundancy on the applicants and alternatives to termination.  For this reason, in my view, I consider that to 
the extent that these requirements were not met the applicants’ terminations were unfair. 

172 In relation to s43 of the MCE Act it is clear that around the time the applicants were terminated they were unable to access this 
entitlement.  However, I do not conclude that this constituted any unfairness towards the applicants as I accept Mr Haldenby’s 
evidence that he encouraged the applicants to seek out alternative employment on a number of occasions throughout 2003 and 
the evidence was clear that both applicants sought out alternative employment during 2003.  

173 I reject the applicants’ claim that they were denied procedural fairness given the manner of their termination.  In my view the 
applicants had ample warning that their ongoing employment with the respondent was as risk throughout 2003 despite their 
claims to the contrary.  The applicants were aware that the Ships were not operating during 2003 and I accept Mr Haldenby’s 
evidence that all of the respondent’s employees were aware that the Fares Group was in financial difficulties and that Elders 
paid the respondent’s wages bill in September 2003.  I accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence and I find that the applicants were 
reminded on a number of occasions about the possibility of them being made redundant and these discussions were specifically 
conceded by Mr Rana to have occurred (transcript page 72) and Mr Govekar referred to redundancy being mentioned in his 
letter to Mr Haldenby dated 5 September 2003 (Exhibit R5).  I note that at one stage in August 2003 Mr Haldenby asked the 
applicants for their support and ongoing commitment to the respondent.  I view this discussion between Mr Haldenby and the 
applicants in light of the respondent attempting to seek out new contracts at the time so that the respondent could trade out of 
its obvious financial difficulties however, no change to the respondent’s financial position eventuated.   

174 I am mindful that the applicants were both terminated whilst unwell and on sick leave.  In my view it was open for the 
respondent to effect the applicants’ terminations when it did as the respondent had severe financial difficulties with no 
employee having the prospect of being paid his or her wages from October 2003 onwards.  I also take into account that the 
review of the TESMA memo by Mr Govekar and the subsequent altercation between Mr Haldenby and Mr Govekar was the 
catalyst for both applicants taking sick leave.  As I accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence in preference to that of Mr Govekar, I find 
that it was inappropriate for Mr Govekar to obtain a copy of the TESMA memo in the way he did and I conclude that it was a 
result of his unauthorised access to the memo and relaying this information to Mr Rana that both applicants became unwell. 

175 In the circumstances I find that to the extent that the applicants were not consulted about alternatives to termination and 
measures to minimise the impact of their terminations as required under s41 of the MCE Act the applicants’ terminations were 
unfair. 

176 I find that when Mr Rana was paid two weeks’ pay in lieu of notice and Mr Govekar was paid three week’s pay in lieu of 
notice this was done unlawfully as the applicants’ contracts of employment (Exhibits A5 and R6 attachment 43a) makes no 
provision for payments to be made in lieu of notice on termination.  In Sanders v Snell [1998] HCA 64 at [16]; 1998 196 CLR 
329 at 337 Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Kirby and Hayne JJ held that where there is no condition in a contract of employment for 
payment in lieu of notice on termination, the employer is in breach of the contract if the employer does not give the employee 
requisite notice of termination. 

177 Both applicants are seeking reinstatement.  In my view reinstatement or re-employment of the applicants in this instance is 
inappropriate and impracticable for a number of reasons.  It is clear that both positions previously occupied by the applicants 
have been abolished and the applicants have not been replaced.  Further, it is my view that the applicants have not discharged 
the onus on them to demonstrate that another employee should have been made redundant instead of the applicants.  I do not 
accept the applicants’ arguments that they should have been retained in preference to, or as well as Mr Haldenby or Ms Warga, 
and I conclude that there was no other position that the applicants could have occupied with the respondent.  I find that in 
addition to the three employees the respondent did not have the financial capacity to fund the ongoing employment of both 
applicants from October 2003 onwards.  I find that it was open for the respondent to decide to retain Mr Haldenby in 
preference to the applicants as Mr Haldenby gave evidence, which I accept, that he was able to undertake Mr Govekar’s duties 
and Mr Haldenby had significantly more management experience than Mr Govekar.  I find that a number of Mr Rana’s duties 
could be undertaken by Mr Haldenby or contracted out if Mr Haldenby did not have the relevant technical expertise.  As at the 
date of hearing Mr Haldenby successfully remains in his position and there were no apparent statutory impediments to the 
respondent continuing to retain its existing staff which in my view reinforces the respondent’s decision to retain Mr Haldenby 
in preference to Mr Govekar and Mr Rana.  Mr Christiansen’s position did not arise until February 2004 so this was not a 
relevant consideration when the applicants were terminated.  I accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence that there were no suitable 
positions available for the applicants on a ship operating within the Fares Group as current employees have lengthy contractual 
arrangements with the Fares Group and the Ships have had few recent contracts.  I also accept Mr Gaetjens evidence that at the 
time the applicants were terminated some employees on the Ships were not being paid their wages on a regular basis.  I also 
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accept Mr Haldenby’s evidence that the relationship between Mr Govekar and the respondent has broken down due to Mr 
Govekar’s behaviour after he was terminated on 27 October 2003.  I therefore find that even though the applicants did not have 
the opportunity to discuss alternatives to termination with the respondent when they were terminated, no other positions were 
available for them in any event and the applicants have not demonstrated that any other employee should have been made 
redundant instead of each applicant or that they should be re-instated or re-employed.  These discussions would therefore not 
have resulted in anything else eventuating for each applicant, apart from termination. 

178 I am required to assess whether or not in all of the circumstances compensation is due to the applicants.  In a recent Full Bench 
matter Budget Airconditioning v Steven Rainsford Penn (2004) 84 WAIG 2171 at 2177 Smith, C reviewed the relevant 
authorities when determining compensation in a case of this nature. 

“In Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd (2003) 83 WAIG 893 Heenan J (with whom Parker J agreed) at [85] 
observed: 

".... Leaving aside cases where an order for reinstatement might be made, which are likely to be rare where there 
has been dismissal for genuine redundancy, issues of the claimant's entitlement to the payment of any moneys 
due under his contract of employment, or to compensation for the loss or injury caused by the dismissal are 
discretionary under s 23A of the Act. There can be little doubt that the discretion should be exercised in favour 
of the claimant where actual loss or damage can be proved, but where no loss or damage is proved, or where 
any entitlement to damages or compensation is adequately covered by payments made by the employer to the 
employee at the time of termination, whether as wages in lieu of notice and/or for other accrued benefits, will 
always be a matter for investigation. If no loss or damage, nor entitlement to compensation for the former 
employee is established beyond payments which have been made by the employer then there would be no 
entitlement to redress because the powers conferred under s 23A are intended to compensate the employee who 
has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed in respect of losses so caused and no more. They are not a 
means for punishing the employer or for conferring any windfall gain upon the claimant. This does not mean 
that the compensation which the Commission may order under s 23A(1)(ba) of the Industrial Relations Act (sic) 
is restricted to the damages which might be recovered at law for wrongful dismissal, but it does mean that 
payments ordered under s 23A must be in respect of a lawful entitlement and/or as compensation for a 
demonstrated loss or injury caused by the harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.” 

In relation to Mr Garbett at [101] Heenan J held: 
" In my view, this decision will require a finding to be made about whether the failure of the respondent to 
observe its contractual obligation to inform Mr Garbett of the action on the redundancy and to discuss the 
matters required by the term of the contract imported by s 41(2) of the MCEA resulted in any identifiable loss or 
damage for the appellant, such as the loss of a real opportunity to take up some alternative position with the 
respondent, or to apply for, or obtain, another employment opportunity elsewhere. It also seems to require a 
finding to be made whether the likely effects of the redundancy might have been avoided or minimised by any 
discussion which the employer should have initiated but, in breach of its contract, failed to do.” 

In Hooker v The Owners of Strata Plan 5679 Kashmir (2003) 83 WAIG 3948 ("Hooker's case") Mr Hooker was 
employed by the Respondent as a caretaker. The reason for termination was that his employer no longer had funds to 
employ him. There was a finding that the employer made no attempt to comply with the requirements of s 41(2) of the 
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act (sic). The Application and the Notice of Answer referred to some residual 
cleaning duties continuing at $75.00 per week. However, no evidence was given by either party that that was the case. It 
was argued on behalf of the (sic) Mr Hooker that he was entitled to claim a loss of an opportunity to obtain alternative 
employment with the Respondent and compensation should have been assessed on that basis. The Commission at first 
instance found that the Appellant would not have undertaken the residual cleaning duties if they were offered to him. The 
President, with whom Coleman C.C. and Gregor C agreed, held at paragraph [54] that the onus is on the Appellant to 
establish he had suffered a loss caused by the unfair dismissal, in this case a loss of an opportunity to obtain alternative 
employment from his employer or to obtain other employment elsewhere.  Mr Hooker's evidence was that he might have 
taken a position if it was a "Strata Act" position. At [59] the President held, "... it was not established by Mr Hooker that 
an opportunity existed on the balance of probabilities which he had lost by the breach of the implied s 41 term of the 
contract by the employer and by the unfairness of the dismissal occasioned by that breach."  Accordingly the appeal was 
dismissed. 
In Hooker's case the Appellant was unable to prove that he suffered a loss as a result of the employer's failure to comply 
with s 41(2) of the MCE Act. In facts (sic) of this matter are, however, are different (sic). Mr Penn was deprived of 
continuing employment with the Appellant, that is, as a refrigeration mechanic at a salary of $36,000 per annum. His 
position of service manager/refrigeration mechanic at a salary of $44,000 was made redundant. It is clear that he could not 
have continued in that position. The consequence of these findings is that Mr Penn's loss, caused by the unfair dismissal, 
was the loss of the opportunity to take up the position as refrigeration mechanic at a salary of $36,000 per annum and his 
loss should not be assessed on the basis of $44,000 per annum. Accordingly, I am of the view that Ground 4 of the 
Grounds of Appeal is made out.” 

179 Even though I have found that the applicants were unlawfully and unfairly terminated it is my view that in all of the 
circumstances both applicants are not entitled to any compensation.  When applying the relevant authorities to the present case 
it is my view that given that there were no alternatives to the applicants being terminated and given that the applicants have not 
demonstrated that any other employees should have been made redundant instead of them, the applicants have not 
demonstrated that they have suffered any loss as a result of the lack of opportunity to have the discussions about the effects of 
the redundancy and measures that may have been taken to avoid or minimise the effect on them of their termination.  Even 
though the applicants were not given a payment in lieu of notice at termination, as intended by the respondent, I note that the 
notice intended to be paid to the applicants has since been paid to them.  I therefore conclude that in all of the circumstances no 
compensation is due to either applicant. 

Are benefits due to the applicants under their contracts of employment? 
180 Both applicants are claiming a number of benefits which they claim are due to them under their contracts of employment.  In 

an application for contractual benefits under s29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, the onus is on the applicant to establish that the subject of 
the claim is a benefit to which the applicant was entitled under his or her contract of employment.  It is for the Commission to 
determine the terms of the contract of employment and to ascertain whether the claim constitutes a benefit which has been 
denied under the contract of employment, having regard to the obligations on the Commission to act according to equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case (Belo Fisheries v Froggett (1983) 63 WAIG 2394; Waroona Contracting v 
Usher (1984) 64 WAIG 1500; Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307). 
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181 During the hearing both applicants were paid agreed amounts for annual leave, annual leave loading, outstanding wages and 
for periods of notice (although there was no agreement on this amount). In my view the respondent has therefore satisfied the 
obligation on it to pay these claims for each applicant, except for the period of notice, even though neither applicant accepted 
receipt of these payments.  What is outstanding is the amount of any additional notice due to each applicant and the remaining 
claims for benefits that the applicants maintain are due to them. 

182 During the hearing the respondent paid Mr Govekar three weeks’ pay in lieu of notice and Mr Rana two weeks’ pay in lieu of 
notice using as a guide the notice requirements of the WR Act as both applicants’ contracts of employment were silent on the 
issue of notice to be given by the respondent.  Mr Govekar had approximately three and a half years of service with the 
respondent and Mr Rana just under two years of service.  When assessing reasonable notice which is due to the applicants 
taking into account the criteria contained in Antonio Carlo Tarozzi and WA Italian Club (Inc) (op cit) I find that Mr Govekar is 
entitled to be paid six weeks’ pay and Mr Rana four weeks’ pay in lieu of notice inclusive of the notice payments already paid.  
I base Mr Govekar’s assessment taking into account his reasonably short length of service, his middle management position, 
his age, mobility and what I consider to be his capacity to obtain alternative employment given his extensive experience and 
qualifications.  In Mr Rana’s case I have taken into account the same factors in reaching my assessment. 

183 I reject all of the other claims made by both applicants over and above the claims conceded by the respondent (the payment of 
$150 to Mr Govekar for repairs to a TV and payment of $462.32 to Mr Rana for reimbursement of telephone costs) including 
Mr Rana’s claim for relocation costs, on the basis that both applicants led insufficient evidence to demonstrate that they were 
due to be paid these entitlements under their contracts of employment. 

Injury 
184 Both applicants are claiming compensation for injury. 
185 The notion of injury must be treated with some caution (AWI Administration Services Pty Ltd v Andrew Birnie (2001) 81 

WAIG 2849).  In AWI Administration Services Pty Ltd v Birnie (op cit) at  2862 Coleman CC and Smith C observed: 
“It is accepted that there is an element of distress associated with almost all employer initiated terminations of 
employment.  For injury to be recognised by way of compensation and thereby fall outside the limits which can be taken 
to have normally been associated with a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal there needs to be evidence that loss of 
dignity, anxiety, humiliation, stress or nervous shock has been sustained.  Injury embraces the actual harm done to an 
employee by the unfair dismissal.  It comprehends ‘all manner of wrongs’ including being treated with callousness 
(Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Limited (1998) 78 WAIG 299).” 

186 I am of the view that neither applicant has demonstrated that he suffered any injury over and above that which is normally 
associated with a termination.  Both applicants were on sick leave at the time of their termination due to illness arising out of 
the TESMA memo incident, which occurred as a result of Mr Govekar inappropriately accessing the TESMA memo in Mr 
Haldenby’s office and sharing this memo with Mr Rana.  I therefore find that the applicants’ illness at the time of their 
termination was not due to any action on the part of the respondent.  The applicants claimed that they were distressed because 
of their treatment when terminated because police officers attended the respondent’s office and Mr Govekar’s home on the 
afternoon and evening of 27 October 2003.  In my view police officers would not have become involved at all if Mr Govekar 
had been more co-operative in returning the respondent’s vehicle in the afternoon of 27 October 2003, which the respondent 
had a right to insist was returned that day.  I am also of the view that tensions during the meeting of 27 October 2003 were 
exacerbated as a result of the actions of both applicants towards Mr Gaetjens and Mr Haldenby arising out of being informed 
that they were to be terminated.  For example, the applicants’ refusal to accept their letters of termination. In all of the 
circumstances it is therefore my view that the applicants are not entitled to any compensation for injury. 

187 As the respondent admitted that Mr Govekar is due $150.00 for television repairs I will order that he be paid $150.00 plus 
three weeks’ pay of $3521.28 gross as a payment in lieu of notice based on a daily rate of $167.68 for the balance of the notice 
due to him.  In Mr Rana’s case I will order that he be paid $462.32 for telephone expenses which is conceded by the 
respondent, plus two weeks’ pay of $2,257.22 gross as a payment in lieu of notice based on a daily rate of $161.23 as the 
balance of the notice due to him. 

188 After the hearing into this matter finished both applicants wrote to the Commission claiming that the amounts paid to each 
applicant for annual leave, annual leave loading and pay in lieu of notice were incorrect and based on an inappropriate rate of 
pay. As both applicants agreed during the hearing to both the quantum determined by the respondent and the rate of pay used 
as a basis to arrive at the amounts paid, I refuse to order that any additional amounts be paid to each applicant for annual leave, 
annual leave loading and pay in lieu of notice. 

189 A minute of proposed order will now issue. 
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Order 
WHEREAS on 14 September 2004 the Commission issued Reasons for Decision and a Minute of Proposed Order in relation to 
these matters; and 
WHEREAS on 20 September 2004 the Commission conducted a Speaking to the Minutes of Proposed Order at the request of the 
applicants; and 
WHEREAS Mr Rana argued that the payment the respondent previously made to him for unpaid wages, annual leave, annual leave 
loading and pay in lieu of notice should be included in the order; and 
FURTHER even though Mr Rana had agreed during the hearing to the daily rate to be paid, the respondent’s calculation for these 
payments is inaccurate and this was advised to the Commission by letter dated 2 August 2004 and email dated 20 September 2004; 
and 
FURTHER Mr Rana argued that superannuation payments for the additional period of notice should be included in the order and 
the amount for telephone expenses should be $519.34 not $462.32; and 
WHEREAS Mr Govekar advised the Commission that he had only received a copy of the Reasons for Decision on the afternoon of 
the hearing for the speaking to the minutes and requested further time to consider the Reasons for Decision and make submissions; 
and 
FURTHER Mr Govekar argued that the respondent’s calculations for unpaid wages, annual leave, annual leave loading and pay in 
lieu of notice paid to him is incorrect and that the respondent’s administrator had agreed to change the amounts already calculated; 
and 
WHEREAS the respondent’s representative stated that the respondent’s administrator had not agreed to amend the calculations in 
relation to Mr Govekar’s entitlements and that as the applicant’s agreed during the hearing to the amounts as paid it was the 
respondent’s view that the minute of proposed order reflects the Commission’s Reasons for Decision; and 
WHEREAS the Commission agreed to Mr Govekar’s request for further time to file submissions and he was given until 12.00 noon 
on 21 September 2004 in order to do so; and 
WHEREAS Mr Govekar declined the opportunity to make further submissions within the specified timeframe; and 
WHEREAS having considered the submissions of all parties the Commission is of the view that the minute of proposed order 
reflects the reasons for decision; 
NOW THEREFORE having heard Mr S Rana and Mr R Govekar on their own behalves and Mr T Carmady (of counsel) on behalf 
of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby: 

1 DECLARES THAT the dismissals of Surendra Singh Rana and Rusi Sam Govekar by the respondent were 
unfair and that reinstatement is impracticable. 

2 DECLARES THAT the respondent denied Surendra Singh Rana a benefit under his contract of employment.  
3 ORDERS that the respondent pay Surendra Singh Rana $2719.51 gross within seven (7) days of the date of this 

order. 
4 DECLARES THAT the respondent denied Rusi Sam Govekar a benefit under his contract of employment. 
5 ORDERS that the respondent pay Rusi Sam Govekar $3671.28 gross within seven (7) days of the date of this 

order. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application by Tracey Revell (“the applicant”) against Donelle Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as Dewsons Cooloongup 

(“the respondent”) claiming that she is owed a benefit under her contract of employment with the respondent pursuant to 
s29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The respondent denies that the applicant is owed any benefits 
under her contract of employment. 
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2 At the commencement of the proceedings it became clear that the respondent had been incorrectly named.  Given the parties’ 
consent to naming the correct respondent and the Commission’s powers under s27(1) of the Act and having formed the view 
that it was appropriate in the circumstances to amend the application, I propose to issue an order that Barry Curtis Donelle 
Enterprise Dewsons Cooloongup be deleted as the named respondent in this application and be substituted with Donelle 
Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as Dewsons Cooloongup. 

Background 
3 The applicant was employed by the respondent on 28 August 2000 as a casual night filler and on or about 19 April 2001 she 

became the respondent’s Night Fill Assistant Manager, working on a part time basis.  On 23 March 2002 the applicant became 
the Night Fill Manager and her terms and conditions of employment were outlined in a Workplace Agreement (Exhibit A1).  
On 11 May 2002 the applicant was promoted to the position of Assistant Store Manager however there was no written contract 
governing her employment.  When the applicant ceased employment with the respondent on the 14 November 2003, she was 
paid $22.369 per hour.  The applicant is claiming that she is owed $1174.37 being payment for seven public holidays worked 
by the applicant whilst employed as Assistant Store Manager.  The public holidays claimed include 2 June, 29 September and 
26 December 2002 and 27 January, 3 March, 2 June and 29 September 2003.  The respondent does not dispute that the 
applicant worked the public holidays or the quantum claimed however, the respondent maintains that there was no entitlement 
under the applicant’s contract of employment that she be given a payment for public holidays worked, at termination. 

Applicant’s Evidence 
4 When the applicant commenced in the position of Assistant Store Manager she gave evidence that she had a discussion with 

the respondent’s Operations Manager, Mr Barry Curtis, about her roster and the hours she was to work and she claimed she 
reached an agreement with Mr Curtis about the terms of her pay and conditions.  The applicant stated that subsequent to this 
discussion she had a conversation with Mr Curtis about the consequences of working public holidays and the applicant 
maintains that Mr Curtis informed her during this discussion that any public holidays that she worked as part of her roster 
would be credited to her annual leave entitlements. 

“…Myself and Mr Barry Curtis.  We had a discussion about the roster that I would be working and the hours involved.  I 
accepted these conditions.  We discussed pay rates.  I accepted the pay conditions.  As time went on I actually had verbal 
conversations with Mr Barry Curtis about public holidays, working them and receiving time in lieu.  He actually told me 
that yes, I do get them and they were added on to my annual leave, which I assumed was all correct and it was happening.  
I used to actually work at another store on a Monday which was owned by the same company, Donelle Enterprise.  I 
spoke to Mr Barry Curtis and said to him "Could I just have the Mondays off rather than going to the Safety Bay store 
rather than you owing me time in lieu for that day?"  His remarks were that they needed me at that store on a Monday as I 
was going over there every Monday to help out.  Nothing else was ever sort of said about it.  I think we had one more 
other conversation about public holidays.  I got the same response so I assumed that I actually was being paid time in lieu 
for these public holidays.  It wasn't until I resigned and I left that I was then told that I wasn't getting paid for public 
holidays.” 

(Transcript page 9) 
5 The applicant stated that she was claiming payment for the public holidays she worked taking into account the terms and 

conditions of the Workplace Agreement which applied when she was the Night Fill Manager.  Under this agreement Clause 
13.3 Public Holidays reads as follows: 

“13.3  Public Holidays 
(a) Where your rostered day of work falls on a public holiday and you are not required to work on that day, you 

are entitled to be paid at your hourly rate for the public holiday. 
(b) Where you are rostered to work on a public holiday and you are required to work on that day, you and 

Donelle may, by mutual agreement, substitute another working day in lieu of a public holiday.  You will be 
paid at your hourly rate for the substituted working day. 

(Exhibit A1) 
6 On the basis of her discussions with Mr Curtis and the above clause the applicant assumed that she was accruing time off in 

lieu for the public holidays that she worked. 
7 Just after ceasing employment with the respondent the applicant contacted Mr Curtis about the non payment of the public 

holidays owing to her.  Mr Curtis responded by stating that he had obtained information from the Department of Consumer and 
Employment Protection and had been advised that he did not have to pay the applicant for the public holidays she worked as 
the applicant was on a salary.  The applicant stated that she told Mr Curtis that the issue of working public holidays had been 
discussed in the past but Mr Curtis replied that he could not recall these conversations. 

8 The applicant tendered a letter from one of the respondent’s employees in support of her claim that the respondent had a policy 
that time worked on public holidays by salaried employees would be added to an employee’s annual leave entitlement (Exhibit 
A2). 

9 Under cross-examination the applicant stated that she was aware that it was a requirement of her position as Assistant Store 
Manager to work public holidays and that she did not dispute that the accumulated time in lieu which she claimed was owing 
to her was not recorded on her pay slips. 

Respondent’s Evidence 
10 Mr Curtis has worked with the respondent for approximately four years and was the Operations Manager for the respondent’s 

three stores when the applicant was employed by the respondent.  He is currently the respondent’s Safety Bay Store Manager.  
Mr Curtis agreed that he had discussions with the applicant about her terms and conditions of employment in May 2002 but he 
could not recall any discussion taking place about the applicant working public holidays apart from a discussion about the 
applicant being required to work Mondays at the respondent’s Safety Bay store.  Mr Curtis was aware that the applicant raised 
the payment for days off in lieu for working public holidays with the respondent on her last day of work with the respondent.  
Mr Curtis stated that the respondent employed approximately twenty salaried employees and to his knowledge none were 
given time off or any payment in lieu for working public holidays.  He stated that the applicant did not raise the issue of time in 
lieu for working public holidays with him throughout her employment with the respondent.  Mr Curtis was asked about one 
salaried employee by the name of Ms Howe who had been given a day off in lieu after working a public holiday.  Mr Curtis 
stated that this employee was rostered to work Tuesday to Saturday and as she worked on her rostered day off (a Monday) she 
was therefore given a day off in lieu.  Mr Curtis stated that he was not aware of any other salaried employee taking time off in 
lieu for working a public holiday. 
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Submissions 
11 The applicant maintains that she had several conversations with Mr Curtis whereby he agreed that she could accrue time off for 

working public holidays and on this basis she should be paid for the days she is claiming. 
12 The respondent maintains that there was no discussion about the applicant accumulating days off for working public holidays 

and that it was not a term of the applicant’s contract of employment that she be given payment for time in lieu for working a 
public holiday.  Further, none of the respondent’s salaried employees receive this entitlement. 

Findings and Conclusions 
13 Both the applicant and Mr Curtis gave evidence in a forthright and clear manner and their evidence was not broken down 

during cross examination.  I therefore accept the evidence given by both the applicant and Mr Curtis. 
14 In an application for contractual benefits under s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, the onus is on the applicant to establish that the subject 

of the claim is a benefit to which the applicant was entitled under his or her contract of employment.  It is for the Commission 
to determine the terms of the contract of employment and to ascertain whether the claim constitutes a benefit which has been 
denied under the contract of employment, having regard to the obligations on the Commission to act according to equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case (Belo Fisheries v Froggett (1983) 63 WAIG 2394; Waroona Contracting v 
Usher (1984) 64 WAIG 1500; Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307). 

15 In this case I am required to ascertain whether or not it was a condition of the applicant’s contract of employment that the 
respondent agreed to pay her the time in lieu she claims was due to her for the public holidays she worked after the applicant 
became the respondent’s Assistant Store Manager on 11 May 2002.  As there was no written contract of employment covering 
the applicant’s terms and conditions of employment after 11 May 2002 I am required to determine whether or not it was a term 
of the applicant’s contract that she be paid an amount in lieu for working seven public holidays as a result of discussions 
between the applicant and Mr Curtis soon after she commenced as Assistant Store Manager in May 2002. 

16 I find that soon after the applicant became Assistant Store Manager on 11 May 2002 there was a general discussion between 
the applicant and Mr Curtis about her terms and conditions of employment.  I find that in addition to this discussion there was 
at least one more discussion between Mr Curtis and the applicant about the applicant working at the respondent’s Safety Bay 
store when rostered to work Mondays and it may well have been the case in the applicant’s mind the issue of payment for time 
in lieu for working public holidays was raised at that point by the applicant.  However, given the strong difference of opinion 
and the conflicting evidence of the applicant and Mr Curtis on this issue I am unable to find that Mr Curtis agreed as part of her 
contract of employment that the applicant had an entitlement to a payment for time in lieu accumulated for working public 
holidays. 

17 Furthermore, I am unable to give any weight to the additional evidence relied on by the applicant in support of her claim. 
18 In support of the applicant’s claim she relies on a statement written just prior to the hearing from an employee of the 

respondent Ms Linda Toleman (Exhibit A2).  I note that Ms Toleman’s statement confirms that at times the respondent 
allowed supervisors to have time off or be paid time off in lieu of working public holidays and that this was an ad hoc 
arrangement that varied from store to store.  In my view this letter does not assist the applicant’s claim that it was a condition 
of her contract of employment that public holidays worked by the applicant would be paid as time in lieu.  The applicant also 
relies on Clause 13.3 of her Workplace Agreement when she was Night Fill Manager in support of her claim however this 
agreement refers to substituting a day in lieu of working a public holiday, not being paid for time in lieu accumulated due to 
working a public holiday. 

19 In all of the circumstances I therefore conclude that the applicant has not demonstrated that it was a condition of her contract of 
employment with the respondent that at termination she be paid time in lieu which accumulated as a result of working public 
holidays during the period 11 May 2002 to 14 November 2003. 

20 An order will issue dismissing the application. 
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Result Application for contractual benefits dismissed 
 
 

Order 
HAVING HEARD Ms T Revell on her own behalf and Mr B Curtis on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders – 

1) THAT the name of the respondent be deleted and that Donelle Enterprises Pty Ltd trading as Dewsons 
Cooloongup be substituted in lieu thereof. 

2) THAT the application otherwise be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Result Application adjourned to allow further evidence 

Catchwords Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Whether applicant’s salary 
exceeds the prescribed amount – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s29AA(3) and (5); Industrial 
Relations Regulations (General) Amendment Regulations 2002 (WA) r5 

Representation 
Applicant Mr M. Cuerden (of counsel) 
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 10 December 2003 Stewart Michael Shields referred to the Commission a claim that he was unfairly dismissed by the 

respondent.  The Notice of Application states that he started his employment as a production foreman at the respondent’s 
operations at Leinster on 1 September 2002 and that the date of termination was 14 November 2003.  He states that his gross 
wages/salary (including any salary package benefit value) is $122,000 per annum.   

2 On 8 January 2004 the respondent filed a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal.  The respondent states that the Commission 
does not have the jurisdiction to deal with the claim because Mr Shields’ contract of employment provides for a salary 
exceeding the prescribed amount in s.29AA(3) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.  The respondent states that the 
Commission should determine this threshold question prior to commencing any conciliation conference or investigation.   

3 The Commission therefore listed the matter for hearing in order to deal with the issue of jurisdiction.  At the commencement of 
the hearing, the Commission was informed that the parties had conferred and agreed upon the facts necessary for the 
Commission to determine the issue of jurisdiction.  The agreed facts are as follows.   

4 (1) Mr Shields’ employment commenced on 17 September 2002 as underground mining supervisor and his salary 
from that date until 31 December 2002 was $89,000 per annum.   

5 (2) On 1 January 2003 his salary was increased to $94,000 per annum. 
6 (3) From 18 August 2003 his salary was increased to $98,000 per annum. 
7 During the course of the hearing, the Commission’s attention was drawn to a term of Mr Shields’ contract of employment 

which entitled him to a roster allowance whilst working a 2:1 roster.  The roster allowance was $22,000 per annum effective 
from 18 August 2003.  The evidence before me shows that Mr Shields did receive the roster allowance although the exact 
amount he received is not able to be calculated.  However, for the purposes of the jurisdictional argument it is relevant only to 
note that Mr Shields did receive a roster allowance in addition to his salary.   

8 Section 29AA(3) is as follows: 
 “29AA. Certain claims not to be determined 

 (3) The Commission must not determine a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal from employment if —  
(a) an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee; and 
(b) the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount.” 

9 Section 29AA(5) is as follows: 
“(5) In this section —  

“industrial instrument” means —  
(a) an award; 
(b) an order of the Commission under this Act that is not an order prescribed by regulations made by the 

Governor for the purposes of this section; 
(c) an industrial agreement; or 
(d) an employer-employee agreement; 

“prescribed amount” means —  
(a) $90 000 per annum; or 
(b) the salary specified, or worked out in a manner specified, in regulations made by the Governor for the 

purposes of this section.” 
10 The regulations referred to in s.29AA(5) are the Industrial Relations Regulations (General) Amendment Regulations 2002 

made by the Governor in Executive Council (Government Gazette 26 July 2002 p3459) (the Regulations).  Of immediate 
relevance is r.5 which states that for the purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of “prescribed amount” in s.29AA(5) of the 
Act the specified salary is $90,000 or that amount as affected by indexation in accordance with r.6.   
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11 The parties are agreed that the application of r.6 produces a “prescribed amount” of $94,300.  Although it is not a matter that is 
in dispute before me, the “prescribed amount” is critical and I have made the following calculations in accordance with r.6.  
The base weekly earnings at February 2002 prescribed by the ABS Average Weekly Earnings (Australia) is $898.80.  Current 
Weekly Earnings at February 2003 is $941.80.  The application of the formula prescribed in r.6 gives a figure of $94,305.74.  
This figure is then rounded in accordance with the regulations to $94,300.  I therefore respectfully agree with the parties’ 
agreed figure. 

12 The parties are also agreed that an “industrial instrument” as defined in s.29AA(5) does not apply to the employment of Mr 
Shields. 

13 The issue is whether or not Mr Shields’ contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount.  The 
respondent points to the salary set out in the contract of employment reflected in the letter of 13 August 2003 (exhibit 1, 
attachment SMS-4).  It states: 

 “Base salary: $98,000.00 per annum” 
14 Both parties have referred to r.5(2) of the Regulations which is as follows: 

“5. Prescribed amount — section 29AA 

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of “prescribed amount” in section 29AA(5) of the Act the salary 
provided for in an employee’s contract of employment is to be worked out as follows —  

(a) for an employee who was continuously employed by an employer and was not on leave without full pay at 
any time during the period of 12 months immediately before the dismissal or claim — the greater of —  

(i) the salary that the employee actually received in that period; and 
(ii) the salary that the employee was entitled to receive in that period; 

(b) for an employee who was continuously employed by an employer and was on leave without full pay at any 
time during the period of 12 months immediately before the dismissal or claim — the total of —  

(i) the actual salary received by the employee for the days during that period that the employee was 
not on leave without full pay; and 

(ii) for the days that the employee was on leave without full pay an amount worked out using the 
formula —  
 remuneration mentioned in paragraph (i) 

x days on leave without full pay 
   days not on leave without full pay; 

or 
(c) for an employee who was continuously employed by an employer for a period less than 12 months 

immediately before the dismissal or claim — the amount worked out using the formula —  

Remuneration received x 365 
days employed. 

15 The issue between the parties is illustrated in this way.  Regulation 5(2) speaks of working out the salary provided for in an 
employee’s contract of employment “for the purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of ‘prescribed amount’ in s.29AA(5) of 
the Act”.  The immediate difficulty is that paragraph (b) of the definition of “prescribed amount” in s.29AA(5) does not refer 
to the salary provided for in the employee’s contract of employment.  It is not necessary to work out the salary provided for in 
an employee’s contract of employment for the purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of “prescribed amount” in 
s.29AA(5).  Regulation 5(2) appears to have no direct application to paragraph (b) of the definition of “prescribed amount” in 
s.29AA(5) of the Act.   

16 However, it is necessary to work out the salary provided for in an employee’s contract of employment for the purposes of 
paragraph (b) in s.29AA(3) of the Act.   

17 The respondent submits that the inconsistency in r.5(2) is to be resolved by the principles of statutory interpretation.  It states 
that r.5(2) is to be brought into play if the salary provided for in an employee’s contract of employment is not clear, for 
example where an employee was employed on piecework or on a total remuneration package and the base salary is not clear.  
To hold otherwise would be to compare the “salary specified” in paragraph (b) of s.29AA(5) with the salary specified in r.5(2).  
It would be comparing the actual salary against the actual salary.  The respondent submits that with a careful reading of r.5(2) 
the words used there correspond with the words in s.29AA(3)(b) and r.5(2) is only to be used when it is not possible to work 
out the person's salary in their contract of employment. 

18 The respondent submits that Mr Shields’ salary is clear.  His contract of employment states that as of 18 August 2003 his 
salary was $98,000.  That is the amount to be used to compare with the prescribed amount under s.29AA(5) and the prescribed 
amount is not the $90,000 that has now been indexed.   

19 The applicant however states that r.5(2) is directed towards how one determines the salary provided for in the employee’s 
contract of employment for the purposes of s.29AA(3)(b).  It relies upon the plain meaning of the words involved.  The 
applicant states that the purpose of r.5(2) is to prevent a situation where an employer prior to dismissing the employee provides 
a wage increase which increases the salary provided for in the employee’s contract of employment to an amount greater than 
the prescribed amount.   

20 The starting point to interpret r.5(2) is to give the words involved their plain meaning.  I regard that plain meaning as providing 
for the working out of the salary provided for in an employee’s contract of employment.  Regulation 5(2)(a) refers to an 
employee continuously employed who was not on leave without full pay at any time during the period of 12 months 
immediately before the dismissal.  Regulation (2)(b) refers to an employee who was on leave without full pay at any time 
during the period of 12 months immediately before the dismissal.  Regulation (2)(c) refers to an employee who was 
continuously employed for a period less than 12 months immediately before the dismissal. Those subregulations address the 
circumstances regarding the proper calculation of the salary provided for in the employee’s contract of employment. 

21 Section 29AA(3) obliges the Commission to determine whether the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary 
exceeding the prescribed amount.  Section 29AA(5) states that the “prescribed amount” is either the amount stated in the Act 
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or the amount stated, or worked out, in the Regulations.  It seems quite consistent with the task the Commission is obliged to 
undertake for the Act to deal with both the manner in which the salary provided for in the employee’s contract of employment 
is to be worked out and also for the manner in which the prescribed amount is to be worked out.  In the conclusion I have 
reached, r.5(2) addresses the former.  Regulation 5(1) addresses the latter.   

22 It is immediately apparent that the conclusion I have reached flies in the face of the wording of r.5(2) that that subregulation is 
for the purposes of s.29AA(5) and not s.29AA(3).  However, I have not been able to discern any valid reason why it is 
necessary for the Commission to work out the salary provided for in an employee’s contract of service for the purpose of 
identifying or calculating the prescribed amount.  The manner in which the prescribed amount is to be identified and calculated 
is adequately dealt with in s.29AA(5) and r.5(1).   

23 Further, the respondent’s interpretation would address any unfairness in the circumstance of an employee’s salary being 
increased to an amount greater than the prescribed amount in the period immediately preceding the dismissal.  Although the 
respondent correctly states that such a circumstance is irrelevant to Mr Shields’ situation, I consider the applicant’s 
interpretation promotes the purpose or object underlying the Act and is to be preferred for that reason. 

24 I consider that the meaning to be ascribed to r.5(2) which promotes the purpose or object underlying the written law is the 
interpretation urged by the applicant in this matter.  With all due respect, I regard r.5(2)(b) as mistakenly referring to 
s.29AA(5)(b) instead of s.29AA(3)(b).  I find on a true interpretation that r.5(2) provides for the manner of working out the 
salary provided for in an employee’s contact of employment for the purposes of s.29AA(3)(b) of the Act.   

25 The application of this interpretation to the facts of this matter leads to the following.  Whether Mr Shields’ salary exceeded 
the prescribed amount of $94,300 at the date of dismissal is not determined solely by the amount stated in the letter of 13 
August 2003.  Rather, in accordance with r.5(2)(a) the salary provided for in Mr Shields’ contract of employment is the greater 
of the salary that he actually received in that period and the salary that he was entitled to receive in the period 12 months 
immediately before his dismissal.  (It is common ground, as I understand it, that the salary that Mr Shields actually received in 
that period is the same as the salary that he was entitled to receive in that period for the purposes of this issue before the 
Commission.)   

26 Mr Shields has calculated that amount as $93,849.31.  That is $450.69 below the prescribed amount of $94,300.  The 
respondent disagrees with that figure and advised in a letter dated 10 February 2004 that its calculation is that Mr Shields 
received $93,771.49 in the 12 months preceding his dismissal.  That is $528.51 below the prescribed amount.  In turn, Mr 
Shields disagrees with the respondent’s calculation.  It is not necessary for the Commission to resolve the difference between 
the parties’ respective calculations because both calculations are less than the prescribed amount of $94,300. 

27 Accordingly, I find that by the application of r.5(2)(a) of the Regulations, s.29AA(3) does not  prevent the Commission from 
determining Mr Shields’ claim of unfair dismissal. 

28 The remaining issue to be determined is whether or not the roster allowance received by Mr Shields is part of the “salary” 
provided for in Mr Shields’ contract of employment for the purposes of s.29AA(3)(b).  This issue is critical because even 
though the evidence before me does not reveal how much roster allowance Mr Shields received in the period of 12 months 
immediately before his dismissal, it is common ground that he received more than $528.51.  That being the case, if the roster 
allowance is part of the salary provided for in Mr Shields’ contract of employment, the Commission must not determine his 
claim of unfair dismissal.  

29 However, it did not become apparent that this was an issue between the parties until the conclusion of the proceedings.  After a 
brief adjournment, the respondent advised the Commission: 

“But to advance the matter, Commissioner, it's the respondent's position and it submits that if you were to proceed to 
deal with the issue that has been argued before you, the limited construction point today, and if and only if [the roster 
allowance] became an issue, then proper evidence as to what is the roster allowance and what it is - - the - - what is the 
nature of the payment can be made at a later date.”  (transcript p.42) 

30 A little further, the respondent submitted: 
“But you do not have any evidence before you either on the applicant or the respondent's affidavit evidence that deals 
with whether [the roster allowance] is for services rendered and whether it is computed by time, so we say there's just 
not enough before you today to deal with that.”  (transcript p.43) 

31 The hearing was adjourned on the understanding that: 
“The matter that has been primarily argued is the issue of the application of the regulations to those sections of the Act 
and if I find in favour of Mr Shields and against the company on that then I turn to consider the issue of the roster 
allowance.” (transcript p.51)  

32 In accordance with this understanding I now request the respondent to file and serve on the applicant any further material in 
relation to the nature of the roster allowance which it wishes to have taken into account.  The applicant will be given an 
opportunity to reply to any additional material.  My Associate, Ms Allison, will contact the parties after the issuing of these 
Reasons to arrange the time frame for the filing of the material, any reply and for the reconvening, if necessary, of the hearing. 

33 The application otherwise stands adjourned.    
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Result Held that roster allowance not part of salary for the purposes of s.29AA(3); Declaration issued that 

salary does not exceed prescribed amount under s.29AA(5) 

Catchwords Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Whether applicant’s salary 
exceeds the prescribed amount – Whether roster allowance was part of salary prescribed in contract of 
employment -Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s29AA(3) and (5) 

Representation 
Applicant Mr M. Cuerden (of counsel) 
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) 
 
 

Further Reasons for Decision 
1 Following the publication of the Reasons for Decision of 3 March 2004 in this matter (2004 WAIRC 10787) the matter was re-

listed in order to receive further evidence from the respondent, and further submissions from both parties, regarding the 
consequence to the issue of jurisdiction of Mr Shields being paid a roster allowance.  Put simply, if the roster allowance he 
received is part of the “salary” provided for in Mr Shields’ contract of employment then his salary will exceed the prescribed 
amount and by s.29AA(3) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 the Commission must not determine his claim of harsh, 
oppressive or unfair dismissal.   

2 It was established on the evidence already before the Commission from the previous proceedings that Mr Shields was paid a 
roster allowance.  Mr Shields’ affidavit (exhibit 1) attaches copies of some of his monthly pay advice slips.  Relevantly, the 
pay advice slips have an entry for “Salary Payment” followed by an amount of money.  On the next line are the words: “Add 
Allowances/Reimbursements 2:1Rallw”, followed by a second amount of money.  A letter of offer is also attached to Mr 
Shields’ affidavit which sets out some of the conditions of his employment.  Relevantly, the letter of offer of 13 August 2003 
(attachment SMS 4 to exhibit 1) states: 

“Your package is comprised of: 
Base Salary:  $98,000.00 per annum 
Roster Allowance:  $22,000.00 per annum  

(whilst required to work a 2:1 roster) 
Superannuation (11.5%): $13,800.00 per annum” 

3 The affidavit of Christopher John Mitchell (exhibit A) similarly attached letters of offers, a letter of salary review and pay 
advice slips.   

4 When the matter resumed before the Commission the respondent called Mr Steven Batterham who is the Group HR Manager - 
Operations of the respondent.  He has held the position since July 2001.  Mr Batterham’s evidence was that he was responsible 
for the creation of the roster allowance which came into effect from 1 October 2001.  Mr Batterham tendered an affidavit 
which became exhibit B.  Mr Batterham’s evidence was that the respondent decided to structure a roster allowance by reducing 
the salary then paid to employees by $12,000, adding $8,000 additional salary to total $20,000, and calling this amount of 
money a “so-called roster allowance”.  His affidavit states that the respondent did this to ensure similar base rates for similar 
classifications of work across all sites which enabled it to differentiate the additional hours’ component of those employees 
who work on a fly-in/fly-out (FIFO) basis.   

5 Mr Batterham’s affidavit states that to qualify for the roster allowance an employee must work 12 hour shifts being a total of 
243.3 12 hour shifts in a year (excluding annual leave) and an average of 56 hours per week.  The roster allowance is paid to 
employees in recognition of, and compensation for, the: 

(a) Hours actually worked; 
(b) Spread of hours worked; 
(c) Shifts worked; 
(d) Remote location where work is undertaken. 

6 Mr Batterham’s evidence was that the roster allowance is payable upon, and used in calculating, employer contributions for 
superannuation, annual leave, sick leave and other leave entitlements, payment in lieu of notice, redundancy payments and 
annual salary reviews.  He produced a document entitled Group HR Policy Guidelines - Roster Allowance (exhibit C). 

7 Mr Batterham stated that the roster allowance is paid on a pro-rata basis once per month in conjunction with the base salary 
for the month “albeit it appears separately in payslips”. 

8 Mr Batterham’s affidavit also states that Mr Shields’ termination payment (by which is meant the payment in lieu of notice 
paid to Mr Shields subsequent to his dismissal) included payment of the roster allowance.   

9 Mr Batterham was then cross-examined on his evidence.  He confirmed the roster allowance guidelines (exhibit C) applies to 
all WMC sites.  He was asked why in his affidavit he had placed inverted commas around the words “roster allowance”.  Mr 
Batterham was asked if it was intended to suggest by the use of the inverted commas that it is therefore not really a roster 
allowance.  Mr Batterham answered “yes”.  Mr Batterham stated that the creation of the roster allowance was an 
administrative device for separating components which would otherwise be salary.  Mr Batterham stated that the device was 
to enable a comparison between employees who are on roster and those who are not on roster.  Mr Batterham stated that the 
draft of his affidavit had been prepared by Mr Mitchell and Mr Batterham had reviewed the initial draft with the inverted 
commas in it.  Mr Batterham had also made changes so that the affidavit was a combination of both his words and Mr 
Mitchell’s words.   

10 Mr Batterham confirmed that the creation of the roster allowance occurred at a time prior to the employment of Mr Shields.  
Mr Batterham also confirmed that the reference within his affidavit to attachments E and G of Mr Mitchell’s affidavit should 
have been a reference to attachments H and I.  He accepted that even though the respondent’s policy is for the roster 
allowance to be paid on payments made in lieu of notice, and that his affidavit said that it had been paid to Mr Shields, in fact 
it had not been included in the payment in lieu of notice paid to Mr Shields subsequent to his dismissal.  Mr Batterham stated 
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that it was normal policy for the roster allowance to be paid on payment in lieu of notice.  Mr Batterham stated that the roster 
allowance had not been included in Mr Shields’ payment in lieu of notice because of an error.  He stated that although the 
respondent’s pay system was done by computer the manual input into the computer may have resulted in the error.  That 
completed Mr Batterham’s evidence. 

11 On behalf of the respondent Ms Saraceni submitted that as the Act does not define an “allowance” its meaning must be taken 
from its context because it is only by its application in that context that “you discover the kind of thing in mind” (Mutual 
Acceptance Company Limited v. The Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1944) 69 CLR 389 at 402).  The respondent 
submitted that the word “allowance” means a grant of something additional to ordinary wages for the purpose of meeting 
some particular requirement connected with the service rendered by the employee or as compensation for unusual conditions 
of that service.  The latter class of allowances represents higher wages paid on account of special conditions and may fairly be 
described as part of “wages” in the ordinary sense (supra per Latham CJ at pages 396-7).   

12 Ms Saraceni submitted that the allowance was created as a means of increasing the salary of eligible employees (those 
working a 2:1 by 12 FIFO roster) whilst also allowing the respondent to have similar base rates for similar classifications of 
work across all of its sites.  As the roster allowance was structured by reducing the salaries applicable to employees in 
October 2001 by $12,000 and adding to it $8,000, totalling $20,000, it must be taken to be part and parcel of Mr Shields’ 
salary and therefore is to be taken into account when assessing whether his salary falls within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission.   

13 On behalf of Mr Shields, Mr Cuerden objected to the use by Mr Batterham in paragraph 6 of his affidavit of the words “so-
called” when referring to the roster allowance.  He pointed out that it is the respondent itself which called the payment a 
roster allowance.  Not a “so-called ‘roster allowance’”.  Further, he objected to the description by the respondent of the 
additional $8,000 added to the $12,000 salary reduction as additional “salary”.   

14 Mr Cuerden stated that the Industrial Appeal Court in Totalisator Agency Board v. Fisher (1997) 77 WAIG 1889 decided that 
when considering the meaning of “salary” the starting point is the ordinary meaning of the word.  He adopted his earlier 
submissions as to the meaning of the word “salary” as it appears in the Act in s.29AA.   

15 He also submitted that the description of the roster allowance as a roster allowance by the respondent itself is an admission as 
to the true character of the payment.  If the roster allowance was not in fact a roster allowance it was nevertheless called that 
by the respondent.  Mr Batterham’s evidence constitutes an admission that the roster allowance is in truth an allowance and 
not salary.  In paragraph 10 Mr Batterham confirms that the roster allowance is paid for working a large number of hours 
rather than as compensation for the work itself, together with the spread of hours worked, the shifts worked and the remote 
location where work is undertaken.  In particular Mr Cuerden submitted that Mr Batterham’s evidence that the creation of the 
roster allowance is a device to enable the respondent to differentiate between those working on roster and those not on roster 
is confirmation that it is an allowance for being on roster.  It is not paid for the work performed in the classification but for 
being on roster.  In any event, the creation of the allowance had nothing to do with Mr Shields who was not employed at the 
time it was created.   

16 Mr Cuerden asked the Commission to note the fact that the roster allowance was not included in Mr Shields’ payment in lieu 
of notice.  Mr Cuerden also asked the Commission to note that a very strong inference can be drawn from the fact that the 
respondent’s efforts to describe the roster allowance as salary are a belated afterthought: the respondent did not mention the 
roster allowance in its Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal when it argued that Mr Shields’ salary exceeded the statutory 
limit in s.29AA(3); the roster allowance was not mentioned at all in Mr Mitchell’s affidavit; nor was it mentioned at all in the 
submissions to the Commission until after Mr Cuerden’s submissions which had merely noted in passing that the respondent 
did not argue that the roster allowance was part of salary.   

17 Mr Cuerden also asked the Commission to note the documents relevant at the time of Mr Shields’ employment.  The 
documents show the roster allowance as a separately identifiable component by that name in the payslips and the letters of 
appointment.  The evidence of Mr Batterham referring to the roster allowance as a “so-called roster allowance” and the 
placing of inverted commas around the words roster allowance is “blatant revisionism” by the respondent.   
Conclusion 

18 The task of the Commission is to assess whether Mr Shields’ salary pursuant to his contract of service exceeds the prescribed 
amount in s.29AA.  The issue for determination in these proceedings is whether the roster allowance received by Mr Shields is 
encompassed within the word “salary” as that appears in s.29AA(3) of the Act.   

19 I find as a fact that the payments made to Mr Shields were by way of a roster allowance and not base salary.  That is, they were 
a payment made to him in compensation for the hours actually worked (which on the evidence of Mr Batterham is the roster 
cycle of 56 hours per week), the spread of those hours, the shifts worked and the remote location where work is undertaken.  
Significantly, however, the fact that the roster allowance was created to enable common base rates across classifications 
suggests strongly that it is therefore not part of the salary.  It is part of a device to differentiate between those who work on 
roster and those who do not.  In its context, it is an allowance paid for being on roster.   

20 The fact that it was created in October 2001 by reducing the salaries of employees employed at that time and paying them an 
allowance greater than the amount of the reduction does not alter the fact that it was done to create a payment separate from the 
employees’ salaries.  Mr Shield’s salary in the offer of 13 August 2003 (attachment SMS 4 to exhibit 1) is not $98,000 plus 
$22,000 per annum.  Rather, the base salary provided for in his contract of employment is $98,000 per annum.  The roster 
allowance of $22,000 forms part of Mr Shields’ remuneration package not his salary. 

21 I find also that the roster allowance is payable upon employer contributions for superannuation, paid leave entitlements and 
entitlements to the allocations of share options.  It is included in redundancy payments and annual leave reviews.  I am unable 
to find that it is payable on payment in lieu of notice because it was not included in Mr Shields’ payment in lieu of notice.  I 
note the Policy Guidelines state otherwise.  However, the fact that it was not included in the payment made to Mr Shields 
suggests that its inclusion requires separate manual entry into the computer.  The reason why that is necessary seems, to my 
way of thinking, to be precisely because it is not part of salary.  It is a separate component of remuneration. 

22 The significance of it being paid for all purposes (other than for payment in lieu of notice) does not of itself assist in finding 
that it is part of salary.  Thus, an industry allowance paid under the AWU Gold (Mining and Processing) Award No A 1 of 1992 
was held to be no less an allowance merely because it is paid for all purposes.  In this regard, I fully agree with the comments 
of my colleague Kenner C in Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers v. Kalgoorlie 
Consolidated Gold Mines Pty Ltd & Others (2002) 83 WAIG 3596 at [33] when he said in relation to an industry allowance 
prescribed in an award: 
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“In the present matter, I am not persuaded on what is before the Commission, that the industry allowance is other than an 
allowance as prescribed by cl 17 of the Award.  This is so despite its inclusion as a column in the wages clause.  I note 
that the industry allowance is by cl 17(1)(a) paid as an all purpose allowance.  Perhaps this is why it is expressed as it is in 
the wages clause.  It is also the case that conceptually “rates of pay” or “wage rates” are payments traditionally attached to 
an individual job and not an individual employee and recognise the degree of skill and other factors associated with a 
particular classification. The recognition of conditions under which work is performed, is historically accommodated by 
the prescription of allowances, separate to rates of pay for particular classifications.”   

23 So too is it with the respondent’s roster allowance even though Mr Shields was not employed under an award.  Mr Shields did 
not receive the roster allowance for services rendered as a production foreman but rather because he worked on roster.  This 
remains the case even if the respondent does include it in payment made in lieu of notice. 

24 The respondent’s argument that the roster allowance is paid for services rendered (as that is seen as a characteristic of a salary 
in Totalisator Agency Board v. Fisher op. cit) is therefore more difficult.   

25 Applying the remaining characteristics of a salary in Totalisator Agency Board v. Fisher I find that the roster allowance is paid 
pursuant to Mr Shields’ contract of employment.  It is also paid at a fixed time, that being at the same time that his salary paid 
ie. monthly.  I do not find however that the roster allowance is paid based on time in the sense that Mr Shields’ salary is paid 
for a week’s, or a fortnight’s or a month’s work.  Rather, the roster allowance is paid on the basis of a week, a fortnight or a 
month on roster.   

26 I therefore find that the roster allowance is not part of Mr Shields’ “salary” for the purposes of s.29AA(3) of the Act.  I add 
that this finding is quite consistent with the respondent’s initial approach to the issue of jurisdiction where, as it concedes, the 
thought that the roster allowance was really part of salary had not occurred to it because it concentrated on the meaning of the 
word salary.  The respondent’s initial approach was, with respect, quite correct and its subsequent efforts to suggest it is not 
really a roster allowance by referring to it as a “so-called” roster allowance or by placing the words in inverted commas were, I 
might observe, not helpful and could not convert the roster allowance into salary when it is not. 

27 Accordingly, the Commission will now enquire into and deal with Mr Shields’ claim that he was unfairly dismissed.  A 
declaration will issue that Mr Shields’ contract of employment does not provide for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount 
in s.29AA(5) of the Act.  A minute of the declaration now issues. 
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Result Held that roster allowance not part of salary for the purposes of s.29AA(3); Declaration issued that 

salary does not exceed prescribed amount under s.29AA(5) 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M. Cuerden (of counsel) 
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) 
 
 

Declaration 
HAVING HEARD Mr M. Cuerden (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) on behalf of the 
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby declares - 

THAT Mr Shields’ contract of employment does not provide for a salary exceeding the prescribed amount in s.29AA(5) 
of the Act.  

(Sgd.)  A R BEECH, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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Result Application alleging unfair dismissal discontinued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M. Cuerden (of counsel) 
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission pursuant to section 29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; 
AND WHEREAS the application was listed for hearing to decide whether the applicant’s salary exceeded the prescribed amount 
under section s.29AA(5) of the Act; 
AND WHEREAS the Commission held that the salary did not exceed the prescribed amount; 
AND WHEREAS pursuant to s.96 the Commission referred the matter to a Deputy Registrar for conciliation pursuant to s.32 of the 
Act; 
AND WHEREAS a conference of the parties was convened before a Deputy Registrar; 
AND WHEREAS the applicant subsequently filed a Notice of Discontinuance in the Commission; 
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
order -  

THAT the application be discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  A R BEECH, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Industrial law – Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and denied 

contractual benefits – Whether constructive dismissal or resignation – Intent of parties considered – 
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benefits not due under contract of employment – Application dismissed – Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i), s 29(1)(b)(ii) 

Result Application dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Mr I Kelly 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
(Ex Tempore) 

1 The present application is one brought by Brian Taylor against Mr Ian Kelly trading as Jurien Bay View Realty.  The 
application is brought pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (“the Act”) by which 
the applicant brings two claims before this Commission.   

2 The first claim is that he alleges that on or about 20 December 2003 he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed 
from his employment as a real estate consultant with the respondent.  The second limb of the applicant's claim is that he 
alleges that on the termination of his employment he has been denied certain contractual benefits in the sum of $7,600.00 
including sums for training courses, accommodation and living expenses in Jurien Bay in the State of Western Australia.   

3 The respondent opposes both limbs of the applicant's claim and denies that the applicant is entitled to the relief claimed or 
to any relief at all.   

4 The evidence before the Commission on behalf of the applicant was principally through the applicant himself, Mr Taylor.  
The evidence on behalf of the respondent employer was from its principal, Mr Kelly.  In addition, the Commission has 
heard evidence from the applicant's wife, Mrs Taylor, which the Commission will deal with shortly.  At the outset, I 
observe that I formed the view from both the applicant and Mr Kelly giving their evidence that they both did so honestly 
and truthfully and I find and accept their evidence to be given in good faith.   

5 The respondent is a real estate business located in Jurien Bay in this State.  The applicant commenced employment as a 
real estate representative with the respondent by way of an offer of engagement on or about 28 May 2003 but I observe 
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that that engagement was subject to the successful completion by the applicant of a Real Estate Institute course which 
provides a licence for him to operate as a real estate agent in this State.  It is common ground that the applicant 
successfully completed this course by 2 July 2003, and it was at that time, on the evidence, that he received his licence 
and commenced employment, formally, as a real estate agent with the employer.   

6 The applicant was engaged on a commission-only basis.  The applicant was not to receive a retainer and nor was the 
applicant, according to his own evidence, entitled as a matter of contractual benefit to the matters which form the subject 
of his contractual benefits claim.  It appears, however, that in addition to the commission-only basis of the applicant's 
employment he was also afforded opportunities to use the respondent's office facilities.  He was also in receipt of support 
for signage, business cards and professional indemnity insurance and other business support services in his duties as a real 
estate agent.  

7 The applicant testified that he was initially employed as one of three agents in the respondent's sales team at the time.  It 
was his evidence that over time and, indeed, shortly after he commenced employment, the sales staff at the employer 
increased which impacted on his ability to perform his duties and achieve sales.  It was the applicant's testimony in the 
matter that this growth in the respondent's staff had the effect of preventing him from achieving the levels of income that 
he says were promised by the respondent and which the applicant considered he should otherwise achieve as a real estate 
agent.   

8 In this connection, the applicant testified that based upon promises from Mr Kelly prior to him commencing employment, 
he moved from Geraldton to Jurien Bay.  The applicant testified that he expected to earn a good income although, 
perhaps, not as much as was indicated to him was being earned by more experienced representatives of the employer.   

9 During his employment the applicant testified that he applied himself to the position and tried his best to achieve in the 
real estate industry, in effect.  In summary, the applicant said, however, that in the seven or so months of his employment 
he only made some $200.00 or thereabouts in sales commissions.  The applicant did accept, however, that after his 
employment came to an end in December 2003 he also received some further payments in relation to sales transactions 
that were completed after his employment terminated.  

10 The applicant also accepted, in cross-examination in particular, that after commencing in employment, and at least from 
September 2003, he was placed on the employer's roster, as it was described, which he accepted gave him an equal 
opportunity to achieve real estate sales as other real estate agents employed by the respondent.  

11 In a nutshell, the applicant testified that he formed the view towards 20 December 2003 that he could not continue in the 
employment of the employer because he was not earning sufficient income to cover his overheads and he formed the 
view, after considering the matter for some days, to tender his resignation which he did by letter dated 20 December 
2003.  A copy of that letter was tendered as exhibit A1.   

12 In that letter, Mr Taylor informs Mr Kelly of Jurien Bay View Realty that he had reached the decision to terminate his 
employment with immediate effect.  The applicant refers to promises that were made to him, allegedly, at the outset of his 
employment and that after considering the matter for some time he took the view, in the penultimate paragraph, that he 
could not allow the situation to continue and he had not taken the decision lightly.   

13 The applicant testified that he applied all his reasonable endeavours as a real estate agent and it was his view that it was 
the conduct of the respondent employer that prevented him from achieving success in the real estate industry.  Ultimately, 
the applicant testified that he was constructively dismissed because of the respondent's actions in changing its sales force.  
The applicant also says that he was induced to enter into the employment by the representations of Mr Kelly prior to 
commencing with him.   

14 As I have observed, Mrs Taylor also gave evidence.  The thrust of her evidence was to confirm the statements made by 
Mr Taylor in his evidence in-chief as to the expectations that he had at the time he commenced employment and prior to 
the engagement by the respondent employer.  

15 Mr Kelly gave evidence on behalf of the respondent.  He said there was no dismissal of the applicant.  He testified that 
the applicant was, in summary, given all reasonable prospects to succeed as a commission-only sales representative and 
denied doing anything to hinder the applicant's progress in that regard.  It was also the evidence and the position of the 
respondent, generally, in the matter that the applicant experienced some difficulties by reason of his other business 
interests including a farming property in Geraldton and also assisting his wife with a café business in Geraldton.  Mr 
Kelly testified that this had the effect of limiting the applicant's ability to service Jurien Bay and surrounding areas in real 
estate.   

16 As to the applicant's terms and conditions of employment, Mr Kelly testified that the applicant was engaged on a 
commission-only basis and was not to be paid any retainer payments.  He said the applicant had access to all the 
respondent's office facilities, the use of business cards, sales signs, advertising and professional indemnity insurance 
which was all paid for by the respondent employer.  Mr Kelly informed the Commission in his evidence that there was 
never any agreement with the applicant to reimburse him for his expenses incurred such as obtaining his requisite 
qualifications through the Real Estate Institute nor for accommodation costs or other expenses.   

17 Mr Kelly also testified that the respondent's decision to increase its sales staff was one taken to ensure the respondent was 
a successful business and that there was no intent or effect to reduce the potential for the applicant to succeed.  As to pre-
employment discussions, it was Mr Kelly's evidence that he did mention what an experienced representative would expect 
to earn but also testified that he informed the applicant that it may take some time to build up a customer base and 
become familiar with the respondent's products.  He said, in the five months of the applicant's employment, the applicant 
completed some 18 appraisals and listed 13 properties but, in his view, the applicant's problem was converting listings 
into sales.   

18 Mr Kelly also testified as to how few representatives who complete the Real Estate Institute course remain in the industry 
beyond 12 months.  In his view, from what information he had from survey information conducted by the real estate 
association, only some eight per cent of those who complete the course remain in the industry after that time.  

19 The evidence of Mr Kelly was that the respondent received the letter of 20 December 2003 from Mr Taylor without any 
prior discussion or forewarning.  Mr Kelly informed the Commission that he, after receiving this letter, had a discussion 
with the applicant at his home when the applicant informed him that he intended to look for other career opportunities as 
he was not able to make ends meet with the respondent employer.   

20 It was Mr Kelly's evidence that having regard to all of the previous circumstances, the applicant was given the same 
opportunities to succeed as all of his other representatives and it was not the case that the respondent forced the applicant 
to leave its employment.   
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21 I will turn now to my consideration of the matter.  Fundamental to the Commission's jurisdiction in matters of this kind, 
under s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, is for the applicant to be dismissed as a matter of fact and law and this a matter of 
jurisdictional fact.  In that regard, I refer to the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger 
Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611.   

22 The Commission must therefore be satisfied that the applicant was dismissed for the purposes of determining, as a next 
consideration, whether any dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  In this case, the allegation is one of constructive 
dismissal.  In that case, the Commission must determine who really terminated the employment contract despite an 
apparent resignation tendered by the applicant.  In that respect, I refer to a decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in The 
Attorney General v Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers (1995) 75 WAIG 3166.   

23 As to the second aspect to the applicant's claim, that is a contractual benefits claim under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, it is for 
the applicant to establish that he has the claims as contractual entitlements as a matter of law under his contract of 
employment and that those benefits were denied to him when his employment came to an end.  In that regard, I refer to a 
decision of the Full Bench of this Commission in Hotcopper Australia Ltd v Saab (2001) 81 WAIG 2704. 

24 To the applicant's credit, the applicant testified and informed the Commission in submissions that the claimed sums of 
$7,600.00 for accommodation and other costs, which he says he has incurred in pursuing his employment with the 
respondent, were not entitlements under his contract of employment with the respondent and, therefore, in my view, as a 
matter of law, this claim cannot succeed.   

25 As to the applicant's claim of harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal, as I have observed earlier in these reasons, it is 
essential for the applicant to establish, as a threshold issue, that he was dismissed from his employment.  For him to do so, 
he must satisfy the Commission that his resignation of 20 December 2003 was forced in the sense that the respondent 
either breached its contract of employment with the applicant, going to its root, or, by the conduct of the respondent 
employer, the applicant was forced to leave the employment.  This is quite a high threshold for the applicant to attain.   

26 On all of the evidence I am not satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that the applicant was dismissed to attract the 
jurisdiction of the Commission.  I accept, in the discussions with Mr Kelly of the respondent, the applicant was informed 
of prospects in the Jurien Bay area and what an experienced sales representative may earn by way of income.  It was not 
suggested, on the evidence, and neither the applicant or the respondent suggested this that any discussions had with Mr 
Kelly on behalf of the respondent were in the form of a guarantee of any such income and, in my opinion, no such 
guarantee could ever be given.   

27 I have no doubt that the applicant had, certainly, a hope of making a success in the real estate industry and I accept, on all 
of the evidence, that both parties entered into the relationship in good faith in the hope that the applicant would make his 
chosen course a success.  It is important to bear in mind, however, that representations of the kind suggested in this case 
are not misleading and deceptive just because they do not materialise as hoped.  As long as a person who has made a 
representation has a proper basis for it at the time it is made it is not, by that fact alone, misleading and deceptive.  It is 
also the case that it is for the respondent employer to determine the appropriate levels of staffing to develop its business 
and that is a matter of managerial prerogative.   

28 In any event, it is clear from the evidence, in my view, of the applicant, himself, and also from the respondent, that the 
applicant was, at least from September 2003, placed on an equal footing with all other real estate representatives who 
were then employed by the employer.  Perhaps, and it is speculation only, had the applicant been able to maintain his 
position for longer, success in his chosen career may have come.  However, it is well known, and I take this on judicial 
notice, that the real estate industry is one requiring long hours and hard work and persistence and overnight success is not 
common.   

29 On all that is before the Commission, whilst the applicant, no doubt, was disappointed that he was not able to achieve the 
level of success that he hoped for with the respondent, the Commission is not persuaded that the respondent embarked 
upon a deliberate course of conduct to frustrate or impede the applicant's prospect of success.  Therefore, I am not 
persuaded, on the balance of probabilities, that the applicant's letter of resignation was other than one voluntarily tendered 
by him after considering his position, as the last paragraph of it, in my view, makes quite clear.  I cannot, therefore, be 
satisfied as a matter of fact and as a matter of law that the applicant was dismissed to attract the Commission's jurisdiction 
and, therefore, in conjunction with my conclusions as to the contractual benefits claim, I must dismiss the applicant's 
claims.  
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr B Taylor on his own behalf and Mr I Kelly on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Result Jurisdictional issue determined 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M Richardson, as agent on behalf of the applicant 
Respondent Mr E Rea, as agent on behalf of the respondent 
 
 

Order 
HAVING received written submissions with the agreement of the parties from Mr M Richardson on behalf of the applicant and Mr 
E Rea on behalf of the respondent on matters going to the jurisdiction of the Commission with respect to powers under section 
23A(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 and the basis upon which compensation for loss or injury may be computed; 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission finds that: 

(1) The Commission does not have power pursuant to section 23A(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 to 
order payments to which the claimant may be entitled under an award; and 

(2) Even if the Commission were to find in the circumstances of this matter that the Bakers (Metropolitan) Award 
No. 13 of 1987 did cover the applicant’s employment then notwithstanding that the Commission is without 
power to make any orders in respect of accrued entitlements under that award, the weekly rate at which 
compensation for loss or injury caused by the alleged unfair dismissal and the rate to be used in computing the 
statutory cap is not the amount of remuneration established from the application of the award to the applicant’s 
contract of service and the work he actually performed. 

 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 The applicant claims to have been unfairly dismissed from his employment as a dough maker with the respondent at Brumby’s 

Duncraig. 
2 In its original terms the claim also cited outstanding contractual entitlements under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 

1979 (“the Act”).  This was not the subject of the claim and that aspect of the application was deleted. 
3 Significant emphasis was placed on the respondent’s failure to pay award provisions.  These alleged entitlements went to the 

correct hourly rate of pay, overtime worked after midnight on Friday each week and work performed without the prescribed 
meal break.  Furthermore, there were claims for payment for work performed on public holidays and a superannuation 
entitlement under the award.  Payment was sought for these claims under section 23A(1)(a) of the Act as it was prior to the 
enactment of the Labour Relations Reform Act 2002. 

4 The applicant, through his industrial agent, Mr Richardson, presented a detailed and thoughtful submission on this aspect of the 
claim.  That was dealt with as a preliminary issue.  The Commission’s jurisdiction with respect to claims of this nature was not 
seen to be wide enough to encompass the relief that was being sought (2003 WAIRC 08516 unreported). 

5 The correct spelling of the respondent’s name is now noted. 
6 In the preliminary proceedings, the issue of award coverage was never conceded by the respondent nor was that issue 

determined by the Commission.  At that time the applicant submitted in the alternative that if the Commission was without 
power to make any order in respect of accrued entitlements arising under the award, then compensation for loss or injury 
caused by the dismissal, the rate to be used in computing the statutory cap for compensation, should be based on entitlements 
under the award and the work the applicant actually performed and not based on the level of income he actually received. 

7 With the determination of the preliminary issue the applicant believing this matter to be fundamental to his interests, indicated 
that the issue would be the subject of appeal.  Notwithstanding the likelihood of that development, the opportunity was 
provided to the applicant to amend the relief being sought in the light of the determination of the preliminary issue.  A 
“derivative document” was subsequently tendered which identified the applicant’s losses following the termination of his 
employment. 

8 The applicant’s position was that he “had worked in accordance with his obligations under his contract of service and the 
award that governed his employment and had given the respondent no cause to dismiss him.  The dismissal was harsh, 
oppressive and unfair”.  It was also asserted that the applicant suffered injury from the dismissal in that he was depressed and 
humiliated that he had been treated in such a callous and uncaring manner.  In the event that it was found that the applicant had 
been made redundant, it was submitted that the termination of employment was still unfair because there had not been 
compliance with the terms of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the MCE Act”).  However, on the 
applicant’s submission that was not a “primary claim”. 

9 The applicant commenced employment with the respondent following the transmission of the business on 14 December 2000.  
He worked his last shift on 5 December 2001.  He was given three and a half weeks’ notice. 

10 At the outset of the proceedings, following the determination of the preliminary issue, the respondent through his agent, Mr 
Rea, conceded that the applicant’s employment was covered by the Bakers (Metropolitan) Award No. 13 of 1987. 

11 Mr Thom presented evidence of his on-going employment with Brumby’s at Duncraig.  It appears that he commenced at that 
location just after Easter in 1999, when the business was owned by the proprietors of Pure Investments Pty Ltd.  He presented 
payslips for this period and going into his employment when the business was sold to Mr and Mrs Scholte.  He says that when 
he started with the respondent he was the only baker being employed.  He started at 2.00am most mornings.  These 
arrangements were changed for a trial period at one time. 

12 In February, an apprentice came on board and he started at 4.00am.  That arrangement continued until Mr Thom went on 
holidays in September 2001.  Mr Thom worked Tuesday to Friday and had Sunday and Monday off.  He would do an eight 
hour shift, or leave when the work had been completed.  There was no objection to that.  At some time during the period of 
employment a different routine was attempted for one month but the electricity charges of baking later were too great and this 
was abandoned.  The idea had been to get the aroma of the bread baking into the shopping precinct in the morning.  There was 
also some change in arrangements which enabled “retard dough” to be used so he would not have to start so early. 

13 Mr Thom relayed how he had asked Mr Scholte for a pay increase on the basis that there used to be two bakers and other 
workers when the business was operated by the previous owners.  He indicated that the previous owner had paid him $50.00 
cash from his own pocket. 

14 Mr Thom produced his tax return for 2001-2002.  Having been paid the $50.00 per week he subsequently had to pay tax on it 
when this was discovered by the Tax Office.  When he told Mr Scholte about the $50.00 Mr Scholte said he would check on it, 
which he did.  Mr Scholte gave him a $30 increase per week and that went in the books.  Mr Thom’s wages went to $620.00 
gross per week.  He was content with that.  When he returned from holidays in September 2001 he said that the owner had 
mentioned to him that they may not be able to afford him anymore.  Subsequently he was given notice in November.  He says 
he felt terrible and that he thought he was going to burst into tears on the way home after being told. Mr Thom’s problems 
were exacerbated by the fact that he that just borrowed $20,000 to purchase a car and furniture to accommodate his brother’s 
visit to Australia.  Mr Thom looked for work as he needed full time employment.  He wasn’t really interested in working for a 
Brumby’s bakery.  He said he felt he had been let down by them.  However, he had heard about an opening at Gwelup and the 
informant – the flour delivery driver – had told him that the owner was “a nice guy”.  Mr Thom went there on a casual and then 
on a part time basis.  He finished up being appointed to a full time position with that employer. 

15 Mr Thom claims that his experience with the respondent was made more traumatic because he had been told that he had a job 
until he retired or left of his on his own accord.  He was secure and there were jokes made about how one day they would have 
to shift him out of the bakery into the old peoples’ home.  The financial stress had taken a heavy toll on him.  Mr Thom left at 
the end of the period of notice.  When asked about any discussion on how to lessen the impact of the termination, he 
acknowledged that he had been told that there was a job at Doubleview if he wanted it.  He had heard about the job from Mr 
Scholte and also from the flour delivery driver.  However he tried to get employment with Woolworths.  He did not get any 
redundancy payment, but was paid out his leave by the previous employer and paid out all his entitlements by the present 
respondent.  Mr Thom was offered a bottle of whiskey upon his termination but he refused to accept it.  He thought that 
business was picking up and that he was highly thought of.  He had never been sacked in fifty years of work and the only 
prospect he had was the Doubleview offer.  However, the flour delivery man also told him that the Doubleview Brumby’s shop 
had seen a number of bakers “come and go”.  Mr Thom didn’t really want to work at a Brumby’s bakery, but he did apply to 
Gwelup because he had been told that the owner was “a good bloke”. 
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16 Mr Thom registered with Centrelink and submitted a list of all the places that he had applied to for employment.  When he 
finished up with the respondent at Brumby’s Duncraig he was “shell-shocked”.  The apprentice had said to him “Well so much 
for you being here until you retire!” 

17 Mr Thom acknowledged that he had no knowledge of who did the baking at Brumby’s Duncraig after he left, but when he was 
there, there had been a trainee called Brad.  Brad was going to buy a Brumby’s franchise and he was available to assist in the 
baking while he was learning the business.  There was an apprentice.  He had understood that Duncraig bakery was a trainees’ 
shop and that the respondent was be paid for that arrangement.  As far as Mr Thom was concerned production was up 8% on 
the previous owner’s business.  Therefore he could not understand how he could no longer be employed by the respondent. 

18 Mr Thom acknowledged that Darcy Scholte had told him about the job at Doubleview but Mr Thom did not want to work for 
Brumby’s.  He didn’t want to work for a woman boss and he thought that the place was too far away, even though it might 
only be six or seven minutes from where he was employed at Duncraig.  He didn’t bother to check it out.  It was just an 
assumption that it was too far away.  Mr Thom had not pursued that opportunity and had not told Mr Scholte that he was not 
interested in it either. 

19 Mr Thom acknowledged that at about six weeks before he had been given notice Mr Scholte had told him about the difficulties 
that the business had been experiencing.  He thought at that time that he was joking but acknowledged that Mr Scholte had told 
him that he might have to terminate his employment.  Mr Thom’s position, however, was that in the period subsequent to that 
production was up.  He was a hard worker and that he saw no reason why his job should be made redundant or that he should 
be terminated. 

20 Mr Thom acknowledged that the period of notice was longer than was required under the Award and that it had given him 
more time to look for a job.  He acknowledged that Mr Scholte had offered him work at Christmas and that he would be paid 
“cash in hand”.  Mr Thom still felt that his treatment had been callous. 

21 Under the Award it is claimed that he is not entitled to any redundancy payment.  He acknowledged that when Mr Scholte took 
over the business he had been asked to enter into a workplace agreement and that he had refused to do so, but as far as was 
concerned this was accepted by Mr Scholte. 

22 Mr Scholte presented evidence for the respondent.  He relayed how the business had operated for just under 12 months when 
Mr Thom’s services were terminated.  He had purchased the business from the previous owners, who had been the original 
employers of Mr Thom and another baker.  Mr Scholte had spoken to the two bakers prior to taking over the business and told 
them that only one baker would be needed.  He had spoken to the owners and received a recommendation that Mr Thom was 
the most reliable and hardworking of the two.  He said that Mr Thom knew that the business was going to be run with Mr 
Scholte working in the bakery.  The previous owners had employed a manager.  There was some discussion as to the hours 
worked and the requirement for when an apprentice would come on board. 

23 On the financial side of the business. Mr Scholte testified that he had run into difficulties in the September/October/November 
period when suppliers cancelled his account and put him on a "cash on delivery” basis.  He had had a conversation with Mr 
Thom to explore whether or not Mr Thom was interested in other arrangements and that would include being employed on a 
part time basis.   

24 Mr Scholte outlined that for the period from July until the end of November outgoings from the business exceeded sales by 
$5,000.  In addition to this, outstanding accounts totalling $10,000 had to be met in December.  A dough mixing machine had 
broken down and had to be replaced in October.  This was purchased on Mr Scholte’s credit card.  He then had to arrange 
finance through a home loan facility to meet that debt, together with business operating expenses.  As owners Mr Scholte and 
his wife were putting in “a lot of effort for little return.”  By November the business could not meet the respondent’s loan 
repayments nor the weekly wage of $600 in total that he and his wife drew from the business. 

25 Mr Scholte provided copies of accounts for the purchase of a dough mixer and refrigerator that had to be installed in the 
bakery.  Exhibit C set out a profit and loss statement for the business for the period from July through to November and then 
into the first quarter of 2002.  Mr Scholte outlined how the increase in the cost of baking ingredients impacted on the business.  
He stated that they had to re-think their strategy.  The biggest outlay each week was wages.  Mr Scholte considered that he had 
to look at how to cut running costs.  There were minimal costs associated with the front counter but wages, superannuation and 
workers’ compensation were the expenses he had to address.  Mr Scholte stated that he spoke with Mr Thom early in 
September but could not recall the exact words that were spoken.  Mr Scholte stated that he indicated that the business was not 
going well and that he had been stretching out the period for the payment of accounts. 

26 Mr Scholte gave evidence that apart from the applicant he was the only other person capable of baking.  The apprentice could 
not do that unsupervised.  Mr Scholte elected to do the baking.  Brad the trainee, who was purchasing the Padbury store was 
available to work as and when required but that was not a permanent arrangement.  Mr Scholte stated that if Mr Thom had not 
been interested in the Doubleview job there was the option of two or three days’ part time work or weekend work.  He 
acknowledged there was no formal arrangement for Doubleview, however, the proprietor of that bakery had contacted him 
about some stock and they had discussed the position for Mr Thom.  She was quite excited by the prospect of having a fully 
trained Brumby’s baker ready to join her.  They had spoken about his personality, how hard working he was and she gave Mr 
Scholte her card saying that there was a job for Mr Thom subject to the two of them meeting and discussing it.  Mr Scholte 
acknowledged that he spoke with Mr Thom; he tried to talk with him and told him he would do anything to help him.  He knew 
that Brad also talked about part time employment in the Padbury store.  There was a good relationship between Mr Scholte and 
Mr Thom but when notice was given the relationship deteriorated. 

27 Under cross-examination Mr Scholte indicated that he worked as the second baker until the apprentice was employed.  The 
baking takes one baker to get things going and two bakers when the bread is coming out of the oven.  Then there is the 
preparation of the next day’s “retard dough”.  When the apprentice came on board, he did the ovens that previously had been 
done by Mr Scholte.  Mr Scholte then went to the front counter with his wife and concentrated on doing the accounts and 
marketing.  The first time he had thought of terminating Mr Thom’s services was when he raised with him the fact that the 
business was not going too well and that it may not be possible to keep him on.  He had explored the prospect of whether or 
not Mr Thom would work part time and Mr Thom had said “if you pay me cash in hand I will consider it”.  That was said in a 
joking manner.   

28 Mr Scholte decided that he could not hold off any longer and he gave Mr Thom notice.  It was Mr Thom’s evidence that he 
spoke to Mr Thom at the end of a Saturday shift and he gave him the Doubleview baker’s card.  He also told Mr Thom about 
the availability of weekend work.  Mr Thom was not interested.  He and Mr Thom did not discuss it anymore but there was a 
call to Mr Scholte from the Coles Dianella bakery to find out about Mr Thom. From that inquiry Mr Scholte concluded that Mr 
Thom was not interested in any part time work nor the job at Doubleview.  Mr Scholte acknowledged that Christmas was a 
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busy time but that he had terminated Mr Thom’s services before that; he thought he could give him a better chance to settle in 
somewhere else before Christmas.  January and February are the worst two months in the baking industry.  Mr Scholte phoned 
the lady who operated the bakery at Doubleview.  She had acknowledged that there had been no contact by Mr Thom.  If Mr 
Thom had indicated any acceptance of the part time/casual offer he would have been able to keep him on the books.  After Mr 
Thom left Mr Scholte baked seven days a week to the end of January then he used two casual bakers alternating on Sundays to 
do the bake.  Other than that, it was only him and the apprentice.  The casual baker came in late July, early August.  The 
question was put to Mr Scholte that sacking a 62 year old would be harsh and he answered that this was why he had arranged 
the Doubleview job.  He acknowledged that production had been increasing when Mr Thom was employed but that had been a 
marketing exercise where 5,000 additional loaves were produced to try and stimulate return business.  These loaves were sold 
at a substantially reduced rate. 

29 For the respondent it was submitted that in applying the test of a fair go all round it should be recognised that the respondent 
had to carry on the business and contend with the issues which arose at that time.  Mr Scholte had spoken with the applicant six 
or eight weeks before giving him notice.  This discussion should not have been taken lightly.  It was submitted that the facts 
and figures tendered showed the overall problems with the business.  Mr Scholte was only drawing $600 per week from the 
business for himself and his wife.   He had to look at some way of restructuring his business.  He determined that if he did the 
baking, that he would not need Mr Thom.  He made that decision in light of the high cost of wages, superannuation and 
workers’ compensation.  He had a right to make the business profitable.  

30 Once the decision had been made he told Mr Thom promptly.  It was not an easy decision to make as Mr Scholte 
acknowledges.  He gave him more than three weeks’ notice and offered him part time employment at Duncraig.  There was 
also the Doubleview offer of employment.  It was submitted that there was a genuine attempt to assist the employee.  Mr 
Scholte had an expectation that a job would ensue and recommended Mr Thom as a good employee, and a “maker of good 
product”.  It was noted that all the applicant’s entitlements have been paid out on the previous contract of employment and his 
employment with the respondent was a new contract.  

31 As to the test for redundancy, the respondent states it is that no one was required to do the job because the job was no longer 
required to be done by anybody.  However, Mr Scholte did the baking; he did not employ anyone else to do it.  During the 
notice period there was not much discussion.  There was the prospect of work at Doubleview and casual or part time work.  
Mr Scholte was as sensitive as possible.  He had to make a hard decision and submitted that he did everything possible to assist 
Mr Thom. 

32 For the applicant the issues in the first instance were whether or not there was a bona fide redundancy and if there was not, 
then was the dismissal unfair.  Furthermore, even if there was a genuine redundancy the dismissal was unfair given the 
provisions of s 41 of the MCE Act. 

33 The applicant accepted that he carried the burden of proving that the dismissal was unfair.  He also accepted that the 
respondent has the right to make a profit.  However, it was submitted that the motivating factor for the applicant’s dismissal 
was cost cutting.  It was argued that the circumstances of the termination of employment did not amount to redundancy as the 
baking which was required to be done continued to be undertaken but by the proprietor and an apprentice. 

34 It was submitted that although running costs were cited as the reason for terminating the applicant’s services there was 
evidence that monthly production and income were increasing.  In this context there was not a financial problem but the 
respondent’s desire to increase profit.  This, it was submitted, was to be achieved at the expense of the applicant and with the 
deployment of an apprentice.  Here was a 62 year old employee with only one skill, that of a baker.  He was dismissed at 
Christmas time.  The respondent delayed telling the applicant of the decision to terminate his employment. 

35 As far as the applicant was concerned he acted appropriately in mitigating his loss.  He was not under any obligation to take 
the first position that came along.  He wanted full time employment.  However, he did go to Gwelup and worked on a casual 
basis initially.  The applicant held the belief that he did not want to work for a woman boss, that the position at Doubleview 
was too far away and that there had been a turnover in bakers at that store.  It was submitted that he was rightfully sceptical of 
that job prospect. 

36 His position with the respondent had been “a job for life”.  All of the circumstances made the termination of employment 
harsh, oppressive or unfair whether or not it is called a redundancy. 

37 There is no dispute as to the applicant’s competency, diligence and ability in performing the duties of a dough maker.  He 
worked in accordance with his obligations under his contract of service and the award that regulated his employment.  Indeed, 
there is nothing to suggest that the applicant did anything to give the respondent cause to terminate his services.  Quite the 
contrary, the recommendation with which he was employed by the previous proprietor of the business as to his reliability and 
application were characteristics of his employment with the respondent.  He enjoyed a good relationship with Mr Scholte for 
the majority of the time they worked together. 

38 Central to the determination of the unfairness is the application of the test as to whether or not the applicant was given a “fair 
go all round”. The circumstances in which that is to be considered here takes into account the financial circumstances of the 
business. If it is the case that the viability of the business dictate that the employer has no option but to terminate the services 
of an employee then aspects of procedural fairness would still come into consideration of the fairness of the dismissal. 
However if the employers objective is merely to exploit access to cheaper labour and thereby embark upon a scheme of 
recruitment and termination to achieve that end, matters attracting consideration of “fairness” are necessarily much wider. 

39 In the circumstances of this matter it is necessary to establish whether the financial plight of the respondent was such that the 
only practical option was to cut staff in order to establish financial reliability. 

40 Both witnesses gave evidence honestly and in a forthright manner. Mr Scholte presented comprehensive financial records of 
the business. It is apparent that the period from July through to November was a critical time and although the financial 
position improved in the first quarter of 2002 that was after action had been taken which included the termination of Mr 
Thom’s services. Mr Scholte established that in the critical period outgoings exceeded sales and that the business’s cash flow 
was insufficient to meet accounts on terms required by suppliers. Added to this was the financial impost of replacing a dough 
mixing machine, the cost of installing a refrigerated display counter and the additional cost of baking ingredients. A back-dated 
rental adjustment and the cost of promoting the business through the sale of garlic twist loaves for only $1.00 put additional 
pressure on the respondent. This aspect of the evidence was uncontested. 

41 The improvement in the business came about when Mr Scholte worked on baking and then on sales seven days a week. There 
is no doubt that he made it clear to the applicant when notice was given that it was a business decision and not anything that 
Mr Thom had done. 
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42 Although casual bakers were subsequently retained at the end of January to bake on weekends, there is nothing to suggest that 
the arrangements Mr Scholte entered into with the termination of Mr Thom’s services were apart of a scheme to get rid of him. 
The situation in which the respondent found itself in November when Mr Thom was given notice demanded action. I am 
satisfied that there were bona fide commercial decisions that the respondent was forced to make at that time which although 
they directly impacted on the applicant were necessary to establish the viability of the business. 

43 There is nothing to suggest that the notice of termination or the termination itself was effected in a manner which gave rise to 
procedural unfairness to the applicant. The two men enjoyed a close working relationship and the termination of employment 
hurt the applicant. However I accept the respondent’s evidence that he endeavoured to secure full time employment for 
Mr Thom and held out the opportunity for continuing part time work at his bakery. These initiatives alone cannot make a 
dismissal which is otherwise unfair, fair. However those are not the circumstances here. The fact that the business subsequently 
improved cannot give rise to retrospective unfairness. The circumstances that prevailed at the time the decision to terminate 
was made and when the dismissal was effected are those to be considered, unless there is evidence that the termination was 
orchestrated for some ulterior motive and subsequent developments exposed the unfairness of the way the employee was dealt 
with. Here there was no such argument nor evidence which would indicate that the respondent was motivated by anything 
other than the imperative to establish the financial viability of the business. 

44 In doing so Mr Scholte also sought to assist the applicant with full time employment with another franchisee. There was the 
offer of part time employment. Whilst neither of these suited the applicant and he was not bound to accept either, the offers of 
assistance were genuine and made in appreciation of the immediate difficulties the applicant faced. 

45 The arrangements for baking after the applicant’s notice of termination became effective show the burden which Mr Scholte 
took on. Although he subsequently retained bakers to do weekend shifts he baked and worked on the counter in order to reduce 
costs and thereby attempt to turn the business around. The appointment of another baker months later was associated with a 
restructuring of the partnership and purchase of another franchise outlet. It had nothing to do with the circumstances of Mr 
Thom’s termination of employment. 

46 There is however another facet of the applicant’s claim going to unfairness which needs to be addressed. Mr Thom believed 
that his employment was secure for the foreseeable future given what had been said to him by Mr Scholte about remaining at 
the bakery until his retirement. 

47 While the words “a job for life” or something to that effect may or may not have been used, the applicant’s impression was that 
he would be able to work for the respondent until such time as he chose to leave. No doubt this is what hurt him when he was 
told that has services were to be terminated. The question is whether there was anything which arose from an utterance of this 
nature which would give rise to a condition of employment which would render a termination at the employer’s initiative 
unfair. This would need to involve the parties entering into a contractual obligation warranting the continuing relationship 
notwithstanding the award provision for the availability of notice to be given to terminate the contract of employment. 

48 If such an arrangement was entered into the question would be whether it attracted consideration for the purpose of s 29(1)(b) 
of the Act under unfair dismissal or denied contractual benefits. Probably the latter is appropriate. However the issue arises 
here under s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. 

49 In a matter before the Supreme Court of Western Australia, Thomas Paul McGellin v Mount King Mining NL (CIV 1268 of 
1997 unreported) Murray J noted: 

“That for a contract to be made there needs, in addition to an offer and acceptance supported on both sides by 
consideration, to be an intention by the parties to enter into contractual relations is, in this country, supported by all the 
authorities, although sometimes this inquiry may appear to merge into the question whether the parties’ intention to create 
legal relations has been thwarted by uncertainty, or the impossibility by construction to put in concrete form the 
agreement between them. As it was put by Lord Wright in G Scammell and Nephew Ltd v Ouston [1941] AC 251 at 268-
9: 

“There are, in my opinion, two grounds on which the court ought to hold that there was never a contract. The first is 
that the language used was so obscure and incapable of any definite or precise meaning that the court is unable to 
attribute to the parties any particular contractual intention. The object of the court is to justice between the parties, 
and the court will do its best, if satisfied that there was an ascertainable and determinate intention to contract, to 
give effect to that intention, by looking at substance and not mere form. It will not be deterred by mere difficulties 
of interpretation. Difficulty is not synonymous with ambiguity so long as any definite meaning can be extracted. 
But the test of intention is to be found in the words used. If these words, considered however broadly and 
untechnically and with due regard to all the just implications, fail to evince any definite meaning on which the court 
can safely act, the court has no choice but to say that there is no contract. … 

But I think the other reason, which is that the parties never in intention nor even in appearance reached an 
agreement, is a still sounder reason against enforcing the claim, In truth, in my opinion, their agreement was 
inchoate and never got beyond negotiations.”” 

50 Here there was nothing presented which indicated an intention to create a legally binding condition under the contract of 
employment. 

51 Notwithstanding the absence of any legal obligation that these words may have crated in the circumstances of this matter, they 
cannot give rise to unfairness when termination of employment did not offend the principle that the applicant was to be 
afforded a fair go all round. 

52 Mr Thom was a dedicated employee working in an industry which demands unsociable working hours he was completely 
reliable. However there was nothing that the respondent did to render the dismissal unfair, either procedurally or substantively, 
when Mr Scholte acted to secure the financial stability of his enterprise and evoke the award provisions. The circumstances of 
the termination were not those which are recognised as a redundancy. 

53 The application is dismissed. 
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Order 
HAVING HEARD from Mr M Richardson as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr E Rea as agent on behalf of the respondent, 
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders –  

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 

 

SECTION 29(1)(B)—Notation of— 
 

Parties File Number Commissioner Result 
Adam John Gray Consolidated Business Media Pty Ltd 791/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Al Ramon Moderntone Furniture 603/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Alison Xamon The State School Teachers Union of 

W.A. (Incorporated) 
1259/2004 Smith C  Discontinued 

Andrew John Ramsden Hermes Precisa Pty Ltd 673/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Andrew Strutt Pfizer Pty Limited 1590/2003 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Anne Ross Rankin LTC Management Ltd t/a Millbrook 

Winery 
1869/2003 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Anthony John Blunsdon Artifex Australia 1089/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Antony Nikola Tasovac West Coast Cinemas Pty Ltd Regent 

Cinemas 
904/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 

Beng Ong Silver Pty Ltd 483/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Bernard Ernest Tarbotton Austrim Nylex Hose & Mesh Division 

t/as Harvey Hose Supplies 
1719/2003 Smith C  Discontinued 

Bradley Haines Perth Audiovisual 793/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 
Brook Steven Lavis Buster Sloot C/O Norwest 

Communications 
708/2004 Harrison C  Order Issued 

Catherine Lancaster The Beef Machine 700/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Celia Will Peel Training & Employment Inc 311/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Chris Aaron Ross Remo Bernardi 771/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Colin Stoner Worldwide Timber Traders 954/2004 Smith C  Discontinued 
Darren James Russell Makedonia Cleaning Services 946/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
David Skrzypek Roger David Stores Pty Ltd 406/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
David Weeks SNG Precision Tools 786/2004 Smith C  Discontinued 
Dean Christopher Heard Elmsdale Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Brown 

Murray 
863/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Erin Michelle Donovan South Metropolitan Youth Link Inc 1264/2003 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Gavin John Smith Consolidated Business Media Pty Ltd 779/2004 Kenner C  Dismissed 
Gloria Dawn Cassidy ATUL (Aid to Useful Living) 555/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Graeme Louis Andrews South West Pty Ltd 698/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Gregory Joseph Saw Strange Drilling 860/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
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Ian Hutchinson South Metropolitan Youth Link Inc 1265/2003 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Ian Roger Cowdell Warren Dallachy 581/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Ian William Sealey Rehau Pty Ltd 1040/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
James Robert Office Immersive Technologies  1855/2003 Harrison C  Discontinued 
Jane Elizabeth Battle Warren Dallachy 580/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Jerzy Cias Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital , North 

Metropolitan Health Services 
323/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 

Jessica Maree Roberts Classic Performance Auto Refinishes 587/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Josephine Lucy Wright Nedlands Aged Persons Homes Trust 820/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Julie Claire Daniels Elmsdale Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Brown 

Murray 
862/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Kathleen Richards Scott Gibson 1079/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Kellie Anne Wilson Grand Theatre Company Proprietry 

Limited 
703/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 

Kerry Marie Ling Outgun Holdings Pty Ltd 407/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Leanne Frances Robson Total Corporation 760/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Lenny Katich Kraft Foods Ltd 977/2004 Smith C  Discontinued 
Leon John McShanag Byrnecut Pty Ltd 949/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Linda Christina Sheard AME Hospitals Pty Ltd t/a Mount 

Hospital 
1906/2003 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Llyrus Weightman Bujee Nhoorr Pu Aboriginal Cultural 
Enterprise 

173/2003 Wood C  Discontinued 

Lydia Tasovac West Coast Cinemas Pty Ltd Trading As 
Regent Cinemas 

903/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 

Malcolm Richard Jory Orex Mining 1012/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Malcolm Wade 
Abercrombie 

ORS Group 814/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 

Maria Gonsalves National Telecom Pty Ltd 2195/2001 Harrison C  Discontinued 
Mark Williams Perth Audiovisual 794/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 
Megan Lorai Goronski Zamels Pty Ltd 358/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Melinda Leah Wakeman Canning Bridge Auto Lodge 945/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Michael Bates Dewson's Safety Bay 1453/2003 Harrison C  Discontinued 
Michelle Lucy Worsfold Emson Clever Nyoni 1127/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 
Moses Brown HSE Mining Pty Ltd 339/2004 Gregor C  Dismissed 
Nardeen Green My House Enterprise T/As Head and 

Body (ABN) 64014 859 891 
846/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Nigel Perry Swarbrick Erinmore Investments Pty Ltd 455/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 
Peter Darren Russell Paterson Securities Ltd 695/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Philip Wong Alan Bourke & Associates Pty Ltd 

trading as Alan Bourke Real Estate 
586/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 

Phoebe Ruth O'Kelly TBE Wholesale Pty Ltd T/As The 
Bicycle Entrepreneur 

965/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Raymond W. Lockton Grace Removals 1403/2003 Wood C  Discontinued 
Reginal Bulu Compass Group (Australia) Pty Ltd 

Eurest 
1102/2004 Coleman CC  Discontinued 

Rex Twogood BNP Paribas Equities (Australia) Limited 1315/2003 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Robert Harders Talmalmo Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Mallee 

Farm 
1930/2003 Harrison C  Discontinued 

Roger Alexander Ducker Saras Pty Ltd T/A Laser & Allied 
Cutting Service (ABN 55 195 647 391) 

866/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Romuald Menezes ASG (ASIA PACIFIC) Pty Ltd as trustee 
for the Amcon Solutions Unit Trust 

676/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 

Ronald Desmond Hill Majo Pty Ltd and Chiltern Nominees Pty 
Ltd t/as Kimberley Waste Services 

723/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 

Samantha Jackman Wesley Mission Perth 918/2004 Harrison C  Discontinued 
Sarah Elizabeth Roche Trinity Austindo Pty Ltd T/As Angus & 

Robertson Bookshop 
1038/2004 Kenner C  Dismissed 

Scott Brian Jose' Winover Pty Ltd T/A Home Inspirations 1121/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Sean Justin Murphy MCPBB Pty Ltd Sea Crest 

Homes/Modern Joinery & Delstrat 
Earthmoving 

785/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 

Sharlene Anderson Farsons for Liquor 32/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
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Shirly Helen Williams Oz Kote 553/2004 Gregor C  Dismissed 
Simon Egon Adams Walter Developments 777/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Simon Hicks BNP Paribas Equities (Australia) Limited 1316/2003 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Stacie Lee Heelas Escape Express 889/2004 Wood C  Discontinued 
Stacy Harry Rua Robe River Iron Ore Associates 808/2004 Harrison C  Discontinued 
Stephen Moloney BNP Paribas Equities (Australia) Limited 1314/2003 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Steven Norman Laser and Allied Cutting Services 823/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 
Steven Paul Trimble Kimberly Diamond Company NL 764/2004 Beech SC  Discontinued 
Sylvia Hannon-Brown Community Arts Network Western 

Australia Ltd 
554/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Tam Mun Ee Leon Jung & Erlynn Jung (Chianti On 
Colin's) 

921/2004 Kenner C  Discontinued 

Timothy Atkinson Sunvalley Australia Pty Ltd ABN 
54014386650 

896/2004 Gregor C  Dismissed 

Tinmyint Kyinhin Lim Bansu P/L t/a Electcables (WA) 748/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Trevor Kelly BYAC Contractors 707/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Tuyen Tang Abdale Pty Ltd t/a Labelpower 560/2004 Gregor C  Discontinued 
Ty Anthony Hall Donald Spiers 687/2004 Scott C  Discontinued 

 

CONFERENCES—Matters arising out of— 
2004 WAIRC 11657 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED 

INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 MELVILLE MOTORS SMASH REPAIRS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 2 JUNE 2004 
FILE NO/S C 126 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 11657 
 
 
Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr L Edmonds of counsel 
Respondent Mr G Miller as agent 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 2 June 2004 the applicant applied to the Commission for an urgent conference pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial 
Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”);  
AND WHEREAS on 2 June 2004 the Commission convened a conference between the parties pursuant to s 44 of the Act; 
AND WHEREAS at the conference on 2 June 2004 the Commission was informed by the applicant that it was in dispute with the 
respondent over the announcement of the respondent’s intention to close down the respondent’s operations; 
AND WHEREAS the applicant informed the Commission that the respondent was the subject of application 958 of 2003 to the 
Commission seeking an enterprise order, whereby reasons for decision were delivered and the order was to be perfecting upon a 
speaking to the minutes listed for 8 June 2004 which enterprise order is to confer wages and conditions benefits upon the affected 
employees including entitlements to severance pay on redundancy; 
AND WHEREAS the Commission was informed by the applicant that the respondent advised employees on 1 June 2004 that the 
business would be closed down on 2 June 2004;  
AND WHEREAS the Commission was informed by the respondent that the operation was closed down and all employees 
terminated effective 4.00pm 2 June 2004 due to its operational requirements; 
AND WHEREAS the Commission expressed concerned as to the haste of the respondent’s action in face of application 958 of 2003 
before the Commission which is to be concluded by order of the Commission shortly and the effect of the respondent’s action to 
deprive the affected employees of the benefits of the Commission’s proposed enterprise order after the matter had been fully heard 
before the Commission; 
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AND WHEREAS the application presently before the Commission is one that now in effect alleges the dismissal of the employees 
is harsh, oppressive or unfair in that the respondent has failed to comply fully with its obligations under the Minimum Conditions of 
Employment Act 1993 in relation to redundancies and changes having a significant effect on employees and deprives employees of 
the fruits of the proceedings in application 958 of 2003; 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, in order that the obligations under s 41 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 
1993 can be dealt with in an orderly fashion between the application and respondent and the employees affected, and having regard 
for the interests of the parties directly involved, the public interest and to prevent the further deterioration of industrial relations in 
respect of the matters in question, in accordance with the provisions of s 44 (6) the Act hereby orders – 

(1) THAT the contracts of employment of those employees of the respondent who have been dismissed and were to be 
bound by the enterprise order in application 958 of 2003 and are yet to find alternative employment be reinstated on 
an interim basis pending further orders of the Commission. 

(2) THAT the parties immediately confer as to the future of the employees the subject of the Commission’s interim 
order. 

(3) THAT the parties to this order may on the giving of 24 hours notice to the other, apply to the Commission to vary, 
revoke or otherwise set aside the terms of this order. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 11280 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION, 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
 -v- 
 NATIONAL FOODS PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE  TUESDAY, 27 APRIL 2004 
FILE NO/S C 90 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 11280 
 
 
Catchwords Industrial law – Termination of employment – Alleged unfair dismissal –Application for interim 

reinstatement order – Principles applied – Interim order refused – Matter referred for arbitration – 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 44(6)(bb)(ii), s 26(1)(a), s 66,  s 44(6)(ba), s 44(6)(bb), s 44(9); 
Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) s 23. 

Result Interim order refused. 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M Swinbourn 
Respondent Mr B Di Girolami of counsel 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 The substantive application in these proceedings is one brought by the applicant pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial 

Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) for a compulsory conference concerning the dismissal by the respondent of a member of the 
applicant, Mr Gaunt. 

2 The Commission listed an urgent compulsory conference on 21 April 2004, in an endeavor to assist the parties in the resolution 
of the dispute.  Conciliation was unavailing in resolving the dispute and the Commission, on the application of the applicant, 
was moved for an interim reinstatement order pursuant to s 44(6)(bb)(ii) of the Act.  This was strongly opposed by the 
respondent.  These reasons relate to the claim by the applicant for interim relief.  

3 Mr Gaunt was employed in 1995 as a dairy industry worker grade one pursuant to the Dairy Factory Workers Award 1982.  
Relevant events leading to these proceedings, commenced on or about 4 April 2004 shortly after midnight when the applicant 
says Mr Gaunt was contacted at home by his leading hand, and inquiries were made as to why he had not attended for 
commencement at night shift, at 12 midnight 3 April 2004.  The applicant says that Mr Gaunt informed his leading hand that 
he had been feeling unwell and he was about to call in sick when the leading hand had contacted him.  Apparently, Mr Gaunt 
was asked whether he had consumed any alcohol that evening and Mr Gaunt informed the leading hand that he “had a few 
beers at a BBQ earlier in the evening.”  The applicant alleges that there was no suggestion by the leading hand that he not 
attend work and he was under the impression that he was required to so attend.  I pause to observe it was the respondent's 
submission, put by Mr Di Girolami, counsel for the respondent, that Mr Gaunt was informed by his leading hand that he should 
not attend work if he was intoxicated.  The respondent submitted that Mr Gaunt assured the leading hand that he was in no 
such state. 

4 The applicant contends that Mr Gaunt arrived at the respondent's factory at approximately 12.30 am and commenced work at 
his assigned location on the “back ramp”.  The applicant further says that Mr Gaunt performed his duties normally until 
approximately 5.00am, at which time Mr Gaunt was said to not be feeling well.  He left the premises during his scheduled meal 
break, to attend at a service station to purchase some headache tablets and a new phone card for his mobile telephone.  Counsel 
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for the respondent submitted that in addition to this, Mr Gaunt had absented himself from his shift approximately two hours 
after commencing, to attend a shop to get some cigarette papers and then return.  This was denied by Mr Swinbourn on behalf 
of the applicant.  Additionally, the respondent said co-employees of Mr Gaunt reported that they noticed Mr Gaunt was 
slurring his words and smelt of alcohol. 

5 It appears to be common ground that Mr Gaunt, after leaving the respondent's premises during the meal break, did not return to 
his shift.  The applicant submitted that Mr Gaunt, after purchasing and presumably consuming the headache tablets, returned to 
his car, laid down briefly but fell asleep.  He did not awake until approximately 9.30 am that morning.  It was submitted by the 
applicant that when Mr Gaunt awoke, he attempted to contact a fellow employee on his mobile telephone, to no avail.  
Apparently, Mr Gaunt did not have the “back ramp” telephone number of the respondent on him, to notify other employees.  
Mr Gaunt then returned home as it was said he was not feeling well and his scheduled shift finished at 10.00 am. 

6 There is nothing before the Commission to indicate that Mr Gaunt made any further attempts to contact the respondent during 
the course of the day on 4 April to inform it of what had occurred on the night shift. 

7 Mr Gaunt was then scheduled to commence night shift again on that Sunday evening, 4 April.  In the meantime, the 
respondent's dispatch co-coordinator and immediate supervisor, Mr Tuffnel, had been informed of Mr Gaunt's failure to return 
to work from his lunch break on the previous shift, and his apparent condition.  The Commission was informed by counsel for 
the respondent that Mr Tuffnel spoke to a number of employees who had observed Mr Gaunt during the shift in question, and 
who reported to him that Mr Gaunt had appeared to be intoxicated while at work. 

8 At the commencement of Mr Gaunt's shift on 4 April, he was informed that he was suspended on full pay, whilst his conduct 
during the previous shift was investigated.  The applicant asserted that at this point, Mr Gaunt was not informed why he was 
stood down, nor was the substance of any allegations put to him. 

9 It appears common ground that subsequently, investigations were undertaken by the respondent in relation to Mr Gaunt's 
conduct during his night shift on 3 - 4 April.  On 13 April a meeting was held at the respondent's premises, between 
representatives of the respondent, the applicant and Mr Gaunt.  A number of allegations were put to Mr Gaunt arising from his 
conduct during the shift in question, those allegations included: 
a) Mr Gaunt being late to work without advice; 
b) Mr Gaunt  leaving work early and not returning; 
c) Mr Gaunt not clocking off or advising his supervisor of his movements; and 
d) Mr Gaunt being allegedly under the influence of alcohol or drugs when he attended at work. 

10 It was also common ground that during the course of this meeting, Mr Gaunt's representatives informed the respondent that Mr 
Gaunt admitted the conduct alleged in allegations (a) to (c) above.  However, Mr Gaunt's representatives denied that he had 
been under the influence of alcohol during his shift.  In this respect, the applicant submitted that Mr Gaunt had been working 
on his shift without incident, for approximately four and one half hours.  Despite being observed by other employees 
apparently under the influence of alcohol, none of those employees approached him or supervision, in accordance with the 
respondent's drug and alcohol policy, which would appear, from the Commission’s initial perusal of it, to require those persons 
to do so. 

11 After considering Mr Gaunt’s responses to the allegations put to him, the meeting broke for some time to enable the 
respondent to consider its position.  When the meeting resumed the respondent's state operations manager, Mr Watt, informed 
the applicant and Mr Gaunt, that they had concluded that Mr Gaunt attended for work under the influence of alcohol and that 
having regard to the totality of his conduct on that shift, he was to have his employment terminated by payment of four weeks 
pay in lieu of notice, effective immediately. 

12 The applicant submitted that the dismissal of Mr Gaunt was harsh, oppressive and unfair for a range of reasons.  It was said 
that Mr Gaunt's dismissal was unwarranted because: 
a) there was no reasonable basis upon which the respondent could conclude that Mr Gaunt was actually under the 

influence of alcohol during his shift; 
b) Mr Gaunt informed his leading hand prior to commencing shift that he had consumed some alcohol, however Mr Gaunt 

was required to attend for work; 
c) the respondent failed to comply with its own drug and alcohol policy; 
d) there were no other performance or conduct issues associated with the dismissal of Mr Gaunt; and  
e) having regard for Mr Gaunt's good employment history and length of service, dismissal was a disproportionate response 

in all of the circumstances. 
13 Whilst not resiling from its allegation as to absences from the workplace of Mr Gaunt, the respondent submitted that it was 

reasonably open for it to conclude that Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol, contrary to the respondent's drug and 
alcohol policy, for a number of reasons including that: 
a) Mr Gaunt admitted to consuming alcohol before attending work; 
b) at least three employees informed the respondent they observed and spoke with Mr Gaunt after he attended for work 

and they reported that he displayed visible signs of being under the influence, in that he slurred his words and smelt of 
alcohol; and 

c) Mr Gaunt admitted to “feeling unwell” and falling asleep in his car. 
14 In all of the circumstances, the respondent submitted that Mr Gaunt's conduct constituted a serious breach of its drug and 

alcohol policy. 
Interim Orders 
15 Necessarily, the material before the Commission arising from the s 44 compulsory conference is somewhat scant and the 

Commission must rely upon the submissions of the advocates for the parties, whose duty in such proceedings is to put all 
relevant material before the Commission with absolute candour in accordance with their instructions.  This is particularly so 
where interim relief is being sought, as the Commission has not had the benefit of hearing the matter in open court, with viva 
voce evidence and the contentions of the parties being able to be tested, and findings of fact made, in the usual manner.   

16 In support of an interim order, the applicant submitted that consideration as to whether an interim reinstatement order be made 
under s 44(6)(bb)(ii) of the Act, involves the exercise by the Commission of a discretion, in accordance with equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case without regard to technicalities and legal forms.  Clearly, reference to s 
26(1)(a) of the Act is relevant, because s 26(1)(a) applies to the exercise of the Commission's jurisdiction and powers in respect 
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of all matters before it, including that presently under consideration.  Furthermore, reference was made by the applicant to 
observations of Sharkey P in Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd v Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers 
Union, WA Branch (2003) WAIRC 09964 when considering the powers in s 44(6)(ba)(i) of the Act.  It was there held that 
those powers were broad and the applicant submitted that the same approach be applied to the interpretation of s 44(6)(bb)(ii) 
of the Act.  Some reference was also made by the applicant to the decision of Sharkey P in Brown v The President of the State 
School Teachers Union WA (1989) 69 WAIG 1390 in which the President considered the making of an interim order pursuant 
to s 66 of the Act, regarding the observance of the rules of the respondent in that case.  In Brown, Sharkey P, having concluded 
that interim orders were open to be made under s 66 of the Act, considered that the principles which apply to the granting of an 
interim injunction in civil proceedings were the most applicable to consideration of the granting of interim relief under s 66 of 
the Act.  In that matter, Sharkey P at 1393 said: 

“It seems to me that the principles which apply to the granting of interim injunction proceedings are most applicable 
here, with such modifications as this jurisdiction requires. 

The applicant must therefore establish:- 
(a) That as a matter of discretion, it is just and correct for me to make the order in all the circumstances. 
(b) That, in fact, there is a substantial matter to be tried. 
(c) That the plaintiff has a prima facie case for relief if the evidence on which the order is made is accepted at 

trial. 
In addition, the Commission must consider:- 
(a) The damage which may be done to the respondent by granting the order as against the damage to the 

applicant if it is not granted. 
(b) Any irreversible consequences of the granting of the order. 
(c) The promptness or otherwise of the application. 
(d) Any other relevant consideration.” 

17 The applicant submitted that this decision is not binding on the Commission as presently constituted, but may be useful as a 
guide.  In all of the circumstances the applicant said in this case that: 
a) it would be just and correct for the Commission to make an interim order; 
b) there is a serious and substantial matter to be tried; 
c) the applicant has demonstrated that there is a prima facie case to be answered.  In demonstrating that there is a prima 

facie case it is not necessary that the applicant show that the matter is not without controversy or disagreement over 
facts and issues.  The applicant need only show that on balance there is an arguable matter to be heard; and 

d) that if no interim order issues Mr Gaunt faces the prospect of suffering irreversible economic loss and such damage 
outweighs any possible damage to the respondent if an interim order were to issue. 

18 The respondent strongly opposed the issue of any interim relief.  It submitted that the approach in Brown ought be adopted by 
the Commission and in applying those principles it submitted that: 
a) there was no prima facie case for relief on the basis that Mr Gaunt admitted at least three of the allegations put to him.  

In respect of the allegation that he was under the influence of alcohol at work, there was a proper investigation and the 
evidence available to the employer at the time it made its decision supported its conclusions that Mr Gaunt was under 
the influence of alcohol.  Further it was said that Mr Gaunt was aware of the respondent's drug and alcohol policy and 
that Mr Gaunt was afforded procedural fairness in the process that led to his dismissal. 

b) in terms of detriment, the respondent submitted that it will suffer detriment if Mr Gaunt is reinstated in the interim, 
because it will send a message to other employees that it is permissible to attend work under the influence of alcohol 
and to leave the workplace without permission or advice.  Furthermore, there was some suggestion that the 
reinstatement of Mr Gaunt may lead to some tension with other employees who have apparently expressed a desire to 
not work with him any further; 

c) Mr Gaunt will not suffer financial hardship such as warranting an interim reinstatement order as he has already been 
paid four weeks pay in lieu of notice, is relatively young at 36 years of age and there is no immediate suggestion of 
impediments to his prospect of obtaining alternative employment until the matter is determined by the Commission. 

Consideration 
19 The Commission's powers in relation to interim orders in matters of this kind are set out in s 44(6)(bb) which provides as 

follows: 
“(bb) with respect to industrial matters —  

 (i) give any direction or make any order or declaration which the Commission is otherwise authorised 
to give or make under this Act; and 

 (ii) without limiting paragraph (ba) or subparagraph (i), in the case of a claim of harsh, oppressive or 
unfair dismissal of an employee, make any interim order the Commission thinks appropriate in the 
circumstances pending resolution of the claim;” 

20 The powers contained in s 44(6)(bb) of the Act, are in addition to the powers of the Commission under s 44(6)(ba), which 
enable the Commission, at or in relation to a conference under s 44, to give such directions and make such orders for the 
purposes there set out, including the prevention of the deterioration of industrial relations in respect of the matter in question 
until conciliation or arbitration has resolved that matter. 

21 It is trite to observe that in the exercise of its jurisdiction under the Act, the Commission is to act according to equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case without regard to technicalities or legal forms: s 26(1)(a) Act.  Of course, this 
provision is not a substantive head of power rather it determines the manner of the exercise of jurisdiction and power possessed 
by the Commission under the Act. 

22 Significantly, Parliament has not, by enacting s 44(6)(bb)(ii) of the Act, sought to prescribe in what circumstances the 
Commission ought to make an interim order.  The statutory provision enables the Commission to make any interim order, in 
the case of a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal of an employee, “that the Commission thinks appropriate in the 
circumstances”, pending the resolution of the claim.  This in my opinion confers on the Commission a broad discretion as to 
whether an interim order ought to be made.  Further, the language used in s 44(6)(bb)(ii) of the Act, empowering the 
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Commission to make any interim order that it “thinks appropriate” is similar language to that used in s 66(2), empowering the 
President, on an application made pursuant to s 66 of the Act, to make any such order or give such direction “as he considers to 
be appropriate”.   I note also, that this is the type language used, for example, in s 23 of the Federal Court of Australia Act 
1976 (Cth), empowering the Federal Court to grant interlocutory relief. 

23 To my mind, having regard to the nature of interim relief generally, not just in this jurisdiction but elsewhere, principles 
applicable to the making of interim or interlocutory injunctions are of assistance and I therefore respectfully adopt the 
observations of Sharkey P in Brown in this regard.  To those observations I would add the following.  The principles applicable 
to the grant of an interlocutory injunction are now relatively well settled in Australia: Australian Course Grains Pool Pty Ltd v 
Barley Marketing Board of Queensland (1982) 46 ALR 398; Tablelands Peanuts Pty Ltd v Peanut Marketing Board (1984) 52 
ALR 651; Epitoma Pty Ltd v Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union (No 2) (1984) 54 ALR 730; American Cyanamid 
Co v  Ethicon Ltd [1975] AC 396; Castlemaine Tooheys Ltd v South Australia (1986) 161 CLR 148 at 154. 

24 It is also the case that the two elements in considering the grant of interlocutory injunctions, they being a serious issue to be 
tried and the balance of convenience, are not to be considered in isolation: Bullock v The Federated Furnishing Trades Society 
of Australasia (1989) 5 FCR 464.  What appears to be a strong claim on the merits may persuade a court to grant an injunction 
where the balance of convenience is reasonably even.  However, a less strong case on the merits, may still lead to an 
interlocutory order being made, if there is a strong balance of convenience in favour of the grant of an order.  Furthermore, 
there is authority for the proposition that a court may be more reluctant to grant a mandatory interlocutory injunction than a 
prohibitory injunction.  Thus in Shepherd Homes Ltd v Sandham [1971] 1 Ch 340 it was said by Megarry J at 351 that there 
needs to be: 

“...  A high degree of assurance that at trial it will appear that the injunction was rightly granted; and this is a higher 
standard than is required for a prohibitory injunction”. 

25 However, the decision whether to grant an interlocutory mandatory order, despite this “high degree of assurance”, will often 
turn on whether the withholding of such an order, would lead to a greater risk of injustice than the grant of an interim order: 
Business World Computers Pty Ltd v Australian Telecommunications Commission (1988) 82 ALR 499. 

26 In the present circumstances, the interim order sought is in the nature of a mandatory injunction, seeking to compel the 
respondent employer to restore the former relationship of employer and employee that it had with Mr Gaunt, prior to his 
dismissal for cause, pending the hearing and determination of the substantive claim.  In that sense, it is distinguishable from an 
interim order of a prohibitory nature, preventing a party from taking a step or doing something in the course for example, of an 
industrial dispute before the Commission.  In my opinion therefore, the “high degree of assurance” test, is more applicable as a 
guide in present circumstances, than where an order to restrain conduct is sought.  This is all the more so, when as in the 
present circumstance, an employer has exercised its lawful right under the contract of employment and relevant award to 
terminate the employment of an employee, in circumstances where the employee has a statutory right of action to challenge 
that decision in this Commission. This includes the ability to obtain relief by way of various orders, including reinstatement, 
re-employment, and compensatory orders for income lost in the event of the former, and as an alternative, orders for 
compensation for loss and/or injury.  In other words, there is a right of action available, for a dismissed employee to obtain a 
remedy to return him or her to their pre-dismissal circumstance, without loss. This will always however, be subject to the 
consideration of the possibility of an overall injustice arising, consistent with equity and good conscience, if the interim relief 
is not granted.  

27 Turning to the circumstances of the present matter, in light of the above principles, for the following reasons I am not 
persuaded that an interim order ought be made reinstating Mr Gaunt pursuant to s 44(6)(bb)(ii) of the Act on this occasion. 

28 First, dealing with the broad element of a serious issue to be tried, and whether there is a prima facie case for relief, on what is 
before the Commission presently, which as I have already observed is necessarily scant, I am not persuaded that the decision 
made by the respondent employer at the time it made it, on the available information and material before it at that time, has 
been shown to be in all probability wrong.  Mr Gaunt admitted to being in breach of his obligations in relation to absenting 
himself from the workplace without authority.  As to the allegation of intoxication and the operation of the respondent’s drug 
and alcohol policy, the surrounding circumstances including Mr Gaunt being late for work; not feeling well; being reported to 
smell of alcohol and to be slurring words; to leave the premises for pain relief and then to fall asleep in his motor vehicle are 
not inconsistent with the respondent’s assertions in this regard.  Whilst I have some reservations as to the conduct of those 
employees who witnessed Mr Gaunt in this state and who appeared to not act in accordance with the drug and alcohol policy,  I 
am not able to conclude from this that the applicant has prima facie dealt with unfairly, at least at this interim stage of the 
matter. 

29 None of this is to say of course, that on a full hearing of the claim, it may not be shown that the decision of the employer, 
having regard to all of the evidence that may then be adduced, was erroneous in the sense that the “penalty did not fit the 
crime”.  Presently however, the Commission is of the view that this factor is at best somewhat neutral. 

30 Turning to the question of balance of convenience, in terms of the respective damage to each party, irreversible consequences 
etc, I accept that once Mr Gaunt's four weeks pay in lieu of notice is exhausted, then there is the prospect at least in the interim, 
of him suffering financial loss, in the event he is unable to secure alternative employment arrangements, until the matter is 
determined by the Commission by arbitration.  In this context however, Mr Gaunt is in no different a position to any other 
employee who has been dismissed and is seeking to challenge that dismissal before this Commission.  However, it is a factor 
which I have considered.   

31 I am not overly persuaded by the respondent’s submissions that there are other employees who do not wish to work with Mr 
Gaunt.  There is simply insufficient evidence before the Commission to establish that contention and these matters do not 
appear to have been raised before now.   

32 As to the allegation of some deterioration in industrial relations if Mr Gaunt is not reinstated, I acknowledge the submissions 
of the applicant that Mr Gaunt's circumstances may have caused some discontent amongst members of the respondent's 
workforce.  It is important to observe however, that in terms of a claim for interim relief as in the present matter, there is 
presently only an individual dispute between Mr Gaunt and his former employer, and there is nothing before the Commission 
presently, to indicate there is a more general strain in the relationship between the applicant and the respondent and its 
employees, unconnected with the present circumstance, as was the seemingly the case in Australian Liqour, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch v Burswood Resort (Management) Limited (2001) 81 WAIG 1248, 
to which the respondent referred.  Notably also in that case, there were allegations of a breach of an order by the respondent 
employer, made by the Commission at an earlier stage in separate but related proceedings.  The employee in that case was also 
considerably more mature in years than Mr Gaunt.   
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33 Moreover, it must be borne in mind that the applicant on behalf of Mr Gaunt, has commenced these proceedings challenging 
Mr Gaunt's dismissal, which will be determined by arbitration by the Commission, and if successful, Mr Gaunt may well be 
reinstated to his former position without any loss of benefits or entitlements and in that sense, he has a complete remedy 
available to him under the Act.  There is no suggestion by either party before the Commission, that the matter may not be able 
to be arbitrated reasonably expeditiously. 

34 Some reference was made by the respondent to a decision of Wood C in Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous 
Workers Union v Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd (2001) 81 WAIG 2639 where he referred to  interim orders not being 
issued lightly as such interim orders may be portrayed as the Commission having predetermined the outcome of an arbitration.  
With due respect, whether or not there may be some indication of a predetermined outcome, is not a relevant consideration in 
my opinion, as to whether the Commission ought to grant relief in the nature of an interlocutory injunction.  In all cases, an 
interlocutory remedy is not to be regarded by any party to the proceedings, on the basis of well settled authority, as constituting 
the pre judgment of the ultimate outcome of the proceedings, after all issues have been fully ventilated and determined by the 
relevant tribunal.  I therefore do not regard the possibility of it being seen as a predetermined outcome that caution ought to be 
exercised in the making of interim orders of the kind sought in this matter. 

35 For all of the foregoing reasons, the applicant's claim for interim relief is refused.  The matter will now be referred for 
arbitration pursuant to s 44(9) of the Act. The Commission will hear the parties shortly, on any programming directions and 
orders that might be necessary to ensure the expeditious conduct of the proceedings. 
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Direction 
HAVING heard Mr M Swinbourn on behalf of the applicant and Mr B Di Girolami of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, by consent, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

1. THAT the parties file in the Commission a statement of agreed facts no later than 21 days before the hearing 
of the matter. 

2. THAT the applicant file in the Commission and serve upon the respondent any signed witness statements 
upon which it intends to rely no later than 14 days before the hearing of the matter. 

3. THAT the respondent file in the Commission and serve upon the applicant any signed witness statements 
upon which it intends to rely no later than seven days before the hearing of the matter. 

4. THAT the applicant file in the Commission and serve upon the respondent any witness statements in reply no 
later than two days before the hearing. 

5. THAT the applicant file in the Commission and serve upon the respondent a list of the documents upon which 
it intends to rely no later than 14 days before the hearing of the matter. 

6. THAT the respondent file in the Commission and serve upon the applicant a list of the documents upon which 
it intends to rely no later than seven days before the hearing of the matter. 

7. THAT each of the parties file in the Commission and serve upon one another an outline of the submissions 
each intends to make no later than two days before the hearing of the matter; 

8. THAT each of the parties file in the Commission and serve upon one another a list of authorities each intends 
to rely on no later than two days before the hearing of the matter. 

9. THAT the matter be listed for two days. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 This is a matter pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”).  The matter was referred from 

conference in the following terms.   
“The applicant’s member, Mr Brandis, was employed by BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (BHPB) as an engine driver for 
approximately 22 years until 1999 when he took voluntary redundancy. 
From approximately June 2001 and ongoing Mr Brandis has been employed by Integrated Workforce and has worked 
continuously at BHPB as an engine driver.  During that time he applied for direct employment as an engine driver with 
BHPB on a number of occasions. On each occasion BHP refused to employ him. 
In January 2004, BHPB advertised for applications to be made to it for employment as Rail Transport Technicians to 
drive locomotives on its railways in the Pilbara.  Mr Brandis applied for one of these positions and underwent pre-
employment interviews, psychological testing and reference checks.  Mr Brandis’ application was refused, as was a 
subsequent application by him. 
The applicant alleges that: 
1. during the time that Mr Brandis has been employed by Integrated Workforce to work at BHPB he has also been 

employed jointly by BHPB.  This is by reason of the fact that throughout that time Mr Brandis has, in all material 
respects, been directed and supervised by BHPB ; and 

2. BHPB have unreasonably refused to employ Mr Brandis. 
The applicant claims: 
1. a declaration that Mr Brandis has been and is employed by BHPB as an engine driver; and 
2. an order that BHPB employ Mr Brandis on the award 
The respondents refute the applicant’s claim, deny the Commission has jurisdiction to make the declaration or order 
sought by the applicant and object to the relief sought.” 

2 An order was deposited in the office of the Registrar on 20 July 2004 joining Integrated Group Ltd t/as Integrated Workforce 
as a second respondent. 

3 For convenience I will refer to the applicant union as the applicant, to the first respondent as BHPB (meaning also its 
predecessor BHP) and to the second respondent as IW. 

4 Mr Brandis worked previously as an Engine Driver with BHPB from December 1978 to May 1999.  He took voluntary 
redundancy in May 1999.  He tried to get work with BHPB through DT Workforce in March 2001.  He applied and was 
contacted by Mr Hudson from IW in May 2001.  He says that some friends who worked as contractors for BHPB advised him 
that the company was looking for more engine drivers and so he applied to IW to secure a contract position.  He was 
subsequently employed by IW and his employment terms and conditions are represented in the Australian Workplace 
Agreement (AWA) which he signed and which forms part of Exhibit A1.  He commenced his training for driving on the BHPB 
rail system in June 2001.  He has worked continuously since on the BHPB rail system with the exception of two periods of 
absence which he requested for leave purposes.  He has always worked for IW on a fly in/fly out (FIFO) basis and is currently 
on a 12 days on/10 days off roster which is set by BHPB. 

5 Mr Brandis applied for advertised positions with BHPB, and in brief the outcomes were as follows: 
a) applied 16 March 2003 – unsuccessful, not shortlisted [Exhibit A1 p.82]. 
b) applied through web-site May 2001 – not successful, not shortlisted [p.88] 
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c) applied 3 October 2003 – no response 
d) applied 24 January 2004 – shortlisted, went through selection process, not successful [p.102] 
e) applied 17 May 2004 – not considered as deemed not suitable from earlier selection process. 

6 The bulk of the evidence and submissions concerning non-selection relates to the selection process arising from the January 
2004 application. 

7 Evidence in chief was given by way of written witness statement as follows; 
For the applicant 
Mr Greg Brandis  Exhibit A1 
Mr Warren Ronald Johncock, Engine Driver, BHPB Exhibit A8 
For IW 
Mr Craig Bruce Hudson, National Manager, Mining and Resources Exhibit IW1 
For BHPB 
Ms Rochelle Marie Rayner, Human Resources Adviser Exhibit BHPB1 
Mr Geoffrey Charles Jolly, Superintendent – Railroad Operations Exhibit BHPB2 
Mr Colin John Gibbons, Rail Transport Supervisor Exhibit BHPB3 
Mr Anthony Holland, Superintendent – Rules and Accreditation Exhibit BHPB4 
Mr Michael Ian Hoare, Senior Human Resources Advisor Exhibit BHPB5 

8 I do not have an issue with the credibility of any of the evidence including that of Mr Jolly.  I express it this way as Mr Jolly 
appeared at times hesitant in his answers.  More particularly, I indicated to counsel for BHPB during the hearing that I was not 
satisfied with the answers Mr Jolly gave me to the question of how Mr Brandis came to be taken off the roster.  It was 
expressed more broadly than that at hearing and involved an investigation on my part as to whether Mr Brandis was on or off 
the roster, who decided this and why.  This is a matter separate to the matter in dispute before me.  I was not content at that 
time that the answers provided by Mr Jolly gave me an adequate impression of these issues.  I have since been provided with 
an additional explanation by counsel for BHPB through correspondence dated 6 and 7 September 2004.  I am satisfied with 
that explanation.  Counsel for the other parties did not seek to make further submission on the matter.  Mr Brandis returned to 
the roster on 7 September 2004. 

9 I wish to add the following.  This separate matter was raised during the course of questioning by counsel for the applicant.  I 
considered the matter to be of some concern and was not content to simply leave it to examination by the parties; or face a 
potential submission that cast an inference over the substantive matters in dispute.  It would be unusual in my mind if during a 
hearing concerning the employment status of a person the individual’s services were terminated for no apparent good reason.  
Whilst the application before me is about joint employment and a refusal to employ; if relief were to be granted then seemingly 
Mr Brandis was or would be employed by BHPB.  Yet if he had been removed from the roster with no further work he might 
have suffered for a period of time without pay whilst the matter was being determined.  Such a situation in the course of a 
dispute might sponsor an application for an interim order protecting the employee’s employment until such time as the matter 
is decided.  No such application was made or heard and I take that no further.  As stated, I was concerned also that I would be 
asked to draw some negative inferences from Mr Brandis having been taken off the roster, after having worked pretty much 
continuously for over three years, without knowing the full details as to why this had occurred and whether it was to be 
ongoing.  Equally there may have been a submission that Mr Brandis had somehow been punished for taking an action before 
the Commission, which would be a serious allegation.  I was not then content to leave the matter simply for cross-examination 
or at the point of an opaque reason such as “operational requirements”.  I take the matter no further 

10 I do not recite all the evidence as it is not necessary to do so.  There is in fact little contested evidence of importance.  The 
issue is more one of what should be made of the evidence from a sense of fairness and the law.  Mr Johncock says that Mr 
Jolly said that Mr Brandis had not been successful as he was not a team player.  Mr Jolly says that he indicated that there were 
more suitable applicants.  Whilst I am content to accept Mr Johncock’s recollection of the conversation, I do not consider the 
point to be highly relevant in determining this issue.  The question of whether Mr Brandis was a team player did come before 
the selection committee.  Mr Holland’s evidence covers this.  I will cover the selection process later. 

11 The key issues are whether it was unfair for BHPB to refuse to employ Mr Brandis and whether Mr Brandis is jointly 
employed by BHPB and IW.  The issue of joint employment in an evidentiary sense is largely to do with the issue of control.  
That is a contract between BHPB and Mr Brandis should be implied as their conduct displays that, on the applicant’s 
submission, BHPB controls all important aspects of the employment relationship.  The applicant submits that the refusal to 
employ is not merely a question of competition between Mr Brandis and other applicants as BHPB should, given the 
circumstances, convert a contractor position to a permanent position.    I should say that this is not a case of competitive 
selection per se.  That is where there are a number of applicants competing for a small number of jobs.  That did occur but the 
evidence is clear that if Mr Brandis had been rated suitable for permanent employment he would have been offered a job.  
BHPB is in need of suitable drivers. 
REFUSAL TO EMPLOY 

12 Mr Brandis is an engine driver with almost 30 years of experience driving locomotives primarily on the BHPB network.  
During that time his service as an employee and engine driver would have to be judged at least as acceptable or competent.  I 
say this for the following reasons.  It is the case that his technical competence as a driver was not challenged on any of the 
evidence.  In fact he received good support for this.  Commonsense would also dictate that BHPB would not leave an 
incompetent driver in charge of a train on their rail network, for safety and potential cost reasons alone. 

13 Additionally, in May 1999 when Mr Brandis took voluntary redundancy from BHPB an “Employee Assessment on 
Termination” was undertaken by BHPB [Exhibit BHPB1, @ RMR13].  Mr Brandis was assessed by his Foreman who stated 
that he was “a very conscientious employee” and rated him in the following way: 
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WORK RECORD 
FOREMAN ASSESSMENT 

 MUCH LESS 
THAN 

ACCEPTABLE 

LESS THAN 
ACCEPTABLE 

 
ACCEPTABLE 

MORE 
THAN 

ACCEPTABLE 

MUCH MORE 
THAN 

ACCEPTABLE 
TIMEKEEPING      
ATTENDANCE      
WORK STANDARDS      
PRACTICAL LEARNING      
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE      
JOB MOTIVATION      
OUTPUT      
INITIATIVE      
RAPPORT BUILDING      
SAFETY AWARENESS      

14 Mr Brandis was assessed by his supervisor Mr Zanders as, “Greg performed his work as an engine driver in a competent 
manner”.  Neither of these assessments are glowing but they do confirm that after a long period of employment with BHPB Mr 
Brandis was judged to be acceptable or adequate as an engine driver.  Mr Zanders indicated that Mr Brandis was suitable for 
rehire in the same capacity.  Mr Ritchie, presumably involved in employee relations at that time, also indicated that Mr Brandis 
was suitable for rehire. 

15 Mr Brandis then returned to drive on the BHPB rail network approximately two years later through his engagement with IW.  
He was inducted and assessed as competent to operate trains by a Crew Development Officer.  He was reassessed at six month 
intervals.  He was assessed and passed out to drive the new and most modern locomotive and he has, it can be assumed on the 
evidence, driven for the last three and more years without incident except for a breach of safety rules and regulations in August 
2002.  There are some other minor incidents mentioned in Mr Jolly’s statement, but nothing seemingly serious or that required 
further action. 

16 Exhibit A4 details the breach and the penalty applied.  It states: 
“A disciplinary inquiry was held on Tuesday and Wednesday the 6th and 7th of August 2002, following an incident report 
which stated that a train driven by Greg Brandis passed Node 3 at stop, on Monday the 5th of August. 
The investigation found that driver Greg Brandis: 
• Overrode the ATP on 10 occasions without authority 
• Went past node 3 whist it was set a stop 
• Knowingly breached operating procedures by his own admission 
This is a very serious breach of BHP rules, operating procedures and operating notices, however based on his previous 
good record and Greg Brandis’s frank admission about what occurred on this occasion I believe that a formal warning and 
a suspension of his next tour from 16th September 2002 to 27th September 2002 would be an adequate consequence.” 

17 Mr Brandis was penalised one tour.  He was not dismissed or advised that his continued engagement was in jeopardy.  Mr 
Ireland rightly took account of Mr Brandis’ honesty and his “previous good record”.  I do not know whether that was all his 
record as a driver or only his time with IW; but it is conceded that it included his safety record.  Nevertheless he was not sent 
for further training.  BHPB seemingly accepted Mr Brandis’ honest explanation that he was being “pigheaded” and simply 
wanted to “get on with it”.  These statements are contained in the disciplinary documents attached as part of Exhibit BHPB2.  
There was also a minor incident in June 2002 whereby Mr Brandis caused some damage to a ramp.  He was not disciplined for 
this.  Therefore, there is little to challenge Mr Brandis’ competence as a driver, and his ability to continue to drive on the 
BHPB network. 

18 There is then the evidence that relates to the selection process arising from Mr Brandis’ application of January 2004.  Whilst 
the applicant maintains that Mr Brandis was not fairly treated I do not understand the applicant’s submissions and the conduct 
of the case to be just an attack on the actual selection process or its fairness.  Certainly the applicant considers that the selection 
panel should have come to a different conclusion and should have investigated further some apparent anomalies (in their view) 
relating to the referee reports and the psychologist’s report.  The selection process was comprehensive in my view and I do not 
detect from the evidence of Mr Brandis, Ms Rayner, Mr Holland or Mr Jolly any sense of bias in the selection process.  Mr 
Brandis later queried his non-selection and suggested it might be due to his ‘political views’.  But that is not a conclusion 
supported by the evidence and not a conclusion I can reach.  In my view it may arise from a sense of understandable frustration 
with the repeated lack of information given to him following his non-selection. 

19 Evidence was given by Ms Rayner, Mr Holland and Mr Jolly about the selection process.  Evidence was given by Mr Gibbon 
and Mr Hudson about their involvement by way of referee reports. 

20 Mr Johncock gave limited evidence.  He says he was refused leave to attend at hearing and the reason given on enquiry was 
due to operational reasons in that BHPB were 14 engine drivers short at the time.  In other words BHPB is in need of more 
drivers.  Mr Jolly’s evidence confirms this.  Mr Johncock says also that Mr Jolly advised him in the presence of Mr Les Punter 
that BHPB did not employ Mr Brandis as he was not a team player.  Mr Johncock says that he asked Mr Punter later whether 
he recalled that conversation and Mr Punter said he did not; he could not say definitely either way. 

21 Ms Rayner, a Human Resource Adviser for BHPB, gave evidence that she was involved in the selection of Technicians with 
Mr Jolly and Mr Holland.  That selection panel made the decision as to who would be offered a position with the company.  It 
was a multi-faceted selection process and the panel agreed on the ratings of each shortlisted applicant on each of the 
components of the selection.  These ratings are presented as follows: 
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 First 

Interview 
Score 

Top 3 
Criteria 

Ref 1 
Score 

Ref 2 
Score 

Second 
Interview 
Score 

Psychologists 
Rating 

Medical 
Results 

Offer 
Details 

Site visit 
availability 

* 24.5 7.5 28.5 32 20.0 6/10 Fit for work Emailed 
14/04/04 

available 

 27 8.5 26  20.0    Tba- 
application 
withdrawn 

 20.5 8.5 32      Available 
w/c 22/03 

 26 8.5 24  17.5 3/10 Unfit/unaccep
table risk 

Regret 
by phone 
04/05/04 

Return to 
Perth 24/03 

 27 9 32  20.0 2/10 Fit for work-
requires 
glasses 

Regret 
by phone 
19/04 

Returns to 
Perth 25/03 

Greg 
Brandis 

25.5 8 17 24.5 18.5 1/10 Fit for work Regret 
by phone 
05/05/04 

Returns to 
Port 
Hedland 
23/03 

 24.5 7.5 31.5      Available 
w/c 22/03 

* 27.5 10 30.5 32 20.5 8/10 Fit for work Emailed 
5/04/04 

Flexible 

* 29 9.5 30.5 21 23.0 4/10 Fit for work Email 
not 
available
, offer 
couriered 
7/04/04 

Returns to 
Perth 24/03 

* 29.5 10 28.5 25 22.0 7/10 Fit for work Emailed 
5/04/04 

Return to 
Perth 23/03 

* 24 8.5 26 31 21.0 8/10 Fit for work Emailed 
7/04/04 

22-29/03 
on roster 

* 27.5 9 32 32 20.5 3/10 Fit for work Emailed 
14/004/0
4 

Due to 
return to 
Perth 25/03 

 29 9 31.5  20.0 1/10 Fit for work Regret 
by phone 
4/05/04 

18-29/03 
on roster 

* 27.5 8.5 32 30 22.0 5/10 Fit for work Emailed 
5/04/04 

Tba 

* 27 8.5 21 28 21.0 8/10 Fit for work Emailed 
6/04/04 

Available 
w/c 22/03 

 28 9.5 31 29 20.5 3/10 Fit for work Regret 
by phone 
5/05/04 

Available 
w/c 22/03 

* 29 9.5 33 32 23.0 8/10 Fit for work Emailed 
5/04/04 

Flexible 

 27 8.5 32  20.5 2/10 Fit for work Regret 
by phone 
19/04 

Commence
s days off 
24/03 

(I have asterisked the nine applicants who I understand were considered suitable and who were offered positions). 
22 It would appear from this chart that the psychologist’s rating alone was not determinative.  Two applicants with a rating of 3 

and 4 received offers.  Albeit no applicant with a higher rating did not receive an offer.  It is also apparent from this schedule 
and from the evidence of each of the panel members that they weighed up all factors.  This point was covered in cross-
examination and I am convinced that all components of the selection process were taken into account; as opposed to the panel 
being unduly influenced by the psychologist’s report.  I should add that whereas the score for the applicant is low and might be 
queried, I have no evidence to go behind that score or to understand it better.  It is the case that given his low comparative 
score from his poor first reference report then Mr Brandis may have been excluded from further investigation; this did not 
happen.  Mr Brandis went through the whole process. 

23 Ms Rayner says she was advised in January 2004 that BHPB required 13 Rail Transport Technicians.  She prepared an 
advertisement in consultation with Mr Holland.  Applications closed on 6 February 2004 and she received 165 applications.  
This number reduced to 120 by the time the selection process began.  Ms Rayner and Mr Holland reduced these applications to 
a short list of 22.  The selection process involved a first interview on 8 March 2004.  It is Ms Rayner’s evidence that Mr 
Brandis “generally met the selection criteria”.  Mr Brandis was asked to provide more up to date referees and gave Mr Gibbons 
and Mr Hudson as referees.  Mr Rayner contacted Mr Hudson and received an “unsupportive report” on Mr Brandis. 

24 Ms Rayner says that the selection panel allowed Mr Brandis to continue “to the next stage of the recruitment process as we 
wished to give him a further opportunity to establish that he could meet the selection criteria and demonstrate that he was 
suitable for employment with BHPBIO”.  Ms Rayner and Mr Holland identified 16 applicants to advance to the second stage 
of the selection process which involved a site visit, second interview, medical check and psychometric testing. 
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25 Mr Brandis was interviewed again by the selection panel on 1 April 2004.  Ms Rayner rated Mr Brandis at interview as 
“generally an acceptable performance”.  She had concerns about his listening skills as he seemed not to provide answers that 
directly addressed the questions asked.  Mr Brandis passed the medical and fitness testing.  The psychometric test results raised 
concerns for Ms Rayner as they were “very poor”.  Ms Rayner discussed these with Mr Holland and Mr Jolly.  It is the 
evidence of Mr Holland and Mr Jolly that Ms Rayner read the psychometric test results to them and discussed her concerns.  
Ms Rayner says that, “I recall the other members of the recruitment team agreed with my view that, following the initial 
referee check and the psychometric results, Mr Brandis did not look like a suitable candidate for employment”. 

26 Ms Rayner sought a referee comment from Mr Gibbons.  She says that initially he did not want to provide comment as he 
indicated that he “did not think he would be able to make many positive comments”.  She asked him again to provide comment 
and she says that Mr Gibbons’ comments were not positive but he did indicate that he might rehire him if he could impose 
certain conditions.  These conditions were not enunciated.  Ms Rayner particularly noted that Mr Gibbons said in relation to 
Mr Brandis, “If you could turn a blind eye to his disregard for safety then he is a good operator, but there are safety concerns”, 
and, “if he doesn’t like it, he doesn’t hear it.”  Ms Rayner then did up the table above of the applicants which displayed their 
numerical assessments on each facet of the selection process [Exhibit BHPB1, RMR8].  I understand from the evidence of Ms 
Rayner, Mr Holland and Mr Jolly under cross-examination that this table represented their collective views.  Mr Brandis was 
deemed not suitable and was advised by Ms Rayner on 5 May 2004 that he had not been successful.  Nine applicants were 
successful, 1 withdrew and 6 were unsuccessful.  Mr Brandis’ personnel file from when he was employed previously by BHPB 
and his absenteeism record were also considered as part of the selection process.  Mr Jolly had concerns about the extent of 
absences in Mr Brandis’ record and expressed these concerns to the other selection panel members. 

27 Mr Jolly gave evidence that as Mr Brandis was deemed unsuitable following the selection process then similarly he was not 
considered in future selection processes.  Mr Jolly also says that he is not aware of other drivers having been recruited directly 
by BHPB since the 9 successful applicants were employed.  There may be an advertisement for drivers currently.  Mr Brandis 
sought feedback from Ms Rayner on several occasions as to why he had not been successful.  Ms Rayner consulted Mr Ritchie 
and Mr Winter about Mr Brandis’ requests.  Mr Brandis wrote to BHPB on 17 May 2004 asking for specific feedback on what 
criteria he did not meet so that he could improve on those aspects.  It would seem that Mr Brandis was not given specific 
feedback on his performance against the criteria or the components of the selection process.  He was advised that he was not 
competitive against other successful candidates and that his employment as a contractor did not guarantee him a permanent 
position.  He did not challenge either of these points but wanted more detail about his assessment as he had apparently applied 
and been unsuccessful for other train driver positions with other companies.  He suggested that his “political beliefs” might 
have been considered an obstacle.  I do not go to the detail past that except to say that subsequently BHPB advertised for more 
train drivers and Mr Brandis was advised on 10 June 2004 that as he had previously not met the requirements then he would 
not be considered.  I would add that it would have been much fairer and appropriate to have given Mr Brandis a 
straightforward and complete answer as to why he was not selected, when he first asked. 

28 As stated, I consider that it is clear from the cross-examination of Mr Holland, Mr Jolly and Ms Rayner that they paid attention 
to all facets of the selection process in coming to their final judgement.  They were not for example swayed entirely by the 
very low rating (ie 1 out of 10) which Mr Brandis received on the psychometric testing.  Ms Rayner says that she did not query 
these results or seek to discuss them with the psychologist who provided the report.  However, each of these witnesses 
considered that the psychometric test results were confirmatory, at least in part, of impressions they had formed of Mr Brandis 
through other aspects of the selection process. 

29 Separate to this is the evidence of Mr Gibbons who was nominated by Mr Brandis as a referee when he applied this year to be 
employed by BHPB.  Mr Gibbons says that in 1998 Mr Brandis told him about a trip he had taken from Newman to Nelson 
Point with the train’s Automatic Train Protection (ATP) system in override.  On another occasion in 1998 Mr Gibbons says 
that Mr Brandis’ manner of driving caused the train to part on two occasions and caused damage to a coupling.  This evidence 
was not shaken under cross examination.  The query I have, however, is at least for the second incident, if it was serious why 
was Mr Brandis not counselled.  Mr White was also in attendance and the matter received subsequent attention by the company 
and an explanation was provided.  Irrespective, Mr Gibbons was nominated by Mr Brandis as a referee.  He reluctantly gave 
his tempered comments.  His comments were that he would employ Mr Brandis as a driver subject to conditions.  His evidence 
was not broken down and I accept it as his view of Mr Brandis and previous events.  The selection panel was entitled to take 
the comments on face value and weigh them into the selection process. 

30 There is also some evidence by Mr Jolly and Ms Rayner concerning Mr Brandis’ attendance record whilst an employee of 
BHPB.  They sought this information toward the end of the selection process in April 2004 as an additional check in relation to 
the views they had formed about candidates.  The summary of their evidence is that they had concerns about his previous 
attendance record which displayed too many absences, presumably for sick leave reasons.  This evidence appears to be not 
consistent with the assessment of Mr Brandis at the time of his redundancy.  I would give this aspect less weight, however, it is 
clear that it was not the sole deciding factor, but an additional check upon Mr Brandis. 

31 The other component of evidence which is clearly adverse to Mr Brandis is the referee report of Mr Hudson.  I will not go over 
the areas which duplicate earlier comments.  However, Mr Hudson’s summary comment to Ms Rayner about Mr Brandis was 
that, “Based on his track record, I wouldn’t see it as a desirable move to re-hire him if the decision were up to me.”  Then 
attached to Ms Rayner’s statement at “RMR4” is the fuller text of Mr Hudson’s referee comments.  These comments are a 
mixture of good, in relation to his work competence, and negative, in relation to his safety awareness, communication and team 
work. 

32 Mr Hudson admitted under cross-examination that his negative assessment of Mr Brandis was guided by the August 2002 
safety incident of which he had limited direct knowledge.  He was also guided by a complaint which Mr Brandis made 
regarding being paid a lesser hourly rate for work trains.  This was settled in Mr Brandis’ favour through the Office of the 
Employment Advocate.  Mr Hudson’s main complaint seemed to be that the other drivers accepted the reduction in hourly rate 
but not Mr Brandis.  This would appear to be an inappropriate criticism, however, the selection panel was entitled to take it on 
face value.  Given further information I would give this aspect less weight. 

33 The next issue is the actual interviews.  Mr Brandis did not score as well as the bulk of the successful applicants at first 
interview and did not score as well on his second interview.  On the later interview he was below all successful applicants.  
The richer information however exists in the interview sheets of each of the panel, and the actual evidence at hearing.  
Ms Rayner rated Mr Brandis generally as “3” which means he generally met the selection criteria.  She rated him “3W” on the 
communication/listening aspects, which I understand to be meets criteria but is weak.  Mr Jolly says that Mr Brandis did not 
perform at a level he would normally expect from an experienced driver.  He says his performance was average at best, with 
some obvious weaknesses.  He rated Mr Brandis less favourably than did Ms Rayner and generally as “3” or “3W”.  Mr 
Holland’s impression of Mr Brandis at the second interview was that he had not prepared for the interview as well as other 
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applicants.  He says that Mr Brandis took the interview process too lightly and performed poorly.  Mr Holland’s assessment 
was less favourable than either Ms Rayner or Mr Jolly.  I do not consider that either Ms Rayner, Mr Jolly or Mr Holland were 
swayed or diminished in cross-examination as to the views they formed of Mr Brandis at interview or overall. 

34 It is the case in my view that the selection panel was entitled to conclude as they did.  The selection process itself was fair.  Mr 
Dixon says that the selection process necessarily involves value judgments.  I accept this submission.  On the information 
before them I cannot conclude that the panel was wrong to draw the conclusion which they did.  It is not adequate for the 
Commission to leave it at that point.  There is new information before me in the context of a diminishing of the importance of 
Mr Hudson’s referee comments.  Mr Gibbons’ statements were not diminished albeit the company did not by their lack of 
action seemingly perceive the events as seriously as Mr Gibbons.  The psychologist report is something that on the evidence I 
cannot go behind, albeit one may wish to do so, given the very low rating.  Notwithstanding this the majority of the selection 
panel saw or spoke to Mr Brandis on two occasions (Mr Jolly only once).  I have only seen Mr Brandis at hearing and cannot 
legitimately comment on each aspect covered by the selection panel, in terms of forming a separate judgment.  I can only 
assess the actual evidence before me.  I do not consider that the panel could not have come to the conclusion which they did or 
that they were biased in their approach.  This latter point is not part of the applicant’s submission as I understand it but an issue 
which should be considered. 

35 The order sought is that BHPB employ Mr Brandis on the award as it is alleged that he was unfairly refused employment.  Mr 
Dixon submits that there is a distinction between a refusal to employ and a decision not to employ.  There has been no refusal 
in this matter and there is no valid reason for the Commission to interfere with the right (or privilege) of BHPB to determine 
who is best suited to long term employment in its rail operations.  The Commission should be cautious in assessing a situation 
of selection of candidates for a position.  There was no intention or promise to employ.  There was no custom or practice 
justifying an obligation on BHPB to make an offer to Mr Brandis.  I quote from the outline of submission by BHPB at para 
3.4: 

“In this case, after following its usual selection process, BHPBIO did not select Brandis out of a large range of competent 
and qualified applicants to whom it chose to offer employment.  BHPBIO had and has good and valid reasons for this 
position. They include: 
(i) the quality and experience of the other applicants; 
(ii) the overall poor ranking of Brandis as an applicant as against the other applicants and qualities held and/or 

displayed by him; 
(iii) the unsupportive references from referees nominated by Brandis to support his application; 
(iv) Brandis’ poor safety record; 
(v) the poor psychometric test results obtained concerning Brandis as part of the selection process.” 

36 Mr Dixon says that BHPB screened a large number of applicants, applied a thorough system of assessment, which must 
involve value judgments, looked at and weighed a variety of factors (and were not focused solely on one view or issue) and 
applied the process equally to all applicants, Mr Brandis scored poorly on the psychometric tests and was unsupported by his 
referees.  The safety incident of August 2002 was significant, Mr Brandis accepted that it was significant, and he knew the 
importance of the ATP system.  He was as he himself described “pig headed”.  There was a memo in the selection material, 
attached from differing sources, that Mr Brandis may transgress rules. 

37 The selection panel considered that the issues raised in the psychometric testing rang true with other impressions they had 
formed about Mr Brandis.  This included concerns about his initiative and his approach to safety.  The company is entitled to 
take account of the referees’ comments.   

38 Mr Schapper submits that: 
“this is not a case of showing that Brandis should have been selected over one of those who was in fact selected.  This is 
because the applicant contends that Brandis ought to have been selected for employment in addition to those who were 
selected.  If he were selected in addition to those who were in fact selected, a contractor’s position would simply be 
converted to a permanent position. ………. The fairness of the selection process may be one of the circumstances to be 
considered. …. Even if the selection process was fair the Commission still can and ought find that the refusal to employ 
was unfair.  In particular, it is unfair to refuse to directly and unequivocally employ a man who had performed the work 
for 22 years and more recently 3 years, and continue to do so.  BHP has accepted and continues to accept his work as 
performance so it is not credible to maintain that he is unacceptable or is unsuitable for employment.  It does not make 
sense …..”   

Mr Schapper then submits that various components of the information relied upon by the selection panel to form their 
collective view can, in fact, not be relied upon. 

39 In the matter of Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch v Prestige 
Property Services 81 WAIG 2942, I expressed the following views: 

“22. My concern is that in the exercise of my jurisdiction, in a matter such as this, I should tread with considerable 
caution.  I consider that the circumstance of a refusal to employ which would warrant the intervention of the 
Commission would be where a firm or legitimate expectation of employment could justifiably be said to exist.  The 
most typical circumstance being where an offer or promise of employment has been made but not honoured (Board 
of Management, Princess Margaret Hospital for Children v The Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western 
Australia (Union of Workers) (1975) 55 WAIG 543).  Another circumstance may be where a contract passes to a 
new employer and the custom and practice is for the employees to follow the contract (The Australian Liquor, 
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union v Cleandustrial Services 80 WAIG 4517); albeit the balance of 
equity did not fall to the applicant in that matter.  It may be that there has not been a formalisation of offer and 
acceptance, or in some cases where there has but the date of commencement is yet to arrive.  I do not pretend to 
cover all possible eventualities, except to say that typically either the employer has expressed an intention to employ 
the individual by offering employment or at least that offer could be considered to have been normally made to the 
individual.  Even in these circumstances I would be cautious as to the relative fairness involved in not proceeding 
with the offer.  I express this caution as I do not consider that the mere non-selection of an individual in a selection 
process is one that should justify the intervention of the Commission.  This would place the Commission in the 
defacto position of having to conduct the selection process to ascertain the relative merits of candidates.  This is 
neither warranted nor practicable and would trammel the rights of the employer to decide who to employ.  
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40 I consider that the comments made in my earlier decision are still appropriate.  I consider that to make a case for refusal to 
employ then the applicant has to pass a relatively high hurdle to warrant the intervention of the Commission so as to order the 
employer to recruit a particular person.  It is a tempting argument to say that an experienced driver, who is competent to drive, 
and my findings do not challenge that Mr Brandis is a competent driver of long standing, should of course be found to be 
suitable.  The logic being that person is a good driver, so they must be able to drive, so they must be suitable.  Prima facie that 
approach has some compelling logic.  However, if that be the case then any driver who operates on the BHPB network, is re-
assessed and passed as competent, should then be offered a permanent position with BHPB.  The logic of this second step is 
not compelling.  The company is entitled to structure its workforce according to its needs.  The Commission pursuant to s.26 
and its general powers typically does not interfere unless, on balance, it is necessary to rectify or prevent an unfairness or 
injustice.  I cannot reach that point in this matter of Mr Brandis’ non selection for a permanent position with BHPB as an 
engine driver.  Hence I would not grant the order sought. 
JOINT EMPLOYMENT 

41 Mr Brandis’ evidence is that he underwent a lengthy induction, training and assessment period to be able to work on the BHPB 
rail system.  He says that this process was conducted by BHPB.  He was re-assessed after six months.  Mr Brandis says that 
whilst he operates the train by himself and is trained to do so, he operates it under the control of the train controller who is 
responsible for co-ordinating movements on the rail system and within the rules and regulations laid down by BHPB.  These 
rules and regulations are in turn a requirement upon BHPB under the Mines Safety and Inspection Act.   

42 Mr Brandis says that when he wants to take time off or has to take time off for illness he advises a BHPB representative to 
ensure that they have maximum notice for relief on rosters.  When he is relieved it is by a BHPB worker as they are the 
employees on site.  This includes the occasion when he was assisted to obtain emergency dental treatment in Karratha by 
BHPB.  In times of cyclone he will relieve BHPB employees inland so that they are able to attend to their houses presumably 
in Port Hedland. 

43 Mr Brandis agrees that he has spoken to Mr Hudson of IW on several occasions to address issues to do with pay, time off and 
when to next attend on site.  All day to day working arrangements are directed by BHPB. 

44 I do not go specifically to all the evidence as it pertains to this question.  I should add that I drew from my general knowledge 
of the BHPB rail operations as derived from the parties in hearing the following matters, Construction, Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Workers Union of Workers v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd 84 WAIG 1033; Construction, Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Workers Union of Workers & Others v BHP Billiton Iron Ore 2004 WAIRC 12063; Automotive, Food, Metals, 
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers and Others v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd & Other 83 
WAIG 1672. 

45 Mr Hudson says that IW is the employer and is responsible for all matters in the employment relationship and has a duty of 
care to the employees including ensuring that he works on safe sites.  IW pays Mr Brandis his wages and superannuation, 
covers his workers compensation, is responsible for his travel, accommodation and meals (albeit how they are organised is a 
matter for IW), provides clothing and safety gear, attends to any grievance or discipline matter. 

46 It is the case in my view that the following findings can be made: 
1. BHPB directs Mr Brandis’ day to day work on the rail system as it relates to safety, co-ordination, fuel 

efficiency, tasks to be undertaken and scheduling.  I do not suggest this is a complete description of the 
directions but it is relatively thorough and sufficient for this purpose. 

2. Mr Brandis has responsibility for the equipment he drives.  It is a responsible job and relies on the driver to 
ensure all rules and regulations are obeyed for the general safety and good operation of the system. 

3. IW can hire, fire and place Mr Brandis with employers. 
4. IW pays Mr Brandis and is responsible for all his terms and conditions as an employee. 
5. BHPB controls the roster under which Mr Brandis works. 
6. BHPB can choose, under their contract with IW, not to accept a person for placement with BHPB.  Similarly 

BHPB can request a driver.  Therefore BHPB can directly affect Mr Brandis’ employment. 
7. Mr Brandis can choose not to work a roster.  I note this finding even having regard to the pressure he was placed 

under by Mr Anderson not to take time off during the busy Christmas period. 
8. Mr Brandis has an express contract of employment in the form of an AWA with IW. 
9. Mr Brandis has access to a grievance procedure with IW under that contract.  He used that procedure to satisfy 

his pay dispute with IW. 
10. BHPB has the ability to impose a disciplinary penalty upon Mr Brandis.  This penalty was confirmed by Mr 

Hudson of IW. 
47 The concept of joint employment has been canvassed in a number of decisions (Anthony Geoffrey Matthews v Cool or Cosy 

Pty Ltd; Ceil Comfort Home Insulation Pty Ltd; Citigroup Pty Ltd 83 WAIG 940; Morgan v Kittochside Nominees Pty Ltd 
(2002) 117 IR 152; National Union of Workers v George Weston Foods & Anor (AIRC 5/03/04 PR944285; Oanh Nguyen v 
ANT Contract Packers Pty Ltd t/a ANT Personnel and Thiess Services Pty Ltd [2003] NSWIRComm 1006).  In the Full Bench 
decision in the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union of Workers v Personnel Contracting Pty Ltd trading as 
Tricord Personnel 84 WAIG 1275 at 1292 the Hon President said: 

“254 I want to add that there is scope, in my opinion, within the existing industrial jurisprudence of this State, for the 
application of a doctrine called the “joint employment doctrine”.  Such a doctrine was discussed in Morgan v 
Kittochside Nominees Pty Ltd (2002) 117 IR 152 at 175 where a Full Bench of the Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission said:- 

“… we would incline to the view that no substantial barrier should exist to accepting that a joint 
employment relationship might be found and given effect for certain purposes under the [Workplace 
Relations Act]”.  (See per Munro J, Coleman DP and Gay C). 

(See also a paper delivered on 6 May 2002 by Munro J “Industrial Tribunals:  Challenges and Opportunities”, 
page 3 of 15) 

255 At the core of that doctrine, as I understand it, is the notion that, where the user of the labour, and the employer 
who rents out the labour, jointly exercise effective control over enough incidence of the employment, both are 
held to be employers for the purpose of their duties under the United States National Labour Relations Act.  (The 
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application of such a doctrine was canvassed by McKenna C in Oanh Nguyen and A-N-T Contract Packers Pty 
Ltd v Thiess Services [2003] NSWIR Comm 1006 (unreported 3 March 2003) and AFMEPKIU v Waycon Services 
Pty Ltd (2002) 120 IR 134). 

256 Some notion of joint employment in a different context was clearly approved by a Full Bench of this Commission 
in Matthews v Cool or Cosy (2004) 84 WAIG 199 (FB).  (I refer also to a paper by Mr R Cullen “A Servant and 
Two Masters? – The Doctrine of Joint Employment in Australia” (2003) 16 Australian Journal of Labour Law 
359). 

257 It seems quite obvious to me that where there is a power to hire and dismiss or have dismissed an employee, 
where there is a right to supervise, improve and inspect work, where there is the control of the workers work 
schedule and other conditions of employment, where there is involvement in a bargaining process for employees; 
the ability to discipline workers, the handling of dispute resolution, and whether the worker may refuse to work 
for the company and other factors; then there may be joint employment.  (See Texas World Service Co Inc d/b/a 
World Service Company v National Labor Relations Board (1991) 928 Federal Reporter 2nd Series 1426 (United 
States Court of Appeals Fifth Circuit) and also North American Soccer League and Others v National Labour 
Relations Board (1980) 613 Federal Reporter 1379 at 1381-3 (United States Court of Appeals 5th Circuit)). 

258 In other words, the doctrine would apply where multiple employers “share or co-determine those matters 
governing essential terms and conditions of employment”.  It depends on the control one employer exercises 
potentially over the labour relations policy of another (see Matthews v Cool or Cosy (FB) (op cit)).  In any event, I 
see no obstacle to an employee entering into a contract with two employers where the service which he renders to 
one is to serve the other.  That involves, inter alia, a contact where with the consent of the employee, the labour 
hire agency employer delegates, as it plainly did here, its right to control the daily work and attendance at work 
and behaviour at work to a limited extent of the employee.  Whether there was sufficient evidence of joint 
employment on the criteria to which I have referred above, is not a matter which it falls to me to determine in this 
case.” 

The Hon. President was not joined in these comments by Senior Commissioner Beech and Commissioner Smith as they did not 
consider it necessary to do so in that matter. 

48 There is reference in the decision of Morgan v Kittochside to a statutory scheme in the United States; the National Labour 
Relations Act.  That statute, in part at least, is designed to prevent companies avoiding their statutory obligations as employers.  
There is no such statutory base in Australia of which I am aware.  There is also no suggestion in the matter that the 
employment arrangements are designed to avoid statutory requirements.  Mr Ellery submitted that all statutory obligations fall 
to his client and are being met.  Mr Dixon says that the Act in fact does not encompass such a situation in the definition of 
employer. The Act through amendments to s 23B in the 2002 amendments incorporated relief against a third party involvement 
in an employment matter to add a means of protection.  This is a different issue but recognises the ability of a third party to 
have such an influence on an employment relationship as to warrant specifying a remedy.  Section 23B states: 

“23B. Power to prevent external interference with employment issues 
(1) In this section —  

“employment claim” means a claim made to the Commission in which any of the following is an 
issue —  
(a) the refusal or failure of an employer to employ a person (“the affected person”); 
(b) an employer’s employment or transfer of an employee to work at a particular place or site, or 

refusal or failure to employ or transfer an employee to work at a particular place or site; 
(c) the reinstatement or re-employment of an employee who has been dismissed by an employer; 
“third party”, in relation to an employment claim, means any person, other than the employer on whom 
a copy of the claim has been served. 

(2) The Commission may, if it considers it necessary to do so in the interests of equity, good conscience and 
the substantial merits of an employment claim, order a third party to refrain from preventing, hindering or 
interfering with, or doing anything that would have the effect of preventing, hindering or interfering 
with —  
(a) the employment of the affected person; 
(b) the employment or transfer of the employee to work at a particular place or site; or 
(c) the reinstatement or re-employment of the employee. 

(3) Subsection (2) is not to be taken as limiting the persons in respect of whom the Commission can make 
other orders under this Act.” 

49 Labour hire companies are also recognised under the Act in the definition of employer.  Employees engaged by such an 
employer therefore have access to remedies under the Act.  This is not a matter then concerning the absence or lack of clarity 
in statute as to whether an employee can gain redress through the Commission for say unfair dismissal. 

50 The facts of this matter as they relate to the question of joint employment are that the two respondents are separate publicly 
listed companies [Exhibit IW2] and there is no suggestion of common persons directing the companies.  There is no suggestion 
of a need to enquire further into the companies as to lift the corporate veil (see Australian, Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch v Burswood Catering and Entertainment Pty Ltd 82 WAIG 544).  
The facts in this matter are distinct from Cool and Cosy.  One company, IW, is a labour hire company, an entity specifically 
recognised in the definitions of the Act and recognised as an employer.   

51 The situation is clearly not one of a contractor engaged to perform a service for the company and who brings their own 
personnel, equipment, supervision and expertise to the assignment.  Similarly the matter is not one of the typical cases of 
deciding whether a person is engaged as a contractor or employed directly by the company as per Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd [2001] 
HCA 44.  The criteria established in that decision may have some bearing or commonality in deciding a matter of joint 
employment.  However, again the essential difference in fact, at the very least, would be that a separate and unrelated 
company, namely IW, made the employment contract with Mr Brandis.  There is no evidence that BHPB has made an 
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employment contract with the applicant’s member currently or for the recent period in question.  Mr Brandis recognised this 
fact by his repeated, but unsuccessful attempts to gain direct employment with BHPB.  In that sense there was no lack of 
clarity in his mind that he did not have a contract with BHPB. 

52 Counsel for the parties made extensive submissions in relation to the law governing an employment contract as determined in 
the decision of Brook Street Bureau (UK) Ltd v Patricia Dacas [2004] EWCA Civ 217.  Mr Schapper submits that the Dacas 
case has important implications for this matter as Mr Brandis’ contract with BHPB is an implied contract and one made by 
virtue of the conduct of the parties.  In short, BHPB control all aspects of the work of Mr Brandis.  Mr Dixon submits that 
there is an absence in this matter of the essence of a contract and that is the intention to form a mutuality of obligation.  In 
short, BHPB and Mr Brandis have not at anytime displayed an intention to take on such obligations.  The repeated attempts by 
Mr Brandis to secure employment with BHPB being the obvious reflection of this.  I do not do full justice to the submissions 
of the parties by expressing them so briefly, however, that is how I understand the essence of the arguments. 

53 The Dacas case involves the “troublesome question of employment law concerning the status of a cleaner who obtained, 
through an employment agency, four years of regular paid work with one end-user”.  The matter arose before the Employment 
Tribunal in the UK and a resort to that jurisdiction for unfair dismissal.  The Court found that Mrs Dacas was in fact employed 
the end-user; ie the Council and not the agency who had initially placed her.  The problem presented for the Court was not 
simply who was the employer but also “the triangular nature of the arrangement may have the effect that the worker fails to 
qualify as having a contract of employment or even as having a personal work or employment contract of any kind”.  
Mrs Dacas had a written contract for services with Brook Street (my emphasis), Brook Street had a contract with the Council 
to provide agency staff, and there was no express contract between Mrs Dacas and the Council.  Mrs Dacas’ services were 
terminated at the initiative of the Council.  Apart from the protections afforded by the Act which I have covered, the facts in 
this dispute differ also in that Mr Brandis signed an AWA with IW and he remains employed.  The remainder of the facts, as 
outlined in paragraphs 25-34 of the decision appear similar to the Brandis dispute, at least for the purposes of the contractual 
argument. 

54 The Court noted that the statutory definition, in the UK Employment Rights Act 1996, of a contract of employment as a 
“contract of service” expressly includes an “implied” contract.  The Court then in detail analysed the conditions leading to an 
implied contract.  The contractual documents may not be determinative of the contract of service questions.  Mummery LJ in 
this context then raised the possibility that there may be “more than one entity exercising the functions of an employer”.  This 
is the proposition before me and the applicant essentially seeks a declaration to that effect. 

55 In closing Mr Dixon for BHPB submits that the applicant has sought a declaration that Mr Brandis is employed by BHPB, 
however, there is no concept of joint employment under the Act or in law in this country.  The Dacas case is not authority for 
this.  Mr Dixon compared and contrasted the definition of employer in the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 
1981, the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1984 and the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 with that used in the Act.  
He submits that s.7 of the Act makes specific reference to a labour hire agency and s.23B, specifically inserted by the 2002 
Amendment, too allows protection to a person engaged by a person under labour hire and recognises that agency as an 
employer.  It protects employers from third party interference.  The summary of these points as I understand them is that 
Parliament does not make provision for joint employment.  Parliament recognises one employer and then provides protection 
or remedies covering various circumstances that may affect the employment relationship. 

56 Mr Dixon submits that there are obvious barriers in the Federal Workplace Relations Act 1996 to prevent the Commission from 
making such a declaration.  IW has employed Mr Brandis under an Australian Workplace Agreement.  The AWA operates to 
the exclusion of a State award and such a declaration is encompassed by s.170VQ(4) of the Federal Act and is precluded.  
Other sections were likewise referred to.  It must be possible if the declaration were to be made to discern the terms and 
conditions of the contract, and this cannot be the State award as Mr Brandis, has by agreement, entered into a AWA.  This is 
his choice (see Burnie Port Corp Pty Ltd v Maritime Union of Australia (2000) 103 IR 153)), cannot be interfered with, 
presents a jurisdictional difficulty due to a direct (s.109 of the Constitution) collision that arises between the State and Federal 
instruments and would under the Judiciary Act involve notification to the Attorneys-General (see Walter Gordon Eatts v 
General Manager, Aboriginal Hostels Limited 70 WAIG 2877 @2878). 

57 Mr Dixon submits that there has been no intention exhibited between BHPB and Mr Brandis to create an employment 
relationship.  Instead the employer is clearly identified as IW and Mr Brandis applied to BHPB and was refused.  Hence the 
intention to create a contractual arrangement with mutual obligations is clearly absent.  Mr Brandis also during the course of 
his employment knew who his employer was and pursued a pay dispute with IW under the dispute settlement procedure 
contained within his contract, i.e. the AWA.  In terms of the day to day roles and interaction between BHPB and Mr Brandis, 
BHPB is mandated by common law and statute to maintain a safe rail system and the safe operation of that system.  The 
supervision, training and instruction which Mr Brandis has received from BHPB are directed to that end.  This does not 
convert the relationship to something it is not, namely an employment relationship.  Mr Brandis accepts that the supervision 
was for safety matters.  In practical terms, the rail operation is a continuous operation and hence contractors and BHPB 
employees cannot be kept separate as they must operate under the same regime. 

58 Mr Dixon submits that it is IW which ultimately decides whether to send Mr Brandis to BHPB or not.  BHPB has the ability 
not to accept Mr Brandis or in fact any other contractor or number of contractors.  The contract established between IW and 
BHPB is not exclusive and does not prevent BHPB taking drivers from another agency.  IW must ensure that employees are 
sufficiently skilled to undertake the assignment to which they are sent.  Mr Brandis was at all times paid by IW.  Mr Dixon 
deals with the question of an implied contract (see Brook Street Bureau v Dacas), where there is no express contract.  There is 
an express contract with IW.  There must also be, in the words of Mummery LJ, “ 

an "irreducible minimum of mutual obligation necessary for a contract of service" i.e. an obligation to provide work and 
an obligation to perform it, coupled with the presence of control (para 49). 

Mr Dixon submits that this precondition does not exist in this matter.  Mr Brandis could take time off if he required, and did so 
in December 2003.  Mr Dixon then relies on the following passages in that decision from the judgment of Munby J, as I 
comprehend it, and in his submission, mutuality is a precursor to the issue of control: 

“86. The principle which emerges from that line of authority is most simply formulated in the statement by Longmore LJ 
at para [46] that:  

"Whatever other developments this branch of law may have seen over the years, mutuality of obligation and 
the requirement of control on the part of the potential employer are the irreducible minimum for the 
existence of a contract of employment." 
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As Elias J pointed out in Stephenson v Delphi Diesel Systems Ltd [2003] ICR 471 at para [11]: 
"The significance of mutuality is that it determines whether there is a contract in existence at all. The 
significance of control is that it determines whether, if there is a contract in place, it can properly be 
classified as a contract of service, rather than some other kind of contract." 

I respectfully agree. 
87 The requirement that there be mutuality of obligation necessarily focuses attention on the obligations (if any) 

undertaken by the end-user. Although it is, I suppose, theoretically possible to think of some other type of 
obligation that the end-user might undertake, in the context of a contract of employment the only two obligations 
which are likely to be present in the general run of cases are either the obligation to provide work or the obligation 
to remunerate. But as Stephenson LJ pointed out in the Nethermere case at p 623, the normal rule is that a contract 
of employment does not oblige the master to provide the servant with work in addition to wages, and common 
experience suggests that such an obligation is not very often to be found expressed in written contracts of 
employment. Nor will such an obligation necessarily be implied. Thus if there is any obligation it will typically be 
the obligation to remunerate.  

88. Hence, no doubt, what MacKenna J said in the Ready Mixed case at p 515:  
"A contract of service exists if these three conditions are fulfilled. (i) The servant agrees that, in 
consideration of a wage or other remuneration, he will provide his own work and skill in the performance of 
some service for his master. (ii) He agrees, expressly or impliedly, that in the performance of that service he 
will be subject to the other's control in a sufficient degree to make that other master. (iii) The other 
provisions of the contract are consistent with its being a contract of service.  
… As to (i). There must be a wage or other remuneration. Otherwise there will be no consideration, and 
without consideration no contract of any kind." 

89. Thus the authorities, in my judgment, support the assumptions upon which the industry has hitherto proceeded. If 
the obligation to remunerate the worker is imposed on the agency, there cannot be a contract of service between the 
worker and the end-user. And if, at the same time, control is vested in the end-user, then there equally cannot be a 
contract of service between the worker and the agency.” 

59 Mr Dixon then turns to the judgment of Marshall J (with whom Wilcox J agrees) in the decision in Damevski v Giudice, 
President of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission and Others [2003] FCAFC 252 and the issues of ambiguity and 
intention in assessing whether an employment contract exists, I do not go to each of the passages referred to, however, 
importantly in Mr Dixon’s submission Marshall J states: 

“[82] Although contracts are not to be implied lightly, the Court may find exceptions to the general rule concerning 
express intentions.  The Court may imply a contract by concluding that the parties intended to create contractual relations 
after examining extrinsic evidence, including what the parties said and did: see Brambles Holdings Ltd v Bathurst City 
Council (2001) 53 NSWLR 153; Air Great Lakes Pty Ltd v KS Easter (Holdings) Pty Ltd (1985) 2 NSWLR 309; 
Blackpool and Fylde Aero Club Ltd v Blackpool Borough Council [1990] 3 All ER 25 at 31 per Bingham LJ and Orion 
Insurance Co Plc v Sphere Drake Insurance Plc [1990] 1 Lloyd's Rep 465 at 492-494 per Hirst J. 
[85] In Brambles Holdings Ltd v Bathurst City Council (2001) 53 NSWLR 153, conduct of the parties was held to be 
determinative in establishing acceptance and intention in relation to formation of contract.  
………………  
[87] Heydon JA also said that: 

"One further observation of McHugh JA in Integrated Computer Services Pty Ltd v Digital Equipment Corp (Aust) 
Pty Ltd is relevant: 

“... it is an error ‘to suppose that merely because something has been done then there is therefore some contract 
in existence which has thereby been executed’... Nevertheless, a contract may be inferred from the acts and conduct of 
parties as well as or in the absence of their words. ... The question in this class of case is whether the conduct of the 
parties, viewed in the light of the surrounding circumstances shows a tacit understanding or agreement. The conduct 
of the parties, however, must be capable of proving all the essential elements of an express contract ....” 

See also, to the same effect, Pagnan SpA v Feed Products Ltd [1987] 2 Lloyd's Rep 601 at 611 (affirmed on 
appeal (at 615))." 

94] Anson's Law of Contract also refers to the test of intention in relation to the creation of legal relations at p 71: 
"The test of an intention to effect legal relations is an objective one. It may be that the promisor never anticipated that 
the promise would give rise to any legal obligation, but if a reasonable person would consider there was an intention 
so to contract, then the promisor will be bound." 

60 Mr Dixon’s submission is that no such intention to form a contract exists in this matter. 
61 Mr Dixon then sought to examine and differentiate the cases which have sponsored or referred to a notion of joint employment 

(see Morgan v Kittochside Nominees Pty Ltd; The Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union of Workers v Personnel 
Contracting Pty Ltd trading as Tricord Personnel 84 WAIG 1275 at 1292; Anthony Geoffrey Matthews v Cool or Cosy Pty 
Ltd; Ceil Comfort Home Insulation Pty Ltd; Citigroup Pty Ltd 83 WAIG 940; Oanh Nguyen v ANT Contract Packers Pty Ltd 
t/a ANT Personnel and Thiess Services Pty Ltd [2003] NSWIRComm 1006).  I do not go to the detail of Mr Dixon’s 
submission for each case.  In summary, the concept of joint employment is not part of any statute binding in Australia and has 
not specifically been endorsed by any Commission or Court which would have binding effect on the Commission as 
constituted and the facts of this application. 

62 Finally, on the question of joint employer Mr Dixon says that a bare declaration has no useful purpose to play within this 
jurisdiction (see Robe River Iron Associates v AWU (1987) 67 WAIG 320).  Such a declaration would introduce undue 
complexity into the employment relationship and confusion as to what obligations fall to each company. 

63 Mr Ellery submits that the two questions are, can the remedies as sought be made, and if so should they.  He adopted the 
submissions made on behalf of BHPB.  His submissions largely go to the fact that Mr Brandis is employed under an AWA 
made with IW.  The Federal Act in his submission covers the field and leaves no material upon which the Commission may 
decide or exercise its power.  It is not possible for BHPB to be part of the agreement between Mr Brandis and IW; Section 170 
VF of the Federal Act precludes this.  It cannot be ordered that some other party be bound by the agreement, and in any event, 
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the Commission being a State body cannot so order.  He referred to the decision in BGC Contracting Pty Ltd and Ors v The 
Construction Forestry Mining & Energy Union of Workers [2004] FCA 981, Telstra Corporation Ltd v Worthing (1999) 197 
CLR 61 and says in this matter the inconsistency is direct. 

64 In Mr Ellery’s submission there is no concept of joint employers in the law of this country.  Overseas cases have no relevance 
to this matter as they operate in a different statutory framework.  In any event the relevant USA statute is designed to prevent 
an employer from avoiding their statutory obligations.  IW has and will meet its statutory obligations.  Hence no issue of 
fairness could lead the Commission to the declaration sought.  Mr Ellery distinguished this matter from other cases which 
mention joint employment.  He submits that Mr Hudson’s evidence makes it clear that IW has a direct employment 
relationship with BHPB.  IW recruited Mr Brandis, paid for his induction and training, paid his workers compensation and 
superannuation, arrange his travel and accommodation (albeit through BHPB) and provide clothing.  Mr Hudson is a hands on 
employer and can be contacted at any time.  Mr Brandis resorted to the dispute resolution provision in his contract and settled 
with Mr Hudson a pay dispute.  Mr Brandis’ medical checks and absences are organised through IW.  Mr Brandis applied for a 
position with BHPB. 

65 Mr Ellery submits that to declare that Mr Brandis is employed by BHPB would cause unnecessary confusion and practical 
difficulties as to which employer, BHPB or IW, was responsible for what.  It would introduce complex and ongoing 
management concerns and is not desirable in the public interest.  Mr Ellery on behalf of the second respondent adopts the 
submissions of BHPB in relation to the refusal to employ and submits that the selection process was both systematic and fair. 

66 Mr Schapper submits that the question in relation to the declaration sought is whether the applicant is employed by BHPB.  It 
is no answer to say that he is employed by IW and there is no necessary inconsistency or difficulty caused by a declaration that 
Mr Brandis is in fact employed by both BHPB and IW.  The question of the refusal to employ is a merit question as to whether 
it was unfair for BHPB not to offer Mr Brandis employment.  If the Commission finds in favour of the applicant on this 
question then there is no need to address the question of joint employment. 

67 Mr Schapper submits that the contract between IW and Mr Brandis is simply directed towards BHPB.  This would seem to be 
the case.  The most obvious expression of this being the opening paragraph of the contract which reads: 

“This Agreement covers the terms and conditions of employment for Independent Workforce Limited’s employees whilst 
on assignment with BHP Iron Ore Ltd (the client) in the State of Western Australia”. 

68 On the submission of the applicant, the contract between BHPB and IW also means that if BHPB decides that they do not want 
Mr Brandis then his actual employment is at an end (clauses 25 and 41)).  BHPB can also choose to pay Mr Brandis directly in 
certain circumstances (clauses 37 and 46). 

69 Mr Schapper submits that Mr Brandis is in fact part of the organisation of BHPB (the Organisation test) and the roster and 
remuneration demonstrates this.  In fact, every aspect of the employment relationship (including clothing, accommodation, 
travel, disciplinary, safety) is controlled by BHPB and in that sense the facts are more powerful and compelling than the Dacas 
case. 

70 Mr Schapper refers to Chitty on Contracts, Twenty-Ninth Edition, Volume II Specific Contracts @1-066 which states: 
“Express and implied contracts.  Contracts may be either express or implied.  The difference is not one of legal effect but 
simply of the way in which the consent of the parties is manifested.” 

He submits that the notion of a promise is introduced in an implied contract by the conduct of the parties.  BHPB’s intention 
should be inferred from its conduct vis-à-vis Mr Brandis, and the contractual arrangements with IW.  The course of conduct 
between the parties was that Mr Brandis would work for BHPB and there would be a mutuality of obligation.  It matters not, or 
little, who pays Mr Brandis.  This basis is an obligation to provide work, perform it, coupled with the presence of control (see 
Ready Mixed Concrete (South East) Ltd v Minister of Pensions and National Insurance [1968] 2QB 497, cited in Brook Street 
Bureau v Dacas).  Mr Schapper submits that it is essential that there be a close reading of the Dacas case as it is fatal to the 
respondent’s position.  Mr Schapper then took the Commission through the Dacas decision in some detail.  The following part 
of the reasons of Mummery LJ are particularly relevant: 

“50. The real problem for the tribunals is the application of the basic legal requirements to the case where an employment 
agency is interposed between the applicant and the end-user and where the functions normally found in a single 
employing entity are re-distributed between two entities, each of which denies that it is the employer. Thus, while the 
end-user is the real and immediate recipient of the work done by the applicant, the employment agency is made 
responsible for paying remuneration to the applicant and for arranging other benefits usually associated with employment, 
such as sick leave and holiday pay. If there were no interposed employment agency there would be no doubt that, even in 
the absence of an express contract, Mrs Dacas worked under a contract of service with the Council: it was managing and 
controlling work done by her in the mutual expectation that she would be paid for what she was told to do and had in fact 
done. So what difference does the presence of the employment agency really make to the status of Mrs Dacas? Does it 
mean that, although working under the daily control of the Council, she was an employee of Brook Street, who supplied 
her services to the Council? Or does it mean that she was not an employee of anyone?  
51. In addressing those questions I should make it clear that there is nothing unlawful or wrongful in what Brook Street, 
as the employment agency, and the Council, as the end-user, are evidently seeking to achieve for their own mutual 
advantage: that, if possible, Mrs Dacas works as a cleaner, but not under a contract of service with either of them. They 
are entitled to arrange their affairs with that lawful aim in mind. As in other areas of the law, however, they must be 
prepared, if and when the matter is contested, to meet the challenge of general interpretative principles that the legal 
nature and effect of connected or associated transactions and the documents evidencing them are not ascertained by 
considering them in isolation from each other or by divorcing them from their context. It is legitimate to have regard to 
the fact, if it be the case, that a series or number of transactions are intended to operate in combination with one another or 
are ingredients of a wider transaction intended as a whole.  
52. This means that, in ascertaining the overall legal effect of the triangular arrangements on the status of Mrs Dacas, the 
Employment Tribunal should not focus so intently on the express terms of the written contracts entered into by Brook 
Street with Mrs Dacas and the Council that it is deflected from considering finding facts relevant to a possible implied 
contract of service between Mrs Dacas and the Council in respect of the work actually done by her exclusively for the 
Council at its premises and under its control, until it took the initiative in terminating that arrangement. The formal 
written contracts between Mrs Dacas and Brook Street and between Brook Street and the Council relating to the work to 
be done by her for the Council may not tell the whole of the story about the legal relationships affecting the work 
situation. They do not, as a matter of law, necessarily preclude the implication of a contract of service between Mrs Dacas 
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and the Council. There may be evidence of a pattern of regular mutual contact of a transactional character between Mrs 
Dacas and the Council, from which a contract of service may be implied by the tribunal. I see no insuperable objection in 
law to a combination of transactions in the triangular arrangements, embracing an express contract for services between 
Mrs Dacas and Brook Street, an express contract between Brook Street and the Council and an implied contract of service 
between Mrs Dacas and the Council, with Brook Street acting in certain agreed respects as an agent for Mrs Dacas and as 
an agent for the Council under the terms of the express written agreements.  
53. I approach the question posed by this kind of case on the basis that the outcome, which would accord with practical 
reality and common sense, would be that, if it is legally and factually permissible to do so, the applicant has a contract, 
which is not a contract of service, with the employment agency, and that the applicant works under an implied contract, 
which is a contract of service, with the end-user and is therefore an employee of the end-user with a right not to be 
unfairly dismissed. The objective fact and degree of control over the work done by Mrs Dacas at West Drive over the 
years is crucial. The Council in fact exercised the relevant control over her work and over her. As for mutuality of 
obligation, (a) the Council was under an obligation to pay for the work that she did for it and she received payment in 
respect of such work from Brook Street, and (b) Mrs Dacas, while at West Drive, was under an obligation to do what she 
was told and to attend punctually at stated times. As for dismissal, it was the Council which was entitled to take and in 
fact took the initiative in bringing to an end work done by her at West Drive. But for the Council's action she would have 
continued to work there as previously. It is true that the obligations and the power to dismiss were not contained in an 
express contract between Mrs Dacas and the Council. The fact that the obligations were contained in express contracts 
made between Mrs Dacas and Brook Street and between Brook Street and the Council does not prevent them from being 
read across the triangular arrangements into an implied contract and taking effect as implied mutual obligations as 
between Mrs Dacas and the Council.” 

71 Mummery LJ, in summary, says: 
68. In general, it would be surprising if, in a case like this, the end-user did not have powers of control or direction over 
such a person in such a working environment.  The end-user is the ultimate paymaster. 

Sedley LJ, in summary, said, “The possibility mentioned by Lord Justice Mummery (paragraph 19) of a trilateral contract of 
service, meaning simply a contract in which one side's obligations are divided or shared between two of the three parties, 
would also remain for consideration.” (Paragraph 78).  Mr Justice Munby, in summary, said, “There was no mutuality” 
(Paragraph 103). 

72 I do not perceive that there is a need from a public interest, protection of rights or equity point of view to reach a conclusion 
that there is joint employment.  I agree with the submissions for the respondents that such an action, in the case at hand, 
introduces complexities into the employment relationship which on an ongoing basis would be problematical.  The obvious 
dilemma being which employer would be responsible for what.  This practical difficulty or notion would only seem to be easily 
resolved if IW were the mere conduit through which Mr Brandis was paid, hired and fired; with BHPB being the real funder 
and controller of all matters.  This type of relationship would appear to be closer to that found in a service company of many 
professional firms where common persons or directors apply.  The facts in this matter are of course that these are two quite 
separate companies conducting two quite separate businesses.  IW is a labour hire company. 

73 However, I would understand Mr Schapper’s submission to lead me to the view that the above considerations are not prime or 
necessary relevant.  It is the essence of the control in the relationship, expressed by the conduct of the parties, that displays the 
intent to form a relationship and whereby two employers become a practicality.  He says such a situation does not introduce 
unnecessary complexities.  Although he does not put it this way, it is as if such a situation cannot introduce undue complexities 
as in practical terms it is the situation that exists and has been driven by the parties; hence it works for them. 

74 I should add that I raised with the parties a question as to what the contract would be if a declaration were, and could be, 
granted.  Mr Schapper’s submissions would lead me to the State award.  The submissions for the respondents say this is not 
constitutionally possible.  The terms of the contract do not need to be express, but do need to be identifiable and complete.  I 
favour a view, which may be entirely in error, that if a declaration of joint employment is possible then the contract which 
applies is the existing AWA between IW and Mr Brandis.  I say this because, following the logic of the previous paragraph, to 
come to a conclusion that joint employment exists is in my view to come to a conclusion not that it is possible, but that it 
already exists.  The relationship and its terms have already been made.  The parties by their conduct have already worked the 
mutuality to obligation and understand and agree the terms of the contract.  They are the terms under which the employee 
presently works. 

75 I take this matter no further, however, it appears to me also that the approach is not as Mr Schapper submits.  It is not a case of, 
if the Commission were to find for the applicant on the issue of a refusal to employ, then a declaration of joint employment is 
not necessary.  The issue in my mind is the other way.  Once raised, the issue of joint employment must first be settled as it is 
the more fundamental question.  It addresses the issue of whether the employment relationship has already been formed and, if 
so, then the refusal to employ question is redundant. 

76 I am not convinced that Mr Brandis and BHPB ever sought by their conduct to establish the necessary mutuality of obligation.  
Mr Brandis has to be directed in his work by BHPB.  The company has detailed obligations upon them by virtue of the Mines 
Safety and Inspection Act 1984.  These must be translated to staff working on the rail system.  It is a rail system and must be 
co-ordinated through a variety of ways including by the traffic controller.  The manner in which drivers operate the train must 
be subject to instruction, to best utilise the equipment.  The control exercised by BHPB must be seen in this light.  I accept the 
submissions of Mr Dixon on this point.  The driver however is a sole operator and hence has considerable responsibility to 
very expensive equipment.  None of this in my view makes this relationship something which it is not.  Mr Brandis took a job 
with a labour hire company because he was advised they were supplying labour to BHPB.  It is the case that he wanted to work 
for BHPB.  It is also the case that he applied separately and directly to BHPB for a job.  He knew and admitted that he was not 
automatically entitled to a job, or had preferential treatment because he had a job with them through IW.  By the control of his 
own application in this matter he wants to attain different, more permanent and more beneficial terms and conditions of 
employment by being directly employed by BHPB.  I do not consider that a declaration of joint employment, if possible is at 
all necessary, or desirable or proven in this matter.  I do not consider that Mr Brandis has formed an implied contract of service 
with BHPB.  I would therefore dismiss the application. 
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2004 WAIRC 12759 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
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 BHP BILLITON IRON ORE PTY LTD, INTEGRATED GROUP LTD T/AS INTEGRATED 

WORKFORCE 
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CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
DATE OF ORDER MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO CR 128 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12759 
 
 
Result Application dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Schapper of Counsel on behalf of the CFMEU 
Respondents Mr H Dixon of Senior Counsel and with him Ms P Smith of Counsel on behalf of BHP Billiton Iron 

Ore Pty Ltd 
Mr N Ellery of Counsel on behalf of Integrated Group Ltd t/as Integrated Workforce 

 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr H Dixon of senior counsel and with him Ms P Smith 
of counsel on behalf of the first named respondent and Mr N Ellery of counsel on behalf of the second named respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S WOOD, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Respondent Mr A Lucev (of counsel) 

Ms K Groves (of counsel) 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 24 May 2004, pursuant to s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 ("the Act"), the Commissioner referred the following 

matters for hearing and determination. 
"1. The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch ("the 

Applicant") claims that its member Mr Danny Gaunt was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed by 
National Foods Milk Limited ("the Respondent") on 13 April 2004.  

2. The Applicant seeks the following orders:- 
(a) That Mr Gaunt be reinstated to his former position on conditions at least as favourable as the 

conditions on which Mr Gaunt was employed immediately before the dismissal.  In the alternative, if 
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the Commission considers reinstatement impracticable, the Applicant seeks an order that the 
Respondent re-employs Mr Gaunt in another position. 

(b) That the Respondent pay to Mr Gaunt the remuneration lost, or likely to have been lost, by Mr Gaunt 
because of the dismissal if Mr Gaunt is reinstated or re-employed. 

(c) In the alternative if the Commission considers reinstatement or re-employment impracticable, the 
Applicant seeks orders that the Respondent pay to Mr Gaunt an amount of compensation for loss or 
injury caused by the dismissal.   

(3) The Respondent says that the termination of Mr Gaunt's employment was based on valid reasons and occurred 
after a proper investigation of the allegations against him and was not harsh, oppressive or unfair.  The 
Respondent denies the claim and opposes the relief sought." 

Background 
2 Mr Gaunt's employment was terminated by the Respondent on 13 April 2004, on grounds that on the morning shift on Sunday, 

4 April 2004, he: – 
(a) was late to work and failed to inform his workplace that he was going to be late; 
(b) left work early and did not return; 
(c) did not clock off or advice his supervisor; and 
(d) was under the influence of alcohol when he arrived at work at the commencement of his shift. 

3 The Applicant and Mr Gaunt agreed with the first three allegations, namely (a), (b) and (c), but the Applicant and Mr Gaunt 
deny he was under the influence of alcohol when he arrived at work on the morning of Sunday, 4 April 2004.   

4 Prior to his dismissal Mr Gaunt worked on the back ramp at the Respondent's Bentley factory.  There are two cool rooms at the 
Bentley factory.  The cargon cool room is the main cool room.  It receives all crated finished product from the production area.  
Product is stored in this cool room and there are pickers who pick the various orders on a daily basis.  These orders are then 
transported to various Metropolitan and Country Depots.   

5 The back ramp attendants are rostered to work in a team of two. The back ramp attendants are responsible for unloading empty 
crates from cargons in stacks of five using hooks to drag the stacks off cargons and onto a moving chain conveyor which takes 
the crates through a cleaning process and into the production area to be filled with finished product.  A cargon is a flat 
aluminium plate three metres long by about two metres with wheels that run along four tracks on the floor and are manoeuvred 
around by physically pushing them.  The back ramp attendants control a hook which puts stacks of crates on or off a moving 
conveyor at the feet of the employees.  Sometimes, the crates have rubbish in them which has to be removed.  These crates are 
brought in and out of the factory on a cargon.  Back ramp attendants also empty crates of short code product into bins which 
are provided for this purpose.  The cargons are quite light and they move on tracks in the floor, which are a trip hazard.  

6 All of the witnesses in this matter gave their evidence in writing and orally on oath.   
Evidence given by Mr Gaunt's Co-workers 
7 A union delegate for the Applicant, Mr Norman Wade, gave evidence on behalf of the Respondent.  Mr Wade is employed by 

the Respondent as a back ramp attendant.  He has held this position since 1996 and been employed at the Respondent's factory 
for almost 18 years.  Mr Wade worked with Mr Gaunt for approximately four years.  Mr Wade is a union member of the 
Respondent's Site Consultative Committee. 

8 On Saturday, 3 April 2004, Mr Wade was rostered to work a night shift commencing at 12 midnight and Mr Gaunt was 
rostered to work with Mr Wade.  When Mr Gaunt had not shown up half an hour after the shift began, Mr Wade rang him at 
home.  There was no reply so Mr Mark Maidment gave him Mr Gaunt's mobile telephone number and he rang him on his 
mobile telephone.    Mr Gaunt answered his mobile telephone and Mr Wade asked him if he was coming to work.  Mr Wade 
said that Mr Gaunt sounded like he was "pissed" as he was slurring his words.  Mr Wade testified that he told him (Mr Gaunt) 
not to come to work if he was "pissed".  Mr Gaunt assured Mr Wade that he was okay and again Mr Wade said that he told 
Mr Gaunt not to come to work if he was "pissed" because he was going to have a busy night and did not want to have to carry 
him.  Mr Wade said again Mr Gaunt assured him that he was okay and that he could do his job.  For a third time Mr Wade told 
Mr Gaunt not to come to work if he was "pissed" and Mr Gaunt said, "I’ve got to be honest I have had a couple of beers."  
Mr Wade says that he told him again if he was "pissed" he could get someone else in but again Mr Gaunt assured him he was 
fine, he was able to do his job and he was coming to work.  Mr Wade maintained that at no stage during the telephone 
conversation with Mr Gaunt did Mr Gaunt say that he was feeling unwell or "not feeling the best". 

9 Mr Gaunt arrived at work at 12:45 am.  Mr Wade says when he arrived he looked "pretty under the weather and smelt of 
alcohol".  Mr Wade said that he had been working on his own since the start of the shift so Mr Gaunt told him to have a rest.  
Mr Wade said he gave Mr Gaunt the benefit of the doubt and Mr Wade watched Mr Gaunt grab the hook and begin to pull 
crates off the conveyor.  Mr Wade was satisfied that Mr Gaunt could do his job.  Mr Wade said work on the back ramp is not a 
very demanding.  When asked why didn't he send him home?  Mr Wade said, "Because Danny told me he had a couple of 
beers and that he was okay to do his job.  Now as far as I'm concerned I accepted that.  I gave him the benefit of the doubt.  He 
came in, he did his job.  Now who am I to say that, you know, 'Get home.  I don't want you.'  The man said he was capable of 
doing his job, that he'd had a couple of beers.  You know yourself 'a couple of beers' is 'a couple of beers'." (Transcript page 
164)  Mr Wade said that he could tell that Mr Gaunt had been drinking because he smelt of alcohol and he was slurring his 
words.  In his opinion Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol.  However, he maintained that he was not drunk.  When 
asked to define what he meant by "drunk", Mr Wade said, "When you're staggering, spewing, falling all over the place and 
Danny, Mr Gaunt, was not at that stage."  When cross-examined he, however, conceded that he might have later told 
Mr Tuffnell that Mr Gaunt was drunk that night.   

10 Mr Gaunt worked for about two hours and then said that he had run out of cigarette papers.  He was gone for about 15 to 20 
minutes.  When he came back Mr Gaunt continued to work.  At about 3:00 am Mr Gaunt, Mr Maidment and he (Mr Wade) 
were sitting together at a table on the back ramp.  Mr Wade says Mr Gaunt was talking but he (Mr Wade) could not understand 
what he was saying.  Mr Wade asked Mr Maidment if he knew what Mr Gaunt was saying and Mr Maidment replied that he 
could not understand what Mr Gaunt was saying. 

11 About 3:45 am, Mr Wade went on his lunchbreak and returned about 5:00 am.  When he returned he told Mr Gaunt to have his 
lunchbreak.  Mr Gaunt left the back ramp and did not return, so at about 6:00 am Mr Wade got the yardman to assist him.  At 
about 7:00 am Mr Wade rang Mr Gaunt on his mobile telephone but there was no answer.  Mr Wade looked out in the car park 
and in the street outside the factory for Mr Gaunt's car, to see whether he had fallen asleep in his car but his car was not in the 
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car park, nor in the street.  Mr Wade then spoke to Mr Brian Wright, who is the senior union delegate at the factory and 
informed him that Mr Gaunt had gone on his break and not returned.  He told Mr Wright that Mr Gaunt had been drinking and 
Mr Wright told him that he could not say that.  At about 8:00 am Mr Wade, with Mr Wright informed the on site manager 
Mr Sharples that Mr Gaunt had not returned to work after his break at 5:00 am.  Mr Wade also reported the matter to his 
supervisor, Mr David Tuffnell, when he arrived at the factory at 8:30 am.   

12 Mr Wade and Mr Tuffnell were on duty when Mr Gaunt reported for work at midnight on Sunday, 4 April 2004.  Mr Tuffnell 
informed Mr Gaunt he was suspended on full pay whilst his conduct on the previous shift was being investigated.  Mr Wade 
said that Mr Gaunt tried to apologise to Mr Tuffnell and Mr Tuffnell said, "I wouldn't be telling me, I would be telling Norm."  
Mr Wade says that he cannot recollect what he (Mr Wade) then said to Mr Gaunt. 

13 Mr Thomas Baptie, who is Mr Tuffnell's supervisor, later prepared a statement recording Mr Wade's version of events.  That 
statement states as follows: 

"Monday 5th April 2004 Danny Gaunt Absence from site. 
Danny was rostered on to work on the Back Ramp from Midnight Saturday Night 3rd April 04 to 10:00am Sunday 
morning 4th April 04. 
Danny did not turn up to work in time to start his shift.  At approximately 12:30am Norm Wade who was also rostered on 
with Danny rang Danny's mobile to find out where Danny was and if he was coming into work.  Norm stated clearly at 
this time to Danny over the phone that he didn't want him coming onto site under the influence of alcohol as Danny's 
voice sounded slurred over the phone.  Danny assured Norm that he was ok to do his job and that he would be in shortly. 
Mark Maidment who was with Norm witnessed this statement. 
Danny arrived on site and clocked on at 12:45am.  In the opinion of Norm and the other men on duty, Danny appeared to 
be heavily under the influence of alcohol.   
Danny left his workplace at around 5:00am and didn't return.  Danny did not clock off.  Nick Sharples came to Norm at 
around 8:00am (Nick's email refers) and Norm told Nick that he didn't know where Danny was.  Norm informed Brian 
Wright also what was going on.  Norm went down to the staff car park and then checked along Radium St. to see if he 
could find Danny's vehicle suspecting Danny may have been asleep inside.  Danny's vehicle was nowhere to be seen.  
This was at around 7:30am. 
There are three people who are prepared to state that they witnessed Danny coming on site under the influence.  They are 
Mark Maidment and Jason Battersbury who witnessed Danny's condition on the night mentioned herein and Phil Harth 
who can confirm it has happened on previous occasions.  All three men are prepared to make the statement on the proviso 
that it can be kept totally in confidence and that their anonymity is assured! 
I spoke to Jason at 9:50am Monday 5th April 04 and asked Jason if he could tell me anything about the issue the previous 
day with Danny.  Jason corroborated Norm's story about Danny showing up for work late.  I asked Jason if Danny 
appeared to be under the influence of alcohol at the time.  Jason replied "oh yes" I asked Jason how he knew this and 
Jason replied that Danny's speech was slurred and that he could smell the alcohol on him. 
Dave Tuffnell came on site at midnight on Sunday 4th April 04 and informed Danny he was sending him home on full 
pay pending an investigation into the previous night's occurrences." 

14 Mr Wade says that he later spoke to Mr Shane O'Reilly, a union organiser and read the statement to Mr O'Reilly.  Mr Wade 
says that he told Mr O’Reilly, “with Danny, it’s enough, the union had a duty to all its members.”  Mr O'Reilly told him to put 
the statement in and "tell the truth”.   

15 When asked in cross-examination why he (Mr Wade) did not report the matter to a manager until 8:00 am in the morning, 
Mr Wade said that he tried to give Mr Gaunt enough time to get back to work and that the coordinator did not start work until 
8:00 am in the morning.  He, however, conceded that he could have reported it to the night shift supervisor but he did not do so 
because he thought that Mr Gaunt would come back from his lunchbreak.   

16 Mr Wade said that this was not the first time Mr Gaunt had turned up to work under the influence of alcohol.  Another worker 
on the back ramp, Tony Webber had complained to him on a number of occasions that he had to cover for Mr Gaunt because 
he was unfit for work.  When cross-examined Mr Wade said on each occasion, Mr Gaunt came to work under the influence of 
alcohol he was able to do his job.   

17 Mr Wade said that he would be unhappy about working with Mr Gaunt again, because he needs constant supervision and he 
(Mr Wade) has to cover for him because of a number of reasons.  These are when he is late, he is under the weather or when he 
has been drinking.  Mr Wade also testified that other employees in the cool room had informed him that they did not wish to 
work with Mr Gaunt.   

18 Prior to the night in question Mr Tuffnell had asked Mr Wade to speak to Mr Gaunt about his timekeeping.  Mr Wade does not 
hold a supervisory position.  He is a passive leading hand, in that as he retains a leading hand allowance.  He, however, no 
longer works as a leading hand.  Despite that Mr Tuffnell told him that either he (Mr Wade) could give Mr Gaunt a verbal 
warning about his timekeeping or he (Mr Tuffnell) would give Mr Gaunt a formal written warning.  Mr Wade spoke to 
Mr Gaunt and told him that he had to "lift his game", that his timekeeping was being monitored, that he had to come to work 
on time and clock off when he left.  Mr Wade denied that he ever spoken to Mr Gaunt about being late for a shift when he had 
organised to swap with another employee.  He said that he had no problem with Mr Gaunt swapping a shift with another 
employee when he wanted a night off.  He said it is not unusual for an employee to swap shifts but it is not up to him 
(Mr Wade) to authorise such swaps.   

19 Mr Wade said he was aware that the Respondent has an alcohol and other drugs policy.  He said that he could recall drug and 
alcohol testing being discussed at a site Consultative Committee meeting.  

20 Mr Mark Maidment testified on behalf of the Respondent.  He has worked in the button room at the Bentley factory for 
approximately eight years.  The button room is adjacent to the back ramp.  He was working the night shift on the night in 
question.  At 12:30 am, Mr Gaunt had not arrived at work.  Mr Wade tried to contact Mr Gaunt on his home phone but there 
was no answer, so Mr Maidment gave Mr Wade Mr Gaunt's mobile telephone number.  Mr Maidment heard Mr Wade speak to 
Mr Gaunt on his mobile telephone.  In his witness statement he said, "I heard Norm say to Danny, “If you are drunk, don't 
come in.”  When cross-examined he said, I think he (Mr Wade) said, "If you have had a few drinks don't come in." 

21 Mr Maidment testified that he did not see much of Mr Gaunt that shift.  He saw Mr Gaunt walk through the cool room and 
observed that he looked really tired, "like he got up or something".  Mr Maidment later went out on the back ramp to have a 
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cigarette but said he did not speak to Mr Gaunt, nor did he see enough of Mr Gaunt to make an assessment about whether he 
was "pissed".  In his witness statement, Mr Maidment said, "Dave Tuffnell spoke to me towards the end of my shift on Sunday 
morning, 4 April 2004.  He asked me about Danny.  I told Dave that Danny had looked pretty tired and that he had been 
talking a bit slow and slurring his speech."  He also said, "Tom Baptie spoke to me on the morning of Monday, 5 April 2004, 
about Danny.  I told Tom what I had told Dave."  When cross-examined, Mr Maidment, about these statements, he said he did 
not tell Mr Tuffnell "he was fairly gone" but he just said, "Yeah, he didn't like, look like, with it."  In particular, Mr Maidment 
testified, "Maybe he was just – he could have been just tired or anything.  That's as far as I know." (Transcript page 193). 

22 When asked about Mr Wade's evidence that "I asked Mark if he knew what Danny was saying.  Mark said he couldn't 
understand what Danny was saying", Mr Maidment testified, "I didn't know what they were talking about, that's why I didn't – 
that's why I didn't know what they were saying" (Transcript page 193).  He then went on to say, "I didn't hear them – I just 
heard them talking but I wasn't paying attention or nothing because I only went out there just like for two minutes.” 

23 Mr Maidment said that Mr Gaunt tried to call him towards the end of the shift but he (Mr Maidment) missed the call.  When 
Mr Maidment left the factory about 10:00 am he saw Mr Gaunt's car pulling out of his (Mr Gaunt's) street into Sevenoaks 
Street and heading towards the factory.   

24 Mr Maidment testified that he was aware of the Respondent’s drug and alcohol policy.  He said that he had seen a flyer in the 
lunchroom and he was aware that if you come to work under the influence of drugs or alcohol you can be instantly dismissed.  
He also said that he had probably seen a copy of the drug and alcohol policy, if it was attached to his payslip, as it was his habit 
to read what was attached to his payslip. 

25 Mr Jason Batterbury gave evidence on behalf of the Respondent.  He has worked at the Bentley factory for approximately 10½ 
years.  On Saturday, 3 April 2004, he was also working the night shift in the button room.  Sometime between 12:45 am and 
1:00 am Mr Gaunt came into the button room and asked Mr Batterbury how he was going.  Mr Batterbury testified that he 
noticed when Mr Gaunt spoke, his speech was pretty slurred and he could smell alcohol on his breath.  Mr Batterbury 
concluded that Mr Gaunt seemed, "pretty far gone, he was clearly heavily under the influence of alcohol."  When cross-
examined, Mr Batterbury said that he was about a metre away from Mr Gaunt when Mr Gaunt spoke to him.  He agreed that he 
only saw Mr Gaunt in the button room for a very short period of time.  He was then cross-examined about what he had told 
Mr Baptie and he agreed he had informed Mr Baptie that Mr Gaunt smelt of alcohol and his speech was slurred.  It was put to 
Mr Batterbury that he could not determine whether Mr Gaunt was actually drunk when he was at work and he agreed with that.  
He then said that he did not tell Mr Baptie that Mr Gaunt was drunk or that Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol.  He 
then conceded that it was possible Mr Gaunt was slurring his speech because he might have been tired.  He also conceded there 
was no problem with the line of crates coming into the factory from the back ramp.  After conceding that he could not tell 
whether Mr Gaunt was drunk, part of Mr Tuffnell's statement was read to Mr Batterbury in which Mr Tuffnell said, "I spoke to 
Jason Batterbury, who said that he had spoken to Danny in the button room soon after Danny arrived at work.  I asked Jason if 
Danny had been drunk.  Jason said that yes, that he was drunk."  Mr Batterbury then said it was possible that he could have 
said that to Mr Tuffnell  A similar statement made by Mr Baptie in his witness statement was put to Mr Batterbury.  
Mr Batterbury then conceded that he had said that to Mr Baptie.  He then equivocated.  When cross-examined further, he 
agreed he had told Mr Baptie that Mr Gaunt was drunk.  It was then put to him, in cross-examination that after seeing 
Mr Gaunt for 20 seconds, he concluded that Mr Gaunt was drunk and Mr Batterbury agreed that was the case.   

26 When Mr Batterbury was asked whether he had seen a copy of the Respondent’s drug and alcohol policy he said yes, he had 
received a copy early last year and he was aware that if you turn up drunk for work, you could be instantly dismissed.  He 
agreed that he should have gone to one of his supervisors or leading hands and reported Mr Gaunt's state and he could not 
explain why he did not do so.   

27 Mr Batterbury also testified that he also saw Mr Gaunt driving towards the factory when he (Mr Batterbury) left his shift in the 
morning.  He was travelling away from the factory down Sevenoaks Street when he saw Mr Gaunt's vehicle turn onto 
Sevenoaks Street and travel in the direction of the factory.   

28 Mr Anthony Webber gave evidence on behalf of the Respondent.  He has been employed at the Respondent's Bentley factory 
for 11 years.  He has worked with Mr Gaunt for about three years.  He has been regularly rostered to work on the back ramp 
with either Mr Gaunt or Mr Wade.  Mr Webber was not at work on the night shift on Saturday, 3 April 2004.  Mr Webber said 
that he does not like being rostered to work with Mr Gaunt as Mr Gaunt does not pull his weight.  He said that Mr Gaunt often 
comes to work "half pissed" and does as little as possible.  Mr Webber said that Mr Gaunt has a new camera phone and sits and 
plays games on it and sends texts messages.  Mr Webber conceded when cross-examined that it is possible that Mr Gaunt's 
used his mobile telephone on the half-hour rest but he said that even when you are having a rest you have to be alert to help the 
other person you are working with because two people are needed to work if something becomes jammed or if you are working 
flat out. 

29 Mr Webber said that Mr Gaunt had a history of reporting to work under the influence of alcohol but may go for a couple of 
weeks without coming in intoxicated.  Other weeks he will come in once or twice under the influence of alcohol.  Mr Webber 
says he can tell when Mr Gaunt was "pissed" because his eyes sag, he smells of alcohol, his speech is slurred and he constantly 
bumps into things.  

30 Mr Webber also testified that Mr Gaunt often goes missing during a shift.  He said that Mr Gaunt was usually away for half an 
hour or sometimes he is away for a couple of hours.  He also said it was not unusual for Mr Gaunt to fall asleep at work during 
a shift in a chair on the back ramp.  Mr Webber says that he had spoken to Mr Gaunt a number of times about his behaviour 
and told him he is sick of covering for him.  He told Mr Gaunt that the company has his eye on him.  Mr Webber says 
Mr Gaunt always responded by saying that he is sorry and he won't do it again, however, after a few days he returned to his 
same habits.  Mr Webber said that he has taken four to five sick days off work because he has not wanted to work with 
Mr Gaunt.  Mr Webber has complained to Mr Baptie and Mr Tuffnell about Mr Gaunt's behaviour several times over the past 
few years.  Because of Mr Gaunt's behaviour he has thought about resigning and seeking other employment.  Mr Webber does 
not wish to work with Mr Gaunt again.   

31 Mr Webber is aware of the Respondent's alcohol and drug policy.  He conceded that he knows that if he becomes aware of 
someone at work under the influence of alcohol, it is his responsibility to inform one of the night supervisors and he never 
reported Mr Gaunt to a night supervisor.  He said he did not do so because he did not want to cause any friction between 
himself and Mr Gaunt.  When asked, why now are you now making a complaint, he said, "When you have had enough, you 
have had enough.  Simple as that." (Transcript page 212) 

The Applicant's Evidence 
32 Mr Danny Gaunt testified that he lives at 43 Stockman Way, Cannington and he was employed by the Respondent at its 

Bentley factory in Radium Street, Bentley.  Mr Gaunt was employed at the factory for approximately eight years.  At the time 
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of the termination of his employment, he was employed as a Grade 4 Dairy Processing Worker.  His terms of employment 
were covered by an enterprise agreement certified by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  When Mr Gaunt first 
commenced work for the Respondent, he was employed as a picker.  About a year before his employment was terminated, he 
was moved onto the back ramp in a relief position.  Mr Gaunt testified that he did not mind the repetitive work.  He said 
although they worked as a team, usually one person would work on the conveyor belt for half an hour while the other person 
takes a break.  The Applicant agreed that there are a number of hazards on the back ramp and that it would be inappropriate to 
have an employee affected by alcohol working on the back ramp.   

33 Mr Gaunt testified that on Saturday, 3 April 2004, he attended a barbeque at the home of the girlfriend of Mr Terry Craig in 
Langford.  Mr Craig also works for the Respondent and he is a friend of Mr Gaunt.  Mr Gaunt was driven to the barbeque by 
another friend, Geoff.  Mr Gaunt arrived at the barbeque at approximately 3:00 pm with a six pack of Victoria Bitter cans and 
stayed until about 8:30 pm.  Between the hours of 3:00 pm and 8:30 pm, he says that he drank five of the Victoria Bitter cans 
and gave the other can away to another person called Benny.  At 8:30 pm, Geoff drove him home.  Mr Gaunt says that when he 
left the barbeque he was not drunk, nor did he feel he was under the influence of alcohol.  He did, however, have a headache 
and felt unwell in the stomach.  When he arrived home he made himself something to eat but did not eat it.  He watched 
television for awhile.  He went to bed at approximately 9:45 pm but was unable to sleep, as he still had a headache.  He got up, 
had some water and again watched television.  When cross-examined, Mr Gaunt was unable to recall what he watched on 
television that evening.  About five to twelve, he decided not to go to work and to telephone the factory to tell them he was not 
coming in.  He could not ring out on his home telephone but could receive incoming calls.  He decided to walk to the public 
telephone box, which is a 10 to 15 minute walk away from his home, as he did not have any credit on his prepaid mobile 
telephone.  When he arrived at the telephone box it was out of order, so he started walking towards another telephone box, 
approximately 500 metres away.  On his way to the second telephone box, Mr Wade rang him on his mobile telephone.  
Despite having no credit on his mobile telephone, he could still receive incoming calls.  Mr Gaunt testified that Mr Wade said 
to him, "Are you coming to work?" to which he replied, "I am not feeling the best."  Mr Wade then asked him if he had been 
drinking and he (Mr Gaunt) told him, "I have had a couple.”  Mr Gaunt says that Mr Wade then said, "There is no one else out 
there.  Are you right to come in?"  Mr Gaunt says he felt that Mr Wade was in need of help and he felt guilty that he 
(Mr Wade) would be working on the back ramp by himself if he (Mr Gaunt) called in sick.  So he told Mr Wade that he would 
come in.  When cross-examined, Mr Gaunt maintained that he informed Mr Wade that he was feeling unwell and that at no 
stage did Mr Wade tell him not to come in if he had been drinking.  He, however, agreed he made no complaint to Mr Wade 
that he had a headache  

34 Mr Gaunt says that he walked home and drove to work.  It is common ground that Mr Gaunt lives in close proximity to the 
factory.  When he arrived at work he spoke briefly to Mr Wade and he commenced work.  He says that he does not recall 
saying very much to anyone else when he arrived or throughout his shift.  However, he can recall saying hello to 
Mr Batterbury.  Sometime between 2:30 am and 3:00 am he told Mr Wade that he needed to get some cigarette papers.  He 
went to his car, got some papers and went back into the factory after about 10 to 15 minutes.  This was on his "half hour" off.  
At 3:30 am, Mr Wade went on his lunchbreak and returned at 5:00 am.  Mr Gaunt said it wasn't unusual for Mr Wade to be off 
for an hour and a half for lunch as he took his "half hour" off with his lunch break.  As soon as Mr Wade returned, Mr Wade 
told Mr Gaunt to take his lunchbreak.  Mr Gaunt was not feeling any better and wanted to get something for his headache.  
Mr Gaunt drove his car to the BP Service Station on Albany Highway, Bentley, which is about five minutes away from the 
factory.  He did not tell Mr Wade that he was leaving the site.  He says people usually leave the site without telling anyone.  He 
purchased a recharge card for his mobile telephone and some pain killers at the BP Service Station.  He returned to his car and 
took two pain killers.  He felt tired.  He tried to set the alarm on his mobile telephone and thought he had.  He fell asleep and 
did not wake up until 9:40 am.  When he woke he tried to telephone Mr Mark Maidment on his mobile telephone but there was 
no reply.  Mr Gaunt said that he did not telephone the factory because he did not have the factory number with him at the time.  
He then drove home rather than go back to work because he was still feeling unwell and he needed to get some more sleep.  He 
arrived home about 10:00 am, went to bed and woke up around 6:30 pm.  When cross-examined, Mr Gaunt said that he drove 
from the BP Service Station along Albany Highway until he reached Hamilton Street, then turned left into Hamilton Street and 
right into his street, Stockman Way.  He denied he drove past or towards the factory. 

35 Mr Gaunt reported for work at the beginning of his next shift at 12:00 am on Sunday, 4 April 2004.  After he had clocked on, 
he went to the back ramp and saw his supervisor, Mr Dave Tuffnell, standing with Mr Wade.  Mr Tuffnell informed him that 
he was suspended on full pay.  Mr Gaunt says he did not give him an opportunity to explain himself.  Mr Gaunt asked 
Mr Wade why he had been suspended and Mr Wade informed him it was because he "had come in pissed".  Mr Gaunt told 
Mr Wade that that was "bullshit" and asked why Mr Wade had not sent him home.  Mr Wade replied that he "appeared all 
right".  Mr Gaunt left the factory and contacted the union the next morning on 5 April 2004 and spoke to Mr Shane O'Reilly. 

36 On 13 April 2004, Mr Gaunt and Mr O'Reilly attended a meeting with the Respondent.  Also present at that meeting was 
Mr Michael Rogers, the Respondent's Human Resource Manager, Mr Bob Schryver the Respondent’s Logistics Manager, and 
his immediate supervisors, Mr Thomas Baptie and Mr David Tuffnell.  Mr Gaunt said at that stage he did not know what the 
allegations were, although he thought he had a good idea.  He says he thought mostly the suspension was due to him being late 
and not ringing after he left work.  He said he was not sure about the drinking point.  At the meeting Mr Rogers put the details 
of the allegations to him and Mr O'Reilly spoke on his behalf.  Mr Gaunt testified that he understood the allegations were that 
he was late for work, left half way through his shift without telling anyone, did not clock off and was drunk at work.  Through 
Mr O'Reilly he admitted he was late and explained the reason was that he planned to call in sick and came in because Mr Wade 
needed him.  He also admitted that he left the factory without telling anyone and he did not clock off.  However, he denied he 
was ever drunk or under the influence of alcohol on his shift on the morning of Sunday, 4 April 2004.  After Mr O'Reilly had 
given a response to the allegations on his behalf, Mr Rogers advised him that the Respondent wanted to consider their response 
to what had been said.  Mr Gaunt said that at no time did anyone tell him at the meeting it was possible his employment might 
be terminated.  He thought that most he would get was a written warning for leaving the factory and not clocking off.  
Sometime later, they were called back into the meeting and Mr Rogers asked him if there was anything more he would like to 
say and he replied no.  He was informed by Mr Peter Watt, the State Operations Manager, that he was to be terminated and the 
main reason was because he came to work drunk.  Mr Gaunt said that if he had been made aware that his job was at stake, he 
would have asked for the opportunity to take more time to talk about his defence with Mr O'Reilly.  In particular he would 
have wanted to know who they (the employer's representatives) had spoken to and what was said, so he could respond in more 
detail.  When he was informed that he was to be terminated, Mr O'Reilly informed the employer's representative that the union 
would take the matter to the Industrial Relations Commission because the dismissal was too harsh.  Mr Gaunt later received a 
letter, dated 13 August 2004, which was signed by Mr Watt.  That letter states as follows: 

"I refer to our meeting of 13th April 2004 to discuss allegations made regarding your attendance and presentation of work 
on, 4th April 2004. 
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Attendees present were: Danny Gaunt, Shane O'Reilly LHMU Organiser, Peter Watt State Operations Manager, Michael 
Rogers Human Resources Manager, Tom Baptie Distribution Manager, Dave Tuffnell Despatch Coordinator. 
I confirm that as a result of this process and our discussions your employment with National Foods Milk Limited WA has 
been terminated.  Attached please find a record of that meeting. 
You will receive 4 weeks pay in lieu of notice as per the Masters Dairy Award 1994.  A termination payout calculation 
sheet and payslip are attached. 
If you do not understand this letter, the meeting or the disciplinary policy please contact me immediately." 

37 Attached to the letter was a record of dismissal, which states the reasons for termination were:  
"Late to work on Saturday night / Sunday morning (45minutes) without advice. 
Left work – 5 hours early at – 5:00am break and did not return to complete the shift. 
Did not clock off or advise his supervisor. 
Presented to and commenced work under the influence of alcohol." 

38 The record of dismissal also records that Mr O'Reilly, as representative for Mr Gaunt stated: 
"That if Danny was under the influence of alcohol then there was a breach of the Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy duty of 
care.   
The termination is too harsh.   
The Union would be referring the matter to the Commission – straight to a hearing; and would also seek input from the 
Delegates." 

39 Upon termination, Mr Gaunt was paid four weeks' pay in lieu of notice being a gross amount of $2,690.72, $3,966.86 (gross) 
as accrued annual leave, $6,995.87 (gross) as accrued long service leave and $694.20 (gross) for accrued leave loading.  The 
total net amount was $9,664.07 after deduction of tax.   

40 Mr Gaunt complains that he was not given a chance to work out his period of notice.  He said that he would have worked out 
the period of notice if he was given the opportunity to do so.  Since Mr Gaunt's employment was terminated, he has been 
unable to secure other employment.  He testified that he has made numerous efforts to apply for jobs but has been 
unsuccessful.  He says that this is because he has had to inform prospective employers of the reason for his termination by the 
Respondent 

41 Mr Gaunt says the termination of his employment has had a devastating affect on him.  It was a shock when he lost his job and 
it turned his life upside down.  He worries about losing his house, being able to afford to feed his dogs and being able to pay 
his bills and rates.  The termination has affected his health.  He has become depressed and has recently started taking 
antidepressants.  

42 Mr Gaunt concedes that he received one formal warning whilst employed by the Respondent after he brought a hammock into 
work.  He said it was to rest on when there was a lull in work between 8:00 pm and 12:00 midnight.  The warning was not 
reduced to writing.  When asked about whether he is often late for work, Mr Gaunt said that he tried to get to work on time.  
He said that he thought he had a good relationship with Mr Wade before his employment was terminated.  He looked up to 
Mr Wade and respected him.  Mr Gaunt said that the only time Mr Wade had a "go at him" was when there was a mix up with 
the rosters when he (Mr Gaunt) had arranged to swap a night shift with another employee.  On that night, Mr Wade rang him 
about 12:30 am and told him he had to come into work.  When he arrived at work Mr Wade blasted him about being late and 
understood that Mr Wade reported the matter to Mr Tuffnell, but Mr Tuffnell did not raise the matter with him. 

43 When asked if there was any reason why people at the factory might have thought he (Mr Gaunt) was drunk on that night at 
work, he said that he was feeling tired, as he had helped his sister move furniture during the previous week and had a pretty 
bad headache on the night in question.   

44 A few weeks later Mr Gaunt went to see his general practitioner, who located an unusual growth in his left ear.  Mr Gaunt 
produced a medical certificate from Dr Andrew Yipp, which states: 

"Mr Gaunt presented to this surgery 25/5/04, complaining of recurrent dizzy spells and a blocked left ear.  I examined his 
ear, and saw an unusual growth in his L ear.  I have referred Mr Gaunt to Mr P Goh for further evaluation of this growth.  
I'm awaiting a report on this situation.  His dizzy spells seem to have settled since."   

45 Mr Gaunt testified that the specialist informed him that he had an ear infection.  Mr Gaunt was unable to say how long he had 
the ear infection.  When asked what effect the infection had on him, he said that it affected his balance and he had dizzy spells.  
When asked whether he had been suffering those symptoms the morning of Sunday, 4 April 2004, he said that he had.  He also 
said that his ear was blocked and did not know what it was so he went to see his doctor. 

46 In relation to the allegations made by other employees and the Respondent that he (Mr Gaunt) had previously turned up for 
work drunk on other occasions, Mr Gaunt said that in the past he may have come to work hung over but he definitely had not 
turned up to work drunk.  

47 Mr Gaunt testified he was unaware that the other employees had refused to work with him or had made any complaints about 
him.  Mr Gaunt conceded that Mr Maidment and Mr Batterbury had no reason to lie about him.  He agreed that it would be 
more consistent with the culture at the dairy for them to "cover up for him".  Mr Gaunt said that he wants to be reinstated to his 
former position.  He says he does not hold any grudges against his fellow employees, he has a number of friends at the factory 
and he would look forward to working with them again.  He enjoyed his work at the dairy and he believed he was a good 
worker.  He said that he is prepared to do what is necessary to restore the confidence of his employer in his ability to perform 
his duties. 

48 Mr Gaunt said that he was aware of the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy.  In particular, he testified that he was aware that 
if you come to work under the influence of alcohol, you are likely to be sacked.  When asked what was his definition of 
"drunk", he said, "Well, obviously, when you're over the limit and you know - - you know, people slurring their words and 
staggering and that."  (Transcript page 79)  He also agreed when cross-examined, it may be difficult for him to re-establish a 
working relationship with Mr Wade and Mr Webber.  Further, he was unable to say how many occasions he had arrived late 
for work in the 2004 calendar year. 

49 Mr Shane O'Reilly was employed by the Applicant as a union organiser.  He has responsibility for the workers employed for 
the Respondent on behalf of the union.   
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50 Mr O'Reilly testified on behalf of the Applicant that he was contacted by Mr Gaunt in early April 2004, who informed him that 
he (Mr Gaunt) had an issue with the Respondent.  Mr O'Reilly told him (Mr Gaunt) that he should speak to Mr Wade to find 
out if there were any problems but Mr Gaunt told him that Mr Wade was on the Respondent’s side.  Mr O'Reilly informed 
Mr Gaunt that he would speak to Mr Rogers.  He spoke with Mr Rogers.  Mr O'Reilly says that Mr Rogers did not give him 
any details he just told him there was an issue with Mr Gaunt.  Mr O'Reilly was unable to arrange a meeting with Mr Rogers to 
discuss the matter until 13 April 2004.   

51 On 13 April 2004, Mr O'Reilly met with Mr Gaunt for approximately 30 minutes before the meeting was to start.  He said at 
that stage he did not have a very good idea what was going on with Mr Gaunt.  Mr O'Reilly, however, testified that prior to the 
meeting he had received a telephone call from Mr Wade, who informed him that he (Mr Wade) had been approached by the 
Respondent to make a statement about the incident.  Mr O'Reilly says he refused to discuss the matter with Mr Wade, he 
simply told Mr Wade to tell the truth.   

52 On 13 April 2004, Mr O'Reilly met with Mr Gaunt about 30 minutes before the meeting was due to start.  He said that 
Mr Gaunt told him that he had been feeling unwell when Mr Wade contacted him at home and asked him to come into work.  
Mr Gaunt informed him (Mr O'Reilly): – 
(a) that he told Mr Wade that he was not feeling well but he would go in; 
(b) when he arrived at work about 12:30 am he started his duties and despite his headache he continued to do his work; 
(c) he took his lunchbreak at 5:00 am and left the factory to purchase a recharge card for his mobile telephone and some 

headache tablets; 
(d) that as he had sometime to spare, he put his head down and fell asleep in the car.  When he woke up sometime later, he 

tried to contact someone on the back ramp but could not get him on the phone.  It was near the change of shift, so he 
decided to go straight home; and 

(e) when he went to the next shift, his supervisor informed him that he was suspended from duties until the Respondent 
carried out an investigation.   

53 At the meeting on 13 April 2004, Mr O'Reilly says that Mr Rogers tried to hand Mr Gaunt the Respondent's drug and alcohol 
policy and he (Mr O'Reilly) asked what that was for.  Mr Rogers replied that was to make sure Mr Gaunt had a copy.  
Mr O'Reilly told Mr Rogers that he was "jumping the gun".  Mr Rogers read out the allegations.  Mr O'Reilly told Mr Rogers 
that Mr Gaunt agreed with the first three allegations but disputed that Mr Gaunt was ever drunk at work.  Mr O'Reilly said that 
Mr Rogers then stated he would like time to talk to his witnessed and to Mr Watt.  The meeting broke and Mr O'Reilly and 
Mr Gaunt sat in the Respondent's barbeque area where he (Mr O'Reilly) read the drug and alcohol policy.  Mr O'Reilly says 
Mr Gaunt told him that he had not seen the night manager that night, that he had worked about four and a half hours and that 
he had carried out his normal duties.  After waiting for approximately an hour, Mr Rogers advised them they were ready to 
continue with the meeting.   

54 When the meeting reconvened Mr Rogers asked Mr Gaunt if he had anything further to add.  Mr O'Reilly stated that again they 
accepted the first three allegations but did not accept the allegation that he was drunk.  He told Mr Rogers that the person who 
reported Mr Gaunt to management had not complied with the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy.  At that point Mr Watt 
joined the meeting.  Mr Watt stated that he was aware that the company's policy had not been followed and went on to say that 
Mr Gaunt's employment was terminated.  Mr O'Reilly said that he informed Mr Watt and others that the termination was too 
harsh and he would recommend that this matter "go straight to hearing".  The meeting ended and the Applicant filed a claim 
for unfair dismissal of a member.  Mr O'Reilly said that at no stage did the Respondent provide any information or details from 
the person making the allegations against Mr Gaunt.  He had assumed that given the nature of the allegations, Mr Gaunt's 
length of service and good employment record that a written warning would have been more appropriate under the 
circumstances.  Mr O'Reilly says that if it had been made clear to him that the Respondent was considering terminating 
Mr Gaunt, the Applicant would have asked for the allegations to be put in writing with access given to documentation and for 
Mr Gaunt be given a better opportunity to put his version of events before the Respondent made its decision.  Mr O'Reilly said 
that he had never seen a copy of the drug and alcohol policy prior to 13 April 2004.  His understanding was that the drug and 
alcohol policy is not well known throughout the site.   

55 Mr O'Reilly said that if he was aware that more than one person was saying that Mr Gaunt was drunk, he would have spoken to 
the union members and asked them what they had seen or what they had put in their statements to the Respondent's managers.  
Mr O'Reilly questioned whether Mr Gaunt could have been under the influence of alcohol considering he carried out his duties 
for some four and a half hours on the evening in question without any difficulty.  He also pointed out the drug and alcohol 
policy had not been followed.  He pointed out that if Mr Gaunt had reported for work under the influence of alcohol, it should 
have immediately been reported to the site manager, who could have made a determination if Mr Gaunt was under the 
influence and if so, he should have been safely transported home.   

56 Mr O'Reilly testified that Mr Wade tried again to speak to him about this particular matter and he (Mr O'Reilly) told him he 
could not speak to him about this matter because it was coming before the Commission.   

57 Mr O'Reilly testified that it is the Applicant's view that people should not work under the influence of drugs and alcohol when 
operating machinery.  When cross-examined, he said that he can recognise the symptoms or the indicators of being drunk.  He 
agreed that those symptoms might include someone being blurry eyed, talking slowly, slurring their words and depending upon 
the circumstances, could include someone smelling strongly of alcohol. 

58 Mr O'Reilly also conceded that his experience of working with members at the site there is a culture of employees "not 
dobbing" on one another to management.  

59 Mr Brian Wright is a machine operator employed by the Respondent.  He has worked at the factory for almost 23 years.  He is 
the senior union delegate and is also on the executive of the Applicant.   

60 On the morning of Sunday, 4 April 2004, Mr Wade approached him in an agitated state and informed him, "Danny's f… off" 
and "he was pissed".  Mr Wade explained to Mr Wright that he tried to call Mr Gaunt.  Mr Wade also told him, "We have to 
get rid of the c…, he is doing this all the time."  Mr Wright said he told Mr Wade they should speak to Mr Sharples, and tell 
him that Mr Gaunt had not returned to his duties and "they" did not know what happened to him.  He said he also told 
Mr Wade that we should say, "He might have fallen over and could be hurt".  He said he asked Mr Wade, "How do you know 
he has been drinking?  What is your proof of it?  Have you done a blood test on him?  Have you done a breathalyser on him?  
In what manner is he showing any drunkenness?"  Mr Wright said that he was surprised that Mr Wade had waited so long 
before approaching anyone about Mr Gaunt's absence.  Mr Wright questioned Mr Wade's conclusion that Mr Gaunt was under 
the influence of alcohol.  He says that he would have thought if Mr Wade was concerned about Mr Gaunt, he would have done 
something about it a lot sooner.  If Mr Gaunt was as drunk as Mr Wade made out, he would have done something about it 
sooner than he did.  
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61 Mr Wright and Mr Wade went to see Mr Sharples at about 8:35 am in the morning and he (Mr Wright) told Mr Sharples that 
Mr Gaunt had not returned from his break and they did not know where he was and he may have hurt himself.  Mr Wade 
informed Mr Sharples that Mr Gaunt had been drinking.   

62 Mr Wright says that in his position as machine operator there was no problem with the supply of crates from the back ramp 
that evening.  He conceded that the only contact he generally has had with Mr Gaunt was in his role as union representative.  
He did not see Mr Gaunt on the night in question.  He also says that he was not aware that Mr Gaunt had a reputation as a bad 
worker and he had never heard that it was alleged that he had been drunk on site before Sunday, 4 April 2004. 

63 Mr Wright is an Occupational, Health and Safety representative at the dairy.  He is also on the Site Consultative Committee 
and the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement Negotiations Committee.  Mr Wright says that he has never seen a formal copy of 
the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy.  Further, he says that he is not aware that the policy has been posted around the site 
and that it has ever been given to any workers.  Whilst Mr Wright conceded that the Respondent issues policies and 
information, which is distributed on the back of wage packets and at "team briefs", he says this information is generally not 
read by him or others.  Mr Wright was crossed-examined about minutes of the Site Consultative Committee meetings, which 
record there had been discussion about the alcohol and drugs policy.  Mr Wright maintained that those minutes are not accurate 
and he had on occasions made overtures to Mr Rogers to change minutes but had been unsuccessful.  He conceded, however, 
that he never put any proposed changes in writing to the minutes to Mr Rogers.   

64 Mr Wright says that he could see no reason why Mr Gaunt could not be reinstated.  He says a lot of workers at the factory 
would be happy for him (Mr Gaunt) to return. 

65 Mr Wright strongly maintained in his evidence that no one can make an assessment as to whether someone is under the 
influence of alcohol unless a blood alcohol or breath test is administered. 

Evidence given on Behalf of the Respondent by Mr Gaunt's Supervisors and Managers of the Respondent 
66 Mr David Tuffnell testified that he is employed as a Despatch Coordinator with the Respondent at the Bentley factory.  He has 

been employed by the Respondent for about 16 years.  Prior to that he worked at Brownes Dairy for 10 years.  Mr Tuffnell is 
one of Mr Gaunt's direct supervisors.  Mr Tuffnell testified there are six employees that work on the back ramp and they are 
divided into two teams.  One team consists of Mr Wade, Mr Webber and Mr Gaunt.  Members of one team are not rostered to 
work with members of the other team.   

67 Mr Tuffnell was not at the factory when the night shift commenced on Saturday, 3 April 2004.  He arrived at work the next 
morning at about 8:30 am on Sunday, 4 April 2004.  When he arrived he was approached by Mr Wade, who told him that 
Mr Gaunt had come into work drunk, left at about 5:00 am and failed to return.  Mr Tuffnell spoke to Mr Sharples.  He then 
spoke to Mr Baptie, who is Mr Tuffnell's immediate manager.  After discussing the matter with Mr Baptie, it was decided that 
Mr Gaunt should be suspended on full-pay while the matter was investigated.  Mr Tuffnell later spoke to Mr Batterbury and 
Mr Maidment.  Mr Tuffnell says that Mr Batterbury informed him that Mr Gaunt was drunk and Mr Maidment informed him 
that Mr Gaunt had been badly slurring his words and it was obvious "that he was fairly gone".   

68 Mr Tuffnell came into work at midnight, Sunday, 4 April 2004, and told Mr Gaunt that his behaviour on the previous night was 
not acceptable and he had been suspended on full pay whilst an investigation was conducted.  He left Mr Gaunt to explain his 
behaviour to Mr Wade.   

69 Mr Tuffnell testified that this is not the first time he had problems with Mr Gaunt.  He said he had complaints from other 
employees that they did not want to work with Mr Gaunt because he did not pull his weight and did not complete tasks.  He 
placed Mr Gaunt on the back ramp because it was the easiest job he could give him.  He said he found himself in a very 
difficult position with Mr Gaunt.  Although other employees had complained to him that Mr Gaunt often turned up to work in 
an unfit state and they "had to carry him", none of them had been prepared to formalise their complaints.  

70 About two weeks before Sunday, 4 April 2004, Mr Tuffnell spoke to Mr Wade about Mr Gaunt's timekeeping because over a 
three week period Mr Gaunt did not work a full shift. Mr Tuffnell explained the reason why his practice is not to directly 
approach employees.  He said it is because employees complain that when they are approached about such matters they 
complain they are being harassed by management.  His experience is that after having an unofficial "word" with an employee 
the problem usually disappears.  Mr Tuffnell told Mr Wade that Mr Gaunt had to lift his game and if Mr Wade spoke to 
Mr Gaunt he would regard it as a verbal warning otherwise he (Mr Tuffnell) would provide Mr Gaunt with a written warning.   

71 Mr Tuffnell testified that if Mr Gaunt was reinstated both of the back ramp teams would not want to work with him and he 
would have to find Mr Gaunt a position somewhere else in the cool room.  He said this would not be easy, as he had received a 
lot of complaints from other employees about Mr Gaunt.   

72 Mr Thomas Baptie is the Distribution Manager of the Respondent at the Bentley factory.  He commenced employment with the 
Respondent in August 1997.  As Distribution Manager he is responsible for two cool rooms and the back ramp.  Two despatch 
coordinators report to him.  They are Mr Tuffnell and Mr Daniel Burgler. 

73 On Sunday, 4 April 2004, Mr Tuffnell informed Mr Baptie that Mr Gaunt had arrived on site drunk, left the shift without 
telling anyone where he was going and had not returned to complete his shift.   

74 On Monday, 5 April 2004, Mr Baptie commenced the investigation into Mr Gaunt's conduct.  He spoke to Mr Schryver, the 
Logistics Manager and then spoke to Mr Michael Rogers, the Respondent’s Human Resources Manager.  Mr Baptie took a 
statement from Mr Wade and had it typed.  He later showed Mr Wade a summary of the events and Mr Wade confirmed it was 
an accurate account of what he had told him (Mr Baptie).  Mr Baptie then spoke to Mr Batterbury, who informed him, "Danny 
was drunk, he was badly slurring his words and he smelt of alcohol".  He also spoke to Mr Maidment, who told him "Norm 
had told Danny not to come to work if he was drunk and that when Danny arrived at work he could smell alcohol on him and 
he was slurring his words".  Mr Baptie formed the view that the account of Mr Batterbury and Mr Maidment was consistent 
with Mr Wade's account of events.  He was satisfied that Mr Gaunt had been under the influence of alcohol when he arrived at 
work early on Sunday morning, 4 April 2004.   

75 Mr Baptie was present at the meeting on 13 April 2004, when the allegations were put to Mr Gaunt.  Mr Baptie said the 
meeting broke at 10:30 am so the Respondent could consider what had been said.  Mr Baptie testified that Mr Rogers, 
Mr Tuffnell and he spoke to Mr Wade on a teleconference call and that during that conversation Mr Wade confirmed his 
version of events.  Mr Baptie discussed with Mr Rogers and Mr Tuffnell what Mr Maidment had said.  They were unable to 
speak to Mr Maidment because he was on annual leave.  They determined that Mr Gaunt should be terminated because they 
were satisfied Mr Gaunt had come onto the site drunk. 

76 Mr Baptie says that Mr Gaunt's position was a holiday relief position for the cargon cool room and back ramp.  Mr Gaunt was 
rostered on the back ramp because of a long term absence on the back ramp and because it was difficult to place him anywhere 
else in the cargon cool room because whenever he filled a shift in the cargon cool room, other employees on the same shift 
complain about him.   
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77 Mr Baptie gave uncontradicted evidence that while the work undertaken on the back ramp is of a routine nature, the area 
contains a number of hazards.  The floor is concrete which has cargon tracks recessed into it and there are a number of 
traverser pits in the floor.  Although, the tripping hazards are painted yellow, care needs to be taken to avoid tripping on the 
uneven floor.  The significance of tripping on the back ramp areas is considerable as the area is raised to enable trucks to 
loaded and unloaded and open on two sides.  That is, if an employee is to trip on the uneven floor, he or she could fall about 
1.5 metres.  In addition there is a chain conveyor on the back ramp on which empty crates are transported.  Accordingly, 
Mr Baptie said that given the tripping hazard on the back ramp the risk of injury to an employee under the influence of alcohol 
is significantly increased. 

78 When cross-examined, Mr Baptie was asked, whether it struck him as odd that the employees who worked with Mr Gaunt did 
not report his condition, to which Mr Baptie replied that it was not odd but not acceptable.  When asked to clarify his answer in 
re-examination he said that in the seven years he has worked at the factory there has never been an occasion when anyone has 
been prepared to give a written or verbal account of such an event.   

79 Mr Daniel Burgler is also a Despatch Coordinator at the Bentley factory.  Together with Mr Burgler he is one of Mr Gaunt's 
direct supervisors.  One of his duties is to create the weekly roster for the cool room and the back ramp.  Mr Burgler also said 
that Mr Gaunt is a difficult employee to place on this roster because a number of employees in the cool room and on the back 
ramp do not want to work with him.  Wherever possible, he rostered Mr Gaunt on the back ramp, as it is the easiest job and he 
(Mr Burgler) gets the least complaints when Mr Gaunt is working there.  He said that work on the back ramp requires the least 
amount of initiative and the duties are clear and easy to perform.   

80 Mr Michael Rogers testified that he is the Human Resources of the Respondent and is responsible for the recruitment, 
induction, employee and industrial relations, performance management, training and development processes for National 
Foods in Western Australia. 

81 On Monday, 5 April 2004, Mr Baptie spoke to him about Mr Gaunt's conduct the previous morning.  Mr Rogers, together with 
Mr Baptie, commenced an investigation.  On 6 April 2004, Mr Rogers spoke to Mr O'Reilly to organise a meeting to discuss 
the allegations.  Mr Rogers says he advised Mr O’Reilly briefly of the details of the incident involving Mr Gaunt coming to 
work under the influence of alcohol  On that same day Mr Rogers spoke to Mr Wade and reviewed the statement that 
Mr Baptie had prepared for Mr Wade.  After a number of telephone calls a meeting was arranged to meet with Mr Gaunt and 
Mr O'Reilly on 13 April 2004 at 10:00 am.  At the beginning of the meeting he informed Mr Gaunt and Mr O'Reilly that 
serious allegations had been made against Mr Gaunt and outlined the process the meeting would follow.  He said that the 
allegations would be put to Mr Gaunt and Mr Gaunt would have time to consider the allegations and respond to them.  Then 
said that they would break to consider Mr Gaunt's responses and consider its decision.  He also advised that Mr Peter Watt, the 
State Operations Manager would be involved in any decision which was made.   

82 Mr Rogers then put the four key allegations to Mr Gaunt.  Those allegations were: 
(a) He was late to work without advice; 
(b) He left work early and did not return; 
(c) He did not clock off or advise his supervisor; and 
(d) He was allegedly under the influence of alcohol or drugs when he arrived at work. 

83 Mr Rogers then asked Mr Gaunt if he wanted to take time to consider his response but Mr O'Reilly advised he had spoken to 
Mr Gaunt and they were ready to respond.  Mr O'Reilly advised that Mr Gaunt acknowledged the first three allegations were 
true but Mr Gaunt disputed the allegation that he was under the influence of alcohol.  Mr O'Reilly informed them that 
Mr Gaunt had gone to the service station during his break to get some Panadol as he had a headache and a charge card for his 
mobile telephone.  As Mr Gaunt had time on his break, he intended to have a short sleep in the car park of the service station 
and return to work but he did not wake until 9:30 am.  Mr Gaunt said that he was not "pissed" at all but that he had been to a 
barbeque with friends and had "a few beers" earlier in the night and something to eat.  He said he stopped drinking at 9:00 pm 
and rested until 11:00 pm.  He was feeling a bit "crook" with a headache.  He was going to telephone and advise that he would 
not be in when Mr Wade called him.  Mr Wade asked him if he had been drinking and he admitted that he had "a couple of 
beers".  Mr Gaunt said that he had left his shift to go to the service station to get Panadol and a charge card for his mobile 
telephone.  He woke up at 9:45 am in the car park of the service station and tried three times to call someone on the back ramp 
from his mobile telephone but was unable to get an answer.  It was so close to the end of his shift he stopped trying.  
Mr O'Reilly then said that he understood Mr Gaunt had a good past record.  Mr Rogers told him that these were serious 
allegations and the Respondent recently dismissed a manager for attending work under the influence of alcohol.  The meeting 
broke at 10:30 am.  Mr Rogers advised Mr Gaunt and Mr O'Reilly that they would consider his response and discuss the matter 
with Mr Watt and advise them of their decision shortly.  They then discussed the matter with Mr Watt and decided to speak to 
Mr Gaunt's co-workers again.  They then spoke with Mr Watt.  Mr Rogers said they discussed the co-workers version of events 
and concluded the co-workers had convinced us (the Respondent's managers) that Mr Gaunt had attended work under the 
influence of alcohol.  They discussed appropriate options.  They considered the fact that the co-workers had been prepared to 
give evidence to the effect that Mr Gaunt had attended for work under the influence of alcohol, along with the fact that they 
had previously dismissed a manager on 15 May 2003, for attending work under the influence of alcohol.  Mr Rogers said that 
they considered the “precedent and message” it would send if they dismissed a manager coming to work under the influence of 
alcohol but not a store person.  He said a standard had been set and they needed to ensure they were consistent without fear or 
favour.  They also considered the fact that the main witness Mr Wade, was a union delegate, who felt strongly enough about 
the issue to report it and that Mr Wade had discussed the matter with Mr O'Reilly prior to doing so.  In conclusion they decided 
that dismissal was an appropriate penalty for Mr Gaunt.  When cross-examined Mr Rogers said that they did give weight to the 
fact that Mr Gaunt carried out his duties for a period of time on the evening in question but he said that factor was 
overwhelmed by the weight of the evidence of the co-workers who said Mr Gaunt was significantly affected by alcohol, left 
the site early, arrived late and did not clock off.  Mr Watt and Mr Rogers then sought approval to dismiss Mr Gaunt, from the 
General Manager Manufacturing Milk.   

84 At 12:00 pm the meeting with Mr O'Reilly and Mr Gaunt reconvened.  Also in attendance was Mr Watt.  Mr Rogers asked 
Mr O'Reilly and Mr Gaunt if there was anything else the company should be aware of before they made their decision.  
Mr O'Reilly responded by saying that if National Foods believes Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol then the 
company was in breach of its alcohol and drug policy and its duty of care.  Mr Watt then informed Mr Gaunt that based on all 
of the allegations the Respondent intended to terminate his employment unless there was some other way Mr O'Reilly or 
Mr Gaunt could think of achieving the same outcome.  Mr O'Reilly said that Mr Gaunt should get a written warning for 
admission for the first three allegations and he argued that termination was too harsh.  Mr Watt responded by saying that a 
precedent had been set to terminate a person for coming to work under the influence of alcohol and the Respondent had to be 
consistent and maintain its duty of care to all of its employees.  Accordingly, the decision to dismiss stood.   
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85 Mr Rogers conceded when cross-examined that if Mr Gaunt had not been found to be under the influence of alcohol on the 
evening in question, the Respondent would not have dismissed him.   

86 Mr Rogers produced in his evidence a copy of the National Foods Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy, which was issued on 1 July 
2001, reviewed on 1 July 2003 and re-issued on 1 August 2003.  He also testified that Respondent has taken steps to inform its 
employees about its Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy in a number of ways including: – 
(a) discussing and reviewing policy at the Occupational Safety and Health Committee meetings; 
(b) discussing the policy at Site Consultative Committee meetings and special meetings; 
(c) by attaching a copy of the policy to payslips; 
(d) referring to the policy in the Employee Induction Handbook; and 
(e) presenting the Employee Induction Handbook and an accompanying video to a Site Consultative Committee meeting on 

2 August 2002. 
87 Mr Rogers also produced in his evidence a copy of a memorandum of an excerpt of the Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy, which 

is kept behind glass on the lunchroom noticeboard.   
88 Mr Rogers said that Mr Gaunt was not known to be a troublemaker or known to be a particularly bad worker.  However, 

Mr Rogers was asked in cross-examination, was there any reason why Mr Gaunt's (alleged) work habits may not have come to 
his attention.  Mr Rogers said that this was a large workplace where it has a culture where employees don't tend to "dob" on 
each other to management.   

89 It was put to Mr Rogers that Mr Gaunt was not given an opportunity to workout his period of notice.  Mr Rogers testified that 
the Master's Dairy Award 1994, provides for a termination to be effected by either a period of notice or payment in lieu of 
notice.   

90 Mr Rogers was also cross-examined about the National Dairies Ltd Disciplinary Policy and Procedures.  Mr Rogers agreed that 
policy applies to the Respondent.  It was put to Mr Rogers that the Respondent did not comply with the procedure set out in 
that policy because they did not advise Mr Gaunt that disciplinary proceedings had commenced and that they intended to 
terminate his employment, nor did they provide him with a copy of the policy prior to the dismissal meeting.  Mr Rogers 
disagreed and said they advised Mr Gaunt they intended to terminate him in the second meeting on 13 April 2004.   

91 Mr Peter Watt, the State Operations Manager of the Respondent, testified that on 5 April 2004, he was advised that Mr Gaunt 
had been suspended pending an investigation of his behaviour on the weekend.  Mr Watt was involved in the second part of the 
disciplinary meeting on 13 April 2004.  He gave similar evidence to Mr Rogers.  Mr Watt said that he did not personally speak 
to any of the co-workers who made the allegations and he accepted the reports given to him about what those workers had said.  
He said that the information supplied by the co-workers was very conclusive.  In his view, Mr Gaunt was under the influence 
of alcohol when he reported for work.  When asked whether he doubted the plausibility of the co-workers version of events 
given that it was not reported until eight o'clock in the morning, Mr Watt’s answer implied no.  He said that you need to 
understand the culture we are dealing with and the fact that it is unusual for co-workers under these circumstances to come 
forward with information. (Transcript page180)  He agreed that it would have been better if they had notified management as 
soon as Mr Gaunt had arrived at work.   He also agreed that Mr Gaunt performed his duties for five hours he was on shift.  He 
said they took this into account when making the decision to dismiss Mr Gaunt.   

92 Contrary to the evidence given by other witnesses Mr Watt implied that Mr Gaunt did not constitute a safety risk.  He said that 
it is his opinion that a drunken person could safely pick up crates and put them on the side of the back ramp.  When asked if 
Mr Gaunt is reinstated, whether it is possible that Mr Gaunt could be accommodated in the factory, Mr Watt said no, the 
relationship between Mr Gaunt and the co-workers is to a point where it would bring unnecessary stress to the site.   

Applicant's Submissions 
93 The union says the most pivotal issue in this case is whether Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol when he reported to 

work on 4 April 2004.  The union says it is clear that Mr Gaunt consumed alcohol earlier that evening and he has been 
forthcoming about what he drank.  However, the union says that it is not open on the evidence to draw the conclusion that he 
was under the influence of alcohol when he reported for work.  The union points out that Mr Gaunt had a conversation with 
Mr Wade before he came into work about alcohol and says that Mr Gaunt would not have come into work if he was drunk.  
They point to the undisputed evidence that when Mr Gaunt came to work he clocked on and commenced his duties with a 
minimum of fuss.  If Mr Gaunt was drunk he would not have been able to perform his duties until 5:00 am when he went on 
his lunchbreak.  They say that Mr Batterbury could not have made an assessment that Mr Gaunt was drunk after only speaking 
to him for 20 seconds.  While the work is simple it requires a great deal of physical effort and that Mr Wade had left Mr Gaunt 
to work alone for an hour and a half while he undertook his own lunchbreak.  The union also says that where Mr Gaunt's car 
was seen on Sevenoaks Street after the shift was finished is irrelevant as the whether the Respondent should have dismissed 
Mr Gaunt.   

94 As to procedural fairness, the union says that the Respondent failed to properly inform Mr Gaunt of the nature of the 
allegations made against him.  It says that Mr Tuffnell did not explain to Mr Gaunt why he had been suspended on full pay.  
The union says that the Respondent's investigation of the matter was inadequate.  In particular, they say there is a significant 
contradiction between the evidence Mr Tuffnell, Mr Baptie and the evidence of Mr Maidment. Both Mr Tuffnell and 
Mr Baptie say that Mr Maidment told them that Mr Gaunt was under the influence or drunk, yet Mr Maidment, a witness for 
the Respondent testified on oath he never said that.  The union questions why the Respondent did not obtain a written 
statement from Mr Maidment prior to making a decision to dismiss Mr Gaunt.   

95 The union says that Mr Gaunt was also denied procedural fairness in that the Respondent did not comply with its own 
disciplinary policy, which states that when the company considers it has made a decision that termination is appropriate, it is to 
communicate that decision as early as possible to the employee.  The union says that this did not happen until the day of the 
meeting on 13 April 2004.  At the meeting the union and Mr Gaunt were caught off guard.  Both Mr O'Reilly and Mr Gaunt 
gave evidence that the defence they would have mounted would have been different had they been aware that dismissal was 
the most likely outcome.  The union also says that the fact that the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy was not complied 
with also raises a ground of procedural unfairness.  If the drug and alcohol policy was complied with, the union says Mr Gaunt 
would have been given an opportunity to undergo a blood alcohol test, which would have established the degree of which he 
was under the influence of alcohol, if any and he may have also been given the opportunity to be brought before a manager, 
who may have been able to more accurately and objectively assess the degree of which he was under the influence of alcohol 
or in fact unwell.   
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96 The union says that the dismissal was substantively unfair on two grounds.  Firstly, if the Respondent had properly investigated 
the matter and considered all the evidence available to it, they would not have concluded that Mr Gaunt was in breach of the 
company drug and alcohol policy by being under the influence of alcohol whilst being on duty.  Secondly, the Applicant says 
that Mr Gaunt was not under the influence of alcohol when he attended work.   

97 The union says that when regard is had to Exhibit 3 (the Road Safety Council Guide), which sets out a rule of thumb to assist 
people to count their drinks to keep them inside the 0.05 blood alcohol concentration (BAC), it is clear that when Mr Gaunt 
reported for work, he was not under the influence of alcohol.  The rule of thumb is that if men consume no more than two 
standard drinks in the first hour and one standard drink each hour after that, their blood alcohol will remain under 0.05.  The 
union said that when regard is had to the fact that Mr Gaunt's evidence established he drank five cans of full strength beer, each 
of which equals 1.5 standard drinks, he drank 7.5 standard drinks between 3:30 pm to 8:30 pm (5 hours).  At the time he left 
the barbeque, the union concedes he was over the limit but the union says by the time Mr Gaunt reported for work, which was 
some four hours later, he would have been under the limit.   

Respondent's Submissions 
98 The Respondent says that Mr Gaunt's misconduct during his shift on 4 April 2004, consisted of four elements, including being 

under the influence of alcohol when he attended at work.  Mr Gaunt admits to arriving 45 minutes after he was due to start his 
shift.  The Respondent says his lateness for work should be seen in the following context: – 
(a) The Respondent had been monitoring Mr Gaunt's timekeeping the week preceding the termination; 
(b) Mr Gaunt had been spoken to about his timekeeping by Mr Wade; 
(c) While Mr Gaunt claims he had been proposing to call in sick when Mr Wade rang him at 12:30 am, he should have 

contacted the site before or at the time the shift was scheduled to commence; 
(d) Mr Gaunt claims that he was walking to the telephone box to telephone Mr Wade, when Mr Wade rang him on his 

mobile.  Mr O'Reilly in his evidence stated that Mr Gaunt had told him he was at home when Mr Wade had rung him. 
99 Mr Gaunt admits to leaving the site at approximately 5:00 am on 4 April 2004 without advising anyone he was leaving and 

without clocking off.  The Respondent has a site rule that requires employees to notify their supervisor/manager if leaving the 
site during the shift.  Mr Gaunt did not advise a supervisor/manager, nor did he notify his co-worker, Mr Wade.  Mr Gaunt 
admits to failing to return to work or advising anyone on site that he was not returning to work after his meal break.  He admits 
to failing to clock off at the end of his shift.  The Respondent says that his conduct should be considered in the following 
context: – 
(a) Mr Gaunt failed to telephone the Respondent when he woke up and realised he had missed the majority of his shift.  The 

Respondent says that he should have known the telephone number on the back ramp; 
(b) Mr Gaunt drove past or close to the factory at or about 10:00 am on 4 April 2004.  He failed to return to the factory or 

clock off or advise the Respondent what had occurred and why he had failed to complete his shift; and 
(c) Mr Gaunt made no attempt during the course of the day on 4 April 2004, to contact and inform the Respondent as to what 

had occurred during his shift earlier that day. 
100 The Respondent says that Mr Gaunt's denial about being under the influence of alcohol should be considered under the 

following context: – 
(a) Mr Gaunt admits consuming alcohol before attending for work; 
(b) Mr Gaunt claims he consumed the alcohol whilst at a barbeque with 10 to 15 other people.  No one else from the 

barbeque has been called to corroborate Mr Gaunt's evidence about the barbeque and about how much alcohol he 
consumed.  In particular, Mr Craig, a work colleague of Mr Gaunt, who was at the barbeque, was not called (or 
summonsed) despite being on the Applicant's original witness list.  Given the critical nature of the evidence he may have 
been able to give, the failure to call him (or any of the other people at the barbeque) ought to result in an adverse 
inference being drawn against Mr Gaunt with respect to his condition and the amount of alcohol he had consumed (Jones 
v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298); 

(c) Mr Gaunt claims he was driven to and from the barbeque by someone called "Geoff" but has not called "Geoff" to 
corroborate his evidence or give evidence about his condition.  Again, an adverse inference against Mr Gaunt should be 
drawn; 

(d) Mr Gaunt claims that he felt unwell.  He claims he was tired and he had "a bit of a headache" and "a gut ache".  All these 
symptoms are consistent with having consumed an excessive amount of alcohol; 

(e) While Mr Gaunt claims he felt unwell, he did not inform Mr Wade or any of the other employees that had contact with 
him on his shift on 4 April 2004 that he felt unwell.  Moreover, there is no independent evidence of him being unwell; 

(f) When Mr Wade rang Mr Gaunt at approximately 12:30 am on 4 April 2004, Mr Gaunt was slurring his words to such an 
extent that Mr Wade had to ask Mr Gaunt whether he had been drinking.  When Mr Gaunt arrived at work at 
approximately 12:45 am, Mr Gaunt was slurring his words and smelt of alcohol to such an extent that when later asked 
about Mr Gaunt's conduct, Mr Batterbury stated that Mr Gaunt had been heavily under the influence of alcohol and when 
pressed in cross-examination, he said, "I reckon he was drunk".  Mr Wade, who had the best opportunity to observe 
Mr Gaunt during the shift, formed the view that Mr Gaunt had been drinking to a significant extent and was intoxicated;   

(g) While Mr Gaunt performed duties on the back ramp for 4.5 hours without incident he was rostered to work a 10 hour 
shift.  Being under the influence of alcohol, impacted his work performance in that he failed to complete a shift; 

(h) Mr Gaunt fell asleep in his car and slept uninterrupted for nearly 5 hours near a busy road; 
(i) Mr Gaunt admits that he had come to work "hung over" before; 
(j) Mr Gaunt admits to having seen the Respondent's Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and knew that if you come to work 

under the influence of alcohol, you are likely to get the sack and that was "common knowledge".  Hence, his prior 
conduct in coming to work intoxicated and no one doing anything about it is consistent with Mr Baptie's evidence that 
previously no one has been prepared to come forward to make a statement in relation to this type of conduct or any type 
of disciplinary conduct.  The context of Mr Gaunt's conduct must be seen in the context of the workplace where there is a 
culture of union members not "dobbing" in other union members to management.  The Respondent did not condone the 
conduct. Mr Wade suffered it until it was intolerable, then reported it to management and on this occasion was prepared 
to back it up with a statement.  Management acted upon the report straight away.   

101 The Respondent says before deciding whether Mr Gaunt's employment should be terminated the Respondent afforded 
Mr Gaunt procedural fairness by taking the following steps: – 
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(a) The Respondent suspended Mr Gaunt's employment whilst it conducted an investigation into the allegations made by 
Mr Wade about Mr Gaunt's conduct on 4 April 2004.  This investigation included speaking to each employee who had 
contact with Mr Gaunt during the shift commencing on 4 April 2004;  

(b) Having conducted a reasonable investigation, the Respondent formed an honest and genuine belief based upon reasonable 
grounds that Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol when he attended for work; 

(c) Mr Gaunt knew why he had been suspended and was aware of the nature of the allegations being made against him.  This 
is evident by the fact that when Mr Tuffnell suspended Mr Gaunt, Mr Gaunt asked Mr Wade why he had not sent him 
home if he thought he was "pissed"; 

(d) The Respondent organised for Mr Gaunt's union representative to be present when the allegations were formally put to 
Mr Gaunt; 

(e) The Respondent informed Mr Gaunt's union representative of the nature of the allegations being made against Mr Gaunt; 
(f) Mr Wade discussed what had occurred on 4 April 2004, with Mr O'Reilly and read a statement to Mr O'Reilly which 

contained a description of the nature of the allegations.  The Respondent says that whilst Mr O'Reilly claims that 
Mr Wade did not read him the statement, Mr Wade's evidence in this regard should be preferred to Mr O'Reilly’s as 
Mr Wade has a clear recollection of reading the statement.  His evidence is that it was important to him that he read the 
statement to Mr O'Reilly so that Mr O'Reilly knew the nature of the incidents involving Mr Gaunt and could advise 
Mr Wade what he should do; 

(g) Mr Rogers discussed the allegations with Mr O'Reilly during a telephone conversation held on 6 April 2004.  Whilst 
Mr O'Reilly denies this, Mr Rogers’ evidence should be preferred given Mr Rogers took a contemporaneous note of what 
was said during his conversation with Mr O'Reilly; 

(h) Prior to the disciplinary meeting the Respondent provided Mr Gaunt and his union representative with a copy of the 
disciplinary procedure; 

(i) The Respondent formally put the allegations to Mr Gaunt in the presence of his union representative at the meeting on 
13 April 2004; 

(j) The Respondent provided Mr Gaunt and his union representative with time to respond to the allegations; 
(k) Prior to terminating Mr Gaunt's employment, the Respondent advised Mr Gaunt that termination was being considered. 

102 In summary the Respondent says that its action in terminating Mr Gaunt's employment was a proportional response to the 
serious nature of Mr Gaunt's misconduct. 

Legal Principles 
103 The question to be determined by the Commission is whether the Respondent exercised its legal right to dismiss Mr Gaunt in 

such a way that the right has been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employee so as to amount to an abuse of that 
right (see Ronald David Miles, Norma Shirley Miles, Lee Gavin Miles and Rose & Crown Hiring Service trading as The 
Undercliffe Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385 at 386).   

104 In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 at 229-230 the Full Bench of the Industrial Commission of South Australia 
(approved by the majority of the Full Bench of this Commission in Western Mining v Australian Workers' Union (1997) 77 
WAIG 1079 at 1084) held: 

"An employee is entitled to both substantive and procedural fairness in respect of a dismissal.  Substantive fairness will be 
satisfied if the grounds upon which dismissal occurs are fair grounds.  Broadly speaking a dismissal will be procedurally 
fair if the manner or process of dismissal and the investigation leading up to the decision to dismiss is just.   
Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary onus 
which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it conducted 
as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in 
the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations and 
respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had reasonable 
grounds for believing on the information available at that time that that the employee was guilty of the misconduct 
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the 
employee's work record, such misconduct justified dismissal.  A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters will 
probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable. 
If a fact or facts come to light subsequent to the dismissal which cast a different light on the Commission of the alleged 
misconduct, such fact or facts will not necessarily or automatically render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.  In 
our view in such circumstances what will need to be considered is whether the employer, if it had acted reasonably and 
with all due diligence, could have ascertained those facts before the dismissal occurred. 
The Commission is required to objectively assess the subjective actions and beliefs of the employer as at the time of 
dismissal and not at some subsequent time: see Gregory v Philip Morris (1998) 24 IR 397 at 413; 80 ALR 455 at 471; see 
also Stearnes v Myer SA Stores Print No 9A/1973 at 5. 
Whether the employer will satisfy that objective test will depend upon the facts of each case.  The gravity of the alleged 
offence will dictate the nature and extent of the inquiry which the employer must conduct.  An employer must ensure that 
an employee is given as detailed particulars of the allegations against him/her as is possible, an opportunity to be heard in 
respect of such allegations, and a chance to bring forward any witnesses he/she may wish to answer those allegations." 

105 Whilst it is the case that the gravity of the alleged offence dictates the nature and extent of an inquiry which the employer must 
conduct and that the charge of this particular nature should not be found proved lightly by an employer, employers are not 
required to have the skills of police investigators or lawyers (Schaale v Hoechst Australia Limited (1993) 47 IR 249 per Heerey 
J at 252 and Amin v Burswood Resort Casino (1998) 78 WAIG 2441 per Fielding SC at 2442). 

106 The general principles of the valid exercise of the remedy of summary dismissal were considered by Lord Evershed MR in 
Laws v London Chronicle (Indicator Newspapers) Ltd [1959] 2 All ER 285 where he observed at 287 and 289: 

"… since a contract of service is but an example of contracts in general, so that the general law of contract will be 
applicable, it follows that, if summary dismissal is claimed to be justifiable, the question must be whether the conduct 
complained of is such as to show the servant to have disregarded the essential conditions of the contract of service … I … 
think … that one act of disobedience or misconduct can justify dismissal only if it is of a nature which goes to show (in 
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effect) that the servant is repudiating the contract, or one of its essential conditions; and … therefore … the disobedience 
must at least have the quality that it is "wilful": it does (in other words) connote a deliberate flouting of the essential 
contractual conditions." 

Credibility and Findings 
107 The Respondent argues that the Commission should draw an adverse finding against the Applicant as it failed to call Mr Craig 

or Geoff to give evidence.  Pursuant to the principles enunciated by the High Court in Jones v Dunkel (op cit) where there is 
one person who could have given evidence to refute the opposing party’s evidence and that person has not been called by the 
other party, a court is entitled to draw the inference that that person's evidence would not have assisted the Applicant's case.  
The union, however, makes a similar submission against of the Respondent in relation to Mr Craig.  I do not think that the 
inference can be drawn against either party in respect of Mr Craig as it was open to either party to call Mr Craig as he is an 
employee of the Respondent and a friend of Mr Gaunt’s.  The inference can, however, be drawn in relation to the person called 
“Geoff”.  No explanation was given by the union as to why he was not called. 

108 I have carefully observed each witness whilst giving evidence.  At the end of the day, this case turns on whether the evidence 
of Mr Wade, Mr Maidment and Mr Batterbury should be preferred to the evidence given by Mr Gaunt, as they are the only 
people who observed Mr Gaunt's behaviour on the night in question.  Although, the union made a strong submission that the 
Commission should not accept the evidence given by the Respondent's witnesses, who are co-workers on the basis that their 
evidence was "all over the shop and inconsistent", it is my view that their evidence must be considered against the background 
of the culture of the workplace that co-workers do not "dob on each other".  Having heard the evidence, I consider Mr Wade's 
evidence to be most reliable of all of the witnesses who gave evidence in these proceedings.  Mr Wade’s version of events was 
not shaken in cross-examination.  Further, he was the person who observed the conduct of Mr Gaunt over the longest period on 
the night in question.  I accept his evidence that Mr Gaunt was slurring his words from the time when Mr Wade first spoke to 
Mr Gaunt at about 12:30 am on the telephone and continued to slur his words until 3:30 am.  In my view the fact that Mr Gaunt 
was slurring his words and smelt of alcohol when he arrived at work is consistent with Mr Wade's conclusion that Mr Gaunt 
was under the influence of alcohol.  In relation to Mr Maidment's evidence, although he would not say in court that Mr Gaunt 
was intoxicated, he did maintain in his evidence that Mr Gaunt had been talking a bit slow and was slurring his speech.  As to 
Mr Batterbury, although initially he would not testify on oath that Mr Gaunt was intoxicated, he did not depart from his 
evidence that Mr Gaunt smelt of alcohol and his speech was slurred.  When pressed at some length, he finally stated it was his 
view that Mr Gaunt was drunk.  In my view, Mr Batterbury's reluctance to state on oath in court that Mr Gaunt was drunk on 
the night in question is consistent with the culture of not "dobbing" on co-workers.  Whilst Mr Gaunt maintained in his 
evidence that he was not intoxicated when he arrived at work, I do not accept his evidence.  I do not accept it can be 
conclusively concluded that Mr Gaunt was not intoxicated after having earlier consumed five cans of full strength beer.  To 
calculate the period your body needs to remove alcohol and reduce your BAC, requires an estimation of the weight of a person.  
In addition, Mr Gaunt has given no explanation as to why he was slurring his words on the night in question that is inconsistent 
with the conclusion that he was under the influence of alcohol.  Given that Geoff was not called, I am not satisfied on the 
balance of probabilities I should accept his evidence that he only consumed five cans of full strength beer prior to arriving at 
work.  Although he testified that he was later diagnosed with having an ear infection, it seems he did not visit his doctor until 
approximately six weeks after the night in question.  When asked what effect the infection had on him, he said it affected his 
balance and he had dizzy spells.  He did not give any evidence that the ear infection affected his speech in any regard on the 
night in question.  Consequently, I am of the view that where the evidence by Mr Gaunt and the Respondent's witnesses 
conflicts, I prefer the evidence by the Respondent’s witness.   

109 I did not find the evidence given by Mr Wright to be of assistance in this matter.  Mr Wright did not observe Mr Gaunt on the 
night in question.  Further, I do not accept his contention that in the absence of a blood alcohol test a person can make an 
observation as to whether a person is under the influence of alcohol.  I did not find Mr Wright's evidence that he was unaware 
of the details of the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy to be credible.  As the senior union delegate, he has a duty towards 
his members to take steps to inform himself of these matters.  It is clearly apparent from the evidence given by Mr Rogers and 
the other witnesses who worked in the factory that the Respondent published and posted the policy in the factory in many 
varied and different ways.  It is clear that Mr Gaunt himself and his co-workers knew of the policy and the consequences of its 
breach.   

110 Whilst in some aspects, Mr O'Reilly's evidence departed from that of Mr Wade's and Mr Rogers', at the end of the day I found 
Mr O'Reilly to be a credible witness.  I do not, however, accept his contention that if it had been made clear to him that the 
Respondent was considering terminating Mr Gaunt that he would have asked for the allegations to be put in writing together 
with access to all relevant documents and for Mr Gaunt be given a better opportunity to prove his version of events before the 
Respondent made its decision. Mr O'Reilly had the opportunity of hearing what the Respondent's case was against Mr Gaunt 
but he declined to hear it from Mr Wade.  Mr Gaunt's own evidence is that Mr Wade told him he was being suspended because 
he had come into work under the influence of alcohol.  Mr O’Reilly heard the allegations at the meeting on 13 April 2004.  The 
meeting broke for a period.  Given the nature of the allegation that Mr Gaunt reported to work under the influence of alcohol 
was put during the first part of the meeting, he should have been well aware that one of the consequences of doing so, was that 
Mr Gaunt could be dismissed as this was clearly known to Mr Gaunt prior to the night in question.  When the allegation of 
intoxication was put at the meeting, Mr O’Reilly could have asked for an opportunity for the union to make its own enquires 
but he did not do so. 

111 Consequently, I am of the view that the Respondent afforded Mr Gaunt an adequate opportunity to respond to the allegations.  
No relevant matters have emerged from the union’s case that it was denied from putting to the Respondent prior to the 
Respondent making the decision to dismiss Mr Gaunt. 

112 In relation to drunkenness, the general principles were stated in Clouston and Co Ltd v Corry [1906] AC 122 at 129. 
"There is no fixed rule of law defining the degree of misconduct which will justify dismissal.  Of course there may be 
misconduct in a servant which will not justify the determination of the contract of service by one of the parties to it 
against the will of the other.  On the other hand, misconduct inconsistent with the fulfilment of the express or implied 
conditions of service will justify dismissal.  Certainly when the alleged misconduct consists of drunkenness there must be 
considerable difficulty in determining the extent or conditions of intoxication which will establish a justification for 
dismissal.  The intoxication may be habitual and gross, and directly interfere with the business of the employer or with the 
ability of the servant to render due service.  But it may be an isolated act committed under circumstances of festivity and 
in no way connected with or affecting the employer's business.  In such a case the question whether the misconduct 
proved establishes the right to dismiss the servant must depend upon facts – and is a question of fact.  If this be so, the 
question raised in the present case had to be tried by the jury." 
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113 Mr Gaunt was informed of the allegations made against him at the meeting on 13 April 2004.  Whilst he was not informed at 
that meeting that it was alleged he had reported to work under the influence of alcohol on other occasions it appears common 
ground that this was not a matter considered by the Respondent when it made the decision to dismiss Mr Gaunt.   

114 I do not agree that the Respondent's investigation was deficient.  In particular, I disagree with the union’s contention that the 
Respondent’s investigation was deficient in that it did not obtain a written statement from Mr Maidment prior to making the 
decision to dismiss Mr Gaunt.  Mr Maidment's evidence in these proceedings is not contrary to the Respondent's conclusion 
that Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol whilst at work.  Mr Maidment’s oral evidence is at its highest equivocal.  
Despite this, he did maintained that Mr Gaunt was slurring his speech, which when regard is had to Mr Wade and 
Mr Maidment’s evidence is supportive of the conclusion Mr Gaunt was under the influence of alcohol. 

115 Whilst it was unfortunate that Mr Gaunt's co-workers did not comply with the Respondent's drug and alcohol policy by 
reporting him to a supervisor when he first attended work and whilst it would be argued that the failure to do so was 
procedurally unfair, not every denial of procedural fairness will entitle an employee to a remedy.  No injustice will result if 
after a review of all the circumstances of the termination it can be said that the employee could be justifiably dismissed (Shire 
of Esperance v Mouritz (1990) 71 WAIG 891; Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 at 430 per Brennan CJ, 
Dawson and Toohey JJ, and at 466 per McHugh and Gummow JJ).   

116 I do not accept the contention made by the union that the Respondent failed to comply with its disciplinary policy.  Clause 
5(e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) of the policy provides: 

"(e) Before an employee is dismissed, the employee is to be advised that the disciplinary procedure has commenced 
and that NDL intends to terminate the employment of the employee.  The employee is to be provided with a 
copy of this policy.  The employee is also to be advised that they are entitled to be accompanied by a union 
delegate or co-worker. 

(f) The Dismissal meeting is to be attended by the most senior manager on the site. 
(g) The employee is to be advised that NDL intends to terminate the contract of employment and the manager must 

explicitly and clearly identify what work performance or behavioural standard is unacceptable, and specify the 
required standard.  Where appropriate, reference should be made to any final warning or previous relevant 
disciplinary procedure in place. 

(h) The employee is to be asked if he/she has any comment in regard to the stated problem.  Due regard is to be 
given to the employee's views, and any mitigating circumstances taken into account. 
At this stage, the meeting may be adjourned in order for further investigation to be carried out.  Subject to the 
nature of the problem, it may be appropriate for the employee to be suspended without loss of normal pay and 
conditions for the duration of the investigative process. 
At this stage, the manager may elect not to dismiss the employee, any may issue a Final Warning, a Reprimand, 
or cease the application of the disciplinary procedure. 

(i) If the decision to dismiss the employee is justified, the employee is to be so advised." 
117 The union argues clause 5 contemplates that two separate meetings must be held, whereas the Respondent only had one.  I do 

not agree.  Clause 5(e), (g) and (h) do not require two meetings. 
118 Whilst Mr Gaunt was paid in lieu of notice and the Award authorises that to be done, it seems he did not receive payment until 

some days after this employment was terminated.  In light of this together with all the other circumstances it is arguable that 
his dismissal was effected as a summary termination.  

119 I accept that he did report for work under the influence of alcohol on the night in question.  I do not accept the union's 
submission that termination of Mr Gaunt was substantively unfair.  He had the opportunity when speaking to Mr Wade prior to 
attending work to absent himself from the workplace.  Mr Wade made it plain to him that he should not come to work if he 
was intoxicated.  He ignored Mr Wade's advice.  He knew he could be dismissed if he attended work under the influence of 
alcohol.  This is a case where an employee has engaged in conduct with the clear knowledge that such conduct was 
inconsistent with his contract of employment.  I accept the evidence given by Mr Wade and Mr Webber that this was not the 
first occasion Mr Gaunt had reported for work under the influence of alcohol.  Whilst it seemed he could perform his work, his 
conduct did interfere with the business of the employer.  Further, in that this was not the first time he had done so and his 
tardiness in reporting for work late, taking long breaks and "not pulling his weight" also affected the Respondent's ability to 
roster him to work with other employees.  For the reasons set out above I will make an order dismissing the Applicant's claim. 
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Result Application dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M Swinbourn 

Mr S O'Reilly 
Respondent Mr A Lucev (of counsel) 

Ms K Groves (of counsel) 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Swinbourn and Mr S O'Reilly, on behalf of the Applicant and Mr A Lucev and Ms K Groves, of counsel, on 
behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby: 

ORDERS that CR 90 of 2004 is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Conference 
Number 

Dates Matter Result 

Australian Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Workers’ 
Union, Western Australian 
Branch, The 

Bassendean Bowling Club 
(Inc) 

Scott C 
C 263/2003 

23/01/04 Change in 
Employment 
Conditions of 
Member 

Concluded 

Australian Workers' Union, 
West Australian Branch, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers, The 

Australian Turf Industries Kenner C 
C 156/2004 

12/08/04 Termination of 
a union 
member 

Discontinued 

Automotive, Food, Metals, 
Engineering, Printing & 
Kindred Industries Union  

Melville Motors Smash 
Repairs 

Kenner C 
C 126/2004 

02/06/04 Closing down 
of operations 

Discontinued 

Civil Service Association of 
Western Australia 
Incorporated 

Board of the Western 
Australian Centre for 
Pathology Research 
(Pathcentre) 

SCOTT C 
PSAC 30/2004 

N/A Failure by 
employer to 
comply with 
undertakings 
from previous 
conference 

Concluded 

Communications, Electrical, 
Electronic, Energy, 
Information, Postal, 
Plumbing, and Allied 
Workers Union of Australia, 
Engin & Elect Div, WA 
Branch 

BHP Billiton Iron Ore Wood C 
C 145/2004 

30/07/04 Member 
classification 
status 

Concluded 

Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union 
of Workers, The 

NetView Nominees Pty Ltd Gregor C 
C 167/2004 

23/08/04 Alleged 
termination 

Referred 

Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union 
of Workers, The 

JM and ED Moore Gregor C 
C 182/2004 

28/09/04 Alleged 
termination 

Concluded 

Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union 
of Workers, The 

NetView Nominees Pty Ltd Gregor C 
CR 167/2004 

N/A Alleged 
termination 

Discontinued 

Forest Products, Furnishing 
and Allied Industries 
Industrial Union of 
Workers, W.A. Branch, The 

Gunns Limited Gregor C 
C 159/2004 

20/08/04 Annual leave Concluded 

Health Services Union of 
Western Australia (Union of 
Workers) 

St John of God Health Care 
Subiaco T/as St John of God 
Hospital Subiaco 

Beech SC 
CR 244/2003 

08/10/04 Classification 
and 
remuneration 
of union 
members 

Discontinued 
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Parties 
Commissioner/ 

Conference 
Number 

Dates Matter Result 

Health Services Union of 
Western Australia (Union of 
Workers) 

St John of God Health Care 
Subiaco T/As St John of God 
Hospital Subiaco 

Beech SC 
CR 244/2003 

N/A Contractual 
entitlements 

Discontinued 

Health Services Union of 
Western Australia (Union of 
Workers) 

Director General of Health in 
Right of the Minister for 
Health as The Board of the 
Metropolitan Health Service at 
East Metropolitan Health 

Scott C 
PSAC 16/2004 

10/05/04 Downgrade of 
facility and 
associated 
redeployment 
of staff 

Concluded 

Metro Brick Pty Ltd The Automotive, Food, 
Metals, Engineering, Printing 
and Kindred Industries Union 
of Workers - Western 
Australian Branch 

Gregor C 
C 266/2003 

6/2/04, 
30/7/04 

Interpretation 
of Metal 
Trades Award 
Clauses 

Concluded 

West Australian Branch, 
Australasian Meat Industry  
Employees' Union, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth 

Western Australian Meat 
Marketing Co-operative 

Wood C 
CR 40/2003 

18/05/04 Termination Discontinued 

 

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS— 
2004 WAIRC 12766 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES GREGORY HAWTIN 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
INTEGRATED POWER SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 705 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12766 
 
 
Result Interlocutory order made 
Representation 
Applicant Ms M Saraceni (of counsel) 
Respondent Mr S Ellis (of counsel) 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms M Saraceni, of counsel, for the Applicant and Mr S Ellis, of counsel, for the Respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders that: 
1 Within 14 days from the date of this order the Applicant do make and serve on the Respondent a list of documents, which 

are or have been at any time in his possession, custody or power or if not in his possession, when he parted with them and 
what has become of them relating to any issue in question in this matter and that he, within the 14 days period make and 
file an affidavit verifying that list and those matters and serve a copy thereof on the Respondent. 

2 Within 14 days from the date of this order the Respondent do make and serve on the Applicant an affidavit varying its list 
of documents and state whether the following documents or the class or classes of documents and any other document 
relating to any question in this matter including the documents described below are or have been in their possession, 
custody or power or if not in their possession, custody or power when they parted with them: 
(a) The Applicant's personnel file; 
(b) IPS Board minutes of meetings held in October 2003, November 2004, December 2003, January 2004, 

February 2004, March 2004, April 2004 and May 2004; 
(c) The IPS Quality Management System; 
(d) The report commissioned by Freehills utilising a Deloitte's computer expert reviewing the contents and use of 

the Applicant's personal computer; and 
(e) Mr David Eiszele's personal notes taken during meetings with the Applicant on 27 and 29 April 2004. 

3. Within 28 days of the date of this order, the Respondent is to provide to the Applicant a copy of a report or the substance 
of evidence of any expert witness whose evidence is to be adduced by the Respondent. 
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4. Within 14 days of service by the Respondent of any report or substance of evidence of any expert witness, the applicant is 
to provide to the Respondent a copy of a report or the substance of evidence of any expert witness whose evidence is to be 
adduced by the Applicant. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 11047 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ANDREW STRUTT 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 PFIZER PTY LIMITED 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE FRIDAY, 2 APRIL 2004 
FILE NO/S APPLICATION 1590 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 11047 
 
 
Result Direction issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr I Tait of counsel 
Respondent Ms S Lloyd of counsel 
 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Mr I Tait of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Ms S Lloyd of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

1. THAT the respondent file and serve further and better particulars of notice of answer and counter proposal in 
response to the applicant’s request filed 4 March 2004 by no later than 8 April 2004. 

2. THAT each party shall give an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 15 April 2004. 
3. THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 22 April 2004. 
4. THAT the matter be listed for hearing for one day. 
5. THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 11443 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LINDA CHRISTINA SHEARD 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 AME HOSPITALS PTY LTD T/A MOUNT HOSPITAL 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE TUESDAY, 11 MAY 2004 
FILE NO/S APPLICATION 1906 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 11443 
 
 
Result Direction issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Vilensky of counsel 
Respondent Mr T Davies of counsel 
 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Mr D Vilensky of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr T Davies of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

1. THAT evidence in chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements which will stand as the 
evidence in chief of the maker. A copy of a document(s) referred to in any witness statement is to be annexed to that 
statement. Evidence in chief other than that contained in the witness statements may only be adduced by leave of the 
Commission. 

2. THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent any signed witness statements upon which she intends to rely 
no later than 2 June 2004. 
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3. THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant any signed witness statements upon which it intends to rely no 
later than 16 June 2004. 

4. THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon 
which it intends to rely no later than ten days prior to the date of hearing. 

5. THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon 
which she intends to rely no later than five days prior to the date of hearing. 

6. THAT the matter be listed for hearing for one day. 
7. THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12805 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ON THE COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION 
-v- 
DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO & OTHERS 

CORAM COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE TUESDAY, 14 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO. APPL 44 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12805 
 
 
Result Order issued 

Mr P Wilding on behalf of the Minister for Consumer and Employment Protection 
Ms C Ozich (of counsel) on behalf of the Trades and Labor Council 
Mr A Caccamo on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals Association 
Mr G R Blyth on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia acting in its 
capacity under s 40B(2) 
Mr T Pope on behalf of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees’ Association of Western 
Australia 
Mr L Edmonds on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch 
Ms J Freeman on behalf of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers' Union, 
Western Australian Branch 
Mr P G Robertson on behalf of employers bound by the Cleaners’ and Caretakers’ Award, Contract 
Cleaners Award 1986, Contract Cleaners (Ministry of Education) Award 1990, Bakers’ 
(Metropolitan) Award 1987 and the Pastry Cooks’ Award 1981 
Mr M Borlase on behalf employers bound by the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 
Ms N Thomson on behalf of employers bound by the Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail 
Establishments) State Award 1977 
Mr L Joyce on behalf of employers bound by the Children’s Services (Private) Award 
Mr P Moss on behalf of employers bound by the Clerks’, (Commercial, Social and Professional 
Services) Award and the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award 
Ms M Kuhne on behalf of employers bound by the Hospital Salaried Officers (Nursing Homes) 
Award 1976, Enrolled Nurses and Nursing Assistants (Private) Award No 8 of 1978, Hospital 
Salaried Officers (Private Hospitals) Award 1980, Aged and Disabled Persons Hostels Award 1987, 
Hospital Salaried Officers (Silver Chain) Award 1980 and the Private Hospital Employees’ Award 
1972 
Ms S Thorp on behalf of employers bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers' Award 
1979, Hotel and Tavern Workers' Award 1978 and the Clerks' (Hotels, Motels and Clubs) Award 
1979 

 
 

Order 
1. THAT Application 44 of 2004 be divided onto four parts to be numbered Application A 44 of 2004, Application B 44 

of 2004, Application C 44 of 2004 and Application D 44 of 2004 respectively; 
2. THAT Application A 44 of 2004 be that part of Application 44 of 2004 that relates to the Metal Trades (General) 

Award 1966; 
3. THAT Application B 44 of 2004 be that part of Application 44 of 2004 that relates to the Children’s Services (Private) 

Award; 
4. THAT Application C 44 of 2004 be that part of Application 44 of 2004 that relates to the Cleaners and Caretakers 

Award 1969; and 
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5. THAT Application D 44 of 2004 be that part of Application 44 of 2004 that relates to the Shop and Warehouse 
(Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977. 

 (Sgd.)  W S COLEMAN, 
[L.S.] Commission In Court Session. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12911 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES JOHN STEPHEN WARD 
APPELLANT 

 -v- 
 MINISTER FOR HEALTH INCORPORATED AS THE BOARD OF SIR CHARLES GAIRDNER 

HOSPITAL UNDER S7 OF THE HOSPITALS AND HEALTH SERVICES ACT 1927 (WA) 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
 PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 5 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO PSA 79 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12911 
 
 
Result Directions Issued 
 
 

Directions 
WHEREAS this is a reclassification appeal made pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS on Tuesday, the 5th day of October 2004, the Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) convened a conference for the 
purpose of conciliating between the parties and discussing scheduling matters; and 
WHEREAS at the conference the Arbitrator issued a direction with a view to encouraging the parties to exchange or divulge 
attitudes or information which in the opinion of the Arbitrator would assist in the resolution of the matter, in accordance with 
Section 32(8)(a)(iii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby directs:  

A. That, given the Terms of Reference of the Human Resource Management Committee and that this position 
appears to be excluded from its jurisdiction as it is within Human Resource Services or associated areas, the 
Respondent shall advise the Appellant of: 
(i) Why this matter was referred to the Human Resource Management Committee? 
(ii) Why was it not referred directly to the Director General for consideration of the independent 

consultant’s report? 
B. Such information shall be provided to the Appellant and the Commission within 14 days of today’s date. 
C. A report back conference shall be convened at 10.30 o’clock on Thursday, the 21st day of October 2004. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT—Notation of— 
Agreement 

Name/Number 
Date of 

Registration Parties Commissioner Result 

Arca Pty Ltd / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2002-2005  
AG 148/2004 

14/09/2004 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Arca Pty Ltd Gregor C  Agreement 
Registered 

B & S Concrete 
Cutting Service / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2002-2005 
AG 156/2004 

15/09/2004 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

A.P. Engineering 
Services Pty Ltd t/a 
B&S Concrete Cutting 
Service 

Gregor C  Agreement 
Registered 

Chiquita Mushrooms 
Pty Ltd Western 
Australian Mushroom 
Production Agreement 
2004 AG 127/2004 

5/10/2004 The Australian 
Workers' Union, West 
Australian Branch, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers 

Chiquita Mushrooms Kenner C  Agreement 
Registered 
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Agreement 

Name/Number 
Date of 

Registration Parties Commissioner Result 

Department of Health 
(Clinical Academics) 
AMA Industrial 
Agreement 2004  
PSAAG 12/2004 

17/09/2004 Minister for Health 
incorporated as the 
Board of the hospitals 
formerly comprised in 
the Metropolitan Health 
Service Board , Board 
of the Western 
Australian Centre for 
Pathology and Medical 
Research 

The Western Australian 
Branch of the 
Australian Medical 
Association 
Incorporated 

Scott C  Agreement 
Registered 

Good Samaritan 
Industries Supported 
Employees Industrial 
Agreement 2004  
AG 154/2004 

29/09/2004 Good Samaritan 
Industries 

The Disabled Workers' 
Union of Western 
Australia 

Harrison C  Agreement 
Registered 

Goodman Fielder 
Consumer Foods Ltd 
(Western Australia) 
Enterprise Agreement 
2004  
AG 122/2004 

22/09/2004 Goodman Fielder 
Consumer Foods 
Limited 

The Food Preservers' 
Union of Western 
Australia, Union of 
Workers , The 
Automotive, Food, 
Metals, Engineering, 
Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union of 
Workers - Western 
Australian Branch 

Kenner C  Agreement 
Registered 

Marble 
Man/CFMEUW 
Industrial Agreement 
2002 – 2005 AG 
158/2004 

22/09/2004 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

The Trustee For The 
Antonio Corea Family 
Trust T/A The Marble 
Man 

Gregor C Agreement 
Registered 

Mercy Hospital Mount 
Lawley Health 
Services Union 
Enterprise Bargaining 
Agreement 2004 AG 
153/2004 

14/09/2004 Health Services Union 
of Western Australia 
(Union of Workers) 

Mercy Hospital, Mount 
Lawley Incorporated 

Scott C  Agreement 
Registered 

Midland Sale Yards 
Agreement 2004  
AG 145/2004 

22/09/2004 Chief Executive Officer 
of the Western 
Australian Meat 
Industry Authority 

The Australian 
Workers' Union, West 
Australian Branch, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers 

Smith C  Agreement 
Registered 

State Research 
Stations, Agricultural 
Schools and College 
Workers General 
Agreement 2004 AG 
155/2004 

29/09/2004 The Director General 
of the Department of 
Agriculture, The 
Director General of the 
Department of 
Education and Training 

The Australian 
Workers' Union, West 
Australian Branch, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers 

Harrison C  Agreement 
Registered 

Waterproofing WA Pty 
Ltd / CFMEUW 
Industrial Agreement 
2002-2005  
AG 157/2004 

15/09/2004 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Waterproofing WA Pty 
Ltd 

Gregor C  Agreement 
Registered 

Zoological Parks 
Authority (Operations) 
General Agreement 
2004  
AG 161/2004 

22/09/2004 The Chief Executive 
Officer of the 
Zoological Parks 
Authority 

Australian Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Workers 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Smith C  Agreement 
Registered 
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NOTICES—Appointments— 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 

I, the undersigned, the HONOURABLE DAVID KINGSLEY MALCOLM AC, Chief Justice of Western Australia, in exercise 
of the powers conferred on me by section 85(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), DO HEREBY NOMINATE THE 
HONOURABLE CARMEL JOY MCLURE, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia, to be an Acting Ordinary 
Member of the Western Australian Industrial Appeal Court from 1 October until 31 October 2004 or until the completion of the 
hearing and determination of any proceedings his Honour may be participating in at the expiration of that period. 
As witness my hand this 28th day of September 2004. 

 
CHIEF JUSTICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 

NOTICES—Cancellation of Awards/Agreements/ 
Respondents—under Section 47— 

NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel out the following award and agreements, namely the - 

Sugar Refining Award No. A41 of 1982 
CSR Limited – Cottesloe Refinery (Enterprise Bargaining) Agreement 1994 No. AG 103 of 1994 
CSR Sugar Cottesloe Refinery Agreement 1996 No. 10 of 1996 

on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of the award and agreements. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote 32/2004 on all correspondence. 
Dated this 27th day of October 2004 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

NOTICE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel the following award, namely the -  

ANI Engineering Bassendean (WA) Way Forward Enterprise Award 1998 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote 17/2004 on all correspondence. 
Dated this 13th day of October 2004 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

NOTICE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel the following award, namely the -  

BRADKEN Bassendean (WA) Way Forward Enterprise Award 2001 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote 18/2004 on all correspondence. 
Dated this 13th day of October 2004 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 
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NOTICE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel the following award, namely the -  

Furniture Trades (Government) Award 1979 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote 35/2004 on all correspondence. 
Dated this 1st day of October 2004  

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD— 
2004 WAIRC 12863 

AGAINST THE DECISION TO DEMOTE AND TRANSFER MADE ON 6/5/2004 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES STEPHEN MATTHEW BARRON 
APPELLANT 

 -v- 
 DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO PSAB 7 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12863 
 
 
Result Appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an appeal pursuant to section 80I of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS on the 21st day of September 2004 the Appellant’s representative filed a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the 
appeal; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979, hereby orders: 

THAT this appeal be, and is hereby dismissed. 
 (Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12946 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ROMUALD MENEZES 
APPLICANT 

 -v- 
 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 
 CHAIRPERSON - COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
 BOARD MEMBER – MR C FLOATE 
 BOARD MEMBER – MR F FUREY 
DATE THURSDAY, 7 OCTOBER 2004 
FILE NO/S PSAB 6 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12946 
 
 
Result Appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board dismissed 
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Order 
WHEREAS this is an appeal pursuant to section 80I of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS this appeal was listed for hearing and determination on 29 and 30 June 2004; and 
WHEREAS on 25 June 2004 the appellant requested the hearing be adjourned and on 28 June 2004 the Public Service Appeal 
Board heard from the parties in relation to the appellant’s request for an adjournment and the request was granted and the hearing 
dates were vacated; and 
WHEREAS the appeal was listed for hearing and determination on 12 and 13 October 2004; and 
WHEREAS on 6 October 2004 the appellant advised that he no longer wished to proceed with this matter; and 
WHEREAS on 7 October 2004 the appellant filed a Notice of Discontinuance in respect of the appeal; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979, hereby orders: 

THAT this appeal be, and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 

 

2004 WAIRC 12798 
AGAINST THE DECISION TO DOWNGRADE EMPLOYEE’S SALARY 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES MARTIN CHARLES WILLIAMS 

APPELLANT 
 -v- 
 DEPARTMENT OF LAND ADMINISTRATION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT – CHAIRMAN 
 MR M CELENZA – BOARD MEMBER 
 MR K TRENT – BOARD MEMBER 
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2004 
FILE NO PSAB 4 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2004 WAIRC 12798 
 
 
Result Consent order issued 
 
 

Order 

WHEREAS this is an appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board (“the Board”) pursuant to section 80I of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979; and 

WHEREAS the appeal was listed for hearing and determination on the 13th, 14th and 15th days of September 2004; and 

WHEREAS on the 3rd day of September 2004, the appellant’s agent advised the Board that the parties had reached agreement in 
respect of the appeal and requested that the hearing dates be vacated; and 

WHEREAS the respondent consented to the hearing dates being vacated and the Board granted the request; and 

WHEREAS the parties agreed that an order should issue reflecting their agreement; 

NOW THEREFORE the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979, and by consent, hereby orders: 

1. THAT the decision of the employing authority made on the 17th day of March 2004 that the appellant be reduced 
in classification to level 5.1 be varied and adjusted to provide that the appellant be reduced in classification to 
level 5.4 for a period of 6 months commencing on the 7th day of April 2004 and ending on the 6th day of October 
2004. 

2. THAT this appeal be, and is hereby otherwise dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 
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RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—Notation of— 
 

File Number Appellant Respondent Commissioner Decision Finalisation 
Date 

PSA 5 of 2003 Rae Shirley McLaren Director General Department 
of Education 

Harrison C Withdrawn 
by Leave 

01/10/04 

PSA 31 of 2003 Lucien Datay Department of Education and 
Training 

Harrison C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

01/10/04 

PSA 33 of 2003 Gordon Cvetkoski Minister of Health in Right of 
Metropolitan Health Services 

Scott C. Dismissed 19/10/04 

PSA 34 of 2003 Megan Joy Liston Director General of 
Department of Health as 
Delegate of South West 
Health Board 

Scott C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

07/10/04 

PSA 62 of 2003 David Gregory Nolan Department of Education and 
Training 

Scott C. Dismissed 24/09/04 

PSA 63 of 2003 Suzanne Wallace Minister for Health in Right of 
the Metropolitan Health 
Service, East Metropolitan 
Health Service 

Scott C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

13/09/04 

PSA 64 of 2003 Howard Beadle Minister for health in Right of 
the Metropolitan Health 
Service, East Metropolitan 
health Service 

Scott C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

07/10/04 

PSA 73 of 2003 Brian Charles Farmer Minister for Health in Right of 
the Metropolitan Health 
Service, East Metropolitan 
Health Service 

Scott C. Dismissed 08/10/04 

PSA 86 of 2003 Jenneane Crispin Commissioner of Main Roads 
WA 

Scott C. Dismissed 15/10/04 

PSA 118 of 2003 Daron Cooper Department of Fisheries Scott C. Dismissed 27/08/04 
PSA 20 of 2004 Karen Gay Mabbott Osborne Park Hospital Scott C. Withdrawn 

by Leave 
05/10/04 

PSA 32 of 2004 Louie Antonelli Minister for Health in right of 
the Metropolitan Health 
Service at East Metropolitan 
Health Service 

Scott C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

27/09/04 

PSA 36 of 2004 Lorraine Florence 
Telfer 

The Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet 

Scott C. Withdrawn 
by Leave 

08/10/04 

 




